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Thermal stability of refractory materials for
high-temperature composite applications

H. WIEDEMEIER, M. SINGH
Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180-3590, USA

A computational thermodynamic analysis of the stability of group IV, V, and VI transition metal
borides, carbides, nitrides, and oxides is presented. The results of these computations can be
employed to assess the stability and decomposition of these materials at high temperatures
under different ambient conditions. The thermodynamic stabilities of group IV, V, and VI com-
pounds increase with atomic number of the metal in the same group and decrease with atomic
number in the same period. Based on the equilibrium computations of the decomposition
reactions considered, V3 B4 , HfC, HfN and Ti 305 are the most stable compounds in each class.
In general, the refractory oxides are the most stable compounds followed by the borides, car-
bides and nitrides.

1. Introduction improve the mechanical properties of intermetallic
In recent years, considerable attention has been fo- (aluminides) and of some ceramic (oxide) matrix com-
cused on the development of high-temperature struc- posites [2-4]. Pure and partially stabilized zirconia
tural composite materials, which might serve as re- (PSZ) are found to be quite attractive and effective as
placements for superalloys in high-temperature and thermal barrier coatings for high-temperature appli-
aerospace applications. These materials should have cations [5]. A number of compounds of this class, i.e.
high melting points, good oxidation resistance, low TiC, TiN, TiO 2, TaC, Cr 3C2 and Cr2O3 are widely
density. and superior high-temperature creep and used for different applications in heat engines [6]. In
other mechanical properties. The thermochemical be- addition, studies [7] indicate that TiC and TiB2 are
haviour and properties of refractory borides. carbides, also promising materials for use as limiters (the part of
nitrides, silicides and oxides are being investigated for a fusion reactor nearest to the plasma). Other applica-
the above purposes. One of the major requirements for tions of materials containing refractory metal car-
the efficient design and operation of high-temperature bides, nitrides and borides include their use as effective
components and processes is reliable data about the wear-resistant materials for cutting tools [8-10]. A
thermodynamic stabilities, decomposition and oxida- number of composite systems containing these com-
tion behaviour under different conditions. These data pounds as reinforcements (whiskers, particulates and
are very useful in estimating the vaporization losses fibres), matrices, and coatings are reported in the
and predicting the lifetime of such materials. literature. The main objectives of this investigation are

Despite continuing research efforts and the use of to evaluate the thermal stabilities of these materials at
advanced experimental techniques, there are still high temperatures and to provide a data base for
many gaps in the knowledge and understanding of the further computations. Other more specific analyses of
high-temperature properties of these refractory mater- the high-temperature applications and properties of
ials. The considerable lack of reliable experimental these materials are part of a continuing effort and are
data concerning the stability and oxidation under being reported elsewhere [11-13].
different conditions at elevated temperatures has en-
couraged us to estimate these properties using ther-
modynamic data. 2. Thermodynamic considerations

The present investigation deals with the stability Thermodynamic equilibrium calculations represent a
relative to decomposition (vaporization) of borides, powerful tool to assess the chemical reactivities of
carbides, nitrides and oxides of group IV (titanium, materials, in particular at elevated temperatures. The
zirconium and hafnium), group V (vanadium, niobium free energies of reactions provide guidelines with re-
and tantalum), and group VI (chromium, molyb- spect to the dominant direction and extent of pro-
denum and tungsten) metals. Several of these com- cesses. However, thermodynamically favourable reac-
pounds are of current interest for high-temperature tions may not occur owing to reaction kinetics. In
structural applications. Hillig [I] discussed various such cases the actual physical state of the material, e.g.
problems and" prospects for several of these corn- texture, porosity, stress and strain, may become very
pounds as constituents (fibre/matrix/coating) for high- important The rate of a reaction is also affected by the
temperature composites. Titanium diboride reinforce- surface area available which, in turn, is related to the
ments are reported to be compatible with and to porosity of the material. Reactions may be inhibited



by the formation of protective layers. The latter case is equilibrium condition is commonly expressed by the
of particular interest for the application of many com- equation
posite materials at high temperatures, where the par- AGO RTlnKeq. 5)
tial pressures of gaseous reactant or product species
may stabilize or destabilize the system. The quantity AGO is related to the reaction enthalpies

One of the main problems encountered in the ther- and entropies of substances in their standard states by
mochemical analysis of the refractory materials is the the expression
lack of reliable thermodynamic data for compounds at AGO = AHo. - TAS° (6)
high temperatures. In such cases, the estimation of T r

data is required. For the analysis of the decomposition For computational purposes Equation 6 can be ex-
behaviour of a given material, various reactions are panded to
considered which may occur in a particular system. r
Using the available and estimated data, equilibrium AGO = AH02s + AC~dT - TAS%
thermodynamic computations are performed for all J298

reactions. For a meaningful application and inter- r AC0

pretation of thermochemical computations a brief re- - T I d T (7)
view of the basic relationships and conventions may 9s

be desirable. where AHs and AS02, are enthalpy and entropy
The equation for chemical equilibrium can be intu- changes, respectively, of reaction at 298 K. Thus. AGo

itively expressed in terms of activities, namely can be computed for any reaction and at any temper-
=g9+ RTna(T ( ature for which thermodynamic data (heats of forma-

,(T p, comp.) °+p, comp.) (1) tion, absolute entropies, heat capacities) of reactants

where g' is the chemical potential of a substance in its and products are available. Assuming that the reac-
standard state in a particular phase. The choice of tion process involves at least one reactant or product
standard states for a substance is a matter of conveni- substance in the gaseous state and that the others are
ence. Conventionally, the standard state of a compon- in the condensed state, then based on the above defini-

ent in a gaseous phase is that of unit fugacity, i.e. the tion of AG° and at equilibrium, the activities of the
pure gas in the hypothetical ideal condition at temper- substances in the condensed phase ar unity and of
ature T and I atm pressure. Thus a, - p, as p, - 0. For those in the gaseous state are equal to their equilib-

a pure solid or liquid or for a solid or liquid solution, rium partial pressures.
the most convenient standard state is the pure solid or Under these conditions, the sign of AGO indicates
liquid (or pure solvent) at temperature T and Iatm the endo- or exo-thermicity (direction) of the reaction

pressure. For such a substance, a, -. x, as x, -- if as written. The magnitude of AGO is related to the
the pressure is I atm. Unless the pressure is very high, magnitude of the partial pressure(s) of gaseous species
the pressure dependence of jp ofcondensed phases can present, which, in turn, is related to the amount(s) of

be neglected because of the small molar volume in the gaseous substances in the reaction system. On the

term vidp of the modified Gibbs-Duhem equation. other hand, the activity of a pure condensed phase (at
With Equation I the change in Gibbs free energy for I atm) is unity by definition and independent of the

a chemical reaction is defined as amount of substance present. Thus, for a process in
which only reactants and products in the condensed

`AG =* v~ -* + RTZ, v, Ina., (2) phase participate, AGO indicates the direction of a
I process, but not the "extent" of the reaction. If

where the stoichiometric coefficents vi are negative for AGO < 0, then eventually all reactants must disappear,

reactants and positive for products. Introducing the if AGO > 0, eventually all products must disappear.

quniyAG0 for Vd p?, Equation 2 can be written in Only at one particular temperature is AGO0 =0. and
quantity othe ratio of activities is unity for condensed-phase
the form reactions. Therefore, generally it is not meaningful to

AG a AG0 + RTInfl al'. (3) compute equilibrium constants from thermodynamic
I data for reactions involving only condensed-phase

It is useful to recall that AGO is the change in Gibbs substances. The computation of AGO values for such
free energy for a process starting with the stoichio- reactions provides an indication whether the reaction
metric number of moles of reactants in their standard as written is thermodynamically favourable or not. As
states, and ending with the stoichiometric number of indicated above, kinetic factors may have a con-
moles of products in their standard states. The second siderable influence on the actual behaviour of a pro.
term in Equation 3 is the product of activities and/or cess under given conditions of temperature, pressure,
partial pressures of reactants and products. When the and of the physical state of the materials involved.
process is at equilibrium, AG a 0 and Equation 3 A computer program has been developed to calcu.
takes the form late AGO values for all individual reactions considered

AG a 0 w AG+ RTK (4) in this work over wide temperature ranges. The major-
ity of the chemical ractions employed in the thermo-

where K., M rl, ai" and is the equilibrium constant of dynamic analysis of the different systems contain one
the reaction. When gaseous species are involved in the or more gaseous reactant(s) and/or product(s). For
reaction. the symbol K, is frequently used for K,,. The these condensed-gas phase reactions, based on the



T A B L E I Sources of thermochemical data for substances considered in equilibrium calculations of this work

Substance Ref. Substance Ref. Substance Ref. Substance Ref.

Bis. I) 17 Ta(g) 16 ZrC(s) 17 CrN(s) Is
Bfg) 17 Cr1s. 1) 15 HFC(s) 14 Cr2Nls) 18
CIs) 19 Cr(g) 16 VCis. I) 15 TiOls. I) 14
C(g) 19 Mols. I) 15 V2C(s. 1) 14 TiO(g) 14
C'1g) 17 Mo!g) 18 NbCis) 18 TiO2(s.-I) 14

C'4g) 17 WIs) 14 NbzC(s) 14 Ti20 3(s. I) 14
Nig) 19 TiB(s. li 17 TaC(s) 15 Ti3O3 (s. 1) 14
NIg) 19 TiBzls) 17 TaC(s) 15 ZrOlg, 14

01g) 19 ZrB,(s) 17 Cr 3C2 (ls) 18 ZrO2(s. I) 14

021s) 19 HfB2(s)" 17 CrC 3(s) 18 H1O(s, 1) 14
Tils. 1) 17 VB2Is) 15 Mo 2C(s)' 14 V0 2(s. I) 14
Tiug) 17 VBIs) 15 WC(s) 14 V'0 5(s. I) 14
Zrls. I) 17 V'B,1 s) 15 WC(sl 15 NbO(s. I) 14
Zr1g) 17 V2,Bs) 15 TiN(s) 17 NbO2 (s. 1) 14
Hf(s. I) 14 VB 6 (s) 15 ZrN(s) 17 Nb,O,(s. I) 14
Hflg) 16 VBI(s) 15 HfN(sW' 14 TaOs(s. II 14
Vgs. I) 15 NbB21s) 14 VN(s, 1) 18 Cr 20 3 (s. 1) 18
V(g) is TaB2(s) 14 NbN(s. I) 14 MoO 2(s) 18
Nbls. 1) 14 CrB(sl - Nb2 N(s) 14 MoOW(s. I) 18
Nbtg) 18 CrB(s)' - TaN(s) 15 W0 2(s. I) 18
Tals) 14 TiC(s) 17 Ta2 N(s) 15 WO3s. I) 18

I Extrapolated to higher temperatures.

stoichiometry of the reaction and on Equation 5, of these materials have been established. Vapour pres-
equilibrium constants (K.) for individual reactions sures or dissociation pressures of about 10-6 atm or
and equilibrium partial pressures of different gaseous less present no long-term stability problems. However.
species are computed. For those reactions containing vapour pressures of about 10- 1 atm or higher are
only substances in the condensed phase, AGO values considered excessive and may cause serious damage
are reported. For the representative compound of a and failure of components of a system. Thus, vapour
given class of materials, the equilibrium constants of pressures of about 10-1 atm may be taken as an
individual reactions are given as a function of temper- upper-bound safety limit.
ature in graphical representation. In the interest of These criteria are, of course, qualitative guidelines.
numerical accuracy and for the convenience of the and individual materials have to be evaluated under
user, the AGO and equilibrium constant values of all actual conditions. Detailed analyses of the decomposi-
individual reactions are expressed in the form of lin- tion behaviour of these materials involve specific
ear, two-term equations. The numerical constants a assumptions about the reaction mechanisms. Thermo-
and b of these equations are listed in tables. In this dynamic analyses of individual chemical reactions
way, the results provided can be used for specific have been carried out to estimate their relative im-
reactions alone, and in combination with other reac- portance and that of different vapour species particip-
tions of the same and of other systems. ating in the decomposition process. The chemical

The sources of the thermochemical values of the stabilities of the refractory borides, carbides, nitrides
elements and compounds used in the present com- and oxides will be discussed in separate sections
putations are listed in Table I. The heat capacity and below.
entropy values of HfN and HfB2 are given in the
literature [14] only up to 1500 and 1700 K, respect-
ively. Thermochemical data for the molybdenum and 3.1. Stability of metal borides
tungsten borides and nitrides are not readily available. The decomposition reactions of the refractory metal
There are various sources of thermochemical data in The de sitionsred to oe t ferentoduct
the literature for a given material. The selection of the borides presently considered to yield different product
sources used in this work is based on a critical analysis species are represented by the following generalized
of literature data and on a comparative evaluation of equations.
theoretical predictions and experimental evidence. MB,(s. 1) - M(s, i) + x B(s, 1) (8)

MB,(s, 1) - M(g) + xB(s, 1) (9)

3. Results and discussion MB,(s. I) - M(s, I) + xB(g) (10)
Among the important criteria for the assessment of MB,(&`1) - M(g) + xB(g) (11)
thermochemical properties and for the application of
composite materials at high temperatures is the sta- where M is a refractory metal of group IV. V, and VI
bility of their constituents with respect to decomposi- elements and x is the number of boron atoms per
tion (volatilization) and their -inertness" with respect metal atom. Because of the large number of corn-
to chemical reactivity. Based on common experience pounds and reactions involved, a detailed representa-
and on available literature [I], some stability criteria tion of the K, values against reciprocal temperature



T ABLE 1; Values of a and bin the relation log K,= a+I-lI0b T) for different decomposition reactions of refractory bondes; the headings
indicate the type of reaction products. but not in all cases the stoichiometry

Compound' M is. 1) , BIS. V MIS. 1)..+ Big) Mig) a Bis. 1) Mig) - Big)

TiB a -30.86 .]= 8.273 a = 7.926 .a- 15.358
h - 0.4414 h= -3 762 h =-3.308 b =-6.191

Ti B, a =50.89 a0= 16.595 a = 8.348 a=- 23.689
h- 0.8353 h= -7.283 h6= - 3.919 b- -9.711

ZrB, a -59.20 a = 16.746 a = 8.481 a=- 23.82
b- 0.955 b = - 7.515 b = - 4.942 b = - 10.73

HfH, a -70.48 a = 16.088 a0 7.678 a -23.01
b6= 0.4847 h = -7.554 b =-S5.405 b=- - 1.20

a =64.56 a0= 16.187 a = 23.857 a = 39.34
b= 0.3745 b = - 7.395 b = - 9.620 b=-- 15.42

V81 a -29.42 a = 8.065 a = 7.933 a=- 15.781
b6= 0. 1689 b= - -3.627 b6= - 3.394 b=-- 6.302

V3B.1 a -102.2 a = 32.20 a - 24.39 a= 55.35
b - 0.6417 b= - -14.15 b=-- 10.58 b- -22.18

V8'a-72.10 a - 24.09 a = 16.35 a = 39.58
b - 0.4717 b =- 10.51 b = -7.159 b =- 15.86

V181 a o=118.5 a - 52.04 a - 44.18 a - 90.62
&= 2.W4 b = - 21.41 6=-- 17.38 b = - 34.78

VB2- a =41.98 a = 16.066 a = 8.293 a=- 23.786
6= 0.3029 b6=- 6.868 6b - -3.741 b6=- 9.544

NbB, a -36.09 a - 15.766 a - 8.304 a - 23.64
b- 0.2555 b6=- 6.701 b6=- 4.738 b=-- 10.53

TaB, a -43.31 a - 15.862 a -7.860 a- 23.18
b- 0.325 b - -6.889 b =- 5.172 b - - IM

CrWa a - 17.21 a- 7.753 a -7.274 a - 15.017
b= 0.0179 6=-- 3.284 b= - -2.427 6 - - 5.328

CrB1  a - 18.25 a- 15.843 a - 7.609 a - 23.145
b= 0.1705 b6=- 6.288 b- -2.529 b6=- 8.330

All K. values are for the temperature range 500 to 3000 K. except for those compounds marked 0') which are for the temperature range 500
to 2500 K.
b AlGO values from 4G0 - a + (10' bIT) are given in kcal mol for the reactions in this column only (I cal - 4.19 i).

for the individual solid-gas phase reactions of TiB and No reliable thermochemnical data for the borides of
TiB2 is given in Fig. 1. The temperature dependence of molybdenum and tungsten are presently available.
the equilibrium constants of the other group IV, V, Therefore, these compounds are not included in the
and VI borides is represented by the a and b terms of present investigation.
the corresponding linear equations listed in Table 11. It is evident from Fig. I that at lower temperatures

the reactions yielding gaseous species are rather insig-
nificant with respect to decomposition of TiB and

0 TiB2. But with increasing temperature and owing to
the increasing dominance of the entropy contribution,

.30. these reactions may become important for the stability
evaluation or the materials. If the gaseous molecules

-60-£ can escape from the reaction interface, even a minor
1ý1 reaction may become critical and become a -runaway

0-90 reaction". It is also apparent from Fig. I that TiB is
0 less stable with respect to decomposition than TiB.. It

.120 is intuitively obvious that the decomposition reactions
of a given compound yielding condensed-phase pro-

-t s0 ducts require less energy than tnose leading to gaseous
products. Thus, under given temperature and pressure

.10 conditions, the former reactions are more critical with
2 6 10 14 1S 22 respect to thermal stability of the compound than the

T"Wprature, 104/r (01) latter.

Figwc I Equilibrium constants as a function of reciprocal temper- mIc stabltiesmof th cmpaetal b rdesatinvestigaermdyhere
ature for the main sollid-gas phase decomposition reactions orf i tblte ftemtlbrdt netgtdhm
TiDls) and TiB(s), I L) TiDfs) - Till) + Ill. It (0) TjDis) - Tits. 1) the lowest AGO values at 2000 K, corresponding to the

+. flili (s) TiBis) - Ti(g) + B(g); (1) TiS2(13s) - Tijg) +211(. It, decomposition of a given compound to condensed-
(0 1 TiE1(si a Tifa. 1) + 21111g); f(NJ Ti8 3(s( - Ti(g) + 29(g). phase products, are graphically represented in the
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Figure 3 Equilibnum constants as a function of reciprocal temper-

Figure 2 Standard Gibbs free energy changes of the thermodynami- ature for the main solid-gas phase decomposition reactions of
cally most favourable condensed-phase decomposition reactions of TiCis). ( TiC(s) - Ti(lg + C(s) ( ,)TiC(s) = Ti(s. II + CIg(-
metal bondes at 2000 K (I cal - 4.19 1). 2TiC(s) = 2Ti(s. 1) + C21g; 1'0 ) TiCis) - Tilg) + C1g); i + 3TiCs)

= 3Ti(s. I) + C3(g) (e) 2TiC(s) = Ti(g) + C,(S); (0) 3TiC(s
= 3Titg) + C3(g).

form of a bar diagram in Fig. 2. In other words, the bides are considered for the computational analysis:
Gibbs free energy changes (under standard conditions)
of the thermodynamically most favourable decom- MC(s, I) = M(s, i) + C(s) (12)
position reactions of these metal borides are given. MC(s, I) = M(g) + C(s) (13)
Within the constraints of the definition of AG° and of
the meaning of activities for condensed-phase reac- MC(s, I) = M(s, I) + C(g) (14)
tions, and assuming that all other conditions (e.g. 2MC(s, i) = 2M(s, I) + C2(g) (15)
kinetic limitations) are the same for different com-
pounds, the heights of the bars in Fig. 2 provide a MC(s, 1) = M(g) + C(g) (16)

qualitative guideline for the relative stability of the 3MC(s, 1) = 3M(s, 1) + C3(A) t17)
compounds. A larger AG° value indicates a more
stable compound. Apparently, with increasing atomic 2MC(s, i) = 2M(g) + C 2(g) (18)

number of the metal atom, the stabilities of the borides 3MC(s, i) = 3M(g) + C3(g) (19)
increase within the same group and decrease within
the same period of the periodic table for compounds of where M is the same as above. The equilibrium con-
the same metal to non-metal ratio. In view of the stants as a function of lT for the most important
above constraints, a further interpretation of Fig. 2 is solid-gas phase decomposition reactions of TiC are
not justified. Bolgar et at. ( 19] measured high-temper- graphically represented in Fig. 3. The overall trend of
ature thermodynamic properties (enthalpy and heat the temperature dependence of the different decom-
capacity) of transition metal refractory borides and position reactions and the interpretation are very sim-
has shown that with increasing number of boron ilar to those of TiB. Again, reactions involving gaseous
atoms per metal atom in the compound, the bond products can become rather critical at elevated tem-
strength of the compounds increases. The same trend peratures and seriously affect the stability of the ma-
is predicted in Fig. 2, based on independent thermo- terial. The a and b values of the linear equations for
chemical computations. These computations suggest the above thermodynamic functions of the other metal
that V3 B, is the most stable boride followed by V2 B3  carbide decomposition reactions are given in Table
and HfB2 . I. Reliable thermodynamic data for MoC are pre-

sently not available. Drowart et al. [20] reported that
at temperatures of about 2500 K and higher, TiC

3.2. Stability of metal carbides evaporates predominantly as Ti(g) and CQ(g) The
High-temperature applications of metal carbides re- different slopes of the decomposition reactions in
quire resistance to decomposition and to chemical Fig. 3 are consistent with these observations. For HfC
attack at a free surface. The high melting points and and TaC, Engelke et al. [21] reported that a vapour
low vapour pressures of group IV, V and VI trans- pressure of carbon higher than that of the metal leads
ition-metal carbides provide the stability in vacuum to a loss of carbon at temperatures close to the melting
and inert atmospheres of these materials. For most point. A more comprehensive review of the properties
metal carbides, decomposition occurs by vaporization of refractory carbides is given by Storms (22] and by
which may be congruent or incongruent. For some Toth [23].
decomposition reactions, product species containing Analogous with the boridues the decomposition
metal-carbon bonds have been reported. The follow- reactions of the metal carbides yielding exclusively
ing decomposition reactions of the above metal car- condensed-phase products are more favourable than



TABLE III Values of a and h in the relation log K, = a 4 1104 b, T) for different decomposition reactions of refractory carbides: the headings
indicate the type of reaction products, but not in all cases the stoichiometry.

Compounds' Mis. h-0CIs0 MIg)-Cis) MIs. ll+Clg) M's. I)+C2(g) M's. I-)*C31g) M(g) + C'gj M().,C 2,Igl Mig'.C31ig

TiC a=3394 a= 7.844 a= 9.017 a= 11.639 a= 12-400 a= 16.126 a= 26.21 a= 34.42
h= 0.5072 b=- 3.401 b= -4.727 h= -6.300 b= -7,051 b= -7.147 b= - 11.25 b= - 1444

ZrC a-=39.48 a= 7.645 a= 8.801 a= 11.587 a= 12.491 a= 15.889 a= 25.73 a= 33.71
h= 0.3668 h= -4.248 b= -. 4.784 b= 6.505 8= -7.328 b= -7.994 b= - 12.94 b= - 16.99

HIC a=48.50 a= 7.417 a= 8.731 a= 11.422 a= 12.231 a= 15.661 a= 25.28 a= 33.01
h= 0.3271 b= -4.850 b= -4.953 b= -6.861 b= -7.860 b= -8.596 b= -14.15 b= -18.79

VC. 0=18.06 a= 8.259 a= 8.811 a= 11.670 a= 12.523 a= 16.521 a= 27.09 a= 35.58
h= 02933 b=- 3+21"2 b= -4,293 b= -5.529 b= -5.857 b= -6.968 b= -10.88 b= - 13.87

V'Cb a=33.45 a= 15.79 a= 8.438 a- 11.06 a= 11.53 a- 24.06 a 42.31 a= 58.40
6= 0.0704 b= -6.132 b= -4.524 b= -6.001 b= 6.561 b= 9.889 b= 16.73 b= -22.65

NbC a=31.05 a= 8.003 a= 8.362 a= 10.685 a- 11.137 a= 16.241 a= 26.45 a= 34.77
8= 0.0743 8= -4,542 b = -4.468 b= - 5.874 b=- 6.381 b= -8.297 b= - 13.53 b=- 17.87

Nb,Cb a=39.81 a= 16.55 a= 8.93 a= 12.09 a= 12.99 a= 24.82 a= 43.83 a= 60.68
h= 0.2736 b= 8.681 b= 4.771 b= 6.497 b- 7.300 b= 12.44 b- 21.83 b= 30.30

TaC a= 35.10 a- 7.226 a= 8.120 a= 10.209 a= 10.408 a- 15.463 a= 24.89 a= 32.43
h= --0.0942 6=- 4804 b= -4.482 b= - 5.902 b=- 6.422 b= -8.558 b= - 14.05 b= - 18.65

Ta.,C a= 4795 a= 14.699 a= 8.326 a= 10.473 a= 10.796 a= 22.93 a= 39.82 a= 54.84
h= -0.0101 b= -9.199 b= -4.814 b=- 6.541 b= -7.379 b= -12.95 b=-22.84 b= -31.83

Cr3C2' a= 27.83 a= 20.995 a= 15.755 a= 9.790 a- 19.44 a- 37.50 a- 31.55 a= 84.74
h= -0.3679 b= -6.551 b=- 7.934 b= -4.876 b= -9.755 b= - 14.06 b- - 11.01 b= -28.15

Cr.C, a= 54.87 a- 49.20 a= 23.18 a= 14.251 a 9.292 a= 73.97 a- 65.05 a= 60.08
h= -0.7251 b- -15.12 h= - 12.08 b= -7.501 b=- 5.066 b- 26.39 b= -21.80 6= - 19.37

Mo 2 C a= 13.50 a- 14.921 a= 8.011 a= 10.08 a- 10.16 a- 23.19 a- 40.40 a= 55.64
b= -0.0866 b= -7.084 b= -3.999 b= -4.943 b- -4.980 b- -10.84 b= -18.62 b= -25.50

WC a= 7.653 - a= 7.989 a= 10.84 a- 11.30 - - -

h= 0.0678 - b= -3.932 b- -4.858 bn -4.851 - - -

W2C a= 31.64 - a= 6.037 a= 6.039 a- 4.163 - - -

h= --. 397 - b= -3.805 b= -4.548 b- --4.391 - - -

All K, values are for the temperature range 500 to 3000 K. except (8) for 500 to 2500 K and (1) for 500 to 2000 K.
AGO values from AGO = a + (0ObiT) given in kcal mool- 1 for the reactions in this column only (I cal = 4.19 J).

those yielding gaseous products within a given tern- stabilities of TiC, ZrC and HfC based on their de-

perature range. Thus, the thermal stability of the metal composition reactions evaluated in this work (Fig. 4).

carbides is limited by the former reactions. Within the The metal-carbon bond energy (Ec-m) of the vana-

same constraints as discussed above for the metal dium, niobium and tantalum carbides was also estim-

borides, the relative stabilities ofthe metal carbides at ated by Shohoji [27]. The trend in the Ec-m values is

2000 K are compared in terms of the AGO values for the same as that for the titanium, zirconium and

the most favourable condensed-phase decomposition hafnium carbides. But the Ec-m values of group V

reactions in Fig. 4. Under these conditions, it is appar-

ent from Fig. 4 that the stabilities of the mono-
carbides increase with atomic number of the metal in 60

groups IV and V and for the di-metal carbides of

group V at 2000 K. so

For the chromium, molybdenum and tungsten car-
bides the trend is different owing to the molecularity 40 .
effect. But on a per-atom basis, the trend is the same.
Electronic band calculations for these carbides -
[24-26] suggest that electron transfer occurs from the ~I
metal to the interstitial carbon atoms upon bond 2 0
formation in the above carbides. This direction of 20

transfer would lead to the formation of a stronger 0 ,I
C-M bond associated with a weakened M-M bond in 10 I -
MC relative to the pure metal. Shohoji (27] estimated |
the carbon-metal interactions in carbides and re- oTIC v -Cr3C

ported that the C-M bonds in group IV metal car- zfe Nsmc Xb2c "82C Wc
bides tend to strengthen with increasing atomic num- HVc Tac To2C
ber of the metal from titanium to hafnium. These Figwr 4 Standard Gibbs (e menergy chansu of the thermodynami-
theoretical considerations [27] are consistent with our cany most (avourabla cowensed-ph. decompositton reactions of

thermochemical predictions concerning the relative masal carbien at 2000K II cal - 4.19 A



metal carbides are less negative (i.e. weaker C-M bond 0
strength) than those of the group IV carbides. These
trends are also reflected in our thermodynamic es- -20
timations. Our- predictions are also supported by the
suggestion of Storms [22], relating the increases in the 0
melting points of group IV and V metal carbides -40-,
relative to those of the pure group IV and V metals to t
the different C-M bond strengths in these metal car- -0
bides. Because the metal-carbon bonds in group IV .- 60

(titanium. zirconium and hafnium) carbides are much A

stronger than the bonds in titanium, zirconium and -80
hafnium metals. these carbides show a considerable
increase in their melting points relative to those of the -1001o
pure metals. z 6 10 14 is 22

The corresponding differences in M-C and M-M Temperature, 104/ " (K"1)
bond energies in group V (vanadium, niobium and Figure 5 Equilibnum constants as a function of reciprocal temper-
tantalum) carbides and metals, respectively, are less ature for the main solid-gas phase decomposition reactions of
pronounced. which leads to the smaller increases in TiN(sl. ZrN(s) and HfNls). (C) TiNisi = Ti(s. li + LNzlgi:
melting points of group V carbides relative to those of TiN(s) = Ti(g) + JNzlg; (Z) ZrN(sl = Zr(s. II+ ½N(. g): I ZrNisi
the pure metals. Samsonov et aL [28] presented a = Zr(g) + JN2 (g) (9) HfN(s) = Hfls. 1) + ½N.Ig); HlN(s)
configurational model for these materials, according - Hfls) + JN2t().
to which the degree of localization of valence electrons
in stable configurations of titanium, zirconium and metal within the same group and with increasing
hafnium is not high. Thus, on forming carbides, these number of metal atoms in the compound. Reliable
metals employ a greater part of their non-localized thermodynamic data for molybdenum and tungsten
electrons for M-C bond formation. This leads to nitrides are not available. The relative thermodynamic
stabilization of the spl configuration of carbon atoms, stabilities of group IV, V and VI refractory nitrides are
and titanium, zirconium and hafnium carbides are in the order group IV > group V > group VI.
formed with strong metal-carbon bonds.

i3ased on our thermodynamic estimations, the sta-
bilities of group IV, V and VI carbides are in the order 3.4. Stability of metal oxides
of group IV > group V > group VI, and HfC is the The decomposition reactions presently considered for
most stable of these carbides. the selected refractory metal oxides are

MO,(s, I) = xM(s, I) + (y/'2)O,(g) (22)

3.3. Stability of metal nitrides M=O,(s, i) = xM(g) + (y/2)0 2 (g) (23)
The main decomposition reactions of the metal nitri-
des considered in this work are given by the reactions TABLE IV Vaofanbintherelation logK,-a+hIVb!Tl

MN(s, I) = M(s, !) + JN 2 (g) (20) for the decomposition reactions of refractory metal nitrdes; the
headingp indicate the type of reaction products, but not in all cases

MN(s, I) = M(g) + ½N 2(g) (21) the stoichiometry

The temperature dependences of the equilibrium con- Compoundsw M(s. I)+JN2(gj M(S)+½N(lg?
stants of the above decomposition reactions of titan-
ium. zirconium and hafnium nitrides are given in TN a- 4.938 a- 12.031b,,- !.762 b=, -4.190
Fig. 5. It is apparent from the results that at lower ba- 4.847 a- 11.936

temperatures the reactions leading to M(g) are rather b- - 1.091 b- -5.122
insignificant. At higher temperatures these reactions HfN a- 4.409 am 11.707
become increasingly more important, reflecting the bm - 1.901 hm -5.501
increased dominance of the entropy contribution to VN a-, 4.305 a- 11.910
the free energy of reaction. Combined with a con- b- - 1.121 b, -13.789

NbN a-m 3.875 an 11.753
tinuous escape of the gaseous products under non- b- - 1.194 b- -5.203
equilibrium conditions from the reaction interface. NbN, am 4.110 a-m 17.064
these reactions may cause catastrophic failure of the b- -1.275 b- -9.069
materials. TaN a-m 4.187 a- 11.491

b values of the linear log K. against lIT b- 1.272 b,- -5.352The a and TaN a- 4.336 a- 19.199
equations of the metal nitride reactions considered b - -1.364 ba- 9.526
here are given in Table IV. The maximum log K, CrN a- 3.847 a- 11.667
values associated with the dominant reactions of b- -0.394 b - - 2.669
group IV, V,. and VI metal nitrides at 2000K are Cr2N' a- 3.590 a--18.104
graphically represented in Fig. 6. From this diagram it b- -0.632 b m -4.719

is evident that the stabilities of group IV and V metal • All KI values an for the 500 to 3000 K temperature range except
nitrides increase with increasing atomic number of the (a) which are for the 500 to 2500 K temperature range.
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Figure 6 Equilibnum constants of the thermodynamically most Ti305 Zf02 TN20 5  WO3
favourable decomposition reactions of metal nitrides at 2000 K.

Figure 8 Equilibrium constants of the thermodynamically most
favourable decomposition reactions of metal oxides at 2000 K.

M 2 0 3(s, I) = M0 2(s0, ) + MO(s, I) (24) 2000 K are shown in Fig. 8. It is apparent from Fig. 8
that for the same composition, the stabilities of group

M2O3(s, !) = MO2(s, 1) + MO(g) (25) IV, V, and VI oxides increase with increasing atomic

MO2(s, 1) = MO(s, 1) + f0 2 (g) (26) number of the metal within the same group. Also, the
M02s, 1) = MOW) + 102(g) (27) higher metal oxides are more stable than those of the

lower oxidation states.

M3 0 5(s1 ) = 2MO 2(s, i) + MO(sI) (28)

M305(s, ) = 2MO2(s, 1) + MO(g) (29) 4. Summary and conclusions

MO 3(s, I) = M0 2(s, 1) + 10 2(g) (30) The equilibrium thermodynamic computations sug-
1) = 2M0(s,1) + 10 2(g) (31) gest that at 2000 K, V3B,1 is the most stable boride

MO(s,) = ()followed by V2 B3 and HfB,. Of the refractory car-

The temperature dependences of the equilibrium con- bides and nitrides, HfC and HfN are predicted to be
stants for the TiO and TiO 2 decomposition reactions the most stable compounds. In the case of refractory
are shown in Fig. 7. The a and b values of the linear oxides, Ti3 Os and Ta2 Os are the most stable ones
equations of the log K. and AGo values of the re- with respect to decomposition at 2000 K. Based on the
fractory oxides are given in Table V. The maximum thermodynamic functions (AG°, K,), the stabilities of
log KP values associated with the dominant decompo- refractory metal borides, carbides, nitrides, and oxides
sition reactions of the different refractory oxides at are in the order

oxides > borides > carbides > nitrides

The predictions of our thermodynamic computations

0 agree well with experimental observations and with
other theoretical computations reported in the literat-

-20 ure. The thermal stability of materials is one of the
most important criteria for the selection of constituent

-40 materials for high-temperature composites. Other rel-
\6 evant considerations include mechanical properties,

V density, vaporization (mass loss), oxidation and ther-
-8 -Smal shock resistance.

The usefulness of our thermochemical comput-
-100 ations is multifold. Based on the results obtained,

work is in progress to estimate the vaporization (mass
-120 loss) rates of these materials under different condi-

- tions. In addition, the data produced in this work
-140 1 14 provide valuable guidelines for the selection of mater-

Temper0ture, i041 7 (K'Il iass and for the prediction of their relative stabilities asconstituents (fibre, matrix and coatings) in composite
Figure 7 Equilibrium constants as a function of reciprocal temper- systems. Corresponding computations for selected
ature for the main solid-gas phase decomposition feation of systems are in progress in our laboratory. Most im-
TiOlas and TiO 2(s). (0) 2TiO(s) - MOi(s. I) + O,(g) (W) MTiO(o)
- 2Ti() + O,($); (0) TiO,(s) - Ti(s. 1)4+ O,(g) Tios) portaly, t theoretical considerations provide a
- Ti(g) + 01(g (+ I 2TiO,(s) - 2TiO(s.& 1) O+2( (0) 2TiO,(s) scientific basis for a meaningful modification of pre-
- ,TiOh' 04..). sent and design of new high-temperature materials.
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High temperature thermal and
environmental stabilities of boron
nitride, aluminium nitride and
silicon nitride ceramics
M. Slngh and N. Wledueis!

The thermal and environmental stabilities of boron nitride (BN), aluminium nitride (AIN), and silicon
nitride (Si3N4) ceramics have been evaluated using thermochemical modelling. The volatility diagrams
of these materials have been established at 2000 K. Master volatility diagrams with equilibrium
pressure of dominant vapour species at 1400. 1600. 1800 and 2000 K have also been constructed.
The phase stability diagrams of BN and Si 3N4 have been established to indicate the stability of various
oxide and oxynitride phases in equilibrium with these nitrides at different oxygen and nitrogen
pressures. These data show that in order to prevent dissociation and volatilization, nitrogen over-
pressures are required during processing and/or operation at higher temperatures. Vaporization rate
data indicate that under congruently vaporizing conditions, the mass losses of silicon nitride are
greatest, followed by those of aluminium nitride and then boron nitride.

Ke dermf ceramics: boron nitride; aluminium nitride; silicon nitride; thermal stability:
environmental stability

Inhadu~lm were attributed to the formation of a stable condensed
oxide for aluminium nitride and dissociation and/or

In recent yeprs. there has been a surge of interest in reactive formation of volatile oxides for boron nitride
materials contaii-ing borides. carbides. nitrides and and silicon nitride. Sat er aL1Il and Boch er al.191

oxides of refractory metals and of silicon, aluminium observed that the oxidation kinetics of aluminium
and boron for a variety of high temperature and nitride were promoted by water vapour. Billy and
aerospace applications. Some interesting properties of Desmaison"l1 reported that the thermomechanical
these materials are their high melting points and low properties (oxidation. creep and strength) are strongly
densities, their high hardness and strength. and dependent on the nature and amount of residual
resistance to oxidation and weari'-21. Boron and intergranular glassy phases present owing to the use of
aluminium nitride have high thermal conductivity, low densification additives.
thermal expansion and good thermal shock resistance. Most of these experimental studies could not be
Applications for nitride ceramics have emerged because conducted at temperatures of current interest because
of their increasing use as monolithic and as constituents of experimental limitations. For these materials,
for high temperature and high performance composites. valuable predictions can be made from thermodynamic
Boron nitride coatings are quite effective in preventing modelling and from computations of maximum
the chemical interactions of silicon carbide fibres with possible dissociation and oxidation rates at high
alumina. mullite. zircon and some other high tempera- temperatures. In the present paper. the thermal and
ture oxide matricespl3. In addition, boron nitride environmental stabilities of boron nitride, aluminium
toughened oxide matrix composites have also been nitride and silicon nitride are reported. The volatility
considered for radome applicationsI'q. Silicon nitride and phase stability diagrams of these materials under
has been used as matrix and reinforcement (fibres/ different environmental conditions are discussed. A
whiskers) in high temperature composites. However, detailed understanding of the thermal and environ-
degradation of these nitride ceramics has been fre- mental stabilities and of the mass loss behaviour is
quently observed at elevated temperatures under required for zhe application of these nitrides as high
different conditions. temperature structural materials. This detailed in-

The thermal stability and vaporization behaviour of formation is presently not available for some of these
these materials have been the subject of numerous materials.
experimental investigationsi1 '. Hildenbrand and
Hallx have investigated the vaporization behaviour of
boron nitride and aluminium nitride and observed that Thermohemic Coelderaftmi
the measured vapour pressures of both materials are
strongly affected by the effusion orifice area. Jones A numberof materials are thermodynamically unstable
and Nicholasi reported a weight pin for the aluminium at high temperatures and in a reactive environment.
nitride and a weight loss for the boron nitride and The rate and the extent of the degradation depends on
silicon nithde ceramics at 1423 K. These observations the type(s) and rate(s) of the reaction(s) causing this
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instability. We have used thermochemical modelling to -0
predict the occurrence of reactions under different high
temperature conditions. Thermodynamic data used in
the present investigation have been taken from JANAF
Tables1 il11 and from Barin and Knackel1 21. Based on the
free energies and equilibrium constants of reactions.
volatility and phase stability diagrams have been ON

constructed at different tcmperatures. Individual 0.

chemical reactions were considered to analyse the -
effect of different vapour species. For the vaporization "
rate calculations, the Hertz-Knudsen equation has
been used1"3t . The combined information obtained .12

from these computations will contribute to the better
understanding of the thermal behaviour of these
ceramic materials. -14

Log P N2 (atm)

FIgure. Equilibrium partial pressures of 8(g) and BN(g) overResuib and dbcmMM SN(s) or S(s) as a function of nitrogen partial pressure at
2000 K

Based on common experience and on available
literature data1 n41, stability criteria for different materials
relative to decomposition have been established. M K
Vapour or dissociation pressures of about 10-6 atm or
less present no long-term problems. However. vapour K

pressures of about 10-3 atm or higher are excessive and 111100
may cause damage and failure of the components.
Thus, vapour pressures of about 10-5 atm may be taken j - w• ,

as an upper bound safe limit However, these criteria
are qualitative guidelines and individual materials
have to be evaluated under actual application 1 K._

conditions.

Thermodynamic calculations for the decomposition
and vaporization of boron nitride are based on the 4I% 4 -0 4 - 0 2 4

following dominant reactions: LUN P OR (aga
Rp 2. Equlibrium partial pressures of B(g) and BN(g) over

BN(s) = B(s) +• N2(g) (1) N(s) or 9(s) mafunctan of nitrogen partial pressure at differenttemperatures

BN(s) - BN(g) (2)

and B(g) reaches saturation pressure. and at lower nitrogen
pressures. BN(g) decomposes. The equilibrium pressure

BN(s) = B(g) + • N2(g). (3) lines of the dominant species for the vaporization of
the B-N system at different temperatures and nitrogen

Because of the relatively low stability of gaseous boron pressures are given in Figure 2. At the points a b. c. d
nitride and the very high stability of the nitrogen and e on the partial pressure lines, the dominant
molecule, solid boron nitride vaporize primarily vapour species changes from BN to B. The vertical lines
according to reactions (1) and (3). Schissel and in Figures I and 2 indicate the saturation pressure of
Williams 5 observed the elemental species by using boron at corresponding temperatures. At a given
mass spectroscopy. X-ray diffraction analysis ofpartially temperature. if the nitrogen pressures are higher than
decomposed boron nitride samples by Hildenbrand those corresponding to the vertical lines. boron nitride
and Hall1 61. showed no indication of crystalline boron, is stable. The partial pressures of BN and B are lower
and they concluded that the decomposition reaction than 10-5 atm up to 2000 K and reach critical limits at
leading to amorphous boron and nitrogen may be about 2400 K. This indicates that significant mass
favourable. losses could occur due to decomposition at about

The volatility diagram of the B-N system at 2000 K is 2400 K.
given in Figure i. From this diagram it is evident that at Another criterion for the use of boron nitride at high
nitrogen pressures above I atm, BN(g) is the dominant temperatures is its reaction with oxygen. Phase stability
species. At nitrogen pressures below I atm. 9(g) is diagrams are very useful to determine the stability
dominant. At a nitrogen pressure of about 10-' atm. range of various solid phases at different temperatures
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and pressures. In the present case, two temperatures
(1600 and 2000 K) have been considered. The dominant
chemical reactions of boron and boron nitride with -2

oxygen considered here are:
-4•

B(S) + ( 02(g) = B2030)(4

BN(s) + 0 O2(g) = - B20 3(0) + ½ N2(g). (5)

In a three component system, three solid phases can be PI ,N
in equilibrium at a fixed temperature and pressure.
There are no thermodynamic data reported in the -12 A

literature on the boron oxynitride phase. Based on the A/N.)
phase rule, one invariant point exists in the B-N-O -14_. . . . . .
system, which involves B. BN and B20 3. The phase -1 -8 -0 .4 .2 a 2 4
stability diagram of the B-N-O system in Figure 3 Lo P N2 (atm)
indicates that decomposition and oxidation of BN at Pipm 4. EqulPlbuum pn PSi prsursM of AI(g) and AIN(g) over
2000 K can be prevented at oxygen pressures lower AIN(s) or AI(I) wm a funCtn 8 nitro patw pressure at
than 8.7 x 10- 1 atm and at nitrogen pressures higher 2000 K

than 1.3 X 10-4. Boron nitride is also stable at lower
temperatures and nitrogen pressures, but at very low reaction (8) is dominant. Hildenbrand and Hall161
oxygen-containing environments. The oxygen pressures reported no change in the lattice constants of aluminium
required to have stable BN depend on the nitrogen nitride with amount vaporized and concluded that the
pressures (Figure 3). process must be essentially congruent The volatility

diagram of the Al-N system at 2000 K in Figure 4

AAMkh*m NO M shows that AI(g) is the major species at all nitrogen
pressures. At atmospheric nitrogen pressure (and

The dominant decomposition and vaporization reac- below), the partial pressure of Al reaches critical limits
tions of aluminium nitride considered are: at 2000 K. The equilibrium pressures of AI(g) at four

different temperatures are shown in Figure 5. The
AIN(s) = Al(sj) + I N2(g) (6) vertical lines in Figures 4 and 5 indicate the saturation

pressures of aluminium. From the volatility diagram
AIN(s) = AIN(g) (7) (Figure 5), nitrogen partial pressures required to

and minimize aluminium mass losses can be estimated at
different temperatures. The stability of AIN is deter-

AIN(s) - AI(g) + J N2(g). (8) mined for a given temperature by the nitrogen pressure.
The dominant reactions of Al(l) and AIN(s) with

Schissel and Williams151 observed mass specro- oxygen are

metrically that AIN vaporizes to form gaseous Al and
N2. This observation suggests that the vaporization AIM) + j 01(gV) =) A 203(s) (9)

-3 0•3 K
4 ........................ ........................... ....... ........ I1n :

CL

w K

* 4Id K"I),q~e

-00

.1.0-0 -,• -41 -15 .12 -0 -0 -3 a
LMg Pos Cato. Log P NZ Cato)

Rpmln IL The phý8 stbli~i~ty d1aWrt W OW B-4-0 WySWo In Rp L. SpbrutiUk pwW Wal :lssurm of At(g) over AtN(8) or
1111MIof( IWO, andem oxygo p p pljal xeufft at ISMK (8oold AN(I w a Nuncvme of ofag Pw wenur at dafam t
Nnw) and 2000 K (da A Ihm) NMI atur"
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AIN(s) + 1 02(g) - I A1203(S) + I N2(g). (10) 0

Some reports in the literature indicate the existence of "3

aluminium oxynitrides. Thermodynamic data for these
compounds are not available. The Gibbs free energy -e -
changes (AG*) or reactions (9) and (10) indicate that :;
these reactions are more favourable than those of .
boron and boron nitride with oxygen (reactions (4) and S."(5)).

5~-1-

Decomposition of silicon nitride occurs during pro- .15 4

cessing and operating conditions at high temperatures.
During the sintering of silicon nitride, Lange11 aI .4 04
observt.d moderate to severe mass losses depending on u30 P N2 (Qti,
the temperature. vacuum (oxygen pressure) and nitrogen Pe 5 Equilbrium partial pressures of various Si-containing
pressure applied during sintering The vaporization p over S1sN,(s) or SI(l) as a function of nitrogen paital
reactions leading to mass losses can also yield un- pressure at 2o0o K

desirable compositional changes. The dissociation of
silicon nitride to condensed silicon and N 2 occurs -2

according to the reaction 11 6."

Si3N4(s) - 3 Si(sl) + 2 N2(g). (11) Si

The equilibrium constants of reaction (II) as a - o I

function of temperature indicate that the nitrogen IOr K

pressure reaches I atm at about 2150 K. .
The vaporization behaviour of silicon nitride is '

quite complex and the possible reactions include: '10.
Si3N4(s) - 3 SiRg) + 2 N2(g (12) -12.d

Si3N 4(s) - 3 Si2(g) + 2 N2(g) (13)

Si3N4(s) = SiA(g) + 2 N2(g) (14)

Si3N 4(s) - 3 SiN(g) + 4 N2(g) (15) "a -e -, -2 a 2

and Lo P N catm)

N SiNl + • N2(g). (16) M r 7. Equilibrium partial pressures of S(g) and SIM9) over
Si3 N 4 (S) - j Si2 N(g) + I N2(g (16) jSl ) or S(sl) as a function of nitogen partial pressure at

The partial pressures of the various vapour species in dIIeYft temperatures

reactions (12) to (16) as a function of nitrogen pressure Si3N,(s) + j 02(g) - 3 SiO(g) + 2 N2(g) (18)
at 2000 K in Figure 6 show that the predominant
vapour species over Si 3N4 are SiN(g) and Si(g). At 4 Si3NA(s) + 3 0 2(g) = 6 Si2NO(s) + 2 N2(g) (19)
2000 K. the partial pressures of Si(g) reach critical 2 Si2N20(s) + 3 02(8) - 4 SiO2(s) + 2 N2(g) (20)
limits (Figure 6) based on general criteriaI|4!. The
volatility diagram of the Si-N system for the equilibrium and
pressures of the dominant species at four different 2 Si2N20(s) - 4 Si(sJ) + 2 N2(g) + O2(g). (21)
temperatures is given in Figure 7. At the points a b. c
and d on the partial pressure lines, the dominant Thermodynamic data for silicon oxynitride have been

vapour species changes from SiN to Si. The vertical taken from Hendry115 . Based on the phase rule and
lines in Figures 6 and 7 indicate the saturation thermochemical data for reactions (17)-(21 the phase

pressures of silicon. These volatility diagrams indicate stability diagram of the Si-N-0 system has been

that the dissociation and vaporization of silicon nitride established at various oxygen and nitrogen partial

can be suppressed at high temperatures by applying pressures in Figure 8. Two invariant points exist in the

high nitrogen pressures. Si-N-O system. One involves Si. Si3N4. and SiN,N2O.

In addition to the decomposition and volatilization, and the other involves Si. Si 2N20 and SiO,. The solid

chemical interactions of silicon nitride with oxygen and dotted lines in Figure 8 correspond to 1600 and

occur under processing and application conditions at 2000 K. respectively. It is evident from Figure 8 that

high temperatures[|?.|$1. The dominant chemical reac- high nitrogen pressures are required to maintain

tions of silicon nitride with oxygen considered are silicon nitride as a stable phase at these temperatures.
and to prevent the formation of silicon oxynitride

Si)N 4(s) + 3 02(g) - 3 SiO2(sJ) + 2 N2(g) (17) (Si 2N20). At 1600 K. silicon nitride is stable at pressures
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•'S. 3N4  The two main reasons for the mass loss of these
materials at high temperatures are dissociation to their

s ~l') S12 N2 0 elemental species and/or formation of volatile oxides
in the presence of oxygen. Hildenbrand and Hall 161
reported that the vaporization of AIN is congruent inZ the temperature range 1780-1970 K. The vaporization

CL |-2 ,behaviour of other nitrides is not available in the

literature for the temperature range considered here.-3 P'si 344 The vaporization (mass loss) rates of these nitrides can
be computed by using the Hertz-Knudsen equation of

S4 S'0 2  S02  classical kinetic theoryI'31 for free or vacuum evapora-
tion conditions. The present estimations are based on

two assumptions: namely, the vaporization of these
-30 -25 -2 -15 -t -5 materials is congruent according to reactions (3). (8)LogP 02 Catm) and (12). and equilibrium vapour pressures are

pm & The phase stability diagram for the S|-N-O system In exhibited under free vaporization conditions. Because
terms of nitrogen and oxygen partial pressures at 1600 K (solid of the latter assumption, the estimated mass losseslines) and 2=0 K (dIofled lines) represent maximum values. Based on the above. the
Of PN, = 4.9 X 10-4 arm and Po, = 2.6 X 10-3 arm or masses of the two elements leaving the surface have the

relationhigher. These conditions change to PN, = 1. 12 atm and B w. N
Po, = 1.6 x 10-2O atti at 2000 K. If the oxygen pressure (2= .B MN2  22)
increases, nitrogen overpressures are required to n N2 MB wtN 2  I
prevent formation of oxynitride and oxide phases. and the mass of each constituent leaving unit area of

For comparison purposes, from the equilibrium the solid in unit time is obtained from the Knudsen
constants of reactions (1). (6) and (1I). the equilibrium equation
partial pressures of nitrogen have been plotted at two B. / 1 \/2

Al and Si activities (a = 1.0.01) in Figure 9. At both Mass loss of B = 44.3 P ) (23)
activities of B. Al and Si. the nitrogen partial pressuresfrom the decomposition of silicon nitride are several Hence

orders of magnitude higher than the nitrogen partial na = PB MN, 1/2 =2 (24)
pressures resulting from the boron nitride and nN2  PN2  (24I)
aluminiumn nitride decomposition. These data indicate Palumniu nirid deompsitin. hes daa idictes MN, •':
that aluminium nitride is more stable than boron PN2 =-2"-(Af-,'B ] (25)
nitride and silicon nitride. However, if the activities of T 2 \M)()
B, Al and Si are less than unity (a = 0.01). then the
nitrogen pressure increases by several orders of mag- PN2 = 0.804 Ps. (26)
nitude. This indicates that any solid solution or Substitution of the value ofPN, in the expression for the
compound formation of B, Al and Si will increase the equilibrium constant of reaction (3) yields
tendency of these nitrides to decompose. K3 - 0.897 PV2 . (27)

3 By using equation (27). P6 can be determined.:The total
"7'.-.. .... mass loss per unit area of the solid BN is then the sum......... .. of the masses of B and N2 lost during evaporation

-*~.....* ... Total mass loss = 44.3() M3+087M .

91 By using the same approach, partial pressures and
4 u equilibrium constants for AIN and Si 3N4. the corres-

fl ponding expressions are

Ki - 0.713 P• (29)

and
At K 2 - 0.444 piý (30)

A 5.0 5.3 6.0 6.5 7.0 K 1 -. P 30
T~WW. 104/'r' A plot of the mass loss rates versus temperature is given

in Figure 10. The mass loss of silicon nitride is greatestP~w. 6. rullbftum enala prm~eers of nifrgailm tnlu o
of lmena"seattwo cowlta of S, Al ud 81 (a a fle -(a 1). followed by that of aluminium nitride and boron
dotesd les (a o 0.01)) nitride. The experimental mass losses reported by
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Abstract

Solid solutions of SiC and AIN have been prepared by the co-pyrolysis
of polysilanes and organoaluminum amides. In the presence of ammonia, Si3 N

and AlN are formed. These materials are fully characterized by TEM, SAD,

SEM, XRPD, and elemental analyses. The influence of reaction

conditions, as well as precursor properties and reactivity, on the

composition and morphology of these materials is addressed.

Introduction

A constraint on the use of SiC in high temperature applications is the

existence of cubic (B-SiC, 3C), hexagonal (a-SiC, 2H. 4H, 6H). and

rhombohedral ("a-SiC". 15R. 21R) polytypes of SiC having one or more phase

transformations between 1400 and 2200*C. These phase transformations often

result in undesirable changes in microstructure, including lixagerated grain

growth (1]. AIN is a good candidate for phase stabilization of and solid

solution formation with SiC because its only form is isostructural with the

wurtzite (hexagonal. 2H) form of SiC and is closely latticed matched.

The prospect of alloying SiC with other covalencly bonded refractory

materials, such as AlN, to achieve microstructural control or alter

properties has previously been noted and realized under certain conditions

(1-8). SiC/AlN solid solutions have been prepared by hot pressing mixtures

of a-SIC with AlN [2.3),carbotherual reduction of silica and alumina

powders [4), sintering (5], and vapor deposition processes [6).

Several observations regarding the formation and microstructure of

SiC/AlN solid solutions emerge from these studies. First, it is difficult

to prepare homogeneous single phase SiC solid solutions at 'low"

temperatures (less than 23000C). Second, large gradients in composition

N.t am .eeow PMos. VO 121. slue MoWm omameq fm
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typically exist within solid solutions and individual grains. Finally, the

microstructure and composition of the resulting materials is highly

sensitive to the nature of the starting materials, processing conditions,

and impurities, such as oxygen, nitrogen, and metal ions.

The use of organometallic presursors to SiC/AiN composites and solid

solutions may overcome some of these difficulties. We have applied this

approach to the preparation of SiC/AlN ceramics by the co-pyrolysis of

molecularly mixed organometallic presursors to SiC and AIN (9,10]. Slow

pyrolysis of a mixture of polysilane or carbosilane with an organoaluminum

amide leads to a composite of 2H-AIN with 3C-SiC, which transforms into a

single phase 2H-SiC/AIN solid solution on heating to 20000 C. Hearing the

same precursors and precursor mixtures under ammonia at 10000C yields Si N

and mixtures of Si3 N with AIN, respectively. Improved ceramic yields for

the mixed precursor systems suggested that chemical interaction of the SiC

and AIN precursors or cheir pyrolysis products may occur at some point in

the pyrolysis.

The information obtained from the co-pyrolysis and TGA studies

suggested that phase separation might be avoided by carrying out -the

pyrolysis at elevated temperatures, where the races of pyrolysis of both

precursors were sufficiently high. Herein, we report on our efforts to

prepare SiC/AIN solid solutions at temperatures less than 1600eC by a rapid

pyrolysis or "hot-drop" approach.

Experimental

Alkylaluminum amide compounds, (RIANH1 3 , where R-ethyl or isobutyl,

were employed as the precursor to AlN. These colorless, air-sensitive, oily

liquids decompose on heating in an ammonia atmosphere to yield high purity

AIN in a two stop process. The first step occurs at temperatures between

110 and 200eC and results in the formation of an insoluble aluminum imide

polymer and one mole of alkane gas. Subsequent heating of this polymer to

1000C under an amonia atmosphere yields AiN containing less than 0.51

residual C and 0 [11]. A polysilana polymer, provided by C. Schilling at

Union Carbide [12], [(Me 3Si) 0.s(CHCHSi~e) .o (He Si)O .30%. served as

the source of SiC. Both compounds were handled and stored in a nitrogen

filled glove box.

in a typical "hot-drop" experiment, 1.60g of Schilling's polymer (SP)

and 2.41 g of [EtaAlNH 2 3], 9.70 x 10"3and 8.00 x 10'3 moles respectively.

were mixed in a nitrogen filled glove box for 30 minutes at room
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temperature. The clear liquid mixture is then transferred to a 5.0 mL

syringe, whose tip is covered with a septum. The quartz stage of the

reactor was heated to the desired temperature- -500 to 700"C--in a sand

bath, then flushed with ammonia. The needle was then pushed through the

small septum and a septum on the reactor in one motion. The precursor

mixture was dropped onto the stage over a 45 minute period, while flowing

ammonia into the reactor at a rate of 50 cc/min. A solid white product was

obvserved immediately on addition. After two hours of heating under

ammonia, nitrogen gas was introduced into the system and heating was

continued for four hours. The reactor was then cooled to room temperature

and transferred to a nitrogen filled glove box, where the white solid was

removed and placed in a molybdenum boat enclosed in a quartz tube for

further heating to 10000C. The products at this stage are poorly

crystalline black solids, which required further heat treatment at

1400-1800°C to develop sufficient crystallinity for analysis and remove

excess carbon.

Solid products were analyzed by TEM, SAD, SEM. electron microprobe.

x-ray diffraction, and chemical analyses (13]. Pyrolysis behavior was

studied by TGA and GC analyses of the pyrolysis gases. Variable temperature
IH, 13C, and 29 NMR studies were carried out on samples of SP,

[Et AlNH 23, SP + [Et2AINM 2 3 (CHI -CH)2 Sim2 + (Et AlINH2, and He Si-Si~e3

+ (Et2 AlNH ]3 dissolved in benzene-d or toluene-d

Results and Discussion

Analyses of the solid product of the co-pyrolysis of a 1:1 mixture of

Schilling's polymer and (Et 2AMl 21 by the "hot drop" approach indicates

direct formation of 2H-SiC/AlN solid solutions. XRD data of the product,

after heating to 1790 0 C under nitrogen, shows only 2H-type lines. These

lines are relatively broad, suggesting poor crystallinity or a range of

2H-SLC/AiN compositions. The apparent existence of two peaks in the x-ray

intensity region between the 2H-SiC and 2H-AiN reference positions suggests

that two main solid solution compositions may be present , as shown in

Figure 1. Lines for other SiC polytypes and #-Si N are absent. Similar

lines were much broader.

The existence of two separate 2H-SiC/AiN solid solution phases is

corroborated by electron microprobe, TEM, and SAD analyses. Electron

microprobe indicates a non-uniform distribution of Si and Al within and

between individual grains, with Al:Si ratios varying between 1:1.2 and
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1:1.6. TEM analyses indicate the presence aluminum and silicon rich

particles, with Si:Al ratios in the range of 1:10 and 2.5:1. respectively.

There are large compositional variations between particles; however,

both exhibit wurtzite diffraction patterns as observed by SAD.

Elemental analyses of th. 1790aC sample gave Anal. calcd. for SIC/AiN:

Si, 34.641; C,l4.761; Al, 33.190;, N, 17.23%. Found: Si, 39.71t; C, 17.221;

Al. 27.200; N, 15.721. These data suggests that volatile Al and N containing

products are being ramoved from the reactor during pyrolysis. An

independent analysis for oxygen on the same sample (13], giving a value of

2.98%.

Solid products obtained at 600 and 10000C were found to be

non-crystalline by x-ray and electron diffraction. TEN analyses show that

the products are featureless. In all cases SEN data indicate that the

products are made up of highly agglomerated, irregularly shaped particles.

The detailed dependence of the product composition and phase

distribution on process variables such as structure, oxygen content, and

relative amount of the two precursors. temperature of the quartz reactor,

and the use of ammonia or nitrogen at various stages of the pyrolysis is

still under investigation. Recent experiments suggest that virtually any

desired phase in the SL-C-Al-O-N system can be obtained by proper control

of these variables. In addtion to our work in the SLC/AlN and Si3 N/AlN

system (121, we have recently discovered that the product of 'hot-drop"

reactions, carried out at 6400C under ammonia. using pracursors which

apparently contain appreciable oxygen, is 0'-SiAlON. This assigiment is

i

-- u 1 !
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based on XRD of the product after heating in nitrogen to 14900C. and

supported by elemental analysis.

A second area of interest has been the exploration of the chemistry

associated with the transformation of SP and [Et ANH 23 to a SiC/AIN solid

solution. TGA data indicate chat mixtures of Schilling's polymer and

(Et AlNH J3 have a higher ceramic yield than would be predicted based on

individual ceramic yields (10]. GC analyses of the pyrolysis products of

the precursor mixture, as compared to the pyrolysis products of SP or

(EtC ANH ]3, indicate that the precursors are reacting with one another

during pyrolysis.

Variable temperature solution NMR studies were carried out to gain

insight into the nature of this reactivity. On heating [Et AlNHI]3 in

tol, t-d. olution from 60-1200C in the NMR probe, the conversion of

(Et2  .t1]3 to a new but chemically similar species is observed. The

conversion is reversible; after allowing the sealed NMR tube to stand

overnight at room temperature, the original spectrum of [Et2 AINH21 3 is

obtained. This process is not observed when (Et AlNH ]3 is heated to 1200C

as a neat liquid, then dissolved in toluene-d . This provides evidence for

the formation of a solution stabilized intermediate during the conversion.

perhaps monomeric Et2 AlNH2.

On heating (Et AlNH ]3 with SP in toluene-d between 60 and 1200 C, the

conversion of the crimer to a new species is observed. This conversion is

accompanied by changes in the vinyl region of the ýi NMR and 13C spectra,

suggesting the reaction of SP with some "Et A1NH species in solution.

Changes in the 2 'Si spectrum for the Si bound to a vinyl group support this

observation. Finally, in a model study for this process, the reaction of

the vinyl group of (CHI-CH) 2 Si*ea with (Et AMN a ]3 in benzene-d solution

was observed.

It is important to note that although GC data suggest that

Schilling's polymer and (Et 2ANH I13 react during pyrolysis, this reactivity

was not observed in NMR spectra taken after the precursors were mixed

and heated as a neat liquid to 1200C. then dissolved in solution. Solid

state and solution NMR studies, aimed at providing insight into these

differences in reactivity, are currently in progress.
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OXIDATIVE STABILIZATION CF BULK CAPRBONCZOUS MIATERIALS
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:NTRODUCT:ON increases in the net weight gain and
accelerated behavior when compared to

Oxidative stabilization is a process that samples treated in air (Figure 3).
converts a thermoplastic mesophase pitch
into a thermosetting solid. In the past, Two general trends are observed when
this thermosetting technique has been comparing the oxygen profiles of the
used to prevent the melting, viscous flow oxygen treated versus air treated samples
and microstructural changes in the (Figures 4 and 5). The first is that the
production of carbon fibers. in order oxygen environment samples have a higher
for stabilization to thermoset bulk weight percent oxygen throughout the
mesophase pitches, oxygen must diffuse to probed distance. The second is that
reaction sites where reaction occurs. In oxygen is found to greater depths in the
trying to understand the reactions that oxygen treated sample. Additionally, the
lead to stabilization the effects of higher temperature samples (260, 280, and
environment, temperature, and time on the 300C) in either environments have higher
diffusion of oxygen in a mesophase pitch maximum weight percents of oxygen than
system have been quantified. the lower temperature samples (220 and

240C).
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

The net weight gain of these samples has
Particles of a solvent fractionated been attributed to the diffusion and
Ashland A240 petroleum pitch were used in reaction of oxygen into the samples which
:his study. The 350 gm mesophase stabilizes the microstructure. Two of
particles were stabilized in a Mettler the processes contributing to the net
TAl thermogravimetric analyzer (TGA) in weight loss of the material are surface
oxygen and air environments. 50 mg oxidation and decomposition. Surface
samples were heated at 10 c/min to oxidation is the loss of material at the
temperatures of 220, 240, 260, 280 and surface due to its reaction with oxygen
300C. In a later experiment after 4 and occurs where diffusion of oxygen into
hours of exposure at 300C in oxygen a the matezial is slow. The oxygen reacts
vacuum removed the oxidizing environment at the surface rather than diffusing into
and was replaced by an argon environment the bulk of the material. Decomposition
at temperatures of 220, 260, and 300C. is the internal oxidation of the material

with time. In this case, oxygen diffuses
The heat treated samples have been into the sample rather than reacting at
mounted, polished and their oxygen the surface. Over time, internal
profiles obtained using a JEOL 733 oxidation occurs subsequently releasing
electron microprobe calibrated for oxygen gaseous products that must diffuse back
analysis with a probe diameter of 2 pm. out through the material.
The calibration of the microprobe foe
Then alibration of the• using asilica In order to separate surface reactions
oxygen analysis was sot using a silca from bulk decomposition, the samples were
standard and verified an polished beads heat treated to. maximum weight gain at
of Poly p-phenylene other sulphane (20.5 300C in oxygen. The oxidizing
wt* 0) and propenoic acid (8.9 wt% 0). environment was removed by vacuum and

replaced with argon at each of three
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION temperatures (220 260 and 300C). The

samples lost weight in the inert
The change in weight percent versus time environment indicating that the material
as a function of temperature for air and had decomposed. Surface oxidation would
oxygen environments have been determined have been indicated if the material had
by thermoqravimetric analysis (Figures 1 shown no weight lose in the argon
and 2). In both environments, the environment.
samples heat treated at lower
temperatures (220 and 240C) show net CONCLUSIONS
weight gains only. The samples heat
treated to higher temperatures (260, 280, stabilization of bulk carbonaceous
and 300C) show both neot weight gains and materials occurs faster in oxygen than
losses. At higher temperatures the air. In addition, at lower temperatures
samples in both cases lose a significant (220 and 240C) the material maintains its

portion of the weight gained while at the weight rather than losing it due to
lower temperatures the samples maintain surface oxidation. Stabilization is
their weight over time. The samples being characterized by trying to

treated in the oxygen environment show understand the components of the process.
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AUS pO)LyMERFN PR~'r=OME~

van
FL p. BOjiven und IL J. Diefaidai
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Die Hameiluug von kmsmischma Verbunidweakacffm duch Pyrolsg vOn PYolu mn emen
Gruppe von Verfahiei. die bei niederea Dnackeaa und niedeme Tempwurm. ubediag F&
polymers precusoen uand Schmelzpunkto unuwitab 400 C typmsb odii sc hftma bum
Fzwimcnm j =dics crlaubtes.c kwamnische Verbauad&W edurcb cans Lay-up- TechnikiShaikh
der fwr Epoxidharzk&ip in evakumcmc Kapsein vorsufarrmu. Ala! Grand der Na~w dv Ab-
bammckuionen. die wtarund der Winnsbehndhung abbaufn, k~mno. die Pywolyusbsdinguagsa
swan gpoomn Einfluli aufems kemmIiscII Produkt haheaL Sorgf~lges Sudium dw Ausghags-
matumalic und die Anwendlung gesigneur Umsem= psyki aW %amilI4hcb we die
gewonsclen Ausbeumoen = ~~mummze haheinZuduaFuba~.dum~wahmuu fW
eue edolgructe Umnwandhmng earn Polymmn in sune Kama&i notwmmdl is, gubftm die Py-
rolysebodiagungen, die Smaimwdus Polymers und die thuamiache DeinMd ~da i Placumu
Durch die Opmamcrung dicner Pmramsmr kama di. HuaMiUng nmhm voilkmoma diehm..
n8frcir keramischer Weakuoaffs earoicht wrdimL

Polymers Precursarn erlauben eins bernie Durchmiscung ad! molekulare Ebene Owbe cine
brenerca Bermih von Atoonzahi vrabilflosueasowiscin vebeuem HomopanitLTheoGIuZIc
kann eins melt halts Reinheitcnamcht wurden. do die Syndmaeseh min Reraaaaden moglich
isa. Dennoch sind dean Gebuitac diem Technik Problem. wie die Sl~chimetis und die
Phasenrinheat der kemuniwAch Endplodtsa. iniWO L Frh die Pyrolyse vo SiC. Precursre
ist es typisch. gpo kae Mu s. a bn gudeo Kableastaff amd Sa.e. ff im Endprodukt zu
hanmtadssen. Bei cinurw ushudm bei Temponwea oberhalb 1000 *C beeinflussm
dmua beadem Vcrurniiguamp die amechniachen EigenAuchil kamuiacher Werksoff
drasussth Phuuarstnhuzmo ew u wafts, um doe Vonhile der Pyrolyse van Polymers
gegeniwlb ern s I ies - 1 r ai volle. UMfan zu nuuma.

Die auibeu@@tdi Sk.pl'g mhzubses dr gapeb Nachuil polywmurrPrcuromn do. Sie
tui l au gim Auabmoes c'der Pyrolysewooad an Di -mshd zwiubtan Plymer wd.
Endpro m=kdukaic WuhLeu.Ffh'disorg-mnoeailsches UB-"NPolymer sid Dichiani eianSschvon
I gi/cm'zypucb, wlbien SiCcane Dichoe von 3.2 g4m'aufweiua Diem Dichumsewssied fbln
zuummen maitdir genin Ausbotm wihrend de Herashuwgmur Bildung von Mikauisasa ian
Verub~wadwkstoft. Dan ffibu deam dag do. Masizmameial sicht in der Laps las, die Verstir-
kungukoenpounea unwrMmi isbedingungcn so zuwo asflien wis doi notwendig wire. Die
Schrumpfung kans dumh den Einuaa keramischer ~ale und. liagmune Pyrolyse swik
herabgesezt werden. Deamoch inass notwendig. mehifach Impnignierzyklcn auzuwenden, umn
dies Verbundwsrkstffe =n vafrdichiun d ibis ff'shanwi~'Jm Eigemahaften zn verbesuma

in der vorliogenden Unursuchung wurdeu zwei vemsciedens Prucursorn ffr SiC, Polycarbo-
silma undPolyvrnytsilin susdieta. Die Probem durch Omemische InAsbilitaund Schrumpfung
wihrcd der Wirmcbehandlwag wurden dumbh Quervureazng wad Zugabe kermnwshcr
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FWler geIOSL ES wurde getunden. daB dutch Vernezung der Polymers vor der Pyrolyse mnutes
Einfilhzing von Vinylgruppn. Oxiduion oder Zugabe von Brennhiltumindai die Ausbeute
erhoht und das Aufschlumen veimindat wird. Dumbh die Zugibe keriunificher FMler zu den
Polymeren konnten mit Panikeln versehene kcnmische Varbmde hergestelc werden, die
wihrend des Brennens keine Schrwnpfung erfuhren; die Zugabe erfolpte vor der Pyrolyse.

Unter Veawendung von Nicalon- anid Avco SCS-6 SiC- Faser warden zahlreiche Verbund-
k&Wpe heraeiudLa Schlechte mochanische Eigenshafteu von Verbundkorpern fillne z2w
Suche nah Methoden, dii Bruchverhifl~abocinflun un md damitein vaiefes versindnus
der wirkuamen Bruchmechanismnen zu erhakten. Es wurde angenomm and cipmenmaiwi
bewrazi, daBdie SUzke 4cr Bindung an der Guuuzfllche zwischun Fwaseand Mimi das Brach-
verhlaieii beSwiMnL

Ein billiges Verfahuen zur Aufbringwig cinur dounne, glowichfamg. KolileasuffwJchi adt
kerumische Fasem., die das Bruchvertuiken beeinflusno soll. wuvde entwickeL Auf Grnmd der
Erfoigs mit ciner Spetmchicht zwischen Faser und Maui bei der Heumelung von Verbundlimr.
pern mit hfbe Lemaszupfhgkcit wurden in die Marmi etngebrach ViLfabchqornchcbta
verwuade. urn die Leistnug der Verbiunde weime =n vorbesun. An den so erhalmcam
Vezbwudk~rpern mit kurunicher Mmixi wandk die Prflfug dir mochanichom Eigmochafiso
durchgefhm.

F&1 die Henztellwug monolifthscher keranischea Stuknwas -s ycmhise warden ver.
schiedene Verfaliren angewanL Polycarbosilsopolver wurde zn vemciedene Forues Vat.
dichtet oder unmiuciber eingeaeuL Polycarliwilan wurds vor der Pymlyse eutweder dutch
Oxadum oder Zugabe von Drennhlfaiuela smbilisierL Die Subilisierung des Polycirbom.
has wurde in einem Rohrofen bei 190 *C an Luft (I amn. 1 h) dirchgfihrL Andere gbeak.
Oxaidmonbehandlungoo warden in sine. Autokiaves bei - I "' P Sua--e-off$ m -mniauci
durchgetfibL Fildie Stabilisiumngdes dutch Druck vovnerdicbmmPoiycarboulanswwrde die
Oxidaion bei M7 *C usar eirine Lufkdrock van 34.86 ba 24 bi lan" dureligfii For dim
Stabiliuierung des Polycarbosilmn dutch Zugab eine Breoaufinsiuuts ma.... , s- b"ld
Stofhe in -Hetm geior wordm. dos dama vcrdampdi wird, umndo Pulver zo wmakLum Dimm
Pulver lions. dana eatweder zu cinem Ordnk~rper verdilAot odo amminelbo pyrolysmm
weadwm Der Wumebehandlunpzyklua wurds so fesugelep. da$ miteim p ph i a *dIgbiNv
2 Mmii au 1000 'C augeheizt und diese Temperazu dos I Saunde Mag gehakm w;ads; die
geamto Bobandlung wurde unter Stickutoff durchgetfoLh

Es warden zwei Artesa von Verbundsokmkurn wimacht Vebunmde mi diu~pugiiiTichan
amd endloftaservetsibkte Verbundhorper. Diuperi-nsverikmab Karamikem ward drch
Zuphe urntorsehiedliCharF~llerfjLB. SiC. Plver (325 mesi), SiC. Whisks (ramai). AIA.
Pulveranod Acheson- Graph:t (Grade 38)) zum Polycazbosilmi vor dean Droun bergualolL Die
Probe. wurden oxidiert und ambclieflhnd pyrolysien. In einigmn Filles winde dui Palm Wva
dean Venlichten dor Proben I Stunde tang bei 190 OC ozidleu Lawgfinrverukk Proe
wwiend unter Verwendung von Nicalon-SiC O-Satingewcbe hlWgtilL Die katmimcbm
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Fasern wurden miteincrLaswug von polycarbosalan in Hexan geuftkI. 24 Stunden lang an Luft
getrocknet. bei 2 10 *C oxidiert und bei 1000 *C pyrolysien. Eins andere verfahresvarian.
te schioS die Infiltrution von Faserbwndeln mit gsschrnolenem Polycarbosilan can.

Polysilan ist can zlhfldnssges. durchscheinendas. beim Erwakmen hantendes Polymer. Es wurde
mit ufhcrschiedlichen keramischen Filllstoffen (z. B. SiC- Whiser(ToUMa). Alp3O. SiC- Pulver
(800 mesh) Izur Beeinflussung der SchrurnpfMungmd der Biddwg von Mikroharse vszMzshL
Faller wurden zu Polyvinylsalan zugegeben und his zumnEnuichmneineeaheiwidicheaMiachun
gerUhrL Danach wurden die so enzeugwr MiacunM Ws Hlalme El die kwounisbea Verbnd-
k&pe eangesew. Da die Polycarboulane buim Erwkmea asubinen, kani herder HeMWlun
der VerbundkOrper disselbe Vaktuumapselaechnik angewendit worde wig bei dcr Henwueliug
von Graph it / Epoxidhanz- Verbundkorpemn Die Elk das Lay-up benutwe Appauffa lat in Abb.
I gezeigi Die Nicalon- Vemk-- sasr wurde Wsi gewebiss Tuch, die Avco-Faasu als
eanzelne Filarnente eimgese emse typische Ijninsulakit besand aoa 6 vorgefertiguen
Schichten. Die Proben wurden tinter Vakuumn cingeltapsel und 6 Snandmn lang bei 200 'C Uma
einern Druck von 34.86 bar geprek Ziasnc den Heraefhupmuhdwa achi die Verwedung
ciane Alununiummamrze sin, umn earn Hersuswabsci dir Fawn zu verbindi.. Nock BSuami
guns dieme Behandung wurden die Laminz uwar Suckmtff pyrolysiut Di typaseb Zykius
far die Umseumug besund sas dim Auiheizen adt 800 *C bIei eumaCeschwidiftuis you I K/
min mad eime Haltezeit von 2 Stundiu Dutch wiedestolts Izntpulnunng mad Pymolyus dir
bereits pyrolysacrten, Quader wurde doe Dicbf dir K&Oupr erhObi und lne mechanacben
EigenschaWa verbeusel Des FlieSschems in Abb. 2 wap don gemft Prm.L Zur Deeim-
flussung der Ri~musbreiwung wurden adt den Nicalon- Cowebua I' It imaufgu
brahL Eirazlnekenmiche Verbundklkpewurdeszwiscbenzweufinmnduw~folgsrndmrVer.
dichwungsahriten mit Polycarbosilan wad sinem polymers. Kohleastoff Prmwu~o improg.
naert. umn das Bruchiverbahlen zu beeinflusam. Abb. 3 gibt don Ablau sesm desudgesi
Verfahrenis schemnausch wieder.

Thermi~ch Suabiie

Die in die Arbelt verwendaem Polycarbuilm widni van Nippua Cabon neck den von
Yajima (1) entwickelter "erfthrea hergewftI Dui ditch D u m I i9 ', o.IIUIie (Wei 40 *C
uanter Verwendung von n-Heun alsa Lasunpnaii) I usdsmm miulem Molkkulargewiclu Wag
bei 1500. Die daermiscbs Bes~itnigeit des SiC.Pftcauim wirde durch sunulmm Differn.-
ziafthermomualyseflbermoavimnemne (DTA/TO m~UacbNL Ea wurde gefunda, ds dos Po-
lycarbosilan beim Aulbien isabs 00 -C mil elm Auflmelzgucwiadligkit von 2 MUM maw
Stickawff nicht formnabil isL Die keramaiche Ausbausla WS birwam63 Ma-%; die Insub"lj
dir Abansmungiae wearde goa der Hfte dus Schamems am Tiegel butimsm. Abb. 4 zop siem bi
dir Pyrolyse von Polycarbuaslan entsandene TO- Karve Dir Masavertust saetn WI 250 C
tin und trruicht zwischen 350 mad 500 *C die X0Mm* CuschwindigkiiiL Die HerabeMzung dir
Aufhicizgeschwindigkuait auf 0.5 K/min hams eine Ehdeheang der Ausbmum Wuf655 MA-% mad
eine VeMngerung der M~e des Schavmnes urn 18 % zur Folge. Die Pormiuutmbii wird adt
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das Vorhandenstin niedennolckularer Spezics die die Schaumbildwag verursachen. zwiickge-
Wiltr

Zur Ve bsrngderFoabiliiliUderPolycazbosilane wlhrendder Pyrolyse wurdcnmehrem
Mahoden UWnSUChL Zunmchst wurden nierolkar Bestandtioej duih 2-stndige Va-
kuumdesdi~aof bei 340 'C unuer einem Druck von 5.2TorraademuL Des Molekulargewichtdas
so erhalenm Mmazeias bemig 2450. Die Hfbo des Schaumes wurft urn 75 % herabgesemt sad
die zugeharige kcramischc Ausbeute WMt 75 Ma-S, nachdom 23 % der Spamie mit miedeum
Molekulrgewicht entfernt warm. FUr die Pyroys unmi Siicksoft wude die Heizgeschwin-
digkcit ant 0.5 K/mmn bis zn einser Temperanyya vo0 S'C ferngeegL Die Enufenaung von ema
50 % der nidermouliaumn Busundasale heatetem AnwaclisesderScbmarbilduigwul euwa200
% uuad cine Erhthung dir Ausbeume auf 83 Ma4% zur Folge. Es wurde beabacfw dad dan
Schaumen derPolycarbosilan van der Gmshwindigkeit der Einwicklung der Pyrolysegase und
von der VikAtsaid abbanSL

Die Quervuawnemg der Polycarbasilane uht die Ausbmut und muneiackt die Schmnmbil-
dung. Die Oxidation stilk die gsbrluhliba e Mwtae wzuervum g MOr tNd Iidi
bei der Hers tellung vanm Nicalos -Pumn angswemad Der NwMWei dir Oxidation beaseb ian
Einbn van Sauersof mndi. Precomsardzuw Bildamgva Si0. tfliL DiSSSkDADrlimande
AuswirkungenaudiefeasnansompbiSktdus Ye mdusbej babesTempemvum. bbes(2). F~r
die Unmrsuchung der Oxxdaio wurde Polycarboialspulve verwonde Dir Precmano wurfs
adt emn yorher fesugeegto Temp un- mit 101(/.1. arbim. Die Masummnzname mme bui
caer Tempniprr von 190 C tin. was den BegionsdeQuaervazmuig anbuigi. Polycwrbosilan
das an Liaft 2 Snandmn lIng bsi 190 *C bebandek wurds. ueigge mein Maauenzwacbs von 5 %.
Diems Pulver wurds amschlidend bei 1000 OC unaw Stickstff pyrolysiomt wobsi der I is
Mmoassalust 20.2 % bemaug Abb. 5 zuipt die TO- Lirves van Polycubasilmms, die uame.
schudlich lange oxidieu wrden. Ma: unebmunaf Ozimdatouzei wurde ama An.stg der
Ausbmuie Metbacwitd bei dieumna Proben wurds kein Annichen miner Sch&=ukmbdug miebt
feagusuilL Es words weise beobsclium d&a eins W -uazuname des Polycazbosiban
wibmrd dirOxiadaonvon 2 % gnpW us dan Poymer wibrud dir Pyrolyse zu sobifisiermn.

Grabs, Fans undPwnsiuaderpolymaesaOrankerperspieles bei dir Fesdegung deraptnale.a
0.da-o- bdiguge sinem Rolle. Polycaibosi wade zucierwem 1.5w m dickm Scheib
von 12.5 - Durcinusuer verdichmueg d an Luaft 4 Suedes Ian bet 190 OC oxidiui was
elme Nfuszna meou5.3*11m.DieOxidmlanffluimzkeneVerfortoungderScbeibs.
Die ouidimre Scheibs wad ias" Sdkdanqhro mi2 Ma.imnt 1000 IO C anfgsbezL Die
Scheb verfanmus sick, (chiume) in dir Mine, wo su anoavolluidig Oxidatio hinwelsL Die
Auomnh warde z75 %. die Dick.m dir Scheibe Zn 1.7 Sta 3binucme Scheibun die 18 Suma
des log bei 190 'C oidiortudwae,(aiezmrn 6.5 WS) )zuigus dennock wk de.
Au11sizn adt 1000 -C Ansichan sines vilweiumn Schasizss Doi zeigu da der Suuersff
nick. dimte Mine dir Scheibe singedrunges war aid den Procwursr nickts abilksir ha

Disse ungenfigendeOxidaton kama dutch patimellOxidation des Polycobosilasipulven; var der
Verdickanag zur Schesbe Oberwunden weaden. De Pucauors windgs pch (#100) ad
uaachliehend as Luft 2 Saunds lang bei 190 *C ozidlen Do. oxidlne Pulver warde unmo
Stickaoif mit skme Autbe1.geackwisidighks vga 2 Kamhois ait o 1000 T --ahfelaiu Die
Scheibe zags. kaem Verfommung. was su! eins beftieodgead Siabilsleng des Polycarbas-
bm bimweisL Die Ausbsuts bema 80 Wa-. die minim Dickee der Scheibe 2.2 OW~m.

Ansiaele der Oxidatio wurden zwmi Brennhiltsnaiuel eingemew:
1.) Thcrmylphouhaa (TCP) ad 2.) Thi--Butaylborsz TND). lei Zuslaa von bis zu 25 MW
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% TCP wurde cune deutlche Vcmrngerung der Schawubildung. jedoch keine voilstandigc
Stabilisierung des Precursors beobachteL Unterschiedliche Mengen TNBB (C, N, 0)3 B) wur-
deni ciner MIschung aus, Carbasilan und n-.Hexan ZU3CWtL Das Hexan wurde vcrdarnpft. Das,
so erhaltene Pulver wurdc gemahlen. gesiebt und mit 2 K/min bis 1000 OC audgehczzL Bai ciner
Zugabe von 14 Ma-% TNBB zu caner Polycarbouiluafrakuiain mit hohcm MoIkualargcwicht
(MG a 2900) war nach der Pyrolyse bis 1000 C kein Schlumen edinnbaur. Die Dickte der
Scheibe betrug 2.28 g/cm3 bei eaner Ausbmvic van 78 M&A-. Diese Ergebnuss sind denen an
Proben vergleichbur. die 2 Stunden lang an Luft bei 190 OC oxidieft warden,. Ocringoem Zusliz
an TNBB cigaben hahiem Ausbeuten (siehe Abb. 6). deir bel Zugabe van wmnager ala 5 M&a-
TNBB wai Schaumbaidwag auf. Wenn dies. Brennhilfsmittel, zugegebma werden. sent der
Masscnvcrlust bei geringcren Tempenuren can aIs bei Proben. die oxidiert waidmn.

Skhmmnfuaa
Die Brcnnschrumpfung wahrtnd der Pyrolyse stillt daos zwet. groBe Hindeania bei dir
Verwendung von Polycarbasilann als Precursor Wfi clii keramische Mamix de. Dacn
Schrumnp(ung (dWa zu Mikiarisme. besanders wean Hindirnism wks Fuin zgqsp siui An
Luft2 Swundaa laug bci 190T Coxdiena Polywabosilanpulvurwurdemz Sch~eim von 12.5 mm
Duchumceu gpre~udawduual Stckstoff ms2 K/mis auf 1000C -hm Del i, Aoebmue
von etwa 80 WaS wurde cunc gamrnte Volwniensuchpf~ug Van 58* S IneI Die dwo-
retlach berechnit Volwnenuchamnpfung Wholi 76.5 % beughgm do bedimm dii die Sebsibs
18.5 % Peamsith enduE, wean dar Produla wins SIC im. Ala DNOWi dir Schil e w nd 2.2
S/cm 3 gemosm. Dice im Veigleich zu rein= SiC goring. Dichin km ad Abweckbunma
von der idialem Smchiamewio und adt gechlaucni Parasit zwlckpfbl werm Dime
Leaftmi bildi. suck adt Grnd van Pyralysegmin die wibred des Pfa s nicbt an die
Oberflache diffiandiurmn kflsne. Ungemn Mxddncin(lum.z cum searergoin
Abmiame der SchnumpfunS infolg e i hehr e Ausbeum~ Mt 14.5 Ma-% TNDB versczes
Polycarbosilan (MG a 2900) zeigsebe dir Pyrolysebis 1000 'Ceane Vobaanuask - pfungvoa
60 9. Die Zugabe von Fillms zu Polycarbasilu var dir Pyralys cigab eins dmsfiacbe Ab-
nahzicedrSchrwnpfung. Untirden verwendletuaailem wm=eAchem-anWGapti(#38), A.40,
- Pulvur (0.05 wa). SiC- Pulver (325 mesh) and Tomax SiC-Whaiku. Km Polycubouilan
glelchmaiuig veneilie Pillr wufden an Pulver gomkiis dwucisar #100-Siab gesieft und I
S unic lng bei 190 *Cma Lufioz~idiu Di. oxidiumuPaulverwwdm anSchoibim voo 12.5 mm
Durchuavsmi gpp"& ud mau Stickmof behi e ritzmhiniki van 2 Wamin bis 1000
IC pyrlysIin.I

Di. Ausbaus des Polycubmulua kin nor womaig van Art md Miap des zqeeswim Fiflhl
ab und log bei awa 80 MeA. PD, Oraibt gui AlamaiamozAd awi nick ftr SiC km amn
lucre Bodebung mwiscbmn dim Masesnauinil des FMDM und dir Volsomaularumphig dir
Scheibi uagegeben werdem. wic in Abb. 7 ganipt ist. ,flh1m prazeammoi Anuiule dos Poflm
ergeben geringere Schnampfungmn.

Lemmndich wurdem ala Milar fur das Palycwbasilmn SiC-Whisker in Volwnnntemile. van 40
wad 50%S verwendi& Der Abb. 8 kmaz man eimebmen. daB durel aoptimal. Darnierung dir
Zugahe von SiC-Whiskua im Priazip tine Sctmampfung van 0% amnichbor isL Umn P.ae unit
hheluan Whiskeranted hmiustellen, mufts der V~erfalarnnabln geundin wordim. Dice
Probmn wurden voi der Luaftoxidation im Autoklavmu (24 Stundin bul 175 *C tunte einm Druck
von 4 aMm) in Scheibenfomw geprefL Temperaturen oberhalb 175* C fhnmn zu Verwardwagen
und sum SchAumen. bei geningaeua Temperamurea nahm dii Ouidadioneit unvcrffubf a. Der
eMOWai Luftdruck trug dazu bei. die Oxidationueit herabzusettmn. Bei einum Dmuk von 4 ann
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ergab sich cine Verkdaunug der Oxidationszeit urn 25%. Die Proben wurden dana unter
Sdcks wft mit 2 K/rnin aut 1000TC erhitZL Die Proben wurdon nach der Verdichwung oxidiorn.
weal oxidierte Pulver mit hohen Konzenurauonen des Fillions keine handhabbaren Graftn=oe
ergaben. Abb. 9 zeigt. daB fUr alto Fliter ei kritscher Massseonareal getundo. werden kann, bei
dem keine Schnrnmpfuag alftriL

Potycarbosilanibasiens Verbundkorper wurdmm imt Duuipunk-Biegeast ad( Fessagkett und
Elaszuizstsodui gepiwift. Alto gepiraftmm Proben zeigten SprOdibnachverhalten und eia Linear.
elastiches Antwonuignal bis zum Bnru.L

Es wurden Probes mit 75.65 und 56 M&-% Graphit. SiC-Pulver (S00 mesh) und SIC-Whiskcern
(Touax) getesteL Mfit steigmndemn F~llemanite ergben sich Uchlecbtere machanischo Eigen-
schafumn wst in den Abb. 10 und II zu orkaeanm isL SiC-wikevrrm VerbundkO&pe
zeigien die besten mcctaguijjejj Eigenschaflt. arL[ Geginsw Jonag~a Vasskkznag
boi der die Leistung mit sueigendem Fas-iumenlwuemil vzunirm. wurds feutgestellL dab
Fesosdkt und Elastuitlismodul mit wochuindem AnWi desPMicero fa~lle Die Schtrumpfiuag
dir Maw x und unterschiedliche thonnische Anadohaunge von P~ller td pyrolynarwm Po-
lycubauilon (Wane mit gpiter Wabirscbsinlichkuit zur Bildung von Wiachs= beimt
Abkublea von der ProIM&Mpurawraduf U ebgmp , -- Diuon Mkwoims verminder-
ten die Lusttingen diems K&pe. Bei whikivrntn Vwbzndfrpur wardlon die bestn.
mecharnschmn Eigenschaften bei den Probes mt der geriapten DichAw geudW.. Ruinus
pyrolysieno Polycarbosilan (MG a 2900. 14.5 Ma-% TNBD) raig tine Bkpgfesdgkdt van
14 000 Psi (96.5 NIPa). Allo getesteten FWller venchiechnmn die Eigenschaften der enuspre-
chonden KOrpo.

Polycarbosian wurds ala - m Miipu nwfr die Hersilhrng von dwthgalhld verstirktam
koramischon Veb -ka n mit Nicala~iC-CFaumr ada Vertaimpfasr bemutz Die
Nicalonfosern wurdem 2 Swades lang uam Wlrmebulmdhg bei 700 T in Argon un-
tenogen, umn die bei 4w Herniilung aufgbrwcbr Schlicloo = edaderus.

Die SiC-Paw. wasda miceinur Lfumg van Polycarbauilnm it 14.5 WS4 TNBB gewinks.
geerackoetundmcleedie~nunie Wln Wbe M-d8- bui 1000 *C uasmnoge die
Heizgachwindgkeitbug 2 K/lmi. Alturnauv danwa wuedie lanfoubsr. mags chmol-
zmnu Polycarbosilas gmlnkt. 10 min lang bei 2 10 OC oxidiert und dmn pyrolymL Im Ra-
wrerlekffoneumilcrakcop wurde dau Vorliandonein uhlreicher M movnsu beobechan wobes
die Dilduing von Milcrrisses bui den durch Schmedzimplipnimning bergemillae Verbunden
wentiger stork ausgepflg war.

Umn mogtichst rifireie Yerbundkorper zu cibholen, wwrden die K~per mebrfsh mit Polycar-
bastion impripnios In dweun Probes ist wesentlich mehr Mawix enhaken, Abe sic zeigmn
wuzdem noch sehar yule Mikeorisme Dues Art von Iebnd~u mocb: die Auftrisgung
einer Wuoe= Oxidauionsschusscbacht unortliticts. dadie miluarissige Matrix der Paser keineft
Oxidauonsschutz gewihn.
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PaIvvinvigi lane 21s Precur-nmwn fikr die kifmiadie MAti

Thennische Stabilitit

Eiier dergrd~tn Vorteile von Polyvinysilame egeniber POIYCaIbooi1oS.bestehtdarin. daBi
sic ohne Saucrszoffeiring tihumisch vemtteu werdem k~enem. Die Vemneung edfoipt bei
Temperawiren zwischewi 100 und 270 *C: bei haliciut Tenpuram~m mmw der Abbe. des
Precursors ein. Vor einer Behandlung bei 200 *C bewlp die Dicbm da tynmuuetwa i g/cm 3,
danach 0.75 g/cm 3. Abb. 12 zeipt die TO-Kurve eines Polyviuylsiluu, dum bei 2 K/mtiesuwr
Stickazoff auf 1000 *C aufghebzzt wurde. Der Abban eneicbt zwiwcbu 400 und 600 'C die
gr0aft sCmhwindigkeit und bei der Pyrolyse bis 1200 *C beUIp die Ailbuz 60.6 Ma4. Die
geringe Dichie des Produkwms wird ant Abweichuagmn van derati -. be Zuummen-
setuwig und aid guschlosam Pot uili zurllckgoftlbr

Abhlngig yam benzzu Wlrmcbehuadhmgszklu vafndm sick die Mi~inkwm. Be=n
AuffmiWe adt 800 C mit cuier Ocucwindigkelz ym I K/mia bids. sikh in der Matix
zahiueache Pore.. Urn die Anah der Leezihune a varningum m~dia i~iu windiskait
herbpsew wurden umn die fk doe Diffiml der Abbeqxcddeki zw VufgIr"ngwmbmm Zais
zu verlingems. Mit stegende S~dft dos Wcrkszlcku mul wopi der mnhasmede
Diffusionawege die Heizgmbwindigwit gesenk wrdem. Die W~nb~ d er d Paly-
silanproben wurden nach folgendAwn Progrnanm hgflu

1) 1 K/min bia 250 C
2)10 Mi zwischmn 250 und 600'C
3) 1 K/minbis 800 C

Dies soliwe die Anuabi der Lmenurzme vermindlemt Die langsuu Mezesbidiki
zwischen 250 und 600 'C wurde gewMLht deain dieuem Ternpcmufberich der Mamrnwtum
die pFOWt GeSChwindligkuit enlkCIL

Ziar Verbesuerung dci mehn imhen Eigenahafte und zw Varftgvig dci Schropuq nSe
wurden dim Pablyvinybda ie ~ur zugeuew SiC-Whiskir. AIA01. BN- umi SiC-Pulvi
wwEd jeuJwcil5 bickdi.Polyvinylsianzugese, ascbliekdbei200 'C belmd* und
dafhch umur Sticksmff big 800 TC mis I K/nmt pynlyuiuL In Tab. I mE die Dý fb
Schgumpfuag undmecbahseniAeigenschafwm~uz mmegsaa Diakemunichm Fil.wuguM
darn beL. die Sdnmwpfung za vearem, Mar die An du m viw Fdan F iers WaONkum
Einflaftauf die Sclwunmpwg. mI ip1 m. p. -igemdie Sic. whiaki- god

puVerTsIkrN&I Proe anl nW pownu Mlmouukmru, *ab a dw ObafllcM wane hail
Risse efkeanbir. Ian Gegrmasa dun zeipeo die Oberflkhe der AIO,-Uual Pruf WIke
Mikrorism. Die wdmAtncsihicsg Flianog dafu- ime~mchiedlcbs thuiiSchuAasdeb-
nunpkoefizien von PFllr wud Maul. Die. R~im uchlage@ sich deft uided, daBdies
Probe. die schiehemm mechaniache Egewahaftk. eium. Km Gegemamzudes persku-
vensikuin Verbundi verbessenen die F0ller die mechmniaches Eigeuachaft. diAe Probes
in jedern Fall.
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Vnontmt~uchunn der Eigenitchafren der Verbundki~ner

Untar Verwendwig von Polyvinlysilan a15 Matrixprecursor und Nicalon4.Satungewebe ala
Verst2rkungskomponniite wurden kemamische Vurbundko&pe hergusmUt. MAR MUB afwarten,
dai die mechanischmn Eigmnschaften zwuiachsig verstkkter Materialimn weumntdich schiechter
sind ala die unidirektional vefstiiktor, di der Fameuvoluoanemil pamrllel zur Lichwung der
Beanspruchung geinoger iat. Die Eigenschaftmn von Verbunden. die Tuchals Verstarkungsphms
benutze. warden dutch Schadigung der Fmr w~hrend des Webens wad. dumbh die Webanord-
nuag weaiter verschlecluert Der Aufbau, der Verbundlarninate erfolgie aus6 vorgefertipen
Schichtn. die unter Verwendung cities geeigneten Huma aus Polysilan wad kerarnischemn
Faller ala Matrixprecursor hergestullt wurdem.

Far, die zuurst hergemielten Verbundk~rper wurds Polysilut mit 25 M&A. Bontitrndpulver oder
IS M&A Silicitumcarbidwhisker ala Mauixprecuzi verwendet. Die Volwueaschnmpfung
bitrug 20 % f&r die mit BN ala Fallerl heg P ",l. Ptobe. &We nor 3 % ti~r die Verbunde aus
Gewebe und Faller. Die gerige Schrumpfung der Verbuds mit beid.n Faller. hat cmin gro~e
Poroujita und einea starke Bildung von Mikrorissen in der Mauim zut Folge. Ahalich zur Her-
steliung von Kohlentoffllcohlenoffvebubdwaksmoffm. war einu mehrfache Impr~iertmig
notwendig, umn die Porodiit zu veuringirn und die nwchwischea Eigeachaftn. zu verbeswn.
Abb. 13 zeigt die bemechnew Porositst nach jadern. IIPircamcfu tir die mit Bornitid ala
F~ler ha~elgmlma Vurbunde. Die Kiwi'. nhlartsich asymptodsch sin. Warm vam ua9 Vol-
% ft Mis was die ian Verbuad varhuandem seashi. Parosi*i Uzeigt In Abb. 14 sind
Dam ftr die Dichte beider Arten von Ferbundkpmr guazgL Mi heide. Vechrmb eabe
wurdo gefundmn. daB der Eas~izdlmit wcmdrZah der qImpiagmy'kie smi;
dimer Ansmig Las bui Vierwendung von SiC-Whisker adil ala bei Vawaidug von BN-
Pulver (Abb. 15). Abb. 16 zwigs, daB die BWiegeugkeas ebentallsnkaildem Iqvlgakiurzyklam
ansmigL Probsin, die nscla der entu Pyrolyse gepofft wwduin zeigs. Schervenages dumbh
Delamnuerwag. Dir Vesragmnuy~pigingach zwa oderuasrimpl~uqu euangen inZngvrangeaa
Olber. In keuasr der gemasten PRoh wurden Anueiclas von Famr.Pull-out gifuden Die
schlscbme mechAniuchmn Eigenuichafn k mu. af ins sn- b Bindung zwischma Faser wad
Matrix zurfickgetllt wuidm. All. uatsuinhu Prbin vraugmn bei dir Bnacbdilanung der
Matrix. Die hitbema Braclafagiomism wudun aeu des I~.. W lniiaaod dir
Verbuzadein Verglicbzuwurv uatuuiMatrx enish.D die Vebundk&peveaugu. bevor
die Bruchdohaaungderfauers(l %)arrichwv.kannmdieunickvielzurgemnsFessigkm
dir VebnWeIrI m -- beiurag... Riuem die in der Matria entsmode wane. Pflammu sicla
einfach dutch don gmmu Verbuad falL

Do Bmechwabitms keuamischer Vauduuffe aunrscheidets cl von dim von
Varbunde. mit Polymer odor Meualrnsanux ant Omnod dir Eigeauchafu.n dir emmawm Kom-
pasmm. Dei don SiC.Kemmikua Ober die bier berai cbma wird. ist der Eluuhal-d- der
Fuuu Srfler als dir dir Matrix, aber die Bmechddammg der Maui: ist giinagar. Der Varbtud
prorkmeu von dir ObenrtrgunS van Spmnnungmn m dir Monx ant die Paw, abet imaeGanp==
zu Verbuaden mit polymerer Matrix, wo der Dumbh dutch Verugunder Pamen aneises mwird.
beicht in unserem Fall die Matrix vor den Fasema Wens sich in der Matix sine Kerbesausfteiste
wad eine F~assraricht. wird die Spmnnunsoasuuo an ftae Spim ant die Famer ubomr-
gin, wean sine vollsilndige Spannungakopplung gegbsa ist. Diese Spannunpkaaznmwanon ist
lachl genug, umn unmittelbar eium Bruch der Fauer herbeizufflbren wad daduch die Fesifigkit
wad Bnacharbeit des Vezbundwerkstoffs auf die der Matrix Zn beprenuan Eine Optirnieunj dir
Eigenschaften der Verbunds muB dimnsch ant sine Situation filhruua in dir eine schwache
Anbinduns zwischen Faser wad Matrix gegeben ias. die daum (Sbus, di Risas in dir Matria nicht
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zum Versagon der Faser uhrmn. Urner der Arniamhum, dag kuine Kopplung zwischea Faser uad
Mamnx exisuert und die Fustigkaii dir asor keiwe Venriuang unrotlep. kanacnei Obergrenze
for die Festigkeit des Varbundes angerebon werdemn We=n zwische Fame und Matrix keizie
rnethuzusche Wachuslwirkung sumahndet. kOnmm Rines. die sich in der Matrix ausbreiea die
Easer aichi schildigen. Boa nicli gekoppelten U aidiminukalman Verbunde boobscbm man beam
Won fart die Brucladelnung dir Mam aimn qmmghaftmn Ansieg der Deboung. da bei dier
D.Janung die Lou van der Faust Ubernomanen word, wis in Abb. 17 goampt ist. Von da an utrV
die Fame die gesamm aid dean Workstoff auflwegndo Lust. Woimmr Staiggrwag der Spmnnung
ftmh letzendlich zwrn Versagon der Fasen. was zum Brach des Vrudres flhrt. Der
flachereVerlaufdorSpannungs./Dehnungskurve iii dinf zulckzufllhzen daB dmaDitapaun
Wudom Geosniqu baisshutdes Verbundes vordem Stuhd doMauri: busim Wesediche SWc-
gerungen von Fe IkeimunidBrucharb nzsindaisodurch dasAbkoppolnderFuervondatMama
mogirch. Trotzdena it ewne gewisas Verbindung zwischein Faus wad Matrix noioadg. umn die
Spannwnagfbrnagung zn omoglichen

Es komtue mgtzi warden, dag sin schwacbs Bindmg wiuchem Faust and Mmash die mocha-
waihmLeistunpilhigksit vo Verbndwoksffen Nit kerarniseberMmzaeinuchuildudve
bonsa.Se &laIken bisbe boschntibham FuinrMoni:Kanbonaaiosm ou Sp I Sh - - I

Snukai aneraqnagm, mrdiinspaW '' 14il lamtmuuaroickdt. Die Biampfuudgelk
sdeg dadwebh gegenfibor ails, brdai. 4" 1-mu-m. Vorbm dOrPu ;uert mindsinm 30 % an
(Abb. 18). F&rVerbande, die has zn dsirnal inprlpaiut waarden. warcsoan dm opie
Versagir typiscia. Lat4fDaucbbigunpskorven. was si in Abb. 19 pugt spuind zeiges Vet-
besserwagen in 5mgu ad Zibigleit aind dis Flaihir, Babsmmgem uoauumln Probes, di.
nutsinanal imprlgnimt warsveagmasdauthSciwug manvweuagagebracsnoFasumn
Probon mit zwea Imputgniszykhsn zeigms sin=$s - PIP H, Buchwiegwi6AnaderDWdhbiC-
gungskaarve ersachdich ist. Dies ereb sions Vuabmi, din. Bracbsautg gegmniber dun vat-
angegngononProe womendich ham bet ag Kmumurphmlu Bhuckvirhalmn am bs Pt ubamt
vaer Impulgnasnyklsa adf. Dien Vrboads vamup= bui Gina bob... Dalung ala die reins
Matri, was Zn Verbouden mit I a' p Fendak imis ak. Die I~b "IPrucladebnng dse
Probes wems dmdhuf is daB m dewGroonzftbs wiachomr Malna wad Kohimmuwf sin gewin
Umlenkung von Rium uingoetrms noi anuS Bd weiumo Imjarignwoo worde sins
Varringernug dir Dipegsfosagki gsfundeua; die Wins flf do omfm odl esf im
Vorgleich zu don vorherigen Aro .abet die Dichs blieb Ik1 1 - t wodmich die psaziflsce
Fesaigheit zurAba. Eine Beauchnung des Fuuvmlolmmrumilu rapb Wasm von etwaO 40 S die
Brucbdalnung wurde mat 0.4 % beroclasm, wikund die Niocalohamr sais Irocbalonang von
I % aufwiut. Diem Unstudied winie dunra hi. daB doe Iuchicbarn nib jobi
Ri~forafluwug in die Pow hinum vurhindert mmd ddwam.sn voUsdaftg 00f61 des
Poesmials dem Verbonds nikherruichi wird Diefachdbdusuagdos Viabandeslsp bobler
ala die der Matrix; die Sewocbaicnug istaleilweisswirkso. uram hswrkaeaics
Fause wad Matria anuaaauchmlu

fisi dir leumn Probesteihe wurde sin seaderer Piiowuro f&r die Abechaiduntg des Kohlensff-
coo png verwendO.. Die in Abb. 20 zu orkennenden Verbesuernge der Festigkeokwaren nick
so mangeprup wie in dor vorangogangeaas Roib., abe die Drhbisgupkve dumans Ad
cien alheron kerunacchen Veebundhlai. Selbumsach Sm Iapnuzklewar das sachakuasva.
phla Versagmn. dutch di, die Fl~ch. unter dot Krom, die ein MAO flit die wfgswesdele Snot-
lie darstellt. gr66er wird. varherurscend. Mach bi ut 5 S mpragniowzyklen wurde auf Gtund des
nichtkauasaophalen Vorsgoss kein Zwrtckghen de ostFaigleit fosgstp ilt Dii erge
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Festigkeit wird auf cinen Scringeiifl Furast'lumenanwal (33 % peguauber 40%) =rdckgeaftmL
Wibrnd des Beschichtaanppzmmsa wurde gins dicks Schick: autgeubmm. die ems Verdich.
tung des Verbundes wibnn dir Wlzmebehamdlwg in der Heigpftsm veitaindine was =i dim
vemrpgrtefl Faseroluanenanhsu In Veibumdk~ipe flnM.

Auf die Faser aufgebmichte Schichoaga ng eandemag damn bul, die Leisaingn kurmumucher
Verbundweiksffs zu vabesumn Die wifklic axiall Vabeiuwun der Elgenscbaftt hlng
von der Art des vcmiwenee -olnaf~i~iib &Pr iMm= di. diae ?4moplaueabidang
begfansgeu ergaban di.p0MenGewina. EMsSChIchi - maim Gaphitdife die
mechuaischea Eigemahafeo dief Vaurbaduyums wei vabmasm.

Bis hiaedr wurdmn die Veruche, die LI ' --- - - der VwbupnftW vaesbnem. adt
die Vegindiang deirvruazce zwirMSch uP dMa~zgsU dii Rig in derswadia
Manix enusheheta, breimsiwach r*Wav uflibuiatmu, al am i skcano Fouir sirsicha In di~em
Unmachung wurde eine mnee Technik beum um, Chuli Depumm der CoOks diem. Rises
daduich zu egrmichien. dm8 zueszliche rilmblenkende SchAMinhsma doe Mali dio Veiatde
emgebmacbwwmedn. Dadmuc kannm Run aw blia=acow beuamom in 006 wuhesi beiar
sit eiia Ofenzfllcbe urrekbia,. an dir is iwed cateppi I oI af eis gnin lI- RkiCMu

Wisubg der Elafitanug uchwmh gebowdiew Groae n icam iurbeb do bift = deanna.
sairs wurdeflichiedrPolyalUnmpWUjV SIemolmpr#iaiugmM kohn6uw
sw durchgsflilu Du nichdhaheffphals VarMWUbgmwp M In ha8mgta Ubl pu

einVuun~wf~en= -vaa2SVoI4.baldimSuw pmng
mit Polysian und 5 mfit Kocau -sf-pi-- e d chgifilkiwdu Migfheidinhwhuif-
liche Bieptefisglks van 0.3 6Pm. Daeer Wirt madden die bfcheM wtkima der Samma
Arbeligemeumine Peeageia(Abb. 21). Die Laa-/Dwdhbiegundmmin Abb. 22 diM mad
emiaz u ---m Vebnwremit hcbit Fmigkeii his. Die Einfhnmg vas Zwiscbmmchicb-
ten hat a&s= die Luisagngi dir Vetrbund verbeuuen.
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1. Die Teinporwrbesdadfigkui dir Molycarbauilane Most von Moikklargewicht and
MOIkulafgewicbwwrloifng w.

2. Die Oxidation odor Zugbe von Bm9 hlmnl subilsierni Polycubowim. Was zu
Probms mit bies-ur-ie Faimbooifdikuic mi' A' PrAiudum wa k dim Bgmuui farL

3. Die Schnampfvng wibrmnd dir Pyxlyus der fIm ycobouilmm km. dumb Zupbe
verschigdowi kugunischer PFlle botinfaftd waruen.

4. Die Zugabe van PafUli verwclikmo dig meckmicbe. ELhfhll&t
dVWpursiosvruiakur ' poyabsimbuu Vb- mdwukuaft

S. Mfit PolycaaboeilainfikuirwNiculom.Pumnil agab. ptukdirPyrolys wweubr
rnip Matrix

6. Meowler mpilpomnykke uid afuitiwck, - own Vutbm&&W~ m
Pblycorbolemla n Endlostumw -1O AM

7. Zn Polyvuiyluil=m z m Fille vubsau djs mm.. jchib Eiguucbmfw =ud
soeinudie Sdmrmpfung kudL

8. Do. Fiblke dir Polyvuuykime wo Quuwwrnmmu iramabs I& zurVocfmuauug dir
A rbundk"1 die Vkuip 11-echnl uinmwudm

9. Medufthe lmprignienzngen sinW efardirlich. urn die medaunbck Eigimachmft dir
Verbundkarpezu varbminn Uoubebi~drflioiddie sulnveimAusbm vundic usof
ScbrumnpfunS der Polyviny~dLae

10. Die reaktive OberfiAcbe dir Nicalasifum. und die Naw der Abmnk mwibread
der Pyroys Wireuu zo oner stwkee cbomrnmbmi Obidig zws nMolnix God

11. Elme surbe Slnd.g xwiabmn par tad Mobt Maki =n vultmdu A*gue
ZUhigke mud Fudgkmi

it. Polyms -nbsns -lu VcfI kinm vorwu WIdN, m sckwabe
(hulnlcken adf dir ftWe oder setwbsnW 7Z' A A -bic itMubmb dir Matrix
ea1JMl=&

13. Die Entkoppuns der Paur vom der Mmurx onih =nmose vubuu an der
Fftdgkit und dir Snciihu dir Vubuao&puo.

14. Sins mso vielen Scbachten autgibmute Matrix eweiui s"c ms hilftkah bui dur Desiafi.
=ans 4.l BnruckvurasWW wodurch Fesdgkeit mud OnichoWbei des Verbuadi
verbeame werden.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

FIGURE 1: Vacuum bag lay-up construction.

FIGURE 2: Composite processing flow diagram for polyvinyl-
silane.

FIGURE 3: Polysilane composite flow diagram involving carbon
impregnations.

FIGURE 4: TGA curve for pyrolysis of polycarbosilane, 26C/min
heating rate under nitrogen gas.

FIGURE 5: TGA curves for pyrolysis of oxidized polycarbosilane,
2°C/min heating rate under nitrogen gas.

FIGURE 6: TGA curves for pyrolysis of polycarbosilane with
TNBB, 2C/min heating rate under nitrogen gas.

FIGURE 7: Shrinkage of pyrolysed, particulate reinforced
polycarbosi lane.

FIGURE 8: Shrinkage of pyrolysed polycarbosilane as a function
of weight percent SiC whiskers added.

FIGURE 9: Volume of percent shrinkage of pyrolysed polycarbo-
silane as a function of weight percent ceramic
filler.

FIGURE 10: Flexural strength of pyrolysed, particulate reinforced
polycarbosi lane.

FIGURE 11: Modulus of pyrolysed, particulate reinforced poly-
carbosilane.

FIGURE 12: TGA curve for pyrolysis of polyvinylsilane to 1000C
at 2°C/mln under nitrogen gas.

FIGURE 13: Porosity versus impregnation number for polyvinyl-
silane/nicalon composite. The polyvinylsilane was
filled with 2Sw/o boron nitride. No carbon fiber/
matrix interfacial coating.

FIGURE 14: Density versus impregnation number for polyvinyl-
silane/nicalon composites with particulate fibers.
No carbon fiber/matrix interfacial coating.

FIGURE 1S: Modulus of pyrolysed nicalon fiber/polyvinylsilane
matrix composites. The matrix was particulate
reinforced, but no fiber/matrix carbon interfacial
layer was used to arrest cracks.
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FIGURE 16: Flexural strength of pyrolysed nicalon fabric/poly-
vinylsilane composites. The matrix was particulate
reinforced, but with no crack stopping fiber/matrix
interface.

FIGURE 17: Stress-strain response curve for a ceramic matrix
composite with 0% coupling between fiber and matrix,

FIGURE 18: Flexural strength of pyrolysed nicalon fabric/par-
ticulate reinforced polyvinylsilane with an opti-
mized crack arresting fiber/matrix interface.

FIGURE 19: Load/deflection curves for pyrolysed nicalon fabric/
particulate reinforced polyvinylsilane with a crack
arresting fiber/matrix Interface.

FIGURE 20: Load/deflection curves for pyrolysed nicalon fabrlc/
particulate reinforced polyvinylsilane with an opti-
mized crack arresting fiber/matrix interface.

FIGURE 21: Flexural strength of pyrolysed nicalon fabric/
particulate reinforced polyvinylsi lane matrix
composites with multiple crack stopping interfaces.

FIGURE 22: Load/deflection curves for pyrolysed nicalon fabric/
particulate reinforced polyvinylsilane matrix with
multiple crack stopping interfaces.

TABLE CAPTION

TABLE 1: Shrinkage and mechanical properties for pyrolysed,
particulate reinforced polyvtnylsilane.
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Percent Strength Modulus
Shrinkage Bend, MPa GPa

Pure Polysilane 28.8 3.30 7.03

25wt% SiC Whisker 20.2 35.23 14.62

15wt% SiC Whisker 21.7 23.51 8.27

5wt% SiC Whisker 27.5 26.61 33.03

25wt% BN Powder 21.0 13.65 6.07

25wt% S3N4 Powder 20.5 5.33 3.31

25wt% SiC Powder 22.5 18.89 10.20

Tafel I
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CHEMICAL VAPOR DEPOSITION OF SILICON CARBIDE
USING METHYLTRICHLOROSILANE

R.P. Boisvert and RI. Diefendorf
Clemson Univenity, Ceunic Engineeing Depaume

eonmm SC 2634-0907. USA

INTRODUCTION

Fiber reinforced ceramic matrix composites - a promising claE -o
structural materials for applications which require high strength,
high stiffness, low density and most importantly some degree of
damage tolerance. The performance of ceramic matrix composites has
been found to depend critically on the nature of the fiber-matrix
interface. In general, the strength of the interface must be
sufficiently low to deflect cracks and allow fiber-pullout. While
tensile failure strains often approach one percent for the compos-
ite, matrix microcracking frequently occurs at just a small frac-
tion of the failure strain. Matrix microcracking allows internal
oxidation of the crack deflecting interface layer at high tempera-
ture which subsequently causes embrittlement at room temperature.

Multiple crack-deflecting interfaces were introduced within the
matrix in an effort to increase the strain at which matrix micro-
cracking occurs (1,21. The concept was to limit the maximum flaw
dimension in the matrix, and also make a tough lamellar composite
matrix. The objective of the present research was to develop a
technique whereby the matrix layering could be simply controlled.
The work is separated into two parts: 1) defining the deposition
conditions to deposit pure SiC uniformly throughout a fiber
preform, and 2) depositing multilayered matrix composites and
determining their structure and properties. This paper reports on
the first part for the chemical vapor infiltration of silicon
carbide from methyltrichlorosilane (MTCS) and hydrogen.

ZXPERIMINTAL TCRNWIQUS3

The silicon carbide deposition studies were carried out over a
temperature range of 750-13000C, pressure range of 267-1333Pa, and
a H,:CH2SiCl, ratio of 8 to 15:1 in a hot wall tubular reactor held
at constant deposition conditions during the run. In addition to
the Nicalon tow substrates, graphite bars were used for depositing
coatings for x-ray diffraction, and fine diameter (25um) carbon or
tungsten filament were utilized to determine deposition profiles
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within the reactor. The diameter of the coated filaments was
measured with a laser diffraction technique. The last deposited
surfaces and composite fracture surfaces were characterized using
scanning electron microscopy. Matrix layer thicknesses and
microstructure were determined by optical microscopic observation
of polished cross-sections. The purity, crystal structure, crys-
tallite size and preferred orientation were measured by x-ray
diffraction. Tensile tests were performed on the composite
strands.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Thermodynamic Analysis

Thermochemical analysis of CVD systems has proven useful for
selecting deposition conditions. A total of 46 gaseous species and
4 condensed phases were considered in these calculations which used
a modified version of Solgasmix-PV [3,41. The calculations are
subjected to constraints which include conservation, constant
temperature and constant total pressure. The thermodynamic equi-
librium state that results allows: 1) determination of condensed
phases deposited, 2) the theoretical reaction efficiencies, and 3)
the partial pressures of all the gaseous species.

Figure 1 illustrates the thermodynamically stable phases as a
function of temperature and H2/MTCS ratio. Only two regions, P-SiC
and P-SiC+C(s), were identified as stable compositions for the
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conditions studied. At low H1/MTCS ratios, carbon was found to co-
deposit with SiC. Increases in total pressure extend the single
phase P-SiC region to higher temperatures and lower H2/MTCS ratios.

The thermodynamic efficiencies for the deposition of SiC from MTCS
and H. were calculated as a function of H,/MTCS and a temperature
and pressure range of 1075-1475K and 0.133-1.33kPa respectively
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(Figure 2). At all ratios of HI/MTCS, carbon is essentially
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FIGURE 2

stripped from the gas phase. Due to the low yields of Si at lowH2/MTCS ratios, excesses of C are co-deposited. Similarly, higher
total pressure and/or lower temperature also increase the amount of
free carbon that is predicted to co-deposit.

The gas phase composition as a function of H%/MTCS for hetero-
geneous equilibrium is illustrated in Figure 3. Hydrogen and
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FIGUR= 3

hydrogen chloride are the major species. Silicon dichloride is the
predominant Si bearing species whereas methane is the main carbon
bearing species. The low equilibrium vapor pressure for NTCS is an
indication of its low stability. Rapid changes occur in partial
pressures of all species when hydrogen is initially added to the
system, but decreases as more hydrogen is added.
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Figure 4 illustrates the gas phase composition as a function of
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temperature. At temperatures below 1100K, SiCl 4 is the predominant
Si bearing species. Above 1100K, SiCi, becomes the most abundant
species. Methane has the highest partial pressure for carbon
bearing species over the whole range of conditions studied. (Page
limits permit only the data for l30Pa to be shown.)

Results for the gas phase composition, assuming equilibrium among
the gas phase species but not with respect to the solid phases
(homogeneous equilibrium), show several differences with respect to
the heterogeneous equilibrium values. Methane is significantly
more abundant whereas the reaction product HCl is obviously more
plentiful for heterogeneous equilibrium.

In summnary, thermodynamic calculations indicate that high reaction
efficiencies can be obtained, but free carbon is predicted to co-
deposit with the silicon carbide at the lower temperatures that
would be required for infiltration of a fibrous composite preform.

DepOSit Morphology and Structure

Smooth deposit surfaces with rounded growth features, similar to
cauliflower, were observed at low temperature. Atoms are expected
to have low surface mobility at low temperatures which favors
continuous nucleation of new crystals. At high temperatures,
higher surface mobility results in larger crystallite sizes (51
which is manifested in the strongly facetted morphologies at
temperatures above 1300eC. These faceted deposits were normally
multiridged. but occasionally crystals with regular hexagonal
cross-sections were observed. X-ray evidence for the presence of
i-SiC in the high temperature deposits is documented later.

Increases in the H,/MTCS ratio or decreases in pressure, both of
which decrease supersaturation, increase the faceting of the
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deposit surface. Morphological differences along single deposits
occurred only when the H2/MTCS ratio was below 12:1. For example,
ratios of 8:1 and temperatures below 10000C resulted in uneven
nucleation at the inlet of the reactor, but a rounded columnar
deposit was formed further into the reactor.

X-ray diffraction of the deposits showed them to be P-SiC and in
some instances at high temperature a-SiC. Elemental carbon or
silicon was not identified in the x-ray patterns. Deposits were
characterized as polycrystalline with a high degree of preferred
orientation. The texture was dependent upon temperature, pressure
and MTCS flux. The (111) texture, with the (111) plane parallel to
the substrate, was the preferred orientation for low temperature,
high pressures and high MTCS flux. At high temperatures, low
pressures and low MTCS flux, the texture with (220) planes parallel
to the substrate was the preferrec •rientation (6-81.

Deposition Profiles

A laser diffraction technique was .1 to quantify the potential
for deposition by measuring depositi-.. on fine filaments which were
mounted both radially and axially at a number of locations within
the reactor. A typical curve for an axial filament is shown in
Figure 5. There are three different parts to these deposition rate
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profiles. The increasing rate at the inlet indicates the distance
necessary to heat the reactant gas stream to temperature and create
the species from which the SiC deposits. The central region of the
deposition profile provides the relatfely uniform rate which is
desirable for deposition. The decreasing rate in the third region
can be caused by depletion of reactants or decrease in temperature.
A series of runs at different flow rates indicated that depletion
was not a factor for these conditions. Estimates of the gas tem-
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perature, using a fine thermocouple, suggested that the decreasinf
deposition rate is the result of decreasing temperature.

Deposition Kinetics

The effect of total pressure and H./MTCS on deposition rate wa.
studied over the temperature range of 1123-1271K in an effort tc
define the deposition mechanism. The deposition rate was found tc
vary linearly with pressure and partial pressure, but neither plo1
went through the origin. Based on these observations, only thi
apparent activation energy based on deposition rate could bo
calculated. The Arrhenius plot of deposition rate versus recip
rocal temperature clearly indicates a transition from surfaci
kinetic to mass transport rate limiting processes with increasini
temperature, Figure 6. The apparent activation energy for lower
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temperatures was 138kJ/mole, which is characteristic for a chemical
reaction. Above 1473K, the apparent activation energy decreased tc
13.4 kJ/mole, which is typical of a gas diffusional process.
calculation for mass transport, assuming equilibrium at the sur
face, is also shown on the figure.

Ceramic Matrix Composites

The deposition conditions for forming a matrix in a fibrous pre
form must uniformly deposit the matrix material throughout the pre
form. Hence the mass transport in and out of the preform must bi
rapid compared to the surface deposition rate such that the concen
tration of species is uniform throughout the preform. Single towi
of Nicalon SiC fibers were used as a substrate to study the effect:
of temperature, system pressure and reactant gas flow rate on in
filtration. Temperatures between 1023-1573K and pressures betwee
0.33kPa-1.33kPa were studied. Infiltration conditions selected fo
producinq the composites were temperature - 1273K, pressure = 1.3
kPa and H,/TCMS ratio - 10. based on deposition rate and uniformity

Specimens were fabricated with and without carbon interfacia
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coatings between the fiber and matrix. Best results were obtained
for carbon deposition using a propylene to argon ratio of 1:5 at
1373K and 2.66kPa pressure for 2 hours. In addition, specimens
with multiple 20um, 50um, or 100um matrix layers were deposited
with carbon coatings between the matrix layers. Although the
mechanical test results and microstructure will be reported more
completely in a subsequent paper, proper multilayering doubled the
strength and improved the work of fracture over composites with
just a single crack stopping layer between the fiber and matrix.
The improvement was not as great as when whisker reinforced
polymeric precursors were used to form the matrix. With polymeric
precursor matrices, the effective modulus of the matrix is less
than that of the fiber, while the CVI matrix modulus is approxi-
mately two and one half times greater. Hence, much of the load is
carried by a CVI matrix, and a substantial drop in modulus occurs
with matrix microcracking. However, thinner matrix lamellae appear
to produce higher strength, and also appear to allow thinner crack
stopping coatings. Future studies will be performed to determine
if improved composites can be fabricated.

"CONCLUSIONS

The chemical vapor infiltration conditions required for uniform
deposition of pure SiC or carbon throughout a fibrous preform were
determined. No excess silicon or carbon was identified by x-ray
diffraction of the silicon carbide. Lamellar matrix/continuous
fiber reinforced composites have successfully been prepared by CVI,
and significant improvements in composite properties were observed.
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ABSTRACT

Hafnium diboride has been proposed for ultra-high temperature (>1800'C) applications
due to its highly refractive nature. HfB, was deposited by hydrogen reduction of the chlorides
in an isothermal CVI furnace. The thermodynamics and mass transport of the reaction were
examined to aid in the understanding of the process. Fine cylindrical capillaries were used to
simulate the macroporosity within a fibrous preform. The microporosity was studied by
infiltrating carbon fiber bundles. The bundles can be infiltrated to <15% porosity.

INTRODUCTION

The ability to operate materials at higher temperatures has benefits in terms of higher
efficiency and performance. These extreme conditions require the development of new material
systems capable of performing in oxidative and/or reducing atmospheres at temperatures in excess
of 1800'C. Ceramic materials are likely candidates for these conditions; however their inherently
low fracture toughness indicates a need for reinforcement with proper interface control to
improve damage tolerance.

Given these guidelines, the field of potential materials is rather limited. One of the
promising in this group is carbon fiber reinforced hafnium diboride. HIfB, is a group IVA boride
with a hexagon crystal structure. It is the highest melting boride with a melting point of
3380'C.' It also has a high elastic modulus of 5IX) GPa.: These properties are indications of a
strongly bonded material that would retain its room temperature properties at elevated
temperatures. Wiley measured only a 10% decrease in modulus at 1000*C.2 Creep resistance
should be good since hafnium diboride is only at 0.6T. at 1800"C. Other properties of hafnium
diboride are listed in Table I.

The oxidation resistance of hafnium diboride is relatively good in the ultra-high
temperature regime.` Its oxide product is adherent and parabolic behavior is observed. Also
at lower temperatures B20I provides a glassy sealant. The material has also been shown to
outperform Space Shuttle RCC heat shield samples.5 However, the recession rates that have been
observed, while better than other non-oxide materials, are too high for long term use at ultra-high
temperature. Thus the material is restricted to shorter lifetime applications or the oxidation
resistance must be improved. A number of researchers have shown that additions of 20 v/o SiC
significantly decreases the rate of oxidation to levels below HfB: or SiC alone."?
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where M is the molecular weight, T is the absolute temperature, P is the pressure in atmospheres.
a is the collision diameter and 0I is a dimensionless function of temperature and the
intermolecular potential field.

The molecular diffusivities were then obtained by extending Hsu and Bird's"0 solution of
the Stefan-Maxwell equations from a three component to a four component system. The
simplifying assumption that the diffusivity was constant through the boundary layer was made.

The porosity within a fibrous preform can be assumed to consist of a network of
cylindrical pores. In calculating effective diffusivities, the effect of capillary diffusion was
considered. Knudsen diffusion plays an important role when the mean free path of the gas is
significantly larger than the diameter of the capillaries. The mean free path in the CVD/CVI
experiments were on the order of 10 - 100 pm. The porosity within a fibrous preform can be
considered to be of two orders of magnitude; the micron size pores within a fiber bundle and the
pores between fiber bundles that ase on the order of several hundred microns. Achieving uniform
deposition to full density-inside larger pores greatly increases the time for infiltration. The mean
free path is approximaththe .mrfe as the pore size, which places the diffusivity in the transition
region between Knudsen and purely molecular. The effective diffusivity can be estimated by:

1, 1 1I +- (3)
Dff DM DK

Figure 3 shows that Knudsen diffusion has a significant effect even at pore sizes of several
hundred microns, and thus must be considered in any mass transport calculations for CVI.

Relative fluxes to and from the surface can be calculated from the product of the effective
diffusivity and the concentration gradient. Figure 4 shows that although a large amount of HCI
is produced by the reaction to form HfB,. its mass transport is significantly greater than that of
hafnium tetrachloride. Thus in a mass transport controlled reaction regime, diffusion of hafnium
chloride should be limiting.

EXPERIMENTAL

Hafnium diboride was deposited using a 10 kw graphite resistance furnace with a hot zone
8" long and 1.75" in diameter. Pyrolytic graphite disks at the ends provided a very uniform
temperature distribution along the length. Substrates used for deposition were Stackpole 2020
graphite bars and cylinders drilled with fine capillaries from 150 Pm to 1030 pm in diameter to
simulate the larger scale porosity in a preform. Infiltration of carbon fiber bundles were studied
to provide information on the fine scale porosity.

All gases were controlled using mass flow controllers except the hafnium species, where
a chlorine flow was metered into a bed of hafnium sponge (- 0.75' .- *20 mesh) heated to 350"C.
The resultant rate of chlorination was measured by weight loss of the sponge. The experiments
resulted in an average composition of HfCl.14,.o,. The chlorination was highly reproducible
allowing flows up to 7(0 sccm to be predicted within 2.3 sccm with a 95% confidence interval.
The possible reactions that could occur were studied by Troyanov et al." and can be summarized
as:



occurs within the capillary. The implications of this profile are that under a set of deposition
parameters certain size pores can be completely filled at a much higher rate. Capillaries of a
number of different sizes were examined under different deposition conditions. The results can
be summarized as follows:

1. Penetration depth is greater for lower temperatures and larger diameter
capillaries.

2. Deposition maxima occur only inside certain capillary diameters with a given
set of deposition conditions.

3. At higher temperatures, deposition maxima occur in larger capillaries.
4. This behavior is present along the entire length of the hot zone.

Another observation was an initial decrease followed by a region of constant deposition rate
along the capillary length (Figure 10). This behavior, with a properly controlled gas composition.
could also result in more rapid infiltration.

In an effort to understand how a maxima could form. models of infiltration were reviewed
to see if any predicted this behavior. The model developed by Middleman'2 incorporates a gas
phase reaction and predicts that deposition maxima could occur inside a capillary depending on
the magnitudes of the rate of the surface reaction compared to the gas phase reaction. However,
this model: assumes that the gas phase reaction occurs only within the capillary.

CONCLUSIONS

Hafnium diboride was deposited under a wide range of conditions by the hydrogen
reduction of the chlorides. Direct chlorination of hafnium sponge metal proved to be a very
reliable technique for introducing HfCl, into the furnace. CVD surface studies proved to be
valuable but insufficient for identifying conditions favorable for infiltration. Studies of deposition
within cylindrical pores provided insight into the infiltration process. This allowed conditions
to be identified where carbon fiber bundles could be infiltrated to <15% porosity. Observation
of deposition maxima and plateaus indicate that with further study it may be possible to infiltrate
the macroporosity of a preform very rapidly.

Modeling of the mass transport processes indicate that at higher temperatures, the flux of
the hafnium specie to the surface should be limiting. Thermodynamic calculations set an upper
limit for reaction efficiency, while providing insight into the equilibrium gas composition. Current
work is concentrating on modifying the gas composition to understand the deposition maxima
and plateaus.
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TABLE 1: HfB2 PROPERTIES

Melting Point: 33800C
Elastic Modulus: 500 GPa
Poisson's Ratio: 0.11
Density: 10.6 g/cc

11.18 g/cc (x-ray diffraction)
Knoop Hardness: 2900 kg/mm2 with 30g load.
Crystal Structure: Hexagonal

a = 0.314 nm c = 0.348 nm
Thermal Expansion: a. = 5.21 x I0-/K (R.T.)

a. = 6.03 x 10-"/K (R.T.)
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ABSTRACT

Pyrolysis of organometallic polymers was investigated as a low temperature

processing route for the fabrication of ceramic matrix composites. Two

polymeric precursors, polycarbosilane (PCS) and polyvinylsilane (PVS), were

used in this study. Ceramic yields as high as 85 wt % are possible when

PCS is used as the precursor. Dimensional instability and microcracking

encountered during pyrolysis can be overcome by the addition of suitable

ceramic fillers. Preliminary mechanical testing results of continuous, SiC

fiber reinforced ceramic matrix composites indicate the fiber/matrix interface

is important.

INTRODUCTION

The conversion of a polymeric precursor into a ceramic artifact has

been practised for many years in the carbon and graphite industry. The driving

force for developing the polymeric precursor route for carbon bodies stems

from the difficulties in attempting to produce such articles by others means,

such as casting or sintering. As a result of similar problems associated

with other ceramic materials, organometallic precursors have been developed

which allow ceramic formation at lower temperatures and pressures than other-

wise required. Careful consideration of the starting materials along with

appropriate processing cycles is necessary to obtain desirable yields and

microstructures. Factors which must be considered for a successful conversion

of polymer to ceranic include: pyrolysis conditions, polymer structure and

the thermal stability of the precursor.

*This research was supported by Kaiser Aerotech, the Office of Naval Research-
Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ONR-DARPA) Contract
#NOOO14-86-K0700.



Much of the revived interest in organometallic polymers as precursors

to ceramics is due in part to the success of Yajima and coworkers in producing

SIC fibers, and complex ceramic shapes from polycarbosllane.l- 5  Their

processing, which is based on the work of Burkhard 6 , is a two step process

which produces a carbosilane which forms microcrystalline B-SIC upon pyrolysis

to temperatures above 1200C. The major processing problems associated with

polycarbosilane and other polymeric precursors include shrinkage, low yields

and phase purity. These obstacles need to be overcome to fully exploit the

benefits of polymer pyrolysis over conventional processing techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

Particulate Ceramics via Polycarbosilane

Polycarbosilane was obtained directly from Nippon Carbon. Polycarbosilane

is a white solid which can be dissolved in a variety of solvents or crushed

and sieved into a fine powder. Particulate reinforced ceramics were produced

by adding various fillers (e.g., SIC powder (325 mesh], SiC whiskers (Tomax],

and Acheson graphite (Grade 38)) with polycarbosilane before firing. Crushed

PCS was dissolved in n-hexane. Then, ceramic filler was added slowly, and

the whole solution was stirred to form a homogeneous mixture. Residual

n-hexane was removed by stirring at room temperature, followed by air drying

for 24 hrs. The resulting powder was crushed, sieved, and then compacted

into the desired shape by culd pressing.

Polycarbosilane must be thermoset before pyrolysis by either oxidation

or the addition of a charring agent. Oxidation was performed at 190C for

a long enough period to thermoset the specimen. Times depended on sample

thickness, but was as short as one hour for powders. The thermolysis cycle

used a heating rate of 2C/min up to lO0OC followed by a 1-hour soak, all

under a flow of nitrogen gas.
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Polyvinyisilane Ceramic Matrix Composites

A vinylic polysilane, developed by Schilling, et al. 7 , was also investi-

gated as a potential SIC precursor. The vinyl and SiH groups of the vinylic

polysilane provides an efficient thermal crosslinking mechanism not involving

oxygen. Crosslinking occurs via a combination of vinyl/SiH addition and

vinyl polymerization between 100C and 270C. The vinylic polysilanes were

supplied by the Union Carbide Corporation.

The molecular weight and structure of the polyvinylsilane were controlled

to provide a viscous, translucent thermosetting polymer. Vacuum-bag technology

was used to manufacture the laminates, which were subsequently pyrolyzed

to form a ceramic matrix composite. Typical composite test specimens were

composed of 6 fabric layers with dimensions of: 6.35mm wide, 3.18ram thick,

and 76.2mm long; but plates as large as 300rmn by 300mm were made also. Nicalon

in the form of eight harness satin weave was used as the reinforcement for

all composites reported in this paper, although other fibers have been used.

The composite processing flow diagram is as follows: the epoxy sizing

was removed by subjecting the fibers to a temperature of 700% under argon

for 2 hrs. In some instances a carbon layer was placed on the fiber surface

in order to improve fracture behavior. A vacuum-bag process was used to

form the laminate and was cured in a press at 200C for 6 hours under 0.3

MPa (50 PSI) pressure. After cure, laminates were removed from the press

and cut into specimens with a diamond saw. Pyrolysis was performed in a

tube furnace under a nitrogen atmosphere. The typical conversion cycle was

IC/min to 800C, hold BOOC for 2 hours.

Reimpregnation of pyrolyzed bars was necessary to increase the- density

and mechanical properties. Composite samples were submerged in a polysilane

bath and placed under vacuum for 24 hours. Then, the specimens were removed

and placed in an autoclave which was filled with argon at .83 MPa and heated
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to 200C for 18 hrs. Composites were removed from the autoclave, pyrolyzed

and analyzed to see if further densifications were required.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Pyrolyst s Characteristics

Polycarbosilane shrunk when heat treated to 800C at 2C/min under a

nitrogen atmosphere. Ceramic yield was 63 wt %. Crosslinking of polycarbo-

silane, by oxidation or addition of a charring agent, increases the yield

and subdues the formation of porosity (foam) during pyrolysis. The drawback

of both methods is the introduction of oxygen into the precursor. At high

temperatures, silica and CO. form which degrade strength. Figure I shows

TGA curves generated during the pyrolysis of PCS under various conditions.

Oxidation or the addition of tri-n-butylborate not only eliminated foaming

but also increased the ceramic yield up to a maximum of 85 wt %.

One of the major advantages of PVS over PCS is the ability to thermally

crosslink the polymer without introducing oxygen. Polyvinylsilane crosslinks

between the temperatures 100-260C, above which the precursor begins to decom-

pose. The time required to completely cure polysilane is dependent on the

temperature and the exotherm. The density of the polymer is 1.Ogm/cm3 before

curing and .75gm/cm3 after curing at 200C. Figure 2 shows the TGA curve

for PVS heat treated to lOQOC at 2C/min under nitrogen gas. The yield for

polysilane is 63, 62, and 61 wt % when heat treated to 800, 1000 and 1200C,

respectively. The density of the final ceramic when heat treated to lO0OC

is 2.05gm/cm3 . The low density of the final ceramic is attributed to excess

carbon along with entrapped fine porosity.

Particulate Comoosite Properties

Due to low yields and large differences in density between initial polymer

and final ceramic shrinkage must occur during pyrolysis. Volume shrinkage

of 12.7amm diameter disc of stabilized PCS was measured at 58%. This shrinkage
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leads to microcracks especially if any constraints, such as fibers, are

present. The addition of ceramic 1llers to PCS before pyrolysis was found

to drastically reduce shrinkage, Fig. 3. No shrinkage is observed when certain

fi:lers are added in correct proportions.

The modulus and strength of polycarbosilane particulate composites were

measured by three point bend testing. Composite test specimens were produced

by mixing an appropriate filler with the PCS, pressing into test bar shape,

oxidizing in an autoclave for 24 hrs at 175C and 0.3 MPa (50 PSI) air and

heat treating to 1000C at 2C/min under an nitrogen atmosphere, Tables I-Ill.

As opposed to continuous reinforcement, where high1er fiber volume fraction

increases performance, the strength and modulus were found to decline with

increasing filler content. Whisker reinforced composite's were found to have

the best performance, arid the lowest density. Stabilized PCS with no filler

add'tions had a flexural strength of 96.5 MPa. All samples tested failed

in a brittle manner.

Continuous Reinforced Comosite Properties

Ceramic composites were prepared using polyvinylsilane as the matrix

precursor and Nicalon SiC fabric as the reinforcement. SiC whiskers (15

wt %) were added to the polysilane to reduce shrinkage and control micro-

cracking. Figure 4 shows that substantial porosity still exiht, within the

composite even after 5 impregnation cycles. A large portion of the porosity

results from matrix shrinkage. Poor fabric packing and resin flow also

generates porosity during lamination.

Ceramic composites were tested mechanically utilizing a three point

bend apparatus. Table IV lists the results for composites with no. carton

coating on the fiber surface. Flexural strengths increased with each

impregnation. Samples tested after the initial pyrolysis cycle failed in

a shear mode by delamination between the plies. Failure mode changed to
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a tensile failure after two impregnations. Brittle failure occurred for

specimens with two or more impregnations. Poor mechanical performance was

attributed to good bonding between fiber and matrix. All composites tested

at the failure strain of the matrix.

To determine the effect of a weak fiber/matrix interface, composites

were produced utilizing Nicalon SIC fibers which were carbon coated using

various cuts and concentrations of Ashland 240 pitch in trichlorobenzene,

Tables V, VI, & Fig. 5. Altering the fiber/matrix interface significantly

improved the mechanical performance of these composite systems. Failures

were typically non-catastrophic with large amounts of fiber pull-out evident

on the fracture surfaces. Composites composed of fibers coated using the

toluene insoluble fraction of A240 had the best performance.

CONCLUSIONS

Polymeric precursors allow the fabrication of various ceramic materials

at relatively low temperatures and pressures. Shrinkage, low yields, purity

and microcracking are presently limiting their successful application in

the fabrication of ceramic matrix composites. However, large panels or com-

plex shapes can be formed via conventional compositing techniques which can

be pyrolyzed into a ceramic composite. Mechanical performance of these com-

posites is good when the fiber/matrix interface strength is properly con-

trol led.
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TABLE I

THE EFFECT OF SIC WHISKER ADDITIONS ON THE PROPERTIES
OF PCS MATRIX PRECURSOR COMPOSITES

Wt % SIC Whisker
75 65 55

% Volume Change 17.7 2.15 -12.3
Density (gm/cm3 ) 1.11 1.27 1.48
Modulus (GPa) 1.48 1.90 3.79
Flexural Strength (MPa) 17.9 24.8 42.4

TABLE II

THE EFFECT OF SIC POWDER ADDITIONS ON THE PROPERTIES
OF PCS MATRIX PRECURSOR COMPOSITES

Wt % SIC Powder
75 65 55

% Volume Change 1.50 -4.62 - 8.69

Density (gm/cm3 ) 1.58 1.62 1.60

Modulus (GPa) 0.97 1.12 1.21
Flexural Strength (MPa) 5.2 6.2 7.6

TABLE III

THE EFFECT OF GRAPHITE POWDER ADDITIONS ON THE PROPERTIES
OF PCS MATRIX PRECURSOR COMPOSITES

Wt % Graphite
75 65 55

% Volume Change 6.39 -7.20 -17.4

Density (gm/cm3 ) 1.34 1.49 1.59
Modulus (GPa) 0.56 0.88 1.05
Flexural Strength (MPa) 3.8 9.5 13.4



TABLE IV

THE PROPERTIES OF POLYVINYLSILANE/NICALON COMPOSITES
WITH 15 Wt % SIC WHISKERS

(Eight Harness Weave - No Fiber Coating)

Impregnation #
Preform 0 1 2 3 4 5

Density (gm/cm3 ) 1.59 1.51 1.72 1.86 1.95 2.00 2.04

Modulus (GPa) * 20.2 31.1 38.1 53.0 58.7 57.4
Flexural Strength (MPa) * 42.6 52.3 56.7 61.2 63.2 59.7

TABLE V

THE PROPERTIES OF POLYVINYLSILANE/NICALON COMPOSITES
WITH 1 Vt % SIC WHISKERS

(Eight Harness Weave - Fiber Coated Using Ashland 240 Pitch
in Trichlorobenzene [.01gm/al])

Impregnation #
Preform 0 1 2 3 4

Density (gm/cm3 ) 1.64 1.55 1.71 1.86 1.95 2.00

Modulus (GPa) * * 5.8 11.4 29.0 31.8

Flexural Strength (MPa) * 13.7 21.6 73.1 91.7 112.4

TABLE VI

THE PROPERTIES OF POLYVINYLSILANE/NICALON COMPOSITES
WITH 15 Wt % SIC WHISKERS

(Eight Harness Weave - Fiber Coated Using the Toluee Insolubles
of Ashland 240 Pitch in Trichlorobenzene E.OO740m8ml])

Impregnation #
Preform 0 1 2 3 4 5

Density (gm/cm3 ) 1.54 1.40 1.60 1.73 1.81 1.89 1.92

Modulus (GPa) * 6.0 21.2 33.9 36.1 39.0 45.8

Flexural Strength (MPa) * 19.4 76.5 128.2 128.2 157.2 126.2

*No data available.
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Continuous Carbon Fiber Reinforced
Carbon Matrix Composites

Russell i. Di.iendorf, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

CARBON FIBER REINFORCED CARBON forced CarbonjGraphite Maamx Composites� in carton composite is recycled using resin or
MATRIX composites have many of the desir- this Section of the Volume for detailed infor- pitch impregnation and additional slow carbon-
able high-temperature properties of conven- mation.) Prepregs with phenolic or other high- ization cycles. Graphitization may be included
rional carbons and graphtes. including high char-yield resins are used to fabricate the uni- also. to encourage porosity for impregnation
strength. high modulus. and low creep. In directional laminates. Preliminary processing is and to provide stunctural stability and better
addition, the high thermal conductivity and low much like that for other carbon fiber reinforced thermal shock resistance.
coefficient of thermal expansion, coupled with resin matrx composites. The laminate is laid Ideally. the precursor should be thermoset-
high strength. produce a material with low up. vacuum bagged. autoclave or press cured. ting. to prevent liquid exudation upon subse-
sensitivity to thermal shock. Also characteristic and postcured. Then. the matrix in the compos- quent heating, and it also should have a high
of carbon-carbon composites are a high fracture lie is carbonized carefully and. often, heat carbon yield. Thermosetting phenolic. furfural.
toughness and a pseudoplasticity. the latter of treated to a higher temperature. The mamx or acetylenic resins provide simple processing.
which bears a resemblance to fiber-reinforced material loses mass and densifies during this but generally give lower density carbon main-
nolymers. These attributes make carbon-carbon process. Bulk shnnkage is constrained by the ces. Thermoplastic impregnants. such as coal
composites uniquely useful at temperatures as Fibers. and extensive matrix microcracking and tar or petroleum pitch. also can be used. They
high as 2800 *C (5070 OF) The major problems void formation occur within the composite. The must be carbonized very slowly and usually
with carbon-carbon composites have been high- function of subsequent processing is to convert under 10 MPa (100 bar) pressure. to prevent
temperature oxidation and oft-fiber-axis prop- this composite, consisting of fibers loosely gaseous products from exuding the impregnant
enies. coupled by matrix carbon binder bridges. into a from the body. However. the density of carbon-

Unidirectional carbon-carbon composites can strong matrix. ized pitch is usually higher. Multiple pitch or
approach the same strengths and moduli as Carbon precursors used in later processing resin impregnations under pressure. followed
those achieved with resin matrix composites should have low viscosity as well as good by carbonization and high-temperature heat
Moreover. because their properties are main- wetting to allow thorough impregnation (Fig. treatments, often with five or more cycles. is
tamed to 2000 C (3650 OF). they represent the I) Carbon fiber prepregs are fabricated into a the most common sequence used to produce
Dremier material for inert atmosphere or short. desired shape. or alternatively. dry fiber is laid carbon-carbon composites.
:ime high-temperature applications, up into a preform and then impregnated with a The cdhmi al vapor infiltration (CVI)

liquid resin or pitch. The resin is thermoset and (Ref I ) of carbon uses gaseous hydrocarbons
C r•ben.Cgrben PureCe eOs then slowly carbonized. During carbonization. such as methane. propane/propylene. and ben-

the resin microcracks extensively because of zene to deposit a carbon matrix internally in a
Carbon-carbc composites were developed weight loss and defzificauon. although resins carbon fiber preform. The process can be per-

to withstand thw harsh but different conditions with low weight loss are used. To achieve a formed using three different methods. In the
of reentry, rocket motors, and aircraft brakes. higher density and stronger matrix. the carbon- most commonly used technique (Fig. 2a) natu-
Early work on fiber-reinforced polymers used
in ablative heat sluelds indicated that the lowest
ablation rate was achieved with polymers that
gave high char yields. Still lower ablation rates
were achieved by precharrng the matrix poly-
mer to produce what was referred to as "*burned
toast At the same time, carbon-carbon com-
posites were produced. inadvertently, in the
carbon felt insulation in pyrolytic graphite fur-
naces, Two processes. liquid impregnation and
gaseous infiltration, have been developed to
produce the present high-performance carbon-
carbon composites.

Liquid Impre notion. Carbon fibers can
be laid-up uniaxially. in either two-dimensional
fabrics or in three-dimensional woven forms a) ibm I€)

before impregnation with a mamx material
(Refer to the article "Muludirectionally Rein- Fig. 1 ComN ooaftl ,esm @4 ofw, m• . ( ( a) i,• ,. Iw (b) Caban, h,. fe) (0t130 -'
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ral gas or other carbonaceous gases are flowed variation in microstructure because deposition posite. the carbon matrices fail Fr's The ,

past and through a carbon fiber preform located occurs at different temperatures. A problem and major difference is that the modu1i Of
in a low-pressure isothermal furnace. Uniform with all present CV! processes is closed pore and matmx may be similar Hence. ,e .oac

deposition throughout the preform can be formation caused by the sealing off of bottle- be shared more evenly between main% "Ina
achieved by operating at a temperature suffi- neck pores. and. more insidiously. delaminated than for the polymeric system
cient.t low to permit rapid gaseous diffusion, regions. However. high-temperature heat treat- Even though these two differences ei,
compared to deposition of carbon. However. ment may be employed to induce microcracks tween polymenc and carbon matrix

the deposition time is usually very long. Mass in the matix to be filled in the subsequent CVI the general approach to increasing the strenir,
transfer through the fiber preform can be im- process. Using liquid impregnation to produce and fracture toughness as the same Name-,
proved by inducing a pressure gradient through relatively uniform open pores. followed by when fibers or matrix in a composate begin,
it iFig. 2b) The deposition rate can be much CVI. is another attactive alternative fail in a statistical sequence. It is adantaie.
higher. Enhanced deposition rates can be to prevent these local failures from Dropa-

achieved also by using a temperature gradient U iIrd cflPewIII Pr• p•i•ies through the rest of the part and causiz"X,n .
deposition process (Fig 2:' strophac failure

A major problem with CVI is to achieve the The properties of a carbon-carbon composite Fracture Behavior. Generall. •I•e .

uniform deposition of the carbon matrx depends on the fiber and matrix constituent piing between fibers and matrix that anses :rr,•

throughout a thick preform. Mass transfer from properties and the coupling between them. both chemical and mechanical bonoin s :,,-,
the bulk gas must be sufficiently high in the The mechanical behavior of carbon-carbon strumental in controlling crack propagation aria
fiber preform to keep a relatively constant composites in tensile fracture behavior differs the extent of damage. The fiber t'.e Matr

concentration of carbon-containing molecules from that of resin matrix comr asites in two precursor. and subsequent type ot processr n
throughout. Hence. the rate at which carbon is major ways. First. the polymers used in many determine the strength of the interfaciai co -U
deposited must be slow compared to the mass current applications have much higher strains to piing Two extreme cases. that of lOO'• and O'

transfer of carbon into and throughout the failure than do the fiber reinforcement. In coupling. describe the limits expenrmenttai,
preform. Mass transfer of carbon-contaazng ca'4,on-carbon systems. the strain-to-failure of observed in carbon-carbon composites
molecules into the preform is usually by diffu- th: matrix is usually lower than that of the For a strong interfacial bond. the crxk
sion. which slowly increases with temperature, fibers and. indeed, is frequently microcracked which forms in the lower strain-to-fatlure "U.
The deposition of carbon is complex. but the from processing strsses. Hence. instead of the rex. propagates across the fiber-mains nter.
overall process has a high temperatture coeffi- fibers initiating failure. as in a polymenc com- face to cause immediate fiber failure iFig 3a,
cient. Hence. the relauve razes of the two
processes can be varied by adjusung the tern-
peranure. A temperature of 1000 to I 100 TC o( 1830Oto 2010O°F) is commicnly used. along (0 0 0 • 0 0
with a pressure of 500 to 3000 Pa 15 to 30 mbar) 0 0 0

to achieve a relatively uniform deposition of 0 0 02
carbon throughout a part 10 mmu W040 in.) 0 0 0
thick. More rapid mass transfer can be achieved 0 0 0
by placing a pressure drop across the fiber 0 0-0
preform (Fig. 2b). However. the deposition rate 0 0decreases as the pressure decreases. which 00 • II •

produces nonuniform deposition through thee a t V IQ
preform A pressure gradient process can be 0 0 o 10-

used at the end of - conventional cycle when 0 0
mass transfer through tiny pores is extremely 0 0 0
slow An alternative is to use a temperanure
gradient such that carbon is deposited at a 1 1 11A a

movng boundary that sweepsthroughthe
thickness (Fig. 2c. The deposition time can be G G GGa

significantly decreased because mass transfer of P, >P, >

the deposiLion gases is mostly through parts of (? ibi c)

the preform thait have not yet been deposited
upon. Unfortunately. the technique produces a Fig. 2 o.nwi mo -.,m

I ac

E E(iV . . - ,I tE . E.V,.E,. I Vl E-V,). -

0, . E~. E, < E. V. E
5 4. 5E,e.E, a, •E.e'a VE,

Stral -0- Strson - Stralm

Fig. 3 ,,,-wr,,, ,av (a) 1•D% ,w-a,,nu,, ,,,. (b) W u,,.,,,.mn mit. (c). o me ,,d wws
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table I Mtclsanical properties of unidirectional carbon-carbon Table 2 Effect of nma.rx
omposites (-355 Vol%) precursor on composite moedulus

I - I --- r K111I

PIT1 IKs PITt INS 01McIm7I&W USNC~dI@VIO

moimilu GPa iIO p';. Plienoiic resin 1 10* 140%
Tension 12,201 .120 1301 Pitch 1304 2101*
Comrnression 10. I5 051 "5 (1 11 Noi Fiber saffinuq (am wumaqi all softami comlin Ima MA

suengtS MPA lkst)rie
Tension 00 NO. 575 1851 410601 510 751 ________________________

Compression 285 140, 380 (551 25 14) 5071 51
Bed1250-i600u180-230, 825-1000 410.145) 20 (31 3014 51

Whar 20 1 3 28 t41 nailts usually yield low-modulus isotropic car-
Fhoctur toughness. Urm- ift Ibf~ft- 70,4800, 2011370) 04 ;30) 0o is ti bons. and at low volume fractures do not
M H.In leniic UOneatea ,oflh( HMS~O Oi~~C contribute substantially to composite modu!!

By comparison. pitch precursors generally
transform to a mesophase (liquid-crystalline)

Therefore, failure is bnritle and the strength of carbon-carbon composites failed at the failure state, which most frequently orders parallel to
bie composite is governed by the strain-to- strain (0.1%) of the matrix, and only low- the fiber axis. A ýughly oriented graphitic
allure of the matrix. Higher-strength compos- strength composites were ever produced. When matrix is produced upon graphitization and
ies can be obtained by using higher-moduli.s higher-modulus high-tensile (HT) (265 GPa. or provides a high-modulus contribution parallel
lbers, but the strain-to-failure will still remain 40 x 10' psi fibers were evaluatea. surface- to the fiber axis.
ow (Ref 2). Fibers thai are surface treated to treated fibers still fractured at the matrix failure hftwge. The fatigue of carbon-carbon corn-
Yromote adhesion and matrices with high car- strain. However. high-tensie uncrea!-d surface posites might be expected to be a problem
vnization shrinkages both promote this strong iHTU) fibers produced much higher strengths because of the extensive matrix microcracking
.vtipling between matrix and fiber, in the first and fracture toughness (Table I). For still that is present before even the first loading.
"as by chemical bonding. and in the second highei: moduli 4400 GPa. or 60 x 106 psi) Matrix cracks do increase during cycling, and
-ase by compressive stresses normal to the surface-treated (HMS) fibers, the mechanical decreasing modulius and dusting of the matrix
nitcrface (Ref 3. 4). properties of the composite depended on the from the composite have been observed. Trmns-

When poor coupling exists between fiber and heat treatment temperature. Heat treatment at verse tensile strength and shear strength are
natrix. the composite can show a substantial 1000 *C (1830 "F) produced carbon-carbon likely to be degraded during fatigue tests loaded
ncrease in strength and fracture toughness composites that failed at 250 MPa (35 ksi) or parallel to the fiber axis. However, fatigue has
whien loaded parallel to the fiber axis. In this the failure %train of the matrix (0. 1 to 0.2%). been found to be proportionately as good as
:ase. as the composite is loaded up to the and had a fracture toughness of I kJ/m 2 (70 ft -with resin mamnx composites (Ref 7)
liiure strain of the matrix, the matrix cracks lbffft- i. Heat treatment to a temperature of 2600 Thermsal Expansion. The thermal expan-
:ause a debonding between matrix and fiber as *C (6510 OF) caused microcracking on cool- sion of unidirectional carbon-carbon compos-
hie crack approaches the interface. The fiber down and decoupling within the carbon-carbon ites tends to be dominated by the fibers parallel
sndges the crack and maintains load-bearing composite. The strength more than doubled and to the fiber axis. Thermal expansion coeffi-
apability (Fig. 3b) Matrix cracks are often fracture toughness increased by a factor of 20 cients vary from being slightly negative at
ibserved to run across the full width of the High-modulus untreated (HMU) surface (400 room temperature fo high-modulus fibers to
pecimen normal to the siress Numerous ma- GPa. or 60 x 10' psi) composites produced being slightly positi e for low-modulus fibers.
nx cracks can form, and the effective stiffness good toughness and strengths even after car- The coefficients become positive at higher
if the composite decreases. The exact nature of bonization (1000 *C or 1830 OF. temperatures but in all cases remain low. The
hie stress-strain curve depends on the fiber and The high-temperature properties of HM transverse thermal expansion coefficients de-
nasrix moduli and the flaw distributions. In- composites have been measured from room pend on matrx. fiber. and voids. The an-
Teasing load initiates fiber fracture and failure. temperature to 2000 *C (3630 OF). The mod- isotropic nature of the graphite crystal
( the test is displacement controlled, the load ulus decreases from 180 GPa (26 x 10 (o si) at thermai expansion causes microcracking be-
ncreases to a maximum at which significant room temperature to 175 GPa (25 x 106 psi) at tween basal planes upon cool-down because of
iber fracture occurs, and then decreases slowly 2000 @( (3630 T). Tensile strength is also mechanical cm'strants. The planar voids.
is fibers pull out of the matrix idoted line in surprisingly constant, varying from 0.95 GPa which form upon uutol-down. are expanded
:ig 3b). In many cases with carbon-carbon (0.14 x 106 psii at room temperature to upon reheating. A lower thermal expansion
ornposites. the matrx is heavily inicrocracked 1. 2 OPa (0. 17 x 10'6 psi) at 1000 C ( 1830 F) coefficient than miught be expected can result.
Tomn processing shrinkages. or from cool-down and 1.1 GPa (0.16 x 10' psi) at 2000 *C However, the transverse thermal expansion is
Tom a high-temperature heat treatment. Then. (3630 OF). However, strain-to-failure increases several times the axial expansion. This differ-
he large discontinuity that occurs when the from 0.48% at room temperature to 0.65'k at ence in the thermal expansion coefficient will
nanrx fractures is largely absent (Fig. 3cd. 1000 OC (1830 OF) and 0.73%c at 2000 *C (3630 generate sufficiently high residual stresses

The effect of fiber-matrix coupling on me- *Fi (Ref 5i during cool-down from processing so that
:hanical proper tes has been documented by Weak fiber-matrix interfaces allow the fiber laminates, such as O90Wi0¶ canno be
'(tidying polyacrvlonitnile tPAN)-based carbon strength to dominate the composite strength manufactured with good integrity A partial
'bers of different moduli with and without parallel to the fiber uxis and to have a high solution has been the use of fabrics. which
ourface treatments to promote fiber-matrix cou- fracture toughness value because of the fiber minimize this problem.
Xling iftef 4. 5). The coupling for resin matrix pullout from the matrix. However, off-axis Oxoidatn of carbon-carbon composites
'itmposites is observed to decrease with in- strengths such as shear and transverse tension can begin at temperatures as low as 400 *C

-Teasing modulus for both untreated and stir- are severely degraded (Ref 6). in many appli- (750 On. The rate of oxidatio depends on the
.ace-treated fibers, although the magnitude is cations. it is these off-axis stresses that limit the perfection of the carbon structure and its
ligther for surface-treated fibers. C.R. Thomas design. purity. Highly disordered carbons, such as
Mid E.J. Walker (Ref Si found that both AU Medculi. The type of mnatrix precursor affects carbonized resins given low-temperature heat
unstmatedi and AS isurface-treatiedi lower the moduli of the composites as well (Table 2) treatments. will oxidse at appreciable rates at
mlodulus (230 GPa. or 35 x Or' psi) fibers in (Ref 4). Resin precursor binders and impreg- 400 *C (750 OR. Highly graphiutic structures.
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such as pitch-based carbon fibers. can be Carbon-carbon composites can be attacked ducnon and Properties. M H G.n;50

heated as high as 650 °C (1200 "F) before by strongly oxidizing acids, but are inert to Ed.. Southern Illinois UniversityI
extensive oxidation occurs. At these low most other acids and to all alkalies. salts, and p 4

temperatures. carbons are very susceptible to organic solvents 4 E Fitzer and W Huttner. Structure ant
catalytic oxidation by alkali metals, such as Strength of CarboniCarbon Compoistes
sodium. and multivalent metals, such as iron REFERENCES 1. Phvs. D . Appi. Phvs.. Vol 1,4. 19ý1
and vanadium, at extremely low concenta- p 347
tions. Therefore. the oxidation rate often is I. W.V. Kotlensky. Deposition of Pyrolytic 5. C.R. Thomas and E.J Walker. Carbon.
determined by the initial punty of the carbon- Carbons in Porous Solids. in Chemistr and Carbon Composites as High Strentnh Re
carbon composite or by in cervice contamna- Physics of Carbon. Vol 9. P.L. Walker. Jr. fractones. in High Temperature High Pts
tion Borates and particularny phosphates have and P.A. Thrower. Ed . Marcel Dekker. sure. Vol 10. 1979. p 79

been found to inhibit oxidation up to about 600 1973. p 173 6. J. Hill. C.R. Thomas. and E I Walker
lC (I I IC 'F) (Ref 8). Oxidation at higher 2. J. Aveston. G. Cooper. and A. Kelly. Sin- Paper 119. in Proceedings of the Secon

temperatures becomes more rapid and by 1300 gle and Multiple Fracture. in Properties of Internauional Carbon Fibre Conference
'C (2370 *F) is completely limited by mass Fiber Composites. Paper 2. National Phys- Plastics Industry. 1974. p 122

transport of oxygen to the surface and carbon ical Laboratory. Nov 1971 7. W. HWttmer. K. Kewscher. and M Hunin.
monoxide and dioxide away from it. Oxidation 3. E. Fitzer. The Future of Carbon/Carbon ger. in Ceramics in Surgery. P. Vincenzini
protection at high temperatures is discussed in Composites. in Proceedings of the Third Ed.. Elsevier. 1982. p 225

the article "*Oxidation-Resistant Carbon- Annual Materials Technology Con- 8. A. Gkogkidis. Ph.D. Thesis. Universiti o
Carbon Composites" in this Section. ference. Solid Carbon Materials: Pro- Karlsruhe. 1986
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INTRODUCTION

The alumina-silica system. including the end members of the pure oxides, is probably the
most important binary oxide system both in technology and science. Alumina. silica, and
aluminosilicate compounds are widely used high-temperature materials, are important in
mineralogy and geology, are basic material in glasses. and have many specialty applica-
tions. In this review the processing, properties. and uses of the end-member compounds.
silicon dioxide (SiO.) and aluminum oxide (AIO,). are discussed first. Then the com-
pound mullite (3A1.0 3.2SiO,). which is the only stable unhydrated compound in the
alumina-silica system. is considered.

The phase diagram of die alumina-silica binary system is of great importance. but. until
recently, conflicting diagrams have been put forward by different investigators [1-41.
especially in the mullite region. The work of Klug [5. 61 has resolved these difficulties, and
a definitive phase diagram can now be constructed from his and earlier work. Methods for

studying the phase diagram in the mullite region will be described: microstructures. sol-gel
processing. and x-ray diffraction help to define the phase diagram and also provide insight
into the structural and microstructural characteristics of the system and their relation to

properties. Finally. hydrates in this system will be briefly discussed: they are important as
minerals and raw materials for some of the unhydrated solids.

23
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ALUMINA

Crystalline alumina is a highly valuable solid matenal because of its high melting point
120540C). high hardness. high strength. and chemical stability 17. 8]. Some properties of
alumina are given in Table I. As a single crystal i sapphire). alumina is prized as a
gemstone (sapphire or ruby. depending upon the impurities present) and for special
applications such as watch bearings. Polycrystalline alumina is much less expensive to
make and is widely used as a high-temperature material and in diverse applications. A
translucent polycrystalline tube of alumina (Lucalox) is the arc tube for the yellow sodium
vapor lamps that are replacing blue mercury lamps in many outdoor applications. These
and other uses are summarized in Table 2.

The stable crystalline phase of alumina is cx-A]O, with a hexagonal structure. The
larger oxygen ions are close-packed in a hexagonal array. and the much smaller aluminum
ions occupy two-thirds of the octahedral (six-coordinated to oxygen) interstitial sites in the
oxygen lattice. A number of metastable crystalline phases (cubic -y', aluminas") are
formed when alumina is made by crystallization from aqueous solution or from hydrated
aluminas. such as boehmite (AI,Ov.H2 O). These phases form as the boehmite or amor-

Table I Selected Properties of Alumina. Silicas. and Mullite

Vitreous
a-Al,O, a-Quartz silica Mullite

Density. g'cm-n 3.96 2.65 2.20 3.13
Melting temperature. °C 2054 1734 1890

(cristobalite)
Elastic modulus JGPaI 520 72 73 250
Coefficient of thermal expansion 8.5 12 0.5 5.5

(25-10000C). 10f"0C
Indentation hardness. GPa 20 8 8 12

Table 2

Compound Uses

Alumina (AIO,)
Single-crystal (sapphire) Gems. watch bearings, laser hosts. high-temperature windows
Pblycrystalline Refractories. hilh-temperature materials. lamp tubes, grinding

pebbles. bearings- guides. nozzles, valves. radomes. cutting
tools, polishing compounds. prostheses. armor plating, elec-
tronic subsrates. spark plugs. laboratory ware

Silica (SiO,)
Single-crystal quartz Oscillators. filters, frequency controls. optical windows
Vitreous Crucibles. high-temperature components. lamp envelopes, optical

fibers, electrical transducers and insulators, lenses, prisms, tele-
scope mirrors

Mullite (3AI.O 3 2SiO.) Refractories. crucibles. high temperature components. infrared
windows
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phous precipitated phases are dehydrated by heating to about 1000°C. At temperatures
above 1000°C these metastable phases convert to ca-AI,O. The microstructure and elec-
tron diffraction in one step in this conversion are shown in Figure I.

Alumina is made by the usual processing methods for crystalline ceramics [ 101. A fine
powder (approximately 0.2 to 5 i.m in particle diameter) is pressed into the desired shape.
usually including a "'binder" of organic material, such as polyvinyl alcohol: then the
pressed ware is dried and then fired at a high temperature (1500-1800°C). Often slow
heating or a hold at intermediate temperature ("calcining") is provided to remove binder
and traces of water and any other volatiles.

Some properties of the alumina depend strongly upon impurities in the starting powder.
Many commercial aluminas contain impurities, such as oxides of silicon, calcium, magne-
sium. sodium, and potassium: these oxides melt at lower temperatures than alumina and
form liquid at sintering temperatures. These liquids speed sintering to a dense material, but
they degrade high-temperature strength and creep resistance. Creep is slow high-tempera-
ture deformation of a solid. The most common impurity is silica, and together with the

[0111

Figure I Transmission electron micrograph of a pellet of precipitated alumina sintered 2 h at
1200C i top). Lower left. selected area electron diffraction pattern of 0. 3 •.m cubic "y-AI.0• grain.
Lower nght. deformed diffraction pattern ot polycrstalline matmx. i From Ref. 9.)
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other oxides silica forms a glass upon cooling This glass segregates to grain boundaries
and can flow at high temperatures. leading to increased creep. Thus the impurity content of
commercial alumina is a rough indicator of its high-temperature resistance to deformation:
alumina brick. 96% alumina, and 99% alumina are typical commercial designations of
increasing high-temperature stability.

The white, opaque appearance of most sintered ceramics results from light scanering
from pores and second phases in them. most oxides show no intrinsic optical absorption in
visible light. If the polycrystalline oxide is single-phase. reducing porosity can lead to a
translucent solid; low porosity in alumina provides an optically acceptable arc tube in the
sodium vapor Lucalox lamp.

SIUCA

Silicon dioxide (SiO,) has a variety of structural forms. as listed in Table 3. The naturally
occurring form of most silica is crystalline ,--quartz. which has a complex hexagonal
structure. The high-temperature crystalline form of pure SiO2 is cubic .-cristobalite. A
small amount of impurity oxide, especially alkali oxide. stabilizes a third crystalline form.
tridymite. Each of these crystalline forms has high- and low-temperature modifications 0
and a; the structural differences between these modifications are small. Most of the
information in Table 3 is taken from Sosman [I I]; in spite of its age this book is still a
valuable source of information about silica. At pressures above atmospheric two addi-
tional. denser crystalline phases form. Amorphous or vitreous silica is easily formed by
cooling molten silica, because its high viscosity inhibits crystallization.

The building block of silica stuicu•res is the silicon-oxygen tetrhedron. Each silicon
atom is sunrounded by four oxygen atoms; each oxygen atom is bonded by two silicons.
This tetradral configuration is remarkably stable and forms the elemental unit of structure
in all silfcates. In the pure silicas of Table 3. these tetrahedra are bonded in a three-
dimensional network, which has great chemical and mechanical durability. When the

Tabe 3 Structural Forms of Silia and Some of Their Properties

Coefficient
Transir Melting Density of thermal

Form temp. (tC) temp. ('C) (g/cm3 ) expansion/°C

a-Quartz 573 2.65 12
AQUAr 9867 1430 2.60
az-Tridymite 163 2.28 21
0-Tridymice 1470 1670 2.30
a-Cristobalite 273 2.31 10
I-Cristobaite 1734 2.21
Vitreous silica 2.20 0.5

Transition
pressure

at 25°C. kbar

Coesite 30-40
Stishovite 100
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crystalline silica melts, the three-dimensional network is retained, so that the molten silica
has a structure close to the crystalline. The result is a low heat of fusion and low-energy
differences between different structures. leading to the many structures listed in Table 3.

Single-crystal quartz for the applications listed in Table 3 is cut from natural crystals or
made synthetically. Large. very pure natural quartz crystals are mined in Brazil. Synthetic
quartz crystals are grown from alkaline aqueous solution at high temperature (250-4500C)
and pressures (300 to 1000 atm or 3 (10)7 to 108 Pa).

Vitreous silica crucibles for melting semiconductors are made by arc melting very pure
quartz sand. Ingots of vitreous silica are made by melting crushed natural quartz crystals or
sand in crucibles of graphite. tungsten. or molybdenum in an inert or slightly reducing
atmosphere. The melting temperature is 1800-2000°C to exceed the melting point of
cristobalite UI 734 0C). The ingot is then cut up into desired shapes or drawn to other shapes.
such as tubing or rods.

Very pure vitreous silica is made from vapor-phase oxidation or hydrolysis of silicon
tetrachloride (SiCI4 ). In one method the SiCI4 is mixed with oxygen and natural gas. fed
through a burner. and deposited on a substrate of preheated sand or on a rotating air-cooled
mandrel of aluminum. A plasma torch can also be used.

Fibers of silica are pulled from a preformed silica rod or other convenient shape.
The softening temperature (viscosity of i 06 Pa-s) of vitreous silica is about 1500*C. so it

must be heated to near this temperature to be worked. The glass transition temperature
(viscosity of 1012 Pa-s) is about 1200°C for pure silica, but is reduced sharply by im-
purities. especially water. Above about 1350°C silica begins to vaporize by the reaction to
silicon monoxide:

Sio, = SiC) + 1 0, ()

The SiO exists only in the vapor; it forms a mixture of SiO, and silicon on a solid surface.
Pure vitreous silica has a wide range of optical transparency from about 0. 18 to 4 pa.m. Its

low coefficient of thermal expansion provides high resistance to thermal shock. The
electrical conductivity and dielectric loss are extremely low. The elastic modulus of
vitreous silica is unusual in that it increases with temperature increase and at very high
strains.

Further information on vitreous silica is in Refs. I 1-14.

MULLITE

The only stable unhydrated compound in the alumina-silica s,,%tem is mullite
(3Al,O,.2SiO, . iMullite has been widely used in refractory bnck and other high-tempera-
ture applications. It is often made by heating natural clays such as kaolinite. which is a
hydrated aluminosilicate:

kaolinimte mullaite
3AhIO-2SiO..2HO = 3AlO 3 2SiO, + 4SiO, + 6H.,O (2)

As mined, the kaolin includes impurities. especially oxides of alkali and alkaline earths and
iron. Thus mullite made in this way is impure: because of the excess silica, a glassy silicate
phase usually forms. This glassy phase flows at temperatures above about I 00°C. limiting
the usefulness of mullite made from the usual raw matenals.

Mullite cannot be easily sintered to high density from mixed powders of silica and
alumina. usually high porosity and a glassy silicate phase result. A dense, pure mullite can
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be made by sol-gel methods, for example. from mixtures of colloidal, hydrated alumina.
and tetraethyl silicate isee below) or aluminum and silicon alkoxides. This mullite has
superior high-temperature properties: it shows much better creep resistance than does
polycrystalline alumina at temperatures from 1400 to 16500C 115. 161. Other methods of
making superior mullite.based ceramics show promise I17. 18J. In all these methods
knowledge of the correct alumina-silica phase diagram. described in the next section. is
invaluable in making dense. single-phase materials.

Mullite has a complex orthorhombic crystal structure containing chains of aluminum
ions six- and four-coordinated to oxygen. and tetrahedra of silica I19]. Both silicon and
aluminum ions can move into normally unoccupied tetrahedral sites. which is one reason
for the solid-solution and nonstoichiometnc phase boundaries (see below). The unit cell
can be represented by the formula Al, 4. ,, O in which .r is the number of
oxygen vacancies per unit cell 119]. Values of x from 0.25 to 0.4 give mullite-alumina solid
solutions from AlO, to SiO, ratios from 3: 2 to 2: I. Mullite is chemically durable in acid
metal slags and most gases at high temperatures. It has a low thermal expansion coefficient.
giving it good thermal shock resistance. The value of mullite as a quality high-temperature
material appears to have been underestimated in the past: it has excellent intrinsic proper-
ties. and the above and new methods of synthesis should make mullite to be one of the most
important "'advanced" high-temperature oxides.

PHASE DIAGRAM

An alumina-silica phase diagram constructed from recent work is given in Figure 2. The
diagram from 0 to 70 wt% AlO* is from Aramaki and Roy 12) except for the eutectic
temperature of 1S87*C from Aksay and Pask 141. The mullite-alumina liquidus line is from
Horibe and Kuwabara (31. and the mullite solubility lines and melting temperature are from
Klug 15. 6). There is a eutectic at about 7.6 wt% AI.O,. and mullite just melts incongru-
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Figure 2 Alumina-silica phase diagram. I From Refs. 5 and 6.)
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ently at 1890'C and 77.15% A,0,. The peculiar mullite region is shown in detail in Figure
3. At high temperatures (above 16000C) the stoichiometnc composition 3Al,_O.2SiO. is
unstable and decomposes into a solid solution mullite with dissolved alumina and liquid.
There is a solid solution region about 2 wt% wide. ending in a pentectic reaction. with an
unusual sloping of the mullite-liquid and mullite-alumina phase boundaries. The diagram
contrasts with those of metallic alloys, which usually have solid solutions of the constituent
elements, but little or no solid solutions of intermetallic compounds.

The sloping of the phase boundaries and the slow reaction to equilibrium in the mullite
region. giving rise to easily formed metastable phase regions [4]. have caused great
difficulties and controversies in determining the mullite region of the diagram [5]. The
solution was to approach equilibnum in different ways and to use microstructure studies.
chemical microanalysis. and x-ray diffraction, and to make samples from sol-gel tech-
niques [5. 61. This work of Klug will be described in some detail because of the insights it
gives into the charactenstics of the alumina-silica system.
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IFiure 3 The mullite region of the alumina-silica phase diagram. calculated from the lever rule.
* single phase mullite. - mullite plus glass. , melting of mullite.
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EXPERIMENTS OF KLUG (5, 61

Homogeneous powders were made from a colloidal %uspension of AIOQ H2O and tetra-
ethyl orthosilicate. These materials were made into a gel. broken up. and then heated to
800'C and held 12 h to remove hydrocarbons and % ater. The resulting powder was pressed
into pellets and heated to 1325*C in air to con.ert it to mullite and to remove residual
carbon. Then the samples were fired at higher temperatures to determine the equilibnum
phase boundaries. To reduce silica loss. samples were krapped in rhodium foil and fired in
oxygen. leading to negligible weight loss Sample compositions were checked with micro-
probe analysis.

The volume fraction of phases were determined v& ith image analysis of sample micro-
graphs, one of which is in Figure 4. There was no glassy phase in any of the samples
containing between 76.5 and 78 wt% AI,0 and heated at temperatures below 18900.
consistent with the phase diagram in Figure 3. There was very little porosity in any of the
samples. The amount of alumina and mullite iby difference) in these samples were used
with the lever rule to determine the points in Figure 3. Single-phase (mullite only) samples
had compositions inside the solid solution region. These single-phase samples were
translucent because of low pore. second phase. and glassy volumes, reducing light scatter-
ing to a minimum.

Figure 4 Optical micrograph. Nomarski contrast 76.5 wt% AI.O, after sinterng at 1680C for
144 h. Etched 5 mm. in boiling. concentrated NaOH. 500x
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Half of each sample was crushed to 100-mesh powder for x-ray diffraction analysis.
Lattice parameters of rnullite were calculated from peak positions, and the amount of
second-phase alumina was determined from the ratio of an alumina peak to the average of
four mullite peaks. The amount of alumina agreed well with that calculated from the
micrographs.

The melting point of mullite was determined in a special set of experiments. Samples
were observed in the optical pyrometer as they were heated from i 880"C until they melted.
Thirty-four samples of different overall compositions melted at 1890"C. The pyrometer
temperature was checked with a thermocouple of tungsten 5% rhenium against tungsten
26% rhenium. Micrographs showed glassy phase as evidence of melting for samples heated
above 1890"C. as shown in Figure 5.

Figure~ S Bright field opticil. micrograph of mullite (77% AI:01 ) melted at 18950C. The light
particles are AI.O,. and the Jjrk igra- areas are glass. high in silica. the matri is mullite. formed on
cooling. 750x.
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Single-phase mullite samples containing 76.5 wt% alumina were heated for long times
at temperatures below the solid solution region. second-phase alumina precipitated in these
samples onto the mullite grain boundaries, as shown in Figure 6. Then the sample was
heated at 1880WC. and almost all of the precipitated alumina dissolved. Thus the precipita-
tion and resolution of alumina was reversible, showing that equilibrium can be approached
from both composition directions. There was negligible silica loss in these samples from
microprobe analysis.

These results of Kiug were used to construct the mullite region of the alumina-silica
phase diagram in Figure 3 and were incorporated into the complete diagram in Figure 2.

HYDRATES AND MINERALS

Alumina forms two hydrates: A0.lO 3HO or AI(OH) 3 and AI20 3"HO or AIO(OH). Each
of these compounds has two crystalline forms. ,t and -y. and their names are in Table 4.
Bauxite is the mineral raw material for making aluminum, and is a mixture of these
hydrates plus impurities such as clay (aluminosilicates) and iron oxides. The structures of
these and other hydrates. as well as the unhydrated oxides. are described in Wells (20).

Three mineral aluminosilicates occur widely in nature and have the same formula

40 is

Fiftil 6 Optical micrograph. Nomarski contrast. Single-phase mullite. 76.5 wt% A120,. after
hearing at 1730*C for 48 h. Arrow shows AI,0 3 precipitate. 500x.
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Table 4 Hydrated Alumina and Aluminosilicates

Name Chemical compound

Diaspore ct.Al.O,-H,O
Boehmite -f-Al.O,-H.O
Bayerile a-A'I,0 1 3HO
Gibbsite. Hydrargillite -y-AI,O, 3H,O
Kaolinite AI,01 -2SiO. ZH..O
Halloysite Al,O,-2SiO:-4HO
Pyrophyllite Al.O,14SiO',H2O

Al,O-SiO2 , these are sillimanite. kyanite. and andalusite. each with a somewhat different
structure. in these compounds one-half of the aluminum ions are six-coordinated, and the
other half are four-, five-, or six-coordinated in sillimanite. andalusite. and kyanite.
respectively. In kyanite. the densest. the oxygen atoms are in a close-packed cubic lattice.
When these compounds are heated. they break down to the stable phase mullite plus silica.

Clays are hydrated aluminosilicates that occur naturally as many different compounds.
with impurities and substitutions of ions common. Some clays that in the pure form contain
only hydrated oxides of silicon and aluminum are listed in Table 4.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

The accurate determination of the mullite region of the alumina-silica system, shown in
Figures 2 and 3. should lead to new applications of mullite ceramics because of their
excellent mechanical and chemical properties. The araditional alumina and silica applica-
tions are being continuously expanded because of their superior high-temperature and
optical properties. The alumina-silica system is of great importance and utility.
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Grain Growth in Mullite and a
Mullite/Corundum Composite

A. R HYNES, M W. FOLMSBEE, JR. AND R. H. DOREMUS

ABSTRACT
The grain growth and microstructural changes in mullite and

a mullite/a-A12 03 composite were studied after heat treatments at
1423K, 1840K and 2048K, and compared with those noted after
compressive creep tests. Grain growth of mullite it the matrix
and composite was similar, and grain growth during creep tests
was not significant. Grain growth coefficients ranged from
4.6E-2 to 3.0 Am2/h, and a grain growth activation energy of 185
kJ/mol was calculated for the combined data of the matrix and
composite. A calculation of grain boundary diffusion coeffi-
cient from the grain growth data indicates that a boundary
diffusion mechanism is possible.

INTRODUCTION
Recent work on mullite plus corundum composites indicates

that the incorporation of acicular corundum may inhibit creep
relative to the monolithic material [(]. Since creep rate
depends strongly on grain size and other microstructural fea-
tures which may change with time at high temperature, it is
useful to evaluate the evolution of the microstructure in order
to predict and understand the high temperature mechanical
properties such as creep.

Among the changes that oct.r at high temperatures, grain
growth is among the most significant. Grain growth may be
defined [2] as "the process by which the average grain size of
strain free or nearly strain free material increases continuous-
ly during heat treatment". By this definition normal grain
growth is distinguished from primary recryntallisation, in which
strain-free grains grow from a plastically deformed matrix, and
from discontinuous grain growth, in which a few large grains
grow in a fine-grained, strain-free matrix.

The driving force for grain growth is the reduction in sur--
face energy that occurs as the total grain boundary area de-
creases. The driving force for grain growth and therefore the
growth rate are often considered to be inversely proportional to
grain size, d, resulting in the following grain growth equation:

isselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, NY 12180-3590.
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(b)

F11. 1. SEM micrographs of mullite matrix: (a) after 1 h at
1423K. Bar is 4 ;am. (b) after 31.6 at 2048K. Bar is 20 Mm.



d 2 - d2 = kt (1)

where d is the grain diameter at time t, d. is the initial grain
diameter when time t is zero, and k is a growth coefficient.
Plots of grain growth data as log of the grain diameter vs log
time often give a straight line with slope between 0.1 and 0.6,
and usually <0.5. The slope may be <0.5 because d and d. are not
sufficiently different; alternately equation (1) may not be
valid.

Grain boundary velocity (vb) is the product of the grain
boundary mobility (M) and the driving force (DF),and from a and
from a simple derivation [3] considering two adjacent grains of
diameter d, and d2:

Vb = -4(y)VM (l/d 1 - 1/d2) (2)

where y is the grain boundary surface energy, V. is the molar
volume, and mobility is given by:

M - Db/8RT (3)

where Db is the grain boundary diffusion coefficient, 6 is the
boundary width, R is the gas constant and T is the temperature.
The grain boundary mobility is affected by space-charge atmos-
pheres of lattice defects and solute segregation, precipitates
and pores [2,3].

Grain growth occurs during high temperature creep testing,
and creep rate depends on the microstructure and grain size.
Many creep models predict strain rate dependencies on some
integral power of grain size such as -1, -2 or -3 (4]. At
temperatures where grain growth is significant, grain growth can
reduce the creep rate, and this rate will not reach a steady
state unless the rate of grain growth is negligible. In addi-
tion, calculations of the stress exponent [5] and creep activa-
tion energy will be in error.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCRDURN
The powders used for the matrix and composite samples were

prepared by a sol-gel process that has been described elsewhere
[1]. The powder compositions were 73 w/o A1203 for the matrix
sample and 77 w/o A1 203 for the mullite/corundum composite. The
73 w/o composition was single-phase mullite and the 77 w/o A1203
composition contained 10 w/o (8 v/o) a-Al2 O3. The powders were
cold-isostatically-pressed at m345 MPa, or uniaxially die
pressed at f240 MPa, and then sintered in air according to the
following schedule:

298K - 1598K @100K/h
1598K hold 12 h
1598K - 1873K @100K/h
1873K hold 2 h
1873K - 298K furnace cool (=5 h)



(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. SEM micrographs of mullite/corrundum composite:
(a) after 1 h at 1423K. Bar is 4 Am. (b) after 79.4 h at
1840K. Bar is 4 Mm.
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Samples were heat treated in air for 1-100h at 1423K, 1840K
and 2048K and were examined with SEM following polishing through
1 ,m diamond and thermal etching at 1773K for 2 h. The samples
were sputter-coated with Au before SEN examination to avoid
charging. The mean grain size of the crept and uncrept samples
was measured by the linear intercept method with a digitizing
pad, and is reported as the inverse of the specific surface
area. Histograms of the grain size distributions were plotted.
Micrographs were taken at 00 tilt. A line spacing was chosen
that did not overlap a grain twice, and a minimum of 100 points
were taken per sample.

The grain size data was fit to equation (1) and the growth
coefficient, k, was calculated.

The density of the crept and uncrept samples was determined
by the Archimedes method with distilled water.

Dead-load uniaxial compression creep tests were performed at
temperatures of 1323-1723K and stresses of 10-100 MPa in air
with equipment and methods that have been described previously
[1]. The change in mean grain size and density for the crept
mullite and mullite/corundum composites were calculated. During
a few creep runs, small pieces cut from the same sintered body
as the creep sample %ere placed in the furnace on the platen
next to the creep sample. Thus these small pieces of mullite
experienced the same temperature history as the creep sample,
but without the load. The grain sizes and densities of these
samples were measured after the creep run and compared with
those of the crept samples.

RESULTS
The mullite grains in all the samples were polygonal, ap-

proximately equiaxed and had slightly curved or straight grain
boundaries, as shown in Figure 1. Grain boundary curvature
increased with grain size. The aspect ratio of the corundum
grains decreased slightly at the three temperatures tested with
increasing time. A typical decrease was from -9 after 1 h hold
to -4 after 80 h 1423K. Changes in porosity were not observed
in SEM, and density was essentially unchanged at 2.99 g/cc for
the matrix and 3.04 g/cc for the composite. Small pores were
occasionally observed in the centers of mullite grains in both
the matrix (single-phase mullite) and the composite at all of
the temperatures and times tested, except at 2048K. The most
pronounced change in the microstructure with heat treatment time
was the grain growth of the mullite in both the matrix and
composite samples.

The grain sizes and densities did not increase
significantly during creep tests. The average increase in grain
size was 0.15gm and the average increase in density was -1% TD
for both the single phase mullite and the composite.

The initial mean mullite grain size in both the single-phase
mullite and the composite was 0.3-1.0 Am and a typical standard
deviation was 0.5 Am. Grain size distributions in mullite have
been reported to be log-normal [6], but many of the distribu-
tions measured here had a tail at the smallest grain sizes.

The grain growth of the matrix was similar to that of the
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composite, except at 2048K. The grain growth as a function of
time is shown in Figures 3 and 4. The apparent grain growth
activation energy for the single-phase mullite and composite
data, combined as shown in Figure 3(a) is 185 kJ/mol. At 2048K
the composite growth rate was significantly faster than that of
the single-phase mullite (3.0 versus 0.6 Am2/h). The grain
growth constants (k in equation (1]) for the matrix were:
4.6E-3, 2.4E-2 and 6.2E-1 Am2/h at 1423K, 1840K and 2048K
respectively. For the composite the constants were: 9.1E-3,
1.9E-2 and 3.0 Am2/h at 1423K, 1840K and 2048K respectively. If
the observed grain growth rates were constant to 100 h, after
a 100 h heat treatment the mullite grain size in the matrix
would have increased from an initial 0.5 Am to 1.2 Am at
1423K, to 2.0 Am at 1840K, and to 8.4 Am at 2048K. In the
composite after 100 h, the mullite grain size would have
increased to 1.5 Am at 1423K, to 1.9 Am at 1840K and to 18 Am
at 2048K.

The velocity v at a particular grain diameter d was calcu-
lated from k with the relation vb-k/2d from equation (1). Then
the mobility was calculated from equation (2) and the grain
boundary diffusion coefficient from equation (3), from the
equation:

Db - k6RT/8(y)V, (4)

The parameters in these calculations were: y-0.3 J/m 2 , V• =

2.84E-5 m3/mol, T-2048K, and k-1.72E-16 m24s. The resulting
boundary diffusion coefficient of 1.3E-18 m /s can be compared
with the interdiffusion coefficient of 1.6E-15 m2 /s in mullite
(7] at 2026K.

DISCUSSION
The grain growth rates in the single-phase mullite and the

mullite/a-A1203 composite are so low that the grain size only
increases by a factor of 2 during 100 h at 1423K and by a factor
of 3 at 1840K. Thus an initial creep rate of 1E-7 s' would
decrease by a factor of w30 to 3.1E-9 s'i.over 100h at 1840K if
creep rate has a l/d 3 dependence and all other factors remained
the same. If the grain size exponent is -1, the creep rate only
decreases by a factor of 3 to 2.9E-8 sa'. The grain size de-
pendence of the creep of mullite has not been clearly estab-
lished. Measured values of the exponent range from -1 to -3
[8,9], so over a 100h period at temperature less than 1840K
(1567C) the change in creep rate due to grain growth is unlikely
to be more than a factor of 30 lower than the initial creep
rate.

The measured grain growth rates in the single-phase mullite
and the composite are similar for the temperatures and times
tested with the exception of the composite data at 2048K which
is approximately 80% faster than the single-phase mullite at the
same temperature. The similarity of grain growth constants
indicates that the rate-controlling processes in the two materi-
als may be the same over the temperature region tested.
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The grain boundary diffusion coefficient calculated from
the grain growth data is 3 orders of magnitude lower than that
of the lattice diffusivity measured by Aksay. Thus diffusion
may be rate-controlling process for grain growth.

The grain growth activation energy of 185 kJ/mol calculated
from the grain growth runs is considerably lower than the 698
kJ/mol measured by Aksay [7] for the activation energy of inter-
diffusion in mullite. Although creep mechanisms in mullite are
still a matter of debate, activation energies calculated from
creep data range from =375-1000 kJ/mol, and cluster around 650-
750 kJ/mol (8,9], the vicinity of the the mullite diffusion
activation energy. The activation energy for grain boundary
diffusion is usually lower than that for lattice diffusion. In
Ag, the activation energy for boundary diffusion is about half
that of lattice diffusion (9]. If the interdiffusion was con-
trolled by lattice diffusion, the present grain growth results
are consistent with grain growth controlled by grain boundary
diffusion.
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ABSTRACT

The microstructural development of mullite produced by a sol-gel method was

observed with the aid of a scanning electron microscope. Modelling equations of log

grain size, density, and hardness were derived as a function of heat treatment

temperature and time, and mullite composition. The grain sizes within each sample

were found to be lognormally distributed.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Mullite has long been used in refractory materials in multi-phase form. The

more recent advent of single phase mullite produced by sol-gel methods has made it

more attractive for use in high temperature structural composites and other

applications.

The microstructure of a material controls the properties of that material. If the

grain structure can be predicted for a processing schedule, then the properties of the

material can also be predicted and optimized. In this study, the effects of composition

and heat treatment temperature and time on the microstructure of mullite were

observed. The grain size distribution was found to be lognormal in samples processed

under various conditions. Data from various samples were used to model grain size,

density, and hardness as functions of the processing parameters.



2. HISTORICAL REVIEW

2.1 Ceramic Composites

Ceramic composites have recently gained much attention for their potential use

in structural components at high temperatures above 15000C.

A composite is a combination of two or more components existing as separate

phases, put together in such a way that the properties of the components complement

each other. Generally a composite consists of a high strength, high stiffness

reinforcement material embedded within a continuous matrix material. The matrix acts

as a binder, protecting the reinforcement material and transferring loads and stresses.

The reinforcement material may be in the from of small equiaxed particles

called particulates, flat particles called flakes, or high length to diameter particles called

fibers. These fibers may be continuous or chopped. Two other classes of composites are

laminar composites, in which layers of single components are bonded together along a

two dimensional area, and filled composites, in which the matrix has many channels or

cells filed with the second component. In these cases, it is arbitrary as to which

component is called the matrix. (1] (21

Ceramics are inorganic compounds in with the interatomic bonds are ionic or

covalent. Because of the nature of these bonds, ceramics tend to have high melting

points, and are very hard, but brittle. They are attractive for high temperature uses

because they are electrical and thermal insulators, and are generally more resistant to

high temperature and chemical attack than metals and polymers. [1] (31

The brittleness of ceramics limits its use as a monolithic solid. Adding whiskers

improves toughness by inhibiting crack growth and dissipating energy along the

fiber/matrix interface. The high aspect ratio of the whiskers also improves high

temperature creep resistance.

2
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The most common ceramics are oxides, nitrides, carbides, and borides. Of these,

silicon nitride (Si3N4), silicon carbide (SiC), stabilized cubic zirconia (ZrOo, hafnium

oxide (HWO2), alumina (A110 3), mullite (3AO 3 * 2iO), and cordierite (2MgO * 2Al'O 3

M 5SiOD) are considered good choices for ceramic matrix materials. (4]

Oxide ceramics are especially resistant to environmental attack at high

temperatures. They resist further oxidation and also reduction to suboxides or metals.

Silicon carbide and silicon nitride are stable at high temperatures in neutral or reducing

atmospheres. However, in oxidative atmospheres their surfaces oxidize to silica (SiO .

This oxide layer provides some protection from additional oxidation up to 1700*C when

the silica starts to flow, exposing the matrix material to further oxidation. [1]

2.2 Mullite

Mullite is the only crystalline phase in the aluminosilicate system (SiO2-Al203 )

which is stable at both room temperature and high temperatures under normal

atmospheric pressure. It has a nominal composition of 3A1203 * 2SiO2 , but exists over a

solid solution range of 65 to 83.6 weight percent A120. [5] Mullite has an orthorhombic

crystal structure with a structural formula of Al 2 (Al2 +2x Si2 -2x)O 1ox, where x is the

number of oxygen vacancies per unit cell. The value of x varies from .17 to .59

(according to Cameron). [6] The SiO, - A1,0 3 binary phase diagram is shown in Figure

1. (7]

Mullite is much used in refractories, advanced ceramics and structural ceramics

because of its many good properties. It has low thermal expansion, low thermal and

electrical conductivity, good thermal shock resistance, and good chemical and thermal

stability. It also has low creep, good toughness and strength, and high temperature

mechanical stability. Finally, high purity mullite can be made from cheap raw

materials. (5]
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Until recently, mullite has been produced mainly by conventional solid state

sintering of powders and clays containing alumina (A1203 ) and silica (SiOQ). Because of

the difficulties in creating homogeneous starting mixtures, the formation of mullite from

silica and alumina powders requires long range interdiffusion, and thus requires high

temperatures (1700-18000C) and long processing times. Mullite synthesized in this

fashion often contains silica glass at the grain boundaries and sometimes also

a-alumina particles. (8]

Silica at the grain boundaries lowers the corrosion resistance of mullite and

degrades its high temperature strength and creep resistance. (9] Because of this,

emphasis has been placed on homogeneous mixing of A120 3 and SiO2 , and high purity,

fine grained starting powders. [10]

A number of wet chemical methods of powder preparation are currently being

studied to solve this problem. Among them are sol-gel methods, chemical

co-precipitation, hot-petroleum drying, and polymer decomposition. These methods are

generally more costly than conventional methods, but the impurities are more easily

controlled and a much more homogeneous powder can be produced. These can be

processed into chemically and structurally homogeneous solids with improved properties.

[11]

In this study, a sol-gel process is used to achieve homogeneous mixing on the

molecular level. This intimate mixing of Al and Si ions also permits firing at lower

temperatures and shorter times than by conventional methods. [51

2.3 Mierostructural Studies

The study of microstructures is very important to materials science and

engineering. The mechanical, chemical and electrical properties of a material with a

given overall chemical composition may vary significantly depending upon its

microstructure. Understanding and control of microstructure is important to acheiving
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the desired properties.

Microstructure is the internal arrangement of a material on a microscopic scale,

including the number of material phases present (including porosity), the relative

amounts of these phases, the distribution of phases, and the geometric characteristics of

these phases, such as size, size distribution, shape and orientation. [12]

There are various techniques of studying microstructure. Early studies employed

optical microscopes to look at surfaces with reflected light or to observe thin sections of

materials with transmitted light. However, the resolution of the image obtainable with a

microscope is limited by the wavelength of light used. Optical microscopes are limited to

a resolution of 20004, or a magnification of 1000x.

Higher resolutions and magnifications can be obtained with an electron

microscope which uses high energy electrons with very small wavelengths to produce

images. Transmission electron microscopes (TEM) typically have resolutions of around

5A with magnifications up to 100,000x, but require samples or replicas less than lum

in thickness. Scanning electron microscopes (SEM) provide a wide range of

magnifications from 20x to 50,000x with resolutions down to 40A. Since it is not

necessary to have a smooth surface with SEM, surface features and fracture surfaces

may be studied.

In SEM, a focussed electron beam sweeps or "scans" the specimen surface

causing the emission of secondary electrons which are collected and amplified to produce

an image on the screen of a cathode ray tube. Because the sample is bombarded with

electrons, the surface of an electrically insulating specimen, such as a ceramic, must be

coated with a thin layer of gold or carbon to prevent electrostatic charging.
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,2.4 Grain Growth

Grain growth is the process by which the average grain size in strain free or

nearly strain free material increases during heat treatment. This is accomplished by

grain boundary movement.

The driving force for grain boundary movement is the reduction of grain

boundary area. Grains are single crystals. Within the grain, the interatomic spacing is

such that the free energy is at a minimum. At gram boundaries, the interatomic

spacings vary (both greater and smaller) from that within the crystallites, thus the free

energy is higher there. [13]

To reduce the total free energy in the material, grain boundaries tend to migrate

from larger grains to smaller ones, lowering the total grain boundary area. Thus the

average grain size increases as larger grains grow at the expense of smaller grains

which shrink and disappear. (14)

The velocity of a grain boundary can be expressed as

V = MF, (2.1)

where M is the boundary mobility and F is the driving force.

F = 7Sv = 2-,/L, (2.2)

where y is the interfacial energy of the grain boundary, Sv is the grain boundary area

per unit volume, and L is the mean linear intercept.

If it is assumed that the grain boundary movement has an activation energy

about the same as for the self diffusion of the material, Qb' then the mobility can be

expressed as

M = Me eQbIRT, (2.3)



where R is the universal gas constant and T is the temperature in degrees Kelvin.

Assuming the rate of grain boundary disappearance is proportional to the grain

boundary velocity, the mobility, interface energy and grain size distribution is

independent of average grain size 0, (i.e. L,) and grain growth continues

indefinitely, we find the the grain boundary velocity is

V c- dC _ AM-, (2.4)dt 0

where A is a geometric constant and t is time. Upon integration, this becomes

2. = AM-yt (2.5)

or

C - AM.7 e-b/Rr t. (2.6)

In experimental work it is common to assume 0. to be neglible, and to plot logC

vs log t. t13] Experimental results can usually be represented by empirical equations of

the form

SK e"QR tn. (2.7)

Equation (2.6) predicts n = j while experimentally it is found that 0.1 < n < 0.6. [15]

Dispersions of a second phase, including pores, impede grain boundary

movement. For a grain boundary to move away from an inclusion or pore, new grain

boundary area equal to the cross-sectional area of the inclusion must be formed.

When the restraining force is balanced against the driving force, growth will

stop. The limiting grain size is found to be

G (2.8)

where d is the average inclusion diameter and f is the volume fraction of inclusions. [13]
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During grain growth, as the average gram size 0 approaches GV, the driving

force for grain growth goes to zero. Burke suggested that this be taken into account by

modifying equation (2.3) to read

do = AMY ( 110- IIGV). (2.9)

It was found that this equation agreed with experimental grain growth results obtained

in high purity lead.

The above discussion assumes that the average inclusion diameter remains

constant, and that grain growth will stop when the average grain size 0 reaches G1.

However, during heat treatment the inclusions or pores may gradually coalesce so that

the value of G increases. Lifshitz and Slyozov predict a t1 13 dependence of particle size

with time. [13] This should lead to a grain growth law of

S= Kt 113 . (2.10)

2.5 Grain Size Measurement

Grain size and grain size distribution is normally determined by the mean

intercept method. A polished planar section of the sample is photographed using an

electron microscope and a set of lines is drawn or superimposed on the photograph. The

average chord length (mean intercept length) of the particles intersecting the the lines

gives a convenient measurement for characterizing particle size.

For spherical particles or rods of uniform size, the mean intercept length is

directly related to the particle radius r, by the following equations. (14]

4

L = - r for spheres (2.11)
3

L = 2r for rods (2.12)
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For space filling grains, the mean intercept length also gives the grain boundary

area per unit volume, Sv.

2N 2 (2.13)SV = 2PL L (

where PL is the number of grain boundary intersections per unit length of test line, and

N is the number of intersections on a test line of total length, L. [14]

The grain size in metals and ceramics is usually found to have a lognormal

distribution. Grain size distribution can be estimated from the intercept length

distribution provided certain assumptions are made. If the grains are assumed to be

spherical and the distribution can be represented by a discontinuous distribution, then

the following equation can be used to estimate the distribution ofgrain diameters.

N 2n(L) 2 dn(L)
N(D)D- WL2 *L dL ' (2.14)

where N(D) is the number of spheres of diameter D per unit volume, and n(L) and

dn(L)/dL are the magnitude and slope at L of the continuous distribution curve of chord

lengths. [13]

A method of determining grain size distribution, assuming the particles are

ellipsoidal in shape with identical axial ratios is detailed in the literature. [16)

2.6 Experimental Design

There are many methods of designing an experiment to measure the effects of a

number of factors (or variables) on some property or quantity of interest. One common

design is the symmetric factorial design in which a small integral number, p, of levels is

chosen for each of k factors, and all pk combinations of these levels are run. The results

of such an experiment may be used to estimate the effects and interactions of the

various factors on the response of interest.
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Supposing the functional relationship between the response of interest and the k

quantitative experimental variables can be approximated by a general polynomial of

degree d. A design appropriate for estimating each of the (k+d)!/k!d! constants of such

a polynomial would be called a design of order d. A p-level factorial design can be used

to estimate a polynomial of no more than p-1 degrees.

An experimental design using N runs to estimate each of L constants is said to

have a redundancy factor or R-NIL This factor can not be less than unity. For

example, a three level factorial in four variables used as a second order design requires

34=81 runs to estimate 15 constants, and thus has a redundancy factor of 81/15 =

5.4.

In cases where the experimental error is small, it is not necessary to have a

large number of observations to acheive the desired precision. A large redundancy factor

would then be a waste of resources and time. A small redundancy factor may be

obtained by using incomplete factorial designs.

An incomplete factorial design is an design in which not all, but only a subset, of

the factorial combinations are used. It is particularly useful if the subset of factorial

combinations is chosen in such a way that a second order rotatable design is produced.

Suppose in a 3-level design the levels are coded in standardized units such that

the three values taken by each of the k variables, 1, x1,. .. Xk., are -1, 0 and 1. Suppose

also that the results of interest can be estimated by the method of least squares to fit a

second order polynomial of the form

k k k
t = b. + Z b x - Z X b.xx. (2.15)

A second order rotatable design is one such that the variance of 9 is constant for all

k 2)12
points equidistant from the center of the design. (i.e. for all points where p=( I I

irl
is the same.) This type of design ensures that the variance of y9 is reasonably constant
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throughout the region of k space covered by the design. Various incomplete factorial

designs are detailed in the literature. ([17]



3. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES

3.1 Sample Preparation

A mullite precursor was provided by Anne Hynes of Dr. Doremus' group in the

Materials Engineering department of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. The precursor

was made by a sol-gel method based on aluminum alkyoxide (AIO(OH)) and

tetraethylorthosilicate (TEOS).

An AIO(OH) dispersion was made by slowly adding AlO(OH) to a solution made

by mixing 6ml of concentrated HNO3 per liter of water. The dispersion was stirred for

12 hours before letting it stand overnight to let any large aggregates or agglomerates to

settle to the bottom. The colloidal dispersion was decanted and the sediment discarded.

The dispersion was then stirred again and a small amount was removed for gravimetric

analysis to determine the amount of AlO(OH) per gram of dispersion.

TEOS was added to the AIO(OH) dispersion in proportions designed to result in

the desired weight ratio of Al10 to SiO2. TEOS is immiscible with water and at low pH

hydrolizes to form a hydrated silica and alcohol. As the TEOS slowly hydrolized, the

mixture was stirred rapidly to prevent the TEOS from segregating, and to ensure a

uniform dispersion of silica.

The mixture was flocculated into a gel by adding NH.OH to increase the pH,

and then freeze thawed and filtered to remove the water. The filter cake was repeatedly

washed with methanol to remove even more water and was dried under heat lamps. If

much water was left in the gel, the highly polar water molecules and the strong

capillary forces would have resulted in a highly aggregated powder. [7]

The dried powder was calcined at a heating rate of 600*C/hr with a hold at

8000C for 18 hrs to remove any remaining hydrocarbons.

Powders produced in this manner were received from Anne Hynes with

compositions to result in rnullite with approximately 72, 73, and 74 w/o A12Oj.

13
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The powders were pressed into pellets 1.27mm in diameter and 0.1 to 0.2 mm

in height at 30,000psi so that there were 5, 12, and 5 pellets of 72, 73, and 74 w/o

A1I0 3, respectively. The pellets were heat treated at 1325°C for 12 hours with a

heating rate of 100°C/hr to convert the precursor powders into mullite. The pellets were

then annealed at various temperatures and times as detailed in Table 1.

Temperature is coded on an inverse scale such that

1 - 5.339 x 10-4 - 0.2706 x 10-'A. (3.1)
T(K)

So for factor A, a value of - V/2 corresponds to 14756C, -1 corresponds to 15100C, 0

corresponds to 1600°C, 1 corresponds to 17000C, and /2- corresponds to 17450C.

Time is coded on a log scale such that

log t = 2.303 + 1.609B (3.2)

or t = 101 5 B. (3.3)

For factor B, a value of - T/2- corresponds to 1 hour 1 minute, -1 corresponds to 2

hours, 0 corresponds to 10 hours, 1 corresponds to 50 hours, and ý/2 corresponds to 97

hours 23 minutes.

Composition is coded linearly such that for factor C, a value of -1 corresponds to

72 w/o Al 2O3 , 0 corresponds to 73 w/o A1203, and 1 corresponds to 74 w/o A120,.

Experiments have shown that grain growth can usually be represented by an

empirical equation of the form found in Equation 2.7. Taking the log of this equation

gives

log (• = log K + (-Q/R7) + n log t, (3.4)

which is of the form
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Table 1

Experimental Design

Sample # A B C
Temp Time Comp

1 -1 -1 0
2 -I 0 -1
3 -1 0 1
4 -1 1 0
5 0 -1 -1
6 0 -i 1
7 0 1 -1
8 0 1 1
9 1 -1 0
10 1 0 -1
11 1 0 1
12 1 1 0
13 0 0 0
14 0 0 0
15 0 0 0
16 -VT2 0 0
17 ,/2 0 0
is 0 1/2 0
19 0 v/2 0
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jt = b, + b, + +b: log t, (3.5)

where b log K, b = , and b n.

A second order polynomial of the form in Equation 2.15 will be fit to the

experimental data. This will give the constants b., b1, and b3 mentioned above, and will

also reveal any interaction terms between the variables.

3.2 Scanning Electron Microscopy

An Amray AMR 1000 scanning electron microscope was used to examine

samples. The mullite pellets were mounted on polishing blocks with hot wax and

polished on a 600 grit silicon carbide wheel, followed by polishing on 9num and l1rm

diamond wheels with decreasing pressure. The samples were examined under an

inverted light microscope to make sure there were no scratches. The samples were then

removed from the polishing blocks and cleaned with acetone. Next the samples were

etched in boiling sodium hydroxide (NaOH) for 1.5 to 10 minutes to reveal the grain

boundaries.

The samples were mounted on aluminum SEM stubs with low resistance carbon

paint and sputter coated with gold to prevent the sample from charging under the

electron beam. An Ernest Fullam, Model EMS-76M sputter coater was used at a setting

of 25&.A and 5 minutes to get the desired gold coat.

The samples were examined in the scanning electron microscope at 20 kV with

a 100 micron aperture and a working distance of 8mm. Micrographs of the samples

were then taken using a Polaroid camera at magnifications between 625x and 25,000x.

3.3 Measurement of Microstructural Features

The average linear intercept method was used to determine grain size. This was

done with the aid of an IBM PC/XT and a Houston Instrument TG 1011 digitizing pad.
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Each micrograph was placed under a transparency with 10 parallel lines drawn on it.

The chord lengths of the grains intersecting the lines were digitized and stored into files

in the PC, with a computer L ,ogram taking into account the magnifications of the

rmicrographs. The number of grains sampled for each heat treatment ranged from 91 to

1952 grains.

The files containing the chord lengths for the various heat treatments were

transferred to an Ii3M 3081D mainframe operating under the Michigan Terminal

System (MTS). The SAS statistical package was used to find the average chord length

(mean linear intercept) and to convert the chord lengths to log values which were then

averaged to find the mean grain diameter. and standard deviation of the log of the

chord lengths. The Kolmogorov D statistic was used to test the goodness of fit of the

sample grain size distribution and log grain size distribution with a normal distribution.

The Kolmogorov D statistic is defined as

D = least upper bound of IF(x) - F N(x)I, (3.6)

the greatest absolute difference between F(x) and FN(x), where F(x) is the continuous

cumulative distribution function of a random variable, x,

F(x) = Prob{X $ x}, (3.7)

and F (x) is the empirical distribution function for a sample of size N. FN(x) is a step

function with N steps of height 1/N. [18]

The Kolmogorov D statistic is useful because the probability distribution of DN is

independent of the shape of the distribution function, F(x). For large N, the probability

distribution of DN is given by the relationship

em

ira Prob { DN < N } = 1 - 2 r (41- 1 e•Ziz' = L(z). (3.8)
N-0- N N
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The function, L(z) has been tabulated by Smirnov. [191 Equation 3.8 makes it possible

to determine the probability that the calculated value, D, comes from a large random

sample of a population with a distribution function F(x).

3.4 Density Measurement

The densities of the mullite samples were measured using the Archemedes'

Principal with distilled water as the displacement medium. A Mettler balance was used

with an attachment for density measurement. The automatic stability detection setting

was set to "1" and the integration time set to "3". The balance was calibrated with the

built-in calibrator and the density measurement attachment was put in place.

First each sample was weighed dry, and then each sample was weighed twice

while immersed in distilled water that had been sitting for several days. (This allows

any gasses trapped in the water to diffuse out.) The water temperature was measured

before and after all the weighings so that the density of the water could be more

accurately determined.

The density of each sample was calculated using the following formula

Pmullite m *m 1H20 '
mdry'm wet

where pmuffite is the density of the sample, mdry is the weight of the sample in air,

m 0 is the weight of the sample immersed in water, and pHO is the density of the

distilled water.

The two calculated densities for each sample were then averaged and recorded.

3.5 Hardness Measurement

Sample hardness was determined on the Vicker's DPH scale. A Leco M.400

Hardness Tester was used to press a small equiazed diamond indenter perpendicularly

against a highly polished surface of the mullite with a load of 200 grams for 10
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seconds, leaving a pyramid shaped dent in the surface.

Five such dents were made in each sample and their widths measured along the

two diagonals. Using a lookup chart, the hardness corresponding to each width was

found for 10 seconds under a 200 gram load. The ten resulting values for each sample

were then averaged and recorded.



4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The grain size results of each of the samples as determined by the linear

intercept method are given in Table 2 along with the processing parameters. The results

included are the mean and standard deviation of the intercept lengths, L, and the mean

and standard deviation of the natural log of the intercept lengths. The density and

hardness of each of the samples are tabulated in Table 3.

The mean log intercept lengths of the samples are plotted against an inverse

temperature scale and a log time scale in a 3-dimensional scatter plot in Figure 2 with

the various shapes of the data points representing the various mullite compositions.

Similar plots for density and hardness are included in Figures 3 and 4, respectively.

As expected, the log of the grain size increases nearly linearly with log time and

decreases linearly with inverse temperature. It is also found that grain size increases

with increasing alumina content in the mullite.

The density and hardness of the niullite increases with processing time, but this

increase becomes less marked at higher temperatures where near theoretical density is

more quickly reached. Unlike grain sized, density and hardness do not increase with

increasing processing temperatures at longer processing times, but actually start to

decrease with increasing temperatures. The composition of the mullite appears to have

little effect on the density attained, but an increase in alumina content increases

hardness.

A micrograph and a histogram of the log grain size of each of the 19 samples

are included in Figures 5 through 23. Micrographa and histograms are also included for

samples of nominally 72, 73 and 74 w/o AlO3 which were not heat treated beyond the

calcining at 12 hours at 1325°C. These are shown in Figures 24, 25 and 26,

respectively.

20
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Table 2

Mean and Standard Deviation of Chord Lengths and Log Chord Lengths

Sample Temp Time Comp L o(L) Log(L) o(Log(L))
# (C) (hrs) (w/o (Wm) (am)

A120s)
1 1510 2 73 0.286 0.126 -1.33 0.41

2 1510 10 72 0.340 0.139 -1.16 0.40
3 1510 10 74 0.527 0.267 -0.75 0.47
4 1510 50 73 2.061 1.725 0.44 0.73
5 1600 2 72 0.405 0.185 -1.00 0.45
6 1600 2 74 0.677 0.281 -0.47 0.41
7 1600 50 72 2.060 0.929 0.62 0.49

8 1600 50 74 4.110 1.984 1.28 0.54

9 1700 2 73 1.938 0.926 0.53 0.52

10 1700 10 72 1.448 0.976 0.19 0.60

11 1700 10 74 4.032 2.112 1.27 0.52

12 1700 50 73 8.928 5.520 2.00 0.64

13 1600 10 73 0.916 0.514 -0.24 0.56

14 1600 10 73 0.863 0.511 -0.30 0.56

15 1600 10 73 1.670 0.884 0.39 0.49

16 1475 10 73 0.265 0.102 -1.40 0.37

17 1745 10 73 4.495 2.760 1.31 0.63

18 1600 1.04 73 0.632 0.369 -0.61 0.57

19 1600 97.4 73 5.449 4.443 1.46 0.70

72 0 0 72 0.495 0.237 -0.81 0.47

73 0 0 73 0.241 0.087 -1.48 0.35
74 0 0 74 0.209 0.075 -1.63 0.35
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Table 3

Density and Hardness Data

Sample Temp Time Comp Density Hardness
(°C) (hrs) (w/o AIO,) (glcc) (Vicker's

DPH)

1 1510 2 73 2.63 469
2 1510 10 72 2.94 698
3 1510 10 74 2.88 1162
4 1510 50 73 3.16 1322
5 1600 2 72 2.79 1102
6 1600 2 74 2.93 900
7 1600 50 72 3.06 1204
8 1600 50 74 3.02 1296
9 1700 2 73 3.12 1232
10 1700 10 72 3.03 1134
11 1700 10 74 3.05 1316
12 1700 50 73 3.12 1255
13 1600 10 73 3.17 1134
14 1600 10 73 3.16 825
15 1600 10 73 3.05 1179
16 1475 10 73 2.47 673
17 1745 10 73 2.96 1214
18 1600 1.04 73 2.80 1025
19 1600 97.4 73 3.11 1376
72 0 0 72 2.70 444
73 0 0 73 2.54 269
74 0 0 74 2.70 659

Alumina 0 0 99.8 3.80 1860
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Samples heated treated below 16000C for less than 50 hours were not very well

sintered. The particles are mostly round in shape and there is considerable open

porosity.

Samples that were fleated at higher temperats and times were closer to

theoretical density. Their grains were faceted, and there was little open porosity. In

many of the 73 w/o A120 3 mullite samples with average grain sizes above 1 micron,

microstructure varied from region to region. There were areas containing large, nearly

equiaxed grains, and areas with smaller rod shaped grains with aspect ratios of 1.5:1 to

6:1. The smaller elongated grains appeared to occur in the more porous sections of the

sample. 4

In the 74 w/o AI,0 3 mullite sample heated at 1600*C for.50 hours, there was a

bimodal distribution of grain sizes. Pockets of small grains were found among much

larger grains. In the 72 w/o A120 3 mullito sample heated at 1700*C for 10 hours, there

was a bimodal distribution of grain sizes. Here the smaller grains were more evenly

interspersed among the larger grains.

It was also noted that samples heated at 1700°C and above, samples heated for

50 hours or more, and samples of 74 w/o A120 3 required longer etch times (i.e. 5 or

more minutes) to reveal grain boundaries.

Equations modelling the mean log grain size, density and hardness were derived

according to the analysis given by Box. [17) The modelling equations with the coded

variables are as follows:

Log(L) 0.05 + 0.848A + 0.826B + 0.335C + 0.120AI + 0.340B3 - 0.18C'-

0.07AB + 0.167AC - 0.032BC (4.1)
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Figure 2

Log Grainsize Data vs 1/T(K) and Log time
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Density data vs 1/T(K) and Log time
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Hardness data vs 1/T(K) and Log time
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Figure 5. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 1,
73 w/o Al 2 0 mullite heat treated at 1510 C for 2 hours.
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Figure 6. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 2
72 w/o Al2 Oj mullite heat treated at 1510 C for 10 hours
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Figure 7. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 3
74 w/o AlI2 mullite heat treated at 1510 C for 10 hours
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Figure 8. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 4

73 w/o Al 2 O mullite heat treated at 1510 C for 50 hours
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Figure 9. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 5
72 w/o Al 2 0J mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 2 hours
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Figure 10. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 6

74 w/o AI 2Q, mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 2 hours
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Figure 11 Micrograph and histogram of Sample 7

72 w/o A' 2 Oý mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 50 hours
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Figure 12. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 8
74 w/o A' 2 CO mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 50 hours
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Figure 13. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 9

73 w/o Al 2 0 mullite heat treated at 1700 C for 2 hours
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Figure 14. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 10

72 w/o AI 20J mulite heat treated at 1700 C for 10 hours
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Figure 15. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 11
74 w/o AI 2Q, mulhte heat treated at 1700 C for 10 hours
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Figure 16. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 12

73 w/o Al 2
0 mullite heat treated at 1700 C for 50 hours
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Figure 17. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 13
73 w/o AI 20q mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 10 hours
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Figure 18. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 14
73 w/o Al 2 O3 mullite heat treated at 1600 C ',r 10 hours
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Figure 19. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 15

73 w/o Al 2 : mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 10 hours
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Figure 20. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 16
73 w/o Al 2 03 mullite heat treated at 1475 C for 10 hours
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Figure 21. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 17
73 w/o Al 2 (0 mullite heat treated at 1475 C for 10 hours
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Figure 22. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 18
73 w/o A12 0 4 mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 1.04 hours
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Figure 23. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 19
73 w/o Al 2 Oý mullite heat treated at 1600 C for 97.4 hours
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Figure 24. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 72
72 w/o Al2 4 mullite calcined, but not further heat treated.
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Figure 25. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 73

73 w/o A12 q mullite calcined, but not further heat treated,
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Figure 26. Micrograph and histogram of Sample 74
74 w/o AI2 Q mullite calcined, but not further heat treated,
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p = 3.126 + 0.088A + 0.111B + 0.007C - 0.04A2 - 0o07B2 
- 0.10C' - 0.13AB +

0.02AC - 0.04BC (4.2)

Hardness = 1046 + 161A + 172B + 67C- 12.2A2 + 35.75B2 + 43.75C2. 207AB -

70.5AC + 73.5BC. (4.3)

For the 73 w/o AI10, composition, C=0, so the C, C', AC, and BC terms drop

out. The resulting equations are shown as a 3-dimensional plot in Figures 27 through

29. The slope, n of the function with log time appears to increase with time.

Assuming the squared terms are neglible, the modelling equations in their

uncoded form are

Log(L) = -8.955 -31337 (T) + 0.5132(log t) + 0.335(composition) (4.4)

p = 4.19 - 3251 (1) + 0.069 (log t) + 0.007 (composition) (4.5)

Hardness = -915 - 6 x 10' (-) + 107 (log t) + 67 (composition). (4.6)
T

At the 73 w/o A130, composition, the equation becomes

Log(L) = 15.5 - 31337 (1/7) - 0.513 log t, (4.7)

which is in the same form as Equation 3.5. This equation can be converted to the same

form as Equation 2.7 as discussed in Section 2.1 of the Experimental Procedures. The

equation becomes

L = 5 x 106 e•260(KJ/moIe-K)/RT to.5 1. (4.8)

Thus the constants for equation 3.5 are
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Figure 27

Predicted Log Grain Size vs I/T(K) and Log time for 73w/o A' 2q mullite
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Predicted Density vs 1/T(K) and Log time
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Predicted hardness vs I/T(K) and Log time
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n = 0.51

Q = 260 KJ/mole-K

K = 5 x 10'.

Log grain size is plotted against log time for each composition and heat

treatment temperature in Figure 30. A line is fitted to each set of data points. The

slope of each line is the value of n for that particular temperature and composition. The

values of n are found to range from 0.45 to 0.55 with a mean of 0.50 and a standard

deviation of 0.04. There is no clear trend of n increasing or decreasing with temperature

or composition.

A Kolmogorov D test statistic was calculated for each sample to determine

goodness of fit with a normal and lognormal distribution as explained in the

experimental procedures section. Table 4 lists the skewness of the sample distribution,

the Kolrnogorov D statistic and the probability of obtaining a D statistic that value or

higher from a random sample of a population with a normal distribution. These values

are included for both the grain size distributions and the log grain size distributions.

The probability of the D value being consistent with a normal distribution was

less than 0.01 for all samples except sample 8 which was 74 w/o A120 mullite heated

50 hours at 1600*C, indicating that the distributions are not normal. The probability of

the D value being consistent with a lognormal distribution ranged from less than 0.01 to

greater than 0.15. Samples 4, 7, 9, 13, and 18 had probability values less than 0.01,

indicating that these distributions were not lognormal. Samples 16, 19, and 73 had

probability values greater than 0.15, indicating that those distributions were very close

to being lognormal.

The skewness of the sample grain size distributions range from 0.53 to 4.44.

The skewness of the sample log grain size distributions range from -0.63 to 0.30. These

statistics show that the grain size distribution des not match a normal distribution, but
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Figure 30

Log Grainsize vs Log time by temperature and composition
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Table 4

Distribution Stptistics

Normal Lognormal

Sample Skewness D Prob > D Skewness D Prob > P

1 1.55 0.090 <0.01 0.128 0.020 0.113

2 1.39 0.084 <0.01 -0.101 0.035 0.125

3 1.59 0.117 <0.01 0.167 0.038 0.046

4 1.87 0.165 <0.01 0.297 0.057 0.010

5 1.16 0.096 <0.01 -0.135 0.020 0.076

6 1.04 0.092 <0.01 -0.142 0.040 0.051

7 0.68 0.082 <0.01 -0.633 0.070 0.010

8 0.53 0.084 0.11 -0.477 0.096 0.037

9 0.77 0.092 <0.01 -0.552 0.082 0.010

10 2.05 0.153 <0.01 0.183 0.034 0.034

11 1.69 0.095 <0.01 -0.346 0.036 >0.015

12 1.38 0.099 <0.01 -0.333 0.038 0.031

13 1.28 0.095 <0.01 -0.203 0.040 0.010

14 1.47 0.102 <0.01 -0.142 0.025 0.030

15 1.65 0.098 <0.01 0.081 0.039 0.056

16 1.19 0.100 <0.01 -0.024 0.037 >0.150

17 2.76 0.112 <0.01 -0.312 0.071 0.028
18 2.12 0.100 <0.01 -0.460 0.040 0.010

19 4.44 0.146 <0.01 -0.313 0.025 >0.150

72 1.67 0.095 <0.01 -0.313 0.024 0.072

73 0.97 0.074 <0.01 0.040 0.031 >0.150

74 1.10 0.081 <0.01 -0.060 0.033 0.121
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more closely matches a lognormal distribution.

Hardness is plotted against density for each compostion in Figure 31, and a line

fitted to each set of data points. The figure shows that there is an increase in hardness

with density. There is considerable scatter of the data about the lines and the

coefficients of determination, RI, ranges from 0.466 to 0.797, indicating that other

factors beside density have a significant effect on hardness. The slope of the lines

appear independent of composition. The hardness and density of pure alumina falls

along the hardness vs density curve for mullite.
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temperatures. This may be because pores trapped within the grains of the higher

temperature samples can not reach the surface of the samples as easily and quickly as

pores located at the higher energy grain boundaries.

Certain samples had a bimodal distribution of grain sizes with small grains in

porous regions of the samples and large grains in denser regions of the samples. This

indicates that the starting powder may not have been completely homogeneous. In

future studies more care should be taken to ensure that the samples remain

homogenous throughout all the processing procedures.
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Solid solutions of 2H-SiC/AIN can be prepared at tempera- SiC/AIN composite and solid-solution materials with a wide
tures less than 16OVC by rapid pyrolysis ("hot drop") compositional range have been prepared by several traditional
of mixtures of I(MeSi)u((CH2=CH)MeSi),..(MeHSi),..]J processing routes. For example, Rafaniello and co-workers
(VPS) or [MeHSiCH 2]. (MPCS) with [R2AINH 2]3, where prepared SiC/AIN powder by carbothermal reduction of mix-
R = Et, i-Bu or simply by slow pyrolysis of the precursor tures of alumina, silica, and carbon in a nitrogen atmosphere
mixture in the case of (Et 2AINH 2]3. In contrast, slow at 1625°C. Samples of the powder were subsequently hot-
pyrolysis of mixtures of VPS or MPCS with [i-BuZAINH113  pressed under argon at 70 MPa and temperatures of 19500 to
yields a composite of 2H-AIN and 3C-SIC at 16OVC, which 2300*C. At temperatures below 210(0C, bulk materials of 15
transforms into a single 2H-SiC/AIN solid solution on beat- to 75 wt% AIN were inhomogeneous mixtures of SiC/AIN
ing to 2000C. The influences of the nature of the precursor solid solutions of different compositions. whereas samples
and processing conditions on the structure, composition, hot-pressed at 2300*C are homogeneous, single-phase 2H ma-
and purity of the SIC/AIN materials are discussed. [Key terials. Annealing samples at 1700*C that had been hot-pressed
words: silicon carbide, precursors, aluminum nitride, solid at 21000 to 2300'C resulted in phase separation within indi-
solutions, pyrolysis. vidual grains, suggesting a miscibility gap.'

Ruh and Zangvil have also obtained composite and solid-
1. Introduction solution materials, over the complete compositional range, by

TJHE prospect of alloying SiC with other covalently bonded hot-pressing mixtures of ai-SiC and AIN under vacuum at
refractory materials, such as AIN, to achieve microstruc- 35 MPa and temperatures of 17000 to 23000C.'- Recently,

tural control or alter properties has been previously noted and these authors proposed a phase diagram for the SiC/AIN sys-
realized under certain conditions."' However, because of the tem, based on analytical electron microscopy studies of local
high melting points and low solid-state diffusivities which are equilibria among adjacent phases in hot-pressed samples and
characteristic of these materials, currently available ceramic diffusion couples. At temperatures above 2100*C and compo-
processing methods, such as sintering or hot-pressing, are of sitions from 24 to 100 wt% AIN, a single 2H solid-solution
limited practical value as a means of obtaining chemically and phase exists. At temperatures less than 1950*C and composi-
microstructurally homogeneous materials in useful final form. tions from approximately 10 to 90 wt% AIN, 2H is the stable

A constraint on the use of SiC in high-temperature appli- phase; however, a miscibility gap exists, such that SiC- and
cations is the existence of cubic (P-SiC, 3C), hexagonal AIN-rich 2H phases were observed. The phase boundaries in
(a-SiC, 2Hf, 4H, 6H), and rhombohedral ("a-SiC," 15R, 21R) this diagram are in general agreement with one calculated by
polytypes of SiC having one or more phase transformations Safaraliev and co-workers, who suggest that the polytype
between 1400e and 2200*C. These phase transformations often structure is largely dependent on phase composition and
result in undesirable changes in microstructure, including that 2H solid solutions should predominate at compositions
exaggerated grain growth.' AIN is a good candidate for solid >20 wt% AIN.'
solution formation with, and phase stabilization of, SiC Tsukuma and co-workers have prepared single-phase 2H
because its only form is isostructural with the wurtzite (hexag- materials by sintering mixtures of SiN 4 and AIC3 under
onal 2H) form of SiC and is closely lattice matched. In addi- 10 MPa of argon.' Zangvil and Ruh suggest that this phase is
tion, the presence of 1% to 10% AIN in hot-pressed SiC a solid solution of SiC/AIN based on the lattice parameters.'t
samples has been reported to reduce grain size and improve Recently, Sugahara3 and Mitomo" have extended the work
microstructural uniformity.' The potential to vary properties of Jack'and Cutler'" on the preparation of SiC/AIN solid so-
such as band gap (SiC, 2.3 eV; AIN, 6.0 eV), thermal conduc- lutions and mixtures by carrying out the carbothermal reduc-
tivity, and thermal expansion over the range of SiC/AIN tion of montmorillonite-PAN intercalation compounds and
solid solution compositions makes this system attractive for sol-gel-derived SiO 2 and A1203, respectively. Solid solutions
electronic applications2  of SiC/AIN have also been prepared by the vapor deposition

of Al and N into a porous SiC body" and by chemical vapor
J. Smialek-contributing editor deposition of AIN and SiC on 6H-SiC and a-A 203,.

Several general observations regarding the formation and
Supported by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research. Air Force Sys- microstructure of SiC/AIN solid solutions emerge from these

terns Command. USAF, under Contract No. F49620-S5-k-0019, the Office of studies. First, it is difficult to prepare homogeneous single-
Naval Research/DARPA under Contract No. N00014-86-k-0770. and the Na.
tional Science Foundation Materials Chemistry Initiative. The U.S. Gov- phase SiC/AIN solid solutions at temperatures less than
ernment is entitled to reproduce and distribute reprints for governmental 2100"C. Second, large gradients in composition typically exist
purposes, notwithstanding any copyriht notations thereon within solid solutions and individual grains. Finally, the

'Member. American Ceramic Society.
"*Department of Materials Engineering. microstructure and composition of the resulting materials are
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through the small septum and reactor septum in one opera- X-ray powder diffraction (XRD) data for the sample pre-
tion. The precursor mixture was dropped onto the heated pared by the hot-drop approach, and subsequently heated to
stage of the reactor, over a 15-min period, at a rate of 1400 to 1600VC to improve crystallinity, indicated the forma-
0.2 cmn/min. A white solid was observed immediately on ad- tion of SiC/AIN solid solutions for all precursor combinations.
dition. After 2 h of heating under an ammonia atmosphere, Consider, for example, the XRD data for the pyrolysis
nitrogen gas was introduced into the system and heating con- product of VPS and [Et2AINH42 1, shown in Fig. 2. There is
tinued for 4 h. The reactor was cooled to room temperature evidence for at least two major solid solution compositions be-
while purging with nitrogen, and transferred to a nitrogen- tween end-members of a-SiC and AIN. Heating the samples
filled glove box. The white solid was removed from the reac- to 18000C improved crystallinity but did not introduce any
tor and transferred into a tungsten boat in a quartz tube for new diffraction lines.
further heating to 1000°C. The existence of two separate solid solution phases is cor-

roborated by electron microprobe, TEM, and SAD analyses
i11. Subsequent Sample Annealing of a sample prepared by the hot-drop pyrolysis of a mixture

The solid SiC- and AIN-containing pyrolysis products of of VPS and [Et2AINH2 ]3, followed by heating to 1800°C under
bThe pocedures were handled-underinitprogeni a dstsored in nitrogen. Electron microprobe indicates a nonuniform distri-both procedures were handled under nitrogen and stored in a bution of Si and Al within and between individual grains,glove box. To improve crystallinity of the products, further with Si: Al ratios varying from 0.62 to 0.82. TEM analyses in-heating at 1400( to 16000C in a nitrogen atmosphere was em- dicate two morphologies--fine-grained. aluminum-rich flakes

ployed. Boron nitride boats were used to minimize carbon and thin, silicon-rich plates, as shown in Fig. 3. Energy dis-
contamination. X-ray powder diffraction, electron micro-prob, ad cemial nalyis ereuse inthe harcteizaion persive X-ray spectra indicate Si: Al ratios in the range of
probe, and chemical analysis were used in the characterization 1:10 and 2.5:1, respectively. There are large compositionalof the crystalline products. Thermal gravimetric analyses variations between particles; however, all particles exhibit
(TGA) of the organometallic precursors were carried out wurtzite diffraction patterns, as observed by SAD.3"
under an atmosphere of nitrogen.$ A special Lexan glove box XRD analyses of copyrolyzed samples heated to 140(r to
was designed and built to house the TGA equipment so as to 160VC indicated that SiC/MN solid solution formation is
allow the handling of air-sensitive precursors under an inert precursor-dependent. The pyrolysis products of mixtures of
atmosphere. VPS or MPCS with [Et 2AINH2]b are SiC/AIN solid solutions;

IV. Results thus, XRD patterns typical of the hexagonal 2,H structure
were observed with diffraction lines that fall between those

Eight separate experiments were carried out in of the a-SiC and AIN end-member compositions. In contrast,
which [(Me 3Si),((CH2=CH)MeSiý(MeHSi)],, (VPS) or XRD data for the pyrolysis products of mixtures of VPS or
[MeHSiCH2]. (MPCS) were mixed with [Et 2AINH 2J 3 or MPCS with [i-Bu2AINH2]b are mixtures of P-SiC and AIN,
[i-Bu 2AINH 2]b and processed by the copyrolysis, or "hot- as illustrated in Fig. 4. Heating the samples to 2000*C under
drop," approach. Elemental analysis data obtained for the argon resulted in the transformation of the mixture of O-SiC
black solids obtained from these pyrolyses after heating to and 2H-AIN to a single-phase 2H-SiC/AIN solid solution. 2'
1000(C are summarized in Table I. Independent oxygen analy- Thermal gravimetric analyses involved heating mixtures
ses were obtained for selected samples and also appear in of VPS or MPCS with [EtzAINH 2J, or [i-Bu 2AINH 2]3, at
Table I. From these data, ratios of Si:AI, AI:N, and Si:C 5°C/min, in a nitrogen atmosphere. As summarized in
were calculated and are listed in Table II. Table III, the precursor mixtures have a higher ceramic yield

Fourier transform infrared (FT-IR) studies on these samples than would be predicted based on ceramic yields of individual
indicated little or no residual C-H or N-H groups remained precursors. This increase in ceramic yield is particularly pro-
after heating to 1000*C. At this stage, XRD patterns showed nounced in the case of mixtures of MCPS with the organoalu-
little evidence for crystallinity. minum amide precursors.

SEM data of all pyrolysis products showed highly agglom-
erated, irregularly shaped particles varying in size from 1 to
20 Am. No attempts have been made to optimize product V Discussion
morphology by tailoring processing conditions. TEM analyses Low-temperature pyrolysis products, prepared by slowly
of both the 600( and 1000*C products of the hot-drop pyroly- heatemixture s producth prepared b to

sis of a mixture of VPS with [Et 2AINH 2]1 showed no dis- heating mixtures of VlS or MPCS with mi-Bu2Ar NH2of 3 tocernible features. SAD analyses of these materials confirmed 10000C under nitrogen flow, contained mixtures of 3C-SiC
teirni csae features.S natres oand 2H-AIN. Heat-treating these products to 1500*C improvedtheir noncrystalline nature. the crystallinity of the sample but did not promote solid

solution formation. This suggests that, under the reaction
'Thermal gravimetric analyses were carried out on a Perkin.Elmer (Eden conditions and heating rates employed, the organometallic

Prarie, MN) TGA 1700 System. X-ray diffraction was performed using
either a Siemens (Karlsruhe, FRO) dS0 or Rigaku (Tokyo, Japan) theta- precursors may decompose independently of one another to
theta diffractometer at General Electric. Transmission electron micrographs provide an intimate mixture of SiC and AIN. This would be
were obtained using a JEOL (Tokyo, Japan) 100x microscope. Elemental
analyses were provided by Multichem (Lowell, MA), Galbraith (Knoxville, understandable in the context of the widely different decom-
TN). and Schwartzkopf (Woodside. NY) analytical laboratories, position characteristics of these two precursor systems and the

Table 1. Elemental Analyses of SIC/AIN Materials Treated at IOWC
Element (%)

Precursor Method' Si C Al N of

VPS, [Et 2AINH2]L HD 39.62 17.17 27.24 15.79 0.18
VPS, (i-BuzAIN H2] HD 40.21 18.47 25.76 14.96 0.59
VPS, [Et2AINHd CP 32.15 16.06 33.18 17.27 1.34
VPS, [i-Bu2AIN2H,] CP 29.87 17.63 33.17 17.24 3.05
MPCS, [Et2AMHINH] HD 41.35 19.71 24.62 14.23 0.09
MPCS, ti-BuAINH22b HD 39.89 17.02 26.31 15.12 2.66
MPCS, (Et2AINHb], CP 29.72 17.86 33.19 17.26 3.01
MPCS, [i-BuMAINH,] CP 30.42 16.91 33.20 17.23 2.24
Theoretical yields 34.64 14.76 33.19 17.23 0.00

*HD is "hot drop." CP is copyrolysis. 'Determined by difference.
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suggests that both the nature of the precursors and the proc-
essing conditions are significant in determining the composi-
tion and structure of the SiC/AIN materials. Finally, the use
of ammonia during the pyrolysis processes assists in carbon

1500, removal.
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GAS PHASE DECOM(POSMTON OF AN ORGANOMETALLIC
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ABSTRACr

A novel technique for probing chemical vapor deposition reacton mechanisms is
presented. A conventional hot-wall Pyrex reato is coupled toa molecular beam apparatus.
Preliminary results of the decomposition of an organometallic precursor to AIN.
(AI(CH3)2NH2]3. indicae a decomposition temperanre between 200 and 2700C. The mass
spectrum of the precursor at 100T provides evidence for the existence of a mimer-dimer
equilibrium of the preculsot at this tempeatuhe.

ThflODUMfON

Organometafli chemical vapor deposition (CVD) has been inrmnrtal, in wany areas,
including: materials science. metallurgy, chemistry and electronics(lJ. The experimental
studies that have been pursued for many years have centerd on properties of the deposted film
and optimization of growth cooditions(21. Work has recently begun aimed atudeandn
the chemical processes and mechanisms which occur during the film growth pprocemss tns Ca
system! 3).

The formation of solid materials by CVD involves a wide range of chemical processes
taxing plac in several regions of the CVD reactor. If the rcsrquesixgtoorme
reactants. association reactions can take plac in th a s. lin all cases if the gas phase is
heated pr-ior to encountering the surface on which growth is to take plac. gas Phase pyrolysis
or reactions on the heated wail surface may occur. There will certainly be surface reactions on
the growth surface, and there may be flurther gas Phase or surface reacaons ng thepims
gas phase products in the region beyond the growd surfce.

In order to chaactriz completely the chemistry of the CVD process it is necessary in set
up systems in which each of thsI rcse a esuididpneuy so that their impact
on the overall deposition process may be assessed. We have begun a program of study aimed
at this complete characterization process for the case of the deposi'-o. of refractory materials
such as SIC AIN and Si3N4. from organoauetallic precursors. In ewch case the precursor has
been synthesized to contain both of the elements to appear in the final product We are thus
dealing with a single peusrsystem and the question of gas phase association reactions
does not arise All of teohrreaction processes listed above. however. must be accounted
for.

We are at present Pursuing two lires of approach. Inthe one case. we have developed a
system which involves impinging the precursor on the desired growth surface in an ultrahigh
vacuum system, which excludes pas phase reactions A variety of surface science techniques
is used to characterize both the chemistry of the growing film and the gas phase reaction
products. This system separates; the reaction process at the growth surface from the other gas
phase u, P.AD surfac reactions.

The second systm under study is essentially a hot-wall CVD reactor, with a gas inlet
system. coupled to a diffrentially pumped mass spectrometer. A description of the apparatus
is included in the exper imentl section. This system is being used to study gas phas pyrolysis
reactions and reacto= on the surface of the hot wall of the reactor, that is. those processe
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occurring prior to the point at which the precursor flow encounter the V -)wtl surface. In this
paper we reptt the imiam results obtained using the AIN precusor (AI(CH)24H213

AN has several properties which make it an attractive candidate for materials
applications. It is highly refractory wan chemically resistantL It has a Large band gpp(6.2eV)
and a high themal conductivity (3.2W/cux). Its thermal expansion coeffilciet is closely
maohed to Si. nd axis a paezelecvimc m mae ia.Tesep rop aties make it an imporiant mastrial
for Si-based intepuaid ==ats. OPtoelecatinic devices and surface acoustic wave devices(4i.

'he organomealemic: precursor to AIN is prepared according to the following scheme.
which has previously been reported by Intenuante arid cowarkmn[S):

HlýH * 10H

3AIM% * 3 NN, - 3 M3NAIMO, -I I
.3 CH, MmwN -"

The compound emise as a cyclic mmencrc species in dhe solid soueaf S and has a vapor pressure
of aperioximately one torr at 700C. This relatively high vaorpese makes it a good
canduidat for use as a CVD precursor. In fact sxoiclhioaemrc rN Pthin MIlMS on Si have been
achieved with th~is precursor using a hot wall reactor at temperaitures between 600 and
900*C[61. An Auger depth profile of these films reveals a one-to-one mooa of aluminum to
nitogen and an oxygen coacentraton of less than five percent[61.

The appwams built in this study is shown schiematically in Figure I.- It consst. in sham,
of the inlet half of a hot-wall CVD reactor interfaced thriough a sampling system to a
quadrupole mis specuneiea. The precursor is contained in a hested stainless steel mbubblr.

Figmz I. Scbned of the CVD ratwor coupled to a differentially pumped teals specuomewe



been obtained which incaae the presence of a .ma -dam equilbrim in solutnon at elevated
temperanius. with a pmsive aH for the formation of the dzi fum the uiinf 7. H4ence it
would not be unreuammale so specidate that the cnacldng pawn in Filmr 21is di of a wmw.

Table 1. Possible wmss peak assagments

Mie"

47o

96 N-I- 0%-h-@ Wil - M.0

\A,
Hie

0% I,~,CN

131--E MA \ 4""I,'

-Al *-NAl $,AtN

mainainig te Ixcos at 0DO

100%

maaaian 3.e Trctesor prof of ms11C.



Decompositin of the Mcur ocs between the =Versares 200 and 270C; by 400C the
mass 115 peak complouly disappears. The mass 57 aad 131 lso tr% this raperange

HC4..ki ' 1.04,0
N If NN

011, eml,

OPP

r%. A •4 -'"%-'• Ata N NCHI

A"A £. . . ,

414.,

Jura • N~a(N•AI-~s m---.' n 67F

AU" ,Coh , H,

14141

prfie. iU plicacon of this is tha ell three spaces. muss 57, 115 sand 131, an derived
fr m te ae species in tde mus spPr n e ion sowu.m Given the above informatin it is
possible to offer Schemes I and 2 in Rpisu 4 as mechanistic speculations for the
decompositin of the precursor as a flows thrugh• te heatd P,/n tube Fi. the precursor
maly exi.st in rapid mma-dme quilibrium. ,AlmnUdve~ly. tepecro • may already helpl to
decompose at 100 1C byela.sin methan and generatin a dimerc specie as well as a species
of -- S 57, which is dw present in our, spcu This mechanismn is postuIIaW because
prvious re~sults of Interrante and coworers(6] reveal methane as a by-product of the CV
procsu, At the ti~me•• a high '- signa at low -os numbers Prevents us from

decompositon of tde dimerc species to AIN by w~ay=o m've -- duroc elimination Itris
inuerstinI that the inemeit species in this pathway have muses which correspond to
thoe observed in our spectr at vinous tmperatum. (Some proposed species may have

masses which diffe by one miss unit from those observed as a maslt of tra unsferý ocurma a electron impact. 1'vel te pets crp i t tes

muses in our: spectr may result from the dimer by =ntlatiwon of the corrsponding

*CN j Au01,I
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molecular ion in the mass spectrometer. Efforts to distinguisih these And Other possible
decoposiioapathways we cutreruly in progress.

CONCLUSION

it has been demoaSUrted that the coupling of a CVD reactor to a molecular beam
apparatus prvdsa noivel techniqu w"th which to elucidate CVD mechanisms. Current
research e=ar m Wasebn directed toward the detailed study of the tePpeuw de- dec Of
the tuimar-dimer equilibrium and the Moe of these species in the CVD process. IoocAlly
substituted analogues of the preucrsor have been prepaed to help determine the structure of the
species which give rise to the peaks observed in ouz mass spectr.

Also, the question still remains as to whether any or all of the species observed duinsn the
decomposition are a result of Purely gas phase pyrolysis or a resul of gas insctions with the
Pyrex reactor. In order to address this issue. it is planed to repeat the above exprments with
the additioni of a flow of inert carrier gas through the reacto. Provided that laminar flow
conditionis =r maintained, the inert gas will inhibit reaction of the prmcusor with the surfac of
the reacto walls.
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Synthesis and Svtrutue of a Highly Branched Polycarbosilan.
Derived from (Chloromethyl~trlchlorosllan.

Chris K. Whktnursh OWd L~onhd V. Jntwvnft*
Ownisy V wftwit Raw~w Pt.&MCN Inefuft roy~ Aw Y*k 12150

A highly branched hydudopolycarboeilan has been prepared by Grignard coupling of (chioro-
inehyltnhlooeuan, flloedby reduction with lithium alumuinu hydride. Trapping atudise show that

the initia atop8i the polymerization is a nearly quatitative formation of the Grignard compound COr
SiCH2MgCL Tis Grignard copudundergoes heed-to-tall (Si-C) coupling almoet exclusively, and due

to ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~m itpolntynmSC, alacmpiaebrnh& ~er results, which containe
the following structural units: SWWCICH-, -MiC&Cr, >i 30hlyrhesllam
undergoes aide reactions with ether, leading to incorporation Of small amounts of ethiyl aind ethoxy
functionality. During the reduction stop the ethoxy group are eliminated kildiawt

apprzimae fomulaj~iHnXU which has been characterized b H MN&MG
apprelimenate formlass I~m eýs aum of interest as a precursor to near-etoichiometric silicon carbide.

Intueduction byproducts were presumably branched poly-carbosilanee
Highly branched siicn0onaiin polymers have been but were not Investigated in any detail.

previously reported in conjunctio with studies on silicon We report herein the characterization of a novel poly-
carbide precursors. Schilling et al.1 have investigated carbosilane with a highly branched structre Due to the
several systems in which various mixtures of MesSiCI, comolex nature of this polyimer, pirecise nameing difficult.
MeSiCI, and HIC-CHUiMe)CI were treated with po- The polymer isolated from the initial Grignard coupling
tassium, resulting in the formation of complicated, reaction and its UiAIHereduced analogue will be referred
branched polysilanes. The branching imidue by re to se chloropolycarbosilane and hydridopolycarbosilane,
action of the vinyl groups with potassium, leading to for- reeiectivevoy. The theoretical saverage formulas for these
mation of SaCHSCHSit units in the polymer. BanWy has polymers, would be (SiCICHJ. and rSiHCHJL.; however.
prepare polymers composed of complicted arrangements due to their highly breanched nature and side reactions with
of fused polysilane =igeL These polymers are prprd the ether solventý the actual structures ar much mare
by treating mixtures of partially chlorinated diilanes of complicated. The hydndopolycarboealane Ws potentially
the general formula Mee..CIS4j (x 2-4) with B4 at useful a a precursor to silicon carbide ceramics. as it has
elevatedl temp eratures. KrmWr reporthed fomaio of nearly at 1:1 Si:C ratio and undergoes facile thermal
polymeric byproducts during the *r"revre Grignard' re- crowlenirin reactions5 leading to high ceramic yields
action of (chloromethyl~dichloromethylsllane employed to kzvr'imsto. Section
prepare various cyclic carbosilane nompounds. These Onra P1 SM AD menipulstlom Involvin air-emasitve

_________________________ mater"a were carried out in oven-dried glasware by 'nn

(1) Wa SchlAM. C. L.. Jr.; Warns. J. P.; WUllmm T. C. J. PohLym standard tnr-to~~ s lchnques.' Solveto were distilled
EeL Ps.. IML.115 70, 121. Wb eihmC .J.U 4. 414.4"S under nitrogen from appropriate drying agnts.' Magnesium

and 4426(cSillgC.L, Tr;Wi.'. C. PsYLym Pre. PP.. powder (No.850 mesh) wee togound by using a modifled pepper
I9K2. 1.i

(2) (a) Dimay. 3L H& Gad J. H., Hill. T. X. ftepot Piam
Ikehs6 for HIeh~MI oprnebu Q11mI.. Mat.. Sk eL ft.. 156,1. U (4) Sim I. D. V.; Drmis.., K. A. M rdn of AiI-emhv
Bossy, L. H.; G"J. H& Hilly. T. L OgaewlIM &532 5SK Coasmndabo 2ed 9L;Ww Now YarL SOL

gesey, L. It U. & 4.310*81. 4.310. 412. ad) On"061 A.& heL .I Cheni~s Compgaaon WOW. Now
(2) Knee,. W. A. J. Or#. ChewIn. St., 1601. York IV"?.

0276.7=3/91/2310-1336s02 50/0O @191 American Chemical Society
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grinder, under nitrogen, before use. Other commercially available water and residual aluminum complexes. After settling, the
reagents were used as received, unless otherwise specified. 'H, pentane solution was easily separated from the residue, dried,
"13C, and 3 Si NMR spectra were run on a Varian XL-200 spec- and passed through a 0.5-um syringe filter, and the solvent was
trometer using benzene-d4 or toluene-ds as solvents. Spectra were stripped off. under vacuum, with warming to 60 *C. A viscous,
referenced to residual protons in the solvent, as TMS often in- transparent, pale yellow oil was obtained in about 85% yield (or
terfered with sample peaks. IR spectra were taken, as neat films. 40% overall, from Cl3SiCH2CI) on the basis of the assumed
between salt plates on a Perkin-Elmer 298 spectrometer. GC "average" formula [SiH2CH2], for the hydridopolycarbosilane.
analyses were performed on a Shimadzu GC-9A gas chromato- This polymer is not pyrophoric, and appears to be reasonably
graph equipped with a Shimadzu C-R3A recorder-integrator unit. air-stable." IR (cm'): 2950 (m), 2920 (m). 2870 (m), 2140 (vs),
Unless otherwise specified, samples separated satisfactorily by 1450 (w), 1350 (m), 1250 (w), 1040 (s), 1040 (s), 930 (vs), 830 (s),
using the following parameters: 6-ft SE-30 column, 100-250 "C 760 (vs). All NMR peaks are complex multiplets or broad [ppm
at 15 eC/min, INJ and TCD at 275 0C, He at 45 cm3/min. El- (relative integral)]: 'H -0.4 to -0.05, -0.05 to +0.3 [16 (total)),
emental analyses were carried out by either Schwarzkopf Mi- 0.85-1.15 (3), 1.55-1.8 (1). 3.55-3.85, 3.85-4.1, 4.1-4.3 [13.3 (total)];
croanalytical Laboratory, Galbraith Laboratories Inc., or LECO 13CI'HI -12 to +9 (major portion), 12.5-16, 23-26; 2Si1IH1 -66 to
Corp. -53 (4 large singlets and small multiplets), -39 to -26, -14 to -8.

Preparation of Chlorolpolycarbosilane. Dry ether (1 L) and 0.0-5 (all complicated multiplets); ' Si('H coupled) -73 to -45
30 g of magnesium powder (1.25 mol) were added to a 2-L, Iseveral overlapping quartets, Js-_If about 200 Hz (other multiplets
three-neck flask equipped with a reflux condenser, mechanical became more complicated)]; 3 SiH'HI (DEPT, multiplicity = 1.5)
stirrer, and a nitrogen inlet. The reaction was started by addition -66 to -53, -14 to -8 (positive); -39 to -26 (negative). Anal. Calcd
of 5-10 mL of (chloromethyl)trichlorosilane to the flask, followed for SiH2CH2 (the theoretical 'average' formula): C, 27.27; H. 9.09:.
by intermittent heating with a heat-gun without stirring. Once Si, 63.63. Calcd for [SiH1.& Et0 .1sCH2], (the best approximation
the reaction was started. a50 C water bath was employed.$ The from NMR integration): C. 32.3; H, 9.54; Si, 58.1. Calcd for
remainder of the CI3SiCH2CI (126 mL, 1.0 mole total) was added [SiH1.1Etoo.sCH2]. (the best approximation from C and H
over about 8 h by using a syringe. After the addition was complete, analyses): C, 28.07; H, 7.36; Si, 63.9. Found: C, 28.26; H. 7.36;
a highly air-sensitive, dark brown solution, containing small Si, 48.71; Cl, 1.63; 0, 0.02.
amounts of magnesium chloride and excess magnesium was ob- Gel Permeation Chromatography (GPC) Analysis of Hy-
tamed. This solution was heated under reflux for 3-5 days, causing dridopolycarbosilane. GPC of the reduced polymer was per-
a gradual color change to brownish yellow as large amounts of formed on a Waters 600 solvent delivery system, 410 RI detector,
MgCI2 precipitated. Due to the large volume of solid which and 745 data-processinzg unit. Waters Ultrastyragel columns of
formed, addition of more ether was required to maintain a suf- 100-, 500-, and 10000-A porosity were kept at 40 *C. Helium-
ficiently fluid consistency. The ether solution of the product was sparged HPLC grade toluene at a flow rate of 0.6 mL/min was
removed by using a cannula fitted with a gas diffuser frit to used as the eluant. Molecular weights were obtained from a
prevent clogging. The resulting solution of chloropolycarbosilane 15-point calibration curve by using polystyrene standards from
was stripped of ether under vacuum with the aid of the 50 *C 200 to 470000 amu. A wide MW distribution of 300 to about
water bath. A yellow-brown, moisture-sensitive, highly viscous 50000 amu, with the majority of the polymer falling between 300
oil was obtained in 45-50% yield (based on an assumed "average" and 3000 ainu was observed. The M. (750). M. (5200). and
formula [SiCl2CH2],). IR (cm"'): 2980 (a), 2930 (m), 2900 (m), polydispersity of 6.9 reflect the broad MW distribution of this
1440 (m), 1385 (m), 1345 (m), 1290 (w), 1260 (m), 1160 (m), polymer.
1100-1030 (vs, b), 965 (a), 815-755 (vs. b). All NMR peaks are Nonaqueous Workup of Hydridopolyearbosilane. The
complex multiplets or broad [ppm (relative integral)]: 'H 0.2-1.5 crude, reduced mixture was stripped of as much ether as possible
(25), 1.9-2.3 (1.0), 3.6-4.1 (3.6); 1CI'HI 8-24 (major portion, several under vacuum with heating to 50 *C. The resulting solids were
multiplets), 29-33, 56-61; "SiI'HI -20 to -12.5; -6 to +2 (both extracted with pentane and allowed to settle, and the clear, yellow
minor), 2-10, 13-28 (both major). Anal. Calcd for [SiCICH21.: pentane solution was transferred by cannula to remove the
C, 10.63; H, 1.77; Si, 24.80; Cl, 62.80. Calcd for polymer from the lithium and aluminum salts. The solution
[SiClL7Etk1sOEt.,aCH21. (the best approximation based on NMR remained dear yellow during removal of the solvent under vacuum;
integration): C, 16.94; H, 2.09; Si, 24.7; Cl, 53.16; 0, 2.1. Calcd only a gradual increase in viscosity was observed. Finally, an
for [SiCIl.,Eto5sOEtoCH21. (the best approximation based on extremely viscous, yellowish, air-sensitive polymer was recovered
the observed elemental analyses): C. 34.7; H. 4.46; Si, 27.7; Cl, in about 85% yield. The IR spectrum of this material was
38.57; 0, 5.54. Found: C, 21.90W H, 4.14; Si, 22.30;, Cl, 37.34. identical with that from the aqueous workup, except for two

Reduction of Chloropolycarbosilane. Typically, about 0.5 additional peaks: 1930 (w), 670 (w) cm", respectively. 1H NMR
mol (56 g) of chloropolycarbosilane in 500 mL of ether was (ppm): C-H peaks -0.6 to +1.2 (broad, complex); Si-H peaks
transferred to a 1-L, three-neck flask equipped with a reflux
Condenser, magnetic stirrer and nitrogen inlet and cooled to 10
.C by using an ice/water bath. LiAIH 4, 12.3 g (0.33 mol, 30% (7) The hydridopolycarbodsme, when left exposed to air a a film
excess) suspended in 200 mL of ether was added over 30 min, via bet alt plates about 2 b, showed no sinificant changes on rerunning
cannula or syringe, with rapid stirring. The resulting light gray the IR spectrum.
suspension was refluxed overnight under nitrogen. The large (I) Peaarrch System Catalog S-7 (Silico Compounds Register and
excess of LiAIH, was employed due to uncertainty in the amount Review) 1967, 176.(9) (a) Webb, G. A., Ed. Annual Reports on NMR Spectroscopy-,
of Si-Cl in the polymer. Acedemic New York, 19M- Vol. 15, pp 235-280. (b) Harris. R. K; Manmn

Aqueous Workup of Crude Hydridopolyeaabonsnne. In- B. H.. d& NMR and the Periodic Table; Academic New York. 1971
itially, dilute HCI (about 3 W) was added dropwie to the rapidly pp 310-33,L (c) Schrsml, J.; Bellaims J. NL In Determination of OrganLc
stirred LiAIH 4/polymer slurry under nitrogen. An oil bubbler Structure by Physical Methods; Nachod, K C., Zuckerman. J. J., Randell,
allowed the byproduct gases to escape. After the reaction became K W., EdW Academic Pres. New York, 1976; Vol. 6, p 202. (d) Hania.

R. K; Kimber, B. J. J. Magn. Reson. 1975. 17,174.sluggish, the remainder of about 1 L of the acid was poured in, (10) (&) Sersteiv, R. K.; Buase, G. C.; Morril, T. C. Spectrometic
resulting in the dissolution of the lithium and aluminum salts. Identi-cation of Compounds, 4th ed.; Wiley. New York, 1961. (b) Smith,
(If large amounts of unreacted LIAIH 4 are present, this process A. L. Analysis of Silicones; John Wiley & Sons New York. 1974; pp
can be expedited by allowing the slurry to settle and transferring 248-280.
the liquid portion to another flask for hydrolysis.) The ether layer (11) Subjecting a 1:2 mixtue of Me,."HCI and MeASiC1 to Grigoard
was separated and again washed with dilute HCI, and the ether coupling conditions showed that the Gnri. rd reaent prefers to coupMlwith the Si-Cl group rather than the SiCH1Ci group. The compounds
was stripped off to yield a cloudy, yellow oil. This oil was re- MSiCHSiM, and Me iCH CH2iMe, were formed in a ratio o( 331
dissolved in pentane to drive out small amounts of emulsified confrmed by GC and '1 NMt spectroscopy. Due to the lag amount

of -SiCl, groups present. the probability for bead-bead coupling should
be even les in the chloropolycarbosllan. In addition, no Si-Si bonded

(6) The onset of the reaction a signaled by the formation of a blackish compounds were observed.
costing on the M, the addition of more than 10% of the ClSiCHICI (12) (a) Selin, T. G.; West, R. Tetrahedron 1M6 5. 97. (b) Steudel,
prior to the initiation of a self-sustaining reaction with the Mg should be W.; Gilman, H. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 19•. 82.6219. (c) Gervl. P.. Prsint,
avoided, as a violent osotherm can result E.; Laia. G.; Moulines, F. Beul. Soc. Chim. Fr. 1174, 7-.8 (2).1 54.
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3.6-3.9, 3.9-4.1. 4.1-4.3 (3 separate regions); 2.8:1 integration ratio prepared as before and allowed to reflux for I h. The solution
for the C-H vs Si-H regions. Anal Caled for SiHaCH2: C, 27.27; was reduced by addition of 30% excess LiAIH4 as a suspension
H, 9.09; Si, 63.63. Found: C, 20.88; H. 5.82; Si, 34.51; AM, 6.64. in ether and allowed to stir overnight. After aqueous/HCI workup

Preparation of Deuteriopolycarbosilane. Chloropoly- and solvent removal, about 8 mL of light yellow liquid was re-
carbosilane (5.02 g. 0.0444 mol as [SiCI2CH 2],) was reduced with covered. Distillation of this product under N2 yielded only about
1.165 g of LiAID 4 (0.0277 mol) by using a scaled-down version 0.25 mL of liquid before undergoing a rapid exothermic cross-
of the procedure employed for preparation of hydridopoly- linking reaction, with much gas evolution, to form a white foamlike
carbosilane. Reduction was followed by aqueous/HCl workup glassy solid. The fraction obtained was found by GC to be 80%
as described previously. The product was a pale yellow, viscous one component, identified by NMR as H3SiCH 2Si{H]2CH2CL The
liquid similar to hydridopolycarbosilane. IR (cm'l): 2960 (m), remaining 20% consisted of several related compounds in
2920 (m). 2870 (m), 2840 (m), 2120 (vw), 1540 (vN), 1450 (w). 1350 quantities too small to separate and characterize in detail.
(m), 1250 (m), 1035 (s), 940 (w). 890 (w), 750-850 (s, b), 675 (vs). H3SiCH2Si{H]2CH2CI: 75-85 *C; IH NMR [ppm (number of
'H NMR (ppm, all peaks relatively broad singlets): 1.7, 1.05. -0.4 protons)]: -0.4 (2) (SiCHSi), sextet; 2.46 (2) (-CH2CI), triplet;
to +0.6. 3.6 (3) (-SiH3), triplet; 3.87 (2) (-SiH2-), overlapping triplet of

Preparation of Chloro- and Hydridopolycarbosilane in triplets (nearly a quintet).
Ether-d10. Chloropolycarbosilane was prepared as previously
described but on a smaller scale, with the substitution of magnetic
stirring due to the small quantities of reactants used. CI3SiCH2CI Results and Discussion
(3 mL) was added dropwise by syringe over about 1 h to 5 g of
ether-d,0 and 1.05 g of Mg powder. Gentle heating was required Part I: Chloropolycarbosilane. Investigations of the
to initiate the reaction. When addition was complete the resulting chloropolycarbosilane by NMR spectroscopy were per-
brownish solution was refluxed for 3 days to complete the po- formed in order to identify the functional units present.
lymerization. The ether was removed under vacuum, and the In the 1H NMR spectrum (Figure 1A) a broad, complex
resulting solids were extracted with about 20 mL of dry pentane. peak is seen near 1 ppm. This peak is consistent with an
On evaporation, the chloropolycarbosilane was recovered as a assignment to the protons of methylene units between
nearly clear, viscous, moisture-sensitive liquid. If the formula many slightly different SiCI1 functionalities, which are a
[SiC12CH 21 is assumed for this polymer, a 46.7% yield was ob- result of the extensive branching of the polymer. The
tained. Hydridopolycarbosilane was prepared from this chloro- corresponding carbons for these methylene groups are
polycarbosilane by LiAIH 4 reduction followed by the aqueous believed to be the origin of the several complex peaks
workup procedure as previously described. A nearly clear, Viso" bselved tobetheen and o the several c l p
oil was obtained in 87% yield, assuming the formula (SiH2CH2 ]. observed between 8 and 25 ppm in the 'C1'H} NMR
Chloropolycarbosilane (ether-d,0 ): IR (cm'1) 2960 (m), 2930 (m), spectrum (Figure 2). Several groups of overlapping peaks
2875 (w), 2210 (i), 2095 (w), 1450 (w), 1400 (w), 1350 (m), 1265 are seen in the range 2-28 ppm in the 2

mSi NMR spectrum
(m), 1185 (m), 1110 (sh), 1075 (s), 1045 (sh), 945 (m), 795 (vN): (Figure 3). These groups are attributed to ,SiCH 2-,
'H NMR (ppm) -0.1 to +1.8 (complex multiplet); 2D NMR (ppm) >SiCICH 2-, -SiCl 2 CH 2-, and SiCI3CH 2- units in the
1.1 (asymetric singlet), 2.0,3.6 (all broad). Hydridopolycarbouilane polymer.9 Additional peaks are observed in the NMR
(ether-d1o): I] (cm*') 2950 (w), 2920 (m), 2890 (w), 2205 (m), 2140 spectra of this polymer, indicating that other functional
(vs), 1350 (m), 1250 (w), 1115 (w), 1050 (va), 940 (va), NO (vs), groups are present as well. The 1H NMR spectrum (Figure
765 (vsN; iH NMR (ppm) 0.0 (broad), 3.7, 4.1 (broad), minor peaks 1A) shows a smaller, broad peak at 3.8 ppm, which is
at 0.9, 1.35, 4.65, 4.9; 2D NMR (ppm) 0.60, 1.1 (2:3 ratio).

Reduction of Solid Residue from Chloropolycarbosilane assigned to the -OCH 2- protons of ethoxy groups. The
Preparation. The residual solids from the chloropolycarbosilane peaks due to the methyl protons for these ethoxy groups
preparation, after two ether extractions, were suspended in about would lie near I ppm and presumably are buried under
I L of dry ether. The amount of reducible material remaining the carbosilane methylene peak. 'H NMR analysis of a
in the residue was unknown, so LiAIH 4 was added until the sample of the chloropolycarbosilane prepared in ether-d,0
yellowish slurry assumed a light gray color, suggesting excess (Figure 1B) did not exhibit the peak at 3.8 ppm, and the
LiAIH 4 was present. This slurry was allowed to reflux overnight. peak near 1 ppm showed distinct changes. In addition,
The 'aqueous workup" was performed in the same manner a that 2J) NMR of the same sample (Figure 4A) exhibits the
for the soluble fraction of polymer. Vigorous foaming during the missing peaks, demonstrating that the ether was the source
initial dropwise addition of 3 M HCI to the crude product showed of these ethoxy groups The asymmetric shape of the peak
that an excess of LiAIH 4 was present. This process recovered
variable amounts of additional hydridopolycarbosilane corre- at I ppm in Figure 4A is attributed to Si-Et groups, also
sponding to 10-25% of the theoretical yield. The R and NMR introduced by the reaction with the ether solvent. This
of this product was similar to that from the soluble fractions of will be discussed in more detail later, as the ethyl groups
the chloropolycarbosilane. GPC was also quite similar;, the ma- are more easily seen in the hydridopolycarbosilane where
jority of the polymer falling between 400 and 3400 amu, with M. interference in the 'H NMR spectrum due to -CH3 portion
- 681. of the -OEt groups is no longer present. The carbons from

Trapping of Chlorocarbosilane Oligomers as Methoxy the -OCHg- of ethoxy groups presumably give rise to the
Derivatives. (Chloromethyl)trichloroailane (0.5 ool 63 mL) was peaks between 56 and 61 ppm seen in the 13C NMR
added to Mg powder as in the preparation of chloropolycarbo-
sWlane, except that the resulting brown solution was refluxed for spectrum of the chcoropolycarbosilane. The corresponding
only '/2 h before transferring, by cannula, to well-stirred cooled methyl carbon peaks would be buried under those due to
excess methanol. After the resulting white solids settled, a pale Si-CH2-Si in the polymer chain. The S NMR spectrum
yellow solution was separated. Removal of the excess methanol (Figure 3) shows smaller upfield multipleta from +2 to -6
gave a liquid/solid mixture, which was extracted with hexane and and -17.5 to -20 ppm, strongly suggestive that oxygen, in
distilled under N2. The major components were identified as addition to chlorine, is bound to silicon.9 In addition to
[MeOjsSiMe and (MeOJ3SiCH 2Si(OMeJ]CH2CI by boiling point Si-OEt, these upfield peaks could result from the presence
and/or NMR data. A yellow, oily liquid, a mixture of higher of Si-Si bonding in the polymer. Small peaks from 1.9 to
weight oligomere, accounting for about 25% of the crude mixture, 2.3 and 29 to 33 ppm in the IH and 13C NMR spectra,
remained behind. [MsOJaSiMe: 105-110 IC (lit. 103 C).s respectively, have been assigned to unreacted chloromethyl
[MeOJ3SiCH1SiIOMeWHCHCQ 150-160 SC. 'H NMR (all singlets) end groups in this polymer. The ifared spectrum of this
[ppm (number of protons)J: [MeOlJSiMe -0.28 (3) (SiCHs). 3.37
(9) (OCH3 ); (MeOJ3SiCH2Si[OMehjCH2CI 0.103 (2) (SiCHSi), polymer shows medium-intensity bands at 1385 and 1160
2.6 (2) (CH2CI), 3.42 (15) (OCHS). cm'i, which are consistent with CH2CI groups on silicon.'0

Preparation of Hydridopolyearbosilaae Oilgomers. Using The IR data (Figure 5A) also support the conclusion that
0.25 tool of CI3SiCH2CI (31.5 mL) the initial brown solution was ethoxy substitution has occurred during the preparation
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Scheme. 1. Proposed Rout.s for Formation of Products
Based on Methanol Trapping Ezperiments*

Sim,&MW

S~oaHIb 3 MMOH
OSDRAWM (M.ObSik' + HM + MgC%2

A _I2 se

W3 i0123i02 01 - [MbeOhSiC2s&[ObeJO2aa* +S HOI
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0Asterisks indicate those compounds that were actually ob-
served.

sCAI ~jsiHCo. The IR, NMR, and other experimental results indicate
that the chloropolycarbosilane consists of the following

SCH3 units" randomly assembled:

SKI SCI~_ ->SiCCH- -SiCH-

C up.5

SKMA -SICH,,
dotb- hranchIe und

CI~sicHr.. > ISiCI4MgI >SiCH2 CI
1II1'ar' end urAI wvssded Guignwd dImomthyl

*head end ties *had' and tink

SKNA In addition, chlorine (on silicon) in any of these groups can
be replaced with either -OEt or -Et.

D -J - A 'The experimental resulta suggest that the formation of
the chloropolycarbosilane proceeds in the following man-

Wap% ner. Due to the complexity of the system, the side reac-
Si~lili ~tions will be discussed separately.

Slow addition of Cl3SiCH2CI to refluxing Mg/ether was
found to initially yield a dark air-sensitive solution which,
on extended reflux, gradually produced large amounts of

SOW MgCl2 and a brownish yellow, viscous, moisture-sensitive
polymer. The initial dark solution was suspected to con-
tain the Grignard reagent, CI3SiCHMgC1, and was further

E investigated by quenching a freshly made batch with excess
methanol before significant polymerization had occurred.
On distillation, the principal compound obtained (about

Figure 1. Proton NMR spectra of polycarbosilanes: chlom 80% of the volatile.) was [MeOlaSiMe, the expected
polycarbosilane prepered in ether (A) and in other-d1* (B); by- product from reaction of CIsSiCH2MgCl with excess
dridopolycarbosilane prepared in ether (C), in other-d1* (D), a&d MeOH. Smaller amounts (about 17%) of
in ether but reduced with LiAiD4 (9). The singleta neer 7 ppm (Mo0J35iCH~i(OMeJ2(H2Q were recovered. Compounds
mr protons in C#Dg solvent. The fine structure in some samples suggestive of head to head coupling, such asis attributed to the presence of oligomera. [MeOI 3SiCHgCHgSi(OMe]3, were not observed. No

[MeOJ3SiCHCI (from unreacted C13SiCHCl) was re-
of the chloropolycarbosilane. Peaks of medium intensity covered, suggesting that the reactant was either converted
at 965 and 1160 cmI are consistent with the presence of to the Grignard reagent, or coupled with it to form Or2
SiOEt groups.10 The strong, broad bend between 1000 and SiCH2SiClCHiCl before the methanol was added. Pro-
1120 cm1l also can result from Si-OR functionality in ad- posed pathways explaining the formation of the observed
dition to the expected Si-CH2-Si carbosilane 'backbone" compounds are outlined in Scheme 1.
units of the polymer.10 The major differences, found in the These results suggest that most of the Cl3SiCH2Cl is
MR spectrum of the chloropolycarbosilane prepared in quickly converted to the corresponding Grignard reagent
other-d10 (Figure 5B) were changes in, or disappearance Some of this Grignard reagent couples with Si-Cl of un-
of certain peaks in the C-H region and the appearance of reacted Cl3SiCH2Cl to form the dimeric intermediate
new C-D peaks at 2090 and 2210 cmrl. Thes changes we compund CI5SiCHSiCIHCL The corresponding re-
consistent with the presence of deuterated -OEt and -Et duced compouind. H3SiCHSiHtCHAC was recovered from
groups in the polymer. the LiAIH4 *quench of a batch of the Cl6SiCHsMgCl that
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Figure 2. 13CIIHI NMR spectrum of chloropolycarbosilme.
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Figure 3. "SiIHI NMR spectrum of chloropolycarbosilane.

had been allowed to reflux for about 1 h (the chloromethyl extensive branching, limited only by steric effects. Due
group does not reduce as easily a SiCI). Any H3SiCH2Cl to the branching, this polymer is characterized by a rela-
or H2SiMe (from Cl3SiCH 2C! or C13SiCH 2MgCI, respec- tively large number of SiCI3 "tafl" functionalities. Only
tively) would have escaped as gases along with the hy- one "CH2" end group exists for each polymer molecule, as
dragen formed during the aqueous workup step. The all others are employed in linking the carbosilane polymer
head-to-tail self-coupling of the Grignard reagent (Cl3Si- together. If no side reactions occur, the extent of branching
CH 2MgCI) appears to be relatively sluggish, as most of it does not affect the theoretical 2:1 CI:Si ratio for this
could be trapped with methanol to give [MeOJ3SiMe. In polymer. This theoretical CI:Si ratio can be justified in
fact, the initial Grignard solution must be refluxed for a that the monomer contains three chlorine sites on each
considerable time before visible amounts of MgClji are silicon (-SiCIl) and one CH2CI group (which becomes the
formed. Grignard functionality). If all of the Grignard reagent

The trifunctional SiCl3 "tail", monofunctional couples with Si-Cl groups, there will be 2 equiv of Si-Cl
-CH 2MgC! head', and strong bias toward head-to-tail remaining regardls of the extent of branching. Branching
coupling"1 give this polymer system several interesting of this polymer can be described by the relationships: X
features. Up to three Grignard•eed-end groups can couple -T+ L+S+DandT- 2D+S+ I (whereX - total
to each SiCls site on the growing polymer. With the ad- units, T - *tail' units (ClsSiCHI-), L - "linear" units
dition of each new monomer, another SiCI, site is formed. (-SiCICH,-), S - "single-branched" units (>SiCICH2-),
Continuation of this process results in a polymer exhibiting and D - "double-branched" tuits (#SiCHr-). An example
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CIh 3 SiCH2

I I
Ch SCH2M1-SiChiCH2 -SICIC*4gCiCH2MgCI -~ i~C,, 1

SiCD2C3 I

AC6SICH2CItSjCH2 CH2

C12SICH2 42SI~

by magnesium dechlorination has not been observed, ex-
cept in the case of phenyl- or aryl-substituted silanes.12

The actual chloropolycarbosilane system is found to be
CGDG SiCD1CD3 considerably more complex, as side reactions are found to

occur. In addition to the previously described groups,
NMR and IR data indicate that both Si-OEt and Si-Et
functionaiities are present. Elemental analysis of chioro-
polycarbosilane shows both a low chlorine and high carbon

B L and hydrogen content for the expected - fSiCl CH2J." av-
erage formula. This is consistent with 111,'3 C and 2eSi

;6 2 w _ - NMR and IR results, which suggest, in addition to SiC4,
Figue 4 21 NM spctr ofpolyarbsilnespreare in there are significant amounts of Si-OEt and Si-Et func-

Ftguredo 4. D NR setr fpolycarbosilanes() n hyrdprepared ine tionalities in the chloropolycarbosilane. Precedent for the
(B). A small amount of CAD was added to the benzene solvent cleavage of ethers by halosilanes to form alkoxysilanes is
as an internal reference. well established, having been known for over 100 years.' 3

For iodosilanes the reaction is often quantitative."
A Chlorosilanes are less active, but react similarly,"5 more

over, the extended reflux employed to effect coupling of
CH the Grignard reagent would be expected to increase the

CH extent of ether cleavage.
CHS SCl4SC The formation of the Si-Et funictionality is less obvious,

it appears to originate from magnesium reacting with EtCl.
CD a product of the side reactions,lh to form ethyl magnesium

chloride, which couples with the Si-Cl functionality to
form SiEt groups. These ethyl groups were shown to or-
iginate from the diethyl ether used as solvent. When

C chioropolycarbosilane is prepared by uising Et2O-d,0 during
the Grignard coupling step, the incorporation of SiEt-d,,
(and OEt-ds) groups occurs When the polymer is reduced,

SiN the usual 'ethyl' peaks are not seen in the proton in the
proton NMR spectra. These ethyl groups can be seen in

0CC Ci the 2D NMR of the same sample, confirming the previous
SMl observation. These side reactions are outlined in eqs 2-4.

CD Si-Cl + Et2O -~ Si-OEt + Et-CI (2)

CDEt-CI + Mg/Et2O - Et-MgCl/Et2O (3)
SM ~Et-MgCI/Et 2O + Si-Cl -Si-Et + MgCI2  (4)

B It is difficult to propose an exact formula for the chlo-
ropolycarbosilane due to its complexity. Factors such as
the rate of addition of C13SiCH2CL, concentration, tem-
perature, and length of reflux may have significant effects

SO0 SOD on the degree of branching, molecular weight, and sto-
chiometry of this polymer. However, the -avera formula

-~I appears to be 1SiCI,.7OEt~,&jEt~j&CH 21L. This formula
.1 ý ; ýO il-i;10 26[D n6 represents the best agreement between 1H, 13C and "mSi

CM-1NMR and IR spectra and literature precedent. If the
Figure 5. JR spectra of polycarbosilanecs chloropolycarbosilane elemental analysis data are given priority, a consid-
prepared in ether (A) and in ether-d1 (B); hydridopolycarbouilane erably different formula, corresponding approximately to
prepared in ether (C), in ether-d,0 it), ;ad in ether but reduced I 'ilLEtJIOEt.~~J. sotie.I re oetmt

with iAID 4 (E).this formula for the chloropolycrbosilane, it was presumed
of how the highly branched structure of chioropolycarbo - _ ___________________

silane develops is given in eq 1. It is important to note (13) Friedel. C. Bee'. Dtch. Chem. Ga. 1862,5. 32'7.
that this head-tai coupling process does not cause (14) (a) Juv#, M. L, Lyiter, M. A. J. Off. Chem. 1877.42.3761. (b)
cross-linking of the branched polymer. Foir this system, Keinan, L; Puss. D. J. ft. Chum. 1867,52,4ftt

cros-likin wold equre secis wth wo eadend (16) (a) Kipping, F. S.. Murray. A. G. J. Chumt. See. 1127. 2735. (b)
cros-likingwoud reuir speieswithtwoheadend Schwaft, IL; Ku * YJ . Chem. Be,. RIM, 89, 12. (c) Kibbel. H. U.;

groups. Cross-linking by direct formation of Si-Si bonding Schott, G. Z. Aueceg. Allg. Chem. 1968. 3U.St.
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Table I. 'H, "C, and nSi NMR Chemical Shift Values siCSCx3 sCI-si
(ppm) for the Series [MeslACHJSiH,-, (x 1-01 -4)0 SO4ICi43

compd (R - MeSiCHI-) SiCH2CI

RSiH, R2SiH, RsSiH RSi
'H NMR

SiCHSi -0.40 -0.26 -0.19 -0.11
Si-Me 0.02 0.07 0.10 0.14 1 ......
Si-H 3.70 4.05 4.29 - to 5 0 -5 -s to

Pt-
13C NMR Figure 6. '3CIIHI NMR spectrum of hydridopolycarboeilane.SiCHSi -8.86 -1.25 3.39 8.58

Si-Me -0.235 0.906 1.15 1.65 oms on silicon by hydrogen. The three groups of peaks
nSi NMR at 3.7, 3.95, and 4.2 ppm closely match the values for the

Si-H -5.1 -38.7 -17.3 14.5 SiH 3, SiH2, and SiH groups, respectively, in the series of
Si-Me 1.81 1.13 0.66 -0.54 compounds [MeaSiCH2 ].SiH4 ,_ (x - 1-3)1'0 (Table I).

that the C, H, and Cl ana!yses were reasonably accurate. It is difficult to verify by proton NMR spectroscopy that
The silicon analysis was not employed for this estimation all the Si-OEt functionalities in the chloropolycarbosilane

are eliminated during reduction, as the resonances in theas it was found to be very low for all of the compounds 'H NMR spectrum due to Si-H and Si-OCH 2- tend to

studied. The formula obtained from elemental analysis overlapeitrfe due to the Si-H tend wa
is considered to be less reliable in that it suggests a large overlap. The interference dute to uSi-H protons was
amount of Si-Si bonding, which in not supported by lit- liminated by performing the reduction using L"4. The
erature precedent.' 2 It also assumes that the C, H, and 'H NMR spectrum of the resulting deuteriopolycarbosilane
Cl analyses of the carbosilane are accurate, which is not (Figure 1E) shows no peaks in the 3-5 ppm region, indi-
justified by prior observations on analogous systems.'6  cating that reduction of the Si-OEt functionality in the

The molecular weight of the chloropolycarbosilane was polymer is complete. The peaks near 0.2 and 1.0 ppm, for
not determined by GPC, as even traces of water in the the CH2 and CH3 of Si-Et, respectively, and the peak for
solvent required would cause cross-linking, seriously af- residual CH 2CI were not affected. The infrared spectrum
fecting the results. The MW of this polymer can be in- of the deuteriopolycarbosilane (Figure 5E) is similar to that
directly estimated from the GPC of the hydridopoly- for the corresponding hydrido polymer except for those
carbosilane, which is not highly moisture-sensitive. This peaks due to Si-H groups. The Si-H stretching peak
value was found to be about 15.4 units (vide infra), cor- normally found at 2130 cm-1 mo-'s-d to 1540; the Si-H
responding to a molecular weight of about 1700 amu, if the bending bands at 940 and 820 moved to 675 and below 600"average" repeat unit, 1SiCIl. 7OEk 15Eto.13CH 2J, for the cm' , respectively.
chloropolycarbosilane is accurate. The peaks seen in the proton NMR spectrum of the

Part II: Hydridopolyearbosilane (from Aqueous hydridopolycarbosilane at 0.15 and 1.0 ppm were suspected
Workup). The IR spectrum of the hydridopolycarbosilane to be due to ethyl groups from ether solvent being incor-
(Figure 5C) is consistent with the proposed highly porated into the polymer during the Grignard coupling
branched structure: [SiHCH2]. (where x = 0-3). Strong procedure. Proton NMR analysis of a sample of the
peaks at 2140,930,830, and 760 cm'1 confirm the presence chloropolycarbosilane prepared in ether-djo and then re-
of SiH, SiH2, and SiH 3 groups.' 0 The disappearance of the duced with LiAIH4 (Figure ID) showed that these peaks
peaks at 1160 and 960 cm"' and the narrowing of the band nearly disappeared.'s ýD NMR analysis of this same
near 1060 cm'" are consistent with the reduction of Si-OR polymer sample (Figure 4B) shows these ethyl peaks as
groups to Si-H. The absence of the characteristic peak the only deuterated functionality present. The infrared
for SiCH 2CH2Si between 1120 and 1180 cm-' indicates that spectrum of this polymer (Figure 5D) showed distinct
little or no head-to-head coupling has occurred.10  changes in the C-H stretching region that were consistent

The 'H NMR spectrum of the hydridopolycarbosilane with the proton NMR results. The Et-ds-substituted
(Figure IC) consists of complex multiplets and broad polymer shows new peaks at 2205 and 2070 cm*' (due to
peaks, as expected on the basis of its highly branched the C-D functionality) with corresponding decreases in the
structure. The two groups of peaks centered at -0.2 and C-H peaks at 2950 and 2860 cm-'. Some of the weaker
0.15 ppm are attributed to the various SiCH2Si environ- peaks in the C-H bending region near 1400 cm-' disap-
ments and the SiCH1- (of the Si-Et) functionality.'1' 7  peared, presumably shifting to lower frequency, where they
Any Si-Me functionality in the polymer from reduced are obscured by the strong Si-CH 2-Si deformation or Si-H

CH 2CI end groups would also appear in this region. The bands.
peak near I ppm is consistent with the -CHs" protons of The data from the 13C NMR spectrum of the reduced
ethyl groups on silicon. Residual chloromethyl function- polymer (Figure 6) are consistent with mignments from

alities not reduced by LiAIH 4 treatment appear as a peak the 'H spectra, Due to the numerous Si-CHg-Si envi-
of 1.65 ppm. This peak underwent a small upfield shift ronments, the major feature is a broad, complicated
when the polymer was reduced, as would be expected for multiplet extending from -12 to +8 ppm. These NMR
the replacement of the electron-withdrawing chlorine at- chemical shift values are comparable to those for the"model" compounds given in Table I. A small group of

peaks at 25 ppm is attributed to residual SiCHCI finc-
(16) (a) Beaqu. L; Pilot, L P.; Bhot, ht; Dunogule, J. Macromoie. tionality not completely reduced by the LiAIH4. A second

cules 1M5, 21. 30. Patal, S., Rappoport. Z., Ed.. The Chemistry of small group of peaks, near 13 ppm is assigned to the -
Orgpahc Si/wo Compoundr, Wil. New York. 19W, Chapter & (W) Wu. CH5 carbon of ethyl groups on silion. The CH2 carbon
H. J.; lnteurnte, L V. Chem. Mater. t155.1, 564.

(17) (a) Frts, G.; Maw J.; Hornunag, A. Z. Awng. Alfg. Ch@m. 1n,.
4, 11. (M) Flts, G.; 6W, N. Z. Anwg. AUg. Cht. 157I, MU. 171. (c)
FeIts. G.; Grabs, J.; Kummer, D. Adu. Inorg. Chs.. Radiochem. 19W 7. (18) Slight changm in the SiH region ofthis NMR spectrum an most
346. (d) Frits, G.; BuhI, H. J.; Kummeu, D. Z. Anog. Afig. Chem. IM4, likeydue to differecm in the dipes of branching compeaed with other
327, 166. (o) Intermnte, L V.; Whbtkush C. K., submitted for publi- Its rather than any seahange reaction, a no peeks w soen in the
cation in J. Orwnomet. Ch~e. Si-H reon in the ID NMR spectrum.
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of the Si-Et groups are presumably buried under the Si- vs polystyrene.
CH2-Si multiplet. Peaks observed near 60 ppm in the 1C or Si-O-Si bonding. The presence of residual Si-Cl groups
NMR spectrum of the chloropolycarbosilane (assigned to in the reduced polymer is unlikely, due to the reduction
the -OCH 2- carbons of SiOEt groups) are not seen in the and aqueous workup procedure. Indeed, analysis of the
reduced polymer, again suggesting that the ethoxy groups hydridopolycarbosilane found only 1.63% chlorine, which
are eliminated during reduction. appears to exist as residual chloromethyl groups seen in

The decoupled 2i DEPT NMR spectrum (multiplicity the proton NMR of the polymer. From the M, of this
of 1.5) of the hydridopolycarbosilane (Figure 7A) shows polymer and approximate repeat unit weight, the chloro-
that the groups of peaks between -8 and -14 ppm and methyl end groups would result in about 2.6% chlorine
several resolved singlets ranging from -3 to -66 ppm have content. The analysis of 1.63% seems reasonable, as
odd numbers of hydrogens, whereas those between -26 and partial reduction of these groups is achieved. The presence
-39 have an even number. This is consistent with as- of oxygen-containing groups, such as Si-OEt or Si-O-Si,
signments as >SiHCH 2-, SiH3CH 2-, and -SiHCH2- in this polymer is rendered unlikely by the results of ox-
polymer functionalities, respectively, using information ygen analyses, which indicated only about 0.2% oxygen.19

from the NMR spectra of the model compounds 1" (Table In addition, proton and deuterium NMR studies indicated
I). The complexity of these NMR spectra reflects the complete reduction of the SLOE& functionality. This is
branched structure of the polymer. The 3"SiCH 2- unite consistent with previous observations that alkoxy groups
do not appear on this NMR spectrum, as only silicons on silicon, even when surrounded by bulky groups, as in
bearing hydrogens respond under these conditions. The the case of [1-naphthylj 3Si-OEt, are converted to the
coupled Si NMR spectrum (Figure 7B) shows several corresponding silanes by LiAIH 4 in high yield.30 Alkyl-
clearly discernible, overlapping quartets with typical Si-H substituted alkoxysilanes react similarly.21 It is difficult
coupling constants of about 200 Hz. The coupled TMSi to detect any Si-O-Si in the polymer by "Si NMR spec-
NMR spectrum gives little information about the other troscopy as peaks due to SiH interfere. In addition, the
Si-H functionalities becamuse the peeks are o complicated. strong Si-CH2-Si deformation band obscures the Si-O4-Si

The molecular weight distribution by GPC of the hy- region in the IR spectrum of this polymer.
dridopolycarbosilane (Figure 8) shows a very broad MW There is little evidence to suggest Si-Si bonding in the
distribution, with moat of the polymer falling between 450 hydridopolycarbosilane. There is no precedent for mag-
and 3000 amu, but tailing off up to 50000 amu to give a nesium-induced Si-Si bond formation, except for phenyl-
large polydispersity value of 6.95. Tlh M. for this polymer (or aryl-) substituted chlorosilanes.12 Previous we. a by
is 745, corresponding to about 15.4 repeat units as othersa showed that CIsSi-SiCI3 gave silane gas on re-
SiH^to.CH2, the approximate formula suggested by duction with excess LiAIH. This sugsts that if any Si-Si
NMR and MR spectroscopy. The actual MW distribution bonding is present in the chloropolycarbosilane, it could
could be considerably different from this, as this polymer also undergo reduction to Si-H. The high solubility of the
is not very similar to the polystyrene standards employed. reduced polymer in pentane suggests that either Si-Si

NMR integration values show the actual 'average' bonding does not form, or that it is eliminated during
formula for the reduced polymer to be approximately reduction, since formation of Si-Si bonding during the
[SiH"IEt01 8 CHJ., about one ethyl group for every seven coupling reaction would lead to cross-linking. The pres-
repeat units. As with the chloropolycarbosilane, the ele-
mental analyses disagree; suggesting a formula closor to (19) Oxygen analysis for t und was perfued by LCO
1SiHLEt0.CHJ- Due to the problems in obtaining good valse ranged bvam 0.01 to 0.02% frthree trills.
elemental analyses on preceramic compounds,.6 this dis- (20) GOibsn, JL; Braean, C. G. J. Am. Cham. Soc. 161, 73, 4640.
agpesnmnt is not surprising. Low hydrogen content for this (21) gmeal&^4 H. J.; Stayths. L L J. Chem S. 1ML OW.

(2)(aOutowuhi KLL; Shsk4l L 0. J. Cheat PhYm. IM, n. 9M3.type of polymer could also result from sveral causes, such (Mb) A. 3.; oad AC. Jr.,; Wlkhe* &. O . ; Sch•ossiP , H. 1. J.as Si-Cl, Si-Et, or Si-OEt substitution, in addition to Si-Si An Chem. Soc. 147. 6. 25,2
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ence of Si-Si bonding in the hydridopolycarbosilane is coating on exposure to air. The IR spectrum of this
difficult to confirm by OSi NMR spectroscopy, as the Si-Si polymer is similar to that from the aqueous workup, except
regions overlap with Si-H regions. for two additional peaks at 1930 and 670 cm"1. These

The formation of Si-Si bonding in the reduced polymer peaks, in addition to elemental analysis showing 6.64%
(with loss of hydrogen) after isolation, but prior to the aluminum, suggest that residual Al-Hi functionality is
sample analysis, could account for the low hydrogen con- present.2' LiA1H4 itself is insoluble in the pentane used
tent by elementh. analysis. Samples of the reduced to extract the polymer from the residue and therefore not
polymer have been observed to gradually increase in via- likely to be a contaminant. Furthermore, the polymer had
cosity, eventually becoming rubbery and insoluble, and a transparent yellow color with no sign of suspended
develop pressure when stored in sealed containers exposed solid.2
to light. This is consistent with cross-linking through Si-Si The 1H NMR spectrum of this polymer contains a
bond formation and hydrogen loss. broad, complex peak between -0.6 and +1.5 ppm, on which

The ethyl groups, as expected, are not affected by the is superimposed a narrower peak between 0.8 and 1.1 ppm.
reduction and remain in the hydridopolycarbosilane. The Si-H peaks are similar to those of the polymer derived
Residual Grignard end groups in the chloropolycarbosilane, from the aqueous workup, appearing at 3.6-3.9, 3.9-4.1,
if any, would be converted to a magnesium aluminum and 4.1-4.3 ppm. Their integration ratio with respect to
hydride complex during the reduction.3 Subsequent the Si-CH2Si protons is considerably below the approxi-
aqueous acid workup would result in the corresponding mately 1:1 ratio seen for the polymer derived from the
hydrocarbon end group, as shown in reactions 5 and 6. aqueous workup. Difficulty in separating byproducts of
>SiCH 2MgCl + LiAIH4/Et2O - LiH 4 reductions of polymeric halosilanes by nonaqueous

)SiCH 2MgAIH 4 + LiCl (5) methods has been previously observed.Ib"

HCI/H2O Acknowledgment. We thank Dr. Todd Trout and Dr.
>SiCH 2MgAIH 4  Corrina Czekaj for helpful discussions and assistance
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queous workup are tacky, yellow solids which, unlike those
prepared by aqueous workup, rapidly develop a whitish

(24) These peaks an observed when the IR spectrum of LiALH4 was
run in NujoL

(23) Gaylord, N. G. Reduction With Complex Metal Hydrides; In- (25) The possibility of a colloidal suspension of the LiA in the
teracience: New York, 1956; p 70. polymer cannot be excluded.
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STHEISZU AND PYROLYSIS CDEMISTRY 0 POLIHRIC IIECURSORS TO SiC AND

L.V. INTERRANTE, C.K. WHITNARSH, T.K. TROUT, W.R. SCHMMDT,
Department of Chemistry
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute,
Troy, NY 12180-3590.

ABSTRACT

A commercial vinylic polysilane has been used to obtain both SiC
and Si3N4 by pyrolysis in N2 and N3H,3 respectively. The polymer-to-

ceramic conversion process was studied by GC, TGA/DTA, elemental
analyses, FTIR. solid state NtKR (OH, C and Si). XRD. BET surface
area measurements, and analysis of the gaseous decomposition products,
providing a detailed picture of the cross-linkinS process and the
evolution of the ceramic products.

In pursuit of alternative precursors to SiC and S13N4- a novel

branched polycarbosilane of the approximate composition [SiH2x Etx C2]

(where x - 0.15) was obtained by the Crignard coupling of
chloromethyltrichlorosilano folloved by reduction vith LIAIH 4 ; cleavage

of diethylether by the chlorosilano was identified as the source of the
ethyl groups in the final hydridopolycarbosilane. This polycaybosilane
yields partially crystalline SiC ceramic on pyrolysis to 1000 C in 2.

Aznnaling of this product at 1400.1600 °C results in further
crystallization of P-SiC. Preliminary studies of the polymer-to-ceramic
conversion process in N12 by CPC, TGA, FTIR and NMR methods indicate that

cross-linking occurs by H12 elimination and Si-Si bond formation and that

the 1000 eC product has a such lover proportion of free carbon than the
corresponding ceramic derived from the vinylic polysilane.

1. INTRODUCTION

A vide range of organosilicon polymers have been studied over the
last 15 years as potential precursors to SiC Ill. Several of these
systems have found commercial use as sources of SiC fibers and as
ceramic binders. A commn feature of these precursors is that they
generally contain a higher proportion of carbon to silicon than is
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demanded by the 1:1 stoichiomstry of SIC, requiring the elimination of
the excess organic functionality during pyrolysis and thereby lowering
the potential char yield of SIC. Morsoever, the pyrolytic conversion of
such precursors to SiC is rarely accomplished cleanly, which loads to.
the incorporation of substantial quantities of excess carbon in the
ceramic product. It has recently been shown that some of these same
organosilicon polymers can be used as sources of Si 3N4 by carrying out

the pyrolytic conversion in NH 3 (2].

Most of the available precursors are obtained as highly crosslinked
polymers of uncertain and often variable structure and composition.
which causes difficulties in controlling physical properties that are
appropriate for processing as well as for maintaining a uniform and
consistent ceramic composition and microstructure. Furthermore,
pyrolytic conversions in an inert atmosphere or in ammonia were followed
by complete analysis of the intermediate and final products in only a
few cases (3]. A detailed understanding of the relevant chemical
processes involved in either case is still lacking.

Work in our laboratory has been directed towards three main goals:
(1) the elucidation of the polymer-to-ceramic conversion process for
selected organosilicon polymers in sufficient detail to enable the
intelligent selection of both precursors and functionalities appropriate
to particular processing objectives; (2) the synthesis and
characterization of new precursors to SiC and S13N4 ; (3) the application

of polymeric precursors to the preparation of ceramic nanocomposites and
ultrastructures containing two or more components (e.g., SIC and lN).

In this paper we will summarize the key results of our
investigation of the polymer-to-ceramic conversion process for a
commercial vinylic polysilane and then describe the synthesis of a now
polycarbosilane and the preliminary results of the study of its
pyrolysis in N2 .

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. STUDIES OF THE PRECURSOR TO CERAMIC CONVERSION OF VINYLIC
POLYSILANE.

Our initial efforts to characterize the conversion process for
polymeric organosilanes have focused on a detailed study of a vinylic
polysLlane (VPS) [Union Carbide, Y-12044) [4). Based on our solution
and solid state lNk studies of VPS, an approximate composition.
[ [(SIMs3 )J0. 3 2 [ Si(C-CH 2 )NOJ 0 . 3 5 [Si(H)Ke1]0 .1 8 [SLe 2 ]10. 0 7 [CH2 SiKeJ0.08]n

was derived for the sample that we obtained from Union Carbide. This
polymer has been widely employed as a precursor to silicon carbide
(ld-e, 4] and has been used recently as the matrix source in SIC/SIC
ceramic composites (5]. VPS is obtained by sodium-inducod coupling of a
mixture of chlorowethyl-. chloroamthylhydrido- and chloromethylvinyl-
silanes (4) and is known to give a carbon-rich silicon carbide ceramic
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f on pyrolysis (4b,6]. Prelimipary studies of the thermosetting process
9 known to occur at around 225 C have been carried out by Lee and Hench
f (7) while Boven and coworkers monitored the increasing crystralinity of
0 the resulting ceramic with increasing temperature from 1000 C to 2100

* C (61. Solid solutions and composites of SIC and SL 34 with AlN or BN

have been prepared by copyrolysis of VPS vith organoaluminum amLdes (Sal
or a polymeric precursor to boron nitride (8b).

We have carried out studies on the pyrolysis of VPS under both N12

(9] and NH 3 [2d.10] with TGA/DTA. and have examined the intermediate and

final solid products by elemental analyses, FMR, solid state 111R (H,
C and "SL), and XRD, as well as the gaseous products by gasd chromatography, mass spectrometry and fMR. The main chemicaldifferences between the conversion of VPS under N 2 and NH.3 begin to

appear only above ca. 250 eC, where substantial changes in the nature of
a the solid products are seen by solid state NMR, Ii and other methods.

The detected gaseous decomposition products appear to be basically the
same for the two atmospheres, consisting of trimethysilane and lesser
amounts of hydrocarbons and other methylsilanes. Koreover, the general
shape of the TGA curves for the pyrolysis in N12 and 1113 are quite

similar (Figure 1), although pyrolysis in NHl3 causes larger weight

losses from 50-150 °C and 300-600 *C, which results in a 150 lower char
yield than in N12. The ceramic products obtained at 1000 °C are

d
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c Figure 1. TGA curves for VPS heated in N 2 and NMH3 at a rate of 5 °C/min.
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substantially different, consisting of C-rich, partially crystallLauW
P-SiC in the case of N2 and essentially pure, partially crystallid

a-Si 3N4 when NH 3 is used. In both cases the polymer undergoes extensive

crosslinking between ca. 100 and 250 °C, resulting in the formation of A•
translucent glassy solid. The chemistry occuring in this temperature
regime appears to be essentially independent of the atmosphere and to
consist of both direct vinyl coupling (presumably radical initiated) a"
hydrosilation, with a greater proportion of direct vinyl coupling
relative to hadrosilation. This conclusion was reached on the basis of
solid state C and 1H NR measurements utilizing the CRAMPS technique,
and FMIR, where a plot of the ratio of the vinyl C-H to the SLi-
stretching frequency intensities vs temperature shows a sharp drop in
the same temperature region as the observed solidification of the
polymer (120-200 0C).

On heating above 300 C in N 2 the yellowish glassy solid vas

transformed into a black solid by 600 *C, resulting in a major traction
of the overall 35-40 % weight loss observed by TGA to 1000 C. As
suggested by the results of the IR, NtR studies and the gas product
analysis, the chemistry occurring in this region appears to be quite
complex, involving extensive homolytic bond cleavage and, presumably,
radical chain reactions. Both the IR and N4R data suggest tat
extensive methylene insertion into the Si-Si bonds occurs above 300 C,1
adding substantially to the small amount of Si-C142 -Si units initiall;

present in the polymer. A similar reaction has been proposed in the
case of tne conversion of poly(dimethylsilanes) to YajLmals
polycarbosilane [111. The major gaseous product (ca. 90t of thi.totat
amount) in the region of maximal weight loss (300-750 C) is
trimethylsilane, suggesting that extensive chain scission, presumably by
homolytic Si-Si bond cleavage, occurs during decomposition of the
polymer. Significant amounts of C1 to C4 hydrocarbons and Ke.SiH4 ., (a

- 1 - 4) were also observed among the gaseous products, indicating that
rearrangement of H and alkyl groups on Si probably occurs as well as
radical cleavage and coupling reactions.

The IR and NMt spectra of the solids isolated at various
temperatures during the decomposition show the gradual conversion of the
polymer to a preceramic SiC. Thus the IR and H CRAMPS spectra confim
the decreasing concentration of hydrogen with increasing pyrolysis
temperature. The 1

3C hNlR demonstrate the coalescence of the various
SLxiCy units to a single peak representing the SiC4 units in SiC and thW

xy *
development, above 400 C, of a separate peak at lower field due tt
excess carbon. 1  

-> 
12C cross, polarization NMi experiments indicatq

that even after heating to 1000 C, a significant hydrogen concentratiom
remains in the ceramic. which may serve to complete bonding saturatsiq

around carbon and Si centers. Preliminary ESR studies of the 1000 rd
sample suggests that there is also a significant concentration of free
radicals which are probably associated with incompletely bonded C or 34
sites. Elemental analysis indicates that the H concentration is ca. 0.5
% and that there is a 17 % excess carbon than in stoichiometric SiC6  .

As was observed previously (61, further heating to 1600-1900 C
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required to fully crystallize the SiC. An XRD pattern consistent vith
that of partially crystalline p-SiC was obtained for the 1000 C N2

pyrolysis product of VPS. Further crystallization occurred after
annealling this powder to 1600 SC.

The main differences in cheailtry that occur during pyrolysis in
NH3 start to appear above 250 C. The graph of the elemental

compositions of the solids isolated after pyrolysis in NH 3 for 10 h at

the indicated temperature (Figure 2), shows that nitrogen begin8 to
appear in significant amounts in the solids at 400 C, and by 650 C it
has virtually replaced the carbon that was present in the original
polymer. The 1000 0C product was found to contain only 1.8 0 carbon;
after annealing this solid at 1600 C under 1N2 the analysis corresponds

reasonably well to stoichiometric Si 3 N4 . Both the IR and NHR spectra

64

56
EMN

46

S32

124

0
VPS 250 400 650 1000 160

Figure 2. Elemental Analyses for solids isolated during pyrolysis of
VPS in NH3 to 1000 C and annealed in 1N2 at 1600 °C. Lines indicate

theoretical levels of Si and 1 in stoichiometric Si 3 N4 .

( 13C and 29Si) show corresponding changes in this region that are
consistent with the introduction of NH x groups and loss of C-H

functionality. The solid state 1 3C HAS INR spectrum of the 400 °C
sample shows a broad peak centered near 5 ppm, whereas the spectra
obtained Jor the 650 and 1000 0C samples show no peaks above background.

In the Sei SM spectra. very broad resonances are observed for the 250
and 400 °C samples. guggesting a large number of different Si
environments. By 650 C these peaks have coalesced into a single,
relatively sharp peak near -45 ppm, indicative of a SiB 4 environment

analogous to that in the amorphous and crystalline forms of SL3 N4 [12).
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The 1000 °C product is already parstially crystalline by TU/SAD and has
an effective surface area of 250 m /go based on BET measurments with N2

adsorption. This solid crystallizes to high purity o-SL3N4 on heoting

above 1400 C with a considerable (90o) reduction in the surface area
[2d].

The detailed nature of the Zhe=ical reactions occuring in the
presence of NH3 in the 250-650 °C region remains to be fully determined;

however, our TGA and gas analysis results suggest that one of the roles
of NH13 is to facilitate the elimination of silanes and hydrocarbons,

possibly by acting as an efficient source of hydrogen and a radical
trap. The introduction of N presumably occurs by nuclooph£iic atrack of
NHx species on Si, allowing elimination of the C-containing substituants

as simple hydrocarbons.

2.2. SYNTHESIS OF NEW POLYCARBOSILANE PRECURSORS

Our efforts to synthesize now SIC polymer precursors have focused
on the preparation of polycarbosilane polymers by two main reaction
pathways: (1) ring opening polymerization (ROP) of disilacyclobutanes,
and (2) Grignard coupling of chlorocarbosLlanas. In the former case,
1,3-dimethyl- and 1.3-tetramethyl-1,3-disilacyclobutano were converted
to high molecular weight polycarbosilanes by ROP with the aid of a
platinum catalyst [13]. As was previously known [141, the fully
methylated polycarbosilane gave a negligible char yield on pyrolysis in
N2 ; however, the (SLHo(H)CH 2 1n polymer derived from the dimethyldisila-

cyclobutano gave a low yield of amorphous SIC on pyrolysis to 1000 9C,
which could be increased by icroasing the molecular weight of the
polymer or by holding at 400 C to allow cross-linking by hydrogen
elimination and Si-Si bond formation (13).

The second approach to polycarbosLlane precursors to SiC has
involved the preparation of a highly branched polymer of the approximate
composition *S/H 2 CH2" by Grignard coupling of chloromethyltrichloro-

silane (CI 3SiCH2 C1] followed by reduction with LIA1M4 [15].

Hg, Et 20 1] LiA1H4/Et 20 (1)

CI 3 SLCH2Cl 0 l- SLC12 CH 21n" P 8 [SiH2C112]n

reflux. 5d 21 H20/HCl

This process was followed in detail by trapping intermediates with
methanol, Isolating low molecular weight reduced products, and by
carrying out selected model reactions with monofunctional chlorosilanes.
Reactions employing LLAID and Dw0-other wre also performed in order to

characterize the various functional groups on Si which were introduced
during the Grignard coupling reaction and the subsequent reduction. The
key features of the coupling reaction are an almost exclusive occurance
of ohead-to-tailO coupling (i.e., C to Si) and extensive branching at Si
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due to the trifuctional nature of the Si "tailm. The result is a
complex arrangement of -$iCH 2- , -SiCH 2 - and wSiCH2 - units, along with

Cl 3Si- and -CH 2 Cl end groups. Due to the propensity for "head-to-tail"

coupling and the 1:1 ratio of C to Si atoms, there is little or no
crosslinking; thus, the polymers are viscous oils which are largely
soluble in hydrocarbon sblvents.

A further level of complexity is introduced by the chlorosilane-
induced cleavage of the diethylether solvent during the course of the
Grignard coupling reaction. This reaction is carried out under ether
reflux for several days to build up the molecular weight of the polymer.
Under these conditions the following ether-cleavage reaction occurs
[16], leading to the substitution of -OEt groups onto the Si-Cl sites
and the formation of EtCl.

-SiCl + Et 2 0 - SiOEt + EtCi (2)

In the presence of Mg this EtCl forms a Grignard reagent which also
reacts with the Si-Cl groups.

EtCl + Mg/Et 2 o EtrgCl/Et 2 0 (3)

EtMgCl/Ett2 0 + wSiCl - -SLEt + MgCl 2 + Et 2 0 (4)

Conclusive evidence for these reactions has been obtained from
ZD-NMR measurements carried out on the product isolated from the
Grignard reaction conducted in D1 0 -ether. Based on NMR integrations,

the level of -0Et and -Et introduction into the initial chloropolycarbo-
silane was estimated to be on the order of one Et and one OEt group per
13.3 SiCl sites, resulting in the following average composition for this
polymer, (SiCl1. 7 Ete. 1 5 OEt 0 . 1 5 CH 2 1.

Fortunately, after reduction with LiAlH4  the -OEt groups are

efficiently reduced along with the remaining Si-Cl functionalities,
leading to a somewhat less complicated and apparently oxygen-free
hydridopolycarbosilane with the average formula, [SiH 1 . 8 5Eto.1 5 CH2].

Again, isotopic labeling alon1 with a full characterization of the
polycarbosilane product by H, H.C. and 9Si SLNl (including Si DEFT) and
IR spectroscopy were used to assign the average formula and to
characterize the various structural units in the polymer. The
assignment of the broad peaks in the HMR spectra of this polycarbosilane
was. aided by the synthesis of a series of =model compounds" of the type,
[Me3 SLCH2 ]xSH4.x (x - 1 - 4), which simulated the local environment

around Si in the polymer (17].
The molecular weight distribution of a sample of this
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polycarbosilane was determined by gel permeation chromatography using
polystyrene standards. A very broad MW distribution was found, with
most of the polymer failing between 450 and 3000 am, but tailing off
gradually to 80,000 amu to give a large polydispersity value of 6.95.
The M for this polymer was 745, corresponding to about 15.4 repeat

units as SiH1. 8 5Et 0 . 1 CH2.

At the intermediate 'chloropolycarbosIlan** stage the polymer is
readily susceptible to structural modification through the reaction of
the Si-Cl groups with Crignard or lithium reagents. A preliminary
attempt to add vinyl groups at this stale led to the preparation of a 10
%-substituted vinylic hydridopolycarbosilane after reduction which was
fount to undergo facile crosslinking via Pt-catalyzed hydrosilation at
150 C.

2.3. CROSSLINKING AND PYROLYSIS OF THE -SiH2CH2 N POLYMER

The SLH2 CH2 polymer was obtained from these reactions as a pale

yellow, reasonably air-stable oil which gradually solidified on standing
over several months with the generation of a gas (later identified as
H2 ). This solidification process is accelerated by heating the neat

polymer and proceeds rapidly above about 150-200 °C (the rate of
solidification appears to depend markedly on the molecular weight of the
polymer, increasing with increasing molecular weight). Based on GPC,
NMR and IR analysis of the polymer during solidification, a crosslinking
reaction involving elimination of H2 from Si-H and Si-Si bond formation

was evidenced.
Further heating to 1000 C resulted in the formation of a black

solid which was poorly crystalline by XRD. Annealing at 1600 C gave
9-SiC as the only crystalline product. Efforts to obtain an accurate
elemental analysis are still in progress. However, as is indicated by
the comparison of the 13 jNMR spectra (Figure 3) and the TGAs in air
(Figure 4) of the 1000 C pyrolysis products obtained from the above
polycarbosilane and the Union Carbide vinylic polysilane, the
polycarbosilane-derived product appears to have much less free carbon.
Moreover, as is suggested by the IR spectra in Figure 5 obtained for the
1000 °C powder before and after reaction with oxygen for an extended
period at 1200 °C, the proportion of Si-O groups in the ceramic
initially obtained from the pyrolysis must be very low indeed. The
overall ceramic yield observed for this polycarbosilane was found to
depend greatly on the heating rate used in the TGA experiment, as well
as the degree of polymerization of the polymer. Char yields from 58 to
76 t were observed for the "high molecular weight" products at a heating
rate of 10 °C/min. Holding at temperatures from ca. 80 to 200 °C to
effect crosslirking resulted in improved char yields, with overall
weight losses from initial polymer to SiC -ceramic of less than 20%.
This is close to the theoretical yield of 83%, assuming the polymer
formula [SJim1.SSEto.5CH 2]n and "SiC" as the product.
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1000 6C VPS

1000 °C -[SIH2CH 2 J]'

3.. 20. 1;0. .10
(ppm)

Figure 3. Solid state C WT spectra of ceramic products derived from

VPS and -[SiM2 CH2 ]"n at 1000 C in N2.
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Figure 4. TGA (Ltj air) of ceramic products darived from VPS and
ISO 2 CH 2J1m at 1000 C in 2

Figure S. IR spectra of ceramic prepared from "S1iH 2 QI2 1J- at 1000'
before and after oxidation in afr at 12000C.
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Based on these observations it is clear that this polymer shows
considerable promise for use as a SiC precursor. A variety of potential
applicationm in the area of ceramic composites and nanostructures are
currently under investigation. In addition, our efforts to fully
characterize the pyrolysis process and the SiC product are continuing
along with further work on the synthesis and structural modification of
the polymer.
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Abstract

The mono-. bis-. tris-, and tetrakis(trimethylsilylmethyl)silanes. (Me 3SiCH 2 ),SiH4-, (x -1-4). have
been prepared for use as "models" of the various Si-centered functional units in a complex, highly
branched polycarbosilane polymer of the approximate composition. "(SiH2CH 2 ),,". These compounds
have been characterized by GC. 1R. 'H. C. 29Si NMR. MS. and elemental analysis. The IR and NMR
data for this series of compounds show distinct trends on increasing substitution, which are related to the
structural differences within the series.

Introduction

We are currently investigating the structure of highly branched carbosilane
polymers with extensive Si-H substitution as potential precursors to SiC ceramics
[1]. Although there is considerable information available on NMR spectral assign-
ments for siloxanes, polysilanes, and alkyl/aryl silanes [2). relatively little data
exists on carbosilanes with one or more Si-H groups. Due to the highly branched
nature of the polymers we have obtained [11, the 'H. "3C, and 29Si NMR spectra
consist of broad and/or highly complex groups of peaks. In order to more fully
understand both the structure and the polymerization process for this system, it is
desirable to confirm unambigously the NMR assignments. For this purpose, we
have prepared a series of compounds of the general formula: (Me 3SiCH2 ),SiH4 _-
(where x = 1-4) for use as "models" for the various functional units present in the
polycarbosilane. In the course of the preparation of these compounds certain
modifications in existing synthetic methodology were employed that may have
general utility in organosilicon chemistry.

MeSiCH 2 SiH 3 , was previously isolated by Fritz, et al. [3-6), and more recently
has been investigated as a CVD precursor for silicon carbide films [7]. Daniels et al.
[81 employed MC3SiCH 2 Br and HSiCI 3 to prepare the dichloro derivative,
Me 3SiCHISiHCI 2. Sommer et al. [9] have prepared Me 3SiCH 2 SiC!3 by substituting
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SiCI 4 for HSiCI1 . Neither of these compounds were reduced to MeSiCH.SiHl•. The
second compound of the series. (Me 1 SiCH,),SiH,. does not appear to have been
previously prepared, although the derivatives. (MeSiCH,).SiHCI [8] and
(MeSiCH,),SiCI. [9]. and several related compounds have been reported [3-6].
One of these compounds. MeSiCHSiHSiHMe.. is sufficiently similar that the
relevant 'H NMR assignments are comparable [3]. The remaining compounds of the
series. (Me 1SiCHI)I4SiH and (Me.,SiCH,) 4 Si. have been previously reported in
conjunction with studies on the properties of silicon compounds bearing bulky
substituents [8-10).

The three previously known compounds of this series were prepared 30-40 years
ago, before the advent of modern spectroscopic methods, and in general. they have
not been re-investigated. For most of these compounds. IR, MS. and 'H NMR data
do not exist: in addition, there have been no 13C or Z9Si NMR studies. The
availability of the complete series now permits a detailed analysis of the effect of
structural variations on the NMR and IR spectra.

Experimental section

Solvents were distilled from appropriate drying agents [111 immediately before
use whenever air, or moisture-sensitive, materials were involved. Air-sensitive
materials were manipulated using oven dried glassware and standard inert atmo-
sphere techniques [12]. Reagents were typically > 97% pure. and were used as
received unless otherwise specified. Boiling points are uncorrected. Infrared spectra
were taken as films between NaCl plates on a Perkin-Elmer 298 spectrometer using
medium slit and 12 min. scan time. Gas chromatograms were run on a Shimadzu
GC9-A equipped with a CR3-A recorder-integrator unit. Unless otherwise specified.
components separated satisfactorily using the following parameters: column. SE-30
X 6Ft: INJ. TCD. 300°C. oven, 100-250°C @ 15 0 C/min; carrier gas. He q 45
cc/min. NMR spectra were obtained on a Varian XL-200 using C6 D6 as solvent.
The sample concentration was approximately 20%. 'H and 1

3 C NMR spectra were
referenced to residual protons in the solvent, as TMS tended to interfere with the
Me-Si peaks in the samples. 29Si NMR spectra were referenced by running a sample
of TMS and setting the peak to 0 ppm immediately prior to running the actual
sample. Any slight drifting of this setting is relatively insignificant compared to the
-2 Si peak widths. Gated decoupling was employed except when coupled 29Si spectra
were desired. The mass spectrum of Me 3SiCH 2 SiH 3 was studied using a Hiden
Analytical Ltd. model HAL 201 mass spectrometer (El, 77 eV) with a modified
sample introduction system due to its volatility. In the case of El - MS only the
major and/or molecular ion peaks are listed. Mass spectra of the other compounds
were obtained using a Hewlett-Packard 5987A GC/MS system in the direct
insertion mode under CI conditions (isobutane or methane at 70 eV). Elemental
i alyses were performed by either Schwarzkopf Microanalytical Laboratory or

Galbraith laboratories.

Preparation of Me.sSiCHMgCl
Me 3SiCH 2 MgCI was prepared essentially as in reference 8, by the reaction of

Me 3SiCH2CI with #50 mesh Mg powder in ether under nitrogen.



Preparation of mono-, bts-. and tris(trimeth "v~sidvtmeth~.vjsianes
The compounds MeSiCH,SiH,. (MeSiCII, ),SiH,. and (MeSiCH, I SiH w~ere

prepared by slowly adding an ether solution of 0.437 mole of MeSiCH.MgCl
(based on the amount of MeSiCHCl used) to a stirred solution containing 15 g
(0.111 mol) of trichlorosilane in 100 mL of ether. and allowing it to boil under
reflux overnight [13J* . The resulting solution was found by GC to contain a mixture
of the di-. and tni-substituted compounds. as well as a large amount of unreacted
Grignard reagent. Addition of excess trichiorosilane (25 mL) and further refluxing.
produced a mixture of MeSiCH,SiHCI... (MeSiCH,).SiHC1. and (MeSiCH.V,-
SiH. in approximately equal quantities by GC. The crude mixture was separated
from MgCI. by cannula transfer, then stripped of solvent and excess H-SiCl - The
resulting mixture was redissolved in ether and reduced with 1.4 g (0.037 mole SOCY
excess) LiAIH4 suspended in ether. After workup with approximately 4 MV HCI
(about 750 mL). the ether layer was separated and the most of the solvent removed
under vacuum. MeSiCH,SiH, was distilled from this mixture under nitrogen at
ambient pressure. (Me 3SiCH, ),SiH., and (Me3SiCH2 ),SiH were isolated by vacuum
distillation. MeSiCH , SiH ,; purity: 98.4% (by GC). b.p. 8l-84oC Ca, I ATM. (Lit.
90-91- C [7])., MIS (El. 77 eV); 118 [ M] . 117. 103. 73 [MeSi']. 59, 45 [CHSiH, - .
43 (MeSi. or CH2 SiH'j. Elemental analysis [1414: Found: C. 40.76: H., 11.66.
C4 H,4 Si, calc.: C. 40.68; H. 11.86%. JR (cm-1): 2950s. 2895m. 2140vs, 1410w.
1350w, 1250s, 1O45vs. 965w, sh. 940vs. 840vs. 785m. 755m. 695m, 67 5m.
(MeSiCH,),SiH. purity: 94.6% (by GC). B.p. 40-46 * C C& 0.5 mmHg. MIS (DIP.
Cl. (isobutane)] 204 [M 1, 202 [ M - 2], 188 [ M - 161. Elemental analysis: Found: C.
47.02, HI 11.83. C, H, 4 Si3 calc.: C.47.06; H. 11.77%. IR (cm-'): 2950s. 2895m.
2120s. 1415w. 1350w. 1245s, 1040s. 995w, 955s, 880m,sh. 835vs. 765s. 690m. 660m.
(Me.,SiCH,),SiH; purity: 91.3% (by GC). b.p. 78-84*C C& 0.5 mmHg. (Lit.
110-12*C C& 10 mmHg). MIS [DIP. C1. (isobutane)]: 290 fMJ. 274 [M - 16].
Elemental analysis: Found: C. 48.36; H. 11.53. C, 2 H 3 4 Si4 calc.: C. 49.65; H.
11.72%. JR (cm-'): 2950vs. 2895m. 2090m. 1405w, 1350w. 1245vs. 1O40vs. 995w.
955vw, 860sh. 830vs. 770vs, 685m. 660m.

Preparation of tris(trimeth 'vlsdvlmeth 'l)sdane [(Me 1,SiCH.) -SiH] using CuCN catallyst
HSiCI 3 (0.25 mole) was added. dropwise, to I mole of MeSiCH2MgCI in 500

mL of ether with rapid stirring and cool water bath. After the addition was
complete. the mixture was allowed to reflux for 2 days during which much MgCI,
precipitated. The crude product was separated from the MgCI. and found by GC to
consist of a 2:1 ratio of (Me,SiCH2,)SiHCI and (Me 3SiCH,) 3 SiH. respectively.
and unreacted Grignard reagent. Addition of Me3SiCH.MgCI (0.25 mol). and
refluxing for I day, resulted in a 1: 1 product ratio (by GC). CuCN catalyst [15] (0.3
g) was added, the color changed from pale yellow to black in a few minutes. and
reflux was continued overnight. GC of the crude product showed almost quantita-
tive conversion to (Me3SiCH 2 )3SiH. Subsequent aqueous workup (as previously
described) and vacuum distillation, gave the desired product (MeCH2 ),SiH. in 65%
yield (91.3% purity by GC). JR and 'H NMR spectra of this compound matched
those of (Me.,SiCH 2 )3 SiH produced without use of CuCN.

Reference number with asterisk indicates a note in the list of references.
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Preparation of tris[trimethvlssiivlmeihyl/bromosilane [(Me ,SiCH .,SiBr]
Preparation of (Me.SiCH,),SiBr. involved a variation on the procedure used by

Daniels and Post [8]. A 100 mL single-neck flask with nitrogen inlet was charged
with 0.16 mole (Me.SiCH,) SiH and 50 mL of dry benzene. The temperature was
maintained at approximately 10°C with a cool water bath. Bromine (0.18 mole. 1.1
eq.) was added. dropwise. over about 2 h, with stirring. The bromine was im-
mediately decolorized until approximately 90% had been added. An oil bubbler
allowed the by-product. HBr, to escape. After stirring overnight at 20'C. the
contents were purged with nitrogen to drive out HBr. excess Br_. and most of the
benzene. The product. (Me 3SiCH4) 3SiBr. was isolated in 73.2% yield (93.2% pure by
GC) by vacuum distillation. B.p. 89-94° C @ 0.5 mmHg (Lit. 110°C @ 1.8 mmHg
[8]). IR (cm- 1) 2950s. 2895m, 1400w, 1350w, 1245vs, 1060vs. 1000w, 835vs. 775vs.
690m, 665w.

Conversion of (Me.,SiCH,),SiBr to (Me_3SiCH,)4Si
A 500 mL 3-neck flask fitted with reflux condenser and nitrogen atmosphere was

charged with 31.9 g of (Me 3SiCH2 )3SiBr (0.086 mole), 0.25 mole of Me 3SiCH,MgCI
in 300 mL of ether. and 0.3 g of CuCN as catalyst. After 4 days reflux, the -'aqueous
workup" was performed as described above. The crude product was a mixture of
tetrakis(trimethylsilylmethyl)silane [(Me 3SiCH,) 4 Si] and tris(trimethylsilylmethyl)
silanol [from hydrolysis of unreacted (Me 3 SiCH 2 )3SiBr], in an approximately 2:1
ratio, respectively (by GC). Repeated vacuum distillation failed to give complete
separation. A 60/37% mixture (by GC) of (Me.SiCH 2 )4Si and (Me 3SiCH 2 )3SiOH
was treated with excess LiAIH 4 and subjected to aqueous workup. Resulting in a
mixture of (Me 3SiCH 2 )3SiH and (Me 3SiCH 2 )4Si. This mixture was separable by
vacuum distillation, giving the desired compound (Me 3SiCH 2 )4 Si in 94.7% purity
(by GC). B.p. 96-97°C @ 0.5 mmHg. MS (CI methane DIP): M. M - 14, M - 86.
M - 174, Me 3Si (73). Elemental analysis: Found: C. 47.90. H. 11.30. C1 6H,.Si5
calc.: C. 51.06; H. 11.70%. IR (cm -): 2950s, 2895m, 1405w. 1350w. 1250s. 1055s.
990w. 835vs, 780s. 690m. 670w.

Results and discussion

Syntheses
The purpose of this study was to more fully characterize the series of compounds

represented by the general formula [Me3SiCH 2 ISiH4 _, (x = 1-4). particularly
with respect to their NMR and IR spectra. Although large quantities were not
needed, samples of each member of the series were required. It was found that a
modification to the procedure of Daniels and Post [81 produces the first three
compounds of the series in one preparation (eq. 1).

Me 3SiCHK2 M$CHSiCI3 Et 20. Reflux

(Me 3SiCH 2 )2SiHCI + (Me 3SiCH 2 )3SiH + excess Me 3SiCH 2 MgCI exCess HSiCI•

HSiCI3 + Me 3SiCH 2SiH 3 + (Me 3SiCH 2 )2SiHCI + (Me 3SiCH 2 )3SiH
I) Vac.( - HSiCI.3 Et 20)
2) Et2O. LiAIH 4  Me 3SiCH 2SiH 3 + (Me 3 SiCH 2 ) 2 SiH 2

3) HCI. H20

+ (Me 3SiCH 2 )3SiH (1)



After the initial reflux. the crude mixture contained approximately equal quanti-
ties of the di- and tri-substituted compounds due to the rather sluggish formation of
(MeSiCHI),SiH. Addition of excess tmichlorosilane to the reaction mixture at this
stage not only formed the desired mono-substituted compound. but served to
eliminate any remaining Gngnard reagent prior to the LiAIH 4 reduction. Unreacted
tnichlorosilane was stripped off before th( reduction of the crude products to avoid
the formation of pyrophonic silane gas. Due to large boiling point differences, the
components were easily separated after the final workup.

Using an alternative approach. (Me , SiCH, )SiH was prepared in high yield by
the use of CuCN [15] as catalyst, as shown in eq. 2.

1 ) Et 2O. excess Me 3 SiCI 2M9CI (M.eSiCH, )MSH (2)HSiC'3 2•Cu,,N. Reflu,
3) H20/HCI

In this case, the CuCN was not added until the HSiCI1 had already been
partially reacted, as the initial substitution is highly vigorous and exothermic. Even
with only a single extraction (to isolate the crude products from MgCI.) before
CuCN addition, yields of 65% were achieved. These results were comparable to
those obtained by employing the more active lithium reagent Me3SiCHLi (71%).
and much better than the uncatalysed Grignard reaction (18.6%) 181.

The exact nature of the catalytic effect is not completely understood, but CuCN
has been reported to greatly increase the yield of reactions involving bulky Grignard
reagents with chlorosilanes 115]. The use of Si-H-containing chlorosilanes as sub-
strates for this catalytic process does not appear to have been previously reported.
Our results suggest that the scope of the CuCN-catalysed reactions can be extended
to include sterically hindered, Si-H bearing compounds.

The compound (MeSiCH,) 3SiH was found to be a convenient intermediate in
the preparation of (Me 3SiCH,) 4 Si. The procedure is outlined in equations 3 and 4.

(MeSiCH,) 1 SiH + 1.1 eq. Br2 TC, --(Me 3SiCH,),SiBr + HBr (3)

I) E120. reflux.cat. CuCN ,(MSCH)i
[MeSiCH,] 3 SiBr + excess Me 3SiCH 2 MgCI 2) H2o (Me3 SiCH,),Si

+ MgCI, (4)

The bromination of (Me 1 SiCH 2 )3SiH. in CC!4 followed by aqueous ammonium
hydroxide workup, has been previously reported [8]. however yields of only about
20% were obtained. Presumably, a large portion of the product was hvdrolysed. It
was found in this study that using benzene as solvent and omitting the aqueous
workup enabled, after purification, a yield of 73.2% to be achieved. Difficulties were
encountered with the final substitution step as, despite the use of excess Grignard
reagent. CuCN and an extended reflux period. the reaction did not go to comple-
tion. Subsequent aqueous workup formed (MeSiCH,),SiOH from the unreacted
(MeSiCH,) 3 SiBr. Direct separation of this mixture by distillation was not success-
ful, however, after treatment of the crude mixture with LiAIH 4 the silanol was
quantitatively converted to (MeSiCH,).,SiH. The boiling points of the resulting
mixture were now sufficiently different to give good separation of the desired
compound: (MeSiCH,) 4 Si.
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Characterization and properties
The senes of compounds. (Me3SiCH,),SiH 4 _, (where x = 1-4). are clear. w ater%

liquids. Even the first member of the series. MeSiCH_,SiH 3 . is sufficiently stable to
be briefly handled in air without any evidence of decomposition or fuming [14].

The only compound of this senes for which infrared spectral data has been
previously reported is tris(trimethylsilylmethvl)silane [8]. The IR spectra for this
series of compounds are found to be quite similar, as they are dominated by the
MeSiCH,-based bands. The most notable change is a decrease in the relative
intensity of the Si-H stretch vs C-H stretch as the number of Me 3SiCH,- groups
increases from I to 3. due to the considerable change in the ratio of Si-H to C-H
for the series. This increased substitution is also associated with a shift of the Si-H
.sretch from 2140 to 2090 cm-'. The SiH strecthing and bending modes observed
for this series of compounds are very similar to published IR data for the series
PhSiH4 _, (where x = 1-3) [16c].

Prior NMR studies of these compounds are rather limited. No 13C or 29Si spectra
have been reported and 'H NMR data are incomplete, although related silicon
compounds have been investigated [3-6]. The proton NMR spectrum of the
compound Me 3SiCHSiH 3 has been previously reported by others, however, there
are disagreements regarding the chemical shift values. The SiHl group has been
assigned values of 4.47 [4]. 4.15 [7] and 3.53 [3) ppm. None of the values agreed well
with our result of 3.7 ppm obtained using a ca 20% solution in C6 D6 . Differences in
the chemical shifts for the methyl and methylene protons were also significant. A
solvent or concentration effect was suspected as multiplicities and coupling con-
stants were in agreement. Attempts to confirm concentration effects were made by
increasing the portion of Me 3SiCH 2 SiH 3 in C6 D6 from ca 3 to 254%. The results
showed only minor changes in the chemical shifts [(SiCH 2Si) -0.44 to -0.40.
(SiMe3 ) -0.12 to -0.005, (SiH 3 ) 3.72 to 3.69, respectively]. The magnitude of the
concentration effect appears to be too small to to explain the wide variation in
chemical shifts reported for the SiH 3 group. In addition, minimal differences in
chemical shift data for the compound H2C(SiH 3 )2 (neat vs CCI4 ) and for the
compound (MeSiCH 2 )3SiH (C6 D6 vs CCI4 ) (Table 1) suggest that solvent effects
are not very important.

The proton NMR spectrum of (Me 3SiCH 2)2 SiH 2 has not been reported- how-
ever. the compound. Me 3SiCH 2SiH 2CH 2SiHMe 2, isolated in small amounts from
the pyrolysis products of trimethylsilane, gave very similar chemical shifts [4].
Published 'H NMR chemical shifts for (Me 3SiCH 2 )3SiH [10] agree with our results
within 0.1 ppm for all peaks, but the coupling constants were not given. No prior
NMR data for (Me 3SiCH 2 )4 Si has been reported.

The NMR chemical shift and coupling constant data for these compounds are
collected in Table I and 2. respectively. Examination of the NMR data (Table 1)
shows that the central silicon, the Si-H, and the methylene groups (both carbons
and hydrogens) in the series of compounds, [Me 3SiCH 2JSiH4 _., all have signifi-
cant, progressive, downfield shifts corresponding to the number of Me 3SiCH,-
groups. The chemical shifts in the 29Si NMR spectra of the series
(Me 3SiCH 2 ),SiH4,_ are comparable to those of the corresponding methyl series
f2a-dj Me, SiH 4 _, (which lack the steric crowding of the Me 3Si- functionalities).
The silicon chemical shifts in these compounds move progressively downfield as
Si-H is replaced with Me 3SiCH, (or Me). presumably due to the higher electro-



Table I

IH. 'C. and .'Si NMR chemical shift values for the series (Me 1SiCH,),SiH,_ (.v = 1-4) and some
related compounds I

Compoundiref. I H 13C 29Si

SiCH.Si Si-Me Si-H SiCHSi Si-Me Si-H Sa-Me

Me 1S,CHSiH,
This study -0.40 0.02 3.70 -8.86 -0.235 -65 1 1.81
3 (CCI4 ) h 4.47 h

4 (CCI4 ') h 0.09 353 h h h

7(C5 D6 ) -0.05 0.15 4.15 A h A

H,ClSiH.),
7 (neat, - 20*C) -0.10 • 3.69 -21.03 A h A

6 (CCI4 . 20%) -0.08 A 3.63 h A h A

HSi(CH2SiH aI ]h2
6 (CCI4 . 20%) -0.03 3.65 - 69.04'

(Mc 3SiCH,),SiH,
This study -0.26 0.076 4.05 -1.25 0.906 -38.7 1.13

Me3SiCH 2 Si H,CH ,SiHMe,
4 (CCI ?) -0.17 0.09 3.88 A A A

H1Si(CH 2 SiH3)h
6 (CCI ,. 20%) -0.03 3.95 - 30.44 A

(Me3SiCH 2 )3SiH
This study -0.19 0.10 4.29 3.39 1.15 -17.3 0.66
10 (CCI4 ) -0.10 0.02 4.20 " A 1 A

(Me 3 SiCH 2 )4Sh

This study -0.11 0.14 8.58 1.65 14.5 -0.54

For this study. NMR spectra were run in benzene-d6 (ca 20%). expected peak multiplicities and
integration values were seen in all cases. Conditions for spectra of compounds done by others are given
when known. Nuclei of interest when not obvious are indicated in italics. h Not applicable, or not
reported in reference. ' Si chemical shifts for H2 Si(CH 2SiH 3 )2 are from ref. 2a. presumably run in a
deuterated solvent.

negativity of carbon vs hydrogen. The nearly identical values observed for the two
series of compounds, suggest that neither steric factors, not the Me 3Si- functionali-
ties, are very important in determining the 29Si chemical shifts for these compounds.
Chemical shifts for the -SiMe 3 groups. which are more remote from the central
silicon, show only moderate downfield shifts for 'H, and 13C. and slight upfield
shifts for 29Si.

Coupling constants obtained from the 'H, "3C, and 2 9Si NMR of these, and some
related compounds are collected in Table 2. The new values obtained appear to be
consistent with the published values for the related compounds. The sequential
replacement of Si-H by Me 3SiCH 2- groups causes definite trends in the coupling
constants of this series of compounds. The 'J(SiH) value decreases from 194.7 to
181.1 Hz as the number of Me3SiCH 2 - groups increases from I to 3. The coupling
constants for the trimethylsilyl groups ['J(CH) and 'J(SiC)] show only small
decreases in value progressing from Me 3SiCH 2SiH 3 to (Me3SiCH 2 )4 Si. This is
consistent with the chemical shift data for these groups (Table 1) that show
relatively small, but systematic, changes with increasing substitution of MeSiCH 2-
on Si, suggesting that the trimethylsilyl groups are only slightly affected by steric
crowding. The VJ(CH) coupling constants for the methylene units show a more
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Table 2

Coupling constants for the senes. IMc 3SiCH 2],SiH4 _, (x = 1-4) and some related compounds"

Compound/ref. 'J(SiH) 'J(H)C) 'J(HzC) 'J(H3CSo) 'J(HCS,) 2J(HCSi) 1/(HCSiH)

Me3SiCH 2SiH 3
This study 194.7 118.5 113.5 51.25 42.75 9.7 4.6
3 I.h b 6 b 4.4

4 h , b 4.5

7 hb b 4.3

HC,(SiH,),
2c 195.4 h 118.6 b 43.94 6 4.7

H2 Si(CH 2 SiH 3 )2
2c (SiH 3) 199.0 " S (H1SaCH 2 ) 4.5
(SiH,) 196.5 ' S , (H 2SiCH,) 4.2

(MeSiCH2)2SiH2

This study 187.7 117.6 112.5 50.80 43.35 8.9 4.4
(Me 3SiCH 2 )3SiH

This study 181.1 117.0 105.0 50.75 43.95 8.6 3.8

(Me 3SiCH 2 )4Si
This study 117.0 108 50.60 43.30 8.0 -

Coupling constants were obtained from the appropriate NMR spectra as follows; 
3
J(HSiCH). 'H;

lJ("C), 13C; 'J(CSi). 13C({); 'J(HISi). and 2f(HCSi). 29
Si. ' Not applicable, or not reported in onginal

reference.

pronounced dependence, decreasing from 113.5 to 105.0 Hz as the number of
Me 3SiCH 2 groups increases from I to 3. The corresponding 'J(SiC) couplings
undergo a slight increase from 42.75 to 43.95 Hz. The compound (Me 3SiCH2 )4Si
shows slightly anomalous behavior, with values of 'J(CH) of 108 and IJ(SiC) of
43.30 Hz respectively. Values for the 2J(HCSi) coupling ranged from 9.7 to 8.0 Hz
as the number of Me 3SiCH 2- groups increased from I to 4. Typical values for this
coupling range from about 6 to 9 Hz [2c]. The values for the 3J(HSiCH) couplings of
the series of compounds, (Me 3 SiCH 2),SiH4 _,- decreased from 4.6 to 3.8 Hz on
increasing substitution. These values are found to be consistent with literature data
for related systems.

Existing mass spectral data [5,101 (El) and results from this study (El and CI)
suggests that for this series of compounds the parent molecular ion becomes less
stable as the number of MeSiCH 2- groups increases. One possible explanation may
be that the additional crowding resulting from the increase in the number of
Me 3SiCH 2- groups facilitates fragmentation of the molecule. Alternatively, the
larger molecules may absorb energy more efficiently in the mass spectrometer.
Significant peaks at mle M - 86, M - 87 are seen in most cases (CI), suggesting
the loss of Me 2Si(CH 2-) 2 ', or Me3SiCH 2-+. For (Me 3SiCH 2 )2SiH 2. a fragment at
mle M - 2 is observed, consistent with facile loss of the SiH 2 hydrogens. Com-
pounds with several Si-H bonds have been found to give complex groups of peaks
in the mass spectra by this mechanism [5].
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ABSTRACT

SiC/AlN solid solutions and nanocomposites were prepared both by

pyrolysis of single-component polymeric precursors derived from the

reaction of cyclotrisilazanes with triethylaluminum and by copyrolysis of

mixed organosilicon and organoaluminum precursors. The evolution of the

final crystalline ceramic phases from the preceramic products of these

pyrolyses was studied by XRD, TEM/EDS, and solid state 27Al and 13C magic

angle spinning NMR spectroscopy, providing a detailed picture of the

precursor-to-ceramic conversion process. The results of these studies are

discussed in the context of the SiC/AlN phase diagram and the chemistry

occuring during the conversion process.

INTRODUCTION

The SiC/AlN system has been the subject of much interest and

investigation over at least the past 10 years (1-11]. This interest is due
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in part to the opportunity presented through solid solution formation to

modify the properties of the component ceramic phases in particular ways:

for example, the band gap, the thermal conductivity, thermal expansion, the

hardness, the fracture toughness and the creep rate can be varied in a

controlled manner (1-61. But perhaps even more noteworthy is the prospect

of effecting specific desired changes in the microstructure of the

resultant ceramic product relative to that of the component ceramics. In

particular, SiC occurs as various polytypes (3C, 2H, 4H, 6H, etc.) and

undergoes phase transformations between these polytypes that can lead to

exaggerated grain growth on temperature cycling. This is believed to be

one of the reasons for the precipitous losses in strength that have been

observed for polymer precursor-derived SiC fibers above 1400 0 C [8). Unlike

SiC, AIN has only one stable phase, which is isostructural and closely

lattice matched to the wurtzite (hexagonal 2H) form of SiC. The addition

of as little as 1-10 % AIN in hot-pressed SiC samples is reported to reduce

grain size and improve microstructural uniformity [1-5]. Alloying AIN with

SiC appears to stabilize the 2H structure which then resists structural

transformation at high temperatures.

Ruh and Zangvil have published a tentative phase diagram for the

SiC/AlN system that suggests the existence of a wurtzite-type 2H solid

solution over a wide range of temperatures and compositions [71. At

temperatures above ca. 21000 C, a single 2H solid solution phase exists from

about 23 % AlN to 100 % AIN. At temperatures less than ca. 1950 0 C and

compositions from ca. 10 to 90 wit AIN, 2H is the stable form; however, a

miscibility gap exists, such that SiC- and AlN-rich 2H phases were

observed.

The use of organometallic precursors to prepare SIC/AlN solid
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solutions has received relatively little attention. A patent has claimed

the production of such solid solutions by pyrolysis of a mixture of a

polycarbosilane and a poly(N-alkylaminoalane) under an inert atmosphere;

however, a detailed characterization of the products of these reactions was

not reported nor was the precursor-to-ceramic conversion process studied

k9). Paine and coworkers have evidenced, by X-ray powder diffraction and

infrared spectroscopy, the formation of partially crystalline 2H SiC/AIN on

pyrolysis of trimethylsilyl-substituted aluminum amide and imide in vacuo

at 9300C (10].

The use of such organometallic precursor routes in the preparation and

processing of these ceramic phases offers several potential advantages,

including the prospect for: 1) improved control over composition, phase

distribution and homogeneity; 2) lower processing temperatures; 3)

finer-grained materials; and 4) the generation of useful final forms

through solution or melt processing. In the particular case of SiC/AIN

solid solutions, the high melting or infusible characteristics of these

materials, along with the attendant low solid state diffusivities, render

the production of the solid solution phases extremely difficult by the

usual powder processing methods. Moreover, processing these solid

solutions into continuous fiber, coatings, or ceramic matrices would

clearly be problematic if not impossible.

In the context of our general interest in the design, synthesis and

pyrolysis of organometallic precursors to specific phases and

nanocrystalline composites in the Si-C-Al-O-N system, we have pursued the

use of both single-component precursors and mixed organosilicon/

organoaluminum systems to prepare SiC/AlN solid solutions. Our initial

work employing both a vinylic polysilane (VPS) and
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methylhydridopolycarbosilane (MPCS) as SiC sources, in copyrolysis with

organoaluminum amides, yielded both 2H solid solutions and 3C-SiC/2H-AIN

composites, depending on the AlN source employed [11].

We report here the results of both further copyrolysis experiments

with diethylaluminum amide [Et2 AlNH 2 3, employing a new polycarbosilane as

the SiC source, and our pyrolysis studies of single-component precursors

derived from the interaction of cyclotrisilazanes and triethylaluminum.

Preliminary results from the latter study were recently reported at the

2nd International Ceramic Science and Technology Congress (12].

The SiC precursor source that was employed in the present studies was

a new polycarbosilane of the approximate composition, [SiH 1A5Et0.15CH 21,

prepared by Grignard coupling of chloromethyltriL.:Losilane [131. Our

studies of this precursor indicate a near-quantitative conversion to

apparently stoichiometric SiC on confined pyrolysis in N2 to 1000 0 C [14].

It has a highly branched structure with Si(C)H3 , Si(C) 2 H2 , Si(C) 3 H, and

Si(C) 4 microenvironments, and undergoes rapid crosslinking on heating to

150-250 0 C (or slowly at room temperature) to form a glassy, insoluble

solid. It is unusual in that it gives SiC with little or no free carbon on

pyrolysis; this precursor was used in the present study to provide better

compositional control of the final solid solution product.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

General

All precursor handling and preparation was done in a N 2-filled

glovebox or with Schlenk techniques. The procedures used for precursor
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synthesis, handling, and characterization follow standard practice in

organometallic chemistry (15] and have been described in detail in our

earlier publications (11].

Transmission electron microscopy samples of finely ground ceramic

materials were prepared by dropping a suspension of the powder in hexane

onto carbon-coated nylon grids and blotting away excess solvent. X-Ray

diffraction measurements were made between 20-10-80°@. TGA experiments

were carried out in flowing, prepurified N2 or NH3 with a typical heating

0 M6rate of 10 C/minm . A special Lexan glove box was designed and built to

house the TGA equipment so as to allow the handling of the air-sensitive

precursors under an inert atmosphere. Annealing of 1000 0 C pyrolyzed

ceramics was performed from 1600-18000 C in N2 for 2h at the -desired

temperature in a two-chamber H2 -protected, molybdenum wound tube furnace.

Solid state 13C and 27Al NMR studies were performed at the Colorado

State University Regional NHR Center. High-speed HAS NMR spectroscopy was

carried out at 14.0 T on a Bruker AM-600 spectrometer using a high-speed

MAS probe built in-house and tuned to 156.38 MHz [16-18]. Samples were

spun in 4.5 mm O.D. cylindrical Vespel rotors at a speed of 12-14 kHz.

Single pulse excitation using a 90 degree (2.3 ps) solids pulse was

employed (19,201. A 1.Os recycle delay was used in all cases. 1K data

blocks (512-10,000 scans) were acquired using a 100 kHz spectral width and

then zero filled to 4kB before Fourier Transformation using 50 Hz line

broadening. 27 chemical shifts were referenced to aqueous iM Al(NO3 ) 3

(0.0 ppm). 13C HAS NMR were acquired on a modified NT-lO0 spectrometer

using cylindical Kel-F rotors [18) and an HAS probe built in-house and

tuned to 25.27 MHz. Single pulse excitation using a 45 degree (2.5 Ass)

pulse was employed along with high power proton decoupling during data
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acquisition. ikB data blocks (30,000-40,000 transients) were acquired

using a 12 KHz spectral width and a 5.Os recycle delay. The resulting data

were zero filled to 4kB and Fourier Transformed with 100 Hz line

broadening. Carbon chemical shifts were referenced to liquid

tetramethylsilane (TMS) whose chemical shift was taken to be 0.0 ppm.

Precursors

Diethylaluminum amide, [Et2 ANH2]3, was used as the precursor to AlN

and prepared from the reaction of triethylaluminum with NH3 as reported

previously, except that dry hexane was used as the solvent [21]. The

polycarbosilane, [SiH1.8 Et 1CH 1n (HPCS), was obtained from the reaction

of CI3 SiCH2Cl with Mg in diethylether (13]. The small amount of Et

substitution arises from ether cleavage by the chlorosilane under extended

reflux.

The single-component precursors to SiC/AlN were prepared under N2 by

direct reaction of either 1,3,5-trimethyl-l,3,5-trivinylcyclotrisilazane

(TMTVTS) or 1,1',3,3',5,5'-hexamethylcyclotrisilazane (HMTS) with

triethylaluminum [12]. Reactions were performed using Si/Al molar ratios

of 9, 3, and 1. Following the exothermic evolution of ethane, clear,

water-like (SI/Al-9) or viscous (Si/Al-3,1) liquids were obtained. Heating

these liauid products at 200-300 0 C produced viscous melts which solidified

to yellowish glasses on cooling. Fibers could be drawn from these melts

and converted to ceramic fibers by heating them rapidly to 1000-1400 0 C in

N2 or NH In this manner, short lengths of a black ceramic fiber (10-100

Mm in diameter) were obtained from hand-drawn precursor fiber heated in N2.
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Preparation of Precursor Mixtures

A homogeneous liquid cntaining a 2.1:1 molar (1:1 by weight) ratio of

HPCS/[Et 2AlNH2 ] 3 was prepared by thoroughly mixing the respective liquid

precursors in a N2 -filled glove box. This mixture was proportioned for

copyrolysis, hot-drop and TGA experiments.

Pyrolysis of Precursors

Copyrolysis of Mixture (Procedure A)

A ca. 10 g portion of the precursor mixture was transferred to a

molybdenum boat and then loaded into a fused silica tube, equipped with

roto-flow valves, in a glovebox. The fused silica tube was inserted into a

programmable tube furnace and connected to gas inlet and outlet lines

without exposure of the tube contents to the atmosphere. Initial pyrolysis

was conducted in an NH3 atmosphere, using a commercial purifier to remove

residual 02 and H20 vapor from the anhydrous NH3 source. The furnace

temperature was increased, while flowing NH3 through the furnace (0.2-0.4

scfh), from 250 C to 200 0 C in lh, followed by a hold at 200 0 C for 4h, and

then an increase to 300 0 C 6ver 0.5h, with a hold at this temperature for

another 4h. At this point the gas flow was switched from NH3 to

prepurified N2 and the temperature was raised to 10000C over 3.5h. After a

5h hold at 10000C, the tube was furnace-cooled to room temperature and

removed to the glove box for sample retrieval.
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Hot Drop of Mixture (Procedure B)

A portion of the precursor mixture was transfered to a 5ml syringe

fitted with a needle whose tip was covered with a small rubber septum. A

fused silica reactor (111 was heated to 485 C in a sand bath with a

constant stream of NH3 (0.05 scfh) flowing through an inlet tube which

extended to near the bottom of the reactor. The needle of the syringe was

then pierced through a septum on the reaction vessel and the liquid mixture

was "dropped" onto the heated bottom surface at a rate of 1 drop every

5-10s. White fumes were observed during the addition and the temperature

of the reactor had increased to 510 0C by the end of the addition. After

complete addition of the mixture, the reaction vessel was flushed with N2 ,

cooled under N2 flow, and transferred into the glovebox for sample

collection. Subsequent heating to 10000C was carried out in a molybdenum

boat in the fused silica furnace tube as described in Procedure A after the

switch from NH3 to N2 gas.

Pyrolysis of Single-Component Precursors (Procedure C)

Typically, 10-15 g portions of these precursors were loaded in the

glovebox into the sealed furnace tube as described in Procedures A and B.

The samples were directly pyrolyzed in flowing (0.05-0.1 scfh) N2 by

heating from 250C to 10000C in lOh, holding at 10000C for an additional

lOh, and cooling to ambient temperature. Samples were retrieved in the

glovebox.
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RESULTS

Copyrolysis of HPCS/Et2 AlNH2 Pr,-ursor Mixture

TGA results for the mixture of the HPCS and [Et 2AlNH2 ] 3 precursors

(Figure 1) indicate a sizeable increase in char yield for the mixture as

compared to those of the individual precursors alone. Essentially the same

results were obtained by heating at a constant rate of 10OC/mmn in N2 or

under conditions which simulated that of the bulk copyrolysis runs, i.e.,

50C/min to 200 0 C under NH3 , hold for 2h at 200 0 C, heating to 4000 C at

100 C/min, then switching to N2 for the final heating to 10000 C. In either

case, the overall weight loss to 10000 C is only 6-10% more than that

expected for a quantitative conversion of the mixture to SiC and AlN,

whereas the individual precursors both gave char yields which were on the

order of 27-30% under the same conditions (10 0 C/min, under N2 ) [22).

XRD data (Figure 2) for the 10000C samples obtained by either

pyrolysis procedure A or B indicate little or no crystallinity, whereas

after the 1600 0 C anneal the crystallinity has obviously increased, although

the crystallite sizes are apparently still quite small. By 1800 0 C the 2H

XRD pattern is clearly seen for all pyrolysis products.

TEM/EDS analyses performed on the ceramic powders derived from

pyrolysis procedures A and B showed a significant difference in overall

composition, despite the fact that these samples were derived from the same

initial precursor mixture (Si/Al-2.1). Whereas the copyrolysis samples

(procedure A) appeared to contain more Si than Al (Si/Al- ca. 3-10), the

samples obtained from the hot drop appeared to be richer in Al (Si/Al- ca.

0.2-0.5). After the 10000 C pyrolysis, both samples were largely amorphous;
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after the 16000C anneal, blocky crystallites of 10-50 nm were observed.

Further annealing at 1800 0 C produced some slightly larger crystallites

(50-500 rum), although most crystals were 20-50 nm in size; no grain sizes

above lpm were observed. As we observed previously for our

precursor-derived SiC/AIN solid solution products [11], there appeared to

be two distinct types of particles in these samples, an extremely

fine-grained (<10 rnm), material which was quite high in Al content and the

larger blocky crystallites which were richer in Si than Al, but appeared to

contain a significant proportion of both elements.

Single-component Precursor

The char yields for the single-component precursors, pyrolyzed in N2

to 1000 0 C, ranged from 35-75%, increasing as the ratio of Si/Al decreased

from 9 to 1, i.e., as the amount of Al increased in the polymer [12), and

also when the vinyl/methyl-substituted silazane, TMTVTS, was used instead

of the methyl-substituted compound, HMTS (Figure 3). In all cases, the

resulting ceramics were black glassy solids.

XRD indicated that all materials pyrolyzed to 10000C were poorly

crystalline. Heating to 1600-1800 0 C under N2 induced crystallization, with

the XRD patterns comparable to those obtained for the mixed-precursor

ceramics and consistent with expectations for a 2H solid solution [12].

Solid state 27Al and 13C NMR results for the TMTVS-derived ceramic

products are shown in Figures 4 and 5, respectively. The 27Al spectra show

a single, broad peak (with broad side bands) which sharpens somewhat and

shifts to lower shielding as the temperature is increased from 1000 0 C to

1800 0 C. The peak at 113.2 ppm In the spectrum for the 18000 C sample is
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consistent with that observed at 114.3 ppm for the AIN derived from

pyrolysis of the [Et 2AlNH2 ] 3 precursor alone. The 13C spectra have rather

low signal-to-noise ratios; the presence of graphitic carbon from 180-100

ppm [231 is not seen in the 16000C or 1800 0 C samples. Carbidic carbon

(20 ppm) (23,24] is seen in both of these samples.

DISCUSSION

In our earlier studies of SiC/AiN solid solution formation by

pyrolysis of mixed organometallic precursors, it was found that either 2H

solid solutions or nanoscale composites of O-SiC and 2H AIN could be

obtained, depending on the AIN precursor and the pyrolysis procedure

employed. [11]. The use of [i-Bu2 ANH2]3 as the AIN source led to a

composite ceramic when a gradual copyrolysis was employed; on rapid heating

(hot drop) or through the use of [Et 2 AlNH2] 3 as the AIN source, a 2H solid

solution was obtained.

Two SiC sources were employed in our earlier work, a

methylpolycarbosilane [MeHSiCH 2]n (MPCS) and a vinylic polysilane

[(vinyl) xMey H zSi]n (VPS). Both polymers contain a considerable excess of

carbon, relative to the unit Si/C ratio in SiC and, as was suggested by the

elemental analyses, some of this excess carbon remains in the final ceramic

products, presumably as free C.

In the present study, we have focused on the use of (Et2AlNH2J3 as the

AIN source for the mixed-precursor pyrolysis and, in order to avoid the

introduction of excess carbon, we have employed a new precursor (HPCS) to

SiC that has a near stoichiometric ratio of Si/C-l (13]. HPCS is a highly

branched polycarbosilane of the composition, [SIH .85Et0. 15CH 2 , that is
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known to undergo crosslinking by elimination of H2 between SiHn groups on

heating between 100-300 0 C (14]. Thus, in our copyrolysis experiments, the

temperature of the mixture of this precursor with [Et 2AlNH2 ] 3 was held at

200 0 C for several hours to avoid the loss of volatile carbosilane oligomer

fractions in HPCS. However, as is suggested by our TGA study of this

mixture (Figure 1) even under the relatively rapid pyrolysis conditions (10

°C/mmn) employed in this TGA experiment, the overall char yield of the

mixture is substantially enhanced relative to that of the individual

precursors when studied under the same conditions alone. We conclude that

a reaction between these two precursors occurs during the heating of the

mixture between 200-5000 C, which renders the precursors involatile and

fixes the relative positions of Si and Al in the mixture during the

subsequent pyrolysis. This would explain the observation that a 2H SiC/AlN

solid solution is obtained as the eventual product of this pyrolysis.

The precise nature of the reaction between these two precursors is

presently unknown; however, it is expected that Si-based radicals are

formed by thermolysis of the Si-H bonds in the polycarbosilane near 200 0 C.

These radicals can be trapped by the organoaluminum amide, which could

lead to Si-N-Al linkages between these two precursors. Alternately, a

reaction involving the relatively protonic (N)-H hydrogen atom of the

organoaluminum amide and the relatively hydridic (Si)-H of the

polycarbosilane could eliminate H2 to form Al-N-Si bonds directly [25].

Efforts to test this hypothesis of Al-N-Si linkage formation in the heated

polymer mixture are currently underway using solid state NMR spectroscopy.

In any event, it is clear that the copyrolysis of this precursor mixture

can be used to prepare an apparently homogeneous SiC/AlN solid solution in

high yield.
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Preliminary studies of this solid solution by using TEM/EDS and solid

state 27Al NMR spectroscopy suggest that, on annealing between 1600 and

1800 C, phase separation occurs to yield at least two distinct 2H solid

solution phases. A similar situation was observed in our earlier studies

(111 as well as in our investigation of the single-component precursors

(see below). This is presumably a manifestation of the miscibility gap in

the SiC/AlN phase diagram in the temperature regime where crystallization

of the solid solution actually occurs [7].

The single-component precursors to SiC/AlN solid solutions are

polyaluminosilazanes derived from the reaction of cyclotrisilazanes of the

type [RR'SiNH] 3 (R - Me; R' - Me, vinyl) with Et3 Al. A reaction occurs at

room temperature between these compounds, releasing ethane and presumably

forming Si-N-Al bridges between at least partially intact silazane rings

[20]. The substantial increase in viscosity that occurs on mixing the two

liquid precursors, along with the eventual solidification on heating to

form an insoluble glass, suggests a condensation polymerization process

that eventually proceeds to form a three-dimensional network structure. In

the case of the vinyl-substituted silazane, TMTVTS, IR spectra suggest that

vinyl polymerization occurs along with Si-N-Al bond formation, contributing

to the establishment of a network structure. It was found that, at an

appropriate point in this thermally induced polymerization process, fibers

could be hand drawn from the melt of the TMTVTS + Et 3 Al polymer. These

were successfully converted to amorphous ceramic fiber by heating rapidly

in either N2 or NH3' In the latter case, a mixture of O-Si 3N4 and AIN is

the eventual crystalline product on thermally annealing at 16000 C, whereas

under N2 the only crystalline phase observed by XRD [121 is the 2H SiC/AlN

solid solution. Based on the unusually high TGA yield observed for the
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ThTVTS-derived polymer relative to the HMTS-derived polymer in particular

(Figure 3), it is anticipated that the final ceramic product also contains

a considerable amount of excess carbon.

The 27Al and 13C NMR data on the TMTVS-derived ceramic products

(Figures 4 and 5) indicate that the final Al and C environments after

crystallization at 18000 C are similar to those in AlN and SiC,

respectively: however, a closer examination of these spectra show a

broadening that is not found in the pure phases, suggesting a distribution

of environments. The substantial peak shifts that are observed in these

spectra following the annealing of the 1000 0 C sample at 1600 0 C and finally

18000 C, indicate further that a marked change in the local environment has

occurred as this material crystallized. The initial 27Al peak position

observed for the amorphous 1000 0C product is consistent with an environment

which contains both N and C. After heating to 1600 0 C and then 18000 C, the

Al peak shifts to lower fields, approaching the 114.0 ppm position found

for AMN. Similarly, the 13C peak, which starts out with a value

appropriate to graphitic carbon, shifts towards the position expected for C

in SiC.

These observations are, in general, consistent with expectations based

on the phase diagram for SiC/AlN which indicates a miscibility gap in this

temperature regime, with AlN- and SiC-rich solid solution phases separating

out on crystallization. Further NMR studies (including 29Si NMR) of these

solid solutions are planned, along with a full investigation of the

homogeneous 2H solid solution phase which is anticipated on crystallization

of the 1000 0 C material above 20000 C.
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Figure C.pAions

Figure 1. TGA curves for the pyrolysis of 2.1:1 molar (1:1 by weight)

mixtures of HPCS/[Et 2 AlNH2 ) 3 in N2 or N2 /NH 3 . TGA under N2 run at

10 0 C/min. For the N2 /NH 3 run, conditions simulating the copyrolysis were

employed (see text). The sum of the char yields for the individual

precursors are noted along with the theoretical yield of SiC + AlN.

Figure 2. XRD powder patterns for ceramics obtained by a)

Copyrolysis/Procedure A, and b) Hot Drop/Procedure B for HPCS/[Et 2 AlNH 2 3.

Figure 3. TGA curves for the N2 pyrolysis of a) TMTVS and b) HMTS

single-component precursors. Heating rate was 10 0 C/min.

Figure 4. Solid state 27 MAS NMR spectra for TMTVS (Si/Al-3) samples

pyrolyzed to 10000 C and annealed at 1600 0 C and 18000 C in N2* Peak

positions are noted. Spectra of [Et 2 AlINH2 ] 3 samples that were heated to

1000°C and 1600 0 C are shown for comparison. Spinning side bands (*) are

seen as small, broad bands on each side of the main peak.

Figure 5. Solid state 13C MAS NMR spectra for TMTVS (Si/A1-3) samples

pyrolyzed to 10000 C and annealed at 1600 0 C and 1800 0 C in N2 .
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Polymerization'
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Polymeric precursors to SiC that have the requisite 2 1 0 . .
properties for fiber spinning, preparation of SiC coatings, PPM

etc., and that will produce this ceramic product in high

yield and purity on pyrolysis have been the subject of Figure 1. 1H NMR spectrum of poly(sildthykms), (-SiHsCH-).

much attention during the past ca. 10 years.Z3 In this
context, polymers that possess a nominal 1:1 ratio of Si indicated a monomodal molecular weight distribution (Ma
to C and that undergo pyrolysis so as to preserve this 1:1 = 12 300, M. = 33 000 vs polystyrene). The quintets
stoichiometry have been of particular interest 3 The observed in the 1H NMR spectrum of this polymer (Figure
general rule-of-thumb in this search for high-yield SiC 1) at 4.158 and -0.098 ppm and their 1:1 integration ratio
precursors has been that linear polymers exhibit a low are consistent with the expected structure, (-SiH2CHr-)..s
ceramic yield due to thermally induced "chain-unzipping' The "Si NMR spectrum of III showed the proper split.
processes that lead to volatile, low molecular weight tings when coupled with the protons and gave one major
fragmentsand, consequently, thatcross-linked structures singlet at -34.4 ppm when proton decoupled. A small
are a virtual requirement for suitable precursors.4 peak at -62.3 ppm was attributed to the end group -Sil 3

Our recent work on linear poly(silapropylene) obtained and another even smaller peak at-12.3 ppm was presumed
via ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of 1,3-dichloro- to be due to -SiH. The 13C NMR spectrum showed one
1,3-dimethyl-1,3-disilacyclobutane has suggested that the major singlet at-9.21 ppm as expected for the-CHr-group
presence of H attached to Si in linear polycarbosilanes and another small peak at -4.85 ppm due to the -CI 3 end
may provide an effective thermosetting mechanism for group. Elemental analysis of this polymer is consistent
overcoming this depolymerieation tendency.5 We now with the expected structure. (Found: C, 27.21; H, 9.09.
report an extension of this ROP process that permits the Calcd: C, 27.27; H, 9.09.)
preparation of high molecular weight, linear poly(silaeth- The IR spectrum of III indicates well-defined narrow
ylene),(-SiH 2CH2-)n, apolymer that exhibits remarkably absorption bands at 1046, 950, 851, and 760 cm-1. This
high ceramic yields on pyrolysis to 1000 C. This paper is in contrast to the branched hydridopolycarbosilane
also reports the basic NMR and ER characterization data prepared in our laboratory by Grignard coupling of trichlo-
for this silicon analogue to polyethylene.

Prior reports of the preparation of poly(silaethylene) xncxhloromethyl)silane followed by reduction with LiAIH4,
have been limited to the claim, in a patent, that the which shows broad absorption in the 1050-750-cm-'
synthesis of this polymer was accomplished by the ring- reion.'
opening polymerization of disilacyclobutane. 6 However, The TGA study of MU in N2 gave a remarkably high
other than its conversion to SiC in 85% ceramic yield, no ceramic yield (calcd, 90.9; obed, 87). Weight loss started
basic characterization data for this polymer was given nor at about 100 SC, and there was almost no weight loss after
was the yield of the ROP reaction specified. Indeed, it is 600 "C. The infrared spectrum of the ceramic product
well-known in silicon chemistry that the Si-H bond is obtained after pyrolysis to 1200 C showed only one
easily activated by the Pt catalysts employed inthis patent, absorption at 823 cm-1, consistent with the formation of
and it appears likely that the polymer so obtained would SiC.9 The powder X-ray diffraction study of the ceramic
be extensively cross-linked by Si-Si interchain bonding.7  product, obtained after pyrolysis to 1000 OC in N2 and
Our attempts to repeat this preparation have resulted in holding at that temperature for 1 h, indicated the formation
an extremely low conversion efficiency (20%) with even of 6-SiC. The average crystallite size of this material,
lower yields of hydrocarbon-soluble polymer (8%) whose calculated by the line broadening of the XRD pattern,
ER and NMR spectra indicate branching at Si. was 2.5 nm.'0 This represents an unusually low crystal-

We have found that 1,1,3,3-tetrachloro-1,3-disilacyclo- lization temperature for SiC obtained from organome-
butane (I) is a much more satisfactory starting point for tallic precursorsu and suggests, along with the observed
the preparation of poly(silaethylene) and that high yields weight loss, a high level of purity for the SiC so obtained.
of a high molecular weight precursor to this polymer can Further heating under N2 at 1800 OC for 2 h, resulted in
be obtained by ROP of L Moreover, this intermediate, a sharpening of the XRD pattern, indicating an increase
poly(dichlorosilaethylone) (II), (-SiCItCHr-)., is a novel in the average crystallite size to 24.3 nm.
polymer in its own right that holds considerable potential
as a precursor to a wide range of new substituted poly- These results, along with those obtained in our earlier
carbosilanes. study of poly(silapropylene),5 show clearly that an initially

Poly(dichlorosilaethylene) (11) was prepared by ROP cros-linked structure is by no means a requirement for
of I catalyzed by chloroplatinic acid or a platinum-divi- high ceramic yield& The studies suggest further that high
nyltetramethyldisiloxane complex in benzene as described molecular weight linear polycarbosilanes, when substituted
in detail elsewhere.' 'H NMFL 1.17 ppm. 13CIHI NMR with H on Si, can undergo relatively facile thermally-
18.03 ppm. 2Si(H1 NMR. 18.5 ppm. induced cross-linking prior to, or accompanying, chain

Direct reduction of this product in benzene leads to the scission. The mechanism for this cross-linkin process is
corresponding poly(silaethylene) (HI) as a hydrocarbon- currently under study;, however, it is perhaps notable that
soluble, viscous liquid.I Gel permeation chromatography the decomposition of methylsilanes (Me.SiH4..,, n - 1-4)
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is also facilitated by increasing substitution of H on Si.1' (3) (a) Whitmarsh, C. K.; Interrante. L. V. Organometallcs 1991,In thiscase 1,1-112 elimination from the methylalanes with 10, 1336-1344. (b) ZMeng, Z.-F.; Babonneau, F.; Lame, R. M.;
Inth isande2 lHeads t i atsiyoenef(omS:)ineteredilanes.Thi Mu, Y.; Harrod, J. F.; Rahn, J. A. J. Am. Ceram. Soc. 19M1,

n- 1 and 2 leads to a ilylene (-Si:) intermediate. This 74, 670-673.
highly reactive species is known to insert into Si-H or (4) Wynne, K. J.; Rice. R. W. Annu. Rev. Mater. Sc. 1984, 14.
even C-H bonds;' 2 thus in a condensed polymer, cross- 297-334. Seyferth, D. In Inorganic and Organometallic
linking and branching would be expected to result from Polymers; Zeldin, M., Wynne. K., Ailcock, H. R., Eds.; ACS
the attack of such silylene species on adjacent polymer Symposium Series 360; American Chemical Society:. Wash-
chains. Even in the case of polycarbosilanes such as poly- ington, DC, 1988; Chapter 3, pp 21-42.
(silapropylene), which have only one H per Si, H transfer (5) Wu, H. J.; Interrante, L. V. Chem. Mater. 1989, 1, 564-568.

from Si to the adjacent C atom, accompanied by Si-C (6) Smith, T. L. U.S. Patent 4.631.179, Dec 23, 1986.
bond scission," could generate such silylene species with (7) Yamamoto, K.; Okinoshima, H.; Kumada, M. J. Organomet.
a similar consequence in terms of interchain cross-linking Chem. 1970, 23, C7-8. Seyferth, D. In Inorganic and Orga-
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Chemica processing routes to advanced ceramic materials are gaining importance as a
convenient approach to control the st'cimer, purity, -mi-roetwucture and final form of the
ceramic products [I]. The, pyrolytic conversion ofoguomtll molewiles and polymers isonae
such chemical processing route that has been widely applied in ceramic fiber technoloar (1.2], in
coating p aocesms ý (1,2), and in the sintering .f bulk ceramic objects (31. Despite thene advances in
practical applications, there is a continuing need in this area for a better fiindamental

%ndestanIn of the cbemisty involved during the precurssr-to --rami conversion proesm and
for the development .1 new precursor which yield th eeissed esrun~s) in high yield and purity.

The recent discorvery of superphasticty for nanocrytialline SiC/81i3N4 obtained by
pyrolysis of a meth yldsiane (41, aloing with the potential advantages dfbrded by nanocrystaline
materials in termas df mechanical, optical, and electronic properties, (61k has focused afttenio an
the preparation of these materials by pyrolyais of meledelu precursor. Finallythe prospect of
developing ceramic powders and/or films with controlled nafoporosity for use as catalysts
catalyst supports and as gas separation media offesrs additional incentive to develop further the
range of procsees and new systemns available through polymer precursor pyrolysis (61.

This paper focuses on our own efforts over the put ca. 10 years to explore
polymertmolecular precursor pyrolysis as a route to both known and potentially new non-oxide
ceramic compositions with unique properties.

vagmnstaON- Premcwro Routes to AIN

Our efforts in this area began with an attempt to obtain AIN powder in high yield and
purity from orgmnoalumnnum-ammonia derivatives. Thes experiments led to a process for AIN
powder production that employs Va3M and NH3 as the Al and N sources. respectively (Scheme 1),
and which gives a high surface ares, pure AIN powder in nearly quantitative yield at a low net

R3Al + NH3 -> R3Ai:NH3

R3A1.NH3 - 82AINH2 + Eli

Scheme I
R2AINH2 b RAIN!! + RH

N'H3
RAINH -3P AIN + RK

materials cost [7]. A key stop in this procedure in the use of an NH3 atmosphere in the final stage
of conversion to promote loss of residual alkyl groups as volatile hydrocarbons, thereby yielding
stoichiometric MIN with both C and 0 contents les than 0.1 wt. % and negligible amounts of
other impurities. This is to be contrasted with alternative Processing methods that start with Al
or A1203 where control of product stoichiometry and/or C and 0 content fis problematic.

The use of ?Me3AI as the Al source in this samie sequence of reactions involving NH3 yields
[Me2MINH2]3 as a crystalline intermediate. This compound is relatively volatile and serves as an
excellent single-source precursor for MIN CVD yielding high quality, polYcrystaline MIN films at
relatively low deposition temperatures (ca. 500 90) compared to alternative mixed Al and N



precursor systoms such asAEK3 (ZXaCl, SO or Ue3AlaOWNH 3 ($I. In thiscals, the loes of C
from the growing AM madbas is reabdively ~offnt. leudhig to low levels of C ineorperatmo In the
product films even withot the use of additional NH3 as a .- roset,

Th4@ appliatios Ot the R3M + NK3 system as a soure of AIN powdea and thin fibm
have bass sided said emameeod by our continuing studies of the chemustry represeted um the
sequence of resodesew adn n Scheme 1. This work has included kinetic studies of the
M03MIM es~to to [M~AINHU.3g which Provided the Gireg indirect evidence for a
trimer (T 4w3 diissr (D) am monomer (M) equilibrium for the Ma2AMN2 product species (91.
The existence of at least the T cwý D equilibrium in hydrocarbon solution was evidenced in
further NNR studies of the R = Me, ft, i-Ru and t-Du derivativee which yielded the respective AM
and AS values [ 101. Our isolation of the trimerie form of the ((t.S)gMNH1g compound led to a
crystal structure study that revealed a novel planar arrangement for the (AMN) six-membered
ring [111. In this study, the factors that determined the relative utalzties of the dimer and
trimer forms for the ERAIH2In compounds. as well as the conformation of the (R2AINH2I3 ring
system. were noted and discussed [111. A subsequent theoretical study indicsaed a probable
planar structure for the monomeric MeSAINH2 species and led to a predicton of its bond lengths
and angles 1121. Time of flight studies of the (MS2AINH2]3 system have recetly confirmed the
existence of dimeric and trimeric forms in the vapor phase (131; however, the corresponding
monomeric form currently remains elusive.

An alternative solution-based route to MIN films and coating which employs a mixture of
R3AI and ethylenediamine (en) has also been investigated yielding, in the case of the 2:1 R3Al:en
system, a soluble polymeric intermzediate E(R2AI2(en.2H)Jn which was used to make AIN films on
Si([14J. Again, a detailed study of the chemistry involved in the ocsversimnof the xR3Al:en (x
2, 1) adducts to polymeric products was carried out which has revealed a series of novel
aluminumnisn-2H) cluster intermediates on thermolysis of the 1:1 addcto (151.

PrecrOm s to SiC and S13N4

Our effrts to synthesize new SiC precursors were prompted by the problem of excess C in
SiC derived from most of the organosulicon polymers that are currently employed as precursors.
These Precursors typically contain a 2/1 or greater ratio of C/Si initially, and the excess C is not
eliminated cleanly as hydrocarbons on pyrolysis. Residual carbon can lead to decreased oxidative
stability for the resulting SiC ceramics, as well as excessive creep and other undesireable effect
on the mnicrostructure and/or properties. Moreover, in the presence of oxygen derived from curing,
handling, and/or partial oxidation of the Precursors or from oxide components in a composite, loss
of COx species becomes a significant problem for these materials beyond about 1200 OC (16].

For these reasons, we hae" directed our attention to the preparation of polycarbosilanes
that have a nominal "SiH2CH2" composition and have explored two approaches to such polymers
that yield structurally quite different products having either highly branched or linear -Si-CH2-
Si- backbnons. Both polymers were found to have high ceramic yields after thermal processing
and gave near-stoichiometric SiC on Pyrolysis in N2.

The first approach developed employs Mg as a coupling agent and CI3SiCH2C1 as the
starting material. The resultant *chloropolymer' (nominally, 1$i02CH2r) was converted to the
hydridopolycerbesilane (HPCS) "ESiH2CH2T" by reduction with LiAlH4. A side reaction with the
diethylether solvent leads to the incorporation of a small amount of ethyl groups, giving the
actual formula, (SiH1.agfto.15CH2J (171.

A structural analysis of this polymer by solution NMlE methods has revealed a complex,
highly branched structure, resulting from the ternary ftuictionality of the Cl3Si end of the
monomer unit. Despite this branching, the Polymer is not appreciably crosslinked and remains
liquid and highly soluble in hydrocarbon solvents. This "(SiH2CH2]" polymer undergoes
crosslinking through lass of H2 above ca. 200 OC. Additional crosslinking by thermal treatment
produces a gel at 200 *C (12 hrs) and an insoluble rubber at 400 OC (2 hrs), which have
significantly increased ceramic yields (53% and 91%, respectively) on pyrolysis in N2 to 1000 *C
(Figre 1), as compared to the initially isolated, untreated polymer (30-40% ceramic yield) E(18].
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Figure 1. TGA curivi for highly branched hy~ldopoly~earbosilane MMlaS after
thermal cromonking a) 200 "C (12 hrs), b) 400 "C (2 hr).

We have used this polymer to obtain amorphous "SiC coatings on glassy carbon
substrates and C fiber that inhibit oxidation of these substrates at 600 "C in air. Adherent
coatings have also been applied to various metal surfaces, including C-stelsL These coatings can
be applied as polymer solutions tUwugh dip or spin coating techniques, followed by pyrolysis to
1000 oC in N2. We have also used this hydridopolycarbosilane to prepare particulate and fiber-

reinforced SiC/SiC composites by liquid phase impregnation. The advantages over alternative
precursors for SiC include the effective elimination of excess C and 0, thereby providing a SiC
product that is more thermally and oxidatively stable than those obtained using alternative
precursors [19). This polymer also does not require a catalyst or an oxidation step for
thermosetting and exibits a high ceramic yield of essentially pure SiC.

The second approach that we have developed to obtain a "[SiH2CH2]" polymer involves

the ring-opening polymerization (ROP) of tetrachlorodisilacyclobutane, [SiCI2CH212 [201. The

resultant "chloropolymer" is again reduced to the hydridopolymer with LiAIH4. In this case,

however, the product polycarbosilane is a high molecular weight linear polymer with [SiH2CH2]n
as the actual repeat unit. This polymer is also a liquid a room temperature, is soluble in

hydrocarbons, and undergo" pyrolysis under N2 to give stoichiometric SiC in yields approaching

the theoretical value (up to 91%) by 1000 OC. This polymer is currently available only in small

quantities by a relantively low yield process and is not expected to be competitive in the short term

with the branched "iSiH2CHar] polymer as a source of SiC for practical applicationL

Both of these synthetic methods are fundamentally new approaches for preparing useful

polymeric precursors to SiC. These polycarbosilanes undergo a novel, thermally-induced

crosslinking process that involves elimination of H2 from SiHn groups on the polymer backbone.

They show considerable promise as high yield precursors to stoichiometric SiC and, in the case of

the branched polymer, as a viable source of SiC coatings and matrices for composites.
In addition to these ongoing investigations of the pyrolysis of our own "SiH2CH2"

polymers, we have carried out parallel studies of a commercial polysilane of the approximate

composition,

[[Si(Me3)]0.32[Si(CH=CH2)Me]0.35[Si(H)MeJ0. 18[SMe2]0.07[CH2SiMe3]0.08]n



obtained from Union Carbide (Y-12044) [19,21]. This liquid polymer provides a predominantly
polysilane (.R•Si-)u chain structure with reactive vinyl and H group for possible the.mosetting
through radical •ouping of the vinyl groups and hydrosilylation. It is known to yield a C-rich (m.
17 wt.% exmes C) SiC on pyrolysis in N2 or other inert atmespheres We have studied the
crosslinking presmse and the evolution of the SiC network structure in this polymer by a
combination of meheds, but of particular value has been the use of solid state NMR methods.
where the Si, C mnd mu N environments in the precursor were followed through the different
stages of the therm] umnverslom process (21]. The chief conclusion in the case of the pyrolysis in
N2 wax that cleavage of the end groups from the polymer backbone to give R3Si" radicals at
relatively low temperature is a key step in beth the thermosetting and the initial part of the
polymer conversion process, during which the -Si-Si- backbone converts to -Si-CH 2 -Si- via a
radical-initated -CH2 insertion process (21].

Following other studies in which NH3 has been used to convert polycarbosilanes and
polysilasanes to Si3N4, we have found that the vinylic polysilane and our "SiH2CH2" polymer ean
be used to obtain high surface area powders of larply amorphous Si3N4 at 1000 °C (22]. The
Si3N4 eventually crystallizes with reduction in surface area on further heating above 1200 OC;
however, below this temperature, in the absence of certain impurities such as B or BN (23], this
high surface area Si3N4 is relatively stable and conceivably could be used as a catalyst support
(6].

We have recently completed a detailed study of the :chemistry occurring during the
conversion of this vinylic polysilane to Si3N4 in NH3 that has included eaw and dynamic nuclear
polarization, as well as solid state NMR measurements on the intermediate and final solid
products [24]. A key difference here with respect to the analagous conversion in N2, in addition to
the eventual loss of all C and its replacement by N, is the relatively low spin concentrations for
the samples pyrolyzed in NH3 (Figure 2). Whereas the "inert" atmosphere pyrolysis generates a
significant concentration of paramagnetic centers and unpaired spins in the solid products, in
NH3 the unpaired spins are effectively quenched, presumably by radical transfer procesees
involving NH3 (Scheme ID.

NH3 + "S<- (or R) -> NH2" + HSiE (or RH)

Scheme II

NH2 * + Si- - Si-NH2

The resultant NH2* radicals generated can couple with Si-based radical sites on the polymer
backbone. This process, along with nucleophilic attack of NH3 directly on the backbone Si atoms
of the polymer, are believed to be responsible for the efficient removal of C, as hydrocarbons, and
its replacement by NH, species. Condensation processes that eliminate NH3 and silylamine
species then lead to the extended -Si-N- network structure of Si3N4 [24].

A study of the condensation polymerization and pyrolysis of silicon tetradiethylamide,
(Si(NEt2)4], was also carried out with the aid of solid state 29 Si, 13C, and 1H (CRAMPS) NMR
spectroscopy [251. Among the key observations here was that the initial SiN 4 bonding of the
precursor was maintained throughout the conversion of the tetrasmide to the polymeric silazane
and then to the amorphous preceramic product at 800 °C, albeit with the formation of a
considerable amount of free C by-product. On heating further to 1500-1600 QC, this amorphous
"silicon nitride* plus C mixture is converted under an Ar atmosphere largely to SiC and N2(g),
whereas under one atmosphere of N2, crystalline a-Si3N4, along with free C, are the main
products.
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Pigure 2. Spin densities as a function od temperature for solids iolated by pyrolysis
of the vinylic polysilan. in either nitopn or ammonia.

Prepmation of AMN/SiC Solid Solutions and Ceramic Nanocomposites Using
Organometane Precursors

We have found that both homogeneous solid solutions and nanoscale composite mixtures
of SiC with AIN can be obtained on pyrolysis of mixtures of the polycarbosilanes or polysilane (as
the SiC source) and dialkylaluminum amides (as the AIN precursor" and that the ceramic yield of
the polyearbosilane is greatly enhanced in the presence of the AN precursor (26].

In this work the use of miscible liquid precursors to both AIN and SiC allowed the
attainment of molecular-level homogeneity in the initial precursor mixture. Subtle differences in
the extent to which this molecular-level homogeneity was maintained after pyrolysis of the
precursor mixture were evidenced by X-ray diffraction studies and solid state 27 AM and 29Si NMR
spectroscopy. Figure 3 shows a series of X-ray diffraction patterns of a 50/50 mole % mixture of
the completely miscible liq.uid HPCS and (MO2AINH213 precursors which were pyrolyzed
gradually to 1000 *C (GP) (Fig. 3a) or rapidly pyrolyed at 500 "C (RP) prior to further heating
(Pig. 3b). These samples were further heated in N2 to temperatures as high as 1800 C to
crystallize the solid solution. In both cases the X-ray diffraction patterns obtained at 1800 OC are
consistent with expectations for the 2H solid solution (26,271; however, the sharper lines exhibited
by the rapidly pyrolyzed sample sugest that the crystallinity is somewhat higher in this case as
compared to the gradually pyrolyzed sample. These XRD patterns contrast markedly with that



obtained Wn pyrolr and subsequent annealing at 1800 C, of the HPCS polymer alone. In this
case the diffiwa n paern is consistent with expectations for the cubic 3C form of SiC.

A

1800 "C (2h)

1600 6C (21h)

10M4 OC (Sh)

10 2o 30 40 50 60 70 80

18"4 °C (2h)

10W °C (Sh)

I , I I I I I !

10 20 30 40 50 60 70 so

26

Figure 3. X-ry diffaction patterns of a) gradually pyrolymd (GP)
and b) rapidly pyrolyz-d (RP) SICIAIM pracwuor mitur..

The solid state NMR spectra of the solid solution samples (Figures 4-6) show the effects of the
miscibility gap, in the SiC/AIN solid solution below 1950 TC [27. Thus, both 1000 "C samples
show spectra consistent with expectations for "averaged" AI(Si)NxCy environments whereas, after

crystallization of these samples at 1600-1800 C, the the Al and Si NMR peaks shift to chemical
shift values more nearly representative of the "pure" components, AIN and SiC. On the other

hand, there are clearly differences in these spectra that support the presumption of solid solution
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formation and suest funther that the processing method employed plays a role in determining
the atomic-level homogeneity of the crystallixed SiC/AIN solid solution phases obtained. In
particulsr, aftwr heating to 1000 "C the gdually pyrolyzed (GP) sample exhibits a two.peak 2 7AINMR "peOdn=, with m relatively sharp pek Close to the expected poition for puan AIN (Figure
4). This su that partial phase separation occurs during the slow heating of the precursor
mixture, as woM be expecemd on the basis of the lower thermal stability of [Et2AINH 2] 3 relative
to HPCS (261. Moreo, in the 2 9 Si NMR spectrum obtained for the rapidly pyrolyzed (iRP)
sample after heating to UM OC, the main Si peak is broader ands ifd to a more shielded
position relative to that observed for the orresponding GP sample (Figures 5 and 6). These data
Suggest that on an atomic level, the crystallized solid solution phases are slightly different, with
the RP sample exhibiting a greater degree of homogeneity and a more "solid-solution like" 29 Si
NMR spectrum

114.6 113.7

1800 OC

2 
113.0 

10 C114A

1600 °C

1000 OC

m mbiii m , s-.-iii @

GP RP

Figure 4. Solid stats 27AI MAM NMR specra of the gradually pyrolyzed
(GP) or rapidly pyrolyzed (RP) HPCS4Et2AINH2]3 precuruw mixture.

Despite these subtle processing-dependant differences in composition and homogeneity
and the presence of a miscibility gap in the phase diagram, the successful generation of 2H solid
solutions of SiC and AIN from HPCS and [Me2AINH2]3 mixtures represents a significant advance
in ceramic processing by polymer precursor pyrolysis. This opens up the possibility of using
liquid phase, thermally curable precursors such as HPCS not only as a source of SiC coatings and
matrices for ceramic composites, but also for the preparation of other mixed-component ceramic
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systems that may be more advantageous than SiC alone. In particular, in the case of SiC/AN,
the alloying of SiC with AMN has been reported to improve its m - m - axul stability, inhibiting
the ezagrated grain growth that is known to contribute to the loe of stregth typically
observed for ommercial "SWC fibers at high temperatures (1200-I00 "C [27. Tho SiCAIN solid
solution has also bem reperted to have superior strength and oxidation resistance compared to
either SiC oir AD alos E28.

We hav aim explored the use of both preesow r smizxurs and specially designed single-
component premsrso to prepare nanocrystafline composites of AINSC, AIl/Si3N4 , BN/Si3N4,

IMNDN, and BSl•N (29). We have demonstrated that subh precursors can be used to obtain
et•emely fine-pained (typically less than 100 nm), homogeneously mixd composite powders of
these crystalline cermnic phases. Moreover, thew fine-gr•ned mixtures resist coarsening during
exposure to temperature in exceu of 1500 *C. Such mixed-phase ceramics may be useful as
matrices for SiC-reinforced composites, in applications requiring superplasticity, or as tough
monolithic materials in their own right.
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the -SiH2- and -CH2- groups, leading to a higher entropy
Poly(silaethylene) the 'Silaethylene" Analog Of crystallization. Further studies of this transition, and of tl

Polyethylene and a High Yield Precursor To SiC solid phase obtained below 5°C. are currently in progress.
The results of a comparative TGA study carried out

1HjiwJg.Wu and Leoniard V. Interrante* poly(silaethylene) and its mono-and dimethyl-derivative
Department of Chemistry poly(silapropylene) and poly(silabutylene), are shown

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute Figure 1.8 These three polymers show different therm
Troy, NY 12180 decomposition onset temperatures, with the pare;

poly(silaethylene) undergoing significant weight loss beginir
Introduction near around 3000C. whereas the monomethyl-derivativ

poly(silapropylene), begins to decompose rapidly by 420'C ar
Our prior work on the ring-opening polymerization of the dimethyl-derivative. poly(silabutylene) persists to arour

1, 1,3,3-tetracliloro-1,3-disilacyclobutane to give poly(dichloro- 450°C before undergoing rapid depolymerization. On the oth,
siliethylene) and the subsequent reduction of this polymer to hand, the yield of the ceramic product left after pyrolysis vari,
poly(silaethylene) provide, for the first time, a feasible in the inverse order, with poly(silabutylene) essential
synthetic route to this novel analog of polyethylene. 1 In completely vaporizing by ca. 550°C. If we assume that tl
contrast to the earlier approach, which started directly from decomposition of poly(silabutylene) represents the ons,
1,3-disilacyclobutane. 2 this new method yields a high temperature of thermolysis for the SiC backbone, it is appare,
molecular weight (Mw=32800: Mn=10800) linear polymer that that this process becomes rapid by around 500°C. In the ca!
is soluble in hydrocarbon solvents and which shows the of the Si-H containing polymers this process is apparentl
expected double quintet 1 H NMR spectrum for the preceeded by some sort of thermally-induced cross-linkir
(-SiH2CH 2-)n repeat unit. In our earlier report of the process. This process was studied in more detail in the case'
synthesis of this polymer, we noted that it undergoes pyrolysis poly(silaethylene) by mass spectrometric analysis of ti,
in high yield (up to 87%) to form nanocrystalline SiC by gaseous products released as a function of temperature.
1000°C. This observation contrasts with the general No gaseous species were detected by mass spectrometi
supposition in ceramic precursor chemistry that linear below 300'C. suggesting that the small amount of weight low
polymers invariably give low ceramic yields due to loss of observed below this temperature represents loss of volati
volatile species via "backbiting", and that a prerequisite for a oligomers. Beyond ca. 3000C, the evolution of H2 in significat
high ceramic yield precursor is an initially crosslinked quantity was detected, which continues as the major gaseot
polymer.3  byproduct throughout the remainder of the total weight low

We now report the results of a comparative study of the observed between 300 and ca. 700°C. This loss of H2 seems i
pyrolysis of poly(silaethylene) and its methyl-substituted have a bimodal distribution with respect to the sampl
derivatives. poly(silapropylene) and poly(silabutylene) as well temperature, with a apparent minimum near 525°C. We ar
as some of the basic physical properties of this novel silicon currently studying the SiD2CH2 analog of this polymer i
analog of polyethylene. order to determine whether this bimodal H2 loss might refle,

the preferential loss of H2 from Si initially, followed I
Experimental thermolysie of the remaining CHx groups.

Other gases detected in much smaller concentrations we
All manipulations were carried out in oven-dried glassware methane, C2 hydrocarbons, methylsilane, dimethylsilane ae

under nitrogen following standard inert-atmosphere 1,3-disilacyclobutane. The evolution of these gases becar
techniques. 4 All solvents were distilled from appropriate measurable only beyond 400*C and, in the case of methan
drying agents under a nitrogen atmosphere prior to use.5 The reached a maximum at ca. 550*C, whereas the other gas,
reagents employed were available commercially unless were detected only between 400 and 500°C.
otherwise indicated. The observation of significant H2 loss beyond 3000C fro

Preparation of poly(silnethylene) was carried out ns poly(silaethylene) muitgeeta thnt lott nf12 from Sill2 giompm I
described. la Gases evolved during pyrolysis were analyzed by some sort of radical or concerted molecular (or intermolecula
connecting an evacuated quartz tube which contained the process may be operative. The difference in the therm
polymer to a mass spectrometer. The quartz tube was then stabilities of the above three polymers is reminescent of tl
heated to 1000 0C at 3°C/min. and the gaseous species evolved results of earlier studies of the thermal decomposition of ti
were monitored by the mass spectrometer. The measurement methylsilanes, Me4.nSiHn, where Me2SiH2 decomposes at
of the melting point of poly(silaethylene) was carried out by significant rate by 600@C, whereas Me3SiH is stable to arour
placing a sealed capillary tube containing the polymer in a 6200 C and SiMe4 only exhibits significant decompositir
stirred ethanol bath and then adjusting the temperature of the beyond ca. 700°C. 9 In addition to the cleavage of SiH to for
bath by adding powered dry ice. Si radical species, which is highly surface dependant.10 t!

loss of H2 and alkanes from organosilanes containing SiF
Results and Discussion groups is known to proceed by reactions involving 1.1- or 1.

elimination to form silylene species. 1 1 Either type of reactitLinear polyethylene is well known for its great tendency to in the case of p,',(silaethylene) would generate Si-basf
crystallize and, to a large extent, its mechanical and other reactive species that could cause interchain coupling.1
physical properties depend on its crystallinity. 6 It is a solid at resulting in extensive crosslinking of the polymer prior to ti
room temperature and undergoes a melting transition at temperature at which interchain Si-C cleavage becom;
141*C. 7 In contrast, the mono-silicon analog of polyethylene, significant. This would lead to high ceramic yields
poly(silaethylene), is a liquid at room temperature and does essentially pure SiC, as was observed for poly(silaethy'lene).
not crystallize until cooled below ca. VeC. When this polymer Studies of the poly(silaethylene)-to-SiC conversion whir
was slowly cooled to 40C, a white opaque gel was observed. A employ both IR and solid state NMR spectroscopy are currenti
white solid was obtained when the sample was further cooled underway and will be reported in the presentation.
to VC. On slow warming, this solid began to melt at 5°C and
became a viscous liquid at 12°C. The lower Tm of
poly(eilaethylene) than that of polyethylene may be due to the
appreciable difference in the effective van der Waals radii of
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It is my understanding that I will be notified in writing as to the

action which the Institute intends to take in the disposition of this

invention.

SIGNATURE(S) OF INVENTOR(S):

(signed) (signed) (siAgned)

(date) (date) (date)

UNDORSZHZT

To the best of my knowledge the above information is correct except

as follows:

GipartmenChairperson'

Vate



RENSSELAER POLYTECHNIC INSTITUTE

Troy, New York 12180

INVENTION QUESTIONNAIRE

i. Descriptive

1. Title of Invention Carbosilane Polymer Precursors to Silicon

Carbide Ceramics

2. Brief description. Is this invention a new process, composition of
matter, a device, or one or more products? A new use for, or an
improvement to, an existing product or process? This invention consitss

of a new hydrido-polycarbosilane of branched structure approximated by the formula

[SiHxCH2]n and variations of this polymer for improved crosslinking properties such

as [$SHxCH2Jn-z .[SiHx.I(Vi)CH2]z which give good yields of SiC gpyrolysis

(see attached sheet)

Use additional sheets to elaborate, or attach descriptive materials.

3. From the description, pick out and expand on novel and unusual features
How does the invention differ from present technology? What problems
does it solve, or what advantages does it possess?
Precursor has 1:1 Si to C ratio, (no extra carbon), low oxygen content, and

only hydrogen substitution. Up to 1691% ceramic yield is possible (actual yields

""60-75% so far) (see attached sheet)

4. If not indicated previously, what are possible uses for the invention?
In addition to immediate applications, are there other uses that might
be realized in the future?
A variety of applicatons for manufacture of SiC fiber, matrix of composites,

ceramic binder, etc. (see attached sheets)



..Ion Questionnaire - Page Two

Does the invention possess disadvantages or limitations? Can they
be overcome? How? Chloromethyl-trichlorosilane EClISiCSKNCl, the precursor
for the polymer is relatively expensive. The molecular weight of polymers formed

by coupling processes is relatively low compared to typical free radical or ring

opening processes (see attached sheet)

6. Enclose sketches, drawings, photographs and other materials that help
illustrate the description. [Rough artwork, flow sheets, Polaroid
photographs and penciled graphs are satisfactory as long as they tell
a clear and understandable story.] (see attached sheet for diagram)

II. Other Pertinent Data

1. Are there publications-theses, reports, preprints, reprints, etc.
pertaining to the invention? Please list with publication dates,
and attach copies insofar as possible. Include manuscripts for
publication (submitted or not), news releases, feature articles
and items from internal publications. A paper will be submitted for public,
tion in J. flat. Chem. describing preparation, characterization and conversion to

SiC, but is. not ready as of yet. A number of internal progress reports discuss

the preparation, characterization, and/or conversion to SiC of this orecursor.

2. Are laboratory records and data available? Give reference numbers an
physical location, but do not enclose. The preparation characterization,

conversion to SiC and relevant spectra, analysis reports, etc. described in

lab notebook (Cogswell 121)

3. Are related patents or other publications known to the inventor? Ple
Slist. US Pat. 1o. 4,631.179 Smith,J.C.process for the production of SiC hy

the pyrolysis of polycarbosilane polymer. Patent appears to cover the process o

ring opening polymerization of 1,3,disilacyclobutane (H9Si'SiH?) by various

catalysts (mainly, H2PtCl1) In hydrocarbon solvents to yield a viscous liquid or
clear -caKe- "snown to nave a linear structure" and pyrolysis under Ar at I

4. Date, place and circumstances of first public disclosure. SiC in 85%yi
Two DARPA meetings, department seminar, talks to visitinqprofessors, Glen Slack

(GE), Larry Snedden (U.Penn), and others

S. Any commercial interest shown at this stage? Wame companies and
specific persons if possible. Unknown

a). Do you know of other qualified firms? Please list.
General Electric Co., AKZO Chemicals, Inc., Enichem.



,amr precursor to silicon carbide ceramics.

,cfon is a new branched polymeric precursor of formula [SiHxCH2Jn
Sbranching; x-0,1,2, or 3 if end groups]. On pyrolysis this polymer

,d silcon carbide in >60% ceramic yield depending on crosslinking pro-
u4re. The polymer is made by slow addition of chloromethyl-trichlorosilane

. refluxing ether and magnesium powder under nitrogen atmosphere, followed
by extensive refluxing to drive the coupling reaction to completion. The
product at this stage is branched, primarily head-tail coupled polymer
of the formula [SiClxCH2]n. Subsequent reduction with lithium aluminum
hydride/ether yields the final polymer [SiHxCH2]n(due to branching; x-O,
1,2, or 3 if end group).

3. Currently existing polymeric precursors for silicon carbide contain large
excesses of carbon, usually as alkyl substitution on silicon, but occasionally
in the polymer backbone as well. These groups do not completely eliminate
as hydrocarbon gases during pyrolysis, resulting in significant excess
carbon in the ceramic products. In addition, many commercial precursor
systems for silicon carbide are prepared, crosslinked, or pyrolysed in
such a manner that large amounts of oxygen are incorporated, resulting
in product containing silica (SiO2) as impurity. It is well known .:at
both carbon and silica seriously degrade- the desirable refractory .roperties
of silicon carbide. This new carbosilane precursor contains a one to one
ratio of carbon to silicon with only hydrogen substitution. Since only
hydrogen has to be eliminated, up to 1-91Z ceramic yield is possible, and
potential excess carbon is eliminated. Typically, if no special crosslink-
ing procedure is performed, about 60% ceramic yield is observed (TGA/N 2 )
due to some depolymerization before ýirect thermal crosslinking (via Si-Si
bonds) occurs. In addition to thermal methods, crosslinking can be achieved
by hydrosilatio- using difunctional vinyl compounds or alkyenes and a suitable
catalyst such as H2 PtCl 6.

The "chloro" compound ([SiClxCH2])is useful precursor to a variety of
derivatives via Grignard or organolithium reagents before the reduction
step. For example reaction of 1SiClxCH21with 1 5% vinylmagnesium bromide
before reduction yields a viscous liquid polymer with pendent vinyl groups
in addition to the usual Si-H functionality which was readily crosslinked
by heating with chloroplatinic acid. The product was an insoluble, infusible,
pale yellow, glassy solid which gave 75% ceramic yield (85% theo.) on pyrolysis
(TGA/N 2 ).

4. Potential applications for this polymer precursor include:

a. Preparation of high strength, refractory SIC fiber for composites by
spinning, crosslinking, then pyrolysis in N2 or other nonreactive atmos-
phere.

b. Formation of matrix of composites by 1 or more cycles of: impregnation
of various ceramic or metal fibers, crosslinking, pyrolysis.

c. Ceramic binder via mixing polymer with various ceramic or metal powders
or whiskers, crosslinking, pyrolysis.

d. Strengthening of porous hotpressed, sintered or bonded ceramics by
1 or more cycles of: vacuum or pressure assisted impregnation, and
refi ring.

e. Direct injection molding of polymeric pre-ceramic objects, with or
without ceramic or metal powder or whiskers as filler; crosslinking
and pyrolysis to monolithic ceramic parts with complicated, near-net
shapes.



of polymer with a suitable precursor for another ceramic (AIN.
OG, Si3 N4 , etc.) to facilitate the production of solid solutions,

phases, not readily obtainable by current powder processing
W 9yog.

ey modification of the "chloro" polymer (SiClXCH2)n with suitable side
groups:
1. preparation of polymeric nonlinear optical materials
2. preparation of heat resistant polymers or elastomers

5. Potential drawbacks of the system:

The precursor for the polymer [chlorouethyl-trichlorosilane; C13 $ICH2 Cl]
is relatively expensive (%$80/100g) but cost should drop if large scale
production is developed. The polymerization method (Grignard coupling)
tends to be limited to lower aw than typical organic type polymerizations.
This may be a limitation for some types of applicatons, however, even this
lower mw polymer can be quite viscous, and resistant to depolymerizatlon
on heating.



AKZO
April 23, 1992

Dr. Leonard V. Interrante
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute
Department of Chemistry
Troy, New York 12180-3590

Re: Patent-Application ACR 5621
Whitmarsh. Interrante

Dear Len:

We have just been informed of the allowance of claims to the
polycarbosilane compositions described in the above application
and to their process of manufacture. A sample of the allowed
independent claims is reproduced on the attached sheet. Please
circulate copies of this letter to the appropriate Rensselaer
personnel who should know of this event. We plan to pay the
issue fee in about two months and the patent should issue two to
three months after that.

Separate divisional applications could be filed on: (1) the
isolation of the crude poly(halocarbosilane) and treatment with a
second Griqnard coupling process; (2) reduction of the poly(halo-
carbosilane) with a reducing agent; and (3) crosslinking of the
polycarbosilane precursor with hydrosilation catalyst. However,
in view of the claims which were allowed, we, at Akzo, are
inclined not to support the expense for such additional filings.
Conceivably, Rensselaer could undertake to retain outside counsel
to pursue such additional cases if such additional protection is
deemed necessary.

Very truly yours,

Richard P. Fennelly

RPF/mjw Senior Patent Attorney

Attachment

cc: J. H. Burk
J. Vlegqaar
F. A. Via

Akzo Amcnca Inc
7 Lmngston. Afue
DOWs "r. NY
i0522-2222
1K (9141 674-5000
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CARBOSILANE POLYMER PRECURSORS
TO SILICON CARBIDE CERAMICS

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

Silicon carbide (SiC) is one of several advanced ceramic

5 materials which are currently receiving considerable attention
as potential replacements for metals in engines, and as
structural components in aerospace vehicles. Ceramics, such
as SiC, have the potential to outperform currently available
super alloys in terms of density, corrosion resistance, and

10 service temperature. Ideally these ceramics would be in the

form of tough composit~s, or, for certain less demanding
applications, monolithic objects. Unfortunately, these
extremely hard, non-melting ceramics are difficult to process

by conventional forming, machining, or spinning equipment.

15 Polymeric precursors to ceramics, such as SiC, afford a
potential solution to these problems as they would allow the

use of conventional processing operations prior to conversion
to a ceramic form. A ceramic precursor should be moldable or
spinnable, crosslinkable, and give a substantially pure

20 ceramic product in high yields upon pyrolysis. Unfortunately,

it is difficult to simultaneously achieve all of these goals.
Currently, available SiC precursor system tend to be lacking
in one or more of these areas.

Yajima (36 J. of Mater. Sci. 13 (1978), pp. 2569-2576)

25 has prepared a preceramic polymer by a thermally induced

methylene insertion reaction of readily prepared, but

intractable, poly(dimethylsilane]. The resulting, tractable,

polymer is only approximately represented by the formula

[SiHMeCH2 ]n , as significant amounts of unreacted SiMs 2 units,

30 complex rearrangements, and branching are observed. Yajima's

polymer has been employed to prepare "SiC" fiber. However, it

contains twice the stoichiometric amount of carbon, and must

be treated with various crosslinking agents that introduce

contaminants. This results in a final ceramic product that

35 contains significant amounts of excess oarbon and silica which
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greatly degrade the high temperature performance of the fiber.-
Similar problems have been encountered in efforts to

employ various other polysilanes as precursors to SiC fiber
and monolithic ceramic objects. All of these precursors have

5 C/Si ratios considerably greater than one, and undergo a
complex series of often ill-defined thermal decomposition
reactions which, in general, lead to incorporation of excess
carbon. The existence of even small amounts of carbon at the
grain boundaries within SiC ceramics has been found to have a

10 detrimental effect on the strength of the ceramic,
contributing to the relatively low room-temperature tensile
strengths typically observed for precursor-derived SiC fibers.

The application of linear polycarbosilanes of the type
[R2SiCH2 ]n, where R - H and/or hydrocarbon groups, as SiC

15 precursors has received much less attention, presumably
because of the expected low ceramic yield due to chain
"unzipping" reactions. Indeed, studies of high molecular
weight [Me 2 SiCH2 ]n polymers have indicated virtually complete
volatilization on pyrolysis under an inert atmosphere to

20 1000 0 C. Recent work by the present inventors herein on the
related CHCHSiCH2 ]n polymer suggests that the introduction of
Si-H groups leads to crosslinking reactions upon pyrolysis and
subsequently higher ceramic yields. However, a significant
loss of volatile organosilane by-products as well as

25 hydrocarbons upon pyrolysis was still evident.
Schilling (see Ceramic Bulletin, Vol. 26, No. 8, 1983 pp.

912-915), and others have also investigated predominately
linear polycarbosilanes prepared via potassium dechlorination
of chloro-chloromethyl-dimethylsilane. The resulting polymers

30 have not been fully characterized, but probably contain
significant amounts of Si-Si and CH2 -CH2 in the polymer
backbone. Polycarbosilanes with various substituents on
silicon have been made by ring opening polymerization CROP] of
various 1,3-disilacyclobutanes by treatment with

35 chloroplatinic acid and related catalysts. Although the
mechanism for the ROP process is not well understood, the
polymers typically obtained are highly linear and have
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characteristically higher molecular weights. The major
drawback to ROP-derived systems is the difficulty in preparing
the cyclic precursors in reasonable yield from readily
available starting materials.

5 The formation of carbosilane polymers with pendent methyl
groups was reported by Kriner as by-products during the
"reverse-Grignard" reaction of chloromethyl-dichloro-
methylsilane to prepare carbosilane rings. These polymers
were presumably branched, although they were not investigated

10 in any detail.
In a recent patent (U.S. Patent No. 4,631,179), Smith

describes the ring opening polymerization of
1,3-disilacyclobutane by chloroplatinic acid. The resulting
polymer is claimed to be linear. Ceramic yields of up to 85%

15 were reported. Little information is given concerning the
characterization of this polymer, or the resulting ceramic
products. In addition, the preparation of the cyclic monomer,
[SiH2CH2] 2 is not discussed at all. This compound is
typically available only by rather tedious preparative routes

20 and only in modest yields at best. Hence, this precursor
system is, at present, not commercially practical.

U.S. Patent No. 4,923,716 to D. W. Brown et al. describes
the chemical vapor deposition of silicon carbide using a
"single molecular species" which provides reactive fragments

25 containing both silicon and carbon atoms in equal number.
Cyclic structures of up to five units containing silicon and
carbon are mentioned.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

The present invention relates to the preparation of
30 carbosilane polymer precursors, of the structure to be

described in greater detail below, by the reaction of a
polyhalocarbosilane of the formula [SiXxCH2 ]n, where n can
range from about __ to about __ and X preferably being

chlorine with a suitable reducing aqent, such as an alkali
35 metal aluminum hydride (e.g., lithium aluminum hydride). The
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which can be crosslin1ed by hydrosilation (e.g., treatment
with H2 PtCl 6 at 150 0 C) or thermally. The crosslinking
reaction allows one to "set up" the polymer during or after
processing as might be needed for fiber synthesis or SiC

5 matrix formation.



1. Polycarbosilane compositions of matter comprising the

repeat units (SiP.ACH 2 ] and (SiRx.,(CH=CH2 )CH 2 ], where R is hydrogen

and x is from 0 to 3 and 1 to 3, respectively.

2. A process for forming polycarbosilane compositions

comprising the repeat unit (SiRKCH.], where R is hydrogen and x

ranges from 0 to 3 which employs, as starting materials, a

halomethylcarbosilane of the type X4.xSi(CH2X)x, where X is halo

and x is from 0 to 3, and which comprises a Grignard coupling

reaction of the halomethylcarbosilane with magnesium to form a

poly(halocarbosilane) followed by reduction of the

poly(halocarbosilane).

3. Substantially non-cyclic, branched polycarbosilane

precursors for silicon carbide having a substantially 1:1 silicon

to carbon stoichiometry which are comprised of the repeat units

(SiH3CH2-], [-SiH2CH2-]-, [-SiHCH2 -], and [ MSiCH2 -].

4. Substantially non-cyclic, branched polycarbosilane

precursors for silicon carbide which are comprised of the repeat

units [SiRxCH2 ] and (SiHx. 1(CH-CH2CH2 ], where R is hydrogen and x

can range from 0 to 3 and 1 to 3, respectively. --
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EXAMPLES

All manipulations involving air-sensitive materials were

carried out in oven-dried glassware using standard inert
atmosphere techniques. Solvents were distilled, under

5 nitrogen, from appropriate drying agents. Magnesium powder

[#50 mesh] was reground using a modified pepper grinder, under
nitrogen, before use. Other commercially available reagents
were used as received, unless otherwise specified. 1H, 1 3C,
and 2 9 Si NMR were run on a Varian XL-200 using D6 -benzene or

10 D8 -toluene as solvents. IR spectra were taken, as neat films,

between salt plates on a Perkin-Elmer 298 spectrometer. Gas
chromatographic analyses were performed on a Shimadzu GC-9A
equipped with a Shimadzu C-R3A recorder-integrator unit.

Unless otherwise specified, samples separated satisfactorily

15 using the following parameters: 6Ft. SE-30 column, 100-2500 C 0

150 C/min., INJ & TCD @ 275 0 C, He @ 45cc/min. Elemental
analyses were carried out by either Schwarzkopf
Microanylitical Laboratory, Galbraith Laboratories Inc., or

LECO Corporation.

20 In these Examples, the Grignard coupling of
chloromethyl-trichloro-silane followed by reduction with

lithium aluminum hydride has been investigated by IH, 1 3C,
2 9 Si NMg, IR, GPC and various trapping experiments in order to

characterize both the intermediate "chloro-polymer" and
25 "reduced polymer". For simplicity these branched polymers

have been represented by the formulas; "[SiCl 2 CH2 ]n" and

"[SiH2 CH2 ]n" respectively, although it will be shown that

their structure is actually somewhat more complicated. The

reduced polymer incorporates extensive Si-H functionality and

30 a nominal 1:1 silicon to carbon ratio. On heating, direct

thermal crosslinking is observed, leading to high ceramic

yields of a black, ceramic product found to contain b-SiC by

x-ray diffraction.
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Preparation of "Chloro-polymer" [SiCl 2 CH2 ]n:

Dry ether (1L) and 30g magnesium powder (1.25 mole) were

added to a 2L, three neck (3N), round bottom (RB) flask

5 equipped with a reflux condenser, a mechanical stirrer, and a

nitrogen inlet. Chloromethyl-trichlorosilane (126 ml, 1.0

mole) was added over about 8 hours using a syringe, at a

suitable rate to maintain a vigorous reaction. Initially, a

few drops of methyl iodide were added to the mixture to start

10 the reaction. A warm water bath (50 0 C) was also employed, as

necessary, to help maintain the reaction rate. After the

addition was complete, a highly air-sensitive, dark brown

solution, containing only small

amounts of magnesium chloride and excess magnesium was

15 obtained. Continued reflux, for 2-5 days, caused a gradual

color change, to brownish-yellow, as large amounts of MgCl 2

precipitated. Due to the large volume of solid which formed,

addition of more ether was required to maintain a reasonably

fluid consistency. Since the MgCl 2/Mg solids would not settle

20 out, and the material clogged during all attempts at

filtration, the [SiClxCH2]x material was separated in a

nitrogen-filled glove-bag by pouring the slurry onto

oven-dried fiberglass cloth placed over a suitable container.

Careful squeezing allowed rapid removal of 80-90% of the

25 solids. The remaining solids rapidly settled from the

resulting yellow ether solution of [SiCl 2 CH2 3n material,

allowing separation by canulla transfer. The solution was

stripped of ether under vacuum with the aid of a 50 0 C water

bath to yield CSiClxCH2 ]n material, a dark yellow-brown,

30 mildly air-sensitive, viscous oil, in 45-50% yield (based on

an assumed "average" formula (SiCl 2 CH2 ]n).

IR: [cm"I] 2980s, 2930a, 2900m, 1440m, 1385u, 1345m, 1290w,

1260m, 11603, ll00->1030vs, 965s, S15->755VS. NIlR, decoupled,

ppm vs TMS, all peaks were complex multiplets or broad.
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IH 0.2->1.5/(25), -1.9->2.3/(1.0), 3.6->4.1/(3.6)

ppm/(Integration)
13C 8->24 (major portion, several multiplets), 29->33,

56->61

5 2 9 Si -20-> -12.5, -6->2 (both minor), 2->10, 13->28 (major)
Elemental Analysis:

Calculated for [SiCl 2 CH2 ]n; the theoretical "average" repeat
unit: C:10.63, H:1.77, Si:24.80, C1:62.80

Calculated for [SiC1 1 . 2 6 O0. 4 4 / 2 Et 0 .1 4 OEto. 1 6 CH 2 ]n
0 (Approximate formula suggested by NMR, IR studies, actual

analysis). C:21.89, H:3.99, Si:31.92, 0:7.07, C1:37.34
Found values: C:21.09, H:4.14, Si:22.30, C1:37.34 1 2

Reduction of " [SiClxCH2 ]n" to " [SiHxCH2 ]n":
Typically, about 1/2 mole of [SiClxCH2Jn (as [SiCl 2 CH 2 ]n)

5 in 500 ml ether was transferred to a 1L, 3N, RB flask equipped
with reflux condenser, magnetic stirrer, nitrogen inlet, and
cool (10 0 C) water bath. About 12.3 g LiAlH4 (1.3 mole H-, 30%
excess), suspended in 200 ml ether, was added over 30 minutes,
via canulla or syringe, with rapid stirring. The resulting

0 light grey suspension was refluxed overnight under nitrogen.
The large excess of LiAlH4 was employed due to the uncertainty
in the amount of Si-Cl functionality in the polymer.
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EXAMPLES 2-3
Workup of Crude [SiHxCH2 ]x:

EXAMPLE 2
Aqueous workup:

5 Initially, approximately 3M HCl was added, dropwise, to
the rapidly stirred LiAlH4 /polymer slurry from Example 1.
After the reactivity lessened, about 1 liter of the acid was
poured in, resulting in the dissolution of the lithium and
aluminum salts. The ether layer was separated, again washed

10 with dilute HCl, and the ether was stripped off to yield a
cloudy, yellow oil. This oil was redissolved in pentane to
drive out small amounts of emulsified water and residual
aluminum complexes. After settling, the transparr•nt yellow
pentane solution was easily separated from the residue and

15 stripped of solvent, under vacuum, with warming to 75 0 C. A
viscous, transparent, pale yellov polymer was obtained in
about 85% yield (or 40% overall, from Cl 3 SiCH2 Cl) based on the
assumed formula [SiH2 CH2 ]n for [SiHxCH2 ]n,

IR (cm- 1 ) 2950m, 2920m, 2870m, 2140vs, 1450w, 1350m, 1250w,
20 1040s, 930vs, 8308, 760vs.

NMR, decoupled, (ppm vs TMS) all peaks are complex multiplets

or broad.
1H -0.4-> -0.05, -0.05->0.3, 3.55->3.85, 3.85->4.1, 4.1->4.313C -12->9, (major 2ortion), 12.5->16, 23->26.

25 2 9 Si -66-> -53 (4 large singlets and small multiplets), -39->
-26, -14-> -8, 0.0->5, (all complicated multiplets).
29 Si (coupled) -73-> -45 several overlapping quartets,

JSi-H about 200 Hz., other multiplets become more complicated.
2 9 Si (decoupled, DEPT, mult.-l.5) -66-> -53, -14-> -8;

30 (positive) -39-> -26; (negative).

Elemental Analysis:
Calculated for SiH2CH2; theoretical "average" formula:
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C:27.27, H:9.09, Si:63.63, Cl: 0, 0: 0 Calculated for

[SiH1. 5 3 Et 0 . 1 4 CH2 ]n (Approximate formula suggested by NMR, IR,
studies, and elemental analyses).

C:32.26, H:8.19, Si:58.8
5 Found: C:28.26, H:7.36, Si:48.71, C1:1.63, 0:0.02*

* Oxygen analyses by LECO. The values ranged from 0.01%

to 0.02% for three trials.

Gel Permeation Chromatographic analysis (GPC) of [SiHxCH2 ]n:
GPC of the reduced polymer was performed on a Waters 600

0 solvent delivery system, 410 RI detector and 745 data
processing unit. Waters Ultrastyragel columns of 100, 500,
and 10,000 A porosity were kept at 400C. Helium-sparged
toluene at a flow rate of 0.6 ml/min was used as the eluent.
Molecular weights were obtained from a 15 point calibration

5 curve by using polystyrene standards from 200 to 470,000 amu.
A wide MW distribution of 300->80,000 amu, with the majority
of the polymer falling between 300-3000 amu was observed. The
MWn (750), MWW (5200) and polydispersity (6.9) reflect the
broad MW distribution of this polymer.
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EXAMPLE3

Non-aqueous Workup:
The crude, reduced mixture was stripped of as much ether

as possible, under vacuum, with heating to 50 0 C. The
5 resulting solids were extracted with pentane, allowed to

settle, and the clear, yellow pentane solution was transferred
by cannula to remove the polymer from the lithium and aluminum
salts. The solution remained clear yellow during removal of
the solvent under vacuum, only a gradual increase in viscosity

10 was observed. Finally an extremely viscous, yellowish,
air-sensitive polymer was recovered in about 851 yield. The
IR spectrum of this material was identical to that from the
aqueous workup, except for two additional peaks: 1930w, 670w
cm- 1 respectively.

15 1H NMR, decoupled, (ppm vs TMS)
-0.6->1.2 (broad), 0.8->1.1 (superimposed, less broad

peak)
3.6->3.9, 3.9->4.1, 4.1->4.3 (3 adjacent broad peaks)

integration ratio 2.8:1 for the two sets of broad peaks
20 (for C-H and Si-H, respectively).

Elemental Analysis:
Calculated for SiH2CH2 : C:27.27, H:9.09, Si:63.63, Al: 0
Found: C:20.88, H:5.82, Si:34.51, Al:6.64
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EXAMPLE A

Preparation of (SiDXCH 2 ]n :
"Chloro-polymer" (5.02 g, 0.0444 mole as (SiCl 2 CH2 ]n) was

reduced with 1.165 g of LiAlD4 (0.111 mole D-) using a scaled
5 down version of the procedure employed for [SiHxCH2 ]n. The

reduction was followed by the aqueous/HCl workup previously
described. The product was a pale yellow, viscous liquid
similar to (SiHxCH2 ]n.

IR (cm- 1 ) 2960m, 2920m, 2870m, 2840m, 2120vw, 1540vs, 1450w,
10 1350m, 1250m, 1035s, 940w, 890w, 750->850s, 675vs.

1H NMR ppm vs TMS, all peaks relatively broad singlets. 1.7,

1.05, -0.4->0.6
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Preparation of "[SiHxCH 2 ]n" Using D1 0 Ether.

The "chloro-polymer" was prepared as previously
described, but on a smaller scale, using a 250 ml 3-neck RB

5 flask, 3g Mg powder, 3g of D1 0 ether, 40 ml dry pentane, and
one small drop of Mel. Slow addition of 11.5 ml (0.091 mol)
of Cl 3 SiCH2Cl over about 2 hours (with initial heating to
start the reaction) resulted in a brownish solution. This
mixture was refluxed for about 3 days to complete the

10 polymerization. The resulting "chloro-polymer" was reduced by
direct addition of 3g (0.08 mol) of LiAlH4 powder to the crude
products over about 1 hour, and the mixture was allowed to
stir for 4 hours. Additional non-deuterated ether (20 ml) was
then added, and the mixture was allowed to stir at room

15 temperature for several days. After the reduction was
complete, the grayish slurry was allowed to settle. The
yellowish ether layer was transferred by syringe to a 500 ml
RB flask fitted with septum and an oil bubbler. The residual
LiAlH4 was killed by the dropwise addition of 3M HCl while

20 swirling the contents in the flask. Once the reaction slowed
sufficiently, 250 ml of 3M HCl was poured in, and the mixture
was swirled for several minutes before being transferred to a
separatory funnel. The resulting, yellow, ether layer was
washed once more with 250 ml of the dilute acid before

25 transfer to a 50 ml RB flask. Ether and pentane were removed
by warming (50 0 C) while flushing with nitrogen for a few
minutes. The resulting polymer was redissolved in an equal
amount of pentane to drive out any remaining water or aluminum
salts. The polymer solution was separated from a small amount

30 of water, and stripped of pentane by flushing with nitrogen
while warming to about 500 C. The polymer was obtained as a

viscous transparent, yellow oil similar in appearance to that

from the preparation described earlier.
IR (cm-1) 2950w, 2920m, 2890w, 2205m, 214Ovs, 1350m, 1250w,

35 1115w, 1050S, 940vs, 850vS, 765vs.
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lH NMR (ppm vs TMS) 0.0 broad, major, 0.9 minor, 1.35 minor,

3.7 major, 4.1 major, 4.65 minor, 4.9 minor.
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Reduction of Solid Residue from (SiClxCH2 ]n Preparation:
After two ether extractions, the residual solids from the

"chloro-polymer" preparation were returned to the 2 liter, 3
5 neck flask, in a nitrogen-filled glove bag, and about 1 liter

of dry ether was added. The amount of reducible material
remaining in the residue was unknown, so LiAlH4 was added
until the yellowish slurry assumed a light grey color
suggesting excess LiAlH4 was present. This slurry was allowed

10 to reflux overnight. The "aqueous work-up" was performed in
the same manner as that for the soluble fraction of polymer.
Vigorous foaming during the initial dropwise addition of 3M
HCI to the crude product showed that an excess of LiAlH4 was
present. The presence of large amounts of MgCl 2 does not

15 appear to affect the reduction process as it reacts with
LiAIH4 to form Mg(AlH4 ) 2 which has the same reducing
properties as LiAlH4 . The remainder of the isolation
procedure was substantially identical to that for the soluble
"chloro-polymer" reduction products. This process recovers

20 variable amounts of additional reduced polymer corresponding
to 15-25% of the theoretical yield. The IR and NMR of this
product was similar to that from the soluble fractions of the
"chloro-polymer". GPC was also quite similar; the majority of
the polymer falling between 400 and 3400 amu, with Mn - 681.
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EXAMPLE 7

Trapping of Oligomers as Methoxy Derivatives

Chloromethyl-trichlorosilane (0.5 mole, 63 ml) was added

to magnesium powder as in the preparation of [SiClxCH2 ]n,

5 except that the resulting brown solution was refluxed for only

30 min. before transferring, by canulla, to well stirred,

cooled excess methanol. After the resulting white solids

settled, a pale yellow solution was separated. Removal of the

excess methanol gave a liquid/solid mixture, which was

10 extracted with hexane, and distilled under N2 . The major

components were identified as (MeO) 3 SiMe, and

(MeO) 3 SiCH2 Si(OMe) 2 CH 2 Cl by boiling point and/or NMR data. A

yellow, oily liquid, a mixture of higher weight oligomers,

accounting for about 25% of the crude mixture remained behind.

15 (MeO) 3 SiMe Bp. 105-1100 C, (103 0 C Lit.)

(MeO) 3 SiCH2 Si(OMe) 2 CH2 C1 Bp. 150-160 0 C
1 H NMR: All singlets, (No. of protons @ ppm) reference: TMS.

(MeO) 3 SiMe: 3@-0.28 (SiCH3 ), 9@3.37 (OCH 3 )

(MeO) 3 SiCH2 Si(OMe) 2 CH 2 Cl:

20 2@0.103 (SiCH2 Si), 2@2.6 (CH 2 Cl), 15@3.42

(OCH 3 )
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EXAMPLE 8

Preparation of [SiHXCH2 ]n Oligomers.
Using 0.25 mole of C13 SiCH2 Cl (31.5 ml) the initial,

brown solution was prepared, as above, and allowed to reflux
5 for one hour. The solution was reduced by addition of 30%

excess LiAlH4 as a suspension in ether and was allowed to stir
overnight. After aqueous/HCl workup and solvent removal,
about 8 ml of light yellow, watery liquid was recovered.
Distillation of this product, under N2, yielded only about

10 0.25 ml of liquid before undergoing a rapid, exothermic,
cross-linking reaction, with much gas evolution, to form a
white, foam-like, glassy solid. The fraction obtained was
found by GC to be 80% one component, identified by NMR as
H3 SiCH2 Si(H) 2 CH2Cl. The remaining 20% consisted of several

15 related compounds in quantities too small to separate and
characterize in detail.

H3SiCH2Si[H] 2 CH2 Cl Bp 75-85 0 C
1H NM (No. of protons 0 ppm vs TMS, multiplicity): 2 0 -0.4
sextet (overlapping triplet of quartets) (SiCH2Si), 2 @ 2.46

20 triplet (-CH2 Cl), 3 @ 3.6 triplet (-SiH3 ), and 2 6 3.87

overlapping triplet of triplets (nearly a quintet) (-SiH2 -).
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Model Coupling Reaction of Me3 SiCH2 Cl With Me3 SiCl:

A mixture of Me3 SiCH2 Cl (0.1 mol) and excess Me3 SiCl (0.2

mol)in 100 ml of dry ether was refluxed for three days under
5 nitrogen until no further reaction was evident. The resulting

MgCl 2 was allowed to settle, and the ether layer separated.
The solvent and excess Me3 SiCl were stripped off under vacuum
giving the crude products. GC of this crude material, in
addition to small amounts of residual solvent and Ke 3SiCl,

10 gave 85.7% of Me3 SiCH2 SiMe 3 , the expected product from the
Grignard reagent (Me3 SiCH2 MgCl), formed in situ, reacting with
Me3 SiCl. Only 2.56% of Me3 SiCH2 CH2 SiMe3 (from Me3 SiCH2 MgCl
reacting with Me3 SiCH2 Cl) was observed. In addition, 0.087%
of Me3 SiOEt was observed, the retention time being confirmed

15 with an actual sample. No observable amounts of Me3 SiCH2 SiMe 3

(which would arise from direct dechlorination of Me3SiCl by

magnesium) were detected. The data below is only for
Me3SiCH2 SiMe 3 as the other components were present in
quantities too small to characterize.

20 GC: 85.7% Me3 SiCH2 SiMO3 , 2.56% Me3 SiCH2 CH 2 SiMe 3 , 0.087%

Me3 SiOEt Bp @ 760mmHg Me3 SiCH2 SiMe 3 130-1310 C, (132 0 C lit.)
IR (cm- 1 ) 2950m, 2895w, 1420w, 1250m, 1055m, 840s, 690w.

NMR: 1 H: Me3 SiCH2 SiMe 3 (ppm vs TMS): 0.045 (SiMe), -0.345

(SiCH2 )
25 1 3 C (DEC.): 1.106 (CH 3Si), 4.025 (SiCH2 Si) 2 9Si: 0.319
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS:-

The product of the Grignard coupling reaction was a dark,
viscous, mildly air-sensitive polymer. The trifunctional
nature of the silicon end of the initial monomer (Cl 3SiCH2 Cl]

5 suggested that the polymeric products would exhibit a
complicated branched structure. Investigations of this
polymer by 1H, 1 3C, and 2 9 Si NMR were performed in order to
identify the functional units present. In the 1H NMR
spectrum, a broad, complex peak was seen near 1 ppm. This

10 peak was consistent with an assignment to the protons of
methylene units between many slightly different SiClx
functionalities which were the result of the extensive
branching of the polymer. The corresponding carbons for these
methylene groups are believed to be the origin of the several

15 complex peaks observed between 8 and 25 ppm in the 1 3 C NMR

spectrum. Several groups of complex multiplets were seen in
the range of 2->28 ppm in the 2 9 Si NMR spectrum. These peaks
are attributed to [-CH2 14/ 2 Si, [-CH2 13/ 2 SiCl, [-CH2 12/2SiC1 2,
and [-CH2 ] 1/ 2 SiCl 3 units in the polymer. At first it would

20 appear that these units represent only four kinds of silicon,
however, differences in local environments due to the complex
branching of this polymer result in very complex multiplets,
even when decoupled. Additional peaks were observed in the
NMR spectra of this polymer, indicating that other functional

25 groups are present as well. The 1H NMR spectrum also showed a
smaller, broad peak at 3.8 ppm, which was assigned to the
-OCH 2 - protons of ethoxy groups. The peaks due to the methyl

protons for these ethoxy groups would lie near 1 ppa and
presumably were buried under the carbosilane methylene peak.

30 In the 1 3 C NMR spectrum, the carbons from the -OCM 2 - are
deemed to give rise to the peaks between 56 and 61 ppm. Again,
the corresponding methyl carbon peaks would be buried

under those due to Si-CH2 -Si in the polymer chain. The 2 9 Si

hNR spectrum showed smaller up-field aultiplets at 2-> -6, and

35 -17.5-> -20 ppm, strongly suggestive that oxygen is bound to

silicon, in addition to chlorine. Silicon compounds with only
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alkyl and chlorine functionalities generally do not go
up-field of 0 ppm in the 2 9 Si NMR. In addition to Si-OEt,
these up-field peaks might result from Si-Si, or Si-O-Si
bonding present in the polymer.

5 The IR data also support the conclusion that ethoxy
substitution has occurred during the preparation of the
"chloro-polymer". A peak of medium intensity at 1160 cm" 1 was
consistent with the C-0 functionality of SiOEt. The strong,
broad band between 1000 and 1120 cm- 1 was suggestive of Si-OR

10 and/or Si-O-Si functionality in addition to the Si-CH2-Si
deformation band from the carbosilane "backbone" of the
polymer. The peak at 960 cm"1 was also characteristic of the
presence of Si-OEt groups.

Thus, evidence from several sources (1H, 13C, 2 9 Si NMR

15 and IR) suggests that ethoxy groups and other Si-O-
functionality is present, in addition to chlorine, as
substituents on silicon in this "chloro-polymer". In addition
to this data, integration values from the 1H NMR of the
"chloro-, and reduced polymers, and elemental analysis,

20 suggest the approximate "average" formula,
(SiCl. 2 6 )O0. 4 4/ 2OEto.1 6Eto. 1 4CH2 ]nI for the "chloro-polymer".
The 1H NMR of the reduced polymer shows ethyl groups that are
obscured in the NMR of the corresponding "chloro-polymer" due
to overlap with the methylene groups.

25 Small peaks at 1.9->2.3 and 29->33 ppm, in the 1H, and
13C NMR respectively, have been assigned to unreacted
chloromethyl end groups in the polymer. The infrared spectrum
of this polymer showed medium-intensity bands at 1385 and 1160
cm- 1 which were consistent with CH2 Cl groups on silicon.

30 Reduction of this branched, chloro-polycarbosilane
[SiClxCH2Jn with LiAlH4/ether to form the corresponding
hydrido-polycarbosilane has been investigated by two routes
differing in the final work-up. Aqueous workup involved
treatment of the crude reduction products with dilute HCI and

35 separation of the polymer in ether. The non-aqueous method

consisted of stripping the ether from the crude reduction

products, under vacuum, yielding sticky solids that were
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re-extracted with pentane to separate the polymer. The
aqueous workup was easier to perform, but involved the

potential risk of oxygen incorporation into the polymer.
Samples of polymer resulting from both methods of workup were

5 characterized.

[SiHxCH2 ]n BY AQUEOUS WORKUP:
The product from the aqueous workup was a highly viscous,

yellow oil that, despite extensive Si-H functionality,

appeared to be relatively stable to air exposure. The IR
10 spectrum of this polymer was consistent with the proposed,

highly branched, structure: [SiHxCH2 ]n (where x-0,1,2,3).

Strong peaks at 2140, 930, 830, and 760 cm- 1 confirmed the
presence of SiH, SiH2 , and SiH3 groups. The disappearance of

the bands at 1160 and 960 cm- 1 , and the narrowing of the
15 SiCH2 Si absorption due to loss of C-O and Si-O functionality

in the polymer suggested the reduction of Si-OR and Si-O-Si

groups to Si-H. The absence of the characteristic peak for
SiCH2 CH2 Si between 1120-1180 cm- 1 indicated that little or no

head-to-head coupling was present.

20 The 1 H NMR spectrum of the reduced polymer, suggestive of
a branched structure, consisted of complex multiplets and
broad peaks. Two groups of peaks centered at -0.2, and 0.15
were attributed to the various SiCH2Si environments, as well
as the SiCH2- of Si-Et functionality. Any Si-Me functionality

25 in the polymer would also be deemed to appear in this region.
The peak near 1 ppm was consistent with the "-CH3" protons of
ethyl groups on silicon. Residual chloromethyl functionality
not reduced by LiAlH4 treatment appeared as a peak at 1.65
ppm. This peak underwent a small up-field shift when the

30 polymer was reduced, as would be expected for the replacement

of the electron-withdrawing chlorine atoms on silicon by

hydrogen. The three groups of peaks at 3.7, 3.95, and 4.2 ppm

closely matched the values for the SiH3 , SiH2 , and SiH groups

of a series of "model" compounds; CMe 3 SiCf 2]xSiH 4.x where

35 X - 1->3, respectively.
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The resonances due to Si-H and -OCH 2 - groups in the
proton NMR tended to overlap, rendering verification that all
the Si-OEt on the "chloro-polymer" was reduced difficult.
This problem was avoided by performing the reduction of the

5 "chloro-polymer" using LiAlD4. For the resulting
deutero-polymer "[SiDxCH 2 ]n ", 1H NMR showed no peaks in the
Si-H/OCH2 region (3.5->4.3 ppm). Apparently neither
functionality exists in sufficient quantity to be observed,
suggesting that reduction of Si-OEt functionality in the

10 polymer was complete, or very nearly so. The peaks near 0.1
and 1.0 ppm, for the CH2 and CH3 of Si-Et, respectively, and
the peak for residual CH2C1, were not affected.

The infrared spectrum of the deutero-polymer was similar
to that for the hydrido-polymer except for changes in the

15 position of the peaks for the Si-H functionality as follows:
£cm-1] 2130/1540, 940/675, 820/below 600. only small peaks at
2120, 940,and 890 cm- 1 were seen, due to traces of Si-H in the
deutero-polymer.

In order to confirm that the peaks seen in the proton NMR
20 at 0.1 and 1.0 ppm were actually due to ethyl groups from the

ether being incorporated during the Grignard coupling
reaction, the preparation of the "chloro-polymer" was run in a
D1 0 diethyl ether/pentane mixture followed by a slightly
modified LiAlH4 reduction, and aqueous workup. The proton NMR

25 of this polymer showed only small peaks for SiEt functionality
(probably from residual protons in the ether, or slight proton
exchange during the preparation) indicating that the ethyl
groups originated from the ether during the coupling reaction.
The only other significant difference in the proton NMR was

30 the greater relative amount of SiH3 (3.7 ppm; free end groups)
versus SiH2 /SiH (4.1, 4.3 ppm; in-chain/branched groups)
suggesting that the molecular weight of the D5 -Et substituted
polymer was somewhat lower than with a typical preparation.
This was most likely a result of poorer solvating ability of

35 the mixed Dl0 -ether/pentane solvent required for this
preparation. The infrared spectrum of this polymer showed
distinct changes in the C-H stretch region that were
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consistent with the proton NMR results. The D5 -Et substituted
polymer shows new peaks at 2205 and 2070 cm- 1 (due to C-D
functionality) with corresponding decreases in the C-H peaks
at 2950 and 2850 cm- 1 . Some of the weaker peaks in the C-H

5 bending region near 1400 cm- 1 also shifted to lower wave

numbers presumably lying buried under the strong Si-CH2-Si
deformat'3n, or Si-H bands.

The data from the 13 C NMR of the reduced polymer were
consistent with assignments from the 1H spectra, the major

10 feature being a broad, complicated multiplet extending from
-12 to 8 ppm, covering the same range as the peaks arising
from the methylene carbons between silicons of the "model"
compounds for the reduced pollmer. A small group of peaks at
25 ppm was attributed to residual SiCH2Cl functionality not

15 completely reduced by the LiA1H4. A second small group of
peaks, near 13 ppm was assigned to the "-CH3 " carbon of ethyl
groups on silicon. The "Ce," carbons of the Si-Et groups were
presumably buried under the Si-CH2 -Si multiplat. Peaks
observed near 6] ppm in the 1 3C NMR spectrum of the

20 chloro-polymer (assigned to the -OCH 2 - carbons of SiOEt
groups) were not seen in the reduced polymer, again,
indicating that the ethoxy groups were eliminated during
reduction.

The decoupled 2 9Si "DEPT" NMR spectrum (multiplicity of
25 1.5), of the reduced polymer: [SiHxCH2]n, showed that the

groups of peaks around -8-> -14 and several resolved singlets
at -53-> -66 ppm had odd numbers of hydrogens, whereas those
between -26 and -39 had an even number. This was consistent
with assignments as [-CH2 ]3/ 2 SiH, (-CH2J1 / 2SiH3 and

30 [-CH2 ] 2/ 2 SiH2 polymer functionalities, respectively, using
information from the NMR spectra of the "model" compounds.

The complexity of these NMR spectra reflected the branched
structure of the polymer, which can contain many slightly
different environments for each type of silicon. Presumably,

35 the CHN2 iB,3 groups were better resolved, because, as end

groups, they are less affected by the surrounding,

complicated, polymer environment. The (-CH 2 ]4/ 2 Si units did
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not appear on this NMR spectrum, as only silicons beazing
hydrogens respond under these conditions. The coupled 2 9 Si

NMR showed several, clearly discernable, overlapping quartets
with typical Si-H coupling constants of about 200 Hz. The

5 superimposed, fine splitting of the SiH3 quartets by adjacent

methylenes, as seen in the "model" compounds, was not
completely resolved in the polymer due to the increased width
of the peaks. Coupled 2 9 Si NMR gave little information about
the other Si-H functionalities becaure the peaks were so

10 complicated.
Elemental analysis for the reduced polymer showed a small

amount of chlorine (1.63%), from the residual chloromethyl
groups. The carbon value was close to that expected for

[SiH2CH2 ]n, however, the hydrogen value was somewhat low. The
15 possibility that there were unreduced oxygen-containing

groups, such as Si-OEt or Si-O-Si, in this polymer was
rendered unlikely by the results of oxygen analyses which
indicated that the oxygen content of the polymer was only
about 0.02%.

20 The 1H NMR integration values for the reduced polymer,
obtained soon after isolation, gave a nearly 1:1 Si-H to C-H
ratio, suggesting that formation of Si-Si bonding in the
reduced polymer with loss of hydrogen had occurred before the
sample was analyzed. Samples of the reduced polymer have been

25 observed to gradually increase in viscosity, and develop
pressure when stored in sealed containers which is consistent
with this hydrogen loss. The silicon value obtained from the
elemental analysis was significantly lower than would be
expected for the [SiHi.S6 EtO. 1 4 CH2 ]n forwala; however, there

30 is substantial evidence from prior literature reports that the
silicon analysis, as typically performed, is unreliable for
many carbosilane compounds. The well-characterized

[Me 3SiCH2 ]xSiH4 _x "model" compounds were no exception, giving
silicon values up to 30% low.

35 Molecular weight distribution by GPC of the reduced
polymer showed a very broad MW distribution with most of the

polymer falling between 450 and 3C00 anu, but tailing off up
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to 80,000 amu vs polystyrene to give a large polydispersity

value of 6.95. The Mw for this polymer was 745, corresponding

to about 15 repeat units as SiH1 . 8 6 Et 0 . 1 4 CH2 (suggested by

NMR, IR, and elemental analysis). The actual MW distribution

5 could be considerably different from this, as the reduced
polymer was not very similar to polystyrene. A rough estimate

of the number of repeat units in the reduced polymer could

also be obtained from examination of the "chloro-polymer" by
comparing the proton NMR integration values for SiCH2 CI

10 ("head" end groups) vs SiCH2Si (all other polymer units). The
SiCH2 Si peak for the "chloro-polymer" also included the
methyl protons of the ethoxy groups, for which it is corrected

by subtracting a 1.5 multiple of the -OCH 2 - integration value.

The resulting, corrected Si-CH2 -Si peak also contained all of

15 the Si-Et protons. The correction factor for the ethyl group
protons was also obtained from the "average formula;
(SiHi.86 Et0. 1 4 CH2Jn for the reduced polymer, determined by the
1H NMR integrations. One ethyl group per 7 CH2 units

corresponded to a ratio of 5 to 14 for the overlapping CH2 &

20 CH3 [of Et] and Si-CH2-Si that made up the peak in the 1H NMR.

Applying the factor 14/19 to the Si-CH2 -Si integration value

of the "chloro-polymer" (after subtraction for the "CH3" of

si-OEt] gave the actual integration value for Si-CH2-Si

functionality alone. After comparing with CH2 Cl integration,

25 the value obtained by this method for the average number of

repeat units (as SiH1 . 8 6 Et 0 . 1 4CH2 ) in the polymer was about

13.5. It is important to note that since Si-Si and Si-O-Si

bonding in the polymer does not affect the SiCH2 C1 to SiCH2 Si

ratio, the molecular weight values obtained reflected only the

30 effects of Si-CH2-Si bonding, hence any crosslinking was

ignored for the MW value obtained be this met-hod.

[SiHxCH2 ]n FROM NON-AQUEOUS WORKUP:

The polymeric products from the non-aqueous workup were

tacky, yellow, solids which, unlike the aqueous workup

35 version, rapidly developed a whitish coating on exposure to
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air. The IR spectrum of this polymer was similar to that from
the aqueous workup, except for two additional peaks at 1930
and 670 cm- 1 . These peaks suggested that residual Al-Hx
functionality was present. LiAlH4 itself, is insoluble in

5 pentane (which was used to extract the transparent, yellow
polymer from the residue) and therefore not likely to be a
contaminant.

The 1H NMR spectrum of this polymer contained a broad,
complex peak between -0.6 and 1.5 ppm, on which was

10 superimposed a narrower peak between 0.8 and 1.1 ppm. The
differences in the SiCH2Si region of the NMR spectrum from
that of the aqueous-workup polymer, suggested the presence of
some additional species in the non-aqueous product,
The Si-H peaks were similar to those of the aqucous-workup

15 polymer, appearing at 3.6-3.9, 3.9-4.1, and 4.1-4.3 ppm.
Their integration ratio (IH NMR) was considerably below the
approximately 1:1 ratio with methylene protons which was seen
for the polymer derived from the aqueous work-up.
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DISCUSSION OF EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS: PART A, "CHLORO-POLYMER"

[SiClxCH2 ]n.

The IR, NMR, and other experimental results for the

"chloro-polymer" appear to be consistent with the following

5 hypotheses regarding the generation of the polymer structure.

Evidence for proposed side-reactions will be discussed
separately.

Slow addition of C13SiCH2Cl to refluxing Mg/ether was

found to yield, initially, a dark, highly air-sensitive
10 solution which, on extended reflux, gradually produces large

amounts of MgCl 2 and a dark, brownish-yellow, viscous, mildly

air-sensitive polymer. The initial dark solution was
suspected to be the Grignard reagent; (Cl 3SiCH2MgCl), and was

further investigated by quenching a freshly-made batch with

15 excess methanol before significant polymerization had
occurred. On distillation, the principal compound of interest

(about 80%) was (MeO) 3SiMe which as the expected product from

reaction of Cl 3SiCH2MgCl with excess MeOH. Smaller amounts,
about 17%, of (G1eO) 3SiCH2Si(OMe) 2 CH2Cl were also recovered.

20 This compound appears to originate from Cl 3SiCH2MgCl coupling

with unreacted Cl 3SiCH2 Cl to form CI3 SiCH2Si(C12 )CH2 Cl before

methanolysis. About 3% of (MeO) 3 SiCH2 Si(OMe) 2Me was observed,
which could result from either conversion of the previous

compound to the corresponding Grignard, or from head-tail
25 coupling of two Cl 3SiCH2 MgCl species before the addition of

methanol. Compounds suggestive of head to head coupling, such

as (MeO) 3 SiCH2CH2Si(OMe) 3 , did not exist in sufficient
quantity to be observed.

These results suggest that most of the Cl 3 SiCH2 Cl was
30 quickly converted to the corresponding Grignard reagent (the

dark colored species). Some of this Grignard reagent couples

with Si-Cl of unreacted Cl 3 SiCH2 Cl to form the observed

dimeric intermediate compound; Cl 3SiCH2Si(Cl 2 )CH2 CI. The
corresponding reduced compound; (K3 SiCH2 SiH2 CH2 Cl), was

35 recovered from the LiAlH4 "quench" of a batch of the

C1 3 SiCH2 XgCl that had been allowed to reflux for about one
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hour. Any H3SiCH2Cl, or H3SiMe (from Cl 3SiCH2 Cl, and
Cl 3 SiCH2MgCl respectively) would have escaped as gases. The
coupling process of Cl 3SiCH2MgCl with unreacted Cl 3 SiCH2 Cl
must be fairly rapid as no (MeO) 3 SiCH2 Cl was recovered. The

5 head-tail coupling of the Grignard reagent; (Cl 3SiCH2MgCl)
with itself appears to be relatively sluggish, as most of it
could be trapped with methanol, and even though Cl 3SiCH2MgCl
is the most abundant species present, only traces of the
corresponding dimeric compound, Cl 3 SiCH2 Si(C12 )CH2MgCl, were

10 observed. We deem that the initial sluggishness of the
Cl 3SiCH2MgCI self-coupling reaction arose because the silicon
is surrounded by three chlorines, the electron-rich Grignard
carbon, and presumably coordinated ether as well, such that
the usual mechanism of nucleophilic attack on silicon was

15 inhibited by unfavorable steric and/or electronic effects.
Potential pathways explaining the formation of the observed
compounds are outlined in Fig. 1.

Since the reactivity of the SiCl 3 "tail" of Cl 3SiCH2MgCl
to coupling was inhibited, it appeared that the major

20 mechanism of polymer growth was by successive attack of
C13SiCH2MgCl, or oligomers with Grignard "head" end-groups, at
the Si-Cl sites of the initial dimeric compounds,
Cl 3SiCH2SiCl 2 CH2 Cl, primarily, and, to a lesser extent
Cl 3SiCH2SiCl 2 CH2MgCl. The SiCl 3 of these diners would be far

25 enough from the Grignard site, if any, that the deactivation
effect would be no longer operative. As each now group
attached to the growing polymer, the Grignard functionality
was lost, and the Si-Cl groups now behaved approximately like
ordinary alkyl-chlorosilanes such as MeSiCl 3 or Me2 SiCl 2,

30 allowing further polymerization to continue.
The strong tendency toward head-tail coupling

(-CH2 MgCl/Cl 3 Si-) for the Grignard coupling reaction was

demonstrated by the model coupling reaction of Me3 SiCH2 Cl and

Me3SiCl. For this system, even with the presence of excess
35 Me3 8iCl, the ratio of head-tail product, Me3SiCN2SiMe*, to

head-head compound, Me3 8iCH2 CH 2 8iXe 3 was 33:1. For the

polymer system, the "tail" functionality was -SiCl 3 which
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would be considerably-more reactive to Grignards, than
Me3SiCl, therefore greatly reducing the extent of head-head
coupling in the actual polymer system. No observable amount
of Me3Si-SiMe 3 was obtained during this coupling reaction

5 indicating that the direct dechlorination of Si-Cl groups,
with subsequent formation of Si-Si linkages did not occur.
This appears to be consistent with other studies that showed
that one or more phenyl groups attached to silicon were
required for the formation of Si-Si bonding by Mg.

10 The trifunctional SiCl 3 "tail", monofunctional -CH2MgCl
"head", and strong bias towards head-to-tail coupling, as
shown by the Me3SiCH2 Cl/Me 3 SiCl/Mg model coupling experiment,
gave this polymer system several interesting features. Up to
three Grignard head-end groups can couple to each SiCl 3 site

15 on the growing polymer. With the addition of each new
monomer, another SiCl 3 site was formed. Continuation of this
process resulted in a polymer exhibiting extensive branching,
limited only by steric effects. Due to the branching, this
polymer was characterized by a relatively large number of

20 SiCl 3 "tail" functionalities. Only one "CH2 " end group
existed for each polymer, as all others were employed in
linking the carbosilane polymer together. If no side
reactions occurred, the extent of branching should not have
affected the theoretical 2:1 Cl to Si ratio for this polymer.

25 This theoretical Cl to Si ratio could be justified in that the
monomer contained three chlorine sites on each silicon
(-SiCl 3 ), and one CH2Cl group (which becomes the Grignard
functionality). If all of the Grignard coupled with Si-Cl
groups, there would be two equivalents of Si-Cl remaining;

30 however, branching would increase the ratio of "tail" units
(C13 Si(CH2 - 11/ 2 ), and branched units (ClSi(CH2 -J3/ 2 ,
Si(CH2]4/2 to linear units (Cl 2Si(CH2 -] 2 / 2 ) in the polymer.

If head-to-head coupling (-CH2MgCl<->CICH 2 -) occurred,
the maximum theoretical molecular weight that could be

35 achieved would rapidly decrease. This would result because

there would be just enough head end groups to couple all of

the monomers (one per monomer). If any were wasted through
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head-to-head coupling,, the system would essentially run out of
head end groups before polymerization was complete. In
actuality, for this system, unreacted chloromethyl groups were
seen in the NMR, suggesting that sterics were the limiting

5 factor. In addition, the Me3SiCH2 Cl/Me 3 SiCl/Mg model coupling
reaction strongly suggested that head-to-head coupling was
negligible.

It is important to note that this head-tail coupling
process, in itself, should not cause crosslinking of the

10 branched polymer. since polymerization was head-tail,
crosslinking would require species with two head end groups.
However, the low recovery rate (about 50%) for the
"chloro-polymer" suggests that at least some crosslinking may
have occurred in this system. The possible origin of such

15 crosslinking will be discussed later. The potential polymer
"building blocks" that are to be expected as the
polymerization progresses are illustrated below:

-SiCH2  -SiCH2
20 / II'

-SiCl 2CH2- -SiClCH2 _ SiCH2 -

-SiCH2
/

25 Linear unit single branched unit double branched unit
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CI 3SiCH2 - -SiCH2MgCl -SiCH2 Cl/ /

"Tail" end group Unreacted Grignard Chloromethyl

5 "head" end group "head" end group

The actual "chloro-polymer" system was found to be
considerably more complex, as several side reaction were found
to occur. In addition to the above groups, NMR and IR data

indicate that several other functionalities were present:

10 1 1

-SiCH2- -SiCH2 - -SiCH2 -
OEt 0 Et

15 -SiCH2 -

Elemental analysis of the "chloro-polymer" showed the

chlorine content to be significantly low for the expected

CSiCl 2 CH2 Jn average formula. This is consistent with 1H, 1 3 C,
20 2 9 Si, NMR and IR results which suggest in addition to SiClx,

there were significant amounts of Si-OEt, Si-Et and possibly
Si-O-Si functionalities in the "chloro-polymer". The carbon

and hydrogen values were considerably higher than expected for

the assumed "average" formula CSiCl 2 CH2 ]n. This was also

25 consistent with both Si-OEt and/or Si-Et functionalities in

the polymer. Precedent for this kind of side reaction is well
established, the cleavage of ethers by halosilanes to form
alkoxy silane and/or siloxanes has been known for many years.
For iodosilanes the reaction is often quantitative.

30 Chlorosilanes are less active, but react similarly; moreover,

the extended reflux employed to effect coupling of the

Grignard reagent would be expected to increase the extent of

ether cleavage. The formation of Si-Et functionality is less

obvious, it appears to originate from magnesium reacting with
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EtCl, a product of the side reactions, to form ethyl Grignard
which couples with Si-Cl functionality to form SiEt groups.
These ethyl groups have been shown to originate from the
ether. When the reduced polymer was prepared using D1 0 -Et 2O

5 during the Grignard coupling step prior to reduction, the
incorporation of SiEt-D5 groups resulted in almost complete
disappearance of the "ethyl" peaks in the proton NMR except
for residual "CH2 " and "CH3 "' protons. These side reactions
have been outlined in reactions 2-5:

10 Si-Cl + Et 2 0 ---------- > Si-OEt + Et-Cl 2

Si-OEt + Si-Cl - Si-O-Si + Et-Cl 3

Et-Cl + Mg/Et 2 0 • Et-HgCl 4

Et-MgCl + Si-Cl .......- • Si-Et + MgCI2  5

Another potential cause of the low chlorine content of
15 the "chloro-polymer" could be direct dechlorination of Si-Cl

functionality by magnesium to form Si-Si bonding. However,
all reported couplings of halosilanes by magnesium required at
least one or more phenyl/aryl substituents on the reactant
compounds. Ether cleavage was often the only observed result

20 when these functionalities were lacking. The absence of
He3Si-SiXe 3 in the products of the Me3SiCH2Cl/Me 3SiCl/Hg model
coupling reaction, and the formation of small amounts of
Me3 SiOEt, suggest that magnesium does not induce significant
Si-Si bond formation in alkyl substituted chlorosilanes.

25 Either Si-O-Si or Si-Si coupling, even to a relatively
modest extent, would tend to crosLlink the polymer causing it
to become insoluble. This may explain the relatively low
yield (50%) for extraction of the "chloro-polymer" from the
residual magnesium chloride. If the residual solids, after

30 extraction, were treated similarly to the "chloro-polymer"
(reduced with excess LiAlH4 followed by H2 0/HCl workup) 15-25%
additional reduced-polymer was recovered. If the solids
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contained insoluble, Si-O-Si, or Si-Si crosslinked

"chloro-polymer", treatment with excess LiAlH4 would not only

reduce the Si-Cl groups, but convert both the Si-O-Si, and
Si-Si to Si-H as well. This would destroy the crosslinking,

5 rendering the polymer soluble, and recoverable.
It is difficult to propose an exact formula for this

polymer system at the "chloro-" stage as both determination of
the theoretical, and the actual composition are subject to
error. However, the "average" formula

10 [SiC1 1. 2 600. 4 4/ 2OEtO.1 6 Eto. 1 4 CH2 ]n has been assigned. This
formula is in good agreement w h t•ie IH,, 1 3C, and 2 9 Si NMR,
IR spectra, elemental analysis, ind literature precedent. In
addition, it accounts for the difficulty in isolating all of
the "chloro-polymer" from the MgCl solids by extraction, and

15 the recovery of additional polymer when the solids are reduced
by LiAlH4 .

The molecular weight of the "chloro-polymer " is
difficult to measure directly as even traces of water in the
solvent required would cause crosslinking, seriously affecting

20 the results. The molecular weight of this polymer can be
indirectly estimated by two methods; The average number of
repeat units obtained from the GPC of the corresponding
reduced polymer, which is not highly moisture sensitive (as
described later) can be corrected for the heavier "average"

25 repeat unit for the "chloro-polymer" (described above). A
value of approximately 1500 amu is found. The ratio of
chloromethyl ("head" end groups) to methylene (in chain units)

from integration of the 1H NMR spectrum can be used to
estimate the average number of repeat units giving a value of

30 1400 amu. Both of these methods only count carbosilane
bonding in the polymer and are therefore approximate. The
effects due to Si-O-Si linkages between polymers was ignored.

The first method bases the molecular weight on that of the
reduced polymer where the Si-O-Si linkages have been

35 destroyed. The second method also ignores these effects since

Si-O-Si linkages do not affect the ratio of -CH 2Cl to
Si-CH2 -Si in the 1H NMR spectrum.
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PART 2 REDUCED POLYMER.

The reduced polymer is considerably less complicated than

its "chloro-polymer" precursor. NMR results of the reduced

polymer, and suitable "model" compounds, confirmed the

5 presence of (-CH2 )1/ 2 SiH3 , (-CH2 )2/ 2 SiH2, (-CH2 ) 3/ 2SiH, and
(-CH2 ) 4/2Si functionalities; where the 1/2 factor represents

the sharing of the CH2 functionalities between silicons in the

carbosilane backbone of the polymer. The SiEt functionality

was retained in the reduced polymer. However, the Si-OEt, and

10 any Si-Si or Si-O-Si groups present in the "chloropolymer"
were reduced to Si-H along with Si-Cl. These results appear

to be consistent with previous work where Cl 3Si-SiCl 3 ,

C13Si-O-SiCl 3 , and H3Si-O-SiH3 all gave silane gas on
reduction with excess LiAlH4 in ether or THF. It has also

15 been observed that alkoxy groups on silicon, even when

surrounded by relatively bulky groups, as in the case of

[1-naphthyl] 3 Si-OEt, are readily converted to the

corresponding silanes by LiAlH4 . Alkyl-substituted alkoxy

silanes react similarly. In addition, residual Grignard end

20 groups remaining in the "chloro- polymer", if any, would be

converted to a magnesium aluminum hydride complex during the

reduction. Subsequent aqueous acid workup would result in the

corresponding hydrocarbon end group as shown in reactions 7

and 8.

25 SiCH2MgCl + LiAlH4  E&29._, SiCH2MgAlH4 + LiCl 7

SiCH2 MgAlH4 + XS HCl, H2 --- > SiMe + MgC1 2 + 4H2 + Al(OH]x 8

NMR integration values show the actual "average" formula

for the reduced polymer to be approximately

[SiHI.8 6 Et0.1 4 CH2]n, or about one ethyl group per seven

30 "average" [SiH2CH2] repeat units.
The molecular weight value obtained by GPC of the reduced'

polymer (745 amu) is about 15 repeat units (as

[SiH1 . 8 6 Eto. 1 4 CH2 ]). This method takes into account any
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effects on the molecular weight due to crosslinking processes
so long as the polymer remains soluble.

The similarity of the values for molecular weight of the
reduced polymer by the two methods, suggests little or no

5 Si-O-Si or Si-Si bonding existed in the reduced polymer, as
one method ignores any crosslinking, the other does not. This
is in agreement with the high solubility of the reduced
polymer in pentane, the absence of protons from Si-OCH2 - in
the LiAlD4 -reduced polymer and the elemental analyses which

10 indicated a very low oxygen content (0.02%). All suggest that
reduction of Si-OEt, Si-O-Si, and any Si-Si is complete, or
very nearly so, in the reduced polymer.

However, the elemental analysis also gives a low hydrogen
value for the reduced polymer. This could be the result of

15 slow loss of hydrogen from the polymer, at room temperature,
to give Si-Si bonding after isolation. It has been observed
that samples of the reduced polymer slowly increase in
viscosity and generate gaseous by-products (presumably
hydrogen) after storage for several weeks The reduced polymer

20 is found to crosslink on heating, presumably by the same
process.

From the 1H NMR, differences in peak shape and
integration values suggest that the reduced polymer prepared

by non-aqueous workup appears to contain a significant amount

25 of Al-Hx protons, bound to the polymer, having approximately
the same chemical shift as the Si-CH2 -Si protons.

Elemental analysis of this product indicated the presence
of over 6% aluminum. In total, these results are consistent
with the incorporation of significant amounts of Al-H in the

30 polymeric product obtained from the non-aqueous workup. This
may be in the form of AlHx-[3-x] species: either bound,
complexed, or trapped, within the polymer. Difficulty in
separating by-products of LiAlH4 reductions of polymeric
halosilanes by non-aqueous methods has been previously

35 observed.
The reduced, branched, polyearbosilane polymer

represented by the "average" formula, E8iNi.863tO. 1 4 CH2Jn, on
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heating under nitrogen, began to evolve gases and formed a

"gel" at about 200 0 C. GC/FTIR showed these gaseous
by-products were predominantly hydrogen, with smaller amounts

of methane, ethane, ethylene, propene, and mixed

5 methylsilanes. In addition, small amounts of volatile,
oligomeric hydridosilanes were produced. These results

suggest that some depolymerization occurred before extensive

crosslinking (presumably via Si-Si bond formation) occurred.
Continued heating to about 450 0 C gave a pale yellow, hard,

10 glassy solid with the evolution of more hydrogen and much

lesser amounts of hydrocarbons and silanes than in the earlier

stages of pyrolysis. Further heating yielded a shiny, hard,
black ceramic. TGA of the reduced polymer to 1200 0 C showed

about 60% ceramic yield without any special crosslinking

15 procedures. The theoretical yield is about 83%, assuming the

polymer formula, [SiH1. 8 6EtO.1 4 CH2 ]n, as suggested by NMR, IR

and elemental analysis. If the polymer is subjected to

heating at the crosslinking temperature prior to pyrolysis,

higher yields may be realized. Powder X-ray diffraction of

20 the black ceramic product formed at 1000 0 C, under N , showed

it to be nearly amorphous. Material heated to 1600 0 C for five

hours (under N2 ) gave a XRD pattern consistent with
expectations for O-SiC.

The Examples set forth herein, the Experimental Results,

25 and the discussion of those Experimental results are presented

to describe certain embodiments of the instant process and

should not be construed in a limiting sense for that reason.

The scope of protection sought is set forth in the claims

which follow.
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We Claim:

1. A process for forming a polycarbosilane precursor
for silicon carbide which comprises the reaction of a
polyhalocarbosilane with a reducing agent.

5 2. A process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the reducing
agent is lithium aluminum hydride.

3. A process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the
polyhalocarbosilane is a polychlorocarbosilans.

4. A process as claimed in Claim 1 wherein the
10 polyhalocarbosilane is formed by reaction of a trihalo-

halomethylsilane with a Grignard coupling agent.

5. A process as claimed in Claim 4 wherein the trihalo-
halomethylsilane is trichloro-chloromethylsilane.

6. A process as claimed in Claim 4 wherein the Grignard

15 coupling agent comprises a mixture of magnesium metal and an
alkyl iodide.

7. A process as claimed in any of Claims 1-6 wherein
the polyhalocarabosilane is modified by adding a vinyl group
to the polymer backbone.

20 8. Branched polycarbosilane, substantially non-cyclic

precursors for silicon carbide having a substantially 1:1 Si

to C stoichiometry which comprise the repeating units

(H2 SiCH2] (SiCH2] (SiH3CH2].

9. Precursors as claimed in Claim S formed by any of

25 the processes of Claims 1-6.
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10. Precursors as claimed in Claim 8 which contain
terminal -SiH3 groups.

11. Branched polycarbosilane, substantially non-cyclic
precursors for silicon carbide containing the repeating units:

5SiHxCH2 ] (SHc-.lCH2]

Ch-CH2]

where x can range from to .
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CARBOSILANE POLYMER PRECURSORS
TO SILICON CARBIDE CERAMICS

ABSTRACT OF THE DISCLOSURE

Grignard coupling of trichloro-chloromethylsilane,

5 followed by reduction with lithium aluminum hydride, can be
employed to prepare a complex, branched polycarbosilane with
extensive Si-H functionality and a nominal 1:1 silicon to
carbon ratio. Direct pyrolysis of polycarbosilane material to
10 0 °C under nitrogen without any specific crosslinking

10 procedure, yields a black ceramic product. Annealing at
1600 0 C indicates B-SiC as the crystalline phase present.
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Compressive Creep of MoSi, Matrix and Composite

A. R HYNES, M. & WILENSKI AND R. H. DOREMUS

ABSTRACT
The creep of monolithic MoS* matrix and a Nb-particulate

composite were contrasted in uniaxial compression measurements
from 1323-1724K and 10-100 MPa. Nb-particulate composites crept
more rapidly than the matrix under all conditions tested. The
composite creep rate decreased with time, and that of the matrix
was linear with time within experimental error. The apparent
creep activation energies were 232 kJ/mol for the matrix and 119
kJ/mol for the composite at 1667K. The stress exponents of the
matrix and composite were 1.2 and 2.0 respectively. The flow of
glass at the grain boundaries controlled the matrix deformation
and the deformation of Nb contributed to the time-dependent,
rapid creep of the composite.

INTRODUCTION
Recently [1-7] MoSi• has been tested as an advanced struc-

tural material because it has several promising characteristics
such as: high melting point (2293 ±20K), excellent hot
corrosion resistance, and oxidation resistance. The density
(6.31 gm/cc) is below that of the Ni-based superalloys (-8
gm/cc). MoSi undergoes a brittle-ductile transition at
1200-1300K and thus offers the prospect of toughness, but also
unfortunately creep, at high temperatures. MoSi 2 has a tet-
ragonal crystal structure and limited active slip systems below
the ductile-brittle transition temperature. Thus in order to be
useful as a high temperature structural material, the high
temperature strength and creep resistance must be improved, as
well as the low temperature toughness. In addition, the
behavior in reducing atmospheres must be evaluated.

Published information on the creep behavior of either
unreinforced MoSi 2 or MoSi 2 composites is quite limited. In one
study, Bose [7,8] found creep rates from "10E-Ss"1 to-10E-6s" at
20-100 HPa at 1473K for a MoSi 2 matrix without glass and with a
grain size of 30 Mm. In a second study Sadananda et al [1,2]
found creep rates of -5E-8 to 1E-6S" at 1473K and 60-200 MPa for
a MoSi matrix containing glass with a grain size of 10-35 gm.
The adaition of 20 v/o SiC whiskers reduced the creep rate of

Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180-3590.
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MoSi significantly, although at least some of the reduction is
due to the elimination of the glassy phase from the composite.
Sadananda et al determined apparent creep activation energies
of 430 kJ/mol for the monolithic material at 1373-1573K and 590
kJ/mol from 1473- 1723K for the composite at 20 MPa stress. The
stress exponent was =3 for the matrix at =20-100 MPa and
1473-1673K [2].

Although ductile microphases can decrease the creep resist-
ance, they should improve the fracture resistance relative to
the matrix; continuous ductile fiber may improve creep resist-
ance as well. Meschter and Schwartz [6] have surveyed the
available metals for ductile reinforcement on the basis of
melting point, availability, cost and thermodynamic compati-
bility with MoSi 2 . They found the most promising pure metals to
be Nb and Ta. Although Nb reacts more rapidly with MoSi 2 than
Ta does [6), Nb has the advantage of a higher melting
temperature, a lower elastic modulus, lower density and a lower
cost.

It was a goal of the project to improve the fracture
resistance of MoSi 2 , and thus a ductile metal reinforcement was
chosen. Despite concerns about reactivity, Nb was selected
over Ta as likely to be superior on balance for the reasons
listed above. As a preliminary study until coated Nb-
wire-reinforced composite samples were available, the creep
behavior of dispersed particulate-Nb composite was evaluated
relative to the monolithic (matrix) material.

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Sample Preparation

The matrix samples were prepared by loading loose powder
(Starck, Grade C) into a Nb can and hot-isostatically pressing
(HIP) at 1873K for 2 h at 170 MPa. The composite powders of
target composition 75 w/o MoSi 2-25 w/o Nb (79 v/o MoSi -19 v/o
Nb) were mixed in a turbula mixer, then cold-isostatically-
pressed at 240 MPa and hot isostatically pressed at 1773K for 2
h at 170 MPa.

The pressed compacts were sectioned, cut by EDM into right
circular cylinders 3.18 mm (1/8") diameter x 6.35 mm (1/4")
high. The sides of the cylinders were polished through various
grits from 600 _,rit SiC through 1200 grit SiC, and the ends were
polished parallel through 1 gm diamond paste for creep testing.

Characterization
The phase compositions were determined by X-ray diffraction,

electron microprobe and stereology of scanning electron
micrographs (SEM)). The MoSi 2 and Si02 phase contents of the
matrix were also calculated from the MoSi 2 powder lot analysis.
Electron microprobe analyses were performed on the monolithic
and composite crept and uncrept samples. The microprobe analyses
used elemental Mo, Si and Nb standards and the ZAF analysis
technique, and were run at 20 kV. Phase analysis of the MoSi 2
matrix, of the composite and of the as-received MoSi 2 powder were
made with an X-ray diffractometer equipped with CuKl radiation
and operated at 40 kV. The diffractometer calibration was
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checked before each run with a standard.
The microstructures of the uncrept and crept samples were

examined with SEM after polishing through 1 Am diamond paste and
thermal etching at 1773K for 2 minutes. Backscattered
compositional imaging highlighted the variation in chemical
composition. The grain size of the crept and uncrept samples
was measured by the linear intercept method with a digitizing
pad, and is reported as the inverse of the specific surface
area. A minimum of 100 points were taken per sample.

The density of the crept and uncrept samples was determined
by the Archimedes method with distilled water.

Vickers hardness was measured using a 1000 gm load for 10s
at room temperature in air on samples freshly polished through
1 Am diamond paste. For the matrix and composite, twenty
measurements were made per sample, and 5 measurements each were
made on the reaction zone and the Nb particles.

Cree auiment. Procedure ana
Dead-load uniaxial compression creep tests were performed at

temperatures of 1323-1724K (1050-1450C) and stresses of 10-100
[Pa in air with equipment and methods that have been described
previously [9]. The data acquisition is via PC and can be
remotely accessed by modem. Two types of experiments were
performed: (1) change in stress at constant temperature, and (2)
change in temperature at constant stress. Tests were run in
order of increasing load and temperature in order to minimize
the effects of transients.

Trial least-squares fits were made to several equations to
find a satisfactory fit for for the strain-time data of the
matrix and composite. The steady-state creep rates for the
matrix and the creep rates at 0.5% strain for the composite were
calculated from these fits. The apparent creep activation
energies were calculated from the slope of the creep rate vs
reciprocal temperature plots. Stress exponents were calculated
from the log-log slope of the strain rate vs stress plots.

RESULTS
Chemica and Phase Composition

The lot analysis supplied with the MoSi 2 powder showed that
excess Si was present over that required to form stoichiometric
MoSi . Consequently we expected a significant volume fraction
of S$0 2 glass. A phase which was chemically and topographically
distinct (after thermal etching) from the matrix was identified
at the grain boundaries and inside the grains of the MoSi., as
shown in Figure 1. This phase was identified by microprobe as an
SiO, phase and the composition was pure SiO2 within the
microprobe detection limits. In the matrix, the SiO2 content was
calculated to be 9.7 v/O (3.6 W/o) from the lot analysis, and
was measured to be 10.2 v/o from stereology. The lot analysis
calculation assumed that all the excess Si over the
stoichiometric amount needed for MoSi 2 was oxidized to SiO2
glass. MoSi 2 was the only phase detected by X-ray diffraction
in the as-received powder and in the pressed uncrept matrix, so
the SiO2 phase detected optically and by SEM is SiO2 glass.



Fig. 1. Matrix and composite microstructures: (a) SEM micro-
graph showing topographic contrast between SiO glass and MoSi 2
in matrix. (b) same area showing chemical contrast.
(c) optical micrograph of uncrept matrix. (d) optical micro-
graph of uncrept composite. Bar is 10 Am in (a) and (b);

"m in (c) and 150 Am in (d).
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The glass was calculated to be 7.8 v/o of the composite
from the lot analysis, assuming the target starting composition.
The glass was present in the matrix and the composite both
before and after creep. In addition to the MoSi 2 , Nb and glass,
the composite samples both before and after creep contained a
reaction layer around the Nb particles samples as shown in
Figure 2. The thickness of the reaction layer did not increase
significantly during creep. The composition of the reaction
layer was 84.6 w/o Nb-15 w/o Si according to microprobe spot
analysis, which corresponds to Nb5 Si 3 . An elemental analysis by
microprobe, in the form of a step scan across the reaction zone,
found Nb, Mo, Si and 0 (-5 w/o) in the reaction zone, as shown
in Figure 2. The step scan results for an uncrept sample were
essentially identical to those of a crept sample. The following
phases were identified in the composite by X-ray diffraction:
MoSi 2 , Nb, Mo5 Si•, Nb5 Si 3 and Nb3Si. Low intensity (<50 counts/s)
diffraction peaks at d-spacings of 1.920 and 1.910 A could not
be assigned.

The composite consisted of 8 v/o unreacted Nb, 20 v/o
reaction zone and 72 v/o matrix (including glass) according to
stereographic measurements. From the target composite compo-
sition and accounting for the SiO2 phase, the target 19 v/o Nb
in the composite was met.

Although the as-prepared uncrept samples were shiny and
metallic gray in color, the monolithic samples were a dull gray
color after creep. The outer surfaces of the composite samples
were covered with a yellowish-green powder after creep. The
powder was easily scraped off for X-ray diffraction, which
detected the following phases: MoSi 2 , a-SiO2 , Nb205, Nb1202 9 , Nb
and MoO1 .

Microstructure and Physical Properties
The microstructure of the matrix samples consisted of

approximately-equiaxed MoSi 2  grains with well-dispersed
elongated stringers of the Si0 2 glass at the grain boundaries and
within the grains. The average grain size was 23 Am in the
uncrept monolithic samples and 24 Am in the composite. Creep
testing did not change the grain sizes significantly.

The Nb particles were irregularly shaped, and randomly
distributed and oriented in the composite. The microstructures
of the matrix and composite are shown in the optical micrographs
of Figure 1 and the SEM micrograph of Figure 2. The grain
boundaries showed a pronounced curvature. After creep the
microstructure of the matrix showed an increase in SiO2
segregation at the grain boundaries. The microstructure of the
composite appeared essentially unchanged during creep.

The densities of the uncrept monolithic and composite
samples were -5.93 and -6.33 gm/cc, or -100 %TD for both the
matrix and composite on the basis of the phases MoSiz, SiO2
glass and Nb, and assuming 9.7 v/o SiO2 glass in the matrix. For
the composite, this is a slight overestimate of the theoretical
density, since it does not account for the reaction zone.

The hardness of the composite was 10.0 ±1.0 GPa (1024 VHN)
and that of the matrix was 8.7 ±0.4 GPa (889 VHN). The hardness
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Fig. 2. Composite showing reaction zone between Nb and
MoSi 2 : (a) micrograph showing Nb particle with reaction
zone. Bar is 25 gm. (b) compositional profile across
micrograph shown in (a).
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of the Nb particles in the composite was 3.6 ±0.8 GPa (366 VHN)
and that of the reaction layer between the Nb and MoSi 2 was 10.9
±1.2 GPa (1113 VHN).

Creep
The creep rate of the MoSi /Nb composite was significantly

faster than that of the MoSi 2 matrix under all conditions tested.
The creep rates of the monolithic material and the composite are
shown as a function of temperature and stress in Figure 3.

The shape of the strain-time curves for the matrix and
composite differed significantly. Except for short transients
at the start of a new test condition, the matrix creep curve
was linear with time for the test durations observed, within the
measurement and fitting error. In contrast, the composite
samples exhibited a creep rate that continuously decreased with
time under all conditions tested. A few tests which were run
to high strain (>10%) exhibited an accelerating creep rate
prior to failure and these results are not reported here. None
of the strain-time data for composites could be satisfactorily
fit to a straight line. Consequently the strain rate was
calculated from the derivative of the expression fit to the
strain-time data, evaluated at 0.5% strain.

Several expressions were examined on test sets of data to
evaluate their suitability for the composite. Polynomials with
integral exponents give unsatisfactory fits. Log-log plots of
the data did not yield time exponents which were consistently
valid for a number of test conditions. Polynomial' expressions
in t113 were examined and fit the data well, Expressions of the
form:

a. + altl/2 + a2t ()

were also examined, and gave a better fit than the other
expressions in almost all cases on the basis of the sum of the
squares of the residuals. Consequently expression (1) was used
to calculate the strain rate at 0.5% strain for the composite
data, and this data is plotted in Figure 3.

The apparent creep activation energies are 232 kJ/mol for
the MoSi 2 matrix and 119 kJ/mol for the MoSi 2/Nb composite at 10
MPa. The stress exponents are 1.4 for the matrix and 2.0 for
the MoSi 2 /Nb composite at 1667K (1394C).

DISCUSSION
The flow of glass at the grain boundaries is known to

control the creep rate in a variety of materials, and the
elimination of a glassy grain boundary phase decreases the creep
rate [10]. If the flow of the glass at grain boundaries
controls the creep rate, elimination of the glass by use of
purer starting powders or by crystallization of the SiO2 glass
should decrease the creep rate of the matrix.

The stress dependence measured for the matrix, n=l.4, is
lower than that measured by Sadananda (n=3) [2], but in the
range typically observed for ceramics (n=l-3) (10]. A stress
exponent of 1.4 is close to the Newtonian exponent of 1.0
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Fig. 3. Creep data: (a) creep rate as a function of
temperature. (b) creep rate as a function of stress.
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expected for viscous flow. Slight deviations from Newtonian
behavior are usually attributed to interface limitations.

The matrix creep rates measured in the present work are on
the same order of magnitude as those reported by Sadananda et al
(1,2] over the same temperature range, at similar stresses (10

MPa versus 20 MPa) and for material of similar grain size. The
exact amount of glass in the samples of Sadananda was not
reported, so small differences in the creep rates may be due to
differences in the glass content or composition.

The activation energy for viscous flow in fused SiO is
higher (711 kJ/mol) than the observed activation energy for how
in the matrix (232 kJ/mol). Small amounts of alkali oxides or
hydroxyl groups can lower the activation energy slightly. For
example, 0.1 w/o hydroxyl ion only lowers the viscosity of fused
silica to -500 kJ/mol [11]. Consequently the presence of such
impurities may have lowered the activation energy of the grain
boundary glass, but it is unlikely to lower it to the low value
observed here. The matrix activation energy found here is
significantly lower than that reported by Sadananda (430 kJ/mol)
[2]. The activation energies for diffusion in MoSi 2 are
unavailable.

The matrix may have softened slightly during testing
because of the increased segregation of the Si02 glass to the
grain boundaries during the test. The tests were run in order
of increasing temperature, which could produce an activation
energy lower than that of the matrix containing SiO2 glass in
a static microstructure.

Sadananda et al (2] found dislocation subboundaries in
their crept matrix samples. Plastic flow inside the grains and
a lower total glass content in their samples could account for
the fact that they obtained a higher activation energy and a
higher stress exponent than that measured here.

The fast creep rates of the MoSi 2 /Nb composite mean that it
is not attractive for high temperature structural applications.
The Nb is responsible for the faster creep rate, and for the
time-dependent strain rate, either due to the creep of the Nb
particles themselves or because of the deformation of the
reaction zone. Meschter (6] had suggested that a Nb particulate
composite might have low toughness due to the formation of a
brittle (Mo,Nb)5 Si 3 reaction zone with a weak interface which
does not permit ductile-phase crack bridging. No cracking was
observed at the reaction zone, and neither the particles nor the
reaction zone were visibly deformed.

Niobium's creep rate is strongly time-dependent, exhibiting
a t 1/3 dependence (12]. The creep rate of the composite is also
time dependent, and was found to fit equation (1) which contains
a t 112 term and a term linear with time. A term in t"13 plus a
linear time term also gave good fits. The MoSi 2 /Nb creep may be
the sum of the linear MoSi 2 deformation and the time dependent
Nb (and possibly reaction zone) creep.

The minimum creep rate of Nb (-200 Am grain size) is on the
same order as the creep rates of the MoSi 2 matrix for the same
temperature and stress range. The creep rate of the MoSi 2 /Nb
composite is faster than the minimum Nb creep rate. Nb creep



rates at small strains, such as measured in this work, are
faster than that creep rates measured at large strains, so the
faster creep rates of the composite relative to the matrix may
be caused by the very rapid initial creep rate of the Nb.

Niobium has a stress exponent of 7.2 [12], so Nb could
contribute to higher stress exponent of the composite (2.0)
relative to the matrix (1.4). The stress exponent in the
present work is slightly lower than the value of -3 reported by
Sadananda [2] for comparable stresses and temperatures.

On the other hand, the creep activation of Nb calculated
from the minimum creep rates is 162 kJ/mol which is lower than
the MoSi. matrix value of 232 kJ/mol. If the Nb deformation
controls the creep rate, one might expect the composite's
activation energy (119 kJ/mol) to be smaller than that of the
matrix, but not smaller than that of Nb as is observed here.
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Mullite Processing, Structure, and Properties
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High-Temperature Compressive Creep of Polycrystalline Mullite

Anne P. Hynes* and Robert H. Doremus*

Department of Materials Engineering, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Troy, New York 12180-3590

Aluminosilicates of three compositions with mullite as the compression."' and one oral report was made of creep in
major phase were synthesized by a sol-gel process and char- tension." A wide range of activation energies from 357 to
acterized with bulk and microchemical analyses and micro- 1051 ki/mol have been found for various aluminosilicate com-
structural observation. An apparatus for measuring the positions at stresses of 0.2 to 3(W) MPa.'-" Stress exponents
compressive creep up to 1900 K with a sensitivity of ±! ism close to 1.0 have been reported in several studies, although a
was constructed and used to measure the creep of single- range from 0.6 to 2.0 have been reported." -"' Grain size ex-
phase mullite. mullite with second-phase glass, and mullite ponents of I to 3.7 have b'een determined over testing tempera-
with second-phase corundum. Measurements in air at tures of 1450 to 1788 K." )'"
stresses of 15 to 100 MPa and temperatures of 1471 to 1724 K Compression tests were chosen for the present work be-
determined that samples with second-phase glass crept more cause flexural tests present special difficulties in interpreta-
rapidly than single-phase mullite or mullite with second- tion'" '* and tension tests require relatively large samples
phase corundum. The apparent creep activation energies de- and/or expensive machining. Their main inconvenience is
termined at 100 MPa were 742 kJ/moi for the mullite friction at the platens, which leads to inhomogeneous defor-
containing glass. 819 kJ/mol for the single-phase mullite, mation and barreling. These effects become more pro-
and 769 kJ/mol for the mullite with second-phase corundum. nounccd at higher strains, so the strain was maintained at less
The stress exponents determined at 1724 K were 1.6 for the than 5%. Significant scatter in creep results obtained by dif-
mullite plus glass, 1.5 for the single-phase mullite, and 1.2 ferent laboratories on material which is nominally the same
for the mullite with a.AI10 3. The creep behavior of the alu- may occur for a myriad of reasons, including small differ-
minosilicates containing glass were consistent with rate con- ences in sample composition, microstructure. processing or in
trol by the viscous flow of the glass and the measured creep the test procedures themselves. Therefore. t- ! samples were
rates were in good agreement with creep rates calculated extensively characterized and the characterizations and pro-
from a model by Dryden. The creep behavior of the com- cedures described in detail.-'" In the present work, three
pletely crystalline aluminosilicates was consistent with rate mullite compositions were nroduccd by sol-gel methods and
control by diffusional creep. [Key words: creep, alumino- tested: one single-phase, one containing glass. and one con-
silicates, mullite, corundum, glass.) taining second-phase corundum. The mullites were character-

ized by X-ray diffraction, chemical and physical analyses.
i. Introduction and microstructural observation. The results of creep tests on

sintered samples between 15 and 100 MPa and temperatures
M ULLITE is a well-known refractory and an uncommon of 1471 to 1724 K are reported here. Subsequent reports

mineral, named for the Island of Mull, Scotland.' The will deal with the creep of single-crystal mullite and mullite
compositional bounds of mullite extend from 3A12O,. SiO, to creep literature.
3AI,O 1.SiO, (3:2 and 2:1 mullites). Mullite has several at-
tractive characteristics as an advanced structural material, If. Experimental Procedure
such as chemical stability with oxygen at high temperature.
Assessment of the high-temperature mechanical properties in- The main points of the experimental procedure are noted
eluding creep behavior is critical to determining its suitability, here. Additional information about the equipment, test pro-

Mullite has traditionally been derived from the decomposi- cedure. and sample preparation is found elsewhere."'
tion of clays or minerals such as kyanite. resulting in a product
that contains glass and impurity oxides, which can degrade (I) Equipment
the high-temperature properties. However, a number of work- A high-temperature compressive creep tester was built for
ers3-' have developed methods of producing fine, pure. glass- this work, capable of applying loads of 35 to 300 lb (15 to
free, and/or stoichiometric mullite powder. Most of the older 400 MPa) in air at temperatures between 1300 and 1900 K.
work on the creep of mullite dealt with refractories contain- and measuring the deflection accurately to I um. Factors
ing glass and other phases and therefore is not directly such as frame rigidity, freedom from vibration, transducer
relevent. There has been a recent flurry of interest in mullite's noise, drift and calibration, and temperature control were
mechanical properties'" M. ...... after the intriguing considered in the design. The transducer measured only the
work by Lessing et al. on a sol-gel mullite which found a sample shortening. The tests were constant-load, and the load
creep rate lower than that of alumina at the same grain size, was applied as dead load. Data aquisition is computer-
stress, and temperature. Creep work to date has been mainly controlled* and can be accessed via a modem' by a remote
in flexure.'-'- although three groups have reported work in personal computer.

(2) Sample Preparation
Aluminosilicate powders of three compositions in the1. A. Aksay--contributing editor vicinity of mullite were synthesized with slight variations,'

from a procedure detailed elsewhere.:: The primary starting
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components were SilOC:FHo,-j and AI:O, 1.3H:O.' The (XRF)I. Phase composition was determined bs t1, X-rai, dif-
dried powder was either uniaxially cold pressed at 276 MPa fraction"' and transmission electron microscopy (TE%1""'
(40 ksi) into flat 12.7 mm 4.5 in.) diameter pellets for analy- with electron diffraction; 12) the lever rule. using the :hcmi-
ses or iso.tatically cold pressed at 310 to 345 MPa 145 to cal composition and the phase diagram.-' and il, ,tereologs
50 ksi) into cylindrical pellets to be used as creep samples of scanning electron micrographs ISEM). Phase anal,,s,i,, ot
The pellets were sintered in air according to the following sintered creep samples and of powder heat-treated at 3-3 to
schedule: 298-373 K at 300 K/h: 373-1598 K at 100 K/h: 1873 K used an X-ray diffractometer ei.uipped with CuKa
1598 K, hold 12 h: 1598 -1873 K at 100 K/h: 1873 K hold 2 h: radiation. The surface area of unpressed (uncompacted) po%,-
1873-298 K at 100 K/h (furnace cool). ders heat-treated between 298 and 1873 K was measured w ith

Creep samples consisting ot right circular cylinders 5 to a sorptomcterG" usin i ', absorption. The microstructure of
8 mm high and either 3 or 4 mm in diameter were cut* from calcined powder, and tnat of the uncrept and crept samples.
the pellets. The ends of the sample were polished parallel were examined with an SEM" following polishing through
with a special polishing jig, and the sides were polished to l-jum diamond and thermal etching at 1773 K for 2 h. The
60 0-,m SiC. grain size of crept and uncrept samples was measured by the
(3) Testing Procedure linear intercept method with a digitizing pad," and is re-

ported as the inverse of the specific surface area. Longitudi-
The weight of the load train (3 to 10 MPa stress) was ap- nally sectioned transmission electron microscopy specimens

plied to the sample. then the furnace was heated to 1473 K were prepared by mechanically thinning. dimpling, and ion
over 3 to 4 h and equilibrated overnight. Two types of experi- beam milling. The density of crept and uncrept samples was
ments were performed: (1) change in stress at constant ten determined by the Archimedes method with distilled water
perature and (2) change in temperature at constant stress. and was compared with the point-counting of pores in SEM
Tests were made in order of increasing stress and temperature micrographs. Vickers hardness was measured' at room tem-
to reduce the effects of transients. A minimum of 0.3% perature in air with a load of 10 g on samples freshly polished
strain, and usually 0.4% to 0.5% strain, was measured at each through 1-Mm-diamond paste.
condition. The total strain for one sample was usually <3%
and never exceeded 5%. For a temperature increase, the tem-
perature setpoint was increased with the load on the sample, II. Results
and the data collection commenced as soon as the tempera- (i) Uncrept Samples
ture reached the setpoint. For a stress increase, a jack was The BET surface area of the uncompacted powders de-
used to support the weight while bricks were added to the creased from -360 m'-g "as-dried" to 10-20 m:/g after a 2-h
platform. The amount of time required to change tempera- hold at 1873 K. The surfac, area of the three compositions
tures or stresses was usually less than 3 min and was no more was the same.
than 7 mrin in any instance. As shown in the X-ray diffractograms of Fig. 1. boehmiteHigh -temperat u re deflection tests were also made without was found in the dried gel. After heat treatment at 1598 K.a sample in order to evaluate equipment transients resulting the trace exhibited a well-defined mullite pattern, and thefrom a change to new conditions. A small piece of the peaks became sharper after the sintering step at 1173 K. Mull-
SiC platen material was placed between the platens during ite was identified in all three compositions, and corundum in
these runs. the 77 wt% composition after heat treatment at 1598 K. No
(4) Data Analysis other crystalline phases were observed by X-ray diffraction.

Stress was calculated as engineering stress from the initial The un-heat-treated powder and the powders heated up to
area and the weight applied. No correction was made to the 1273 K had a botryoidal appearance. The powder subse-
stress for the change in cross-sectional area during the run. quently heated to 1873 K for 2 h was relatively smooth.
Strain was calculated as true strain from the initial height and The chemical and phase compositions and some micro-
the calibration relation between deflection and voltage. The structural properties of the sintered samples are shown in
log of the strain rate was plotted versus strain to determine Table 1. The average chemical compositions were 67.7(8).
the onset of the apparent steady-state creep. The creep rate 73.0(5). and 77.0(4) wt% Al,0O1. The results from different
was determined by a straight-line fit to the true-strain vs. techniques agreed within experimental error. The 68 -,t•
time data within this latter region. composition contained 3 to 8 wt% glass (assuming the eutec-

No correction was made to the creep for the nearly unde- tic glass composition) and the 77 wt% composition contained
tectable (!50.2 um) increase in grain size that occurred during 10 wt% a-AlO_ according to both the phase diagram " and
some of the creep runs. This point is covered further in the stereology. An estimate of the chemical homogeneity is oh-
Results and Discussion sections. tained from the standard deviation of the microprobe results.

Since the samples contained s1% porosity by stereology, assuming the density to be uniform on the scale of the beam
and since no change in density due to creep was detected, no size (-20 am). The single-phase polycrystalline sample
porosity correction was made to the creep data. was the least homogeneous. with a standard deviation of

=2.3 wt% AI., 3. Thet homogeneity of the other two compo-
(5) Characterization Techniques sitions was similar. wit; microprobe standard deviations of

The chemical compositions of the powders and the phase 0.9 to 1.0 wt% AIO.
compositions of the sintered compacts were determined by The hardnesses were 9.2 to 9.6 GPa for the three composi-
several techniques. The density, grain size, and microstruc- tions.
ture of the uncrept and crept samples were evaluated. In addi- TEM and electron diffraction revealed mullite in all three
tion, characterization of the powders* appearance in SEM. sintered compositions. The grain boundaries of the 68 wt%
phase content, and BET surface area was performed. composition were surrounded by a glassy phase and elongated

Chemical composition was determined by plasma emission
spectroscopy," electron microprobe," and X-ray fluoresence

"Ri aku 3370 spectrophotometer with Rh targtn. Rigaku. Japan.
Ph.ilips APD 3520 diftractometer. Philips. Mahwah. NJ

.. Ph. lps model CMI2. Philips.
:99 .c.*. Aldrich Chemical Co.. Milwaukee. WI .'Multipoint Brunnauer. Emmett. Teller (BET) Sorptometer. No OSIO.
'CATAPAL B Boehmite. 99.5.-l%. VISTA Chemical. Houston. TX. Quantichrome Corp. Syosset. NY."7Model 360 disk cutter. South Bay Technology. Temple City. CA. ... AMRAY 1000 scanning electron microscope. AMRAY. Bedford. PA."'Galbraith Laboratories. Knoxvilie. TN. MHousion instruments 0101i, Austin. TX"JEOL 733 Superprobe. JEOL Lid.. Peabody. MA 9"LECO Model M400 indenter. St. Joseph, MI
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Fig. I. X-ras diffraction trace of povder after heating at various
'emperatures IAt unheated gel. (BI 773 K for I h. (C) 1273 K for

h. (D) 1273 K for 12 h. le) I73 K for 2 h.

corundum grains were identified in the 77 wt% composition.
No other phases were observed by electron diffraction. Glass
was not found in the 73 or 77 wt% compositions at the triple
points or grain boundaries at a scale of 10 nm. Small faceted
pores or pockets which may have originally been filled with
glass were observed by TEM and SEM in the center of ap-
proxtmate,, 5%- of the grains of all three compositions. The
pores or glass pockets were typically found in the largest
grains. lntergranular porosity was occasionally observed.

According to the Archimedes method, the densities were
98r- theoretical for the 68 and 73 wt% compositions and 97% (B)
theoretical for the 77 wt% composition. By stereology. how-
ever. the densities were higher: -. 1% porosity was measured
by point counting, and the latter measurement should be
more accurate.

Typical microstructures of uncrept samples obtained with
SEM are shown in Fig. 2 and TEM micrographs are shown in
Fig. 3. The mullite grains in the 68 wt% composition were
smooth. rounded, surrounded by glass and had an average
mullite grain size of 0.96 ,m. The mullite grains in the 73
and 77 wt% compositions were mostly equiaxed, with rare
elongated grains. The average mullite grain sizes were 0.74
and 0.82 Am. respectively. The standard deviation of the
grain sizes ranged from 0.15 to 0 40 Am. The grain
boundaries in the 71 and 77 wt% compositions were smooth.
and either flat or very slightly curved. In the 77 wt% compo-
sition, the intergranular corundum grains were approximately
5 am long and 01.5 to 1.0LMm in diameter. TEM of the uncrept
samples revealed dtslocations in some grains, often associated
with the intragranular defect.

Table I. Some Chemical and Microstruclural Properties
A,5IO. i wi AverageP

A mount mullite"Nominal (hemical Phase% %econd grain %izc Fig. 2. SEM Micrographs of uncrepi samples IA) mullite plus
composition dnf lvi%*" present phase Imt glass. (B) single-phase mullite. (C) mullte plus a-Al:O,

68 67.7(8) m + g 59 i 2.5 .96 (2) Crept Samples
73 73.01h5) m 0.0 0.74
77 77.0(4) m * a 10.5 2.5 0.82 A change in density due to creep was not detected.

",verage of ressof XRF microprne jfd phase emission pectrocops. The average grain sizes for a gi en composition either did
m = muliie. g = giass. a = corundum (ahcuiated irim phae diagram not change or increased slightly during the creep tests. Typi-
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cal increases (determined h. averaging all samps oif a
given composition) were on the order otO.1 A.m. These results
are consistent with other grain growth and densilication
measurements. -

Pronounced microstructural changes due to creep here not
detected with SEM. In TEM. crept samples exhibited some-
what higher dislocation densities than the corresponding un-
crept samples. but dislocation densities were low. In all three
compositions. the dislocation densities vere highest in the
largest grains and were associated with the pores or glass in
these grains. Dilocatiuns were not found in the mullite
grains surrounding the corundum grains in the 77 wtl( com-
position. as shown in Fig. 3(0. Intergranular separation-,
were occasionally observed between the corundum and adja-
cent mullite grains. Neither cavitation nor change in grain
"shape was observed in any of the samples. Esidence of grain
boundary sliding was seen in the 68 wt'? composition. but was
not observed in the 73 ot 77 wt% compositions. It is possible
that these microstructural changes were not obsrscd because

(A) of the low total strain (<5%) experienced b% the samples.

(3) Creep Results
A short, initial stage of rapid compression was obsered in

most experiments, except at the highest temperatures. helore
the creep rate reduced to an apparent linear creep rate. a.
shown in Fig. 4. These "steady-state" creep rates are plotted
as a function of temperature and stress in Figs. 5 and n.
respectively.

The creep rates for the 68 wt% composition were faster
than those of the 73 and 77 wt% compositions. which were
very similar to one another.

The apparent activation energy for each composition was
determined from a plot of the natural log of the true strain
rate vs reciprocal temperature. as shown in Fig. 5. The ac•t•a-
tion energies at 100 MPa were 742 ki/mol for the ts wt,,
composition, 819 ki/mol for the 73 wt% composition, and
769 ki/mol for the 77 wt% composition.

The stress exponents at 1724 K were determined from a
plot of logarithm of the true strain rate vs logarithm of stre,,
to be 1.6. 1.5. and 1.2 for the 68. 73, and 77 wt% compo'i-
tions. respectively, as shown in Fig. 6.

A relatively large initial transient due to the application (it
>200 kg is shown in Fig. 4(C); the initial transients due to a

B) change in temperature at constant load were much smaller
These initial transients match well with the initial transients
measured in the high-temperature deflection tests that were
made without a sample. and thus are associated primarill
"with the equipment. However. a subtle nonlinearitt %a%
sometimes found in the apparent linear region. as in the ap-
parent linear region of Fig. 4(C). Even in cases where the
strain-time data in the "'linear" region could be fitted with a

"- •,straight line yielding a correlation coefficient of tl .'Jq. a
comparison of the residuals from a straight line fit and from
other expressions for strain, such as the Andrade expression
plus a linear term, or a polynomial in t' or t' ' resealed a
small degree of nonlinearity. This nonlinearity consisted ot a
steadily decreasing creep rate and was only detectable in the
longer creep tests.

IV. Discussion

At a particular temperature and stress, the creep rates ol
the three different compositions were within a factor of 10 of
one another. The apparent creep activation energies, stress
exponents, and strain-time dependencies of the three compo-

(C) sitions were similar. The samples containing glass crept about
an order of magnitude faster than the samples without glass.

Fig. I. TEM micrographs of samples: IA) uncrept 68 wtr AIO, The presence of the elongated corundum particles caused only
composition showing glass at grain boundaries and triple point,
(B) crept 73 wt% AI:O, composition showing grain boundary, a very minor reduction of the creep rate relative to the single.
(C0 crept 77 wt% AlIO, composition showing elongated corundum phase material. These observations suggest that the same
grain, mechanisms may be rate-controlling in the three compositions.
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Fig. 5. True strain rate as a function of reciprocal temperature 4t
100 MPa.

S. - .filled with glass. The lack of internal mullite grain deforma-
- .a , IL , tion. the stress exponents close to 1. and the microstructural"Z. MýZ ,evidence suggest a viscous flow mechanism. Dryden'- and

- 0 Drucker 2' have treated the viscous deformation of hard circu-
-"" t M M Er n M Mrr' =0 lar or hexagonal grains surrounded by a viscous grain

7 " " .boundary phase. They find that the effective viscosity. n,,( of
0-, : - '0asa the material is inversely proportional to the cube of the vol-

": - ,,e ume fraction, f. of the boundary phase:

-5 a nf a , (1)
0.000 3. 00 C.200 3.300 0.400 1.500

where n, is the intrinsic viscosity of the grain boundary phase.
The shear strain rate and shear stress are related by

(B) = (2)

.400- The composition of the grain boundary phase is uncertain
because the final sintering hold was at 1873 K, just above the

".200- eutectic temperature (1860 = 10 K) but the creep tests were
0 made well below the eutectic temperature. The fine scale of

" :o the microstructure makes microprobe analysis difficult. If in
.8oo-/ equilibrium above the eutectic temperature, 5.9 ± 2.5 wt%_80 (8.1 vol%) of glass of the eutectic composition (-7 wt%

0 3.600 AlI0 3 ) is present according to the phase diagram. If the
.4CC + samples were in equilibrium at the test temperature. 3.9000C M2.0 wt% (5.4 vol%) of SiO: glass would be present.
.200r- 100 MPG I The creep rates for Dryden's model were calculated for

I te a-A2C3 !575K pure SiO, glass and for glass of the eutectic composition (by_3.0C 1,

03 5.E' .0E5 1.5E5 2,0E5 extrapolation of the viscosity data of Urbain-' to lower tem-peratures) at several volume fractions. The measured creep
":ME 's) rates and some of the predicted rates are plotted in Fig. 7. As

may be seen in Fig. 7. the experimental data match well with
M the use of 4 vol% of the SiO: glass. This volume fraction is in

Fig. 4. Examples of (A) true suain vs time. (B) true strain rate vs agreement with that calculated for equilibrium below the eu-
strain, and (C) strain vs time showing a large initial transient due
to load applications and an apparent steady-state creep region con-
taining a small amount of grain growth. -4e S• Testea Q 1724K

Certain creep mechanisms can be tentatively eliminated in -5 -5 +
the present results. Mechanisms requiring extensive cavita- 5r=1.6
tion or requiring substantial grain deformation as in power- i -61 -
law creep seem unlikely because such deformation was not "
observed. Some dislocations were formed around defects in- z
side crept grains, and a few dislocations were observed at the I n ,2
grain boundaries after creep. but these were not nearly exten- V 7 7 , ml,•ite -.gass
sive enough to support models requiring dislocation motion 0o
and plastic deformation inside the grains. In addition, the , £m•.llit÷

stress exponents measured here do not support dislocation -8 -A1203
creep models, for which n = 3 to 5.3 0 1 2 3

In the glass-containing samples. grain boundary sliding was LOG STRESS 'MPo)
observed within the glassy boundary phase of the crept sam-
ples. Where mullite grain boundaries were offset, the gap was Fig. 6. True strain rate as a function of stress at 1724 K.
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Fig. 7 Comparison of present creep re;ults for samples containing Fig. &. Comparison of present creep results for glass-free samples
mullite and glass with strain rates calculated from Dryden's model, with strain rates calculated according to Dryden's model and a dif-
Calculated creep rates are for either SiO: glass or glass of the eu- fusional creep model.
tectic composition (-7 wt% Al:O.-

Another model which is consistent with the observed stress
tectic temperature from the chemical composition and phase dependence and microstructural observations is diffusional
diagram, within experimental error. Eight volume percent of creep. In diffusional creep, the strain rate` is
the eutectic composition glass gives a creep rate several or- = 14af1D,,1/d~kT (3)
ders of magnitude higher than the experimental results. To
match the experimental data at 1724 K. only 0.7 vol% of the where fi is the"molecularvolume" ofmullite (2.24 x 10- im').
eutectic glass could be present. a is the stress, d is the grain size. k is Boltzmann's constant. T

The activation energy for viscous flow in fused SiO 2 glass is is temperature, and D•,1 is the effective diffusion coefficient.
-711 ki/mol,' which is roughly comparable to the creep acti- The diffusional creep model was tested for fit by extrapolat-
vation energy (742 ki/mol) measured here. The activation en- ing a diffusion coefficient into the lower temperatures of the
ergy of the eutectic glass is estimated to be - 482 ki/mol creep tests and using it as the effective diffusion coefficient.
from Urbain's data.-" D,,. Few diffusion measurements are available for mullite.

According to Dryden's model of perfect hexagons, the Klug-2` has calculated an effective diffusion coefficient of
creep rate is independent of grain size, since the creep rate A1203 in mullite from a-AIO, precipitation experiments to
depends only on the dimensions of the boundary layer, and be 3.0 x 10• exp[(-2000 kJ/mol)/RT] m,/s. Aksav `1 meas-
thus on the volume fraction of glass. For a given volume frac- ured the interdiffusion coefficient of mullite to be 3.23 x
tion of glass there can be only one boundary layer width (h) 10 expi(-703 kJ/mol/RT]. The use of the diffusion coeffi-
and length (I) which determines the volume fraction of glass. cient measured by Klug as an effective diffusivity in Eq. (3)
In a real material, for a given volume fraction of glass, the results in a creep rate orders of magnitude smaller than the
dimensions of the boundary layer depend on the grain size measured creep rates. As shown in Fig. 8, use of the interdif-
distribution and on the arrangement of these grains in the fusion coefficient measured by Aksay: with the activation
microstructure. In these samples we observed that the stan- energy of 703 kJ/mol gives creep rates which are about a
dard deviation of the grain size increases with an increase in factor of 3 higher than the experimental values. However,
the mean grain size. On average the ratio 1/h will increase as the calculated and experimental creep rates are within
the grain size increases. The rate at which two grains can be experimental error with the use of an activation energy of
squeezed together is proportional to the cube of the inverse 732 (703 - 29) kJ/mol.
aspect ratio h/I. Thus if h/I increases linearly with grain size, The large difference in activation energies obtained by
the creep rate will depend on the cube of the grain size. Klug and Aksay is remarkable. Klug's precipitation experi-
Ohnishi et at." have reported a grain size exponent of 3 in ment primarily involved lattice diffusion, so perhaps the
their measurements on a 68 wt% A1,Oj composition contain- measurement by Aksay reflects a strong component of grain
ing mullite and glass. boundary diffusion.

In summary, the microstructural observations, stress expo- Although the magnitude of the experimentally measured
nent, activation energy, grain size dependence, and the mag- creep rate is within the predicted range of diffusional creep.
nitude of the creep rates are consistent with control by a the apparent creep activation energy of -790 kJ/mol for the
viscous flow mechanism for the samples containing glass. The glass-free samples is either somewhat higher or significantly
use of SiO2 glass viscosity gives a better fit to the data than lower than that of the available diffusion data. The measured
the eutectic glass viscosity for the volume fraction present. stress dependence is greater than the value of one expected

Although the creep parameters for the samples with and for diffusional creep. indicating possible interface control.
without glass are similar. Dryden's model does not give a Cavitation, which could produce n > 1. was not observed in
good fit to the experimental data for the glass-free composi- the glass-free samples.
tions, unless the thickness of the viscous boundary layer is on The grain size exponents (p = I to 3) which have been re-
the order of -1 nm, as shown in Fig. 8. To test whether ported'""• for single-phase mullite and mullite containing
Dryden's model could be applied to these compositions. we corundum are insufficient to distinguish between the applica-
assumed that the grain boundary consists of a layer with vis- tion of a Dryden-type model and diffusional creep. In addi-
cosity equal to that of a glass of the 2: 1 mullite composition tion to more microstructural observations of crept samples.
(-60 mol% AIO,), and used the experimental creep values more data are needed on diffusion of the various species
to calculate the boundary layer thickness of -1 nm on a 1 Am through the lattice and grain boundaries in mullite and on
diameter spherical grain, the activation energy of viscous flow of glasses of these com-

As was the case for the samples containing glass, the meas- positions in order to distinguish between these models.
ured creep activation energies were significantly higher The small decrease in creep rate observed in the apparent
(-790 kJ/mol) than that estimated from Urbain's data steady-state region is consistent with that due to grain growth.
(482 kJ/mol). For example, in the sample shown in Fig. 4(C). the expected'-
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Abstract. A multiple-unit fibre tester with a controlled environment and fully
computerized data acquisition and control has been designed and constructed to
study the thermomechanical behaviour of fibres at high temperatures. High
temperatures are achieved by a self-resistance heating technique, strains are
estimated from displacement measurements using LVOTS, while temperature is
measured using a two-colour infrared pyrometer. In the determination of
displacements 0.25jum can be resolved, while temper'ature stability can be achieved
over long periods of time. The temperature difference between the hottest and
coldest points in the hot zone was minimized to 30 OC at 1500 °C by combining
appropriate values of gas flow rates and fibre gauge lengths. Examples of creep
and thermal expansion measurements are presented for SCS-6 SiC fibres over the
temperature interval of 900-1500 'C.

1. Introduction any candidate material. However, the need for long-
duration creep data and the inherent difficulties encoun-

In the quest for more efficient energy-conversion systems tered in the testing of single fibres pose a requirement
a need has been created for materials capable of retaining for relatively inexpensive testing procedures, making a
their strength, stiffness and environmental stability at multiple-unit testing apparatus highly desirable.
higher and higher temperatures. However, there are only Different approaches have been followed for the
a handful of materials with melting temperatures above mechanical testing of fibres at high temperatures, ranging
2500 'C and most of them are either carbides, nitrides from the use of commercial machines and special designs
or oxides [I]. Although some of these candidates offer [2-6], to simple and ingenious techniques [7-10]. The
many outstanding properties for high-temperature struc- main consideration in the design of equipment for high-
tural applications, their use is limited in part because temperature mechanical testing of fibres is the heating
they are brittle in nature, leading often to catastrophic procedure, although the stressing mechanism, defor-
failure. mation and temperature measurements, environment,

The recent availability of continuous high-perform- stability and control are also important considerations.
ance fibres provides a promising alternative in achieving Two approaches have been used to achieve high
damage-tolerant structural materials through their use temperatures in the evaluation of stiffness, strength,
as reinforcemtents in composite materials. But to under- fatigue, dynamic properties, relaxation and creep for
stand and then predict the overall deformation of fibres: (i) hot-wall systems and (ii) self-resistance heating.
composite materials it is first necessary to understand Although most of the results reported in the literature
the individual responses of the different phases under on fibre testing at high temperatures have been obtained
the same thermomechanical conditions that structural while the fibre is exposed at high temperatures
applications will eventually impose. [2, 4, 5, 7-18], some results refer to ambient tests on

Data are required from both the scientific and en- samples that have been previously exposed to extreme
gineering points of view. For the former it is important conditions [19-21].
to obtain information on the materials' structure- (i) Hot-wall systems. Because it is desirable to avoid
properties relations to improve their performance, the interference of grip deformation in the determination
whereas for the latter, even the most sophisticated of strains, most tests are carried out with the fibre grips
composite algorithms require accurate input data. In the held at room temperature, which in a heated-wall system
case of fibres, data on their thermomnechanical behaviour results in a semi-parabolic temperature profile along the
at high temperatures are scarce and often misleading. fibre. Creep measurements on boron, alumino-silicate

Since high-temperature structural applications will and SiC fibres have been reported using this approach
impose temperatures in excess of 1500 °C, in addition [7 9,11, 15]. The obvious problems with this approach
to a high melting point, creep resistance and service life are 9, n to corre for poble m temperathare the need to correct for non-uniform temperature
are without a doubt the most limiting requirements for distributions and the difficulty in determining gauge

t Author to whom correspondence should be sent. lengths. Several different properties have been reported
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under these circumstances but no details have been pneumatic spring mounts iBarry Controls' model
presented on *he necessary corrections for the lack of SLM-I) and kept inside a rectangular acrylic plastic box
uniform temperature distributions in stiffness and creep to avoid the hazards of high voltages.
measurements, for example [ 15]. An algorithm to extract
isothermal properties from parabolic temperature distri- 2.1.2. Single-fibre units. Each of the six single-fibre units
butions was recently developed and applied to correct resembles a parallel vertical flow reactor used for the
measurements of the dynamic in-phase and loss moduli cvr coating of fibres and consists of two identical end-
of SiC fibres up to 1600 `C [4]. caps and one 2.54 cm diameter quartz tube (see figure 2).

(ii) Self-resistance heating. This approach has been Each end-cap, 7.5 x 7.5 x 5.0 cm in size, has a system of
used to test carbon, tungsten, boron and SiC fibres internal channels to allow for water cooling and a small
[5. 14. 16, 18] and is limited to electrically conductive internal cylindrical cavity connected to an external man-
fibres. The main attributes of this heating procedure are ometer. The cavities are filled with mercury to provide
well defined isothermal gauge lengths, cold grips and electrical contact between the end-caps and the fibres
the ability to perform very fast temperature changes. while working at the same time as a sealant to prevent
However. the dependence of temperature control on the gases from leaking out of the units. The fibres pass
structural changes in the fibre can be a major disadvan- through two perfectly aligned 0.0254 cm diameter holes
tage. For example, changes in the cross section and located on the top and bottom of the mercury receptacles
therefore in electrical resistance can lead to the formation at the centre of the end-caps. The large angle of contact
of hot spots, or regions of localized heating. This is a of mercury coupled with the small size of the holes
common problem in the testing of filaments susceptible prevents mercury from dripping. A cross section of the
to oxidation in aggressive environments, or samples end-cap is presented in figure 3.
which undergo necking before failure. Another disadvan-
tage of this approach is that arcing can occur when the 2.2 Heatng procedure
specimens break and the electric circuit is suddenly
opened, melting and/or evaporating the specimen near High temperatures are achieved by applying a high DC
and at the two fracture surfaces and preventing any voltage at the end-caps using a programmable high-
fractographic examination. When arcing has become a voltage power supply (Kepcos BHK 500-0.4M). The
major problem. special circuits have been designed to voltage and current specifications of the power supply
shut off the current just prior to failure [22]. will depend on the electrical properties of the fibres. In

the case of composite SCS-6 SiC fibres composed of aIn this report. a multiple-unit apparatus in which pyrolytic graphite-coated glassy carbon substrate. a

the self-resistance heating technique has been used to fl-SiC shath-nd a cabnrc catin tfbres a
achive hgh empeatues fr te thrmonechnic l f-SiC sheath and a carbon-rich coating, the fibres behave

achieve high temperatures for the thermomechanical like a network of four resistors in parallel where most
evaluation of ceramic fibres is described. First, an overall of the current will be flowing through the pyrolytic
description of the apparatus is presented in section graphite layer and the outside coating Isee figure 4). A
including a detailed description of acrprsentatv unt. transport analysis in which radiation and bimodal con-
Section 3 describes the data acquisition and control vection are considered was developed to predict the
process, and details of the operation and smeales power requirements and the temperature distribution
of experimental results are presented in section 4. Finally, inside a unit of the IrrvrF using these fibres. The analysis
section 5 includes a summary and comments on the inieautofheHm snghseibs.Tenlys
sectrion5iclds and comitationsoftheequpments owas extremely useful in determining the required specifi-
attributes and limitations of the equipment. cations of voltage and current of the power supplies.

Details of the analysis can be found elsewhere [23].

2. The apparatus L2. Measurements and electronic circuitry

An overall block diagram for the high-temperature fibre Displacements are measured using linear variable differ-
testing facility (Irrvlt) is shown in figure 1, and each of ential transducers (LVDT) (Shaevitzs model 200 DC-D)
the major components is described below, with the LVDT core attached to the bottom end of the

fibres. Figure 5 describes the arrangement. The tempera-

2.1 Mechanical design ture is read using a two-colour pyrometer with a
4-20mA linear output (Mikronx 7778 series) and a

2.1.1. Mounting frame. The apparatus consists of six 700-2000 'C temperature range. The sensor is focused
independent single-fibre units (refer to figure 2) arranged at the fibre surface using a fibre optic lens assembly
in a semicircle and mounted on a stiff frame. The frame that enables temperature measurements on a 0.0127 cm
consists of a rigid steel plate 101.6 x 64.8 x 1.9 cm and spot at a 5 cm focus distance. The lens assembly is
two aluminium platforms separated by five columns of mounted onto a rotating table (DAEDAL* 20501-P)
adjustable height, controlled by a programmable positioner (DAEDALt

Paper-reinforced phenolic blocks are used to mech- MC5001-MS-23) that allows a 0.0002' travel for each
anically support and electrically isolate the units* end- microstep in the motor. This approach serves two pur-
caps from the frame. The frame is supported by six poses: it allows for multiple simultaneous experiments
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of the multiple-unit high temperature fibre testing facility.

with only one temperature-measuring device, while pro- made to the rear panel of the high-voltage power supplies
viding extreme precision for focusing the lens assembly for the closed-loop temperature control. In this appli-
on very small spot sizes. The MC5001-MS-23 contains cation the power supplies work simply like operational
a board that occupies one slot in the Pc, one single- amplifiers, in which 0-10 V signals are linearly scaled
axis motor driver and a 10 000 steps/revolution micro- into 0-500 V outputs (figure 6).
stepping motor.

Voltage signals from the LVDTS are connected to an
analogue termination panel (Intelligent I/Os IQ-110T)
where noise filtering is carried out. The 4-20 mA signal
from the temperature readings is passed through a 500 fQ 3. Deta acquieunlon and control
resistor in the termination panel and also filtered. The
termination panel is connected to a 12-bit resolution A/D Data acquisition and control is accomplished with in-
converter module (Intelligent I/0 IQ-102M-l) which house-developed software written using Turbo Pascals
is mounted onto a carrier with 32 bits of digital I/O v.5.0, and interfaced to the commercial packages Labtech
(Intelligent 1/0, IQ-101 C-2), which in turn plugs directly Notebook (NB) and Labtech Notebook Real Time Access
into an expansion slot in a Pc (ZEOS" 386 20 MHz). (RTA). Two types of experiment have been performed:
Connected also to the carrier are a counter, timer, pulse thermal expansion measurements and creep. For the
generator module (Intelligent I/O0 IQ-107M-l) and an first the pyrometer is dedicated to one unit only, whereas
eight-channel 12-bit D/A module (Intelligent I/O* for creep experiments the pyrometer is shared by all
IQ- 121 M- IA), with the latter connected externally to a units. Both thermal expansion and creep experiments
second termination panel from which connections are are described in detail below.
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Figure 2. Detailed illustration of a single-fibre unit showing the end-caps for electrical contact with the fibre and
the displacement and load assembly. Not drawn to scale.

3.1. Thermal expmanion meassurements resistor to scale it into 2-10 V voltages, the signal is
Labtech Notebook is an integrated software package for then filtered and sampled by an analogue input channel

data acquisition, control, monitoring and data analysis, at a rate of 3 Hz considering that thertue of response

in which the conditions for an experimental run are of the pyrometer is only 300 ms. Temperature is calcu-

saved as a group of channels. Eight channels are required lated by using two channels in cascade, in which the

to carry out thermal expansion measurements. A brief formula given below is evaluated:
description of the operations performed by each channel
is given below and presented schematically in figure 7. temperature = T1 + (T2 - T1)(VIR) (1)

Channel I is an analogue input channel sampling 16
the filtered signal from the LVDT. The signal is then
echoed into channel 2 in which strains are calculated. T1 and T2 are the lower and upper limits of the
The calculation includes multiplication by the cali- pyrometer's range (700 and 2000 °C respectively), R is
bration factor of the 7,VDT and subtraction of an offset the resistor installed in the termination panel (500 fi)
value obtained at the start of the experiment. and V is the filtered voltage across the resistor.

For the pyrometer, similar operations are performed. For temperature control, a closed-loop PiD control
After passing the 4-20 mA signal through a 500 f algorithm built inside ND is used, in which the 0-10 V
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Mercury Electrode I
Z X_ 0/rWeight Platform

Figure 3. Cutaway view of the end-cap and fibre upper
end fixture.

R1 R2 R4

Figure S. Fibre lower end fixture showing the load
platform and LVOT core mounting arrangement. Total

Pyrolytic Graphite weight of the assembly is 10.2 g.
Carbon Core Layer

Silicon Carbide

Carbon-rich Sheath
coating

Figure 4. Illustration of the four-layer structure of Avco 6 KT~rF Unit
SCS-6 silicon carbide fibre and the parallel resistance
model. "_

Figuret. Operational amplifier representation of the
output sent to the power supply is estimated from programmable power supply employed for resistive

heating of the fibre.

output (t) = P (error (t)) + I J error (t') dt'

d (error M)) to the power supply is echoed into an additional channel.+ D dt (2) All channels operate synchronized with channel 6 - a
time channel - to keep track of the history of the test.

where the error term is calculated by subtracting the Groups of data containing time, strain, temperature and
value of the actual temperature from the desired set the output signal to the power supply are recorded at
point. To keep a record of the time-temperature-power a prescribed rate into a data file for post-test analysis.
requirements relation during the test, the 0-10 V output RTA allows the stand-alone application operating in
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Figure 7. Schematic representation of the data acquisition and control procedure for a thermal expansion experiment.

the foreground to communicate with NB in the back-
ground, in a way similar to acquiring data from a DOS 1o0 0
device, to access real-time data being acquired simul-
taneously by NB and buffered in RAm. Access to the _
control channel is also provided through RTA to change
any of the PID constants and/or the set point. Figure 8
shows a simple thermal history of a thermal expansion 00 0

experiment.

800

3.2. Creep experiments

In contrast to thermal expansion measurements, creep 600

experiments require a more elaborate data acquisition Ti (10' s
and control scheme because the pyrometer must beshared by all units. To simplify the presentation, the Figure S. Example thermal history for a thermal expantsion
opareri of all wnith. T o nplfy thepreseuniatswil, be experiment showing the linear ramp program followed by
operation Of HnFTF with only three units will be a rapid quench in 2 5.
addressed. Figure 9 presents a brief description of the
operations performed by each channel while figure 10
shows a flow chart describing a creep experiment.

NB requires 24 channels to carry out a simultaneous dedicated to sampling the displacements and calculating
creep experiment with three units. For each unit, simi- the strains, and pairs of time-strain values for each of the
larly to the thermal expansion measurements, two units are recorded into different files. For all units, the
channels - synchronized with one time channel - are sampling of displacements is carried out on continuous
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ized with the temperature measurements and with a time Although the thermal inertia of the fibres is practically
mark duplicated from the calculation of strains, and sent zero, the system is extremely stable, allowing us to remove
subsequently into a second data file. Abnormalities in the the pyrometer and to operate the power supplies in open-
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Figurl10. Logical flow chart for the simultaneous acquisition of creep data and
control of temperature for three simultaneous creep experiments.

loop control maintaining a constant output across the minimize the temperature gradient resulting from the
fibre for long periods of time (e.g. hours) without under- convection of hot rising gases inside the unit. For a
going temperature changes larger than 2 CC at 1500 .C. volumetric flow of 5 CM3 S- I the maximum temperature
Time periods ranging from I to 25 rin have been used difference between the hottest and coldest points was
in the routine controbling the position of the pyrometer's found to be 30 s C at 1500 TC. Argon 99.99% pure was
lens assembly. used in all runs. To ensure an oxidation-free environ-

ment, prior to entering the unit the gas is passed through
a moisture/oxygen getter consisting of heated titanium

4. Operatio sponge maintained at 900'°C. However, despite these
precautions, thin layers of silica start to appear on

The results presented below were obtained using a gauge the fibre's surface at 1500 °T. Temperature measure-
length of 37.5 cm. This value was chosen to optimize ments are made at two thirds of the fibre's length (25 cm
the resolution in the strain calculations and also to from the oottom). Although the lower limit of the
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pyrometer's range is 700'C, temperature readings can elsewhere [24]. In the plot, three different cycles are
only be registered above 850 'C because the fibre emiss- presented for the same fibre, showing the degree of
ivity - which was found to be close to 0.8 [23] - is less reproducibility and the smooth nature of the measure-
than 0.99. Although calibration of the pyrometer is ments. For practical purposes, any heating and or cool-
traceable to NIST standards, we have found that a good ing rate can be imposed on these fibres. Figure 8 shows
way to ensure calibration is through thermal expansion a simple thermal history for thermal expansion measure-
measurements in the temperature range of interest. ments in which a fast quenching of almost 1450 _C in

Strains are calculated simply as 2 s was included. Similarly, because of the negligible

AL thermal inertia of the fibres, temperatures as high as
E=- (3) 1800 'C have been reached in less than 5 s from room

Lo temperature.

where Lo is the gauge length and given as the distance Figure 12 shows a two cycle creep-creep recovery
between the mercury electrodes. The system offers the experiment. First the sample was taken to the test
capability to resolve 0.25 pm in the displacements, with temperature (1200 'C) and held there for I h to achieve
thL resolution being limited by the A/D converter and steady state conditions. Then the fibre was mechanically
noise levels. Different gauge lengths can be achieved by loaded with 500 MPa and allowed to creep for three
changing the height of the adjustable columns of the hours. At the end of this period, the mechanical load
frame, but with the 37.5 cm gauge length resolution is was removed while the temperature was increased by
translated into 6.6 x 10-5% strain. The approach used 100 'C allowing the fibre to undergo a 10 h creep
to measure displacements, in which the LVDT core is recovery, at the end of which the temperature was
attached to the bottom of the fibre is limited to fibres lowered to its original value and the process repeated.
with large cross sections. In the case of SCS-6 SiC fibres Creep-creep recovery experiments were devised to
with a 142 /m diameter, the weight of the attachment quantify the thermally activated characteristics of the
is translated into a stress of only 6 MPa, which for creep recovery process, and it was found that SCS-6 SiC
practical purposes is negligible. For fibres with smaller fibres exhibit anelastic creep at temperatures up to
cross sections, a different approach should be adopted 1375 'C. A model based on the composite structure of
to determine axial displacements. the fibres has been developed and proposed to explain

For creep experiments, the fibres are stressed using their creep behaviour. Some of the predictions of the
lead discs of different weights mounted onto the weight model are: anelastic creep, the existence of equilibrium
platform shown in figure 5. For SCS-6 SiC fibres, weights creep strains and monotonically decreasing creep rates.
in excess of I kg have been used in creep experiments. Details of the model and comparisons with experimental
Stresses are calculated assuming the entire cross section measurements can be found elsewhere [25].
of the fibres carry the load. Creep measurements have been extended for spans

Figure II shows thermal expansion measurements of time in excess of 200 h. Figure 13(a) shows a long-
on SCS-6 SiC fibres using a heating/cooling rate of term creep test along with a curve predicted by the
15 'C min - '. The upper part of the curve corresponds composite model, while figure 13(b) shows the thermal
to the heating part of the cycle. It is interesting to note history for this test. It is worth noticing the stability
the anomalous thermal expansion behaviour of these
fibres in the region of 1375 'C. Details of this behaviour
and the probable responsible mechanism can be found 0 8

07 -

__ __ __ __ _06 -

07 5

~'04

S0.6 , 03

02

01.

0 54

0 20 40 60 80
Tim (101 s)

0 4 Figure 12. Typical total strain versus time for an Avco
09 11 13 1.5 SCS-6 fibre subjected to the following treatment:

Temprature (10, "0 (1) temperature was ramped to 1200 'C and held for one
hour at no load; (2) at 12001C, a load of 500 MPW was

Figure 11. Typical thermal strain versus temperature applied for 3 h; (3) the fibre was unloaded and allowed to
result for an Avco SCS-6 fibre subjected to a linear up and recover for 10 h at 1300 °C; (4) temperature was lowered to
down ramp of temperature versus time. The graph shows 1200 °C and the creep experiment repeated: (5) recovery
three repeated experiments on the same fibre. at no load was repeated at 1300 "C
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o 24 - frame. For a guage length of 37.5 cm. resolution is
02 translated into 6.6 x 10-'% strain. Temperatures are

0.20 - measured using a two-colour infrared pyrometer having
a response time of 300 ms in the temperature range of

0 16 - 700-2000 CC. By mounting the lens assembly of the
01pyrometer on a rotary table, the pyrometer can be

shared by all six units, allowing for multiple simultaneous

S0 08 -creep experiments. Although the thermal inertia of the
fibres is very small, the system is thermally very stable,

004 and temperature can be controlled to within I -C at
a 1500 'C for very long periods of time. Almost isothermal

hot zones have been achieved with differences of 30 -C0200 400 6O00
Time (103 s) at 1500 'C between the hottest and coldest points along

the hot zone.
13 For SCS-6 SiC fibres, testing has been limited to

12 1500 'C, above which, regardless of the installation of a
heated titanium sponge oxygen/moisture getter, evapor-

1 : ation of the outside coating on the fibres takes place,
F 10 reducing their diameter, creating regions of localized

heating (hot spots) and forming thin layers of silica
S0 9 -which, because they have a much lower emissivity, can

create problems with the temperature-reading process.S0 8 On occasion, failure has been accompanied by arcing,
0 7 evaporating the fracture surfaces of the fibres.

1b)
06

0 200 400 600
Time (103 S) Adcflwl9moftt

Figure 13. (a) Typical creep strain (total strain minus The authors gratefully acknowledge the financial support
thermal and immediate elastic strains) versus time
behaviour for an Avco SCS-6 fibre at 1200 'C and 400 MPa. of the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency and
(b) Thermal history for the creep curve shown in (a). the Office of Naval Research under contract No

N-00014-86-K-0770.
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Abstract mental performance. Although their large diameter
A thermoelastic model has been developed for the and large stiffness will most probably limit their use to
prediction of the state of stress of composite fibers when applications requiring parts with simple geometries,
subjected to thermomechanical loads. The model is these composite fibers provide an ideal model system
based on a system of four infinitely long and perfectly worthy of study to set guidelines toward the
bonded concentric cylinders. Predictions are presented development of a much needed new generation of
for composite fibers produced by chemical vapor fibers capable of retaining superior mechanical,
deposition (CVD), and in particular for the SCS-6 thermal and environmental stability at higher and
fiber, for which it is found that neglecting the strains higher temperatures.
that the substrate experiences during CVD in the One of the characteristics of fibers produced by
calculations, can lead to severe underestimates of the chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is the existence of a
magnitude of the predicted residual stresses. Relation- complicated state of stress created in part by the
ships are established between the predicted state of thermal expansion mismatch of the substrate and the
stress and experimentally observed changes of strength deposit and the high temperatures required for their
with temperature, stress thresholds in creep and production. The objective of this paper is to provide
structural defects such as debonding at the interfaces expressions for the estimation of such state of stress
for the SCS-6filter. when these CVD composite fibers are subjected to

tensile and thermal loads. Although the analysis
Keywords: fibers, thermal stresses, thermoelastic developed in this paper is material and scale
analysis, thermal expansion, silicon carbide fibers, insensitive, the predictions to be presented address
composite fibers the case of the SCS-6 fiber (Textron Specialty

Materials. Lowell, MA 01851). Estimates of the
1 INTRODUCTION magnitude and nature of the residual stresses are also

Ceramic materials offer some outstanding properties presented, because they are important in the

for structural applications at elevated temperatures. understanding of subjects such as failure modes. crack

For example, they are strong and stiff having at the propagation, high temperature hardening, stress
same time low densities, low coefficients of thermal thresholds for creep, etc. Some of these subjects have

expansion and resistance to aggressive environments, been extensively addressed for CVD Boron Fibers.-"•
Despite these qualitites, their use in high-performance and identified as important in CVD SiC fibers."
applications has been limited in part because they are
inherently brittle, often leading to catastrophic failure. 2 THE SYSTEM

Of the limited techniques available to eliminate or The SCS-6 fiber is manufactured by chemical vapor
lessen the lack of toughness of ceramics, the deposition in a two-step process with a 37 um
incorporation of reinforcing continuous fibers provides diameter glassy carbon monofilament as substrate.""i
the best alternative for using ceramics in high- This carbon filament, originally developed at the
temperature structural applications. Among the Great Lakes Carbon Corporation,""'- is produced at
filaments commercially available today, CVD SiC 1100*C by the spinning, oxidation and carbonization
fibers have produced some of the most promising of a sulfur-doped carbonaceous pitch from petroleum
results in terms of mechanical, thermal and environ- or coal tar origin. The final product has a very smooth

To whom correspondence should be addressed. surface with occasional anomalies which can result in
areas of irregular deposition, creating stress rising

Composites Science and Technology 0266-3538/93/$06.00 regions limiting the strength of the fiber.
© 1993 Elsevier Science Publishers Ltd. The high temperatures required for deposition are
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achieved with resistance heating techniques by passing amorphous carbon coating of approximately 3 um in
an electric current through the substrate. The first step thickness, the exposed grain boundaries of the SiC
in the manufacture of these fibers consists of sheath are sealed, nearly doubling the fiber
depositing a 1.5 um thick layer of highly oriented strength.2 28 This additional coating has also been
pyrolytic graphite while the substrate is being found to be ideal for tailoring matrix/fiber interfaces
stretched to ensure uniform deposition. This thin in metal matrix composites.
graphitic layer enhances the electrical conductivity
and smooths the surface of the substrate, working at 3 STRESS ANALYSIS
the same time as a buffer coating having a wave
propagation velocity less than that of carbon and the The system of interest is presented in Fig. 1 and
deposit, effectively isolating the sheath from shocks consists of an infinitely long assembly of four perfectly
originating in the carbon core. This was the solution bonded concentric cylinders with diameters 2rl, 2r2,
to prevent the so called 'string of lights' effect, 2r1 and 2r4, where r, <r,<rj,<r4. A plane strain
observed during the initial attempts to manufacture model is presented. which implies that plane
boron fibers and associated with a series of breaks in cross-sections will remain plane after deformation. All
the substrate whenever it was unable to accommodate components are assumed isotropic except for the
itself to the dimensional and structural changes that pyrolytic graphite layer.
amorphous boron undergoes during chemical vapor Because the problem is axisymmetric, the circum-
deposition.18.19 ferential component of displacement in each layer is

When depositing the pyrolytic graphite coating on zero. The compatibility and equilibrium equations for
the carbon filament, the reactor is maintained at a cylindrical differential element, require that:
temperatures in excess of 1800°C. At lower tempera-
tures pyrolytic graphite can not be formed, while at deO d
higher temperatures the carbon substrate begins to E,= E8 +r-'-r (re,) (1)
evaporate producing a net loss of material."

9

In the second step of the deposition process, the dco da= 0  + ~t"•r-"•=-(rao) (2)
pyrolytic graphite coated substrate is exposed to a dr dr
mixture of polycarbosilane and hydrogen gases. The and
former decompose to form heavily faulted radially-
aligned columnar grains of mostly fl-SiC with the do,+ d
octahedral planes preferentially aligned parallel to the dr dr
deposition surface.2°.2 ' Although the polycarbosilane Combination of eqns (2) and (3) gives
gases used have a 1:1 carbon to silicon ratio, e.g.
methyltrichlorosilane, there is a tendency for the d(Id 0)
deposition of carbon. It was found that hydrogen dr r d(rZa,) 0 (4)
additions act as a catalyst for the deposition of SiC,
although at 1300"C it can cause deposition of excess
silicon2° with a final product which is not 100%
stoichiometric. Temperature control during deposition
is critical, and the process calls for a peak deposition Pyrol Graphite Layer

temperature of about 1300°C. Higher temperatures 1.5 microns thikness)

promote grain coarsenaig and a reduction of excess
silicon which results in a decrease in the strength of Silicon Carbid Sheath
the fibers. It has been suggested22-2 ' that melting of (48 microns thickness)

this excess silicon is responsible for the anomalous
thermal expansion behavior of these fibers in the
neighborhood of 1375 0C (as discussed in relation to "Carbon-nch SiC Coating

Fig. 17, below). Although this argument is not (3 microns thickness)

conclusive, this anomalous behavior has a tremendous
impact on the state of stress of the fiber with the

creation of additional internal stresses, and increases
in Zhe creep resistance of these fiber.• have been r4

observed after heat treatments beyond this .0
temperature.,s

If the fiber were to be removed from the reactor at
this point and tested, its ultimate tensile strength Fig. 1. Cross-sectional representation of the SCS-6 silicon
would be approximately 1.5 GPa. By adding a rich carbide fiber.
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which after integration, yields solutions of the form: E49 E9 at r = r, (17)

B Es=1E at r= r (18)
,=A-(5)

r The terms with subscript 'o' in eqns (15) and (16)
B represent the elastic strains introduced in the substrate

a, =A + - (6) during the fabrication process. This occurs when the
substrate is stretched in order to keep it straight

where A and B are integration constants which have during deposition. These terms are given by:
different values for each of the four phases. The
boundary conditions to be applied to the second, third EZ= + c(T) dT (19)and fourth phases are: AE , + fTd

0,'(r =r,) =-P, oG,'(r =r2) =--P2 coo = AE'' a+oC(T) dT (20)
oJ,(r = r,) = - P2 or' (r = r3) = - P3 ;irE- ,

oUr=r3)=-P 3 oaU(r=r4 )=O where we have designated T, as the reference
temperature for the carbon core, T2  as the

where PI, P2 and P are the interface normal stresses temperature for the deposition of the pyrolytic
and the superscripts G, S and M refer to the pyrolytic graphite layer and F. as the axial load applied to the
graphite layer, the SiC sheath and the outer carbon substrate to keep it straight during deposition.
rich coating, respectively. With reference to eqns (5) Assuming that the carbon core, the SiC layer and
and (6), the value of the constant B for the carbon the carbon outer layer are isotropic, and that the
core (phase 1) is zero, and this phase is subjected to graphite layer has a turbostratic structure, the elastic
uniform radial and tangential stresses given by: constitutive equations for the four phases at a

d,(r) = -P1  0 -s • - r (7) temperature T' are given as follows:

The constants A and B can be eliminated from eqns £ E C i ai (. . T
(5) and (6), as applied to each phase, in favor of the rig] = +c IorD, +
unknown interface normal stresses and result in the [cl 1 j T, [c(T
following equations for the radial and tangential I
stresses: iE-

)Pr _ - P_2r rIr'2(P 2 -P) V (21)Cr)= ri r, r.-r2-. (9)
r (r  2 2(_ - r, E E (9)E E,oor=P~r2- Pzr2 r~r2(p 2 - P1 ) [re] E5 o, Er- [a',(T)

2 2_ r,) r<r<,(10) I [ - "I +f I a•(r dT

_,(r) _ _ P2 r2 -V2 G r (1P)T)
0 r r2  r2(r rr2) < r2 (22)ED3

cror ~2-P r] r~r(P 3 -- P2) r25is< vs(12 (22)r2 r, r(r2 - r22) E Es E

V 3)- --_ + - r2r r3 - rr (13) 1

2 2 _ r----• + 2 _ 2)

r3 r r r r2(22)2_ 2 2rp [Jpaser)s2~ (i+-3 rr 3 3 2) r < r (14) L S (23)

Deformation compatibility requires that the radial "1 - M - "displacements at the interfaces (or the tangential rrl EM  EM EM) 1
strains) be the same for the phases meeting there. The J'.J 1 +" •T  r"'(T

requirements of uniform axial strain and deformation i•. i Eu ij[ • +1 a()I dTcompatibility are written mathematically as: (T)

o '(- C 20  = E1  -- (2 4 )

and where the indices indicate: C, carbon core, r, 0 and z
4•- 4.,=t at r = r (16) are the cylindrical polar coordinates, T1 is the

3r3i + rll I5 r !5 rI I( I I
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temperLture for the deposition of SiC and the outer Axial equilibrium is established with the expression
carbon coating and T' is the temperature of interest, given below when an axial load of magnitude F is
Also, because of the uniform axial strain condition imposed on the fiber:
imposed in eqn (15). the principal stresses are the only
non-vanishing stresses. For the pyrolytic graphite A I,+ 2;r ra'(r)dr+A.ový+A4 o=F (31)
layer, v," = v,,, E. = E,, and Jr

Eý 4A, being the appropriate cross-sectional areas.
Vz, =,, Vz Arranging eqns (25)-(29) and (31) we obtain a 6 x 6linear system of equations (eqn (32)) with the

Substituting eqns (21)-(24) into the six equations interfacial normal stresses and the axial stresses as
(15)-(18) we obtain: unknowns, and with matrix Q([6x6] and vector

t([6 x 1] containing the physical properties of the
_ C C) +__ 1 c(r)dT_- system as well as the applied conditions for

Orr + +'- temperature and mechanical load. The elements of
S+' both the matrix S2 and the vector 111 are given in

VýG - V C
- co, + c + E 9 +f a,(T) dT Appendix A. The advantage of solving the problem

-r EG this way is that the expressions for the interface
(25) normal stresses, which are extremely useful in a

C c T. number of micromechanical analyses for composite
(oc + a4-) + + J + rc(T) dT - -o, structures, become available immediately. The solu-

" 1 f rT' tion for the system is straightforward and predictions
E-(rs + s) + -• a + r-s(T) dT (26) for the state of stress in the fiber for different

"TA temperatures and stress levels are presented in
--- S (orS + o's) + I--(T Section V. P,

- M a ffT P2

E+ + E aT +f a(T )dT (27) [ [91iip] (32)
vG G Tf

--Ea°, +E OF E- ,: + a-G(T) dT LON
vs 1 C vs •"~d

S- + 1rs - P o + f" as(T) dT (28) 4 MATERIAL PROPERTIES

vs 1 vThe validity of the predictions will depend strongly on
-- + o ,s, E o-• vs +r, + cS (T) d T the assumptions and values of the properties used in

Es E P f, the calculations. Because of the proprietary nature of

v- 1 M Mp j' the fabrication process for this fiber we were unable to
E --o, + P- "0 -P aoz +.r acm(T) dT (29) obtain information on the thermomechanical pro-

perties of the pyrolytic graphite layer and the outer

The enforcement of the uniform axial strain carbon-rich coating, and certain assumptions on their

condition on the anisotropic graphite layer produces properties have been made. Attempts to isolate a

an expression for the radial position-dependent axial single carbon core with its pyrolytic graphite layer

stress given by: from the fiber for mechanical testing were not
successful. The values for Young's moduli, Poisson's

r2 v' rG ratios and coefficients of thermal expansion presented
oa(r) = .< + (2r - _2) lr•(v,+v) in Table 1 have been reported for the carbon core,

r 2 2(Vý - VýJ)] Table 1. Mate"ta propeuties

r Material E(GPa) v r(I0-f/*C) Ret. temp.

- 12  r2) v2 + Z + r[rt(v %s-r vG) p2 Carbon 41.37'6 0.244 10.0" II )*C16
(r2 - r I r core 34-48" 13"0(800--1200)'6

E fTr 35-0(1200-1500)'6
+E'Ec+ E• •cr"(T)dT sic 413.730 0-17`4 5.0" 13oc*II

Ec- f -, 3.2(20rC) 31

T fr(' 5(. (1000*C(P.- E, "• Cz(T) dT (30) Pyrocarbon 80.0e 0.3 31-8_82 13WC-o'c
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Table 2. Material properties for pyrolytic graphite

E, E E.. v,, vq_ a, aq a:

7 GPa 175 GPa 175 GPa 0.075 0-036 28 x 10-"6/C 1.8 x 10-"/'C 1.8 x 10-"/'C

fl-SiC and amorphous pyrocarbon. As described in 500
Section II, the deposition of the pyrolytic graphite
layer is at temperatures in excess of 1800"C, with the 1 400-0 o____ .,_.
final product having a highly oriented structure in
which the basal planes are aligned parallel to the _2 300-
deposition surface ('onion skin'). It is only in pyrolytic
graphite with this extreme preferred orientation where 200- _ "___________o _____

we can find anisotropic properties comparable with - M -e-- s.c sheath

those of single crystals. 29 In this respect, we should 0 100-
expect a very stiff structure with a small CTE on the . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
basal planes but very compliant and with a large CTE 011
perpendicular to them. 0 400 800 1200 1600

For perfect single crystals of graphite the entire Fig. 2. Temperature dependence of the Young's modulus
compliance matrix in cylindrical coordinates is given for the different phases in the fiber. These values were used
below: 33  in the calculations.

3-2 x 10- 2  -25 x 10-12 -2-5 x 1012

1.11 x 10-2 -_0_04 X 10- 1 [Pal- The recommended operating tension for thc carbon
1.11 x 10-12 _ monofilament when wound from the original shipping

The values for the Young's moduli and Poisson's packages is 16 g"6 and this value was used to calculate

ratios contained in this matrix are: E, = 30.1 GPa, Fo for the evaluation of eqns (19) and (20).

E6 = E,=2 900 GPa, v, = 0-075, vq, = 0-036, but more
realistic values for the polycrystalline PG layer in 5 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
these fibers are presented in Table 232 with a reference The first step was an evaluation of the importance of
temperature of 1800'C. 9 The elastic properties of the the straining of the carbon substrate during fabrica-
external carbon-rich coating were obtained using the tion. Figure 3 shows the predicted interface normal
rule of mixtures by averaging the properties of Sic stresses as a function of temperature when the
and those of amorphous pyrocarbon. The thermal stretching of the carbon substrate has been taken into
expansion coefficient for this coating was approxi- account in the calculations. In this case both normal
mated by:3" interface stresses around the PG layer are positive and

ESiCaSiCosiC + ECtrCIc decrease in magnitude with temperature, whereas the
aV Esicosic + ECoC (33) normal interface stress between the SiC sheath and

where osic and 0c are the volume fractions of SiC 3000
and pyrocarbon, 40 and 60% respectively. 1

In the calculations, the temperature dependence of a.
the elastic properties has been considered as follows:3 5  2000-

E(T) = E. 
(34) 

12 t
T.g 1000-

where E. is the Young's modulus at room V

temperature and Tm the melting point. In the case of ' --v. v - -0- - - - .- - - - -
Ecarbon and SiC, Tm. is the sublimation temperature at 0

ambient pressure. Values for the axial Young's z

modulus of the fiber predicted by this composite -1000 500 1000 1500
model are in excellent agreement with experimental Temperature ('C)
measurements of the modulus up to 1600"C.25' Fig. 3. Temperature dependence of the predicted interface
Figure 2 shows the temperature dependence of the normal stresses. The stretching of the carbon substrate
moduli for the different phases which are the values during fabrication has been taken into account in the
used in the calculations. calculations.
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1000 The influence of straining the carbon substrate
during deposition is most critical in the prediction of
the axial stresses. In Fig. 5, the temperature

500- dependence of the predicted axial residual stress in
the carbon substrate is presented, and shows that this
stress is severely underestimated when the straining of
the substrate during fabrication has been ignored. The

E predicted decrease with temperature of the axial
I -500- residual stress in the substrate can be related to
0 experimental observations of increase of strength with
z temperature at 1000oC," taking into account that

-10001 A fracture usually originates at the carbon core (Fig. 6).
0 500 1000 1500Temperature (5C) Of the elastic properties used in the calculations,

Temvlusperattwuideenee PisonsCato

Fig. 4. Temperature dependence of the predicted interface the values of the two independent Poisson's ratios
normal stresses when stretching of the carbon substrate needed to model the PG layer are the least known

during fabrication has been neglected. quantities. A parametric analysis for Poisson's ratios
different from those presented in Table 2. revealed

the outside coating is compressive, very small in that both the axial and tangential stress distributions

magnitude and changes very little with temperature. across the PG layer are extremely sensitive to the

Clearly, the radial interface stresses at both sides of choice of values, as observed in Fig. 7 for the average

the PG layer are quite high (Fig. 3), and it is unlikely axial residual stress. However, the influence of the

that such stress levels can be achieved or sustained value of the PG Poisson's ratios on the predicted

without debonding occurring at either the carbon radial stress distribution across the PG layer and the

substrate/PG layer interface, or the PG layer/SiC overall stress distribution in the rest of the fiber is

interface, or both. As shown later (Figs 12(a) and nominal except when both v., and vg become larger

12(b)), this conclusion is consistent with the than 0.05 and 0.1 respectively. This is illustrated for

observation of interfacial debonding in this fiber example in Figs 8 and 9 for the normal interface stress

system. Additional evidence of debonding has been
presented elsewhere.37 Figure 4 shows that neglecting
the straining of the carbon substrate in the
calculations produces large underestimates in the
predicted normal interface stresses at both boundaries
of the PG layer. For this case both normal interface
stresses around the PG layer are positive at room
temperature and decrease continuously with tempera-
ture becoming compressive above 1000*C. As
expected, there is little effect of considering the
straining of the carbon substrate in the prediction of
the normal interface stress between the SiC sheath
and the outside coating.

3000 -' ".

2000

x
1 0 500 000 1500

Temperature (°C)

Fig. S. Temperature dependence of the axial residual stress
in the carbon substrate. Open symbols show the predictions FIg. 6. Scanning electron micrograph of the composite
when the stretching of the carbon core has been taken into SCS-6 silicon carbide fiber showing the brittle nature of the

account in the calculations. fracture surface. Fiber diameter is 142 pm.

D mll iilli lun •
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S10000- 250-a-23.

S7500 v - 0- 1o -.- 00 -e 01 --- - 03 a-
9) ve, 25Ve

S5000 0

CDa
cc 2500- -

X -250-

® 0-

.2500
0.001 0.01 0.1 -500

0 500 1000 1500VZO Temperature ('C)

Fig. 7. Effect of the two independent Poisson's ratio values Fig. 10. Predicted temperature dependence of the axial
for turbostratic PG on the predicted average axial residual residual stress in the SiC sheath. Open symbols show the
stress in the PG layer, where the average is defined as predictions when stretching of the carbon core has been

,(c4(r,) + u•(r,)), taken into account in the calculations.

at the substrate-PG layer interface and the axial

residual stress in the SiC sheath respectively.

3100 In Figs 10 and l1 the temperature dependence of
the residual axial and hydrostatic stresses in the SiC"•V'0 0,001 ..- 0.01 -.0 0.1 0.3

Ve sheath are compared with predictions made when
Ver = 25Vre straining of the substrate has been neglected. As in

the case for the carbon substrate, neglecting the
Cn straining of the carbon substrate during fabrication
w 2700- produces large underestimates in the prediction of

U) these stresses. Because they are compressive up to
1500TC, the predicted axial and hydrostatic residual

E stresses can be associated to experimentally observed
o thresholds of 200 MPa for creep deformation atz

2300 1100*C. 5 At this moment, further time-dependent
0.001 0.01 0.1 deformation studies are under way to extend the

VZO understanding of the deformation mechanisms in

Fig. S. Effect of the two independent PG Poisson's ratios on these fibers and their relation to residual stresses.
the normal interface residual stress at the carbon- An indication of the influence of residual stresses on
substrate/PG layer interface. This stress is almost insensitive the integrity of the fiber is evident in Figs 12(a)

for v,. and v,. smaller than 0.05 and 0.1 respectively, and 12(b), where debonding at the carbon-
substrate/pyrolytic-graphite interface is shown for an

250-
-250- a.

eL• 0-
9DU

-a

(n- .375- 2

"•250-
i0)

"_ V1  -e 0001 - 001 - 0.1 -9 0.3
.-- 0

vqr 25v,0
-500 -M_-500

0.001 0.01 0.1 0 560 1000 1500Vz0) Temperature (°C)

Fig. 9. Effect of the two independent PG Poisson's ratios on FMg. 11. Temperature dependence of the predicted hydro-

the axial residual stress in the SiC sheath. This stress is static residual stress in the SiC sheath. Open symbols
almost insensitive for vY and Y,, smaller than 0-05 and 0-1 represent predictions when stretching of the carbon core has

respectively, been taken into account in the calculations.
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3000-

1500 ~ 20'C -. OOO'C

1500- 5WOC -1- 500'C

5 0

CD

0 -1500-
i--

-3000
0.0 0.5 1.0

Relative Position

(a) Fig. 14. Radial distribution of the predicted tangential
residual stress across the fiber for different temperatures.

the pyrolytic graphite layer and second of the high
temperatures required to deposit this layer. Similar
results have been observed in highly anisotropic CVD
graphite coatings.29

Another interesting observation is the nature of the
tangential stresses across the SiC sheath (Fig. 14). For
all the temperatures studied in this report the
tangential stresses in the SiC sheath are always
compressive, which in turn could explain why radial
cracks are almost never observed in these fibers.
Evidence of radial cracks in these fibers has been

(b) reported23 only when the fibers have been incorpor-
ated into a composite and subjected to a high

Fig. 12.(a) Scanning electron micrograph of a typical te mp osition sulected to thi

fracture surface of an as-received SCS-6 SiC. (b) temperature fabrication schedule, changing in turn the
Magnification of the carbon-substrate/pyrolytic-graphite internal stress distribution of the fiber.
layer interface from Fig. 12(a). Evidence of debonding is Figure 15 presents the axial residual stress across
visible at this interface as a result of the large tensile normal the fiber while Fig. 16 shows the axial stress

interface stress. distribution when a load of 10 N, equivalent to

631 MPa is applied to the fiber. It is important to
as-received fiber. This phenomenon can be under- notice the large stresses carried by both the PG layer
stood from the nature of the state of stress at this and carbon substrate, although most of the load is
interface at room temperature, where there exists a supported by the SiC sheath. Also, the axial stress in
tensile interface stress of almost 2-5 GPa (Fig. 13). both the carbon core and the outside coating decrease
The severity of this state of stress is a direct in magnitude with temperature in contrast to the
consequence of first, the large degree of anisotropy in

4000-

3000-
3000 • .G- 20"C t OQO*C

.4- 2OC

_. .. 2000

2 1500 oWcn 1000 --

00 ----- OO

-1000
0.0 0.5 1.0 0.0 0.5 1.0

Relative Position Relative Position

Fig. 13. Radial distribution of the predicted radial residual Fig. IS. Radial distribution of the predicted axial residual
stress across the fiber for different temperatures. stress across the fiber for different temperatures.
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4000- It has been suggested that the anomalous thermal

20'C behavior of these fibers in the neighborhood of 1375°C
could be understood in terms of melting of the free

"" 5 silicon and its increase in density upon melting at
_t -- 14150C.2223 One of the arguments that has been used
® 2000 -- 000-c to explain the depression of 40°C in the melting point

05 is based on the theory of first-order phase transitions.
F 1 ,W°C For silicon, its melting temperature can be lowered by

applying a compressive hydrostatic stress. The
magnitude of the depression can be found using
Clapeyron's equation:

O, --------- TAvAP0.0AT = 1.0-AT (35)

Relative Position AHfUS)on

Fig. 16. Radial distribution of the predicted axial stress
across the fiber for different temperatures when a uniform For the 9% volume change that silicon exhibits

stress of 631 MPa has been applied to the fiber. upon melting39 and a heat of fusion of 1.41 x
106J/kg° the required hydrostatic stress to depress

behavior observed in the SiC sheath. In regard to the the melting point of silicon by 40°C is of the order of
outside coating, the model predicts tensile tangential 1.11 GPa.
and axial stresses at room temperature, which Although the magnitude of the hydrostatic stress in
decrease in magnitude with temperature and that the SiC sheath that the present thermoelastic analysis
become compressive above 1000'C. The presence of predicts is approximately one tenth of this value at
this coating producing a compressive axial stress in the 1375°C (Figs 11), one effect that this model doesn't
SiC sheath is in good part responsible for the large consider is the possible presence of excess silicon
tensile strengths observed in these fibers. forming very small clusters where surface tension

The comparison between measured values of effects become important and where large stresses are
thermal expansion and those predicted by the model is not uncommon. Recent experiments37 have dem-
extremely good up to the critical point when the fiber onstrated the kinetic nature of this anomalous
shrinks on heating (Fig. 17). In this figure the behavior when shifts of almost 20'C toward lower
continuous curves are experimental measurements temperatures were observed in the critical points of
obtained using Rensselaer's high temperature fiber the thermal expansion curve when slower heating and
testing facility' at a heating/cooling rate of 15°C/min, cooling were used. A thermodynamic-mechanical
while the data points correspond to the predictions by model, which incorporates the results from this
the residual stress model. The agreement up to 1350 0C residual stress analysis, has been proposed to predict
should not be surprising because the overall thermal both quantitatively and qualitatively the anomalous
expansion behavior will be dominated by the behavior thermal expansion behavior of this fiber including its
of the SiC sheath. kinetic nature.37

0.7--- . .. . -- _ __ __ __ __

6 CONCLUSIONS
A

A thermoelastic analysis has been developed to
"" 0.6- estimate the state of stress of a composite fiber when

A_ subjected to thermomechanical loads. The structure is
CL A modeled as an infinitely long assembly of four
W A perfectly bonded concentric cylinders, and although
M 0 the model is insensitive to scale and/or materialE05 Aoi properties, the case of composite fibers produced by

16•- CVD was addressed and in particular the case of the
SCS-6 fiber. Because of the proprietary nature of the

0.4" _manufacturing process for this fiber, assumptions were
1000 1100 1200 1300 1400 1500 made in regard to the reference fabrication tempera-

Temperature (C) tures and the value of the mechanical properties for

Fig. 17. Overall thermal expansion behavior of the SCS-6 the different constituents in the fiber.
SiC fiber as a function of temperature both on heating and It was found that large differences in the prediction
cooling. The continuous curve represents continuous of the axial residual stresses and normal interface
measurements made at a rate of 15*C/min using
Rensselaer's High Temperature Fiber Testing Facility,""• stresses result when the straining of the substrate

whereas the data points represent the model predictions. during CVD fabrication is neglected in the calcula-
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A Methodology for the Elevated Temperature
Characterization of High Performance Fibers

E. LARA-CURZIOI AND S S. STERNSTEIN2

A methodology is presented for studying the thermomechanical behavior of fibers at
elevated temperatures. Emphasis is given to the importance and sensitivity of mechanical
spectroscopy measurements as a tool for investigating deformation mechanisms. Selected
experiments include thermomechanical tests in a wide span of the time domain (dynamic
measurements, creep and thermal expansion response) as well as analytical structural
characterization. This approach will only be useful if realistic modeling can be developed
to establish links between microstructure, macrostructure and properties. As an example an
overview of the characterization of the SCS-6 SiC fiber at high temperatures is presented.

INTRODUCTION
The need for structural materials in energy conversion systems - e.g. nuclear

reactors and jet engines- capable of withstanding extreme conditions of stress,
environment and temperature has shifted attention from the improvement of superalloys to
the potential development of ceramic matrix composites which offer the capability of
retaining stiffness and strength at higher temperatures with substantially lower densities.
Of all possible reinforcements, continuous fibers offer the best alternative to improve the
damage tolerance, fracture toughness and resistance to creep of ceramics. However, there
is only a limited number of fibers commercially available today and they behave in a way
that will prevent them from being used in advanced structural applications. For example,
silicon-oxy-carbide fibers begin to decompose at temperatures as low as 1 100*C, graphite
fibers can not survive in aggressive environments beyond 6000C without protective
coatings, tungsten fibers are heavy and very reactive, CVD SiC fibers with carbon
substrates exhibit an anomalous thermal expansion behavior in the neighborhood of
1375 0C and possess large diameters, whereas CVD SiC fibers with a tungsten substrate
readily react resulting in a severe drop in strength at temperatures beyond I 1000C.

These limitations have prompted work on their improvement and in the
development of new filaments, calling in turn fc~ screening procedures and a methodology
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for their characterization. The results from the characterization studies will be useful both
as input parameters for the design of composite structures and/or for the improvement of
the filaments. Some of the relevant properties that need to be evaluated include the
temperature dependence of stiffness and strength, the resistance to creep, the thermal
expansion response, environmental stability and how these properties relate to the micro
and macro structures. For the latter, complementary studies should include compositional
and microstructural characterization using spectroscopy, the power of the analytical
electron microscope and other techniques such as XRD and high temperature DSC/TGA.

Furthermore, the development of constitutive equations and deformation models
that incorporate the effects of the manufacturing process to simulate and predict the
behavior of these filaments under a given set of conditions of stress, temperature,
environment and time is of utmost importance.

In this paper, a general methodology is presented for the characterization of fibers
at elevated temperatures. The case of the SCS-6 SiC fiber will be addressed showing the
advantages and limitations of some analytical techniques and highlighting the importance
of mechanical spectroscopy for characterization. In this particular case, the sensitivity of
thermal expansion measurements was proved to be far superior for detecting a phase
transformation compared to any of the conventional characterization techniques.

EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH.
Figure I shows the areas where characterization is needed. The links in the diagram

indicate for example that physical and mechanical models should be developed based on
the results of thermomechanical tests and microstructural observations, but also that further
tests and observations should be designed to test the validity of the models.

In the physical area, it is necessary to determine basic macrostructural properties
such as diameter, uniformity, fracture surface morphology, interfaces in composite
structures, density, etc. Microstructural features include grain size, crystallographic
structure, texture, etc. Some of the techniques for diameter determination include laser
diffraction and direct measurements using the optical or electron microscope. Density
measurements could be achieved by X-ray diffraction methods or a combination of
hydrostatic and dilatometric measurements. The fractue morphology provides information
on the degree of brittleness of the fiber and the regions where crack initiation takes place.
These observations can then be used to evaluate the validity of residual stress and damage
propagation analyses for example. Microstructural characterization can be achieved n stly
with X-ray and TEM analyses.

Compositional analysis can be carried out by combining techniques such as XRD,
the electron microprobe, Raman and Auger spectroscopy. Some of the limitations of these
techniques are that they are unable to detect or identify phases present in less than 3%
concentration and because of the rather large size of the probe compared to the avenge
grain size in polycrystalline materials, the results are only avenges over large sections. In
this case the analytical electron microscope and the measurement of SAD patterns of very
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small regions provide the most powerful tool for phase identification. However there are
situations in which even this technique is limited because transparency requirements
during sample preparation could sometimes introduce additional artifacts and tamper with
the evidence.

Figure 2 shows the X-ray spectra for pulverized SCS-6 SiC fibers after a heat
treatment in air at elevated temperatures. Notice the appearance of a silica peak indicating
that oxidation had taken place. It is also interesting to observe that the microstructure is
heavily faulted because of the presence of several reflections from a-SiC planes in this
mostly f-SiC fiber. The graphite 2flections arise from the pyrolytic graphite coating
deposited around the carbon substrate. Although dislocation motion is limited in ceramics
because of the large value of the Pierls stress, the presence of stacking faults could enhance
gliding and climbing promoting in turn deformation. A detailed description of the
manufacturing process and the general features of the fiber can be found in [I]. Figure 3
shows a scan 4%oss the fiber using the electron microprobe. The spot size of the beam was
1 pim approximately. Considering that the average grain size in this fiber is of the order of
50 nm, this technique, as well as Raman and Auger spectroscopy are limited if detailed
analysis of the grain boundaries or change in composition form grain to grain is intended,
although effective averages for composition can be obtained readily. Although it might
seem that the composition across the fiber changes from carbon-rich to silicon-rich it
should be mention that these fluctuations are perhaps outside the resolution of these
measurements

Some fibers undergo recrystallization and phase transitions at high temperatures
and new phases could be formed if the samples are exposed to aggressive environments.
Also loss or gain of weight is a common occurrence at high temperatures in aggressive
environments. In this case simultaneous TGA/DTA provide valuable information as the
system absorbs or releases heat while temperature is increased or decreased at a prescribed
rate and as the material gains or losses weight. Figure 4 shows a typical DSC scan at a rate
of 20*C/min for a SCS-6 fiber. The temperatures indicated in the graph are small
deviations from the base line. However, despite the sensitivity of some of these
instruments, if small reactions are the subject of the study, they could easily get lost in the
noise and fluctuations inherent in these measurements at temperatures above 1300*C. It is
believed that the faint signal at 1376 0C is related to the anomalous thermal expansion
behavior exhibited by this fiber but it is so weak that no quantitative analysis was possible.

Mechanical spectroscopy has proved to be an invaluable tool for the sensitive
measurement of parameters intimately related to the microstructure of the material. For
example there exist dynamic techniques capable of resolving I part in 5000 of the out of
phase dynamic modulus. A detailed monitoring of the out-of-phase modulus with
temperature can provide information on the way the material dissipates energy, for
example through the formation of a new phase, by the disruption of an interface or by
friction. Also, this method offers the possibility of determining the temperature
dependence of the elastic modulus as shown in Figure 5 and compared to other forms of
SiC. The major limitation for applying this technique is that hot wall furnaces with open
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ends should be used to avoid the frictional interference of the fiber grips with the furnace,
implying that a way must be devised to extract isothermal properties from a collection of
tests at different temperatures with variable gauge lengths. Examples of this procedure can
be found elsewhere[l,2].

Dilatometry in the form of axial and radial thermal expansion measurements not
only provides information on the continuous change of the material as temperature is
changed, but if the measurements are sensitive, volume changes associated with phase
transformations can be detected.

This is the case for the SCS-6 SiC fiber. Because of the manufacturing conditions,
it is likely that non-stoichiometric silicon is present in the fiber. Upon melting, this excess
silicon increases its density forcing the fiber to contract in the neighborhood of 1375°C on
heating, and to expand on cooling at around 1300°C upon solidification. Compositional
studies were unable to detect the small amount of silicon (approximately 1% volume)
necessary to produce the effect shown in Figure 6. It can be observed that the sensitivity of
the dilatometric measurements is large enough to reproduce this phenomenon repeatedly
on the same fiber after three cycles. New techniques have been devised to measure
simultaneously the radial and axial thermal expansion response of fibers incorporating
diffraction techniques in the High Temperature Fiber Testing Facility[3]. This is useful
because in a number of manufacturing processes, the products show a large degree of
anisotropy in the thermal expansion behavior and other mechanical properties. Details of
the measurements and the nature of the anomalous thermal expansion behavior can be
found in [3,41.

Creep is perhaps the nos ng factor for using a maerial at high tempeatmis
in structural applications and it irne phenomenon where thelationships between
structure, properties and thermomechanical response are most eAdenL The size of the
grains, the formation of glassy phases at dth grain boundaries, a heavily faulted structure,
the existence of residual scresses etc, are kstrongly linked to the deformatin mechanisms
controlling the raw of deffitnaaowof the material. Creep experimests in Sile filaments
are difficult and expensive because of their long duration and becmae of the small
dimensions of individual fibes.

Figure 7 shows the rypicaýcreep response of a SCS-6 SiC fiber at 12000C and 400
MPa along with the curve predicted by a composite model which was hveloped to analyze
the time-dependent deformafion of this composite fiber. Both the creep and thermal
expansion measurements presented in this paper were obtained in the High Temperature
Fiber Testing Facility[31.

Data acquisition although important is far more useful when models capable of
establishing links between the micro and macrostructure of the fiber and its properties are
developed. For example, three models have been developed to analyze the deformation
under stress and temperature as a function of time of the SCS-6 SiC fiber.
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The first model was created to study the internal state of stress of the fiber after
fabrication, taking into account that the fiber possesses a composite structure and that high
temperatures are necessary for its manufacture. Although the analysis assumed that all the
phases behaved in a perfectly elastic manner, the model was capable of predicting the large
stresses responsible for producing debonding at some of the fiber interfaces. Figure 8
shows a scanning electron micrograph of the carbon-pyrolytic graphite layer interface in
which debonding is evident while Figure 9 shows the radial residual stress across the fiber.
From this set of curves can be observed the large value of the normal interface stress at the
carbon-pyrolytic graphite interface. Also, other predictions of the model have been linked
to observed increases of strength with temperature and stress thresholds for creep. Further
details can be found elsewhere[5].

The second model deals with the anomalous thermal expansion behavior of this
fiber in the neighborhood of 1375 0C on heating and around 1300*C on cooling and its
kinetic nature. The model takes into account the lack of stoichiometry of the fiber and the
likely presence of small clusters of excess silicon dispersed according to a distribution law.
The model incorporates the thermodynamic effect of size in melting and successfully
predicts the anomalous behavior on both heating and cooling. Figure 10 shows the
predicted thermal expansion response on heating according to this model Details of the
analysis can be found in a recent report[4]. Also at this moment, attempts are under way to
detect experimentally the existence of these silicon clusters in the fiber to validate the
model.

The third model was developed to address the composite structure of this fiber and
the influence of this structure on the time dependent deformation under stress. This is
important because if the fiber is analyzed as a single entity, then activation energies and
other parameters (e.g. stress exponents, etc) that can be extracted from a family of creep
curves would be just fitting parameters without clear physical meaning. Furthermore, the
anelastic behavior of this fiber is most likely related to its composite structure and not to
some relaxation mechanism as previously suggested[6]. Figure 7 shows the predictions of
the composite creep model along with an experimental creep curve at 12000C and 400
MPa. Some of the predictions of the model include monotonic decreases in the creep rate,
the existence of equilibrium strains after long times and the complete recovery of the creep
deformation. This implies that there exists a stress transfer mechanism from the creeping
phases to the elastic ones during creep and vice versa during recovery. Although the entire
fiber might be subjected to a constant stress level during creep, the creeping phases will be
subjected to a non-constant decreasing stress. Details of the model will be the subject of an
upcoming report[7].

One of the ways deformation mechanisms are identified is by determining the
activation energy controlling the rate of deformation. In the case of fibers, activation
energies can be obtained from dynamic viscosity measurements[2], creep[7], and in the
case of the the anomalous thermal expansion behavior, from heating-isothermal holding
experiments[8]. Once again, special attention should be paid to the interpretation of these
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parameters in composite systems in which more than one phase is undergoing deformation.
Many times the sources of deformation based on activation measurements can be
corroborated through microstructural observations, of events such as dislocation motion,
grain boundary sliding, cavitation, etc.

SUMMARY.

Using the example of the SCS-6 SiC fiber, a systematic methodology for the
characterization of advanced fibers for high temperature structural applications was
presented. The main ideas behind this methodology include the evaluation of the
thermomechanical behavior using mechanical spectroscopy and the study of the
microstructural evolution as a function of stress, time, environment and temperature. The
use of realistic physical models is necessary if an understanding of the deformation
mechanisms is intended and if improvement in the mechanical behavior of the filaments is
sought. Furthermore, the model predictions should be tested experimentally against
samples with special features relevant to the characteristics of the model whenever
possible. Special care should be taken during the interpretation of the results and specially
of parameters such as activation energies, for example. The way they are obtained and the
assumptions that were made for their calculation should be considered with special
attention for composite fibers.
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INTRODUCTION

Thermal characterization of the constituent mechanical properties is an
essential step in the development of advanced high temperature composites. The
limited database on engineering properties of candidate materials for both fibers and
matrices is a major factor which hinders the screening of potentially successful
composite systems prior to their actual development or fabrication. Many advances
in the micromechanics of composite materials cannot be fully utilized as a result of
incomplete or reliable data on essential properties such as coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE), creep behavior, modulus or strength. Modeling studies provide
not only a means to screen viable materials systems prior to actual fabrication, but
also provide a means to supplement, validate and/or substitute for extensive long
term testing of the final composite system.

In this paper, two new instruments are described which were specifically
developed to provide extensive and reliable data on single fibers at elevated
temperatures. The first instuiment is designed to measure complex dynamic
modulus over a broad range of both frequency and temperature. The dynamic
technique is especially useful for measuring anelastic processes which occur at very
short relaxation times, too short to be meaningfully measured by creep experiments.
Thus, dynamic measurements provide information pertaining to material response
for rapid changes in stress levels. In addition, the dynamic method is far more
sensitive than creep in determining the presence of small levels of anelastic
response, and is therefore a highly sensitive probe for evaluating small changes in
structure-property relations or mechanisms of deformation resulting, for example,
from changes in fiber processing or subsequent heat treatnents.

The second instrument has been designed to measure creep and CTE on
several single fiber samples simultaneously. This instrument provides for an inert
sample atmosphere and an unusually long and isothermal gauge length with
exceptionally stable high temperature control. The creep dam span a time scale from
several seconds to an arbitrary upper limit. Owing to the exceptionally long
isothermal gauge length, the creep data directly reflect the sample behavior without
corrections, as opposed to the dynamic modulus data which must be deconvoluted
as a result of the sample temperature distribution. The creep and dynamic data are
complementary and combine to render anelastic data on single fibers over a range of
more than eight decades of time scale.



DYNAMIC MODULUS APPARATUS

A schematic of this apparatus test frame is shown in Figure 1. The typical test
sample is approximately 46 cm long, although provisions have been made to
employ samples ranging from ca. 20 cm to 64 cm in length in order to evaluate the
"machine compliance" correction factor. Heating is accomplished by a hollow SiC
tube about 30 cm long which surrounds the fiber. The ends of the fiber are cold
gripped outside of the heating tube, with one end connected to a load cell and the
other end connected to a linear motor employing an externally mounted spring steel
suspension. Massive copper end blocks which are water cooled are fitted with
special conducting strips that provide electrical contact with the SiC heating tube.
An LVDT (linear variable differential transformer) is mounted in parallel with the
lower sample grip and linear motor.

An electrical current as high as 120 amps is passed through the SiC heater via
the copper end blocks. This current is obtained from a massive transformer whose
secondary windings have been impedance matched to the nominal resistance of the
heater, which varies significantly with temperature and goes as low as 0.1 ohms at
ca. 700 C after which the resistance rises with temperature. The primary of the
transformer is fed from an SCR controlled by a PID temperature controller using a
"Pt/-10% Rh thermocouple located at midplane in the heating tube and adjacent to
the fiber. The high currents required for initial heating and the minimum Ln the
heater's resistance posed several control difficulties which were subsequently
overcome by the impedance matching of the transformer and special snubber
circuits across both the primary and secondary windings. Without these
precautions, the lifetime of the temperature controller was found to be alarmingly
small and costly.

The linear motor is driven by a DC coupled power amplifier with the
sinusoidal drive signal superposed on a static signal to provide for a tensile preload
on the fiber at all times (including the bottom of the sine wave). The sinusoidal
drive signal originates in an instrument called the Dynalyzer (Ref. 1, and available
from IMASS, Accord, Mass.), which is also used to process the load and
displacement signals and recover the in-phase (or elastic) and out-of-phase (or loss
or viscous) components of the dynamic modulus. Special srgnal processing
techniques in the Dynalyzer eliminate errrs in phase measurements due to the DC
signal component and also due to noise and harmonics in the load and displacement
signals.

Measurements on Avco SCS-6 SiC fibers have been performed from room
temperature to 1600 C. At room temperature, the dynamic loss factor (ratio of out-
of-phase to in-phase components of the dynamic modulus) was found to be less
than 0.0005, indicating virtually perfect elastic response, as expected. It should be
noted that such resolution requires identical phase matching of the frequency
response of the load and displacement amplifiers, which is not easy due to the fact
that the load cell is a strain gauge and the displacement transducer is an LVDT. We
have achieved near perfect phase matching of these two amplifiers from DC to 1000
Hz. Thus, it is safely concluded that any differential phase response observed is



due to the actual sample anelastic behavior and is not an ?Jtifact associated with the
processing electronics.

The heated wall method used for the dynamic modulus apparatus produces a
parabolic temperature distribution from grip to grip as expected from theory.
Accordingly, algorithms have been developed to deconvolute both the in-phase and
out-of-phase measurements ,,o as to obtain data which represents isothermal
behavior of the sample. The corrected data agree well with available literature data
on SiC, and will be discussed at length.

No apparatus is ideally stiff. The actual compliance of the present apparatus
has been measured by comparing modulus data obtained on elastic samples (SCS-6
at room temperature) of various gauge le, 0ths and extrapolating on a reciprocal
length plot to infinite length. All data presented have been corrected for machine
compliance.

CREEP APPARATUS

A multi-station creep apparatus which is fully cnmputerized is described in
detail elsewhere (Ref. 2). Briefly, the apparatus consists of six independent creep
stations. Each fiber is encased in a 2.5 cm Pyrex tube which also serves as an
environmental chamber, generally purged with Argon. The single fiber samples are
heated by passing a current directly through t.ch sample. A closed loop servo
temperature control is implemented by means of a two wavelength optical
pyrometer which sends the temperature of each fiber to a computer which then
implements a PID loop and outputs a DC control signal to a high voltage power
supply (for each fiber). Th.e. optical pyrometer is mounted on a precision rotary
table containing a digital stepping motor, used to precisely align the field of view of
the pyrometer with each fiber.

The temperature of each fiber can be programmed to ramp at precise rates
ranging from less than 1 to greater than 1000 OC per minute for CrE experiments,
or held constant (for creep experiments). Experiments have shown that temperature
can be controlled to within I C for indefinite times (e.g., of the order of a month)
at temperatures of 1400 *C. The gauge length of 38 cm is uniform to within 30 0C
(max. - min.) at 1400 0C. Therefore, no corrections are required as with the
dynamic modulus apparatus. Loads are applied to each fiber by means of a weight
and platform attached to one end of each fiber. The motion of each platform is
monitored using an LVDT, which transmits its signal to the computer, which also
serves as a data logger. Incremental strains as small as 0.000066 % can be
reproducibly resolved.

RESULTS

Extensive dynamic modulus measurements on Avco SCS-6 fibers have been
obtained and reported elsewhere (Ref. 3). The thermal gradient corrected and
normalized (to the room temperature value) in-phase (elastic) moduli, at one Hz, for
several SCS-6 ,samples are shown vs. temperature in Fig. 2. The room temperature



value used for normalization is 374 GPa. The data represent samples run under a
variety of load and thermal test histories. The onset of a marked change in the rate
of change of modulus with temperature at ca. 1300 *C is noteworthy. The
corresponding (simultaneously measured) values for the thermally corrected out-of-
phase (loss) moduli vs. temperature, also at one Hz., are shown in Fig. 3. These
data are not normalized, since the room temperature value is close to zero (less than
0.05 GPa). From linear anelasticity theory, it is easy to show that the real part of
the complex dynamic viscosity is equal to the imaginary (or loss) part of the
complex dynamic modulus divided by the frequency of measurement (in radians
per sec). Figure 4 shows the data for one of the load/temperature histories plotted
as real (in-phase) dynamic viscosity vs. temperature for three test frequencies. The
lack of convergence of the three frequency curves indicates that a Non-Newtonian
process is involved. Slope measurements on these curves gives an activation
energy for the process as will be discussed in the presentation.

Data obtained on the creep apparatus run at a constant heating/cooling rate of
15 0C is shown in Fig. 5. Several repetitions of the heating and cooling cycles on a
single sample are shown. During the heating cycle, at 1373 OC the fiber undergoes
a contraction while during the cooling cycle, an expansion occurs at 1307 OC.
These contraction and expansion values are rate dependent, and a possible
explanation will be presented. Creep results at several loads and temperatures will
also be given.
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The composite structure of SiC fibers produced by chemical vapor deposition is reviewed
briefly in order to illustrate the complex mechanical behavior which such fibers can exhibit.
A new apparatus for studying the creep behavior of fibers is described in which virtually

isothermal gage lengths can be achieved at temperatures up to 1600 C. A second apparatus

for measuring complex dynamic moduli from 0. 1 to 25 Hz for temperatures to 1600 C is also
presented. Loss (imaginary) modulus values greater than I part in 2000 of the storage (real)
modulus can be measured. Example dam are presented for a variety of loading histories,
temperatures and stress levels. A new algorithm for the correction of non isothermal me-

chanical data is used to compute isothermal dynamic moduli values to 1600 C. It is found
that anelastic processes occur both dynamically and in creep at temperatures as low as 1100

C. Activation energies for dynamic loss mechanisms are presented.

1. 1INTRODUCTION

The low fracture toughness of ceramic materials is a major obstacle to their increased usage
in high temperature structural (load bearing) applications. A number of techniques including

second phase dispersions, transformation toughening and fiber reinforcement have been
considered to increase toughness. The tremendous potential offered by continuous fiber
reinforcement has led to considerable interest in the properties of reinforcing fibers and the

role of the fiber/matrix interface in producing enhanced toughness, ceramic matrix compos-
ites. To better understand and predict the global mechanical properties of the composite, it is

necessary to first understand and characterize the properties of the constituent phases. This
paper focuses on one of the more promising high temperature reinforcing fibers, namely SiC

fibers produced by chemical vapor deposition (CVD)



2. THE FIBER - A COMPOSITE STRUCTURE

SiC fibers appear to have substantial promise as a high temperature reinforcement. However.
issues such as failure modes, crack propagation resistance, residual stresses and creep have
already been identified as important to the intended application (1,2,3). Avco SiC fibers are
available commercially and are the material chosen for this study. These fibers are manufac-
tured by a CVD process which involves a complex series of steps that serve to produce a
fiber that is itself a composite, thereby complicating the interpretation of deformation mecha-
nisms and behavior of the fiber.

A glassy carbon fiber about 33 urn in diameter is used to provide a continuous feed substrate
on which to deposit SiC by CVD. The carbon fiber is heated electrically using mercury
electrodes. However, to provide a smooth flaw free surface for enhanced electrical conduc-
tivity and avoid the "light bulb effect", the carbon fiber is first coated with a highly oriented
pyrolytic graphite layer about 1 um in thickness. This layer is deposited at about 2500 C. A
similar process is used in the production of Boron fibers (4).

The coated carbon fiber is then exposed to a mixture of silane and hydrogen gases at about
1300 C, which produces beta SiC in columnar grains with the (I I I) planes preferentially
oriented parallel to the deposition surface (5,6). At this stage the fiber has a diameter of ca.
140 urn. Although the silane gases used have a 1:1 Si to C ratio, there is a tendency for the
deposition of excess carbon. This is detrimental to the strength of the SiC fiber. The use of
hydrogen suppresses carbon deposition and results in excess silicon (5), which may be
responsible for the shrinkage of SiC fibers at ca. 1400 C as noted by DiCarlo (2).

The final step is to deposit a surface coating on the fiber which serves to reduce susceptabil-
ity to surface damage and promote compatability with the matrix with which the fiber will be
used. In our studies, Avco SCS-6 fibers were used for which the surface treatment is a
carbon rich coating with a variable SiC content. The coating is ca. 2 urM thick.

The composite structure of the fiber and the widely different mechanical properties of the
various layers suggest that a simple creep model for the fiber is inappropriate and that a
composite averaging scheme must be employed. Also, the disparate thermal properties of the
layers implies that residual thermal stresses may be a significant factor in the analysis of high

temperature mechanical data.



3. EXPERIMENTTAL

Creep and recovery experiments were performed using a specially constructed apparatus
permitting six simultaneous creep experiments. Each unit resembles a tubular CVD reactor
consisting of two water cooled aluminum end caps with internal mercury receptacles for

making electrical contact with the fiber. The sample chamber is simply an(l18 mm dia. pyrex
tube without insulation. An inert atmosphere of Argon is maintained at all times. The lower
end of the fiber is connected to a LVDT displacement transducer using a lightweight plat-
form on which the desired creep loads may be placed.

Temperatures are measured using a two wavelength optical pyrometer which is incorporated
into a computerized data acquisition and control system. Thermal control is achieved by
closed loop control of a DC pow~r supply whichyvades the current passing through the fiber
specimen. The gauge length of the fiber is about 350 mm.' This system has the advantage of
producing a nearly uniform temperature along the entire gage length, typically with a vari-
ation of less than 50 C occuring within 10 mm of the end caps. The control of temperature
throughout 90% of the sample is typically I C at an operating temperature of 1500 C.

Measurements of complex dynamic modulus (in phase and out of phase components) were
also performed on a special apparatus consisting of a linear motor, DC coupled power ampli-
fier, precision phase matched load and dispacement amplifiers, a heated wall SiC heating
element and a dynamic mechanical analyzer capable of resolving phase angles as small as I/
5000 (out of phase to in phase modulus ratio). This apparatus exhibited the expected para-
bolic temperature profile common to heated wall cylindrical chambers. Temperature control

to about 2 C could be maintained.

This apparatus allows independent control of the static and dynamic force
amplitudes thereby maintaining a positive (non buckling) force on the fiber at all tempera-
tures. Dynamic modulus measurements were made over a frequency range of 0.1 to 25 Hz.
The major advantage of complex dynamic measurements over creep is the high sensitivity
with which small levels of anelastic behavior can be detected in relatively short times. Thus,
these measurements are an exceedingly useful complement to the creep results, especially at
short timescales (less than I sec.) for which creep results are subject to large errors due to the
precise loading history (which is never a perfect step function).

A new algorithm has been developed which provides a computational procedure by which
the modulus data obtained at various temperatures can be deconvoluted to obtain the thermal
gradient corrected modulus data. In other words, it is possible to calculate the isothermal
gage length data from the parabolic profile data. Corrected data are presented below.



Three different fiber loading histories were used in the dynamic modulus measurements, as

follows:

(1) Room Temperature Loading History (RTH) for which a static load of 300 MPa was

applied to the sample at room temperature, the temperature was ramped to each value and

held for 10 minutes and the dynamic load then applied. A single sample was therefore tested

at many temperatures. Two dynamic load amplitudes, 180 and 244 MPa were used and tests

above 1400 C were conducted for 30 min. to check for time dependence of the dynamic

results.

(2) Simultaneous Loading History (SH) for which a sample was tested at a single tempera-
ture. The unloaded sample was brought to the desired temperature and held for 10 min. after
which the static load of 300 MPa and the dynamic load (from 110 to 300 MPa) were applied

simultaneously. Data were collected for a period of I hr. to determine time dependence.

(3) Precreep History (PCH) for which the unloaded sample was brought to the desired test
temperature and held for 30 min after which the static load of 300 MPa was applied for
another 30 min before dynamic testing. Time dependence of the dynamic results were
checked for 30 min at various frequencies and amplitudes. This history effectively gave
minimal creep during the dynamic testing.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Due to space limitations, a synopsis of the experimental results will be presented here. The
in phase (or storage or real) component of the dynamic modulus is a measure of the elastic
behavior of the fiber, whereas the out of phase (or imaginary or loss) component is a measure
of the viscous response. Results from the RTH for the real component of the modulus (E')
are shown in Fig 1 where both the measured and temperature gradient corrected values are
shown at both I and 10 Hz, all relative to the room temperature value (which we determined
dynamically to be 374 GPa). As expected, the 10 Hz values are slightly higher than the I Hz
values at temperatures greater than 1100 C, and indistinguishable below that. The tempera-
ture corrected values exhibit a marked increase in temperature dependence above about 1100
C, with the value of modulus at 1600 C falling to about 70 % of its room temperature value.

Room temperature normalized, temperature gradient corrected values of E' for all three
loading histories are shown in Fig 2. Clearly, insofar as the real modulus is concerned there
is effectively no dependence on the particular loading history. However, it should be noted
that the SH results represent the terminal data, that is, the results obtained after I h.



The imaginary, or loss, component of the modulus, E", is shown in Fig 3 for the RTH atl0

Hz. Once again, it is apparent that the temperature gradient correction is quite significant. It

is noteworthy that there is a smooth and continuous increase in loss modulus which begins

below 1200 C. and not relatively abruptly at 1400 C as we might of expected if the melting

of excess Si at grain boundaries was responsible for the loss mechanism. Results for the loss

modulus obtained from all three loading histories are shown in Fig 4, where it is seen that the

RTH gives the highest values of loss, suggestive of the most damage among the three histo-

ries. The PCH gives the lowest loss at temperatures above 1350 C, which suggests that the

creep prior to dynamic testing may result in some strain hardening and a loss of internal

mobility.

Additional tests and histories are required to determine the mechanism(s) responsible for the

softening of the real modulus and onset of the loss modulus both at about 1100 C and higher.

However, it seems clear that the melting of excess Si is not the rate controlling process for

dynamic loads, and some other mechanism must be sought.

Activation energies for whatever mechanisms are responsible for the energy dissipation

associated with the loss moduli are obtained by plotting the log of E"/c (where a) is the
frequency in rad/s) vs. reciprocal absolute temperature. These plots yielded straight lines, the

slopes of which are used to compute the activation energy. The ratio E"/c0 is often referred
to as the real component of the dynamic viscosity. The results are frequency and history

dependent as follows: for the RTH, the activation energies range from 140 KJ/mol at 0.4 Hz

to 124 KJ/mol at 10Hz; for the PCH, 185 KJ/mol at 0.1 Hz to 134 KJ/mol at 10 Hz. The

activation energy for dislocation controlled creep in SiC at a stress of 182 MPa and tempera-

tures above 1400 C has been determined by Carter and Davis to be 176 KJ/mol (7). This

value is intended only as one example for a possible loss mechanism, namely dislocation

motion.

The dynamic moduli results emphasize short relaxation time behavior. The longer relaxation

time mechanisms are conveniently studied using creep histories. A 600,000 s creep curve

obtained at 1200 C and 400 MPa is shown in Fig 5 which presents only the anelastic compo-

nent of the creep strain (the immediate elastic deformation has been subtracted from the total

creep strain). This creep curve is misleading in that it is not at all obvious as to whether or

not the creep process will eventually terminate. The same data are shown in Fig 6 using log

cooordinates and indicate the beginning of a slight reduction in creep rate at long times. The

necessity for obtaining extended creep time data on the SiC fibers is evident. What is most

striking about these results and the dynamic data is that the anelastic processes appear to

cover a range of timescales in excess of 7 decades (from 10 Hz or 0.016 s/rad to 600,000 S).

A log creep curve at 1450 C and 500 MPa is shown in Fig 7, which should be compared to

Fig 6. Note that the same level of anelastic creep is achieved in about 1/100 of the time at



1450 C.

Creep and creep recovery data at temperatures to 1500 C and with several stress levels have
been obtained, but detailed presentation is beyond the scope of the present paper. Some of

our conclusions are as follows:

(1) Below 1150 C and for stress levels below 200 MPa, there is no detectable creep. The
occurrence of a threshold stress for creep may be due to residual thermal stresses in the
composite fibers. A model for these thermal stresses has been formulated.

(2) Creep occurring below 1400 C is completely recoverable as demonstrated by elevated
creep recovery experiments and multiple cycle creep tests. A.modkl has been formulated for
the composite fiber creep behavior which assumes that die carbon core behaves elastically

while the SiC sheath is anelastic and/or inelastic. This model predicts that, even for inelastic
SiC behavior, the fiber will behave anelastically due to the backstress imposed by the elastic
carbon core. While the consequences of this model are currently under investigation, it is
clear that the creep behavior of Avco SCS-6 and similar composite fibers requires additional
analysis and interpretation.

(3) The reversible shrinkage of Avco SCS-6 fibers at ca. 1400 C (we measure 1375 C) may
be due to the combined effects of the melting of free silicon and the residual fabrication
thermal stresses. However, free silicon melting cannot account for the dynamic loss modulus
and creep behavior observed at 1200 C.

(4) The combined dynamic and creep data suggest that several deformation mechanisms may
be active in these fibers and additional structural and modeling studies are required to fully
understand these processes.
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Curbien/Graphite Fibers
Russell J. Diefendorf, Rensselaer Polytecinic Institute

THE ELEMENT CARBON has two low- graphite. Historical usage continues. and the missile applications (Ref 6-8). All these fibers
density ailotropes. graphite and diamond. both term graphite fibers often is applied. improp- had low elastic moduli (:S50 GPa. or 7 X 10'
of which have strong covalent bonding between erly. to carbon fibers, which only have two- psi).
the carbon atoms. Graphite has a hexagonal dimensional ordering. All continuous carbon fibers produced to
stnucture in which the strong sp2 bonding in the Carbon and graphite fibers offer the highest date have started with organic precursors that
hexagonal-laver planes generates the highest modulus and highest strength of all reinforcing were subsequently converted to carbon fibers.
absolute modulus. highest specific modulus fibers. The fibers; do not suffer from stress Discontinuous carbon whiskers have been
iniodulusldensity). and highest theoretical ten- corrosion or stress rupture failure at room produced by vapo-liquid-solid (VLS) growth
sile strength of all known materials (see Tables temperature. as glass and organic polymer fi- from an iron catalyst and a hydrocarbon gas
I and 21. However, the weak, dispersive bond- bers do. At high temperatures. the strength and (Ref 9. 10). High-modulus carbon fibers
ing between planes produces a low shear mod- modulus are outstanding compared to other (z200 GPa. or 30 x 100 psi) require that
Wits and cross-plane: Young's modulus that is materials. Finally, aggressive development of the stiff graphene layers be aligned approxi-
deruimental to fiber properties (Ref 2). Dia- new processes promises significant improve- mately parallel to the fiber axis. (The low
m11111(. with a cubic crystallographic structure. ments in the performanceicost ratio. shear modulus between the planes signifi-
Pmsesses the next highest absolute and specific candy decreases fiber stiffness for off-axis
modulus and does not suffer from a low shear Cinrbeu Fibeor Pmeessies layers.) Commercial processes develop this
mo11dulus, as does graphite (Ref 3)- Diamond or orientaion by plastic deformation. This pre-
diamndlike carbon fibers have not yet been Carbon fibers have been made inadvertently ferred orientton, which can be introduced in
made, but could have great applicability. espe- from natural cellulosic fibers such as cotton or the precursor fibers. will be at least partially
clallY for compressively loaded structures. linen for thousands of years. However, it was preserved upon conversion to carbon (Ref

Th6 article deals with carbon and graphite Thomas Edison who, in 1878. purposely took I11-14) and also may be introduced into the
riber that are based on the graphene- (hex- cotton fibers and later, bamboo. and converted carbon fiber by high-temperature deformation
11g11111-1 layer networks present in graphite. them into carbon in his quest for incandescent (Ref IS, 16).
GraPhene is the accepted term used by the lamp filaments (Ref 5). Interest in carbon fibers Three different precursor materials are used
International Committee for the Characteriza- was renewed in the late 1950s when synthetic at prsn to produce carbon fibers: rayon.
tm0I and Terminology of Carbon. If these rayons in textile forms were carbonized to polyacrylonimrle (PAN). and isotropic and liq-
PI~lene-laver planes stack with three-di- produce carbon fibers for high-temperature uid crystalline pitches. Rayon and isotropic
ftels'orial order, th material is defined as
graphite (Ref 4). Because the bonding between Table I Theoretical properties of graphite and diamond
Planes is weak. disorder frequently occurs as r-TW aiie-1 r- Taml Wns -1 11 1 .- po
totatlon and/or tranislti-on such that only the G,. ic -w Gr. 104 Pd 9111 -
I"Iniwofdioneial ordering in the layers is100 10IO22.65 6

litesent. This material is defined as carbon (Ref Ovtapinwa 00 iS S 02.6 41
41. In earlier literature. two-dimensional or Daon0 90 1o is3S 77

6t strictures were referred to as turbosuratic III PUSM IU sa Ontop~ Smw to4 1.3

TbS2 Proptertles of carbon fibers: polyacrylonitrile precursor fibers
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Heat treatment temoereture ature. The exact relation depends on the pre-
35 3000 3500 4000 4500 cursor (Ref 2. 21 ). Fiber strength usually max-

imizes at an intermediate temperature (I1500 SC.
or 2730 OF) for PAN and some pitch precursor

30,fibers, but continuously ncreaNSe tar most

PAN mesophase pitch precursor fibers (Ret 2. 21).

t ~Cerbee Fiber
micr

20 Mit<= structures
The axial preferred orientation of the graph-

a st ene layers determines the modulus of the fiber./
'9while both axial and radial textures, as well as 200 A
2 flaws, affect fiber strength. The orientation of

10 the graphene layers at the fiber surface affects Twudlait;rbo tutr fO
wetting and the strength of the interfacial bond Fig. 4 9naiiiist u'g kniibo n o PNbsed c aire 4 w

Sto the matrix. The following sections describe fIber withi a AM0 Gilo (60 x 10' psi) modulus. The
axial and radial textures. illustrate a model of a ribbons f t soe ilafci haite loiv ompltoldude man in me

three-dimensional carbon fiber. and describe care. There are about 20 pwieans layers in tOe rbbons

0the consequences of these microstructures on in me, core anda about 30 nw ma wurnace.
1400 1600 1500 2000 2200 2400 fiber performance.

mosct treatment temoerature ,C Amial Structur. An overall measure of more difficult to obtain preferred orientations

Thg. 2 s p',fv orientaton of Owe moamen preferred onentation of graphene planes with below 10* and a modulus greater than 400 GPaFi. .. odefermined by he heat -ramn respect to the fiber axis is obtained by x-ray (60 X 1 06 psi), whereas at least one meso-
vteimipa towe andth precursar tMp. Source Nef 2. 23 diffraction (Ref 221. The full width 'at half phase pitch-based fiber has a modulus of 827

maximum of the graphene-laver diffraction GPa (120 x 106 psi). Transmission electron
pitch precursors are used to produce low- O0002i is useful for desciribing preferred onen- microscopy (TEM) has revealed, at lattice res-
modulus carbon fibers :S50 GPa. or 7 x 101 tation. The effect of heat treatment temperature olution. that the structure looks like wrinkled
psii (Ref 6. 16-19). Both rayon-based and on the preterred orientation of PAN and me- ribbons (Ref 23-25). as shown in Fig 4

isotropic pitch-baserd carbon fibers can be sophase pitch-based carbon fibers is shown in Lower-resolution TEM shows that for pitch-
strained at high temperature to increase fiber Fig. 2. The trend for PAN is similar to thai for based fibers of 220 GPa (30 x l0* psi).
modulus but this process is not used commer- mesophase pitch. but the curve is shifted about ribbons arm typically about 16 layer planes
cially at present (Ref 15. 16). Higher modulus 400 *C i750 *F higher The relation between thick. essentially continuous, and parallel to the
carbon fibers (z200 GPa. or 30 x 10 " psti are preferred orientation and fiber modulus for the fiber axis lRef 26-30) The amplitude of the
made from PAN or liquid crystalline ime- mesophase pitch-based fiber is illustrated in undulation is greater than the wavelength. As
sophasei pitch precursors (Fig. 1) In both Fig. 3. For a carbon fiber with a modulus of modulus is increased, the ribbons thicken and
cases. an oniented precursor fiber is spun. 220 GPa 00 x 10" psti. about two-thirds of the amplitude of the undulation decreases
slightly oxidized to thermoset the fibers. and the graphene layers are aligned within about IS' Radial Strwitur.. Radial texturing in-
carbonized to temperatures above 800 *C ( 1400 of the fiber axis. Correspondingly. the orienta- creases with axial preferred orientation. In con-
OF) to produce a carbon fiber (Ref 11-14. 20) lion improves for a 400-GPa (60 x 10O-psil tirast to axial structure. radial structure depends
The fiber modulus increases with heat treatment fiber such that two-thirds of the layers fall substantially on precursor type and processing
to temperatures from 1000 to 3000 *C 11830 to within about 6' of the fiber axis A PAN-based f Ref 23. 26-30). Mesoiphase pitch-based fibers
5430 OF). although not uniformly with temper- fiber shows similar behavior. ex-ept that it is can have the graptiene planes showing radia.
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acter of very high modulus fibers is difficult to these categories are not like the specifications
wet. As the fiber modulus increases. the surface for alloys. Although fibers made by- different
becomes smoother. thereby decreasing me- manufacturers may be similar, they may not
chanical interlocking. and the highly onented behave idenucally in all respects. Subtle differ-
surface layer becomes weak in shear. Second. ences in precursor types and carbon fiber pro-
microcracking occurs with the fiber upon cool- cesses can significantly affect the behavior of
down from the processing temperature because the carbon fiber in a composite. Moreover.
of the anisotropy of thermal expansion both improvements in fibers from different manufac-
parallel and perpendicular to the graphene turers have tended to splinter the categories.
planes. The fracture surface of the fibers be- Third. the fiber selections that make up a

A 40O-OPo (60 x 10" a) PAN-bmUd comes rougher. especially when a strong radial particular manufacturers grade. but have dif-
5 fbe. Soce, Ref 26 texture develops, because microcracking causes ferent numbers of fibers. are usually, but not

decoupling between the undulating ribbons, always, based on the same precursor. In addi-
Also. the fiber strength decreases. For high- tion. while the fibers may be considered to have

tonion-skn. or highly contorted planes with no modulus PAN-based fibers i:4O0 GPa. or 60 the same properties. the fiber count or twist
overall transverse preferred orientation (Ref x 106 psi). the onion-skin structure and the may affect composite properties. Finally. be-
31) However. most commercial pitch-based axial gradient in preferred onentaiton place the cause it is not realisuc to list all the different
ihers have a radial preferred orientation- PAN- fiber surface in axial and hoop compression and manufacturers' fiber prooerties. general prop-
based fibers can have contorted graphene in radial tension. upon cool-down. These corn- erties for each major category of carbon fibers
planes. or onion-skin structures. Low-modulus pressive surface stresses and the onion-skin arm presented in Tables 2 to 4.
PAN-based fibers <S350GPa. orSO x 100 psi) microstructure protect the fiber from strength Buik Properties. The carbon content of low-
no% have a highly contorted transverse graph- degradation due to surface abrasion. Other modulus PAN-based carbon fibers (1-300 GPa.
ene-layer structure; higher-modulus fibers have fibers are sensitive to surface abrasion. Finally. or 45 x 10b psi) is significantly below 100c
a thin. highly oriented. onion-skin surface layer as better orientation develops, the interaction or because of retained nitrogen. High-modulu.
50to 100 x 10-"ml1950to3950 x O-' in.) tangling between ribbons decreases. and the PAN-. rayon-. and pitch-based carbon fibers
thick about a randomly oriented, contorted shear modulus drops. making the fiber suscep- are essentially 100% carbon.
laver core tRef 32). tible to compressive microbuckling at low corn- The density of carbon fibers. which increases

Thret-Dimensional Structure. A sche- pressive loads. Very highly oriented carbon and with increasing modulus, vanes from 80 to
matic model of a 400-GPa (60 x 1O6-psi) organic fibers both suffer from this problem. 94% and 86 to 10I% of theoretical for PAN-
PAN-based fiber is shown in three dimensions Fiber Properties. Commercially available and pitch-based fibers, respectively. The frac-
in Fig. 5 The axial orientation is higher at the high-modulus carbon fibers are available from a tional density for rayon-based fibers is about
,urnace than in the core. The nbbons are ran- number of manufacturers in an array of yarns 68% and increases to as high as 94% for
domlv, radially oriented in the core. with an and tows with differing moduli. strengths. higher-modulus fibers.
ontnn-skin orientation at the fiber surface. A cross-sectional areas and shapes. twists, plies. Finally. the diameters of present reinforce-
gradient in axial preferred orientation from skin and number of fiber ends. They may be pur- ment grade carbon fibers are in the range of 4 to
W' con: produces a compressive axial stress at chased in continuous lengths. or chopped to 10 aim (160 to 390 Ai.in.). The trend has beer
ihe surface atter cool-down from processing dimension. The diversity of physical properties toward smaller fiber diameters to attain im
temperatures This stress makes the fiber insen- is one of the benefits of carbon fibers, but is proved tensile strength and processing speeds.
,1i1e it, surtace abrasion. Lower-modulus fi- also a problem because complete evaluation is However. the compressive and transverse prov-
ber do, not have the preferred orientation gra- expensive. Certain generalizations can be made eries of composites made with smaller-diame-
Olent and beneficial residual stress. about the types of fibers available. First. fibers ter fibers do not increase proportionally with

Consequences of Structure on Prop- produced from mesophase pitch-based and tensile properties, and can contribute to failure
etihes. The increase in radial texture with PAN-based fibers have quite different combi- in compression caused by buckling at lower
increasing fiber modulus has some deleterious nations of properties and. hence, applications, loads.
4(0P1equences (Ref 33) First. the onion skin At present. they cannot be considered inter- Axial Properties. Of the commercially avail-
thi develops on the surface of a higher- changeable. Second. there are generally four able carbon fibers. those made from PAN
modulus PAN-based fiber gives poor bonding classes of carbon fiber, based on moduli: low. precursor provide the highest strain at failure.
"I, the matrix. The essentially basal plane char- intermediate. high. or ultrahigh. Unfortunately. but only at lower moduli t S300 GPa. or 45 x

Table 3 Properties of carbon fibers: mesophase pitch precursor fibers
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Table 4 Properties of carbon fibers: low-modulus rayon and isotropic Eimic nowuius 10' os,
pitch precursor fibers 25 so 7o 100

Ten ,iitstrenlth. GPa 10* psi, I 0 (0 15i 07 0 (0

Elongation at mrek. q2.5 1 4 E 0
EIectnscal resibovin•. In - m ct i " cit 20 (20001 30 (3000) It *-

Bulk 7 040

Denit. #,cm' 16 1 6 s I A
Filament dianieter. am IlaLin ? 85 0330) 10 1390

C~rt assav. 99 98.

10" psii. In general. at least 1.5% strain at size. and purity (Ref 40). All three increase 00.06
failure is required for secondary composite with increasing heat treatment temperatures. 0-i I

structure and 2% or better for primary structure. Thermal conductivity can equal or exceed that I
The newer PAN precursor grades of carbon of copper in the very high modulus. commer- -.0_____'___'
fiber achieve 2% strain at failure and can cially available pitch-based fibers. Thermal 002

provide slightly higher stiffness as well. The conductivities that are several times higher 0.011 0011
newer grades also provide much higher strength have been made in the laboratory and should 100 200 300 4M 50 600 700

and specific strength. which is attractive for become available in the future. The electrical ElMi.c moYuius. GPa

nonstiffness-critical structures such as pressure conductivity of carbon fibers vanes with The condLKiit of coben fibe inoea,

vessels. The advantages of mesophase pitch- precursor type and heat treatment temperature. Fig. w,6vih fiber ,mdau4a t(hetm reane mea-'oe -

based fibers are that they can be made in and is /-w, or less that of copper for commercial ure). ThMe dat wtha been colloeced by •la osvatr heaw

ultrahigh-modulus grades ( z600 GPa. or 90 x 230-GPa (35 x 100-psi) fibers (Fig. 6). The fteemmm of fibera m w differ fram couiinxvy

l06 psi). which are desirable for stiffness- fiber precursor is important for low heat "K o -w ciy poduced fIser

critical but lightly loaded structures. treatment temperature. but to a lesser extent for
Carbon fibers increase in modulus by about high-temperature heat treatment. The relatively in much the same way failure occurs within the

10% when highly loaded (Ref 34). However. high conductivity of carbon fibers can cause fiber for aramids (Ref 46)
the fibers show complete elastic recovery upon electrical failures. Free-floating carbon fibers.
unloading (Ref 35) and do not appear to de- which could be produced during composite E iilvir un eai'wI
grade because of mechanical fatigue or show manufacture. can be a problem in shorting out Iuerra ttieo
stress rupture at temperatures below 2000 °C electrical equipment. and must be protected
(3650 °F). as glass or aramid fibers do at or against Carbon fibers are not affected by moisture.
near room temperature (Ref 36-38). High- Transverse Properties. While property Mea- atmosphere. solvents. bases. and weak acids at
temperature mechanical properties depend on surements parallel to the fiber axis are easy to room temperature (Ref 47). However. oxida-
the maximum heat treatment temperature and make. transverse property measurements on an tion becomes a problem at elevated tempera-
the inherent mechanical properties of graphite. 8-i.m (315-w.n.) fiber are nearly impossible. ture. For low-modulus PAN-based fibers and
Measurements performed above the heat treat- Values im Table 2 were derived from composite high-modulus PAN- or pitch-based fibers. the
ment temperature of the fiber will cause measurements and theory (Ref 41. 42). As can threshold for oxidation for extended operating
changes in microstructure and properties. The be seen. the fibers are anisotropic with a rela- times is 350 °C (660 OF) and 450 °C (840 'F,.
moduli and strength of carbon fibers are essen- tively low transverse modulus and a positive respectively (Ref 48). Oxidation is catalvtic at
,iallv 'constant up to temperatures of 1000 "C transverse CTE these low temperatures. and somewhat im-
11830 °Fi for fibers given a higher heat treat- proved oxidation resistance can be expected
ment temperature. There is a drop of about lnterwfacial Bonding with higher-purity fibers and resins in the
30% in modulus at 1900 °C (3450 °F). Above future (Ref 49)
2200 "C (3990 OP). creep becomes appreciable Carbon fibers are not wet by molten metals Carbon fibers react with molten aluminum
(Ref 39. and are difficult to wet with resins. especially and titanium and must be protected by a barrier

The coefficients of thermal expansion the higher-modulus fibers (Ref 43. 4,-. coating (Ref 50. While carbon does not react
ICTEsi are slightly negative and become more Surface treatments. which increase the number with nickel, a small amount of solution,
negative with increasing modulus. This con- of active chemical groups and sometimes dissolution can occur (even in the solid statei.
traction, which is due to layer bending. can be roughen the fiber surface, have been developed which degrades the fibers (Ref 51-53) Reac-
combined with the positive coefficient of the for the more mature resin matrix composites, lions occur with most oxides in the 1200 to
matrix to produce a material with a near-zero Carbon fibers are commonly shipped with an 1500 °C (2190 to 2730 @F) range. and in the
CTE over a temperature range of several hun- epoxy size. which usually prevents fiber 1600 to 1700 °C (2910 to 3090 °F range for
dred degrees. At higher temperatures. (>700 abrasion. improves handling, and provides an zirconia jZrO.i. hafnia (HfO-i. and tiona
'C. or 1290 OF. the CTE for all carbon fibers is epoxy matrix compatible interface. Special (ThO.) (Ref 54j

positive Zero-CTE metal matrix composites surface treatments and sizes have been devel-
require the more negative CTE and very high oped for other resins. especially polyimides REFERENCES
modulus fibers 1 -650 GPa. or 95 x I0" psi) and thermoplastics. and should be specified.
that are only available in mesophase pitch- Fiber and matrix interfacial bond strengths I O.L. Blaksilee. D G Procter. E.J Seldin.
based carbon fibers Both high-modulus PAN- approach the strength of the neat matrix resin G.B. Spence. and T Weng. Elastic Con-
or pitch-based fibers can be used with zero- for lower-modulus carbon fibers tRef 45) stints of Compression Annealed Py.rol'tic
CTE resin mamx composites because of the Higher-modulus PAN-based fibers I-400 GPa. Graphite. J. Appl. Phyis.. Vol 41. 1970. p
lower matrix modulus. or 60 x 10' psii show substantially lower 3373

Thermal conductivity and electrical resistiv- interfacial bond strengths (Ref 45). Failure in 2. GD. D*Abate and R.I. Diefendorf. The
ity depend on preferred orientation, crystallite high-modulus fiber occurs in its surface layer. Effect of Heat on the Structure and Prop-
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CROSS-SECTIONAL AREA MEASUREMENT OF SINGLE CARBON FIBERS

S.-S. Tenag and RJ. Diefendorf
Center for Composite Materials and Strcunes (CCMS)
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180-3590

equal angular intervals have smallerrors.i and the mmu
Single fiber testing results in much scam, especially art also independent of angle theta . For p/q > 3. the rm

in strength. Many factors affect strength. For example, ame too larg to be suitable for cross-sectional area calcula-
internal flaws occurring within the gaup length may caus tion. If the shape of the approximate cross-section is inown
the strength to decres( I]. and neglecting the compliance in advance, the number oftmeasurements and ethod of cal-
due to the test machine will produce a lower modulus value. culation can be selected to improve the accuracy. However.
However. the precision of the strength and modulus mess- the lna wAtch ue can ntIP-- detrs- a reentrant shape, for
urements is mainly determined by the precision of the cross- examis a dog-bone shape for some PAN-based fibers and
sectional aneameasurement.Difficultiesarminbecuae oftbe the PAC-muan shape for some pitch-based fibers. Also.
tiny cros-section and also since not all the fibers have sometimes the diftaction patter is not good and hard to
circular shape cross-section T-300 fiber is a typical ex- detec the m~iniumn insensity.
ample with irregular cross-section

There are three methods ased to estimate the cross
section of the fibers: (1) optical microscopy, (2) electron The laser difilrction peonems for tungsten and car-
micoscopy,and(3) lsediffraction.Althugh mirscpbon fibersusingapbasinsisrndCC arry me sown i
is more suitable for complex cross-sections, the laser dif- figures 7-8. From the remits of pbomnsimu in fig. 7, we
fraction technique has better resolution(21 and is a much can e that tungsten has smooth diftractios patter whinch as
faster mand bette method forrowtine measurements of cross- close tw the theoretical panern[4J. but the difhuatiios pattern
sections without negative curvature. The measurement or- for carbon fiber shows modulation. The resolutin for both
ros are analyzed for a non-circular cross-section based on case is smaller than 1000 mkmos and compared with the
an elliptical cross-section. Laser diffraction patterns for 5.4cmdisamnbesetwmonulnimu insenaylocanonof
carbon and~ tujngsten fibers we presented. 6.66 micros T-300 fiber, we can obtain an accuracy better

than 1.8%. Also when the distance between fiber and
detector is closer, the resolution increases. Becaus of this
precison, it appears possible todetermine the Poisson s ratio

Chen and MDieendwfr3j suggested a polyps method directly. The diffraction patterns (fig. 8) for tungsten and
for the calculation of the cross-sectkioal are of relatively c barbo fibers using a higher resolution CCD anmy show the
circular fibers and found that five measurements( measured same result with carbon fibsr's pattern having more modu-
every 36 degrees) have m~inimuma enm. Using the Polygon laina. Due to the resolution of the CCD wray. the tungsten
method and based on an iliptica cross-section. the errwn also has a Hutle modulation. Mhe reaso for fth modulation
are analyzed for different number of measurements made at is probably due to sumfaI roughness. By using the CMD
equally spaced intervals. dueto.a agenmero maurmnt a bedone

quicktly, and th calculation of cross-sectional are will be
The angle theta in the figures 1-5 represents the angle very accurate. Also additional information can be obtained

between long axis of the ellipse and the direction perpen- if the shape of cross-section is close to an ellipse. By fitting
dicular to the lnase bearn. The aesro for 1, 2,3.,4, and 5 the equation of an ellipse, the morphology of the cross-
measurements are shown in figures 1-5. For one measure- scincan be investigated[5].
ment which many people use, a 50% maximu m ercoukl
occur when the ellpddcty equals 1.5. In pnws!, tie larger coli~k
the ellipticity, the worse the araes. From the results we can
see that for 1 and 2(orthogonal)meastuements, the mss are The polygon approximation is good for small ellip-
affiected largly by angle theta, but for S measurements tiit. If the shape of the cross-section is close to an ellipse,
made at equal angular intervals around a fiber, the rors amore m neasurements must be done to improve the accwurcy
almost independent of theta for pq < 4. From the compari- for high ellipticity. For cross-seictions with a reentrant
son oferrars shown in fig. 6.we see that forlI (p/q <2,5 shape, ehe lnase difacton techniquie as am suiable for
measurements are best with a minimumm error(=0) at pf a meaurement of cross-sectional mraDue to surface rough-
1.5. This is the range of p/q most often observed. For pq a wass. the diffraction pmern for crbotn fiber shows modula-
I (circular), the values of 5 measurements wilt be equal, and don and can be used to characterize surface roughness.Tin
the polygon approximation yields an eror of -6%. From resolution appears enough to determine Poisson's rati di-
rig. 6we also find that for 2 <p/q <3. 3measurements at rectly.
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HIGH PERFORMANCE TITANIUM DIBORIDE FIBERS

R. J. Diefendorf and L. Mazlout

Materials Engineering Department
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

INTRODUCTION

The properties of more than 500 high melting materials
were considered for fiber reinforcement. TiB2 was chosen as

a potential material for fiber reinforcement of intermetallic
matrix composites. TiB2 fibers can be produced using dif-

ferent methods, but the one most promising is the chemical

vapor deposition (CVD) of TiB2 by the hydrogen reduction

of TiC1 4 and BC1 3 . Also, TiB2 can be deposited using a

two-step process in which boron is deposited first and then

titanium, which reacts with the already deposited boron to form

titanium diboride. The results related to this experiment will

be presented. Since some difficulties were encountered during

the deposition, the deposition process was modeled with the

purpose of solving these problems. The results of this model-

ing which lead to a new reactor design will be discussed.

- Introduction

- Experimntal setup

- Modeling of the tube reactor

- Tube reactor design

- Chemical vapoe deposition of TI16

- Summary
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FIBER SELECTION CRITERIA

The objective of our work consisted of finding and

then producing a fiber reinforcement for composites for use

at very high temperatures. More than 500 materials have been

considered by investigating their properties, the most

important of which are melting temperature, creep and stress

rupture, specific modulus, coefficient of thermal expansion,

volatility and environmental stability. Unfortunately, the

data are not available for the properties of all materials.

Therefore, our selection of materials is based on the availa-

ble data and intuition. Missing data is insufficient to

eliminate a material. Hence, if all known properties are
"good", the material is considered for further studies. As

a result of this survey, nine materials were considered for

further studies. Finally, titanium diboride in pure or

doped forms was selected out of these nine materials for

initial fiber development.

* CREEP AND STRESS RUPTURE

* SPECIFIC MODULUS

* COEFFICIENT OF THERMAL EXPANSION

* VOLATILITY

* ENVIRONMENTAL STABILITY
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HIGH MELTING COMPOUNDS

The chart below shows the elements and compounds with

a melting point higher than 2200 0 C. Among these materials

carbon and TiB2 have the highest melting temperatures and

lowest densities. While a number of other properties also

must be acceptable, TiB2 appears to meet the requirements

although there is considerable scatter in the data.
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DETERMINING TiB2 PROPERTIES

The properties of titanium diboride show enormous
scatter. Part of this variation may be caused by preferred
orientation. TiB2 has a hexagonal structure which consists
of alternating layers of boron and titanium. This type of
structure leads to different properties in the "a" and "c'

directions. Any preferred orientation generated during the
production of TiB2 such es by chemical vapor deposition will
vary properties. A second problem is producing pure TiB2 .
The TiB 2 domain in the phase diagram is narrow. An excess c-
boron over the stoichiometric ratio leads to boron precipitates
while an excess of titanium leads to Ti 3 B4 precipitates within
TiB 2 . The stoichiometries measured by many investigatorsI-3

ranges from TiBE. 8 9 to TiB2. 2 2 . In addition, other impurities
such as carbon and oxygen often have been formed by chemical

analysis.
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PROPERTIES OF TiB2

Some of the important properties of TiB 2 which led

to its selection are tabulated below. The elastic modulus of

500 GPa 4 is easily obtained, but values as high as 810 GPa have
been measured on CVD produced fiber using a tungsten substrate.

The intermediate value of the coefficient of thermal expansion

makes TiB2 a potential reinforcement of both intermetallic

and ceramic-matrix composites. Its good stability with many

potential matrices makes it an attractive reinforcement. For
example, as compared with SiC, TiB2 was found to be very

stable in contact with Ni 3 Al.

The value of the electrical resistivity is very low. In

the production of TiB2 fibers by CVD, the substrate fiber, on

which TiB2 is deposited, is resistively heated generally. Since

the electrical resistivity of TiB2 is very low, large currents

are required to keep the fiber at the desired temperature as

deposition takes place. The difficulty caused by this property in

producing TiB2 fibers will be evident later.

MELTING TEMPERATURE HIGH (3225C)

DENSITY LOW (4.52g/cc)

MODULUS OF ELASTICITY HIGH (500GPa)

CREEP LOW (10 /SEC 0
1300-1500C)

THERMAL EXPANSION COEFFICIENT MED (7-8x1i04 / C)

VOLATILITY LOW (Kp-1O @2000K)

REACTIVITY LOW (Al. Ni. Ti)

ELECTRICAL RESISTIVITY LOW (7microohm.cm)
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DEPOSITION CONDITIONS AND RESULTS

The method adopted for depositing TiB2 coatings was

the two-step process. In the first step gas flow rates of

162 cc/min of BC1 3 and 1150 cc/min of hydrogen were fed into

the tube reactor. The substrate fiber used was SCS-6 SiC

fibers. Its temperature was held at 930 0 C for a period of

one minute. In the second step the resulting fiber was

heated up in a flowing gas of TiC1 4 and excess hydrogen.

The reaction time was 75 seconds. The initially supplied

power of 650 V and 250 mA changed indicating the deposition

of a conducting material. The boron deposition rate at the

conditions specified above was 2.9 micrometer/min. Finally,

the TiB2 deposition, or transformation, rate was about 0.3

micrometer/min. The strength of three different samples
was measured using a loop test. By comparison with an

uncoated SiC fiber it was found that the samples had the

same strength. A SEM photograph of the produced fiber

after it has been broken in a bend test is shown. The

resulting TiB2 coating is very uniform around and along the

fiber. Because of the high electrical conductivity of TiB2

the temperature of the fiber dropped as TiB2 was deposited.

As will be described later, a new tube reactor which can

lead to deposition of thick TiB2 coatings at constant

temperature was designed.
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The figure shows the deposited coating at a magni-

fication of 10,OOOX. The deposited coating consists of three

layers. Qualitative analysis has been made on these three

layers. The results from the top layer are shown in the

next figure. Auger analysis was also performed on the

very top layer. By considering the results obtained from a

sample where only the first step was performed, i.e. only

boron was deposited, the results can be summarized as follows.

First, the very top titanium diboride layer has an appreciable

amount of silicon and some traces of carbon and oxygen.

Second, the middle dark layer is mainly boron and silicon

with some traces of carbon. Third, the bottom bright layer

is silicon rich containing an unidentifiable amount of boron

and carbon.
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SUMMARY OF TiB2 COATING WORK

Using the two-step process, TiB2 could be deposited
successfully on a SiC substrate. The very high electrical
conductivity of TiB2 made it impossible to deposit thick

coatings. Silicon diffused throughout the coating,

resulting in unpure TiB2 . The reactivity of these TiB2

coatings with existing and potential matrix materials such as
Ni 3 Al will be studied. Also, the production of pure TiB2

fibers using the one-step process will be performed.

* TiB2 SUCCESSFULLY COATED

* TiB2 COATING AS STRONG AS SCS-6

SiC FILAMENT

* REACTIVITY STUDIES TO BE PERFORMED
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CVD OF TiB2 - PROBLEMS ENCOUNTERED

Four major problems were encountered during the
deposition of TiB2 . Three of these were related to the
design of the tube reactor and the fourth to the heating
method. The first problem lead to fiber breaking soon after

deposition started at the lower jewel of the top end-cap.
There is relatively little gas flowing at this location,
so that the fiber is relatively hot. The second problem
was caused by the plugging of the inside jewels which

prevented the substrate from being threaded into the tube
reactor for continuous deposition. Finally, TiC1 3 was

observed to deposit on the relatively cold tube wall which
fouled up temperature measurement of the fiber.

- Local heating: breaking of fiber.

- Plugging of the jewels: sticking of fiber.

- Deposition of TiCl1 on tube walls.
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CVD OF TiB2

The main problem encountered during the deposition

of TiB2 was the difficulty in depositing thick TiB2 coatings.

The cause for this is the high electrical conductivity of

TiB2 , which is even a better conductor than elemental

titanium. (The electrical resistivity of TiB2 is 7 micro

ohm-cm at room temperature and it increases linearly to about

50 micro ohm-cm at 1100 0 C.) Since the filament is generally

resistance heated during deposition, the voltage and amperage

requirements change from high voltage to high current as TiB2 is

deposited on the substrate. By contrast, deposition of silicon

carbide and boron present a much lesser problem since they have

much higher resistivities. The solution to this problem can be

any or a combination of the following: 1) Multiple reactors can

be used. The length of each reactor should be short enough so

that a constant temperature may be achieved with a DC power

supply having the appropriate voltage and amperage rating. 2)

Alternate heating methods such as light or radio frequency

heating external to the silica reactor can be used. 3) Finally,

the heat losses can be minimized, which allows smaller power

supplies to be used.

MAIN PROBLEM

HIGH ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY

SOLUTIONS

* MULTIPLE REACTORS

* ALTERNATE HEATING METHODS

* MINIMIZE HEAT LOSS
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HEAT TRANSFER MODELING - TUBE WALL TEMPERATURE

The effect of the deposition conditions and the process

variables on the current, I, required to achieve a fiber

temperature Tf, is required in minimizing the heat losses.

The figure shows the control volume used to estimate the tube

wall temperature, Tw. ql and q denote the heat transferred

by conduction and radiation, and by convection. The heat

radiated from the tube walls has been estimated to be about

2% of the convected heat, and hence it has been neglected. By

equating the heat coming in to the heat going out of the control

vnlume, Tw can be estimated by the expression shown below where

E, a, k, and h are the fiber emissivity, the Stephan-Boltzman

constant, the average thermal conductivity of the gas, and the

convection coefficient, respectively.

HEAT BALANCE
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HEAT TRANSFER MODELING - POWER REQUIREMENT

The current required to heat up the fiber to a temper-

ature Tf can be found by considering the control volume

shown by the dotted line. The total heat entering the

control volume is the sum of the heat supplied by the power
supply, 12 R, and the heat carried by the gas at the inlet

temperature To. The total heat leaving the control volume

is the sum of the convected heat through the tube walls, q,

and the heat carried out by the gas at the exit temperature

T. Again, the radiated heat from the tube walls to the

surroundings is negligible. The heat contribution of the

gas is es 'mat.J from the heat capacity. The heat of the

gas is esv mated by H(T) = N{(Tf+2Tw)a/3-H(To)} with a maxi-

mum error of 5.9% and 1.6% for nitrogen and hydrogen, respec-

tively. N is the total gas flow rate and a is the constant

in the heat capacity expression: Cp = a+bT+cT2 +dT4 . After

equating the total heat in to the total heat out, the current

can be expressed as given by the equation below, where R is

the resistance of the fiber.

HEAT BALANCE

H f+'4H H44-4

TOW)
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CALCULATED VERSUS EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The equation derived for the current can be used to

study the effect of process variables on the power requirement.

The figure below compares the calculated to the measured current

as a function of fiber temperature. The difference observed

could be due to the heat transfer coefficient or to any of the

assumptions made during the derivation of equation (2). One

assumption was that the temperature gradient from the fiber

surface to the tube wall was linear. In fact, near the fiber

surface, the temperature drops faster than linearly. The esti-
mated wall temperature which was higher than the measured value

agrees with this argument. Hence, the effective convective

coefficient will be different from the convective coefficient

used in the calculations. Other assumptions such as those

related to the heat loss at the end-caps and to the temper-

ature drop across the tube wall are negligible. Using the

effective convective coefficient, the calculated value is

considered to be accurate enough to allow a better under-

standing of the heat transfer process.
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HEAT LOSSES

The figure shows how the current varies with fiber

temperature for two different cases. The first one, repre-

sented by the solid line, is when there is no gas flowing

through the reactor, i.e. all the heat is lost to the out-

side by convection from the tube wall. In the second case,

represented by the dotted line, the convective coefficient

is set to equal zero; i.e. the tube is totally insulated

and the heat is lost through the flowing gas. By comparing

these two curves it is easily seen that if the tube is

insulated, then the power required to heat up the fiber to

the desired temperature is decreased by at least a factor

of eight. The consequence of this is that thick coatings

of highly conductive materials can be deposited on a

substrate more easily.
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NEW REACTOR DESIGN

A schematic of a tube reactor chamber that can be

used to produce thick coatings of nivihiy conductive materials
with less power is shown. The insulation on the outside of

the tube can be achieved by a vacuum. This should allow the

operator to monitor the temperature using an optical pyrometer.

This new design has other advantages as well. Since the

vacuum does not extend to the ends of the tube, the fiber

there will be relatively cooler than in the middle section,

hence the "hot spot" problem is minimized. Also, the level

of vacuum can be changed such that the inner t ,e wall is hot

enough to prevent undesired TiC1 3 deposition.

End Cap
L6To

LBot tom
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NEW REACTOR DESIGN (Cont'd.)

A diagram of the new end-caps designed to solve the

problems encountered during earlier depositions is shown

below. The new design is based on a concentric flow of a

cooling gas such as hydrogen. This gas enters the end-cap

at the top and flows around the mercury column, thus cooling

it. It also prevents the reacting gases which enter the tube

reactor at a lower inlet from getting near the small hole

through which the fiber is threaded. Hence clogging of the

hole and sticking of the fiber is avoided. The third function

of the cooling gas is to cool the very top portion of the

fiber as it exits from the mercury column to avoid a hot spot

that may lead to fiber breakage.

-- * Cooungas (HI)

MI.' .BCI
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SUMMARY

A survey of the properties of over 500 materials lead

to the conclusion that TiB 2 is one of the best reinforcing

materials that can be used in composites for aerospace and

high temperature applications. Also, due to its intermediate

properties it can be used to reinforce metal as well as

ceramic matrix composites. TiB2 could be deposited success-

fully, although in unpure form, onto SCS-6 SiC fibers. Silicon

was observed to diffuse throughout the coating. The strength

of the TiB2 -coated fibers was at least of comparable magnitude

to commercially available CVD SiC filament.

A better understanding of the heat transfer phenomenon

during CVD was achieved by modeling the heat transfer process

by a simple, but powerful model. The results of this modeling

led to the design of a new tube reactor which solves problems

encountered using the old reactor; namely (1) inability to

deposit thick coatings, (2) breaking if the fiber during

deposition, (3) sticking of the fiber to the end-caps, and

(4) unwanted deposition of TiC1 3 on the tube wall.

* TiB2 is a potential reinforcement for

- Metal matrix composites.

- Ceramic matrix composites.

* T1B2 has been successfully deposited.

* Problems can be solved using the new reactor.
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Introduction

Improvements to high temperature alloys have been
instrumental in improving the performance of aircraft gas
turbine engines. Better materials have resulted in an in-
crease in the past of 50 to 10 0 C per year in material
temperature capability. However, the melting of nickel-
base superalloys limits future performance increases with
these materials. Improved thermal efficiency could be
obtained running at higher turbine inlet temperatures and
higher pressure ratios. Hence, the goal for a high temper-
ature composite material which can operate in a combustion
gas atmosphere.

Turbine blades must operate at high temperature with
centrifugal stresses, gas flow induced stresses, as well
as thermal stresses resulting from steady state tempera-
ture gradients, and transients in gas temperature and
pressure. The moduli of elasticity govern the natural
blade frequencies and influence the thermal stresses; the
coefficients of thermal expansion cause blade growth, and
contribute to thermal stress; the thermal conductivities
affect the temperature gradients. Conceptually, the com-
bined centrifugal, thermal, and gas-load stresses can be
evaluated to define the lifetime based on stress-rupture,
creep, and high cycle fatigue. Other phenomina which
affect or determine lifetime are thermal fatigue, and low
cycle fatigue. Finally, near-ambient conditions often are
the most severe for brittle systems, as ceramics are less
forgiving than at higher temperature. Therefore, the
fracture toughness or damage tolerance of these materials
is important at ambient temperature.

The turbine blade is subjected to combustion gases,
and the surface must be resistant to oxidation/hot corro-
sion. Furthermore, the various materials in the composite
should be c-mpatible and ideally thermodynamically stable.
The microstructures of the constituent materials also
should be stable.

*This research was supported by the Office of Naval Re-
search-Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency (ONR-
DARPA) Contract #N00014-86-K0770.

**Future Address: Dept. of Ceramic Engineering, Clemson
University, Clemson, SC, USA.
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Listed below are the properties which are normally re-
quired for turbine design:

1) Tensile strengths and moduli
2) Creep
3) Stress-rupture
4) High and low cycle fatigue
5) Thermal cycle fatigue
6) Fracture toughness
7) Damage tolerance
8) Density
9) Coefficients of Thermal Expansion

10) Thermal Conductivities
11) Microstructural stability
12) Oxidation/hot corrosion.

All of these properties must be known over the temperatures,
times and environments that the turbine blade would encoun-
ter during its service life. Composites also require extra
testing because of their directionality. Obviously, the
cost of testing many potential candidate systems up to
2000°C is high. The purpose of this paper is to consider
reinforcement fibers, and their use in composite material
systems. Unfortunately, necessary data for many of the
materials with pure or controlled composition is not availa-
ble, or if available, misleading. Hence, theory may pro-
vide better estimates of potential performance than experi-
mental data.

Some criteria must be selected for comparing the rein-
forcing fibers. The values are calculated from the compos-
ite properties that probably would be required to replace
superalloys. They are:

1) Tensile and compressive strength of 1.5 GPA
minimum from room temperature to 1500C.

2) Tensile modulus of 70 GPA minimum from room
temperature to 1500C.

3) Radial creep of <1% at 1500C under 130 MPA
stress for 1000 hours.

4) A 1000 hour radial stress-rupture life at 1500C
under a 130 MPA stress.

5) Out of plane shear strengths of 15 MPA from
room temperature to 1500C.

6) Ability of composite and any coatings to with-
stand multiple cycling without probability of
spallation of the coating or major damage to
composite properties. (Particularly out-of-
plane properties.)(A coefficient of thermal
expansion consideration.)
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7) A 1000 hour oxidation resistance at 1500C and
better oxidation resistance at lower tempera-
tures and normal engine cycles.

8) Microstructural stability at 1500C for 1000
hours.

9) Melting point over 2000C.

10) Low density if possible.
These are strigent requirements. Fibers will be noted if
they approach these requirements, or if different proc-
essing or compositions might provide improvement.

I. Fiber Materials

The introduction enumerated the extensive set of
properties necessary to evaluate the potential of a materi-
al as a fibrous reinforcement. Unfortunately, most of
these properties are unknown for the majority of the mate-
rials. What is known for most materials is melting point,
density, and crystal structure. For even as fundamental a
property as modulus, only about ten percent of the values
for the high melting intermetallic compounds are known.
The question is then how can the potential of the materials
be estimated from these simple data and first principles
and known "rules of thumb"?

A. Melting Point

Over three hundred materials have melting points
over 2200C. Figure 1 illustrates a portion of the total.
While many materials have melting points over 2200C, only
ten elements or simple compounds have a homologous temper-
ature (ToK/Tmp) of 0.7 or less for an operating temperature
of 2200C at one atmospheric pressure. Carbon, tungsten,
the carbides of hafnium, niobium, tantalum and zirconium,
the borides of hafnium, zirconium and titanium, and tanta-
lum nitride are the candidates. Of course, if the operat-
ing temperature were 1700C, then all the materials shown in
Figure 1 have a homologous temperature of 0.7 or less.

Consideration of density for weight critical appli-
cation decreases the number of potential materials substan-
tially. Of the elements, only carbon has low density and
a high melting point. Titanium diboride, berylium borides,
boron nitride, titanium carbide, silicon carbide, titanium
nitride, silicon nitride, berylium nitride, magnesium oxide
berylium oxide and aluminum oxide, plus perhaps some rare
earth borides are other candidates. Hence, out of over 300
high melting materials, only about twelve also have low
density.
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B. Volatility

The rate of evaporation may be estimated from the
Knudsen-Langmuir equation:

Rate = 1.5 x 105cPeq/(MT)½gm/cm2/min

where
a = accommodation coefficient

Peq = equilibrium vapor pressure

M = molecular weight of evaporating species.

The accommodation coefficient is usually near unity (0.1
to 1) for clean metals, but may be lower in ceramic systems
(10-2 to 10-1), especially if bonding states in the solid
and gas phase are quite different. (Nitrogen in N2 and
galium nitride is an example.) An upper bound on the
evaporation can be obtained by assuming a = 1.

There are also many other mechanisms which may lead
to material loss by volatility. For example, either reduc-
ing or oxidizing atmospheres may accelerate volatilization.
However, the only candidate from the materials selected on
the basis of melting point and density that is eliminated
because of volatility is magnesium oxide, although alumi-
num oxide may lose excessive weight under highly reducing
conditions.

C. Modulus and Strength

High melting point implies strong attractive bonds
between atoms in the solid, and this would generally result
in high modulus also. It has been mentioned previously
that even room temperature moduli of these materials are
frequently not known, much less elevated temperature moduli.
A good theoretical method for calculating modulus, especial-
ly as a function of temperature, would be highly desirable.
Surprisingly, there is relatively little literature dealing
with modulus near the melting point of the material. For-
tunately, for the high melting materials with low density
the specific moduli are known and are desirably high.

These high moduli would also result in high strengths
if the materials were perfect. The high strengths that can
be achieved in these materials in fiber form, mean that
strength is generally not a limiting factor.

D. Creep and Stress Rupture

High temperature creep and stress-rupture are the
mechanical properties of greatest concern. Various equa-
tions for the different mechanisms for creep can be com-
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bined to generate an Arhiby deformation map. The equations
have the general form:

=DGabb
kTdd

where aa.b,c,d = constants

D = diffusion coefficient

b = Burgers vector

s = stress

d = grain size.

Hence, to minimize creep, the material should be a single
crystal, oriented in the proper crystallographic direction,
with a complex crystal structure (large Burgers vector),
and low diffusion coefficient. Practically, this means
that creep will occur in simple crystal structures as low
as a homologous temperature of 0.45 or as high as 0.85 in
ordered complex crystal structures such as the intermetal-
lic compounds. For the simple crystal structures, it can
be estimated that the diffusion coefficient for the slower
diffusing species must be less than 10-10 cm/s to have an
acceptably low creep rate. As might be expected for meas-
urements made at high temperatures on materials of variable
stoichiometry, there is scatter in results. However, dif-
fusion parameters for the more attractive materials are
presented in Table I. All of these materials appear to
meet the diffusion criteria. However, only graphite has
acceptable creep resistance at 2200C if the samples are
polycrystalline. At lower temperatures, silicon carbide
and titanium diboride appear attractive. An oxide rein-
forcement would be desirable if one existed with sufficient-
ly low creep. Berylia appears to be inadequate, but sap-
phire, grown in the "c" axis direction, and stressed paral-
el to the "c" axis is sufficiently creep resistant to be
attractive for reinforcement. The difficulty will be to
keep the off fiber-axis stresses in the composite suffi-
ciently low to prevent the easy creep on the other crystal-
lographic planes from occurring.

Thoria might have the desired high temperature
mechanical properties. Estimates of the diffusion coeffi-
cient indicate that creep would be sufficiently low and
stress-rupture life satisfactory with pure thoria at 2000C.
Thoria has not been made in filament form, but presumably
could be made by sol-gel or by processing a thorium salt
loaded rayon fiber. Short time strengths might be signifi-
cantly higher than bulk thoria artifacts. High CTE would
be a problem.
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TABLE I: SELF-DIFFUSION PARAMETERS

System Do(cm/s) Q(kcal/mole) D2 2 0 0 (cm/s)

ZrC0 . 8 5 -C 56 124 6.1E-10

ZrC-Zr 6.7E5 162 3.2E- 9

HfC 0 . 9 7 -C 63 130 2.OE-10

HfC-Hf 1.5E8 183 9.9E- 9

NbC-C 0.5 102(73) 4.8E-10(1.8E-7)

NbC-Nb 1.2 107 4.2E-10

TaC 0 . 9 8 -C 3.9(0.08) 119(64) 1.2E-10(I.8E-7)

TaC-Ta 25 122 4.1E-10

C 1.4E-8 71 7.4E-15

W 15.3 149.6 9.1E-13

ThO 2 -O 5.7E-2 49.9 2.2E- 6

ThO 2 -Th 0.35 149.5 2.1E-14

All the remaining potential reinforcements would
have to be protected from oxidation. Only carbon, tungsten
and silicon carbide are available in fiber form, although
the other carbides could be presumably formed by reaction
with carbon fibers or by chemical vapor deposition. Carbon
fiber microstructure is stable at 2200C provided it has
previously been heat-treated at 2200C or higher. Feldman
has measured the high temperature creep of several types
of carbon fibers. For a low modulus carbon fiber (WCA)
made from rayon, the experimental rates followed the gener-
al creep equation:

S= Acne-AE/RT

where AE = 108 kcal/mole

n = 3.2 at 2200C but 1.9 at 2400C.

The creep rate is not directly quoted for WCA fiber but
likely can be inferred as %10-1/sec at 2200C. A pitch
fiber (UCC P-55) was observed to have a lower activation
energy of 66 kcal/mole, but no creep data was published.
Some first-stage creep and structural changes occur in
carbons when they are heated above their maximum heat treat-
ment temperature. The low activation energy for P-55 fi-
bers may be associated with transient creep when the fiber
is heated above its heat treatment temperature (To2200C).
Although diffusion studies in graphite are complicated by
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anisotropy, self diffusion in graphite is very low at 2200
C, which is consistent with the creep measurements regard-
less of what model is used.

Pure tungsten has a stress-rupture life of minutes
at 2200C with a 60 MPa load. However, tungsten alloys with
high rhenium content (20-30%) have five times the yield
strength of pure tungsten at 2200C. Tungsten which has
been dispersion hardened with thoria produces higher ten-
sile strengths, and the best properties have been obtained
with tungsten/rhenium alloys dispersion hardened with hafni-
um carbide. Similar improved alloys may prove adequate for
short time applications.

The pure and mixed carbides of hafnium, niobium,
tantalum and zirconium are the last group to be considered
for reinforcements. They have simple crystal structures
and soften at surprisingly low temperatures. The diffusion
rates of all the carbides at 2200C are high enough that
creep and stress-rupture would be problems assuming a 10 v
grain size. A 10 p grain size is larger than desired for
high strength fiber unless single crystal whiskers could be
made, and a smaller grain size would aggravate the creep.
Yield strengths for NbC0 . 9 5 and TiC0 . 7 5 are about 130 MPa
at 2200C, with unspecified microstructure. The carbides
generally are carbon deficient. Making carbides that are
close to stoichiometry might decrease creep. However, car-
bon often precipitates at the grain boundaries on cool down,
which would drastically reduce the strength.

Creep of course depends on grain size and purity.
Most fibers that have been developed have a fine grain
size or even amorphous structure so as to obtain high
strength at room temperature. The fine grain size leads to
enhanced creep and microstructural instability at high tem-
perature. In the future, single crystal reinforcements,
fibers with elongated grain structures, and controlled pre-
ferred orientation of the crystals in the fiber will proba-
bly have to be developed to achieve improved creep resis-
tance. Some progress has been made. For example, the pre-
ferred orientation of the crystallities in silicon carbide
filament, made by chemical vapor deposition, minimizes
creep.

Phase purity is a major problem with at least two of
the better potential reinforcing materials: silicon car-
bide and titanium diboride. The silicon/carbon phase dia-
gram shows that silicon carbide is a line compound. Hence,
unless one controls the deposition conditions extremely
well when using chemical vapor deposition for producing
silicon carbide filament, either excess carbon or silicon
will codeposit. Excess carbon deposits as graphite at the
grain boundaries of the silicon carbide crystals and an
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extremely low strength fiber results. Therefore, manufac-
turers have selected conditions that give a silicon excess,
which produces a high, room temperature strength. The high
temperature properties are compromised, of course, by the
presence of free silicon which can melt. The potential
exists for producing silicon carbide filament with much
improved creep resistance (<10- 9 /sec at 1500C). The case
with titanium diboride is similar in that titanium diboride
has a limited solubility range and the adjacent compounds
(B, Ti 3 B4 ) both melt at much lower temperatures.

Stress-rupture lives are much more difficult to pre-
dict because failure is likely to occur at a local flaw.
However, the Charles model can be used to estimate diffu-
sion controlled stress-rupture of polycrystalline materials.
The Charles equation is:

e-RN [ + N2 +N +
R R2 R3  R4

= 8Ds(8Omax) 4 (e- C2 )tf

where

R Ga
Gmax

ca = applied stress

Omax = short time failure stress

N = 86th

B = (AG/RT)
ay T

Oth = theoretical strength
AH

Ds = Diffusion constant Doe kT

Y m Ysv surface energy

S- radius of crack tip.

For order of magnitude estimation, the slope parameter N
Oth V*/kT, where V* is the activated volume. The theoreti-
cal strength may be estimated as %0.15E,'V*/T%,(0.5Q)/(TM/2)
%,Q/Tm, and aN/aT '%laOth/aT %WE/aT, where Tm is the melting
point of the material, n is the atomic volume of the dif-
fusing species, and E is the Young's modulus. Since in
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both the stress rupture model and creep equations the dif-
fusion coefficient is a major factor, the same materials
appear to give the best performance.

In summary, creep and stress rupture are probably
the most restrictive limitations for selection of reinforce-
ment materials. For temperatures of 1500C, the list con-
sists of carbon, boron nitride, tungsten, silicon carbide,
and perhaps titanium diboride or sapphire.

E. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion

The coefficient of thermal expansion for the fiber,
matrix and oxidation protective coatings must be reasonably
matched (IACTEI%2xlO-/°C) to prevent thermomechanical
damage upon processing or during the composite's lifetime.
The very low CTE of carbon fibers (1-2xl- 6 /oC to 1000C)
parallel to the fiber axis, but moderate (8x10- 6 /°C) normal
to the fiber axis limits their use to low CTE matrices.
Conversely, the high CTE's (>I0x10- 6 /°C) of some potential
intermetallic matrices require reinforcements such as
sapphire (10x10- 6 /°C) or perhaps TiB2 (7xl0- 6 /OC).

F. Chemical Compatibility

Chemical compatibility is generally estimated from
thermodynamic calculations. Normally, it is assumed that
the pair of materials selected for fiber and matrix are
satisfactory if they are thermodynamically stable or ther-
modynamically unstable but with slow kinetics. In reality,
even material systems that are thermodynamically stable can
be unsatisfactory. For example, both hafnium Rnd titanium
diboride are thermodynamically stable with resiact to nick-
el. Hence, the volume fractions in compacts of either haf-
nium diboride or titanium diboride in nickel were invari-
ant when the compacts were heat treated at high tempera-
ture. The grain size, however, coarsened substantially
with hafnium diboride, but not with titanium diboride.
Therefore, while hafnium diboride is thermodynamically
stable with nickel, it is not suitable as a reinforcement.

II. Conclusions

There is only one fiber reinforcement which is ade-
quate for short time air or inert atmosphere at 2200C: car-
bon. Operation in 3n oxidizing atmosphere but at tempera-
tures of 1500C or slightly above make silicon carbide the
material of choice. Decreasing the operating temperature
to 1450C for an oxidizing atmosphere may make "c" axis
single crystal sapphire or titanium diboride attractive.
In summary, while it would first appear that many materi-
als might be suitable for high temperature reinforcement,
the many simultaneous requirements limit the number to a



surprisingly few. Hopefully, some new materials will be
identified which can be added to our present short list of
fiber reinforcements.
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IWIRODUCTION

The high strength, superior stiffness and light weight of carbon

fibers have made them the dominant reinforcing fiber used in high

performance polymer matrix composites. However, brittle materials, such as

ceramics and carbon, can be reinforced by the same fibers, creating a unique

class of high temperature composite materials. When properly protected from

oxidation, these carbon fiber / carbon matrix composites !an withstand

extended exposure to temperatures of up to 25000 C, making them attractive

for many aerospace applications. In addition, because of their improved

friction performance and high wear resistance, carbon/carbon materials are

used in the high performance brakes of aircraft as well as racing cars, and

the use of these carbon/carbon brakes in passenger cars and trucks is

currently being evaluated.

At present, all commercial carbon fibers are produced by the thermal

decomposition of various organic fiber precursors. By far the most popular

precursor materials are fibers of polyacrylonitrile (PAN), cellulose (Rayon)

and pitch (1) . A proposed alternate process, which produces a

discontinuous, high performance carbon fiber, is CVD vapor growth. This

chapter will describe the similarities of these four fiber processes as well

as discuss their differences.

MANUFACTURE OF PAN-BASED CARBON FIBERS

Today, approximately 90% of all commercially-produced carbon fibers

are produced from a polyacrylonitrile (PAN) precursor fiber. Normally,

polyacrylonitrile is copolymerized with a small amount of another monomer,
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The rate at which the solvent is extracted from the polymer as it passes

through the coagulation bath governs the final cross-sectional shape of the

fiber. Thus, the temperature, concentration and circulation rate of the

fluid in the coagulation bath all can effect the structure of a wet spun

fiber. Rapid extraction of the solvent during coagulation allows the outer

portion of the fiber to solidify before the solvent can diffuse out of the

center of the fiber. The large concentration gradient across the fiber

cross section makes the initial density of the center portion of a rapidly

formed wet spun fiber much less than that of the fiber skin. As the solvent

eventually diffuses out of the cent .ý the fiber, the density of the inner

portion of the fiber increases, causing the skin of the fiber to collapse

and yielding a kidney bean (or dog-bone shape) fiber. However, PAN

precursor fibers with a circular cross section and a minimum of internal

voids can be produced by wet spinning if the rate of solvent extraction is

properly controlled.

In another variation of solution spinning, the polymer solution is

extruded into a hot gas environment. In this case, the temperature and

composition of the gas must be carefully controlled to control the rate of

solvent evaporation and, thus, control the fiber's structure. This proiess

variation, called dry spinning, tends to produce an as-spun fiber with dog-

bone shaped cross section.

Often, both wet and dry spun fibers are washed after fiber formation

to remove the final traces of solvent. Then the fibers are passed through

one or two stages where they are stretched to further align the polymer

molecules paral.lel to the fiber axis. Finally, this fully-drawn PAN

precursor fiber is dried and packaged.
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treatment requirements. In addition, since the polymer content of the

plasticized PAN is much higher than that of the solutions used in wet or dry

spinning, coalescence during fiber formation is simplified. Thus, the

cross-sectional structure of fibers formed by melt-assisted spinning should

be more uniform.

Heat Treatment of PAN Precursor Fibers

Oxidation of PAN Precursor Fibers. The molecular orientation

produced as the PAN precursor is drawn and stretched must be locked into

place if the final mechanical properties of the carbon fiber are to be

maximized. Commercially, this is accomplished by heating the PAN precursor

fiber in air under tension at 220 to 2700C for a period which can vary from

30 minutes to as much as 7 hours (4). The exact temperature and time

required for this thermosetting process depends upon the exact composition

and diameter of the PAN precursor fiber. The primary reactions which occur

during this step, called oxidation, are cyclization of the nitrile groups,

the dehydration of saturated carbon-carbon bonds and, of course, oxidation.

These reactions convert the PAN molecules into an infusible cyclized network

of hexagonal carbon-nitrogen rings. Although many structures result, Figure

4 summarizes the functional groups most often observed.

Insert figure 4 about here

Commercially, the oxidation step is carried out in large furnaces such

as that shown in Figure 5. Drive rolls are used to slowly pull the PAN

precursor fiber through the oven under a controlled tension. If tension

were not applied during the thermoset process, the polymer would relax to a
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10000C only smaller molecules, such as H2 and N2 , are given off. Thus,

carbonization is often conducted in two steps: precarbonization (heat

treatment up to 1100*C) and carbonization (heat treatment at temperatures

ranging from 1600 to 1800°C. Even though the carbon content of PAN is 54%,

carbon loss during the heat treatment steps make the overall yield for

converting PAN precursor fiber to carbon fiber about 40-45% (7).

It is the final heat treatment temperature, along with the degree of

molecular orientation of the molecules in the thermoset precursor fiber,

which govern the modulus of the final carbon fiber product. Like all

brittle materials, the strength of the final carbon fiber is limited by

flaws in its structure. Thus, the final carbon fiber strength can be

influenced by the purity in the precursor fiber, the final carbonization

conditions, and even the void content of the precursor fiber.

After final heat treatment, most PAN-based carbon fibers are given a

surface treatment to improve their bonding with polymeric matrix materials.

Although surface treatment results in some roughening of the surface, its

primary effect is to increase the concentration of oxygenated groups on the

fiber surface. This can be accomplished by various techniques, such as

exposing the carbon fiber to gases (such as air or carbon dioxide) at

elevated temperatures, submerging the fiber in sodium hyporchlorite or

nitric acid solutions, or electrolytically etching the fiber. The principal

goal of this process step is to increase the interfacial bond strength

between the fiber and the matrix material and, thus, improve the

interlaminar shear strength of the composite.

After being surface treated, a small amount of size (about 1% by

weight) is added to improve the carbon fiber's wetability. Normally this
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significantly improves its carbon yield, the cellulose precursor fiber is

oxidized by heating it in air to temperatures as high as 400*C. Initially,

as the fiber is heated, the physically adsorbed water is desorbed. As

heating continues, additional water is evolved due to the reaction of

hydroxyl groups in the cellulose. Finally, as the cellulose begins to

decompose, CO2, CO and water are given off and aromatization of the

structure begins (7, 8). Because the cellulose polymer decomposes as it is

stabilized, prestretching or stabilizing under tension (useful for PAN

precursor fibers) is ineffective (9).

After being stabilized, cellulose precursor fibers are carbonized and

graphitized in an inert atmosphere at temperatures similar to those used for

PAN. However, since the cellulose molecules in the precursor fiber lose

most of their axial orientation during pyrolysis, the fibers are strained at

high temperature to increase the preferred orientation and improve the final

mechanical properties. The filaments are quite plastic at high temperatures

and can be stretched as much as 150%. When stretched 100% during

graphitization at 2800*C, fibers with a modulus approaching 720 GPa can be

formed (9) . However, if the same fibers are graphitized at the same

temperature, but not stretched, they attain a modulus of only 72 GPa.

The overall yield for converting the cellulose precursor fiber to

carbon fiber ranges from 10 to 30%, compared to 40-45% for PAN precursor.

This low yield is the direct result of the low carbon content of cellulose

(44%) and the extensive decomposition which occurs during stabilization.

This low conversion, especially when coupled with the expense of the

stretch-graphitization, accounts for high cost of rayon-based carbon fibers.
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the isotropic pitch. The solvent insoluble portion can be converted to an

anisotropic pitch by heating to between 230 and 4000C for less than 10

minutes (12). The anisotropic, or oriented, phase is composed of stacked

polynuclear aromatic hydrocarbon molecules. These molecules tend to be

disc-like in shape with an average molecular weight of about 1000 (although

the molecular weight can vary considerably). The molecular structure of the

mesophase produced from coal-tar pitch is characterized by higher

aromaticity, whereas petroleum-derived mesophase has a more open structure

caused by its higher content of aliphatic side chains (13). Figure 8 shows

the structure of a typical mesophase molecule. Initially, small spheres of

mesophase form in the isotropic pitch when heated for a adequate time at a

sufficiently high temperature. Upon further heating the concentration of

mesophase spheres increases, causing them to collide and coalesce, creating

a mosaic-like nematic liquid crystal structure (14).

Insert figure 8 about here

Mesophase products which have a high average molecular weight and no

side groups or small molecular components to cause disordering often

decompose before becoming fluid enough to flow. Because of this, the

mesophase used to melt spin fibers is normally a mixture of high molecular

weight molecules which still have a small number of side groups. Therefore,

commercial mesophase precursors have certain characteristics of both

mixtures and solutions: they soften over a range of temperatures and orient

under an applied stress.

Numerous studies of mesophase pitches have found that, in general,

their flow behavior is shear thinning at. low shear rates but approaches
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Because of the extreme temperature dependency of mesophase, fiber

diameters can vary widely if the spinnerette temperature is not accurately

controlled. Edie and Dunham showed that only a ±3.50C variation in

temperature across the face of the spinnerette can result in a ±15%

variation in the diameter of the as-spun fibers (15). Their analysis also

indicated that, even when process conditions during spinning are controlled,

the tensile stress in the mesophase filament is nearly one-half of its

ultimate strength.

Heat Treatment of Mesophase Precursor Fibers

Oxidation of Mesophase Precursor Fibers. After spinning, the pitch-

based fiber must be thermoset, in a manner similar to the PAN process, in

order to render it infusible. The exact temperature and time required

depends on the chemical composition and diameter of the mesophase fiber.

The temperature must be below the softening point of the mesophase in order

to minimize any fiber-to-fiber sticking. However, higher temperatures

increase the rate of the stabilization reactions, decreasing the time

required for this step. Commercially, the temperature selected for

stabilization is a compromise between minimizing the required time for this

process step and maximizing the mechanical properties of the final carbon

fiber. Typically, the as-spun mesophase fibers are heated to temperatures

of approximately 300*C for a period ranging from 30 minutes to 2 hours to be

adequately stabilized for final heat treatment. Since the as-spun mesophase

fiber already possesses a high degree of molecular orientation, applying

tension during stabilization is unnecessary.
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are CH4 and H2 . Like PAN precursor fibers, most of these gases are evolved

below 1000°C. Thus, normally the stabilized mesophase fibers also are pre-

carbonized for a few minutes at 900 to 1000*C. After precarbonization, they

are carbonized or graphitized at the desired temperature. Here again,

hydrogen is the principal gas evolved above 1000*C. While still not

extremely strong, after oxidation the mesophase fiber can handled if the tow

is sufficiently large. Thus, the ovens used to carbonize and graphitize

mesophase fibers are similar to those used to process PAN precursor fibers.

The process used to surface treat and size mesophase pitch-based

carbon fibers is similar to that employed for PAN-based fibers. However,

since pitch-based fibers are less reactive to surface oxidation, more severe

reaction conditions are employed during surface treatment.

Insert figure 11 about here

Isotropic Pitch-Based Carbon Fibers

Currently, a variety of carbon fibers is produced from isotropic

pitch. However, unless these fibers undergo an expensive and difficult

final stretch-graphitization step, their modulus is an order of magnitude

less than that of mesophase pitch-based fibers. While they are useful for

applications such as filtration, asbestos replacement and static

dissipation, the poor mechanical properties of isotropic pitch-based carbon

fibers limit them to non-structural applications. Therefore, the

manufacturing of isotropic pitch-based carbon fibers not been included in

this chapter, and the reader is referred to a review by Edie (ý5) for a

detailed discussion of this process.
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filaments makes them a potential carcinogen. Since pyrocarbon deposits with

the basal planes parallel to the fiber surface, the fiber is highly oriented

and has a high modulus. Figure 12 shows a schematic of this catalyst-

induced growth of carbon fibers (19).

Insert figure 12 about here

Tibbetts and coworkers at General Motors used this growth technique to

produce filaments with lengths of up to 30 cm in an atmosphere of methane

and hydrogen (19). Several metals, including nickel, cobalt, iron-nickel

powder,'and Fe(N03 ) 3, have been employed as catalysts (19, 20, 21). Even

though the feed stock (methane and hydrogen) was inexpensive and process

temperatures of only 1000*C were employed, the batch nature of this process

used for early studies made it uneconomical for commercialization.

To overcome the low productivity of the batch process, Koyama and Endo

(22) recently patented a continuous method for producing vapor-grown fibers.

In their process the catalyst particles are either incorporated in the

feedstock or produced in the reactor by the decomposition of a

organometallic. A simple schematic of the process is shown in Figure 13.

The catalyst and hydrocarbon feed are introduced at the top of the heated

reactor, and short fibers are continuously withdrawn from the bottom. Fiber

lengthening and thickening can be continuously controlled by adjusting the

carbon potential of the gas within the reactor. The technique, which could

be considered fluidized catalytic growth, allows carbon filaments with

varying length, diameter and physical properties to be continuously

produced. If the thickening step can be accurately controlled and the
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manufacturer are, normally, the result of changes in this temperature.

Insert figure 14 about here

The more perfect graphitic structure of mesophase pitch-based carbon

fibers, compared to PAN-based carbon fiber accounts for their higher thermal

conductivity. In fact, mesophase pitch-based fibers recently developed by

Amoco Performance Products, Inc. exhibit a thermal conductivity which is

three times that of copper.

SUMMARY!

The precursor fibers used to produce current commercial carbon fibers

are produced by melt, melt-assisted and solution spinning. Since it

eliminates the problems of solvent recovery and produces a purer precursor

fiber, melt spinning normally is the preferred fiber formation process.

However, conventional melt spinning can not be used for polymers, such as

PAN and cellulose, which degrade below their melt temperature.

Nevertheless, melt-assisted spinning, a new process, permits PAN to be spun

as a pseudo-melt. PAN-based and rayon-based precursor fibers are thermoset,

carbonized and graphitized in similar equipment and at similar conditions.

By comparison, its weak tensile strength prior to final heat treatment makes

pitch-based carbon fibers much more difficult to handle. Because of this,

special oxidation ovens are often employed for this product. Short vapor-

grown carbon fibers represent the latest entry to the high performance fiber

field. If health issues can be adequately addressed, some feel that these

discontinuous filaments could become a truly low-cost reinforcement for

composites.
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ABSTRACT

The modulus and axial preferred orientation of mesophase pitch fibers, in the
as-spun condition, were determined for a variety of spinning conditions.
Similar measurements were made after thermally annealing, oxidatively thermo-
setting, carbonizing, and heat treating the as-spun mesophase pitch fibers.
The relationship between the modulus and preferred orientation was analyzed
in terms of the elastic constants of graphite and a single disposable con-
stant. The magnitude of this constant determines the effective coupling
between the graphitic basal planes. This has direct consequences on proper-
ties, particularly compressive strength.

1. INTRODUTION

The production of high performance carbon fiber from mesophase pitches'is of
commercial interest for use in fiber reinforced composites. Final fiber prop-
erties are highly dependent on the ability to axially orient the disc-shaped

mesophase pitch molecules in the precursor fiber. Past efforts to improve
axial molecular orientation often have concentrated on modifying the chemi-
cal composition of the precursor pitch. The subject of this paper deals pri-
marily with observing changes in axial preferred orientation (of the fiber)
and mechanical properties after melt spinning, annealing, stabilization (ther-
mosetting) and carbonization/graphitization.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

These studies were perforzed with a mesophase pitch made from the solvent
insoluble fraction of a heat treated cut of a catalytic cracker effluent.
This distillation cut, from 454C to 566C, was heat treated at 420C. The heat
treatment time was just short enough to prevent the first visible formation

of mesophase spheres. Then, the highest molecular weight species were removed
by precipitation with an addition of a small smount of an "antisolvent", tolu-
ene, so as to improve the rheology of the pitch for spinning. These insolu-
bleo were filtered out of the pitch and a second precipitation with 80% tolu-

-ATM Inc., 520B Danbury Road, New Milford, Connecticut 06776, U.S.A.
**Michelin America's Research and Development Corp., Michelin Road, Green-

ville, South Carolina 29605, U.S.A.
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ene/20% heptane antisolvent was performed and filtered to produce the insolu-

ble mesophase pitch fraction used in these studies.

Melt spinning was performed under a variety of mass flow rates, temperatures,

spinneret nozzle diameter and aspect ratios, and take-up rates. These fibers

were annealed for various times up to seven hours at temperatures over the
range 180C to 290C and then stabilized in air at 225C, 260C or 290C to thermo-

set the fibers. The fibers were carbonized to 1000C or 1500C and then heat
treated to temperatures as high as 2400C in argon.
The preferred orientation of the polynuclear aromatic rings or carbon basal

planes with respect to the fiber axis was determined by x-ray diffraction

using copper K radiation. A bundle of fibers was used to increase signal to
noise ratio, and a drop of a wetting liquid was placed on the bundle, and

allowed to dry to improve fiber collimation. The mimorientation of fibers in

the fiber bundle was generally, but not always, small enough to have negli-
gible effect on the preferred orientations. Fiber misorientation was esti-

mated by image analysis. Together with machine broadening and strain/crys-
tallite broadening, variance subtraction was used to correct the observed half
width:

02 + 2 2 + S2
so 2 4 . M +C S a P

where So, observed peak half-width at half maximum intensity
Sm - machine broadening for preferred orientation
Sc broadening due to crystallite size and strain

s - basal plane misorientation broadening within fiber

S,, fiber-to-fiber misorientation broadening.

Generally, the corrections needed to obtain the basal plane orientation within
the fibers were small compared to the experimental differences observed caused

by processing. The interlayer spacing was estimated from the 002 diffraction
line after correction for background and Lorentz polarization. Crystallite

size was calculated from the Sherrer formula after using variance subtraction

to correct for machine broadening.
Mechanical properties were measured on the various fibers. Single fiber laser

diffraction, using scattering theory for analysis, was employed to determine
fiber cross-sectional area. Early measurements relied on visual determination
of diffraction minima. Later measurements were made using a 3456 element

charge coupled device interfacing with a data acquisition board on an IBM AT

computer. While fibers spun at high elongation rates were nearly circular,

others were sufficiently non-circular that five "diameter" readings were made
at 360 intervals, and the cross-section was calculated using a polygon ap-

proximation. An odd number of diameter measurements was made to eliminate
problems with fibers which have nearly elliptical, two-fold symmetrical cross-
sections. Five measurements were found to give an acceptably low error for
the fibers measured. If all five diameter values fell within the scatter of
the measurements, then a simple average was taken of the diameters, and the

cross-section was calculated on the basis of a circle.
Carbon fibers many times have a non-linear stress/strain curve. Hence, the

modulus of the fiber depends on the stress (or strain). The moduli are quoted
for the initial part of the stress-strain curve, but the data acquisition also
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allows for a second modulus to be measured at higher stresses over a range
specified by the tester. Average modulus over the whole stress range in also

calculated. Strain was not measured directly, but derived from cross-head

displacement and machine compliance (mostly caused by the load cell and fiber
gripe). The normal assumption that the value for machine compliance is inde-
pendent of fiber type was found not to be true. However, the compliance
corrections to the modulus were small except for the carbon fibers heat
treated to above 2000C.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 Melt Spinning
The effect of some primary melt spinning parameters (VL, W, d., To, m) on
molecular orientation was determined (Figure 1). Fiber take-up speed, VL, was
varied from 91m/sec to 455m/sec with all other conditions remaining constant.
The increase in draw rate with increasing take-up winder speed was expected
to increase the an-spun preferred orienta-tion. However, in the case of this
particular mesophase pitch and spinning conditions, the opposite behavior is
observed (Figure 2). As the winding speed is increased, the preferred orien-
tation and stack height (Figure 3) decrease slightly. At least two explana-
tions are possible: 1) the increased density of disclinatione which occur at
higher drawing rates, and/or, 2) the more rapid quenching of the fiber at
higher drawing rates freezes in the poorer orientation which is present at the
spinning temperature. The decrease in orientation with increasing temperature
is indicated in Figure 4 which shows hot stage measurements of optical activi-
ty versus temperature. Drawing, which occurs below the spinneret appears to
affect orientation by affecting the quench rate. The axial orientation of the
pitch has already occurred by the time it exits the epinneret.
Four groups of fiber were spun under different mass throughputs and draw
ratios (Table I). The purpose was to estimate the effects of capillary shear
rate and draw rate. If the preferred orientation and crystallite stack height
are plotted as a function of final fiber diameter, a similar trend is observed
as was noted with winding speed.
The modulus of the fibers made at various winding speeds was found to be con-
stant at 4.OGPA. This low value indicates that the modulus is determined

TABLE I
Spinning Parameters for T - 380C

Group I Group II Group III Group IV

Die Size (pm) 200 397 397 1588

Draw Ratio 17 8.6 20.3 26.8

Extrusion Pressure, 1.47 .17 .14 .10
(absolute) MPA

Avg. Diameter, (pm) 12.0 46.0 19.6 59.2

mainly by molecule to molecule interactions rather than the stiffness of the
molecules themselves. This may explain why the increase in axial orientation

with decreased winding speed does not produce a change in modulus. The

strength of the fiber decreased with increasing diameter which was consistent
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with its brittle fracture characteristic. Strength was 38HPA for 101im diame-
ter fibers and decreased to 16MPA for 50mm diameter fibers.
3.2 Annealing of As-spun Mesophase Pitch Fibers

Although annealing may not be an intended part of fiber processing, annealing
often occurs during or prior to the stabilization (oxidation) of the mesophaso
pitch fiber. This is especially true for larger diameter fibers which are
oxidized for longer periods of time often at or above the Tg of the unoxidized
pitch. The center of these fibers often has a more coalesced meoophase micro-
structure than the original fiber or the more rapidly thermoset outer regions
of the fiber. The annealing runs were performed over the temperature range
of 180C to 290C on 10mm fibers made at high drawing rates. Most of the in-
crease in axial preferred orientation occurred within the first 30 minutes at
the glass transition (258C) temperature or above (Figure 5), but the time in-
creased to 60 minutes at 210C and no change was observed at 180C. The final
equilibrium preferred orientation was found to be the same, for a given
annealing temperature, regardless of the initial preferred orientation pro-
duced by different quench rate conditions. Lower temperatures produced a
larger orientation increase (except for 180C). The annealing temperature for
where there would be no improvement in axial preferred orientation is close
to the spinning temperature of 380C. Hence, unless quenching and dynamic
orientation effects cancel changes in the orientation of the melt, drawing
does not add any dynamic orientation. These results again agree with the
variable take-up rate experiments. In this respect, this mesophaso pitch

behaves similarly to conventional small rod-like liquid crystal systems rather
than linear high molecular weight polymers, which do show dynamic ordering.
Crystallite stack height increased after annealing except for the 180C anneal.
Both results are what might be expected from the change in preferred orienta-
tions. The crystallite stack heights increased from about 3.lnm to a plateau
of about 3.6nm after about 30 minutes when the temperature was above Tg.
Below Tg, at 210C for example, there was a rapid increase of .8nm dur.ng the
first half-hour, and then a more gentle increase to 4.1nm over the next 2
hours. It is surprising that the stack height continued to increase at tem-
peratures below 7g for longer timee when the preferred orientation remained
constant. However, local orientation and stack height may increase without
a large change in overall preferred orientation when the overall preferred
orientation is not extremely high.
In summary, axial preferred orientation can be increased by annealing. This

improvement would likely lead to higher modulus in the final carbon fiber, if
this improvement could be maintained through subsequent processing. Yet, it
is unlikely that the higher modulus could be achieved unless the thermosetting
process could be carried out at low temperatures.
3.3 Stabilization

A stabilization step is required in pitch fiber processing to render the fi-
bers infusible so that carbonization can be carried out without fusion and
loss of fiber morphology. Stabilization is normally performed in the 220C-
300C range using oxygen containing atmospheres. One would like to maintain
or improve preferred orientation as much as possible throughout stabilization.
However, preferred orientation and infusibility are not the only factors to
consider. Oxygen concentration profiles through the cross-section and dimen-
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sional changes also affect the final properties.

Plots of axial preferred orientation and crystallite stack height as a func-
tion of thermosetting temperature and time for 10Cm, high draw rate fibers are

presented in Figures 6 and 7. For long times the apparent preferred orienta-
tion and crystallite stack height in decreasing for all temperatures. How-

ever, the preferred orientation for stabilization temperatures above Tg (260C,

290C), at the point where the fibers are sufficiently infusible to process is

similar (36* full width). The oxidation performed at 22SC produces a somewhat

higher preferred orientation at the infusibility point. Carbon fibers made

from 225C stabilized precursors have slightly higher moduli than those stabi-

lized at 260C or 290C.
Fibers, annealed for 2 hours at 210C, were subsequently stabilized at 225C and

compared to the unannealed samples. Figures 8 and 9 indicate that the dif-

ference in preferred orientation and crystallite stack height can be main-

tained to where the fibers are infusible.
3.4 Carbonization

To see if any of the orientation differences between annealed and unannealed

fibers (stabilized at 225C for 20 hours) could be carried through to the

carbonized product, both groups were heat treated in an inert atmosphere to

1000C. Mechanical properties for both groups are shown in Table II. Although

the annealed group has a slightly higher modulus, significance testing shows

no difference in diameter, strength, modulus or strain-to-failure.
TABLE II

Effect of Annealing on Carbonized Strength and Modulus

A - Annealed 2 hours at 200C
U - Unannealed

(Both groups stabilized for 20 hours at 225C and carbonized to 1000C.)

Diameter Strength Modulus Strain-to-Failure
Jm GPA GPA %

A U A U A U A U

9.2 10.1 1.6 1.4 173 136 1.1 1.0
10.2 9.4 2.1 2.3 143 169 1.6 1.5
11.2 10.2 2.7 2.2 177 145 1.8 1.7
9.8 10.1 2.3 1.9 171 155 1.6 1.4

10.2 10.2 1.7 2.2 160 180 1.2 1.4AV. =1 -17 Y.- 77_1 3 179 17

3.5 Heat Treatment (Graphitization)

Mesophase pitch precursor fibers that had been carbonized to 1500C were heated

in argon to temperatures from 1600C to 2400C with soak times of 1 to 30 min-

utes. The axial preferred orientation and crystallite stack height as a

function of heat treatment temperature (for 5 minutes) are shown in Figure 10.

Crystallite stack height increases rapidly above 2000C due to the increased
mobility of carbon atoms, but the improvement in preferred orientation de-

creases. Since high preferred orientation is desired simultaneously with

small crystallite stack height, a croSS plot of reciprocal preferred orienta-

tion versus L, was made. Data showed little scatter for different processing

cycles from a single line. Hence there was no advantage of using a longer

tims at a lower temperature versus a shorter time at a higher temperature.

Tensile strength and modulus increased smoothly with heat treatment tempera-

ture (Figure 11). The Reynolds and Sharp model")} was used to relate preferred
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orientation to modulus:

1/E - S'lcoso + AS,,sin ,co 2i

where S1, S4, compliances of single crystal graphite

- average crystallite orientation.

A is a parameter which changes the model for deformation: A = 1 for the
uniform stress model, and A - 0 for the uniform strain model. Basically, A
was varied to fit the experimental data. A small value for A would indicate
that coupling between the basal planes inhibits shear, while A - 1 would indi-
cate single crystal behavior. (The other terms normally in the equation are

negligible for high preferred orientations.) The (alue of A as a function of

heat treatment temperature shows a sudden increase above 2000C (Figure 12).
Fracture surfaces of fibers loaded in tension changed from a mirror-hackle
surface to a rougher folded radial fracture surface above 2000C. The relative
importance of crystal stack height versus preferred orientation could not be
ascertained. An increased stack height might be expected to increase A.
While the equation for the modulus assumes a single off-axis orientation, a
fiber is more closely approximated by assuming that each off-axis orientation
is balanced by an orientation of equal magnitude but opposite direction be-
cause of symmetry. Just as in an angle-ply composite laminate, this increases
the modulus significantly. The goal is to make a fiber where these oppositely

oriented regions are close enough together to obtain tight coupling. Not only
does tight coupling increase tensile modulus, but the same tightly curved
basal planes provide better compressive strengths.

4. CONCLUSIONS

Overall axial molecular orientation will depend partly on "domain" orientation
and on crystallite orientation mesophase pitch fibers. The axial orientation
of these domains is nearly perfect as observed under polarized light. Hence,
misorientation occurs on a more molecular level. Molecular axial preferred

orientation appears to be most significantly affected by molecular structure
and not the process modifications studied in this research. Axial molecular

orientation is easily attained in the spinneret, and the actual orientation
observed in the as-spun fiber is only modified by quench rate. Annealing the

as-spun mesophase pitch fiber improves axial preferred orientation, which
could be maintained through stabilization. However, the modulus of carbonized

fibers show no improvement due to prostabilization annealing. Finally, heat
treatment of carbonized fibers improves modulus; the same heat treatment de-
creases the coupling between basal planes. Consequences of this are twofold:
1) a higher preferred orientation is required for a given modulus and 2) ten-
sile and compressive strength@ will be lower. Since this coupling can be of
geometrical origin as well as by direct chemical bonding, tighter basal plane
curvatures introduced by spinning and pitch modification can be expected to
produce improved fibers.
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1. INTRODUCTION

One of the advantages of composite materials is that engineers can
tailor composite properties according to the specific requirements by
placing the strong stiff fibers in the correct location, in the right
orientation and with the right volume fraction. However, the modelling
of thermomechanical behavior and physical properties of fiber-reinforced
composite materials requires the knowledge of the elastic and thermal
properties of both fiber and matrix phases as well as the interface
between them.The properties of matrix can be measured f om bulk materials
using conventional methods. However, measurement of some of the fiber
properties, especially the transverse properties presents a problem due
to the tiny dimension of fibers. Moreover, the anisotropic nature of some
fibers and the strong dependence of properties on the porosity complicate
the problem since the measurement values scatter a lot and also vary
depending on the direction of measurement. Carbon fibers are the most
typical example since the graphite single crystal is one of the most
anisotropic materials. In general, carbon fibers have been considered as
a transversely isotropic material as shown in the transverse microtexture
in Fig. 1(a)-(c). However, some more recent high modulus pitch-based
carbon fibers show a microtexture (Fig.l(d)) which is not transversely
isotropic and the transverse properties are expected to depend on the
direction. For transversely isotropic materials five independent elastic
constants are necessary to characterize the mechanical behavior. Until
present, most of the measurements have been restricted to the axial
elastic modulus, very few measurements on transverse Young's modulus and
shear modulus and the axial Poisson's ratio have been reported[l,2]

For high temperature applications, the coefficient of thermal
expansion (CTE) is an important parameter to be considered. Thermal
residual stress in composite materials often occurs due to the mismatch
of CTE between fiber and matrix and between fiber and coating. For
ceramic-matrix composites, in general, the thermal expansion of the
matrix should be either equal to or less than the fiber thermal expansion
to prevent matrix cracking. The cracking results from tensile matrix
stresses that are generated upon cooling down from higher processing
temperature[3]. Residual stress is also observed within the single carbon
fiber due to the anisotropy of CTE of graphite single crystal[4,5]. Two
CTEs need to be measured in a transversely isotropic carbon fiber. The
longitudinal CTE has been measured using LVDT[6] and other
methods[7,ll,12]. However, few measurements on transverse CTE have been
reported[8-131 and the measured values are also more uncertain due to the
experimental difficulty. For the anisotropic transverse microtexture,
transverse CTE is expected to vary depending on the direction CTE is
measured. This is confirmed by experiment in this report.

In this study, the transverse CTE of a single carbon fiber is
measured by using a laser diffraction technique and a CCD(charge-coupled
device) detector. The relationship between transverse CTE and
microstructure is discussed.



2. REVIEW OF PAST WORK

As mentioned before, very few measurements on the transverse CTE of
carbon fibers have been reported due to experimental difficulty. Three
approaches were used in the past. They are : (1) derivation of fiber CTE
from composite test data, ý2) direct measurement in a transmission
electron microscope fitted with a hot stage, and (3) a laser diffraction
technique. Van Schooneveld and Diefendorf[13] measured the transverse CTE
of unidirectional carbon/epoxy composites of different fiber volume
fractions, then extrapolated to 100% volume fraction and obtained a value
of 8.8 * 10- i'C for T-300 carbon fibers. Wagoner et al [11,12] measured
the elastic properties of fiber/epoxy unidirectional composites and then
computed the properties of fibers by the composite cylindrical assemblage
(CCA) model [14]. The above composite approaches are indirect and the
reliability of the derived CTE value depends on the accuracy of
measurement on the composite materials and on the validity of theoretical
model. Since it is anticipated that the transverse CTE will be the
function of microstructure, it is desirable to have a direct accurate
measurement method which will minimize the sources of uncertainty and to
relate the measured value to microstructure. Moreover, as mentioned
before and shown in Fig.l(d), the transverse microtexture can not be
considered always to be transversely isotropic. Therefore, the use of
transversely isotropic theoretical model to derive the fiber properties
is also not appropriate. However, the composite approach allows all the
fiber properties to be computed, is self-consistent and-tends to average
the properties of all the fibers in the composite. Rozploch and Marciniak
[8,9] carried out the measurement of transverse CTE with a transmission
electron microscopy fitted with a furnace. The fu-nace t,-mperature was
calibrated against the resistance of the heating element and checked
against the melting point of aluminum. The values they obtained (shown
in Table 1) are larger compared to others [10-13], and some values are
even greater than the CTE in c-axis of graphite single crystal which
seems unreasonable. Sheaffer [10] measured the transverse CTE using the
laser diffraction technique. The fiber was resistance heated in a vacuum
environment, and the temperature was measured by a disappearing-filament-
type micro-optical pyrometer. However, the data seem to scatter even for
the same sample. From the comparison of data shown in Table 1, the data
are not consistent for the different methods. For the single filament
approach, the temperature measurement of fiber contributes to the source
of scatter, and thermo-induced twist of fibers is noted and assigned to
the scatter by all the authors.

3. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND

3.1 Thermal Expansion of Materials

Thermal expansion of a solid is a direct result of the anharmonic
vibration of the crystal lattice. If the vibrations were purely harmonic
the mean positions of the atoms would not change even though the atoms
would vibrate with larger and larger amplitudes as the temperature
increases. Using the quasi-harmonic approximation, Grianeisen [15]
observed that for a large number of crystalline solids, the thermal
expansion follows the following relationship known as "Grianeisen's rule":
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where
a linear thermal expansion coefficient
X= isothermal compressibility of the solid
V = volume
C., specific heat
y= Graneisen ronstant, generally in the vici..it" . 2..

Since both y and X7/V are weak functions of temperature, the value
of a is nearly proportional to C.. at all temperatures, that is, at high
temperature, a is nearly a constant and a will decrease to zero as the
temperature tends to the absolute zero.

3.2 Thermal Expansion of Carbon Fibers

Structural studies of carbon fibers [16-20] indicated that carbon
fibers have an undulating ribbon structure which consists of highly
oriented crystallites of turbostratic graphite with the layer plane of
the crystalline more or less parallel to the fiber axis. There has been
an extensive research effort to relate the properties of polycrystalline
materials in terms of the properties of the single crystal, and in
general it involves an anisotropic factor[21]. Bacon [22] was the first
person to estimate this anisotropic factor quantitatively by X-ray
diffraction. The anisotropic function I(0) is defined as, in the case of
carbon fibers, the relative number of crystallites with their basal plane
at an angle 0 to the fiber axis. The anisotropic properties of
polycrystalline materials then could be related to certain moments of
I(0), viz

2

.I-f I(0) sinnido, where n-1, 3 , 5. (2)
0

By combining the ideas of Bacon [22] and Simmons [23] who introduces the
constant A to take into account the porosity and state of internal
stresses, Reynolds [21,24,25] suggests that the thermal expansion
coefficients a and a,, parallel and perpendicular to the fiber axis, are
given by

l//-A (1-I-1 ) a 1-A÷-A- 3 ) (3)

A 3A 3 a + (4)2 11 2 11

where
a = CTE of single crystal graphite in c-axis,
a, = CTE of single crystal graphite in a-axis,
I, I; = as defined in eq.(2),

and A is a parameter which takes into account the porosity and internal



stresses and is defined as

cc V-2c+g// -A a C+ ( 3 -A(5)

where cc,. is volume CTE. From the X-ray diffraction measurement of
preferred orientation ( which will be discussed in a later section ), the
function I(0) could be closely approximated by the function cos"O. It
could be shown that

_L3_ fcos gosin34d4 m+2 (6)
Ii fcosh'osinod6 m+3

Substitute Eq.(6) into Eq.(3) and Eq.(4), we have

1 +(I-A 1

m+3 m+3

•a A m+2 g +(,_.A m+2 ) a(

2 m+3 2 m+3

where m could be considered as an index of preferred orientation.

The CTE of single crystal graphite both in c and a directions have
been measured by several researchers [26-29] ,and the theory is developed
by Kelly [30,31] using the Komatsu-Nagamiya [32] lattice dynamics and by
Riley [33] following the approach of Gruneisen and Goens [34]. Using
Morgan's analysis [35] and eq.(7) and eq.(8), the axial and transverse
CTEs of both fiber and graphite single crystal as a function of
temperature are computed and are shown in Fig. 2(a) and 2(b). As could
be seen in Fig.2, the axial CTE of fibers is close to that of graphite
single crystal, presumably because that the layer planes are more or less
parallel to the fiber axis. However, the transverse CTE value between
fiber and graphite crystal is quite different in terms of magnitude, with
the number for fibers being much smaller. In eq. (8), transversely
isotropy is assumed; therefore the value of transverse CTE is a combined
contribution of graphite crystal in various orientations. For the
temperature range between 200"C and 900'C, the transverse CTE of single
crystal shows a decrease with temperature, while the transverse CTE of
fibers shows a very small increase with temperature. The theoretical
analysis of Kelly[31] indicates that the transverse CTE becomes constant
above about 1000K at -30*10-" K-' and he attributed the increase of
transverse CTE at higher temperature observed experimentally to
excitation of optical modes and perhaps to the softening of the
interlayer interactions due to the large expansion of the spacing.

From eq.(7) and eq.(8), the axial and transverse CTEs of fibers are
computed as a function of preferred orientation for 3 different A
constants and are shown in Fig. 3(a) and 3(b). It is shown from Fig. 3(a)
that the axial CTE is almost constant at higher preferred orientation and



is not affected by porosity (A constant). The transverse CTE is also a
very weak function of preferred orientation at higher preferred
orientation. However, the value will be affected by the porosity; a
higher A constant produces a lower CTE as shown in Fig. 3(b).

3.3 Laser Diffraction Technique

Measurement of diameter of a thin wire using laser diffraction was
reported as early as 1966 [36]. Fraunhofer diffraction was used to
calculate the diameter from the spacing between two minimum intensity
locations. It was pointed out by Perry et al [37] that the locations of
minima calculated from Fraunhofer diffraction are slightly different from
that calculated using a more complicated scattering theory [38]. However,
the data show a lot of scatter and fail to confirm the difference
experimentally. Perry et al showed that there is a difference of the
order of 1/3 g between laser diffraction and the optical projection
microscope with the laser value being the smaller, which is contrary to
that predicted by scattering theory. More recently, Li and Tietz [39]
compared the laser diffraction and SEM values which were calibrated using
the NIST standard SRM484B. Their results showed that the laser diameter
is about 5% larger than the corresponding SEM diameter. The two theories,
Fraunhofer diffraction and scattering theory, which are used to interpret
the laser diffraction phenomenon will be reviewed briefly in the
following sections.

3.3.1 Fraunhofer Diffraction

Consider a rectangular slit, with dimensions d in width and 1 in
length, in an opaque plate. A laser beam passes through the slit with
normal incident angle as shown in Fig.4. According to Fraunhofer
diffraction, the intensity 1(8) at the observation point will be [40]

I(e)-I. ( n • )2 (9)

where
S:= (nd/X)sinO,

= wavelength of the laser,
8 = angle between observation point and center point 0,
I= intensity at the center of the diffraction pattern.

It can be shown that [40]

asine. na 8n/2 (10)d [S2+(8 n/2)2]11/2

where 8,, is the distance between the two nth minimum intensity nodes.
Therefore the slit width can be calculated by

2-; [ ]/ 1111L-)21/



If S >> 85 , which is satisfied for the first minimum (n=l) if the
distance S is large, then eq.(11) becomes

d_2-S (12)
81

Using Babinet's principle [41], the diffraction intensity of a single
slit is the same as its complementary screen : a rectangular bar with the
same dimensions as the slit. The diffraction for this rectangular bar is
used to approximate the diffraction of a single fiber. Therefore, the
fiber diameter can be calculated by eq.(ll) or eq.(12).

3.3.2 Scattering Theory

Assuming the fiber is a perfect cylinder with circular cross-section
and has infinite refractive index (i.e. the fiber is totally reflecting),
and if the incident laser beam is in TM mode and perpendicular to the
fiber axis, then the far-field scattering intensity is given by [38)

2
27- 2- bo + 2j bcos (nO) (13)

where
I, = intensity of the incident laser beam,
k. = 2 i/X,
0 = scattering angle,
s = distance between fiber and detector,
c = 7rd/AI,
b, = scattering coefficient = J,(a)/Hý- (a),
J, = Bessel function of first kind of order n,
H,'" = Hankel function of second kind of order n

= J, - iYf,
Y, = Bessel function of second kind of order n.

In the later section, the diameter calculated from Fraunhofer
diffraction will be compared to that from scattering theory and the
experimental results.



4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP AND PROCEDURES

4.1 Experimental Technique and Setup for Transverse CTE Measurement

There are a variety of methods developed to measure the CTE of a
solid, for examples, the push-rod dilatometer, twin-telemicroscope
method, optical interferometric techniques, X-ray diffraction etc.
[42,43]. Although some of these methods are very accurate, they are not
suitable for the measurement of fibers due to the tiny diameter of
fibers. The laser diffraction technique, which has been used to measure
the diameter of the fiber, seems to be a natural candidate to be
considered and is proven to be a good one. Although the fiber diameter
change is only 0.05 g for a 500'C temperature change, for a 10 g fiber
with a CTE of 10*10 /C, it corresponds to a minimum intensity location
shift of about l00g for a 35 cm distance between fiber and detector which
is large enough to be measured. In order to measure the intensity change
over such short distances, a CCD (charge-coupled device) detector (Texas
Instruments type TCl04-1) is used. The CCD detector is very sensitive to
light intensity and has 3456 sensor elements with a distance between
pixels of 10.7 . which allows the determination of locations in the
micron range.

The design of the vacuum furnace is shown in Fig. 5. An optically
polished square quartz cell, which was designed to be used for UV
spectrophotometer, was used as the furnace body and the nickel-chromium
wire with a diameter of 0.0126 in. was used for a heating element. The
quartz cell was fitted into a vacuum chamber made of brass. The purpose
of vacuum is to prevent the oxidation of carbon fibers at high
temperature. The vacuum chamber is water cooled, and a K-type
thermocouple with Inconel sheath was used and hooked up to a temperature
controller to control the temperature. The "dum-dum", which is generally
used as a sealing material for vacuum bags in the fabrication of
composite laminates, was used as the sealing material between the quartz
cell and vacuum chamber.

The single carbon fiber is mounted on a graphite piece as shown in
Fig. 6 using alumina fiber based high temperature cement. Before testing,
they were heated to 66.5 'C for 4 hours to cure the cement. Two holes were
drilled in the graphite piece with one in 0 degree and another in 90
degree position which allowed the measurement of CTE in two directions
perpendicular to each other. Small alumina tubes were put before the
graphite piece for precise positioning. The length of the alumina tubes
was adjusted carefully for the 0 and 90 degree graphite piece orientation
to make sure that the fiber and the thermocouple were in the same
position for both directions. A He-Ne laser with 20 milliwatt power was
used. The signal from the CCD detector was offset and amplified, and a
PC-AT personal computer was used for the data acquisition and processing.

4.2 X-Ray Diffraction

A Scintag XRD2000 X-ray diffractometer was used for wide-angle
diffraction experiments. Either quartz or silicon was used as a standard.
CuKa radiation was used and the K0 radiation was removed using a single-
channel pulse-height analyzer to increase the peak/background ratio. For
the preferred orientation measurement, a transmission azimuthal stage was
used which allows an intensity scan in the ý direction as shown in Fig.7.
A well annealed graphite crystal was used as the standard to determine
the instrumental broadening. The fiber bundle sample is mounted on an
aluminum ring one inch in outside diameter which was then fitted into the



transmission stage. Special care was taken to align the fibers. For those
fibers without surface treatment, alignment is not easy and small amount
of epoxy resin was used to hold the fibers together. For preferred
orientation measurement, the Bragg angle was determined first, and after
fixing the incident X-ray beam and detector both at the Bragg angle, the
azimuthal scan then provided the information about the orientation
distribution of the graphite layer planes. The accuracy of determination
of Bragg angle is not critical to the preferred orientation measurement,
therefore, no correction procedures were made on the determination of
Bragg angle. Shen [44] pointed out that there is a slightly difference
in the preferred orientation when using the integrated intensity method
instead of using the peak height method. For the integrated intensity
method, the intensity versus 20 scan is made at each 0 angle and the peak
area is measured instead of simply measuring the peak height at each 0
angle as in peak height method. The difference is larger for higher
modulus fibers and a difference as large as 2 degrees (8.9% error) in the
preferred orientation was measured. However, the procedure is too time-
consuming and not practical for large numbers of specimens.

4.3 Scanning Electron Microscopy

The transverse microtexture is investigated using a JEOL 848
scanning electron microscopy with a 15 kV or 20 kV accelerating
potential. The sample was coated with a thin layer of gold using a
sputtering apparatus under vacuum with a pressure of 0.069 torr to
minimize charging effect. Different sputtering time was tried to reduce
the thickness of gold coating in order to make sure that gold coating
would not affect the observed microstructure.

4.4 Image Analysis

A Zeiss optical microscope with an image analysis system was used
to measure the cross-sectional area of carbon fibers.

5. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

5.1 Diameter Measurement of fiber materials

Strength measurement of carbon fibers often shows a lot of scatter.
One of the reasons has been attributed to the error associated with fiber
diameter measurement. In general, four techniques are used to determine
the diameter or cross-sectional area of the fibers. They are : (1) SEM,
(2) optical microscopy, (3) image analysis, and (4) laser diffraction.
Although SEM could obtain quite accurate measurement, it requires tedious
calibration and sample preparation procedures. It was pointed out by
Lundgren et al [45] that optical measurements normally overestimate the
value of diameter due to diffraction effects at the fiber edge. Also the
resolution is lower in optical microscopy. Several difficulties are
associated with image analysis. First, the fiber must be positioned
perpendicular to the surface of epoxy mount, and the position also needs
to be maintained during polishing. It is often difficult to determine the
boundary between fiber and matrix which therefore over- or underestimates
the fiber cross-sectional area. Also the edge of the fiber sometimes will
chip off during polishing. In this case, the area is underestimated.
Compared to the above three methods, laser diffraction technique is more
convenient and the resolution is high enough to determine the transverse
CTE which will be discussed in the later section. However, the accuracy
of the technique has been questioned. As mentioned before, Perry et al



[37] pointed out the difference of diameter derived from the Fraunhofer
diffraction approximation and scattering theory. However, the scatter of
data fails to confirm that experimentally. Several reasons could
attribute to the error, such as non-uniform diameter along the fiber
axis, non-circular cross-section and non-clean surface due to other
materials or particles attached which causes non-clean, overlapping or
multiple diffraction patterns. Fig.8(a) and (b) show the experimental
data of the variation of cross-sectional area and apparent diameter along
the fiber axis. The area was measured using image analysis and the
apparent diameter is calculated by assuming a circular cross-section. In
the following section, Fraunhofer diffraction and scattering theory will
be compared and comparison of experimental data with theories will be
discussed.

5.1.1. Comparison of Fraunhofer Diffraction and Scattering Theory with
Experimental data

Comparison of Fraunhofer diffraction and scattering theory as shown
in Fig. 9 indicates that the minimum intensity locations are different
between the two approaches, and as the distance away from the center of
diffraction pattern increases, the difference also increases. Therefore,
the diameter calculated from the Fraunhofer diffraction (eq.(ll) or
eq. (12)) will not be the same as the diameter from scattering theory,
with the Fraunhofer diffraction diameter being larger. Numerical results
for different diameter fibers show the percentage difference decreases
with increasing fiber diameter as shown in Fig.10. It is noted that
depending on eq. (11) or eq. (12) is used, the percentage error is also
different as shown in Fig.10. The distance S between fiber and detector
has very little effect on the results. The experimental data on P55x
fibers are shown in Fig. 11 using the Fraunhofer approximation. Since the
cross-section of the fiber is oval-shaped, five measurements made at
every 36 degree around the fiber were made for each fiber sample, and
polygon method was used to calculate the cross-sectional area [46,47].
The area calculated by using the average diameter of five measurements
was also computed and compared to the polygon method. The results
indicated that a simple average of diameters will overestimate the
apparent diameter. The average error was 0.32 jim in this experiment.
Although the image analysis also involves some error as mentioned before
and not the same location on the fiber was measured in these two
approaches, the diameter from polygon method is statistically larger than
the diameter from image analysis as shown in Fig. 11 with an average 0.26
gm larger. From calculation using scattering theory, the diameter from
Fraunhofer diffraction will be 0.35 pm larger. Recently, Li and Tietz
[39] compared the laser diffraction and SEM values which were carefully
calibrated using the NIST standard SRM484B. Their results also showed
that the laser diffraction diameter using the Fraunhofer approximation
is about 5% larger than the SEM diameter. Therefore, it seems to indicate
that the diamleter from scattering theory is closer to the true diameter
although certain assumptions also are made in the scattering theory.

A more careful calculation using scattering theory indicates that
the spacing between minimums is not equal to each other. The spacing is
larger for higher order diffraction, that is, A82 > A81 > A8, as shown in
Fig.12. This was also confirmed by experiment and the result is shown in
Table 2. Therefore, depending on which distance between minimums is used,
the diameter calculated using Fraunhofer diffraction will be different.
It is also noted that depending on whether eq.(ll) or eq.(12) is used,
the diameter calculated is also quite different as shown in Table 2. The
diameter calculated using eq.(ll) is increased for higher order



diffraction, however, the diameter calculated using eq.(12) is decreased
for higher order diffraction. A more complete calculation for 3 different
diameter fibers (4, 10, and 20 pm) using scattering theory indicated that
the percentage error produced using eq.(11) and eq.(12) is different and
in the opposite directions for higher order diffraction, i.e. eq.(ll)
results in a larger error and eq.(12) results in a smaller error for a
higher order diffraction as shown in Fig. 13. The difference is larger
for smaller diameter fibers. As shown in Fig. 13, the error is from
+12.5% when using eq.(ll) to -21.7% when using eq.(12) for a 4 gm
diameter fiber when 4th minimum location is used.

As shown in Fig. 12, the distances 8,, 5, etc, could not be measured
precisely in the current experimental setup, therefore only eq. (12) could
be used. Also only A8, or AS will be measured instead of AS,, as shown in
Fig. 12, which has advantage for a 10 gm fiber since the error percentage
is more clr3e to zero when using A6. or Ab as shown in Fig. 13. A closer
look at the data of Li and Tietz [39] in which higher order diffraction
was used seems quite consistent with the above analysis.

5.2 Transverse Microtexture

The transverse microtexture of Amoco P-series pitch-based carbon
fibers was studied using SEM. Some of the results are shown in Fig.15.
The mechanical properties of those fibers are shown in Table 3. It must
be pointed out that the number is somewhat different from the results
tested in our laboratory. The difference for P55 fibers is also shown in
Table 3. In our measurement, four different gauge lengths (1, 2, 3, and
4 in) were used and at least ten samples were tested for each gauge
length. Since the slope of stress-strain curve as shown in Fig.14
increases gradually, secant method was used to determine the modulus.
From the modulus values for different gauge length, the compliance of the
test machine was determined and the modulus corrected for machine
compliance was deduced. Fig.15(a), (b) , (d), (e), (f), and (g) were obtained
from the bending fractured surfaces of fiber bundles. The fiber bundles
had been set into epoxy resin and then broken by bending. Fig.15(c) and
(h) were obtained from the tensile fractured surface of a single carbon
fiber. In these cases, a single carbon fiber was mounted horizontally on
the grip of a home-made single filament tensile testing apparatus and a
glass slide was positioned underneath the fiber very closely but without
touching the fiber. A few drops of glycerin was then applied onto the
glass slide and covered the carbon fiber. The fiber was then broken by
tension. The broken ends will be kept inside the glycerin after the
testing. They were then removed, cleaned, and dried. A gold coating was
applied for the observation in SEM. It was noted that the use of glycerin
to catch the fractured ends does not affect the modulus and strength
results. It was also noted that the broken locations vary from near the
grip (few samples) to the center of the gauge length, presumably because
of the flaw distribution and , in the case of grip failure, due to stress
concentration.

As shown in Fig.15(a), no obvious transverse microtexture could be
seen for P25 fibers which is more or less similar to that of PAN-based
carbon fibers. Two kinds of transverse microtextures were observed in P55
fibers for two different batches of P55 fibers. The P55x fiber
(Fig.15(c)) has an oriented-core microtexture, and the P55s fiber
(Fig.15(b)) has a random structure in the core and a radial texture in
the sheath. The particle-like structure in the Fig.15(c) is probably due
to too much gold coating. An elliptical flaw near the surface can be seen
in this tensile fracture surface, which happened quite frequently (around



5 out of 10 samples) in this particular batch of P55x fibers. Both
surface and internal flaws were observed. Although the diameter
distribution is particularly wide, ranging from 9 to 18 g, for this batch
of P55s fibers, the cross-section of all the fibers appears to be
circular. However, the P55x fibers with an oriented-core microtexture
show an elliptical shape cross-section. As will be shown in the later
section, the P55s fibers, which has a more or less transversely isotropic
microtexture, show about the same transverse CTE tested in two directions
perpendicular to each other. However, the oriented-core microtexture of
P55s fibers results in a high anisotropy of transverse CTE.

It has been reported that shrinkage during graphitization occurs
preferentially along the c-axis and results in oriented-core fibers with
an oval-shaped cross-section [48]. As the graphitization temperature
increases, radial cracks in the as-spun fiber split and develop into a
PAC-man shaped cross-section [48,49]. As shown in Fig.15(d), (e) and (f),
as the fiber modulus increases, i.e. graphitization temperature
increases, the microtexture becomes oriented-core structure, and the
sheet-like structure is more developed. Also, the cross-section becomes
oval-shaped with the oriented-core along the longer diameter of the
cross-section. A schematic plot of the oriented-core structure after Fitz
Gerald et al [50) is shown in Fig.16 which shows the basic
characteristics although some variations in details may appear for
different fibers as can be seen in Fig.15. If we define the ellipticity
as the ratio of long diameter and short diameter, the ellipticity of
those oriented-core fibers is in the range of 1.05-1.15. Obviously, these
fibers are not transversely isotropic and anisotropy of transverse CTE
was also observed in this study and will be discussed in the later
section.

A crack through the oriented-core region and along the fiber axis
can obviously be seen in Fig.15(f) of a Pl20x fiber. This indicates that
the crack is more likely to propagate along the sheet-like structure,
which is also why the fracture surface of the sheet-like structure is
generally not flat, but has the sheet-like texture sticking out up and
down out of the fracture surface as shown in Fig.15(e) and (f). For the
lower modulus fiber, the sheet-like texture is not well developed and the
fracture surface is relatively flat as shown in Fig.15(a) and (c) of P25
and P55 fibers. It is noted that the fracture surface on the compression
side is flatter than that of tension side as shown in Fig.15(f) of a
Pl20x fiber broken in bending. Crack propagation along the fiber axis
parallel to the sheet-like texture is more pronounced in the tension
failure than in the flexural failure as shown in Fig.15(h) of a Pl30x
fiber failed in tension. This type of failure causes an unique fracture
surface which is not only unflat but also has a protrusion with a length
as long as several times fiber diameter. Again, for lower modulus fibers,
the fracture surface is relatively flat as shown in Fig.15(c) of P55
fiber even though failed in tension. Although this sheet-like structure
is the reason why pitch-based carbon fibers could achieve higher modulus,
it is also why the strength is not increased proportional to the modulus
since the crack could easily propagate across the width of a sheet,
therefore the strength is more sensitive to any flaws and imperfections.
A cross-section with the PAC-man shape was observed for some of the Pl30x
fibers. As shown in Fig.15(g), the sheet-like texture is well developed,
and the fiber has a radial textuie. However, a closer look at the tip of
the notch and following the texture of the sheet, it is noted that the
split occurred from the oriented-core which also shrank more and has
smaller spacing between sheets. A void also could be seen on the fracture
surface.



5.3 X-Ray Diffraction

Both wide-angle x-ray diffraction and preferred orientation using
an azimuthal transmission stage were studied for Amoco P-series pitch-
based carbon fibers. Some of the results are shown in Fig. 17 and Fig.
18. The same fiber bundles which were mounted on an aluminum ring as
described in section 4.2 were used for both studies. As shown in Fig. 17,
it is obvious that when the modulus decreases, the (002) peak was shifted
to the smaller diffraction angle, therefore the d-spacing between basal
planes increases. Also the shape of (002) peak becomes broader as the
modulus decreases, indicating the decrease of crystalline size. For low
modulus P25 fibers, only a very broad (002) peak was observed, no (004)
peak could be seen, due to very low crystallinity. Two examples of
preferred orientation measurement were shown in Fig. 18(a) and (b) for
P55x and P120 fibers. Obviously, the modulus increases as the preferred
orientation increases. The relacionship between fiber modulus and
preferred orientation for Amoco P-series fibers is shown in Fig. 19. In
Fig. 19, the preferred orientation is interpreted as the full width at
half maximum intensity (FWHM) in the intensity distribution function
1(0). No corrections in FWHM were made in Fig.19.

5.4 Measurement of Transverse CTE

Transverse CTE of several carbon fibers were measured using a laser
diffraction technique and two CCD detectors. The furnace design and
experimental setup were shown in Fig. 5 and described in section 4.1. A
single fiber was mounted onto a graphite piece (Fig.6) using an alumina
fiber based high temperature cement only in one end since the
incompatibility of CTE between graphite piece and the fiber will cause
the fiber to buckle upon cooling down from high temperature if the fiber
was mounted in both sides. The other advantage of mounting the fiber only
in one side is that it also eliminates the transverse dimensional change
of the fiber due to Poisson's effect which is a result of thermal stress
due to the mismatch of CTE between fiber and graphite piece. This
dimensional change could be as high as 10% compared to that due the
thermal expansion under some experimental conditions, although some
optimization could be made to reduce the error percentage. The
disadvantage of mounting fiber only in one side is that the fiber
position could be shifted or rotated due to the CTE mismatch among the
fiber, graphite piece and alumina cement. This movement of fiber causes
the shift or rotation of diffraction pattern, which turns out to be the
source of experimental error, since the alignment between CCD and the
diffraction pattern is very important due to the tiny photosensitive
area of each CCD element (only 10.7*10.7 gm-). Fortunately, the error is
not severe under some experimental conditions and could be corrected by
using two CCD detectors on both sides of the diffraction pattern.

Since the experiment is sensitive to the fiber movement and any
other movements of the furnace or CCD detectors, in order to make sure
this does not happen during the thermal cycle, continuous heating is not
adapted. Instead, each time the fiber was heated to certain temperature,
it was cooled down to room temperature, and the room temperature diameter
was measured to make sure that the room temperature diameter was not
shifted between each heating cycle due to any movement or oxidation. It
had been cited by several researchers [8,9,10] that twist occurs when the
fiber was heated. If this is so, then it will show up on the diameter
measurement at higher temperature if the fiber cross-section is
elliptical. The room temperature diameter will also tend to vary between



each heating cycle. This seems to be not the case from our experiments,
at least for most of the fibers.

As shown in Fig.12, the distance between the first pair minima 6
could not be measured very accurately because of the experimental setup.
However, the change of 6, upon heating could be determined very precisely
from two CCD detectors. For the diameter measurement, the distance
between first and second minimum intensity locations A6, (= (6- - 6.)/2)
is measured. As shown in section 5.1.1, there is a slightly difference
between A68 and A8,, however, it could be corrected using scattering
theory and has only small effect on the final CTE values. Therefore, the
CTE with respect to the room temperature could be calculated from eq. (12)
as

d-- -d, -X 81, (14)
d, d, sA 81 A1

where
S= diameter at temperature T,
d, = diameter at room temperature,
X = wavelength of laser,
S = distance between fiber and CCD detector,
A = correction factor for diameter using Fraunhofer diffraction

eq. (12).

Since the diameter change is very small (in the range of 0.01 - 0.15 gm),
AT - A,. Therefore

-A(15)
A 8 1T

In the experiment, we measured (6, - 8.,)/2 instead of (ASI - ASIT) due to
the much higher resolution in first minimum. However, the difference is
small and also could be corrected using scattering theory and has very
small effect on the final result. It must be noted that the distance
between fiber and detector is not needed in order to calculate the CTE
since it canceled out in eq. (14). This eliminates the error due to
measurement of S. This error will become more pronounced at smaller
distance S.

The result for a P75s fiber is shown in Fig. 20. In order to test
the reproducibility of the experiment, several runs were made on the same
fiber at same or different temperature. As shown in Fig. 20, the
reproducibility in general is quite good considering the very small
dimensional change and the experimental difficulties. A best-fit straight
line was drawn through the data since the CTE is relatively constant for
the temperature range tested as shown in Fig. 2(b). The fit of the data
to a straight line in general is quite good, although some data at the
same temperature show large scatter due to the movement of fiber as
mentioned before. It must be noted that the data of run #b was taken from
measurement of only one CCD detector, which are not accurate for most



experiments since the resolution of second minimum is not good compared
to first minimum and the location of second minimum is also more likely
to be affected by the rotation of the diffraction pattern. The CTE value
for this particular P75s fiber is about 15.9*l0- /1C which is higher than
12.5*10-' /'C obtained by Wagoner et al (11,121 as shown in Table 1. The
data of Wagoner et al is closer to the prediction by eq. (8) where the
fiber is assumed to be transversely isotropic. However, this is not the
case for P75s fibers as shown in the transverse microtexture in Fig.
15(d), and CTE anisotropy is expected. Therefore, it is not surprised
that the high CTE value was obtained considering the high CTE anisotropy
in the graphite single crystal. Moreover, the value is still quite low
compared to the graphite crystal CTE in the c-axis (= 27*10- PC) since
the graphite layer planes are not all oriented in the same direction. The
porosity in the fiber will also lower the transverse CTE value as shown
in Fig. 3(b). Fig. 21 shows the result for a P120 fiber. The CTE value
is about 5.7*10." /-C which is much lower than that of P75s fiber. The
data show more scatter compared to that of P75s fiber which is probably
partly due to the low CTE value. Fig. 22 shows another result of a P120
fiber. The CTE was measured in two directions perpendicular to each other
as described before. High CTE anisotropy was observed in this sample with
one CTE about 6.16*10-6 PC and the other CTE about 17.7v3*I0' /0C. The
anisotropy factor is 2.88. A result for P55x fiber which has an oriented-
core microstructure is shown in Fig. 23. Although the data for 0 degree
position runs show a lot scatter, the CTE anisotropy can still be
distinguished easily. The CTE for 0 degree position is about 5.47*10-1 PC
and the CTE for 90 degree position is about 13.88*10-6 /PC. The anisotropy
ratio is 2.54. Comparison of the results between P55x and P120 seems to
indicate that as the modulus increases, the higher transverse CTE
anisotropy is developed although current data are not enough to draw this
conclusion. Also, the current experimental setup only allows the CTE
measurement in two perpendicular directions, therefore Whether or not the
anisotropy factor obtained is the highest value is a question. The P55s
fiber which has about the same modulus, but with a transversely isotropic
microtexture as shown in Fig. 15(b), was tested in order to compare with
P55x fibers which have an oriented-core microstructure. The result is
shown in Fig. 24. Although not identical, the P55s fiber shows very close
transverse CTEs in both directions with one about 12.64*10-i PC and the
other about ii.47*i0• VC. This is very consistent with the transversely
isotropic microtexture and the values are also in excel..ent agreement
with that obtained by Wagoner et al[ll,12] as shown in Table 1. Fig. 25
shows the result for a P100 fiber tested in two locations along the fiber
length. Two different CTE values were obtained. One is about 13.82*l0'/•C
and the other about 8.35*10-" PC. Two possible reasons could be used to
explain that. First, it is possible that a large void exists in one
location which will decrease the CTE value. The other explanation is that
the direction of transverse texture rotates along the fiber length.

It is predicted by eq. (8) that the transverse CTE is a very weak
function of preferred orientation as shown in Fig. 3(b). However, no
experiment was attempted due to the availability of fibers with the same
transverse microstructure and different modulus. Also the void content
is unknown which has appreciable effect on the CTE value. Assuming same
porosity content and residual stress state, the fiber with a radial and
a onion skin microstructure should have the same transverse CTE since the
percentage of basal plane oriented in all directions is the same for both
fibers. Again, no experimental confirmation was made due to the
availability of samples with onion skin structure and the lack of
knowledge of porosity and residual stress state.



6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

Transverse coefficients of thermal expansion of carbon fibers were
measured successfully using a laser diffraction technique and two CCD
detectors. The measured value is well correlated to the transverse
microtexture in a qualitative way. The CTE values of fiber with
transversely isotropic microtexture are close to the value predicted by
the Reynolds' model and could be predicted semiquantitatively if the
constant A which takes into account of porosity and residual stress is
known. More experiments are needed to draw a conclusion that whether or
not the increase of modulus increases the transverse CTE anisotropy in
high modulus pitch-based carbon fibers. An experimental setup which
allows the rotation of the fiber is more desirable in this investigation.
It is also more helpful in terms of modelling of transverse CTE. The
effects of void content and residual stress on the transverse CTE remain
a question due to the experimental difficulty in characterizing them,
particular for a single fiber. Although small angle scattering has been
used to characterize the microporosity, it is - macroscopic approach.
Finally, experimental evidences indicate .iat the diameter from
scattering theory is more likely to be the true diameter, while the
diameter calculated from the Fraunhofer diffraction approximation is
overestimated. A correction could be made for the diameter calculated
from Fraunhofer diffraction approximation. However, more experimental
support is necessary.
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Wagoner et al Van Rozploch
Fiber 11,12] Schooneveld and Sheaf fer
Type and Marciniak [10]

Axial Transverse Diefendorf [8,9]
CTE CTE [13]

P55 -1.37 12.1 12.0
-1.37 11.6 (+2.9)

P75 -1.49 12.2
-1.44 12.7

P100 -1.48 9.4
-1.47 9.5

T-50 -1.28 6.6
-1.17 6.8 _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

T-300X -1.2 7.0

T-300 -0.67 8.9 8.6
-0.67 8.8

T-650 -0.84 7.8

HM3000 10.9
(+0.8)

G50 13.1
(+0.7)

AS-I 12.5
(+1.2)

PAN ( *) Tth= 1573K
22
18
19
17

Thh=1973K
41
40
34
31

MPP 58
58
57

T800 29.5
30.4
26.8
26.2

Refer to the original paper tor detail.

Table 1. Coefficient of Thermal Expansion of Various Fibers.



Distance Diameter Distance Diameter
from calculated from Calculated

Scattering from Fraunhofer Experiment from
Theory Approximation (cm) Fraunhofer

(cm) (micron) Approx.
Eq(12) Eq(11) Eq.(12)

Center
0.97 8.318 8.342

1 min.
0.98 8.233 8.371 1.00687 8.01315

2 min.
1.005 8.028 8.408 1.03683 7.78160

3 min.
1.045 7.721 8.456 1.11387 7.24339

.4 min.
1.095 7.368 8.527

5 min.
1.175 6.867 8.604

6 min.

Table 2. Comparison of Scattering Theory (8 micron fiber,
S = 12.75 cm) and experiment.



Fiber Modulus Strength Density
(GPa) (GPa) (mg/m-*)

P25 170 1.3 na
P55 379 1.9 2.00

428(*) 1.92(*) na
P75 490 1.89 na
P75S 524 1.75 2.00
P100 765 2.41 2.16
P120S 827 2.2 2.18
Pl30x 923 2.87 2.19

-*) Tested in our laboratory.

Table 3. Properties of Amoco P-series Fibers[50].
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Fig. 2(a) Axial CTE as a Function of Temperature.
(b) Transverse CTE as a Function of Temperature.
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Fig. 6. A Graphite Piece Used for Fiber Mounting.
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Fig. 7. Preferred Orientation Measurement by X-Ray
Diffraction.
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Fig. 15. SEM Photographs of Transverse Microstructure

(a) P25 (Flexural Failure)
(b) P55s (Flexural Failure)
(c) P55x (Tensile Failure)
(d) P75s (Flexural Failure)
(e) P100 (Flexural Failure)
(f) Pl20x (Flexural Failure)
(g) Pl30x (Flexural Failure)
(h) P130x (Tensile Failure).



bt) P55s (FlexuLal Failute)



t.,- P51>: (Tens'ile Fa±l~ure)

(dJ) P75%. (Flexuirjl Failure)



(e) PluO (Flexural Failure)

(d) Pl2Ox (Flexural Failure)
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Fig. 16. Schematic Transverse Microstructure of an
Oriented-Core Fiber : C for Chaotic, G for
Girdle, and T for Transitional Regions[50].
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Fig. 17. X-Ray Diffractograms for Pitch-Based
Carbon Fibers.
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Fig. 18. Preferred Orientation Measurement of
(a) P55x Fiber
(b) P120 Fiber.
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Fig. 20. Thermal Expansion of a P75s Fiber.
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Fig. 21. Thermal Expansion of a P120 Fiber.
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Abstract
Titanium diboride appea to be an attractive candidate for a

high temperature reinforcin, fiber for intermetallic matrix

composites. Titanium diboride has high modulus, reasonably low

density, a moderate thermal expansion coefficient and is
thermodynamically compatible with a number of potential
intermetallic matrices. However, there is considerable disagreement
in the literature about its high temperature creep behavior. This

work was performed to prepare TiB2 fibers for evaluation of
mechanical behavior using chemical vapor deposition. A simplified
finite element, dynamic analysis model is used to describe the
chemical vapor deposition of titanium diboride fibers in a cold
wall reactor at atmospheric pressure. The gas mixture considered is

titanium tetrachloride, boron trichloride, hydrogen, and
hydrochloride. A description of the model and the computer program

algorithm and subroutines are described. The application of this
model to study the effect of deposition parameters on TiB2 growth

and the mechanism of rate limiting processes is discussed. For the
mass transport rate limited process, the rate limiting mechanism

changes from exhaustion of BC1 3 and TiCI 4 at high dilution, to slow
BCI 3 and TiC14 diffusion at moderate concentrations, to slow HCl
diffusion away from the fiber surface at high reaction
concentrations.

Key words: Modeling, CVD, Titanium diboride, fibers, finite
element.
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1. Introduction

TiB2 is a high temperature material with melting point near

30000C. The retention of its room temperature strength and elastic

modulus to temperatures as high as 15000C' and the absence of any

plastic deformation up to 1700°C2"3 make it an excellent candidate

for consideration as a creep resistant, high strength fiber. In

addition, the relatively high CTE of TiB2 of 8.7 X 10-1 OC-1 in the

temperature range of 25 to 7500 C4 makes it an excellent match with

low CTE metallics such as Inconel 903 and marginal with other

highez CTE IMC matrices. In addition to physical compatibility,

TiB2 is chemically compatible with many intermetallics such as

titanium aluminides, nickel aluminides, and molybdenum disilicides.

The properties of TiB2 depend strongly on the process used and

in the case of CVD on the process parameters and deposit quality.

For example, the elastic modulus is reported to be as low as 261

GPa6 and as high as 810 GPa . Similarly the room temperature

strength can be as high as 4.9GPa 7 for chemically vapor deposited

TiB2 and much lower for differently processed TiB. 2
2 *'3. A third

example is the creep resistance. At General Atomic creep was

registered at temperatures as low as 8000C while at Union Carbide

creep was unmeasurable to 14500C. Finally, the stability of

chemically vapor deposited TiB2 depends strongly on the deposition

parameters.

These considerations highlight the importance of the

processing method used to produce the fiber. Given the power and

versatility of CVD, attempts to develop TiB2 fibers were made only

2



represents a good medium for modeling and understanding what

happens in the gas stream on a molecular level. The modeling is

compared to experimental runs that were made to produce TiB2

fibers. The results and discussion presented in this paper are

geared towards widening this understanding so that process

optimization is achieved with the least experimental tests. The

structure and properties of the TiB2 fiber will be presented in a

subsequent paper.

2. Description of the model

The model consists of dividing the vertical reactor into

equally sized horizontal disks from top to bottom, each extending

from the fiber at its axis to the inside of the tube, Figure 1.

Each of these disks is in turn divided into concentric rings, with

the first ring located around the fiber and the last ring adjacent

to the tube wall. Any cross section taken through the fiber axis

would result in the same element architecture of Figure 1,

regardless of the orientation 8. Therefore, the model is treated

as a 2-D model. The reactant gases enter the reactor at the top

and exit from the bottom. The following assumptions are made in

this model:

a. The gas flows with a uniform velocity across the tube, ie.

plug flow.

b. The fiber diameter is very small compared to the first ring

diameter.

c. The reactant gases are perfectly mixed as they enter the

reactor.
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temperature. The SOLVESYST subroutine then solves for the gas

fluxes and the new gas concentrations.

The above steps covering all disks are repeated for a time

period equal to the residence time of the fiber segment inside

disk#1. Then the fiber is moved down the reactor through a step

equals to the disk thickness, and the same procedure mentioned

above is repeated. This goes on until the top fiber segment that

started at disk#l exits the reactor. At this stage, steady state

conditions are assumed to have been established, and the program is

ended. The following section describes the function of each

subroutine in detail.

3.2. Subroutine FIBERTENP

This subroutine calculates the fiber and tube wall

temperatures given the fiber diameter, heating power, gas average

thermal conductivity, convective heat coefficient (h) outside the

tube, and tube diameter. The computations are based on two

equations.

Fourier equation:

2 x k L (Tr-T.)

In(.) (1)

where Q - heat input to the fiber

k = gas average thermal conductivity

L - Heated fiber length

6



Substituting equation (2) and rearranging:

ln( D)

T- (+m) -n(2)+(TT,_fl=•, -T,.,) (3)in( D )

where d is the _iber diameter resulting in a fiber temperature Tn,

df±.•.t±., is the inlet fiber diameter which is equal to the substrate

diameter, Tv.,=• is the wall temperature found from equation (2),

and T. is room temperature (293 0 K).

3.3. Subroutine TEXPGRAD

For a specific disk i, this subroutine calculates the

temperature at each ring assuming an exponential temperature drop

of 100(1-w)% of (Tf-Tw) at a distance equal to fD/2 where w and f

have assumed values of 0.5 and 0.1. w and f are scaling factors

between 0 and 1. This translates into a 50% temperature drop a

distance from the fiber equal to one tenth the tube radius. The

governing equation is given by:

T, - (T.-T.) exp(2f rn + Tr (4)
D ln (w)

where r is the radial distance from the fiber. This subroutine

also calculates the distance, reff, from the fiber where the

temperature equals 7500C -the thermodynamic temperature at which

the Gibbs free energy of formation of TiBE from H., BCId, and TiCl 4

8



VXI - (xI NJ - x, N,) (5)

where

n = number of gaseous species considered (n=4)

x,= mole concentration of specie i (mol/m3 )

Nj= net flux of specie i relative to stationary coordinates

(mol/sec .m2 )

c = total species concentration in the reactor (mol/m3 )

Djj= Binary diffusion coefficient of species i and j (m2/sec)

Subroutine DIFFCOEF calculates the diffusion coefficients D, as a

function of ring temperature. In order to provide the program with

a simple function of D,, as a function of temperature to minimize

computing time it was necessary to simplify equation (6) to a

polynomial.

D1 j - D, - 0.0018583 - T,, ! (5)

where

DA= diffusivity (m1/sec)

MA = molecular weight of specie A

M4, molecular weight of specie B

P = total pressure (1 atm)

an collision diameter (A) - (an+c")/2

fo a small second order correction factor, which is close to

10



iii. Finally, the value of 12., as a function of kT/e, from the

literature'3, is fit to the following equation:

exp(-0.105 k-T)
eo 0.0035 -kT + 0.744 (9)

0.28 +kT e
eo

Tables 1 and 2 summarize the values of a and e 0/k for the different

species considered as well as the diffusivity of each one.

Finally, subroutine DIFFCOEF calculates a modified diffusivity

K±.=1/(2cDiI) which will be used by the subroutine SOLVESYST and will

lead to further reduction in computing time.

3.6. Subroutine SOLVESYST

For the four gaseous species considered and diffusion between

rings j and j+1 in disk i the Stephan-Maxwell equation (5) reduces

to a set of four equations with four unknowns. To let the computer

solve this system of equations for the unknowns NI, N2 , N3 , and N4

would increase the execution time drastically. Since this system

involves only four equations it was solved analytically for N1 's.

The function of this subroutine is to calculate the amount of

each specie transferred between the two adjacent rings during the

time step TSTEP. TSTEP is calculated from real physical

parameters, and hence it is not picked at random. The time the gas

spends in each disk, TSPD, equals the total time the gas spends in

the reactor divided by the number of disks. The total time is

12



rings across the deposition tube. The number of iterations

required increases quadratically with the number of rings according

to:

niter - 0.288 Nr - 2.162 N. + 12.77

In order to appreciate the length of time it takes the program to

go through one run the real running time (not the CPU time) is

plotted versus the number of rings for a fiber speed of 190m/min

(7480in/min) in an IBM RISC Powerstation 320, Figure 4. To

duplicate the experimental runs which are typically performed at

fiber speeds around .28 m/mmn (11in/min) and a tube diameter of one

inch -requiring 40 rings- 152 days of running time are needed. The

same program with identical initial conditions was run on the

University of California Cray supercomputer, and it was found to be

only eleven times faster than the RISC workstation.

The times mentioned above are based on computational

convergence. For physical convergence to be achieved even smaller

elements (disks and rings) and a larger number of iterations must

be used. This in turn increases the running time even further, and

exponentially.

The above time constraints put obvious limitations on

duplicating experimental runs. Therefore, the following section

will focus mainly on the qualitative aspects of the results.

Although, quantitative analysis with respect to species

concentration gradients is poujible.
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concentrations occur in the top quarter of the tube. This matches

perfectly with what was observed in all experiments, namely, more

than 60% of the TiB2 deposit occurs in the top quarter of the tube.

A practical benefit from these conclusions is that one may inject

BCId and TiCI 4 at different locations along the tube to inrease the

deposition rate. However, experimental results12 showed that

turbulence must be avoided so that a smooth and strong coating

deposits.

The results pertaining to the formation of HCl also give a

good insight into the process characteristics. By looking at the

HCI concentration profiles, at first look, one cannot rule out the

possibility of HCl's diffusion away from the fiber being a rate

limiting step in the deposition of TiB2. The fact that curve 5 is

above curve 1 across the entire tube, and especially near the

fiber, suggests that HCI forms at a faster rate than it diffuses to

the bulk stream. This build up may be preventing BCl3 and TiCl4

molecules from diffusing to the region surrounding the fiber.

Hence, HCI diffusion would be the real limiting step. This

argument cannot be correct because as the HCl concentration

approaches uniformity, BCE 3 and TiCl4 molecules still cannot diffuse

to the fiber. Therefore, the initial net build up of HCI near the

fiber must be caused by the fast TiB2 deposition rate in the top

quarter of the tube rather than by a low diffusion rate to the bulk

stream.

The local minimum in hydrogen concentration at the inlet of

the reactor suggests again that the hydrogen responds very fast to

what happens near the fiber, but not fast enough for the molecules

16



Considering the ratio of fiber speeds of about 40 and the fact that

most deposition occurs in the top quarter of the reactor, the final

fiber diameter predicted by the model should be even smaller. This

means that the model overestimates the overall deposition rate.

There are a few reasons why this may be true. First, it is assumed

that the thermodynamic efficiency is 100%. Second, this efficiency

is valid at all temperatures inside the previously mentioned

(section 3.3) cylinder of radius reff; ie. all the BC1 3 and TiCl,

molecules satisfying the two-to-one ratio condition react to form

TiB2, regardless of how close to 7500C the temperature is. This

problem can be fixed by integrating the SOLGASMIX program in the

model. Finally, TiCl3 which is a major by-product of the system

has not been taken into account. The formation of large amounts of

TiC13 and its deposition on the tube wall would decrease the

effective titanium containing species that can diffuse to the fiber

surface.

Although the model correctly predicted the increase in

deposition rate with inlet temperature, it could not predict the

increase in deposition rate observed experimentally at higher tube

diameters. The reader is referred to elsewhere' 2 for a detailed

discussion of this point which is related to the geometry of the

deposition tube.

5.3. Effect of B:Ti ratio

Figure 9 shows a plot of the average deposition rate (total

deposit thickness divided by residence time) versus B:Ti ratio. As

expected, on both sides of the stoichiometric B:Ti ratio the
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BC13 and TiCl4 diffusion at moderate concentrations, Figure 5.7, to

a slow HCl diffusion away from the fiber surface at low hydrogen

concentrations, Figure 11. The humps present in the HCl profiles

at low dilution are indicative of resistance to HCI diffusion

resulting from the highly concentrated gas mixture with BC1 3 and

TiCl4 . The HCl concentration peaks at 18 mol/m3 near the fiber at

low dilution versus 1.2 mol/m3 at high dilution. Although hydrogen

concentration is lowered appreciably, its small size allows it to

diffuse to the fiber surface relatively fast to replace the

consumed hydrogen molecules, Figure 11.

6. Conclusion

The power of the developed model in describing qualitatively

the rate limiting mechanisms at different conditions is

substantiated by the consistency of the conclusions drawn from

totally different experiments. However, the model fell short of

predicting some aspects of the CVD process such as the codeposition

of boron because of the lack of thermodynamic aspects that could

have been added through integrating SOLGASMIX in the model.

Unfortunately, the long execution times of the program at present

made such a merge unpractical. Also, overestimating deposition

rates could probably be fixed through considering other neglected

important species such as TiCI,. Finally, for the mass transport

rate limited process, the rate limiting mechanism changes from

exhaustion of BC13 and TiCl4 at high dilution, to slow BCl and TiCl4

diffusion at moderate concentrations, to slow HCl diffusion away

from the fiber surface at high reactant concentrations.
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Table 1. Summary of constant used for estimating diffusion coefficients.

M I (A) Eo/k (OK)

H, 2.002 2.827 59.7
BCI3  117.191 5.127 337.7

TiCI4  189.728 5.854" 495.3"

HCI 36.459 3.339 344.7

Estimated from equation (7)
* Estimated from equation (8)

Table 2. Polynomial coefficents for the diffusivities.

D = aT2 + bT + c

a b c

DI! 3.626755x10' 0.005801 -0.866194

D12  1.780123x10' 0.001998 -0.391606

D_ 1.998544x10-7  0.000136 -0.031625

D" 8.448708xl0-' 0.000564 -0.131764

D33 1.192316x10 7  0.000056 -0.013612

D13  1.490630x(10• 0.001553 -0.320206

D14  3.016422x1' 0.00335 -0.663236

D23 1.564553x10"7  0.000089 -0.021344

D24  4.256135x10'7 0.000287 -0.066864

D34 3.434855x10-7  0.000194 -0.04645

i = Dg
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INTERFACES IN INTERMETALLIC
AND CERAMIC MATRIX COMPOSITES



peratures or to write fines on substrates".,r electronic applications. Considenng
,ne problems imposed by these meth-

ods (such as coating uniformity), the
higher cost, and the relatively lesser

no further discussion concerning such

approaches will be presented here. Also
excluded from this discussion are sol.

glapproaches to metal oxides, which
mayremploy organometallic systems asM o le cu la r pyrolysisrs buthe ponmary reaction path-
pyrecursors bth dornotrgenerallyionvolve-
way to the final ceramic material.

Precursors Factors Involved in Coating Fit rs
Cranmer has briefly reviewed fiber

coating and characterization techniques."H. Eric Fischer, David J. Larkin, and As noted in the Cranmer review, most

Leonard V. Interrante of the work leading to carbide, bonde,
and nitride coatings employs conven-
tional dtmospheric pressure CVD pro-
cessing. This typically involves mixing
two or more gaseous reagents with a car-

Introduction ployed to effect the performance of rier gas. Examples of some of these pro-
Interphases in Fiber-Reinforced composites under "in-use" conditions cesses are given here (in Scheme 1) in
Composites such as modification of the fiber to the form of simple stoichinmetric equa-

It is generally agreed that the mechani- matrix bond" and as a reaction barrier tioris. Although these equations express
cal performance of continuous fiber- to permit the use of composites in corro- the mass balance of the relevant chemi-
reinforced composites will depend to a sive environments.' 2 Coatings that have cal processes, the actual chemical mech-
large extent on the nature of the inter- received particular attention in the lit- anisms and flow dynamics involved in
face between the fiber and the matrix.' erature are metals (e.g., Ni and Cu),7  applying such coatings are often quite
In the case of many inorganic composites, oxides (e.g., A1203, Y203, and ZrO2 )," complex. Control of the product (coating)
compositional and/or morphological gra- and non-oxide ceramics".1 2"s.4 (e.g., in terms of the stoichiometry, homo-
dients can arise over an extended region nitrides,'s carbides,"l'.16 and borides"'). geneity, and morphology is correspond-
between the matrix and reinforcing fiber A diverse array of methods have been ingly problematic.
as a result of processing conditions, me- employed to produce fiber coatings The reagents used in these coating
chanical forces, or chemical interactions, ranging from merely oxidizing the fiber schemes, or their gaseous byproducts
The term "interphase" has been applied surface' to the application of multilayer are often corrosive, poisonous or explo-
to such a region. 2.3 coatings using rf sputtering.' 6  sive, and the substrate temperatures

There have been numerous theoreti- This article will highlight precursors involved generally exceed 1 100 C. These
cal and experimental treatments of this that permit application of coatings by factors limit the types of substrates that
subject in an effort to quantify the stress thermal processing using simple appa- can be employed. Additionally, rigor-
and strain in the interphase region, and ratus and low pyrolysis temperatures. ous control of the reactant stoichiometry
to correlate the presence of such forces This includes both low-weight, volatile and other processing variables is required
with the mechanical performance of the molecules suitablr for MOCVD (metal- to maintain coating quality, which usu-
attendant composites.' Much of the ex- organic chemical vapor deposition) ap- ally dictates elaborate reactor design
penmental work has emphasized con- plication and polymers which may be and sophisticated control of the reagent
.oiling the nature of the interphase applied by dipping or spray coating gas flow rates. When such coating

through careful control of the process- their solutions. schemes are used, these requirements
ing conditions' or by the introduction of In some situations, plasmas or lasers can add significantly to the cost of corn-
special interface layers, often by apply- have been used t'3 facilitate deposition posite processing. Moreover, for coat-
ing a coating to the reinforcing fiber prior from these organometallics at low tern- ings which have a significant thermal
to incorporating it into the matrix.4 "'

Coatings as divergent as metals,'.8 ce-
ramics, and pyrocarbon or silicon' have
been applied to fibers incorporated into
reinforced composites. Fibers have been TiC]3 + 2 BC13 + 2H2
coated to aid in the processing of com- 2  TiB + 9 HCI

posites, for example, by improving the BCI3 + x9 NH3 , BN + 3 HC.
ability of the matrix to wet the reinforc- Hz
ing fiber" or as a barrier layer providing Sill, (or SiC,.) + -CH' l- =O SiC + H2 (or HO)
protection from chemical or mechanical
damage during incorporation into the
matnx.' 0 Coatings have also been em- Scheme 1. Reactin schemes for gas phase chemistry leoding to selected ceramic coatings.3
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Fiber Coatings Derived from Molecular Precursors

expansion mismatch with respect to the
fiber, deposition at such high tempera-
tures can lead to high residual stresses N Al N
at the fiber/coating interface on cooling N Al
to room temperature, resulting in coat- Al N Al
ing failure or degraded mechanical per- Al N
formance for the composite.' There are Al N Al
alternatives to these "traditional" coat- N N
ing methods which address some of
these problems.

"Nontraditional" Precursors as an
Alternative Source of Metal and
Ceramic Coatings I(CH,), AINHN,3 AIN

Increasingly, metal and ceramic coat-
ings are being produced using mono-molecularebi precursors. Theseg p sor Figure 1: Structure of an organo-aluminum amine precursor and AIN.molecular precursors. These precursors

include both solution-applied, generally
polymeric systems, as well as volatile
molecular species for MOCVD. In most
cases, thermal processing is used to below the temperature required for con- We now present some examples from
convert the organometallic species to ventional CVD of AIN using trimethyl- or the recent literature of routes which
the final inorganic coating, sometimes trichloro-aluminum and NH3. It is also have been employed to impart metallic
with the aid of a reactive gas such as H2  important to note that the decomposi- and ceramic coatings using such non-
or NH3-. tion byproduct, methane, is a small, gas- .,iitional precursors. In some cases,

Ideally, a metal or ceramic precursor eous molecule and is reasonably stable - which have been coated using
.s designed to contain the essential ele- under the reaction conditions. These this type of chemistry have been incor-
ments of the desired inorganic coating features all contribute to the production porated into matrices. We do not intend
in the correct stoichiometric amounts, a of a stoichiometric AIN film at a rela- an exhaustive review of the work being
"compositional core" of the precursor, tively low temperature with minimal done in this area. Our aim is to give the
surrounded or appended by "extraneous contamination from the "extraneous reader a feeling for the scope and type
substituents" which impart desirable substituents." of work which has been done, and to
physical properties (such as volatility) In many cases such idealized struc- stimulate the imagination to the possi-
to the molecule. The composition and tural and bonding circumstances may bilities for future application in the pro-
structure of the precursor's "composi- not be as readily obtained, yet the use of cessing of inorganic composites.
tional core" are configured to resemble organometallic or specially designed
that of the product (coating) as much as inorganic precursors can still provide Deposition of Metals
possible. Ideally, the bonds between the relative advantages in processing tem- Considering that metal carbonyls fall
elements of the "compositional core" in perature, stoichiometry control, and uni- within the generally accepted definition
a precursor are stronger than those formity of coverage. We should point out of organometallics, metals are the earli-
between this core and the "extraneous that many of the coatings cited are not est materials to have been deposited by
substituents." This affords precursors necessarily direct replacements for "tra- MOCVD methods. The vapor transport
from which the substituents are easily ditional" methods of applying these ma- of Ni by CO war discovered before the
lost, preferably as relatively stable, gas- terials in terms of crystalline modification, turn of the century, and both Ni(CO).
eous, molecular byproducts. In general, density, or coating purity. In some cases and Fe(CO)s can be used to deposit rela-
it is desirable to have byproducts which the "nontraditional" routes supply "supe- tively pure metallic thin films of these
are volatile at temperatures significantly nor" coatings, in others they are "inferior" metals by thermal CVD at quite low
below the decomposition temperature when judged by these criteria. In many temperatures (35-250"C).19 Most other
of the precursor. cases these and other questions relating binary transition metal carbonyls re-

An example of such a system"5 can be to the utility of the coatings in inorganic quire relatively higher temperatures to
seen in Figure 1, which highlights a pre- composites have not been addressed. decompose completely, generally yield-
cursor that has been used in the LPCVD Since this article focuses on materials in- ing products which contain significant
(low-pressure chemical vapor deposition) tended to be included in composites, amounts of oxygen and/or carbon impu-
deposition of AIN. The precursor is a the quality of coatings applied by these rities upon pyrolysis. 320. Other volatile
volatile solid comprised of cyclohexane- methods should more properly be judged molecular species have been used to
like [(CH3)2AINH 2J 3 molecules. These by their ability to perform the desired deposit these transition metals, often in
molecules have a central "core" consist- function within that environment. In the the presence of H2 as a reductant.-"
ing of a six-membered [AINJI ring, much majority of cases, even among coatings Recent efforts to deposit metallic films
like that in the structure of AIN itself. applied by traditional methods, the ques- using molecular precursors have been
This "core" is held together by fairly tion of in-composite performance is at largely driven by the perceived needs of
strong AI-N bonds and is appended by present unanswered. the electronic industry. In addition to
CH3 and H "substituents" through rela- tungsten, this work has largely centered
tively weaker bonds. The complex was Nontraditional Inorganic and on deposition of aluminum and copper,
found to decompose to h-AIN and CH4  Organometallic Precursors owing to their intrinsically low resistivi-
on heating above 500*C, which is well Applied to Coating Formation ties. Trialkylaluminum compounds have
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• Fiber Coatings Derived from Molecular Precursors

been employed as Al CVD precursors for but this may be accompanied by ther- oligomeric or polymeric species with the
many years, particularly those which molysis of the ligands to carbonaceous -OR groups bndging two or more metal
empioy an alkyl group having a 0-H byproducts wihich can contaminate the atoms. This can lead to low volatilities,
available to facilitate elimination of an metallic film and so influence its adhesion although some oligomeric alkoxides
olefin from t~he complex. These corn- and other properties. Using hydrogen (e.g., Al(OPr'),211 and Cu 4 (OBu')s26)
plexes afford a relatively simple, inex- gas as a co-reductant is sometimes help- are sufficiently volatile for CVD use.
pensive route to Al metal films, with ful in avoiding this contamination. As Oligomerization can sometimes be in-
tris-isobutylaluminum apparently af- for most of the OMCVD precursors to hibited by increasing the steric bulk of
fording the best quality Al films at the metals and ceramics, few detailed stud- the R group, e.g., through the use of the
lowest temperatures (260°C).21 Problems ies of the reaction mechanisms relevant tertiary butoxy group, resulting in an
with surface roughness and the drive to these processes have appeared so far increase in volatility.
for even lower deposition temperatures in the literature. Oligomerization is less of a problem
have prompted the reinvestigation of Specific examples of successful Pt for the 3-diketonate complexes, where
trimethylaminealane !(CH 3)jN:AIH3] as CVD precursors include (Pt(CH 3) 2- the monoanionic ffl-diketonate]- ligand
a source of Al films. " This volatile alane (MeNC)21(MeNC = methyl isonitrile) fills two coordination positions on the
(AIH 3) adduct decomposes readily and and [Pt(CH3)2(COD)] (COD = cycloocta- metal ion. Thus even with the relatively
cleanly on a wide range of substrates at diene), which have been used to deposit small acetylacetonate (MeC(O)CHC-
temperatures as low as 100°C to give Pt on silicon at 250(C.29 In the presence (O)Me = acac) ligand, many of the
smooth, relatively pure, and highly re- of H2, the carbon content of the Pt film neutral complexes are monomenc and
flective films of Al with free trimeth- was considerably reduced and the sufficiently volatile for use in CVD.
vlamine and H2 produced as byproducts. temperature of deposition lowered to When the simple acac conmplexes are

Copper deposition has attracted much 135-180°C. Similarly, gold has been not volatile enough below their decom-
attention in the last few years and a deposited using [Au(CH 3)(P(CH 3)3) 3] position temperatures, using fluori-
variety of novel precursors have been and [Au(CH 3)3(P(CH 3)3)] by LPCVD at nated and/or bulky alkyl substituents as
used in both laser-assisted and thermal 200 0C.-° R and R' is often helpful in increasing
CVD of this material. The chief issues volatility. For example, the ligands
concerning Cu deposition have been Deposition of Oxides [Me 3CC(O)CHC(O)CF 2CF2CF 3]-(fod),
the volatility of the precursor, the con- As with metal coatings, work on and [Me 3CC(O)CHC(O)CMe 3j-(thd)
ductivity and surface morphology of oxide CVD has been motivated largely have been used to obtain volatile corn-
the resultant film, and the selectivity by applications requiring oxide thin plexes of the rare earth elements and
towards different substrates. Among films as passive or active components heavy metal ions such as Zr"4 ,3 and
the systems investigated are various in electronic devices. Recent interest in several of these complexes have been
complexes of Cu"l and Cu' such as preparing thin films of the copper oxide subsequently employed as CVD pre-
(03-diketonate) 2CuY (- 5-C5Hs)CuPR3,24  superconductors by CVD has fueled cursors. 31 ,3s Even with these ligands,
Cu 4(tert-butoxy)8, 25 [CuJOCH(CH&)- particular interest in volatile precursors oligomerization still occurs with the
CH.N(CH,) 2)21,-" and (13-diketonate) for CuO, BaO, and Y203. Group IA and the heavier Group IIA
CuP(CH,).:" The latter compounds are Molecular sources for these deposi- metal complexes. Various neutral lig-
particularly interesting in that they tions are generally either alkoxides ands, such as THF (tetrahydrofuran) and
reportedly decompose at 150-400°C via [M(OR).], (where R = alkyl group) or amines, as well as the free f-diketone
a disproportionation process to give ele- A3-diketonates [M{RC(O)CHC(O)R'ZJ] ligand, have been used successfully in
mental Cu films, free phosphine, and (where R and R' can be various alkyl CVD studies to enhance the volatilities
the bis-,3-diketonate Cu" complex. 2' and perfluoroalkyl groups). The use of of some of these complexes."
Moreover, Cu films deposited this way alkoxides as precursors for oxide ce- These two classes of precursors, the
are reasonably pure and exhibit low ramics has been recently reviewed.32  alkoxides and p-diketonates, have been
electrical resistivity. The chief difficulty in using these com- used to produce a wide range of high

Organometallic precursors to noble pounds as MOCVD precursors is that purity, adherent metal oxide films. In
metal coatings, particularly Pt and Au, they tend to form strongly associated general, an additional source of oxygen.
have also received considerable atten-
tion recently, driven as well by their
potential utility in electronics. Both
solution deposition of polymeric com-
plexes followed by laser or electron
beam irradiation2s and thermal LPCVD Zr(O-C(CH3)3)4 + H 20 -- OZr(O-C(CH3)3 )2 + 2 HO-C(CH3)3
have been used to prepare thin films of I U
these metals by pyrolysis. For the CVD
approach, recent efforts have focused I + H 20 -. ZrO + 11
primarily on identifying volatile, yet
reasonably stable precursors and on I- 2 H2C - C(CH3E + 2 H20

obtaining high conductivity films at as
low a temperature as possible. As with Overall:
copper, these metals are relatively easily
obtained in the metallic form by reduc- Zr(OC(CH3)3 )4 , ZrO2 + 4 H2C = C(CH3)) + 4H 20
tion of higher oxidation state complexes.
Reduction is often effected during py-
rolysis by the attached organic ligands, Reaction I.
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Fiber Coatings Derived from Molecular Precursors

for AI(OPr')3, all these processes add 02 have been examined, and these systems
A or H20 to facilitate removing the ligand have been reported to give BN coatingsA byproducts. at temperatures as low as 65OC.-"4 The

An application of this approach to diborane route is thought to proceed
prepare adherent Y20 3 films on SCS-6 to coatings through the formation of

. SiC fiber for use as a barrier layer in the an intermediate borazine moiety,"
fabrication of SiC/Ni3 AI composites has although it has been pointed out that
been reported by Larkin, Interrante, coatings obtained below 500°C from

,pI and Bose.41 In this work the /3-diketonate borazine precursors differ spectroscopi-
complex Y(thd)3 was decomposed in cally from those produced using di-
the presence of water vapor in a hot- borane precursors.' 2 .'5 These coatings
wall CVD reactor to deposit high purity are microcrystalline, and several reports

* yttria coatings on short lengths of the claim that these routes produce h-BN
SiC fiber at -600TC. These coatings at temperatures below 1000°C. The
were found to survive composite fabri- trichloroborazine precursor has been
cation by cold pressing followed by used by Singh to deposit BN on ceramic
reactive sintering, when temperatures fibers prior to their incorporation in
exceeding 1300*C were reached. This is oxide matrices by hot pressing. 66b

illustrated in Figure 2, where an yttria- In a singular example, Sneddon et al.s
coated SCS-6 fiber cross section is corn- report a precursor which is neither a
pared with that of an uncoated fiber volatile molecule nor a polymer system.
after reactive sintering of the Ni3Al In this work, the dimethyl sulfide ad-
matrix. The coated fibers were also duct of HB(Br) 2 was employed as a
found to survive even after subse- boron source. This material was solu-
quent annealing for extended periods tion coated onto a substrate, followed
at 1000C. by reaction of the substrate coating with

NNH3. This chemistry is thought to fol-
Non-Oxide Ceramics low the reaction shown below, with
Boron Nitride. Synthesis of boron formation of a BN H Br, intermediate
nitride has received much attention, followed by loss of NI-Br leading to the

Figure 2: (a) Uncoated and (b) and both CVD and polymeric precursor BN coating.
yttria coated SCS-6 fiber atter routes exist for producing ceramic coat-
incorporation into 4 Ni AI rnatnx. ings. Recent reviews by Paine42 and

Sneddon' 3 have covered this subject (CH3)2S - BHBr 2  -
thoroughly, but some background NH, - BHBr, + (CH,)S
information and several systems which

such as 02 or H,O, appears to be helpful have recently appeared in the literature NH 3 - BHBr 2 + 2 NH 3 --
in avoiding carbon contamination, espe- will be highlighted here. BN + 2[NH4Br] + H2
cially in the case of the 6-diketonates. The classic boron nitride (BN) CVD
Even when H20 is not deliberately precursor system, BCi)/NH 3, forms the
added, traces of water or even surface ceramic at substrate temperatures above Polymeric precursors to BN ceramics
-OH groups appear to be sufficient to I100*C. Several CVD precursor systems have been prepared largely by oligomen-
catalyze the thermal decomposition of combining diborane with NH 3 or bor- zation reactions involving substituted
certain alkoxides, leading to the rapid azines (particularly B-trichloroborazine) borazines or boranes. In general, the
deposition of a metal oxide film. 37 An
example of such a chain reaction de-
composition for Zr(OBu') 4 is shown in
Reaction I.

As examples of the many situations -NBN NHB NH-
where these two classes of compounds B 4B
have been used as CVD precursors, Cl II 1
the CVD of alumina, zirconia, and 4P B NH NH -
yttria from their respective 19-diketonate (CH3Si
complexes: AI(acac)],36 [Zr(thd),] and 1 II N NHH,N
[Y(thd)3],3 and alumina, titania and sil- B NBC/ NH
ica from their alkoxides: [AI(OPr'h],3 3  Cl /NH
[Ti(OEt)4I1- and (Si(OEt)4j' 0 have been NH4BNH NHIB NH NHOB NH
reported. Deposition temperatures vary
from 250 to 800C, with the S-diketonates NH
generally requiring somewhat higher (CH3) 3Si}2NH H.N.B' NHB N B% ,B NB NHB
temperatures than the alkoxides. In all N NH NHNH
of these cases, source and inlet tempera- (CH 3)3Si I
tures of - 120-200*C along with a carrier n
gas are required to maintain a sufficient
rate of precursor introduction. Except Reactin i1.
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polymers take the form of an alkyl chain Although deposition temperatures as known for some time, generally based
with borazine structures pendant on low as 250°C have been reported by this upon the high temperature reaction of
itY7 or as borazine structures that are method, these films have a high level of HSiCI•,. and a carbon source such as
linked directly" or through amino or carbon contamination at deposition CH, or C2H4 in H2. Carbosilanes such
alkyl amino moieties. 4

1 temperatures below 800WC. For titanium, as CHsSiCI 3k have also been employed,
Paine and co-workers, using the reac- attempts fave been made to design a but again high reaction temperatures

tion shown in Reaction [I, have pro- suitable hgand system based on cyclic are required and HCI is a byproduct.
duced a gel-like polymer which yields amines to permit conversion to the Monomolecular precursors suitable for
h-BN below 1000°C.""' This material nitride by direct pyrolysis. However, the CVD, and which decompose to SiC at
is insoluble in organic solvents, which TiN films obtained proved to have sig- temperatures below 1000°C, may be
might suggest that it is of limited use for nificant carbon contamination.' Chem- found in mono- and di-silacyclobutanes.
coatings. However, treating this poly- istry based on the metal tetraamines has These complexes are believed to de-
mer with anhydrous liquid ammonia recently been revived with the recogni- compose at lower temperatures than cor-
produces a clear solution that has been tion that solution-phase transamination/ responding linear carbosilanes because
used to coat a number of substrates by dehydreamidation reactions of early they possess a significant amount of
dipping. Pyrolysis of the dip-coated tran.sition metals may be mimicked in ring strain.62 Recently, a substituted
substrates gave smooth, pore-free BN the heterogeneous chemistry occurring disilacyclobutane (structure follows) was
coatings.49' during thermolysis of tetraamino corn- employed as a precursor to SiC coatings
Silicon Nitride. The "traditional" CVD plexes when the thermolysis is carried on silicon.63 Although the mechanism of

reaction out under ammonia. Reasonably pure decomposition leading to coatings isprecursor system to Si3N4 is the at films of various metal nitrides have been known to involve the loss of some car-
of a silane/ammonia gas mixture at tern- prepared using this approach. Thus bosilane moieties, decomposition pro-
peratures above 10000CY There have Hoffman, Gordon, and co-workers56' 57 ceeds primarily with the loss of alkanes,

reported which are suitable for CVD of reported the deposition of Zr, Nb, V. principally methane, providing near
re3 portd owing aresito the great ten- Mo, Hf, Ga, and Ti nitride coatings by stoichiometric SiC."SidNc, possibly owing to theg to atmospheric pressure CVD in NH 3 at
dency of aminosilanes and silazanes to 200-400C. H CH3
polymerize. A brief review of volatile Interrante et al.18 and Gladfelters \ .CH 2  S
precursors suitable for rf-enhanced haveCVD has been published by Beatty,s hav reported monomolecular CVD -- / I cHrS /Sl2

precursors for aluminum nitride from 2 CH2 "CH3but most of the complexes mentioned alkylaluminum-amino and-azide com-
either contain too much carbon or are plexes, respectively, These precursors In some preliminary work, this pre-
too thermally stable to be used as pre- have a cyclic structure of alternating Al cursor has been employed to apply a
cursors in a simple pyrolysis system. and N atoms, and yield polycrystalline SiC coating to carbon fibers. During this
Gordon, Hoffman, and Riazsu recently AIN films at temperatures as low as work, it was observed that a SiC coating
reported on a family of aminosilanes of 500*C. Decomposition of this type of of less than -500 A applied this way
the type HoSi(N(CH3)2)4-, from which precursor was shown as an example in noticeably improved the oxidationthey deposited SigN, films on silicon, the Introduction to this article. Gladfel- resistance of the fibers at 400*C."' Whenvitrcous carbon, boron, and quartz at ter also reported a precursor to GaN, this same procedure was employed to
temperatures as low as 6M0 C. Reason- (GaH2 NHI)3, which has a similar cyclic coat a glassy carbon substrate it was
ably pure films are available from these structure of alternating Ga and N atoms," observed that the coating improved
precursors when thermolysis is carried This material has given cubic GaN coat- wetting of the substrate by molten glass,
out under an ammonia atmosphere. in at temperatures below 600"C. compared to uncoated glassy carbon

Silicon nitpide films can also be applied nterrante and Jiangw have recently samples, and also improved adhesion ofusing polymeric precursors. Polysilazanes prepared AIN films from a polymeric the glass to the substrate upon cooling.have the general formula IRR'SiNRs , precursor. This work is an extension of Among the well-studied polymerichav R e a enderare Hormula mietie). their efforts in developing a precursor precursors to SiC are various poly-(R, R' and R" are H or alkyl moieties). suitable for CVD application of AIN.'$ alkylsilanes~s and polycarbosilanes.1'Seyferth and Wisemanpy reported on the The polymer is synthesized by employ- Numerous patents have appeared de-synthesis of these polymers and outlined ing a reaction between aluminum alkyls scribing the use of such materials to coatthe scope of work in this area. These and ethylenediamine resulting in a corn- a variety of fibers,"'M but the com-materials decompose to the product plex structure thought to consist of alu- position and effectiveness of these(SiNy through the successive loss of minium amino heterocycles linked by coatings have not been reported.alkyl moieties or Ha and subsequent ethylene bridges. Seibold and Russel
formation of additional Si-N bonds. report an alternative approach to the Other Carbides. Films of TiC and B.CIn recent work, Blum et al.14 reported synthesis of AIN polymeric precursorsi1 deposited from organometallic precur-the use o f a polysilazane polymer which employed electrochemical reduc- sors have been reported. Girolami"• has([HgSiN(CHd)lmJ to apply coatings to tion of a primary monoamine at an examined tetraneopentyl titanium as aglass and aluminum substrates. aluminum electrode. The resulting poly- precursor to TiC, and Sneddon63 has
Other Nitrides. A general route for meric precursor has not been fully char- reported B4C polymeric precursors.
applying coatings of many metal acterized but has been used to coat Girolami reports crystalline TiC films
nitndes, including Ti, Nb, and Zr, by NiCAION fibers with AIN. from his precursor at temperatures as
the decomposition of organometallic low as 150"C. Sneddon's polymer,
complexes with the general structure Silicon Carbide. Precursors to SiC which is composed of pentaborane moie-
M(N(CH 3) 2),, has been described.ss suitable for CVD application have been ties pendant on a polyethylene chain,
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Application of chemical vapor deposited yttria for the
protection of silicon carbide fibers in a SiC/Ni3AI compositea)
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A CVD process has beeq developed for coating Textron-Avco SCS-6 SiC fiber with
yttria. Both Y(fod)' H 20 and Y(thd)3 (fod = 1,1,1,2,2,3,3-heptafluoro-7,7-dimethyl-
4,6-octanedionato; thd = 2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato) were examined as
potential Y20 3 CVD precursors. Analysis of the deposits by Auger spectroscopy
indicated significant F and C incorporation in the case of Y(fod)3 - H20 whereas, under
appropriate conditions, Y(thd)3 gave a deposit which was essentially free of C and other
impurities. GCFTIR analysis of the volatile products of the CVD process indicated
isobutylene, tetrafluoroethylene, 1,1-difluoroethylene, fluoroform, and fluoroethylene for
Y(fod)3 - H 20 and mainly isobutylene and propylene for Y(thd)3. The precursor Y(thd)3
was chosen to deposit 1-2 Lm of yttria on short lengths of silicon carbide fibers. The
coated fibers were then incorporated into a nickel aluminide (Ni3AI) matrix by reactive
sintering, with yttria affording protection from the known SiC + 2Ni --+ Ni2 Si + C
degradation process. The SiC/Ni3AI composites, before and after annealing at 1000 *C
for up to 100 h, were studied by using SEM and EMPA to determine the extent of
reaction. With the exception of certain portions of the fibers that were inadequately
coated with yttria, complete protection of the fibers was indicated.

I. INTRODUCTION The work reported herein was carried out as an
extension of the studies of R. L. Mehan and M. R.

There has been considerable interest in ceramic Jackson, using yttria as a reaction barrier."7 They
fiber/intermetallic matrix composites.' This is, in part, showed that sputtered yttria, on the surface of a silicon
due to the lower density and superior oxidation resis- carbide disk, prevented reaction with a nickel-based al-
tance of intermetallics versus that of many superalloys. loy disk at 1000 *C. The application of yttria onto sili-
The present study involves the use of a reactively sin- con carbide fibers by sputtering would be impractical,
tered nickel aluminide (Ni3AI) intermetallic matrix considering the size (140 j&m in diameter) and shape of
with Textron-Avco SCS-6 SiC fibers. The Textron-Avco the fibers and the fact that sputtering is a 'line of sight'
SCS-6 fibers basically consist of chemically vapor de- technique. Chemical vapor deposition (CVD), however,
posited (CVD) silicon carbide on a pitch derived (ca. is not line of sight limited and has the potential of totally
40 ;Lm diameter) carbon fiber substrate. coating all of the exposed surfaces.

Silicon carbide fibers were chosen due to their high The metal P-diketonate complexes tris(2,2,6,6-
strength, good oxidation resistance, and availability. tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato) yttrium(III) {Y(thdh}
One major drawback is the fact that silicon carbide has and tris(1,1,1,2,2,3,3-heptafluoro-7,7-dimethyl-4,6-
been shown to react with nickel-based alloys at tem- octanedionato)-monoaquo yttrium(III) {Y(fod)3-H2O, ,
peratures above 700 °C.3. This reaction is dominated by were chosen as potential precursors to yttria thin films
the diffusion of nickel into the silicon carbide, and to a due to their relatively high volatility and stability in the
lesser extent diffusion of silicon into the matrix, lead- 140-200 °C temperature range.$ Also, previous workers
ing to a reaction which forms various nickel silicides."' 5  have reported on the use of such 0-diketonate com-
A stable barrier coating would therefore be necessary if plexes in the CVD of various metal oxides.'-"
these materials are to be used, in contact, at tempera- There also has been recent interest in producing
tures greater than 700 *C. the 1-2-3 superconductor (YBa 2Cu 3O7 -,) by MOCVD

of the respective 0-diketonate complexes of yttrium,

"slPresented at the 14th Annual Conference on Composite Materi- barium, and copper.' 2' 3 All of thes depositions were

als and Structures, American Ceramic Society Closed Sessions carried out in either an oxygen or water vapor enriched

(January 1990), Cocoa Beach, Florida. carrier gas flow and generally involve subsequent an-
"'Currently at the Southwest Research Institute. nealing of the films in oxygen at temperatures ar800 *C.
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However, none of these papers has examined, in de- --- F
tail, the precursors' pyrolysis chemistry. A study of the
pyrolysis chemistry is presented here along with an
evaluation of the different coating compositions and
morphologies that result from the application of these
two precursors. E

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

A. Preparation of the CVD precursors
Tris(2,2,6,6-tetramethyl-3,5-heptanedionato) yttri- *--H E A T ED Z 0 N E---I

um(III) {Y(thd) 3} and tris(1,1,1,2,2,3,3-heptafluoro-7,7- 0-" !
dimethyl-4,6-octanedionato)-monoaquo yttrium(IIl) C JD
{Y(fod)3 " H20} were prepared according to the proce-
dures outlined previously! The Y(thd)3 was obtained as B
an air stable, white powder in ca. 70% yield and was
purified by recrystallization from hexane and subse- FIG. 1. The main components of the fused silica LPCVD reactor

quent sublimation (1.5 Ton', 140 *C; mp = 171-2 *C). used to coat SCS-6 silicon carbide fibers with yttria include
The mass spectrum of the Y(thd)3 precursor was (A) carrier gas inlet, (B) precursor vessel, (C) liquid nitrogen-

determined using an HP-5987A GC/MS interfaced to cooled trap, (D) connection to vacuum pump, (E) alumina support,
and (F) silicon carbide fiber.

an HP-2623A computer system. The sample was intro-

duced into the system using a heated probe and then ture was increased to 150 °C and held at this point until
was subsequently decomposed using chemical ioniza- _>900 of the precursor had sublimed, while maintain-
tion (using methane). The major peaks, with intensities ing a dynamic vacuum of ca. 2 Ton.. This resulted in an
relative to that of the peak at m/z = 57 (4 = 100), were average deposition rate of 0.06 Am-0.1 Am/h. Typical45U = 24.9); 81 (1 = 15.1); 581 (1 = 9.6); 456 coating thicknesses, estimated by using SEM, were
(I = 6.9); 55 (1 = 6.4); 109 (I = 6.0); 127 (I = 6.0). from <0.5 Am to 2.0 Mm. In the case of the cxneri-
The (M + 1) peak at m/z =639 (1 = 2.0) and the(M +) peak at mzz = 2.2) were also observed ments performed using dry N2(g) as the precursor car-

rier gas, the volatile products were collected in the
In the case of Y(fod)3 H H20, the pinkish gummy liquid N 2-cooled traps for later analysis by GCFTIR

solid obtained from the reaction procedure was re- and NMR spectroscopy.
crystallized twice from methylene chloride (0 C) The -CFTIR spectra were obtained using a Varian
and the resulting air stable white powder was further 1500 GC (VZ-10 column) interfaced to a Perkin-Elmerpurified by vacuum sublimation. The melting point 1800 FTIR equipped with a temperature controlled
varied considerably from 60-118 °C, depending on the transfer line, Au-coated lightpipe, and a liquid nitrogen
amount of hydration, which is in agreement with pre- cooled MCT detector. A background spectrum was
vious observations.' recorded before each run and electronically subtracted

from subsequent product spectra. After backfilling A
B. CVD of yttria on SIC fibers dry N 2(g) to 1 atm and warming the isolated liquid-

The SCS-6 SiC fiber (Textron-Avco Corp., Wil- traps, the pyrolysis gases were sampled using a gas-tight

mington, MA) was taken from a continuous spool and syringe. A Varian 200 MHz FTNMR was also used to

broken into lengths of ca. 2 cm. The fiber segments help identify the volatile products. The nmr samples

were cleaned by successive immersions, with stirring, in were prepared by bubbling the gases through benzene-

acetone, methylene chloride, and hexane. The fibers d6 contained in an nmr tube. The transfer of gases from
were then placed onto an alumina boat, which was the warmed LN 2-trap to the nmr tube was accom-

notched to support the fibers at two points (see Fig. 1), plished using a stainless-steel canula.

and then the assembly was loaded into a fused silica
tube furnace. The furnace tube was heated to 630 C C . Fiber coating purity
(measured with an external thermocouple in contact Single crystal silicon wafer (100) pieces (cleaned in
with the silica outer surface). Approximately 0.5 g of the same manner as the SiC fiber) were placed in front
precursor powder was loaded into the precursor vessel of and behind the alumina boat during deposition. The
and the system was then evacuated to ca. 2.0 Torn. A resulting coated silicon pieces were then analyzed for
(65-70 cc/min) flow of H 20 saturated N2(g) was started relative amounts of carbon, oxygen, fluorine, and yt-
through the precursor vessel. The precursor tempera- trium using Auger electron spectroscopy (AES) with a
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2 KeV electron beam. Argon*, 5 KeY, was used as a III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
sputtering source for depth profiling. A. Precursor decomposition

A Debye-Scherrer XRD analysis was performed on
one of the CVD-yttria coated silicon carbide fibers us- In general, analysis of the volatile products that re-
ing Cu K. radiation with a Ni filter for a 12-h exposure. suited from the pyrolysis of the YL 3 complexes indi-

cated that the fragmentation of Y(fod)3 was greater
D. Preparation of composites than that of Y(thd)3 , as evidenced by the number and

relative amounts of the different gaseous byproductsTypically two to three 2 cm-long sections of CVD- detected. This is consistent with prior mass spec-

yttria coated SiC fibers were laid up parallel to the tral studiesd.' 1 which show less fragmentation for the

longest direction of the composite sample and sur- tral studies es a s frar e ntathe for the
rounded with a mixture of Ni (INCO, Carbonyl decom- thd-metal complexes as compared to the more numer-

position type 123) and Al (Balimet, helium atomized ous peaks and complex fragmentation of the metal
h-15 grade) powder (Ni:A::3:). This was pressed intoML (where L = fluorinated -h-iSgrae) pwde (N: Al :31). hiswaspresed nto diketone). Isobutylene, tetrafluoroethylene, 1,1-difluoro-
a rectangu lar (3.0 x 1.5 x 0.5 cm ) block using a static eth ne , flu or ofor m, an luoroethylene were d et cte

load of 330 MPa. The compact was then placed on ethylene, fluoroform, and fluoroethylene were detected

alumina blocks and loaded into a resistively heated by GCFTIR as the major volatile components of the

furnace (Lindberg, single zone) and evacuated to trapped pyrolysis products from the Y(fod)3 decomposi-
furnace0 (Liberghefurnae wase bankld wiuted aron tion. These fluorinated hydrocarbons arc not derived< 5 x 10-6 Torr. The furnace was backfilled with areon from simple fragments of the fod ligand, suggesting that
ande oxygevacaTed , to u16nder vacufw times toera- extensive rearrangement accompanies fragmentation of
move oxygen. Then, while under vacuum, h to empera- the precursor on pyrolysis. This mobility of the fluorine
ture was raised to 200 bC and held for 1 h to remove atom was also suggested by the nature of the fragments
any moisture, followed by a 30 C/rin ramp to 700 oC observed in the prior mass spectrometry studies'4"5 of
to initiate the reactive sintering process. similar fluorinated 0-diketonate complexes.

In contrast to Y(fod)3, the pyrolysis of Y(thd) 3
E. Electron microscopy yields two major volatile components, isobutylene and

A JEOL 840 scanning electron microscope propylene. Also detected by using GCFTIR were pro-
equipped with a backscattered electron (BSE) and sec- pane, isobutane, n-butane, ethane, ethylene, methane,
ondary electron (SE) detector and also an energy dis- and carbon dioxide. The identity of isobutylene and
persive x-ray (EDX) detector was used to obtain the propylene was confirmed by 200 MHz nmr spec-
electron micrographs and preliminary chemical infor- troscopy using benzene-d 6 as the solvent and reference
mation. A JEOL electron microprobe (EMP) was later (using the residual protons at 8 = 7.15). In a negative
employed for the more detailed elemental analysis us- ion mass spectrometry study of related M(thd)3 com-
ing the wavelength dispersive detection (WD) mode. In pounds, Garnett et al. observed fragments which were
addition to the normal SE, BSE, and EDX modes, this attributed to the loss of a methyl radical, methane, a
instrument also has an automated scanning WD capa- t-butyl radical, isobutylene, and isobutane.'5 Our mass
bility controlled by a Tracor-Northern 5500 computer. spectrometric study of the Y(thd) 3 precursor revealed
This makes it possible to analyze successive points three major peaks with m/z ratios of 57 (I = 100), 455
along a sample, which will be referred to as a linescan. (I = 24.92), and 581 (I = 9.66). These three peaks are

The composite samples were prepared for electron consistent with a t-butyl ion (C 4H9) for m/z = 57,
microprobe (EMP) studies by cutting (at the midsec- Y(thd)2* at m/z = 455, and the fragment (m/z = 581),
tion) perpendicular to the fiber length with a diamond possibly resulting from the loss of a (t-C4H9 )÷ from
saw. They were then mounted in epoxy and ground Y(thd)3. The loss of a t-butyl group on pyrolysis is also
with silicon carbide abrasives. After polishing with 0- suggested by the observation of isobutane and iso-
1.0 gm diamond powder, the samples were sonicated in butylene as gaseous products of the CVD using Y(thd)3.
a water-based cleaning solution and then in methanol. Both gases could arise from a t-butyl radical which
The CVD-yttria coated fibers were broken in half to could either combine with a hydrogen atom from the
expose the fiber/coating interface for SEM imaging. ligand or lose hydrogen to another species.
All samples were carbon coated at <5 x 10-6 Torr, Clobes has suggested a mechanism for the rear-
using a carbon evaporator, rangement of M(P-diketonate)1 mass spectral fragmen-

The standards used for the Electron Microprobe tation products which may account for our observation
study were silica (for Si K. and OK. x-rays); nickel of C0 2(g) as one of the products of the thermal decom-
(for Ni K.); yttria (for Y L.) from 99.99% powder position of Y(thd)b." This proposed mechanism starts
(purchased from Alpha Products); and aluminum (for with a fragment [LM(L-R)]÷ which has lost an initial
Al K,), all of which were similarly carbon coated. 1-diketonate ligand and an R group.
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L-M-O - C' - L-M-O CR rerange o ter."'' 5 This methyl radical migration is more likely to
1 OO- occur in the case of a fluorinated compound due to

O--H O=(---C t--H the carbon/carbon bond destabilization induced by the
H fluorine atom."' Auger electron spectroscopy of the

CO, I translucent white coating produced by the decomposi-
L-M-O L-M-CL_=C* (Ref. 16) tion of Y(thd)3 indicated much less carbon impurity

-C--C----O compared to the film produced from Y(fod)3 (Fig. 2).
Therefore, although the fluorinated complex

CR {Y(fod)3" XH 20} was more volatile, the films produced
from the CVD of this compound were unsatisfactory

A similar process can be envisioned in the case of frmteCDothsc punwrenaifcoy
Ahe siermila d mproesstcan be enisond inct the t cae o due to excess carbon and fluorine incorporation. In thisthe thermal decomposition of Y(thd)3 except that the

initial species would be the radical (thd)2Y(L) instead case attempts to remove the excess carbon and fluo-of [LM(p)]c {where w l = (thd)- ligand minus a t-butyl rine, by using a N2/H20(g) carrier gas, resulted in sig-

radical}. Evidence for the corresponding [(thd)2Y(L')] nificant precursor decomposition before sublimation.
species was obtained both in our chemical ionization This is most likely due to the smaller steric bulk of the
(using methane) mass spectrometry experiments and fluorinated propyl groups of Y(fod), making the com-
also in other mass spectrometry studies of Y(thd)3 Isb pound reactive toward water vapor. In contrast, yttria

performed using electron ionization. It is interesting to was successfully applied using the MOCVD precursor

note that CO 2 was not detected in the products from
the pyrolysis of the Y(fodh compound. This, in part,
could be attributed to the greater fragmentation and
reactivity of the Y(fod) complex which would preclude
the intramolecular rearrangement needed in this mecha- -~

nistic scheme. N"'

B. Oxide coating purity "-YYZ
Preliminary CVD studies employing the two differ- "0

ent precursors were performed, using dry N2(g) as the -0
carrier gas and Si(100) as the substrate, in order to
choose the best CVD precursor to yttrium oxide. In ad- 4 , , , t ,
dition to volatility, the criteria that were used included 0 500 1000 1 500 2000
the coating surface morphology and oxide purity as de- Kinetic Energy (eV)
termined by using scanning electron microscopy and (a)
Auger electron spectroscopy, respectively.

By using SEM there was no clear difference in the
surface morphologies of the coatings resulting from the
decomposition of these two precursors. Both coatings
were ca. 1 A.m thick and had a very smooth surface Lh
morphology with the only obvious difference being in "0
the color of the coating. The coating from the Y(thd)3  '- |
precursor, deposited on silicon, appeared translucent LJ y F
white in color while deposition of the Y(fod)3 precursor z
on silicon produced a coating which was distinctly a
darker. Auger electron spectroscopy of the dark coating C
obtained from the Y(fod)b precursor revealed gross car- 0
bon incorporation along with considerable fluorine con-
tamination. Both impurities were uniformly distributed 0 500 1000 1500 2000
throughout the coating thickness, as determined by Kinetic Energy (eV)
Auger depth profiling. This observation is consistent (b)
with previous mass spectrometry studies of similar (b)fluorinated /3-diketonate complexes, which indicate FIG. 2. Auger electron spectra of yttria coatings on silicon pro-
fluorinated migrationtote cometalenter. Thiche tte- duced from the decomposition of (A) Y(thdh and (B) Y(fodh using

dry N2(g) as the carrier gas. The surfaces of both yttria coatings
ported mechanisms involve either a fluorinated methyl were etched for 8 min (using Ar* sputtering) prior to recording
radical or a fluorine radical migration to the metal cen- the spectra.
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Y(thd) 3 without any significant decomposition, even
when using N:/HzO(g) as a carrier gas, allowing con-
trol of the coating purity and morphology. This stability
is in part due to the ability of the tertiary butyl groups
to sterically hinder any additional coordination at the
yttrium center." Therefore. as a result of this prelimi-
nary study Y(thdb was chosen as the precursor to be
used for the deposition of yttria.

Measurements of the relative carbon content by
Auger electron spectroscopy were also employed in ef-
forts to optimize the CVD coating process. Yttria de-
positions on silicon were performed using the Y(thd)3
precursor at different source temperatures, deposition
rates, and gaseous environments while both the coating
surface morphology (SEM) and the carbon content
(AES) were monitored. An AES depth profile was per-
formed once the best CVD conditions were found that
provided a minimum of carbon contamination through-
out the coating thickness with a smooth, crack-free sur-
face morphology (Fig. 3). These CVD conditions were
a •<0.15 um/h deposition rate (i.e., 1.5 Mm over 10 h),
80 ccm flow of N2(g) saturated with H 20, dynamic
pressure of ca. 1.5 Torr, and a 600 'C substrate tempera-
ture. An AES depth profile indicated that the coating
was uniform in composition throughout the thickness.
Water vapor has been used previously in the CVD of
this compound in order to produce oxide films of higher
purity."'2' 3 The role of water vapor has not been deter-
mined; however, it could aid in the removal of the Hthd
ligand, by hydrolysis, or it could serve as a source of H
and OH in quenching the organic radical byproducts.

tBu "tBu OH

e.g. C +C + tBuH FIG. 3. (A) This ca. I gm thick yttria coating was obtained at

I 1 0.1 gm/h deposition rate and a dynamic pressure of 2.0 Torr using
U H 2 0-saturated Nz(g) as a carrier gas. (a) Yttria coating, (b) carbon-

"/ / rich layers of the SCS-6 SiC fiber, and (c) silicon carbide. (B) Lower
magnification view of the yttria-coated SCS-6 silicon carbide fiber

One of the coated fibers was analyzed by Debye- in (A), broken to reveal the coating.
Scherrer XRD. This was done both to determine if the
yttria was crystalline and to detect any yttrium oxycar- fact, the exotherm is large enough to drive the reaction
bide (Y2OC) that can form in the presence of excess to completion along with a sharp increase in tempera-
carbon, as reported by Holcombe and Carpenter.'7 The ture to _>1300 'C. As was verified by experiments car-
observed lines were attributable only to yttrium oxide ried out using uncoated silicon carbide fibers, at these
and P-silicon carbide. No yttrium oxycarbide or any temperatures the fiber can be totally consumed in only
other crystalline impurities were detected. a few minutes.

C. Reactive sintering process D. Fiber/matrix reaction

The Ni 3A! matrix was formed by reactively sin- Previous workers have indicated the occurrence of
tering an intimate mixture of nickel and aluminum a gross reaction between silicon carbide and nickel or
powder." Once initiated at about 650 *C, this highly nickel base alloys at temperatures greater than about
exothermic reaction rapidly proceeds with the dissolu- 700 *C.'-J'' The nickel and silicon seem to be the more
tion of the nickel into the molten aluminum, resulting active species which diffuse into the fiber and matrix,
in formation of the intermetallic compound Ni 3AI. In respectively. The nickel and silicon carbide react to
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form free carbon (as graphite)3 and nickel silicides such was proposed that the yttria may be reacting at the two
as NizSi and Ni 3Si. 350 -: Mehan and Jackson3 have re- interfaces and forming compounds such as the spinel
ported on the reaction of the nickel base alloy, NiCrAl, Y:SiO, and alumina at the ceramic and metal inter-
with hot pressed silicon carbide. In their detailed study, faces, respectively, which then serve as the reaction
they found 8-Ni 2Si and graphite as alternating layers barriers.' This observation suggests the possibility that
on the silicon carbide side of the SiC/NiCrAI reaction a Y203 coating on a SiC fiber could serve as both a
couple. Our present results, as determined from elec- protective layer and, after the initial processing step, as
tron microprobe analysis (EMPA) of a partially reacted a weak interface. Whereas a strongly bound yttria coat-
SiC fiber/Ni 3AI sample, also indicate that the silicon ing on the silicon carbide fiber would be desirable
carbide fiber has reacted to form a phase whose nickel- during composite manufacture, once the fiber is in-
to-silicon ratio is consistent with Ni 2Si (vide anfra). corporated into the matrix, the yttria coating could

All of the previously reported studies were per- debond from the fiber (and matrix), allowing some de-
formed using a nickel base preformed alloy where the sirable energy absorbing mechanisms, such as crack
reaction with silicon carbide was initiated by hot press- blunting and fiber pullout, to potentially occur. In sup-
ing the two components at temperatures <-1150 *C. The port of this assumption, examination of the fracture
reaction in the case of the SiC/Ni3AI is further compli- surfaces of composite samples containing Y2O,-coated
cated by the fact that the Ni3Al in this study is pro- SCS-6 silicon carbide fibers in a reactively sintered
duced from the highly exothermic reaction between a Ni 3Al matrix indicated a significant degree of fiber
mixture of nickel and aluminum powders. Since high pullout.24

temperatures (>-1300 °C)19 are potentially reached be- In the present work, low pressure (1-2 Torr) chemi-
fore all of the reactants can be totally consumed, free cal vapor deposition (CVD) was employed to obtain
elemental nickel as well as the Ni 3AI are both likely uniform Y20 3 coatings on all exposed surfaces of the
to be available for reaction with the silicon carbide. silicon carbide fibers. Preliminary experiments with
Therefore the two most likely reaction sequences that coatings of various thicknesses suggested the need for a
are possible would be: minimum coating thickness. By comparison of com-

SiC(s) + Ni 3AI(s) -- Ni 2Si(s) + C(gr) + NiAl(s) posite samples that contained fibers with coatings of
different thicknesses, it was found that fiber coatings

and >0.8 Asm generally survived the reactive sintering

2Ni(s) + SiC(s) -- Ni2Si(s) + C(gr) (R.S.) step whereas the <-0.6 Am coated fibers did not.
The latter case will be discussed in detail first.

Furthermore, the reaction of silicon carbide is known A typical yttriacated ibetat didnts
to b mot rpid itheleenta nikeland lowst ith A typical yttria-coated fiber that did not survive

to be most rapid with elemental nickel and slowest with the R.S. step (i.e., <-0.6 Am coating) is shown in
the more complex and nickel deficient compounds.a Fig. 4(B). This is believed to be mainly due to the small
The reaction between silicon carbide and different cracks typically observed by using SEM, in such coat-
nickel compounds will be discussed further in the sec- ings. The partially protected fiber can be compared to
tion dealing with the further heating of the composite. the results of an uncoated fiber in a reactively sintered

nickel aluminide matrix [Fig. 4(A)]. Note that the only
E. Effect of yttrla coatings remaining part of the original uncoated fiber is the car-

Coatings other than yttria have been tried, with bon core.
limited or no success, for the protection of silicon car- The EMPA results (Fig. 5) for the thinly coated sili-
bide from nickel base alloys. Cornie and collaborators 23  con carbide fiber in Fig. 4(B) clearly indicate that it has
have tried to protect silicon carbide filaments from re- reacted to form compound(s) containing mainly nickel,
action with a NiCrAJY matrix by using a CVD tung- silicon, and carbon while retaining its original shape.
sten barrier coating on the fibers. They reported that The ratio of Ni to Si is 2:1 (at. %), in agreement with
there was limited success provided that the tungsten the results of both Refs. 2 and 3. As was shown by the
coating was defect-free and adequate in thickness. 23  essential replacement of the silicon carbide fiber by
However, this protection was lost after the tungsten nickel silicide (Ni2Si), the nickel seems to be the more
had reacted with the NiCrAIY to form various inter- active species, which diffuses into the fiber. Also by
metallic compounds. 23 Mehan and Jackson6 have shown using EMPA it was determined that the dark precipi-
that a sputtered yttria coating was quite successful as tates (Fig. 5) were carbon, presumably graphite. Similar
an interface barrier provided there were no discontinu- reaction products were observed 3'y both Cornie et al. 23

ities in the yttria layer. Mehan and Jackson6 also re- as a result of incorporating silicon carbide filaments in
ported that even though the yttria spalls off after only a hot-pressed NiCrAIY matrix and also by Yang et al.-
one heating cycle, the resulting surfaces are modified with SCS-6 SiC fibers in hot-pressed Ni3AI. The sur-
and continue to provide protection from reaction. It rounding matrix was also analyzed and found to contain
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FIG ý,An electron microprobe profile showin !.ehat
coaled iv oh vuriral silicon c- lide liher ii :iR -1 H ci't
form nickel sulicideN and cart, v recipitates

(1 gomin to the fiber. This indicates that nickel is, more
mobile compared to silicon.

in contrast to the observations made on compositcs

§ ~contaiiiing thinil,' coated silicon carbide tibersý. the re-
suits tý,.pically obtained for the 1ý, Aimn thick Itiria-

I t(, 4 -\An un~iiated SCS-1) silicon carbide fiber in a reactivrels coated fibers sho%4 no sign of It gross reaction het%4ccn
,inlered nic kel auniurniJe ,Ni~l matrix and B) a %fl;,on carbide the fiber and the matrix. A-lso. the backscattered d:cc-

1cru-i hinis >miled Ailh '.rtrai. 1i - (1t m, Note in Ar- onh, the origi- tron image shows none of the features in the maitrix
nai :art,,ri :ire remain% unreacted area that were very apparent in Fig. NiAl, It is also no-

table that there is good wetting of the %~ttria-c:oated
fiber by the matrix [Fig. 7(BIJ even though no pressure

silicon, as well as, well-defined areas of nickel-deficient was applied during the reactive sintering step.
nickel aluminid: le~g.. Ni1 ,Al). These areas were re- EMPA results of the fiber from Fig. 7 is ,howkn in
'.ealed h-% backscattered electron imaging IBSEJI of the Fig. 8. A small amount of nickel has diffused into the
matrix region see Fig. hi. rhe dark-colored matrix area silicon carbide fibier, ranging from 0.251-( near the ma-
shown in Fig. t~tA) was found to have a Ni/Al ratio trix down to (1.018 lat_'l near the carbon core Three
tat 'r' of cit. 5h/31 h% I-MPA. whereas the surrounding, linescans were per-formed oin the fiber to %,crif%, that
lighter area gave a Ni,AI 166, 211 close ti that expected the diffusion was symmetrical. The results confirm that
tor NiIAl Other areas. closer to the original silicon all components are in i!oad contact and that the nickel
carbide fiber regwn. were found which contained sic- had diffused in from the surrounding matri\. Vhe
nificant amounts of silicon, In general, the aluminum- aluminum concentration within the fiber area %.is
irtch imnckel defsicintl areas Aefe found ito extend far below detectable limits, which also rules out an, p1)5-
"i-0 kini from the fiber "hercas the sI Iicon -containing soble contamination by the matrix due to polishing~
regoios \4erc more confined to the matrix area close EMPA of the surroundingz matrix also confirm,, the ab-
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yttria layer and not the surrounding nickel aluminide
matrix or adjacent silicon carbide fiber. In contrast.
Fig. 10(B) depicts an oxygen profile for the sample
shown in Fig. 4(B) (reacted fiber), which indicates that
a significant amount (>1 at. %) of oxygen was incorpo-
rated into the reacted fiber.

As is obvious from a comparison of Figs. 10(A) and
10(B), the fiber/yttria interface for the sample in which
the fiber had reacted was not as clearly defined com-
pared to the interface associated with the unreacted
sample. This is presumably a direct result of the nickel
diffusing into and reacting with the silicon carbide
fiber during the reactive sintering of the matrix.

G. Effect of further heating (to 1000 °C)

Two composite samples, similar to the one shown100 - -in Fig. 7(B), were further heated in a nitrogen atmo-
\Ni sphere to 1000 'C for 1 h. They were then analyzed

0 . using scanning and backscattered electron imaging.
Since there was not any detectable reaction, they were

0 reheated for an additional 10 h. Following this, the re-
< 1 Si suiting samples were ground well below the surface ex-

L. ~ /posed during the additional heating and then prepared
1 E-1 " for electron microprobe analysis, as previously de-

scribed. Electron microprobe revealed that the nickel
1 t -. •. ". "•diffusion profile of the silicon carbide fiber was identi-

0 20 40 6cal to that of the unannealed sample previously shownM ICN0 60 80 in Fig. 8. The backscattered electron image taken of the
MICRONS sample, after it was subjected to heating at 1000 °C for

FIG. 8. Electron microprobe analysis from the carbon core of the 11 h, did not reveal any evidence of inhomogeneities in
yttria protected silicon carbide fiber to the Ni3AI matrix. Note that the matrix surrounding the fiber.
the silicon diffuses less than the nickel. Extended heating for a total of 100 h at 1000 °C

also had no noticeable effect en the SiC fiber com-
difference in the coefficient of thermal expansion of posite. This sample was then cut along the fiber axis
these two sections of the fiber. Cracks in the yttrla to reveal the extent of protection provided by the yt-
coatings at the intersection of these layers with the bulk tria coating. Examining this longitudinal section using
silicon carbide fiber were typically observed during the SEM and EMPA revealed that most (ca. 8.2 mm) of the
examination of the ends of the coated fibers by SEM. 11 mm length of fiber displayed here was totally pro-
The other area of observed reaction is associated with tected for 100 h at 1000 *C. Other sections, including
the inadequate coating of the fiber at the point of its the fiber end and the region near the fibers' point of
contact with the modified alumina boat. This was veri- contact with the alumina support, showed no obvious
fied by measurement of the distance between the fiber further reaction beyond that which was evident after
end and the point of contact with the boat in the CVD the initial reactive sintering step.
coating apparatus. Using the reaction rate data calculated for the

NiCrAI/SiC couple,' we can compare the two situations
F. Oxygen analysis that were performed experimentally. For the case of a

The coated-fiber/matrix interface was also ana- reaction couple heated to 1000 °C for a period of ca.
lyzed for oxygen by vsing EMPA. The analyses were 11.0 h the silicon carbide is expected to react to a mini-
then compared for the samples containing the unre- mum depth of approximately 30 Am. If this tempera-
acted versus the reacted fibers [Figs. 10(A) and 10(B), ture were held for a total time of 100 h, the reaction
respectively]. The amount of oxygen detected, by using front would be expected to penetrate the silicon car-
EMPA [Fig. 10(A)), on either side of the yttria layer bide fiber to ca. 1.2 cm. This suggests that the 70 Am
was less than 1% (atomic) for the samples in which the radius silicon carbide fiber should be almost halfway
fibers were unreacted. This EMPA [Fig. 10(A)] indicates consumed after being held for only 11 h at 1000 'C and
that the oxygen is intimately associated with only the completely consumed after 100 h at this temperature.
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101 40 ing the reactive sintering step since free nickel would
/ Aboth react with3 and diffuse into the silicon carbide

-0 / / 30 more quickly. Except for the small amount of nickel
- ,. diffusion detected after the reactive sintering step, the

-- 1 (. 20 silicon carbide fiber underwent no further reaction with
< 0 the surrounding Ni 3AI matrix even after heating at

< 1000 'C for 100 h.0 10-
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corresponded to the "gross reaction layer" observed optically.
The next layer out had an average composition of Ti 3Al. This
layer was followed by a regime in which the aluminum content
slowly dropped to zero, with a concomitant increase in titanium
content toward the bulk composition. Oxygen concentrations
could not be measured in this system.

More recently, Chamberlain [2] investigated this system by
depositing titanium by electron beam evaporation, to a
thickness of 200 nm, on a single crystal (111) sapphire surface
and heat treating for 4.5 hours at 800 K. After heat
treatment, the samples were analyzed by Auger electron
spectrometry to determine the composition profile at the
interface. The analysis involved monitoring the oxygen,
titanium and aluminum Auger peaks as the film was removed by
argon ion sputtering. The aluminum peak was monitored at high
energy resolution to permit separation of contributions from
metallic aluminum, and aluminum present as oxide. The
resulting depth profiles showed a metallic aluminum layer at
the interface, with oxidized aluminum restricted to the A10 3

side of the interface. The final oxygen content of tse
titanium film was high, probably due to indiffusion of oxygen
from the ambient atmosphere during heating.

In the present work, we have repeated the study of the Ti-
Al 03 interface, using methods similar to those of Chamberlain,
an• extended the work to TiAl-Al20V, TiTaAl -A1 2 0 3  Ta-Al and
Y-A1 20 3 interfaces, with the intent of determlning the effect
of interface composition on interfacial reactivity.

2. Experimental
The experimental interface samples were formed by sputter

deposition of the appropriate metal or alloy onto a-A1203 (1010)
plates, 0.3cm2 in area, 1mm thick. The A1203 plates were
ultrasonically cleaned prior to the deposition process, using
successive baths of detergent water, distilled water, acetone
and ethanol. Deposition was carried out in a dc magnetron
sputtering system using metal targets of the desired final
composition. Targets used included pure titanium, tantalum and
yttrium obtained from Alfa Products Division of Johnson Matthey
and TiAl and TiTaAl 2 alloy targets obtained from Pure Tech,
Inc. No effort was made to compensate for differential sputter
yields. The background pressure in the system prior to
deposition was in the high 10's torr range. The experimental
system permitted the preparation of as many as ten samples
simultaneously. Film thicknesses varied from run to run in the
200 to 300 nm range, but were uniform within less than 10% for
the samples of a given run.

After deposition, one or more samples from each run was
reserved as an "as deposited" sample. The other samples were
heat treated for various times and temperatures to induce
interfacial reaction. The heat treating process was carried
out in an ultrahigh vacuum system equipped with a small
furnace, capable of temperatures up to 1200 K. During the heat
treatment cycle, the pressure was maintained in the low 10'9
torr range, which avoided the introduction of oxygen through
the free surface of the film.



Subsequent to the heat treatment, both the heat treated
samples and the unheated reference samples were analyzed to
determine the extent of interface reaction during heat
treatment. Samples were first examined by Rutherford
backscattering spectroscopy (RBS,) using 1.0 or 2.0 MeV He*
ions. Following this, the samples were examined by Auger
surface analysis (AES) and depth profile analysis using argon
ion sputtering. The extent of reaction and reaction products
were determined by comparison of the backscattering spectra and
Auger depth profiles for the heat treated and unheated samples.

In the Auger analysis, the sensitivity of the Auger
spectrometer was standardized by adjusting the sensitivity to
give a constant height for the molybdenum peaks from the
molybdenum mask used to hold the samples in place. The
absolute film thicknesses obtained from the backscattering
spectra were used to standardize the depth scale.

3. Results and Discussion
Auger spectra taken in the course of a depth profile run,

such as the one shown in Figure 1, indicated that the aluminum

CD
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jL_. AI(metalic)

D -- Aim(oxide)

0 100 200 300 400 500 600

ELECTRON ENERGY - VOLTS

Figure 1. Auger spectrum of a Ti- A1,03 thin film sample,
after heat treatment, taken in the course of a depth
profile measurement. The splitting of the aluminum peak
near 60 eV into contributions from metallic and oxide
species is evident.

Auger peak in the 60 eV region was split, showing contributions
from both metallic aluminum and oxidized aluminum, A13 .
Accordingly, all depth profile studies recorded these two
contributions independently.

3.1 Titanium-A120 Interface
RBS spectra obtained from as-deposited and annealed films



of titanium on sapphire are shown in Figures 2 and 3. These
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Figure 2. RBS spectrum of Ti-Al2 O3 couple - as deposited.
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Figure 3. RBS spectrum of Ti-A120 3 couple - after
annealing for 8 hours at 5500C.

spectra differ in that the titanium peak (above channel 300) is
wider but less intense for the annealed sample, and the oxygen
edge (close to channel 150) and aluminum edge (close to channel
250) are less sharp, and show structure below the edge. These
features are indicative of significant reaction at the
interface. The extent of reaction is even more obvious in the
corresponding Auger depth profiles, Figures 4 and 5. The



interface is clearly more diffuse for the annealed sample and
there is a buildup of metallic aluminum (the A16 peak) near the
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Figure 4. Auger dpeth profile study of a Ti-A120 couple
- as depositedC,)
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Figure 5. Auger depth profile study of a Ti-A1203 couple

- after annealing for 8 hours at 550 °C.

interface. There is also significant diffusion of oxygen into

the titanium. Note that these profiles show only the region

close to the interface, not the whole thickness of the film.

Far from the interface the profile showed only titanium and a

small amount of oxygen.
These results are similar to those observed previously by

Tressler nt al (1] and Chamberlain (2]. Thermodynamic analysis

of the Ti-A1203 system, in which titanium aluminide warn



considered as a possible reaction product, led to the results
shown in Table 1.

Reaction AG (cal/mol)

A1203 + 7/2Ti 3/2TiO2 + 2TiA1 + 21000
A1203 + 13/5Ti 3/5Ti 3O5 + 2TiAl +4100
Al203 + 4Ti Ti203 + 2TiAl -4700
A1203 + STi 3T O + 2TiAl -23000

Note that the general trend is that the reactions become
thermodynamically more favorable as the oxidation state of the
titanium in the oxide product decreases.

3.2 TiAl- A1203 Interface
RBS spectra obtained from TiAl films on A120 are shown

superimposed in Figure 6. In this figure, the lack of
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Figure 6. RBS spectra of TiA1-A1 203 couples: A, as
deposited. B, after annealing 24 hours at 8500C.

correspondence of the Al and 0 edges in the two cases arises
form a calibration problem in the RBS system. The feature of
greatest interest in this figure is the slight dip in the Al
peak at the film-substrate interface. This may indicate
preferential diffusion of titanium into and aluminum away from
the interface, similar to the results observed by Tressler "
al [1]. The Auger depth profiles of this interface are shown
in Figures 7 and 8. Again the interface has become more
diffuse as a result of the annealing process, but the extent of
interdiffusion is much less here than in the case of the Ti-
A1203 interface, and there is no obvious increase in the A16
peak near the interface. Note that the annealing temperature



is much higher in this case - 8100C as compared to 5500C for
the Ti-A1203 case - indicating a much lower reaction rate.
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Figure 7. Auger depth profile study of a TiAl-A1203
couple - as deposited.
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Figure 8. Auger depth profile study of a TiAI-A1203
couple - after annealing for 24 hours at 8100C.

3.3 TiTaA12-A1203 Interf ace
RBS spectra for annealed and as-deposited f ilms in this

case are shown superimposed in Figure 9. Here, aside f rom the
of fset associated witt the RBS system calibration, the two
spectra are indistinguishable. The Auger depth profiles, shown
in Figures 10 and 11, show some increase in interface width,
but significantly less than either of the previous cases.



3.4 Yttrium-A1203 Interface
A few measurements were made of the interfacial reactions

of yttrium films on Al O3  This was done to investigate the
possibility of using Y2O3 as a barrier layer to reduce the
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Figure 9. RBS spectra of TiTaAl2 -A120, couples: A, as
deposited. B, after annealing 24 hours at 8506C.
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Figure 10. Auger depth profile study of TiTaAl2-A1203
couple - as deposited.

reactivity of the titanium-A1203 interface. As shown in Figure
12, the RBS spectra in this case indicate extensive interfacial
reaction, even for relatively short, low temperature anneals,
with the formation of interfacial layers of yttrium oxides and

/J
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Figure 11. Auger depth profile study of TiTaAl2-A1203
couple - after annealing 8 hours at 810 C.

ytctrium aluminum oxides, with aluminum diffusing as far as the
surfac, of the film. It is clear that .5f Y0 3 is to be used as
a barrier layer, it will have to be deposited as the oxide.
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Figure 12. RBS spectra of ¥-A1203 couple: A, as

deposited, B, after annealing 4 hours at 550°C. C, after
annealing 8 hours at 550eC.

3.4 Tantalumiu-A203 Interface
A set of measurements made with pure tantalum films on

A1203 indicated negligible interfacial reaction, as expected on
thermodynamic grounds.



4. Conclusions
The results obtained clearly indicate that the titanium-

A120 3 interface is highly reactive, even at relatively low
temperatures.

Use of intermetallic matrixes such TiAl or TiTaAl 2 greatly
reduces the tendency toward interfacial reactions, with the
interface stability increasing with the addition of
tantalum.

The use of Y203 as a barrier layer is suggested on
thermodynamic grounds. Present results with yttrium are
inconclusive, due to our inability to deposit the oxide using
available equipment.

Tantalum films are unreactive with A1203. and might, if
thick enough, serve as a barrier layer in a titanium matrix
system.
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Abstract

Two cylindrical hollow cathode magnetron (CHCM) sputtering

systems were constructed to reactively sputter coatings of refractory

materials onto carbon fibers in order to protect these fibers within a

matrix environment. Because of the inherent cylindrical symmetry in

this type of cathode, cylindrical objects such as carbon fibers are

naturally given an even coating on their outer surfaces. Using this

type of cathode, it was possible to deposit thin films of titanium onto

carbon rods at high sputter deposition rates. The addition of nitrogen

to the inert sputter gas atmosphere was used to produce non-

stoichiometric coatings of the refractory compound TiNx. Plasma leakage

in the cathode had the added benefit of bombarding substrates with the

sputtering plasma, resulting in electrostatic charging that could spread

fibers within a carbon fiber tow. Under this condition it was possible

to evenly coat each fiber within a bundle with titanium.

In order to alleviate interface problems that occur when carbon

fibers are incorporated into the matrix material of composites, thin

films of various materials are deposited onto the fibers prior to their

insertion into the matrix material. These interface problems arise from

a combination of effects resulting from the differences between the two

materials, including poor wetting of the carbon surface by the matrix

material, reactions between the fiber and matrix material, and

differences in the coefficient of thermal expanqion of the two

materials. 1 '4 Thin films or thick films can act as functionally



gradient coatings and diffusion barriers and hence can alleviate some of

these problems. As well as protecting the fiber during the process of

combining the fiber with the matrix, coatings may promote the wetting

and bonding of the fiber with the matrix. We have constructed and

tested a cylindrical hollow cathode magnetron (CHCM) sputtering

cathode 6 "9 for coating carbon fibers. This paper deals with the

sputtering of titanium and the reactive sputtering of TiN as a prelude

to the sputtering of refractory metal borides. All hardware and

techniques developed herein for working with Ti and TiN easily lend

themselves to adaptation to a metal-boride sputtering system.

Part II: Experimental Apratus

Two seperate CH1CM sputtering cells were designed and built in our

laboratory. These were operated within two separate vacuum systems.

Schematic views of the first and second sputtering systems with their

associated cathodes are shown in Figures 1, 2 and 3, 4 respectively.

Each CHCM was powered by a 0.8 Amp, 250 Volt D.C. power supply.

The cathode bodies were constructed of copper to ensure efficient

cooling of the target surface. The target area of each cathode

consisted of a sheet of titanium rolled into a cylinder with a diameter

of approximately one inch, and a length of one inch. The cathode in

each design was insulated from the anodes by two annular ceramic inserts

cut from machinable ceramic. The anodes were constructed of stainless

steel and iron in the first and second CHCMs respectively. Although a

solenoid coil originally surounded the first cathode to produce a



magnetic field for magnetron operation, the solenoid was soon replaced

with two solid annular-shaped ceramic magnets, placed at the ends of the

CHCM assembly. This same magnet configuration was used for the second

cathode.

The sputter chamber used in conjunction with the first cathode was

evacuated by the multi-stage pumping system illustrated in Figure 1.

All components in the high vacuum parts of the system were made from 304

stainless steel and are joined using copper gasket technology. The

system was used to achieve base pressures in the 10-9 range. Sample

introduction and movement between the cathode and oven was achieved via

a magnetic coupling system that transferred both translational and

rotational motion to the substrates. Gas flow into the system was

regulated by two piezoelectric mass flow controllers.

The sputter chamber used in conjunction with the second CHCM is

shown in Figure 3. This system was also constructed of stainless steel

using copper gasket technology and could achieve base pressures in the

10-9 range. The sample manipulator indicated in Figure 3 could place

samples within the main chamber by use of a stainless steel rod that

slid within a differentially pumped chamber.

Ym P r nm]Re

A Preliminary Testin; of Cathode I and Version I of the SDuttering

As an initial test of the first sputtering system, titanium was

depositedonto a 3 inch long segment of copper wire (2 mm. in diameter)



at a pressure of 200 mtorr of Argon with no gas flow. After the solenoid

coil magnetron established a magnetic field, the power supply to the

cathode (version 1) was turned on, producing a power of approximately 85

watts. The resulting plasma was not contained entirely within the

cathode cavity since each of the two cathode openings emitted dim jets

of plasma. After five minute presputter, the copper wire was inserted

into the cathode for fifteen minutes. An AES depth profile of the

titanium coating is shown in Figure 5. This figure shows the large

amount of carbon and oxygen contaminants contained within the film.

In an attempt to identify the cause of the contamination of the Ti

film by carbon and oxygen, an experiment identical to that above was

performed, except this time argon was slowly bled into the chamber while

being removed by the turbopump. The pressure was maintained at 200

mtorr. After a 5 minute presputter, the copper wire substrate was

inserted into the cathode for a period of two minutes. An AES depth

profile of this material is shown in Figure 6. This deposition

obviously resulted in a much purer film, indicating that sputtering with

a flow of gas through the system could create higher purity films than

sputtering with no such flow.

In order to demonstrate the ability of the cathode cell to coat

carbon substrates, several three inch long rods (1/8 inch diameter) of

pressed vitreous carbon were individually introduced into the deposition

chamber in a series of experiments. Argon was bled into the chamber

through one of the two piezoelectric gas leak valves throughout the

experiments. Argon pressure was maintained at 250 mtorr by the pumping

action of the turbopump. The cathode power was 112 watts. After a 15

minute presputter, the rod was inserted into the cathode for 2 minutes.



When the carbon rod was removed from the cathode, it appeared to glow

red for several seconds, indicating a surface temperature in excess

of 700 °C. This high substrate temperature was observed for all

depositions performed on carbon substrates using version I of the

cathode. Upon removal of the rod from the chamber, AES was again

performed on the Ti coatings. Figures 7a and 7b show the results of the

AES study on one rod, indicating a relatively pure deposited film.

Metallographic techniques were used to obtain a thickness measurements

as high as l.5x10"4 cm for these titanium film depositions and a

resulting sputtering deposition rate was 7500 Angstroms/minute.

IL Soutterin; of TiO usin; the First Snutterina System and Version

I of the Cathode.

Coatings of TiN. were deposited onto a carbon rods in the following

manner. Rod were cleaned ultrasonically using the same procedures

mentioned previously, and were loaded into the sample introduction

chamber. Each rod was then brought into the main chamber and was baked

out in the oven at 475 °C for 1 hour. The gas pressure was then

adjusted to a pressure of 250 mtorr, with a partial pressure of 20Z N2

in Argon. The magnetron coil was turned on and the plasma was lit with

a power of 135 watts. After a 10 minute presputter, the carbon rod was

then inserted for a two minute sputter run. The AES depth profile

analysis of a resulting film is shown in Figure 8. The films appeared

to be a very dark black-reddish color with gold sparkling highlights,

indicating that the films were nitrogen deficient.



In order to quantify the AES spectra taken of TiNx, a

"standard" was obtained from Mark Wittmer at IBM Yorktown Heights. The

standard consisted of a 200 Angstrom thick layer of TiNx on a silicon

wafer. Here x is approximately equal to 1. The exact value of x is not

known; however, the film stoichiometric ratio was assumed to be close to

1:1 because of the observed characteristic gold Til color. An AES

spectrum and depth profile are shown in Figures 9 and 10.

Utilizing the AES spectrum of this standard, it was possible to

determine the N/Ti ratio of the two sputtered TiNx films. Using the

Auger results of the Ti film in Figure 7a and the Auger analysis

process of Laimer et al. 1 0 and the equation:

(N/Ti)s~gp* - [(N/Ti)TO"*/K.TN ] x [Iswpk(383eV)/Isup*(4l8eV) - k-r .

(1)

(where kTi.Std - (383eV/I(418eV) and kTiN.Std - I(383eV)/I(418eV)] a

ratio of N/Ti equalled to 0.56 was obtained for the average TiNx sample.

A piece of the Ti sheet that was used to construct the cathode was used

as a Ti standard (see Figure 11). All numerical values for peak

heights used in these calculations are tabulated in Table 1.

It was also possible to use the TiN standard to calculate a rough

sputter deposition rate for the first TiNx sample, assuming that the

sputering rates of TiN and TiNx are approximately equal. Knowing that

the standard film thickness is 200 Angstroms and that 30 minutes (see

Figure 11) were required to sputter down to the silicon substrate, one

can calculate a sputter rate of 6.7 Angstroms/min. Noting from Figure 8

that approximately 80 minutes were required to sputter through the TiNx



coating, -one can calculate a film thickness of 530 Angstroms. This

gives a sputter deposition rate of 240 Angstroms/min.

SPreliminary Testing of Cathode II and the Second Sputtering

The first deposition attempted in the new configuration was Ti

deposition onto a carbon rod. The rod was cleaned using the usual

cleaning procedure and was brought into the sputtering chamber. The

system was backfilled with argon to a pressure of 225 mtorr. The

cathode was presputtered for 10 minutes at a power of 90 watts. There

were no jets of plasma emanating from the cathode as was noted for the

earlier cathode configuration, indicating that the nev, stronger

magnetic field confined the plasma more effectively than the old.

Finally the carbon rod was inserted into the cathode for a 5 min.

deposition. After the 5 min. deposition, the rod was removed from the

system and a piece was prepared for Auger analysis. Auger results are

shown in Figures 12 and 13. Although the Auger analysis indicates a

high degree of purity in the upper layers of the Ti film, there is a

large amount of carbon present in the lower regions of the film. This

is an indication that the plasma is not being effectively confined to

the cathode walls and is causing sputtering of carbon from the surface

of the carbon rod, to be later redeposited as carbon within the film.

As the deposition proceeded, the amount of carbon available decreased

and as a result, the film slowly changed to pure titanium.

D. Titanium Deposition onto Carbon Fiber Tows

The second group of depositions attempted with this system were

titanium depositions onto carbon fiber tows. The fiber bundles consisted

of approximately 1000 fibers of AKZO 5(C) Fortafil fibers, a PAN based



fiber with no surface treatment. The average fiber diameter was 7

microns. The fiber bundles were tied to a carbon rods using tantalum

wire. A bundle was brought into the sputtering system in the same

manner described above. After pumping to a base pressure of 6 x 10-8,

the chamber was backfilled to a pressure of 400 mtorr argon. The

cathode was presputtered for 10 minutes prior to the 30 minute (approx.)

depositions.

Upon removal, the fibers seemed to have bowed away from one

another, as shown in Figure 14. This bowing is evidence of the

electrostatic repulsion that results from the "charging" of the fibers

within a plasma. Samples of the coated fibers were cleaved and placed

into a Jeol JSM-840 electron microscope. A photograph of one of the

fibers is shown in Figure 15 and an Auger depth profile is presented in

Figure 16. This figure indicates again that resputtered carbon was

integrated into the sputtered films, forming a titanium carbide

material. The shape of the Auger carbon peak supportes this conclusion

by showing a small positive excursion accompanied by a large negative

excursion. This peak shape indicates the presence of a carbon compound,

rather than elemental carbon.

Given a coating thickness of approximately 1 micron as evidenced in

the SEK photograph, one arrives at a deposition rate of approximately

420 Angstroms/min onto each fiber within a tow containing perhaps 1000

fibers. There is also indication of a reaction zone at the fiber/coating

interface on the order of 0.5 microns in thickness. This indicates that

in spite of the increased plasma containment produced by the refinements

made in the cathode, substrates still see excessive plasma bombardment,

resulting in substrate heating. Given a coating thickness of



approximately 1 micron, as shown in the SEN photograph, one arrives at a

deposition rate of approximately 360 Angstroms/min onto each fiber

within a tow containing perhaps 1000 fibers.

Part VI: Discussion

The results obtained above indicate that a number of successes in

sputtering have been achieved. Relatively pure films of titanium can be

deposited on carbon at deposition rates from 1700 Ang./min. to as high

as 7500 Ang./min. These rate agree roughly with those given by

Thornton 6 for a generalized metal. Relatively pure films of TiNx can

also be produced, but the stoichiometries of these films have thus far

been seriously nitrogen deficient. Depositon rates, though, have been

relatively high, approximately 240 Ang./min. This value agrees closely

with that of Ihsaan and Pourrezaei, 1 2 who reported a deposition rate of

260 Ang./min.

The results obtained above, however, also indicate a number of

problems that must be overcome in order to produce pure stoichiometric

TiN (or any other reactively sputtered compound) films at high

deposition rates. These problems stem from four factors that can be

corrected to some degree. These are (1) residual gas incorporation into

the depoz:ited film, (2) nitriding of the target, (3) a magnetic field

that fails to contain the sputtering plasma completely, and (4) the low

wattage of the power supply.

In the initial sputtering experiment, when Ti was deposited onto

copper in a static argon atmosphere, there was a great deal of carbon



and oxygen contamination within the deposited film. Although a second

deposition using an argon flow reduced the amount of contamination, a

small concentration of residual gases was still incorporated into the

film. Increasing the argon flow, then, should reduce the amount of

contamination further. Coupling an argon flow increase with an

increased nitrogen flow in a reactive sputter deposition would have the

double effect of not only producing purer films, but also of making the

control of TiNO film stoichiometry more precise. 1 2 - 1 5  In these

experiments we have attempted to keep pumping speeds as high as possible

in order to bring about both of these effects during TiNx deposition.

The high pumping speeds (those near the full pumping capacity of the

turbomolecular pump) seem to have been effective. TINx film

stoichiometries were constant throughout their entire thicknesses, as is

shown in the AES depth profile in Figure 8. These profiles also indicate

a very low level of film contamination.

2L Nitriding of the target

The observed nitriding of the target during TiNO deposition is

probably the main reason for the observed low deposition rate. Although

the rate reported above is consistent with the observations of other

researchers, it should be possible to increase the sputtering rate by

sputtering without a poisoned target. Nitriding would normally be

avoided by decreasing the partial pressure of N2 , but this would create

films that are even further from the desired stoichiometry. Here the

cause of target nitridation might be the excessive temperatures attained

at the target, as indicated by the grain growth features noted on the

titanium target sheet. The high temperature is probably caused by poor

thermal contact between the titanium sheet and the water cooled copper



body of the cathode. Although version II of the cathode seemed to

reduce this heating effect, it was not entirely eliminated, as some

grain growth (though to a lesser degree) was observed on the cathode

titanium sheet. A more effective method of attaching the titanium to

the copper body of the cathode should be employed if further TiN

depositions are to be attempted.

3~ . Magnetic Field

The fact that the magnetic field was insufficient to confine the

plasma discharge effectively is indicated by two observations in version

I of the cathode. The first of these is the fact that carbon substrates

were noted to be glowing red when removed from the cathode. This is an

expected result if a plasma bombards the carbon rod with an intense flux

of ions. We can conclude that the electrons that generate the plasma

were not being confined to the region just inside the walls of the

cathode, but rather was allowed to permeate throughout the entire

cathode cavity. The bombardment of the substrate by high energy argon

ions and electrons was then responsible for the substrate heating. An

inadequate magnetic field is also partially responsible for inhibiting

the deposition rate. The lack of plasma confinement results in fewer

titanium atoms being sputtered from the cathode surface and depositing

on the substrate.

A second observation that indicates that the magnetic field did not

effectively contain the plasma was the existence of plasma outside of

the cathode. This observation is indicative of a sputtering condition

where electrons are allowed to reach the centerline region of the

cathode. Instead of colliding with the anode, the electrons pass out

through the center hole of the anode and excite a plasma in the region



outside the cathode cavity. The shape of the plasma existing outside

the cathode, a Jet extending outside each anode hole for several inches,

is consistent with this hypotheses.

Although the magnetic field intensity was measured outside the

vacuum system to be 100 Gauss within the solenoid coil, this measurement

had to be made without the cathode inserted. Originally it was not

known to what degree the copper, stainless steel and machinable ceramic

shielded the cathode cavity from the magnetic field. Since these

materials are not ferromagnetic, they should reduced the field intensity

within the cathode to a great extent. Doubling the field strength

seeme d to confine the plasma more effectively within the cathode and did

increase the deposition rate substantially, but some plasma still

escaped.

In version II of the sputter cell, the magnetic field was confined

to the cathode cavity much more effectively. The solid magnets and other

modifications effectively contained all the plasma within the cathode

with no visible plasma escaping. This did not, however, greatly effect

deposition rates and did seem to add a new problem -- that of sputtering

material from the substrate to the cathode surface, for later

incorporation into the deposited film. It can be deduced from these

observations that the problem with version II of the cathode is not the

strength of the field, but the shape. The two magnets that formed the

magnetron produce field lines like those in Figure 30a. This field

configuration would tend to confine the plasma within the cavity, but

not necessarily to the walls of the cell. The effect of such a field

shape would be to allow heavy bombardment of the substrates by



electrons, and to lower the deposition rate, two effects which have been

observea.

A possible solution to this problem wan described at the very end

of sectior IV. The addition of a backstrap to the cathode, as described

in section IV should redefine the magnetic field shape as that shown in

Figure 30b. The backstrap redirects the magnetic flux to form a return

path for the field through a feromagnetic material, effectively linking

together the fields of the two magnets into one. It is unfortunate

that this modification could not be properly tested before writing of

this thesis.

The D.C. power supply used in these experiments was i-nadequate.

Higher voltages than could be produced with this supply were necessary

in order to sputter at lower pressures. Although plasmas could be

produced in the 200-600 mtorr range, these pressures are generally too

high to sputter efficiently. Atoms ejected from the target surface

encounter gas atoms, lose energy, and are deflected, resulting in a

decreased deposition rate. Pressures on the order of 10 mtorr or less

are usually the most efficient for depositing material quickly."6 It is

at these pressures that the balance between the number of atoms

impinging on the substrate to produce sputtered atoms and the number of

gas atoms that block depostion usually results in the most efficient

deposition rate. Because of the low voltages associated with this power

supply, plasmas simply could not be ignited below tae 200 mtorr range.
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SAM" v fem- TiN (cu.-) Ti hi.h E (CA.)

TIN Standard -- 10.1 4.6
Ti Standard (sheet) 7.4 -- 9.8
TIN Sample 1 - 13.6 6.7
TiN Sample 2 -- 9.0 4.4

Table 1. Various peak-to-peak Auger intensities used to calculate the
ratio N/Ti.
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Figure 14. Carbon fiber spreading. This figure shows the
orientation of fibers within the cathode during deposition. The portion
of the fibers between the tantalum holding wires remained bowed after
removal from the sputtering system.



Figure 15. $SE photo of the cross section of a TL coated carbon
fiber.
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Oxide-Matrix Composites
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Thermochemical analyses of interfacial reactions in tita- on the other hand, diffusion of oxygen in some matrices can
nium, zirconium, and hafnium diboride reinforced oxide- lead to the oxidation of the diboride reinforcements.
matrix composites have been carried out to evaluate the The chemical compatibility of titanium diboride in some
chemical compatibility. The chemical reactivity of these di- oxide matrices was investigated by Krylov,9 Vedula et al.,`°"
borides with oxygen and the high volatility of B1O1(1) at re- and Stadlbauer et al. 2 Weddell' 3 investigated the chemical
duced oxygen pressures are concerns during processing and compatibility of some non-oxide/oxide constituents for high-
operating conditions. The thermocbemical stability and the temperature composites. Typical processing and operating
vaporization behavior of B10 3 0() are discussed in terms of temperatures for these oxide matrix composites are in the
partial pressures of dominant gaseous species of the boron- range 1100 to 2300 K.
oxygen system at 1700 and 2300 K. The TiBz/ZrO: and The main objectives of the present communication are the
TiB2/HfO 2 systems are thermodynamically stable in a lim- evaluation of the environmental stability and chemical inter-
ited oxygen pressure range. The TIB 2/A1203 system is stable, actions of titanium, zirconium, and hafnium diborides in the
but the reactions in this system may apparently be accompa- oxide matrices TiO 2, ZrO 2, HfO2, and A120 3. The thermo-
nied by formation of gaseous products (B203, AIO, A120, chemical behavior of B 20 3 at various oxygen partial pressures
and lower boron oxides) in the presence of elemental oxygen. and at high temperatures has been discussed. These considera-
These thermocbemical considerations are very useful in tions are very useful in the evaluation of chemical stabilities
evaluating the effectiveness of oxides as diffusion barrier of diboride constituents. A detailed analysis of the chemical
coatings on dlboride reinforcements. [Key words: matrix, stabilities coupled with interfacial reactions is required for the
reinforcement, borides, oxides, composites.] selection of thermodynamically stable and chemically com-

patible diboride/oxide combinations for high-temperature

i. Introduction composites.

ERAMIC materials are emerging as a new generation of il. Tbermochemical Considerations

high-temperature materials for aerospace and other
structural applications. This use of ceramics is mainly due to Detailed knowledge of the thermodynamics and kinetics of
a combination of their excellent properties such as hardness, composite systems is necessary to determine quantitatively
stiffness, corrosion and heat resistance, and relatively low the chemical reactivity between various constituents, their
density. The mechanical properties, i.e., fracture toughness, interface composition, and properties. The thermochemistry
creep resistance, and thermal shock resistance, of these ma- of the chemical reactions which yield desired interfaces and
terials are further improved by the addition of certain re- of those which may impede or prevent certain reactions must
inforcements. Diborides (Ti, Zr, and Hf) have a great potential be known. Thermochemical modeling in general is very use-
for high-temperature applications because of their superior ful in determining the direction and extent of potential reac-
mechanical properties at elevated temperatures and their high tions, the actual occurrence of which is also governed by
melting points.' 2 A comparative study of the high-temperature kinetic considerations. In addition, these data are also valu-
compression behavior of a variety of materials by Ramberg able in estimating the lifetime of the composites under differ-
and Williams2 indicated that titanium diboride is potentially ent environmental conditions.
useful for elevated-temperature applications. However, these For the present calculations, thermochemical data from
diborides are very susceptible to considerable oxidation at ele- JANAF," Barin and Knacke," and of Shick16 have been used.
vated temperatures. They oxidize readily to form B20 3, which Gibbs free energy changes (AGO) and equilibrium constants
has a melting point of 723 K and vaporizes rapidly above (K) are calculated for reactions over a temperature range 1100
1400 K. Several reports in the literature' deal with the oxi- to 2300 K.
dation behavior of these borides in the temperature range
1100 to 2100 K. In order for these compounds to be used as III Results and Discussion
reinforcement materials at high temperatures, the matrix and
the diborides must be chemically compatible in that tempera- (1) ChekmicaL Interactions
ture range. Among the criteria for the selection of oxides as The chemical reactivity of titanium, zirconium, and
matrix materials are their relatively high melting points. But hafnium diborides with elemental oxygen has been evaluated

here. Oxidation studies of these borides3- indicate that the
following predominant reactions occur in these systems:

R. E. Loehman--contributing editor TiB 2(s) + 102(g) = 102(5,1) + B2 0 3(0) (1)

ZrB2(s) + 102(g) = ZrO 2(s) + B20 3 (l) (2)

MifB 2(s) + 012(g) = HfO2(s) + B20 30() (3)
Manuscript No. 197817. Received January 25, 1990; approved December 10,

1990. A plot of the equilibrium oxygen partial pressures (Po 2) vs
Supported by the Office of Naval Research--Defense Advanced Research

Project Agency (ONR-DARPA) under Contract No. N00014-86K40770. reciprocal temperature for these reactions is given in Fig. 1.
*Member, American Ceramic Society. The oxygen partial pressure values for reactions (2) and (3)
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-[ ! layer of B20(/). Because of the small atomic radius of boron.
its diffusion to the surface of the oxidizing specimen is more
extensive than the diffusion of the metal atom. This is ac-

Tic companied by a simultaneous improvement of the protective
" " I 2  i properties of the scale, and metal borates can form in sub-

SI sequent stages of the oxidation at higher temperatures. Two
9-02-3 2.030 processes which occur at the reaction interface are the forma-

Zr 2 ( 9.s o20(9s) Wa 9•2 c )I tion of condensed metal oxides and the vaporization of boron
.0 I,,as B203(g). The initial reaction product B20 3(I) diffuses

T'92C.) through the oxide layer to the outer surface and vaporizes.'
This is schematically shown in Fig. 2. At temperatures above

-24• 1400 K, the high volatility of B2O3 causes the B203 layer to
disappear. The formation of B20 3, under processing and op-

-8 Zr92 (C).) Nt1M I erating conditions of the diboride-reinforced oxide-matrix
composites, makes the control of the stoichiometry of the sys-

wtlm 2.3 tern difficult. At typical processing and operating tempera-
. _ _. . . . tures (1100 to 2300 K), boron losses can occur either by

4 5 a 7 a 9 to evaporation" or by formation of gaseous boron suboxides and
TwVprature Io "r oK") of other boron-containing gaseous species.t" Therefore,

knowledge of the vaporization behavior of B203 at different
Fig. 1. Equilibrium oxygen pressures for the oxidation of TiB2. temperatures and under different environmental conditions is
ZrB2, and HfB2 as a function of temperature according to equi-
libria (1) to (3). The dotted line represents equilibrium oxygen par- required in order to reduce the loss of boron. Because a large
tial pressures for the B-O-B0 3(l) system. number of gaseous species may exist in the boron-oxygen sys-

tem, it is necessary to determine the predominant boron
oxide species at the temperature of interest. The computationare numerically slightly different. Based on the magnitude of of the equilibrium vapor pressures of gaseous species over

the equilibrium oxygen partial pressures, the oxidation of B203(0) at 1700 and 2300 K as a function of oxygen partial
these diborides is thermodynamically practically complete at pressures is based on the following equilibria:
the temperatures (1100 to 2300 K) considered here. However,
owing to kinetic reasons only small amounts of products may B20 3(I) = B203(g) (6)
form as a pure phase or in solid solution with the diborides B203(I) + 1 = (7)
for oxygen pressures at or above the equilibrium values. At 2
lower than equilibrium pressures, these diborides are stable. B203(I) = B20 2(g) + 20 2 (g) (8)

In spite of their reactivity with elemental oxygen, some of
these diborides are being used as reinforcements for high- B203(1) = B20(g) + 0 2(g) (9)
temperature composites. The chemical interactions of the B203(1) = 2BO(g) + (10)
TiB2/ZrO 2 , TiBz/Hf0 2 , and ZrB2/HfOz systems in the tem-
perature range 1100 to 2300 K are therefore of practical inter- BzO 3(i) = 2B(g) + 2O2(g) (11)
est. Information about the chemical compatibility of the
above systems is contained in Fig. 1, which is based on reac- A similar set of reactions can be written for the gaseous
tions (1) to (3). The results of Fig. I show that the TiB 2/ZrOz, species in equilibrium with B(s). From the partial pressure
TiB 2/Hf0 2 , and ZrB2/Hf0 2 systems are thermodynamically diagram of the B-O system at 1700 K (Fig. 3) it is apparent
stable only at very low oxygen partial pressures. Under actual that at oxygen pressures of about 10vp atm or higher (1 atm
processing and operating conditions such low partial pres- How Pa), Bato and Bpe are the predominant vapor s0ecies.
sures are not attainable. Thus, thermodynamically the above However, at oxygen pressures lower than about 10 atm,
diborides are not stable and will oxidize at elevated tempera- B20 2 and BO are also important. A similar trend in the par-
tures. However, the oxidation of thes systems is strongly af- tial pressures of vapor species is observed at oxygen pressures
fected by kinetic limitations of the oxidation processes. The above and below about 10-satm at =300 K shown in Fig. 4.
oxide layer formed on the surface of diborides prevents or The actual relative amounts of BO30(g), B0 2(g), and other
reduces the further oxidation of these materials. These ki- species produced during oxidation may also depend on ki-
netic limitations are the basis for the observed stability of netic factors and have to be determined experimentally. The
these systems. change in the partial pressures of the gaseous species (Figs. 3

The chemical compatibility of the TiBz/AI2O 3 system is and 4) is obvious from the fixed equilibrium constants of re-
also limited by the stability of the boride constituent accord- actions (6) to (11) at 1700 and 2300 K, respectively, and from
ing to Fig. 1. The experimental investigations by Krylov,9  the change of the oxygen partial pressure. The equilibrium
Vedula e al., '"' and Stadlbauer et aL' 2 showed no observable oxygen pressures for the oxidation of borides, based on reac-
interactions for the TiB2/A 203 system at higher tempera- tions (1) to (3), are I to 2 orders of magnitude higher (Fig. 1)
tures. As shown above in this work for the metal borides and than the oxygen pressures at the invariant points of Figs. 3
earlier for alumina,"7 in the presence of elemental oxygen and
at elevated temperatures the TiB2/AI203 system may interact
to form gaseous products such as BzO, AJO, AlzO, and other 02 8 203()
lower boron oxides. Under these conditions, B20 3(I) may
react with alumina according to the reactions ,

9AI 20,(s) + 2B 203(0) - 9AI 203 2B0 3(s) (4) ;;- 4(1) + MO2

2AI 203 (s) + B203(I) - 2AI203 " B20(s) (5)

at higher temperatures. These reactions are thermodynami- MB 2
cally quite favorable.

It has been observed experimentally that at lower tempera-
tures (1200 to 1400 K) the oxide scale consists of an inner Fla. 2. Schematic representation of the oxidation of metal (Ti. Zr.
layer of oxides (TiO2, ZrO2 , and HfO2) with an outer glassy and Hf) diborides.
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formation of carbides. This process may involve a combina-
8ý3 -" tion of solid-gas phase reactions as discussed in the litera--5•. • •ture.2 3 Based on reaction (13), the equilibrium partial

pressures of oxygen may be very low. An upper value can be
-0 820 2 estimated by assuming an upper limit of 10`- atm for the par-

tial pressure of carbon monoxide. Based on this assumption,
Is the equilibrium oxygen partial pressures are computed to be

about 10-2- atm at 1700 K and about 7.6 x 10-- :atm at
CL 202300 K. For TiO2 , ZrO2, HfO 2, and A120 3 the interactions

with carbon are given by the equilibria (14) to (17).
S80 C(s) + 102(g) = CO(g) (13)

-30 TiO 2(s) + 3C(s) = TiC(s) + 2CO(g) (14)

-35 BCS) B203C 1 ZrO2(s) + 3C(s) = ZrC(s) + 2CO(g) (15)

HfO1(s) + 3C(s) = HfC(s) + 2CO(g) (16)

-30 -25 -20 -'5 -10 -5 0 5 Ai20 3(s) + 2C(s) = !Ai 4CA(s) + 3CO(g) (17)
Log P02C Otm ~A plot of the equilibrium partial pressures of carbon monox-

Fig. 3. Equilibrium vapor pressures (log P) of different species of ide (Pco) versus reciprocal temperature for the above reac-
the boron-oxygen system as a function of oxygen partial pressures tions is given in Fig. 5. It is evident from Fig. 5 that the COat 1700 K.tisisieniFi.5Itievdnfrmi.5ththeO

partial pressures due to reactions (14) to (17) are quite high at
temperatures between 1500 and 2000 K. This temperature

and 4. Over a wide range of oxygen pressures, the dominating range is generally used for the processing of these composites.
vapor species (Figs. 3 and 4) at both temperatures is B 20 3(g). The calculations for the chemical interactions of carbon
The relatively high vapor pressures of boron oxides at these with alumina, titania, zirconia, and hafnia show that carbon
temperatures, even at very low oxygen pressures, may lead to monoxide overpressures may be required to reduce the extent
a considerable loss of material. of these reactions at higher temperatures. The formation of

Assuming congruent vaporization according to the domi- various oxycarbides, e.g., AJzOC, !d4 ,OC, TiOC,, ZrOC,,
nant reaction (6) and based on the Hertz-Knudsen equation,2° and others, has also been reported in the literature. Thermo-
maximum vaporization rates of B 20 3(0) were computed in the dynamic data for these compounds are not readily available,
temperature range 1000 to 2000 K. The corresponding mass but these phases, if present, will straddle the MeO,-C-0 2-
loss rates of B20 3 as a function of temperature are given in MeC, equilibria. These compounds have not been considered
the form of a linear equation in the present analysis. Of all the oxides considered here, the

reaction of TiO 2 with carbon is thermodynamically mostlog rate = 9.48 - 1.958 X 10'/T (12) favorable at all temperatures (Fig. 5). Alumina is the most

where the mass loss rate is in g. cm-2. s-' and T is in kelvins. stable of these oxides with respect to interaction with carbon
Under present conditions and at higher temperatures, the pre- according to reaction (17).
dicted mass losses of B 203 are significant and would lead to
the depletion of the boride phase. IV. Conclusions

(2) Reactions of Oxides with Carbon Thermochemical computations of chemical interactions of
It is well-known that metal oxides react with carbon to form titanium, zirconium, and hafnium diborides with elemental

metal carbides at elevated temperatures."'2 Under processing oxygen indicate that the formation and subsequent vaporiza-
conditions carbon from the heating elements of the furnace tion of B20 3 considerably affect the stability of these materials
or from the graphite dies may react with these materials with at temperatures above 1100 K. The very low oxygen partial

pressures required to prevent the oxidation of these diborides
are practically unattainable. However, owing to kinetic limi-

%03 40

8022

C. r.02

Z,02
.2-z SC ) 823C -I

-30 -25 -M -15 -10 -5 0 5 5 7
Log P 0 2 Cotm) Temperature. 104"T iKW)

FIg. 4. Equilibrium vapor pressures (log P) of different species of Fig. S. Equilibrium vapor pressures of CO for the reaction of car-
the boron-oxygen system as a function of oxygen partial pressures bon with TiO:, ZrO2 , HfOM. and AlsO1 as a function of tempera-
at 2300 K. ture (equilibria (14) to (17)).
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tations, the oxide layers formed on the surface of these ma- IzY. Akad. Nouk SSSR. Neiorg. Maier. 12 (9) 1684-85 (1976).
terials prevent or reduce further oxidation. The TiB 2/ZrO2 O0K. Vedula. A. Abadas, and W. S. Williams. "Potential for Diboride Re.
TiB2/HfOz, ZrB2/HfO 2, and TiB 2/A120 3 systems are stable iniforcemsent of Oxide Matrix Comsposites.- Mawer. Per. Soc. SYmr Pmc. 125.

61-69 (1988).at very low oxygen partial pressures. Another concern in the 11. Riny A. Abada. and K. Vedula. "Hot Pressing of Diboride Re-
processing of these composites is the reaction of the oxides inforced Oxide Matrix Composites," Ady. Maier. Mastuf Processes. 3 (3] 391-
with carbon. The partial pressures of carbon monoxide for 4W(98)

the W. Stadlbauer. W. Kladnig. and G. Gritznier. "Al:O,-TiB: Compositethe reaction of TiO2 and carbon are higher than those of te Ceramics."!J Maier. Sca. Lem. 3. 1217-20 (1989).corresponding reactions of carbon with ZrO2, H-f0 2, and "3J. K. Weddell. -Screening Investigations of Pairs of Materials for 1650-
Al1203 21200C Composites," Abstract No. 516. 176th Meeting of the Electrochemi-

cal Society. Hollywood, FL. October 15-20. 1989.
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Thermochemical modelling of interfacial
reactions in molybdenum disilicide
matrix composites

H. WIEDEMEIER, M. SINGH
Department of Chemistry, Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180, USA

The thermal and environmental stabilities of molybdenum disilicide have been evaluated using
thermochemical modelling. The chemical reactivity of molybdenum disilicide with oxygen
indicates that various molybdenum compounds and silica are formed, depending on oxygen pres-
sures. The structure and properties of the silica films play an important role in the oxidation
reaction and the reactions of water vapour (moisture) with molybdenum disilicide at high
temperatures. The thermodynamic stabilities of various potential reinforcements, e.g. carbon,
silicon carbide, silicon nitride, alumina, and some refractory compounds (borides, carbides,
and oxides of titanium, zirconium and hafnium) in molybdenum disilicide matrix have been
evaluated. Based on tk.e results of thermochemical computations, SiC, SiON4 , TiC, ZrC, HfC,
TiB, TiB 2 , ZrB 2, HfB 2, ZrO 2 and HfO 2 were found to be stable, but carbon and TiO 2 were
found to be unstable in MoSi 2. The A12 0 3 /MoSia system was found to be stable below
1 800 K. At temperatures above 1800 K, significant mass losses could occur due to the high
vapour pressures of gaseous species (A120, SiO). These thermodynamic predictions are in
agreement with available experimental data.

1. Introduction for high-temperature and aerospace applications. In
Intermetallic compounds based on silicides have inter- addition, toughening and strengthening of molyb-
esting properties at elevated temperatures. Among denum disilicide have been achieved by silicon car-
these silicides, molybdenum disilicide is quite attract- bide. alumina. zirconia and titanium carbide reinfor-
ive owing to its high melting point f2283 K), low cements. Molybdenum disilicide matrix can also be
density, and good oxidation resistance. Berkowitz- alloyed with other refractory silicides to improve
Mattuk et al. [1-3] and Chang [4] have investigated mechanical properties and oxidation resistance. But
the oxidation behaviour of molybdenum disilicide. At interfacial reactions between different constituents
lower temperatures this material exhibits oxidative occurring under processing and/or operating condi-
degradation called the -pest degradation". This phe- tions are of major concern in these composites.
nomenon is affected by porosity and does not occur In the present work, thermodynamic stabilities of
for dense materials. At higher temperatures, a self- some ceramic reinforcements. e.g. refractory metal
healing protective silica layer is formed. This film (titanium, zirconium and hafnium) borides, carbides.
yields usable lifetimes in excess of 2000 h at 1923 K. and oxides, carbon, silicon carbide, silicon nitride, and
The stability of the protective layer also depends on alumina in molybdenum disilicide (MoSi2) matrix
the volatilization of the simultaneously formed molyb- have been evaluated. The environmental stability of
denum trioxide. It has been observed that the oxida- molybdenum disilicide under different processing and
tion without the molybdenum trioxide volatilization application conditions is discussed. A detailed analysis
causes fast intergranular oxidation with severe mater- of the chemical stabilities and interfacial
ial damage. The extreme brittleness of molyb- reactions is required for the selection of thermo-
denum disilicide at room temperature has prevented its dynamicall table and chemically compatible
use as an elevated temperature structural material. reinforceme• rn mirix combinations.
Schlichting (5] reviewed the available data on the
molybdenum silicides and reported some of the prob-
lems and their prospects for use as high-temperature 2. Alloying and reinforcement
structural materials. Umakoshi et al. [6] reported that materials
in MoSiz single crystals, a brittle to ductile transition Suitable reinforcements for molybdenum disilicide are
occurs around 1273 K. required to improve its low-temperature toughness

It has been pointed out by various authors [7-12] and high-temperature strength and creep resistance.
that molybdenum disilicide matrix composites, re- In addition, some alloying elements/compounds are
inforced with fibres or whiskers, have great potential also desirable to improve the mechanical properties
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T ABLE I Relevant physicochemical properties of some refractory slicides

Matenal Melting point Density CTE Crystal structure
1K) (gcm "j) 1106 -C" '1

MoS12  2303 6.24 8.25 Tetragonal
WSi2  2433 9.86 7.90 Tetragonal
NbSi, 2203 5.66 11.7 Hexagonal
TaSi2  2473 9.1 8.9 Hexagonal
MoSi3  2450 8.24 6.7 Tetragonal
W.S13  2643 14.5 - Tetragonal
NbISi, 2753 7.16 7.3 (along a) Tetragonal

4.6 falong c)
TasSa, 2773 13.4 6.3 lalong al Tetragonal

6.6 (along c)
Ti.Sit 2403 4.32 11.0 Hexagonal

'Coefficient of thermal expansion.

TABLE II Relevant physiochemical properties of some potential composition and vaporization under vacuum condi-
ceramic reinforcement tions at high temperatures (1800-2500K) proceeds

with formation of the following intermediate phases:Material Melting L~ensity Crystal

point (K) (g cm-) structure MoSi2 "* MoSi3 --. Mo 3Si -- Mo. The equilibrium
vaporization reaction is given by

C 3925 2.25 Cubic
SiC 3100 3.21 Hexagonal MoSi2 (s) = Mo(s) + 2Si(g) (I)
SitN, 2173 3.19 Cubic The partial pressures of silicon for Reaction I at 1900
AI,0, 2318 3.97 Cubic
TiC 3413 4.9 Cubic and 2100 K are 0.33 x 10-6 and 0.69 x I0- atm,
ZrC 3693 6.7 Cubic respectively. These data indicate that at temperatures
HfC 4173 12.6 Cubic around 2100 K and under vacuum conditions, mass
TiB 2453 5.09 Orthorhombic losses of molybdenum disilicide can occur as a result
TiB, 3253 4.5 Hexagonal of Reaction 1.
ZrB2  3373 6.1 Hexagonal
HfB, 3523 10.5 Hexagonal In addition, molybdenum disilicide reacts with
TiO 2  2109 4.17 Tetragonal oxygen and moisture. The oxidation processes of this
ZrO2  2973 6.0 Cubic material may proceed by three different mechanisms,
HfO 2  3031 10.0 Cubic namely, selective oxidation of the metal component,

selective oxidation of silicon, and total oxidation. The
chemical reactions of molybdenum disilicide with oxy-

and oxidation resistance. Some relevant physicochem- gen leading to silicon monoxide and other compounds
ical properties of selected refractory silicides, which (Reactions 4-8), the so-called "active" oxidation, con-
may be useful for the alloying of molybdenum di- sidered are as follows:
silicide matrix, are given in Table I. Some of these
silicides (Table I) also have great potential as high- MoSi,(s) + O,(g) = MoO2 (s) + 2 Si(s) (2)
temperature matrices. The corresponding properties MoSi2(s) + 3/20 2(g) = MoO3(l,g) + 2Si(s) (3)
of potential ceramic reinforcements are given in MoSi2(s) + 0 2 (g) = Mo(s) + 2SiO(g) (4)
Table II.

MoSi2 (s) + 5/60 2(g) = 1/3 Mo 3Si(s)

3. Thermochemical considerations + 5/3 SiO(g) (5)

A critical aspect in the thermochemical modelling is MoSi 2(s) + 7/100 2 (g) 1/5 MoSi 3(s)

the identification of possible product compounds and + 7/5 SiO(g) (6)
the reliability of available thermodynamic data. Ow-
ing to the lack of thermodynamic data for ternary and MoSi 2(s) + 5/2 0 1 (g) = MoO 3(lg) + 2SiO(g) (7)
higher order phases of these materials, only binary MoSi2(s) + 2 02(g) = MoO2(s) + 2 SiO~g) (8)
compounds are considered here. Thermodynamic
data for binary compounds have been taken from A plot of the silicon monoxide partial pressures, P,,.
Barin and Knacke [12] and JANAF [13] tables. The versus temperature is given in Fig. 1. From Fig. I it is
temperature range considered for the environmental seen that the silicon monoxide pressures of Reactions
stability is 1000-1900 K and for the chemical compati- 7 and 8 leading to the formation of metal oxides are
bility computations is 1300-1900 K. many orders of magnitude higher than those of the

other reactions where selective oxidation of silicon
takes place (Reactions 4-6). The formation of the

4. Results and discussion molybdenum oxides shifts the equilibrium of Reac-
4.1. Thermal and environmental stability tions 7 and 8 more towards the products. In all cases,
The thermal decomposition of molybdenum disilicide an oxygen partial pressure of 0.2 atm has been used in
has been investigated by Blair et al. (14]. The de- these computations.
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The chemical stability and the, xidation behaviour
of molybdenum disilicide in water vapour has been

18 (7) investigated by Nechiporenko et al. [15] in the tern-
(8) perature range 1273-1873 K. According to these

authors the rate of oxidation follows a parabolic law

S12 and silica is the reaction product. The following
reactions are considered:

9 MoSi 2(s) + 5 H,Og) = MoO3(l.g) + 2 SiOlg)
(6) + 5 H,(g) (14)6 -- - - - 5)

3) 1 MoSi2(s) + 7 5 H20(g) = 1,5 Mo5Si 3(s)

5 6 7 8 9 t 11 + 7 5SiO(g) + 7 5H,(g) (15)Temperature, 104
1IT ( K.l) MoSi 2(s) + 7H O(g) = MoO 3(l0g) + 2SiOI(s)

Figure / Partial pressures of silicon monoxide due to Reactions
4 -8 (Po, = 0.2 atmi as a function of temperature. + 7 H2 (g) (161

MoSi2(s) + 14/5 HIO(g) = 1.5 MosSi3(s)

Other oxidation reactions, the so-called "passive" + 71S SiO 2 (s) + 145 H2(g) (171
oxidation, in which silica and different molybdenum A plot of the total pressures of the product gaseous
compounds are formed, are the following: species of the above reactions versus temperature at

MoSi2(s) + 20 2 (g) = Mo(s) + 2SiO2(s) (9) PHO = 10 atm. is given in Fig. 3. The hydrogen
partial pressures for the reactions leading to theMoSi,(s) + 5/30 2(g) = 1"3Mo 3 Si(s) formation of SiO 2 (Reactions 16 and 17) are a few

+ 5/3 SiO 2 (s) (10) orders of magnitude higher than the total product
Mo- 1/5 MosSi(s) pressures for Reactions 14 and 15. These two sets of

MoSi,(s) + 7/50 2(g) = reactions have opposite trends. In Reactions 14 and 15

+ 7/5 SiO 2(s) (11) the sum of the partial pressures of the product species

+7 )= M00 3 0,g) + 2SiO(s) (12) increases with increasing temperature. On the other
MoSi(s) + 7/2Og) M l)) hand, for Reactions 16 and 17, the sum of the partial
MoSi2(s) + 302 (g) = MoO 2(s) + 2SiO 2(s) (13) pressures decrease with increasing temperature which

The equilibrium oxygen pressures for the oxidation of is due to the reverse reaction of the solid oxide pro-

MoSi 2 to various molybdenum-containing com ducts with hydrogen at higher temperatures. Experi-
pound oand Si02 are given in Fig. 2. At a given mentil investigations (15] suggest that the formationpounds ofnanSoxie filmgismainly du to Reactona16.vTh
temperature, the dominant reaction is determined by of an oxide film is mainly due to Reaction 16. The

the oxygen partial pressure. Experimental observa- MoO 3 has a very high vapour pressure at 1100 K and

tions by various authors [1-5] indicate that the vaporizes leaving behind an SiO 2 film. In addition,

growth of silica layers in MoSi2 is determined by the other reactions also take place by diffusion of reacting

rate of diffusion of silicon from the reaction interface species through the silica layer and with formation of

through the lower silicide, and by the diffusion of the lower silicides. The properties of the oxide films play

reacting species through the oxide layers where the an important role in the reaction of molybdenum

formation of new layers of SiO 2 occurs. The state of disilicide with water vapour.
As discussed earlier, in a number of oxidation reac-the SiO 2 layer is decisive for the progress of these tions of MoSi 2, silica and lower molybdenum silicides

reactions. The results in Fig. 2 are consistent with the

above observations, are formed. These molybdenum silicides react with

12

-e

-16

1(16)

Q. -4.
-(12S1121 _______________________ 11.51

-32 (13) 1141

(9)110) -'
(11) 0 6 7 6 9 10- 11

5 6 7 S 9 10 11 Tempe•rtr, io'ir (0-)
Twmperoawre, 1041r tg"1 1

Figure 3 The sum of the equilibum partial presaures of the prod-

Figur" 2 Equilibrium partial pressures of oxygen for Reactions uct gaseous specie at P",o - 10 aim of Reactions 14-17 as a
9 - 13 as a function of temperature. function of temperature.
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silica at higher temperatures according to the follow- that silicon carbide and silicon nitride are stable Aith
ing reactions: molybdenum disilicide in the temperature range

1300-1900 K.
Mo 3Si(s) + SiO 2(s) = 3Mo~s) + 2SiO(g) (18) The chemical reaction of alumina with molyb-
MoSi3(s) + 4 3 SiO 2)s) 5!3 Mo.Sils) denum disilicide is

+ 8 3SiCOg) 119) Al 2 0 3(s) + 107MoSi2 (s) 2SiO~g) + AiOg)

MoSi,(s) + 7 5 SiO,(s) = 1 5 Mo5 Si 3(s) + 2.7 MOSi 31s) (24)

+ 14 5SiO(g) (20) The AG: values for the above reaction are
165.5kcalmoV-' at 1300 and 9l.6kcalmol-• at

A plot of the silicon monoxide partial pressures versus 190. The pat psur aso spcies at
tempratre i gien i Fi. 4 Thesilcon onoide 1900 K. The partial pressures of gaseous species (Al,0temperature is given in Fig. 4. The silicon monoxide ad50.rahciia iis(bu 0 t)a

partial pressure increases as the metal to silicon ratio 8nK Thus, th criticalolimi ssteab ou d loosa
of the reactant Mo.Si, component decreases. The 10 .TuteA.3M~2sse ol os
ofsuth rcntFig.4 indicate com nt dhecrtperasres. T appreciable amounts of silicon and aluminium above
results in Fig. 4 indicate that at higher temperatures 1800 K according to Reaction 24.

considerable mass losses via SiO(g) vaporization may Using the same approach. chemical reactivities of
occur for the above reactions.Usnthsaeapoc.hmil atvte f

other potential reinforcements with molybdenum

disilicide have been computed. The thermo-
dynamically stable reinforcements in molybdenum4.2. Chemical compatibility u disilicide matrix are TiB, TiB 2. ZrB.. HfB2,. TiC, ZrC.

One of the requirements for the use of reinforcing H-IfC. ZrO2 and HfO2 . An unstable reinforcement is

phases for high-temperature composites is that, ideal- TiO2 a

ly, they should coexist with the matrices. The protec- TiO2.

tive coatings on the reactive reinforcements may not
be very useful at higher temperatures. Thermochemi- 5. Conclusions
cal computations of the compatibility of various re- Thermochemical data indicate that molybdenum
inforcements in molybdenum disilicide are presented disilicide reacts with oxygen and water vapour at high
in the following sections.inthe follwicl seactions. oftemperatures. In "active" oxidation processes. silicon

The chemical reactions of carbon, silicon carbide monoxide pressures of the reactions including also the
and silicon nitride with molybdenum disilicide con- formation of metal oxides are many orders of magni-
sidered are tude higher than those of other reactions. The "pas-

C(s) + 1/2 MoSi2(s) = Mo(s) + SiC(s) (21) sive" oxidation reactions are controlled by the state of
the silica layer and the oxygen partial pressures. The
structure and properties of the silica films play an

Si 3N,(s) + 8 MoSi2(s) = 4 Mo 2N(s) + 19 Si(s) (23) important role in the reactions of molybdenum
disilicide with water vapour. In addition. molyb-

The Gibbs free energy change, AG*, for Reaction 21 is denum silicides (Mo 3Si, MoSSi 3 and MoSi2 ) also react
- 6.9 kcal mol- t at 1300 K and - 11.5 kcal mol- with silica at higher temperatures. Thermodynamic

at 1900 K. These data indicate that the C/MoSi2  stabilities of various ceramic reinforcements in molyb-
system is reactive. On the other hand, the chemical denum disilicide matrices have been computed in the
reactions of silicon carbide and silicon nitride with temperature range 1300-1900 K. Based on these res-
molybdenum disilicide (Reactions 22 and 23) have ults, compatible reinforcements are SiC, Si 3N,, TiC.
Gibbs free energy changes, AG'. of 64.4 and ZrC. HfC, TiB, TiB,, ZrB., HfB2, ZrO2 and HfO2. On
326.3 kcal mol- ' at 1300 K and 52.1 and 263.1 kcal- the other hand, carbon and TiO 2 are reactive. The
mol-I at 1900 K, respectively. These data indicate MoSi2 /AI 20 3 system is stable below 1800 K. At tem-

peratures above 1800 K. significant mass losses could

occur due to the high vapour pressures of gaseous
species.
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Interface Manipulation in Ceramic Matrix Composites
for Improved Mechanical Performance

R. R EOESVERT,9 . K. HUTTER AND R. A DIEFENDORF

ABSTRACT

One unfortunate characteristic of ceramic matrix
composites is the catastrophic failure which occurs when good
bonding exists between the fiber and matrix. A crack which
originates in the matrix (or fibers) can transverse the entire
cross section due to the lack of any crack deflecting or energy
absorbing mechanisms. This limits the performance of the
composite to the constituent which has the largest flaw or the
lowest failure strain. In many ceramic composite systems the
matrix is the limiting component and therefore the potential
high strength of the fibers can never be realized. To improve
the fracture behavior of brittle/brittle systems, the interface
between the load bearing element and the matrix should be
controlled. Optimum interface tailoring would provide for
transfer of all the load to the fibers, but with the prevention
of catastrophic crack propagation. In this work, the brittle
failure in these systems was altered by controlling the
fiber/matrix interface with a suitable barrier layer or by
multilayering the matrix thereby introducing several barriers
to prevent propagation of matrix cracks.

INTRODUCTION

Ceramics in bulk form generally have high elastic moduli,
but suffer from low strengths and hence very low strains to
failure due to flaws inherent in the normal processing. In
fibrous form, where flaws are comparatively much smaller and
less prevalent, high strengths as well as high moduli can be
achieved. However, no matter what the form of these one
component systems, they are linearly elastic to failure and
and possess very little work of fracture, or "toughness".

R.P. Boisvert,Graduate Research Assistant,Materials Engineering
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180-3590
R.K. Hutter, Graduate Research Assistant, Materials Engineering
presently with E.I. Dupont, Wilmington, Delaware.
R.J. Diefendorf, Professor of Materials Engineering,
Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, Troy, NY 12180-3590
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Considerable materials development has been placed on trying to
combine fibrous and bulk ceramics to form ceramic/ceramic
composites. These materials have the potential advantage of
increasing strain to failure and "toughness" through transfer
of stress to the high strength reinforcement and the creation
of energy absorbent fracture mechanisms.

The fracture behavior of ceramic matrix composites is
different from polymer matrix, and metal matrix composites, due
to the characteristics of the individual constituents. The role
of the matrix in polymer matrix composites is simply to
transfer load to the reinforcement, which has the desirable
properties, and to hold the fibers in place. Fracture is
generally governed by the brittle, lower strain to failure
fibers when the load is applied parallel to the fibers. In
ceramic/ceramic systems the strain to failure of the matrix is
typically lower than that of the fibers. Hence, instead of the
fiber initiating failure as in the polymeric composite, the
ceramic matrixes will fail before the fibers. If perfect
coupling exists between fiber and matrix, the composite is
found to catastrophically fail at the failure strain of the
matrix: thereby limiting the strength and work of fracture of
the composite. Therefore, various fracture control techniques
must be employed during the fabrication of certain ceramic
matrix composites to obtain strong and reliable brittle matrix
composites.

Two different ceramic composite processing techniques were
utilized in studying the effects of placing carbon interface
layers within the composite. The first method involved
chemically vapor depositing SiC on Nicalon SiC fibers.
Initially no carbon layer was placed on the fibers. In this
situation the matrix was found to control the strength, which
when calculated using Weibull theory had excellent agreement
with experimental results. When a thin carbon layer was
deposited on the fiber surface before SiC infiltration,
composite strengths were found to be fiber controlled. Carbon
was chosen for the interfacial layer as a model system because
of its weak layered structure and inertness to SiC.

The alternate composite processing technique utilized
pyrolysis of an organometallic polymer, polyvinylsilane(PVS),
to form a SiC matrix material with Nicalon SiC fibers as
reinforcement. Similar results were found for these composites
when a carbon coating was placed on the fiber surface via a
carbon polymeric precursor before composite fabrication.
Increased composite performance can also be obtained by
multilayering the ceramic matrix.

EXPERIMENTAL
Chemical Vaoor DePosition

For a quantitative measure of the effect that a carbon
interfacial layer could have in a ceramic/ceramic system,
single bundles of Nicalon SiC fibers, C.V.D. infiltrated with
varying amounts of SiC matrix, were tensile tested with and
without a carbon interface. The single bundle approach was
taken due to the ease in making samples and close simulation of
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the real composite. Three classes of samples were made; strong
interfaced(S.I.), weak interfaced(W.I.), and carbon
interfaced(C.I.). Strong interfaced composites were prepared by
first removing the sizing present on the filaments by heat
treatment in a vacuum to high temperatures followed by
deposition of SiC. Carbon interfaced specimens were prepared
by; (1)remove sizing, (2)deposit carbon, and (3)infiltrate with
SiC. The weak interfaced samples were actually made
inadvertently due to a very fast heat-up and infiltration start
which probably did not completely burn off the sizing on the
"as received" Nicalon SiC fibers before SiC began depositing.

The chemical vapor deposition technique can be utilized
under a wide range of operating conditions(eg; pressure,
temperature, concentration, etc.). However, the process
controlling parameters and mechanisms of reaction change along
with these conditions. The furnace used throughout the course
of this study consisted of a resistance heated graphite element
held under vacuum. The reactant gases used to deposit SiC
consisted of a mixture of hydrogen and methyltrichlorosilane in
a ratio of 4:1. The deposition pressure was between 1-10 torr
with an operating temperature of 1200 C. Various times were
used to increase the quantity of deposited material. Carbon
interfacial layers were deposited via a mixture of methane and
hydrogen at 1300 C and a pressure between 1-10 torr. These
micro composites were subsequently tensile tested. Due to the
small strain to failure and brittleness of these materials,
special consideration was necessary in specimen gripping and
alignment in the tensile testing machine. After testing, the
sample cross-sectional area was deduced by image analysis. The
reader is referred to reference [1] for a detailed description
of the experimental procedure.

Qrganometallic Precursors

Due to the difficulties in utilizing chemical vapor
deposition in producing large scale ceramic structures, an
alternate processing technique utilizing an organometallic
precursor was used in producing ceramic matrix composites. The
polymeric precursor, polyvinylsilane, developed by Schilling,
et. al. [2], provides an efficient thermal crosslinking
mechanism via the vinyl and SiH groups contained in its
chemical structure. A vacuum bag process can be used to form
laminates of various sizes and complex shapes. SiC whiskers are
added to polyvinylsilane to form the matrix mixture used during
the vacuum bag processing. This filler is needed to control
shrinkage and microcracking that occurs during pyrolysis. These
"green" bodies are subsequently pyrolyzed to form the ceramic
matrix composite. Reimpregnation of pyrolyzed structures is
necessary due to shrinkage which occurs during pyrolysis
because of the moderate ceramic yields and density differences
between initial polymer and final ceramic. The results stated
in this article are based on composites which were fabricated
utilizing Nicalon in the form of eight harness satin weave as
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the reinforcement. The reader is referred to references (3],
[4), and [5] for a more detailed description of composite
fabrication.

During pyrolysis of polyvinylsilane, mechanical and
chemical bonding occur between the matrix and reinforcing
phase. This bonding leads to catastrophic failures, and low
toughness in composite specimens. Carbon coatings were placed
on Nicalon SiC fibers prior to lamination in an attempt to
improve the mechanical performance. The coatings were deposited
from solutions of Ashland 240 pitch and the toluene insolubles
of a heat treated Ashland 240 pitch and then pyrolyzed. Fiber
sizing was removed on all reinforcement utilized prior to
composite fabrication. Coating uniformity was dependent on
solvent type and solution concentration.

To increase the number of crack stopping interlayers,
ceramic composite specimens were impregnated with a carbon
polymeric precursor between oolysilane densifications. Various
cuts and concentration, of - iland 240 pitch were used as the
carbon precursor. Mec ical testing was performed on a three
point bend fixture.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Chemical VYaor Deposition

Nicalon SiC bundle strength was determined before
infiltration by testing specimens which were heat treated to
1200 C under vacuum for 1 hour. This served to remove the
sizing found on the fibers and give them a similar thermal
treatment at the infiltration temperature. By using the average
fiber diameter of 12 m for the 500 filament bundle, the
strength was found to be 1.46GPa.

The strength data for the infiltrated bundles, plotted as
a function of fiber volume fraction for the three types of
samples produced (strong interfaced(S.I.), weak
interfaced(W.I.), carbon interfaced(C.I.)) is shown in figure
1. The data for the strongly coupled case indicates poor
strength with the infiltration of even the slightest amount of
SiC. Strength appears to continue decreasing with increasing
amounts of matrix, but at a much slower rate. In contrast, the
carbon interfaced and weak interfaced strengths appear to fall
along a linearly decreasing curve but with much higher values.

By using Weibull theory to calculate the matrix strength
as a function of volume, the composite strength, when governed
by the strength of the matrix(i.e., strong interfaced case),
can be predicted. The predicted values of composite strength
are shown plotted over the experimental data in figure 1.
Excellent agreement is seen between the matrix controlled
theory and the strongly coupled composite strength. Hence,
flaws in the low strain to failure matrix are propagating
directly through the fiber reinforcement to cause failure. The
plateau region of the curve gives an approximation of the
inherent strength of the C.V.D. deposited SiC matrix in fiber
filled composites(-55MPa).

For the weak interfaced and carbon interfaced samples, the
fiber controlled strength can be predicted approximately by
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multiplying the heat treated bundle strength by the fiber
volume fraction plus the contribution from the matrix. The
strength of the ceramic composite will never fall below that of
the matrix. The excellent agreement between predicted values of
composite strength and experimental data is shown plotted in
figure 1.

The implications of these results are significant for the
usefulness of real SiC ceramic composites. For volume fractions
of about 50%, decoupling fibers could increase unidirectional
composite tensile strength by over five times. Multidirectional
reinforcement also benefits from this decoupling as will be
shown in the following section. The greatest advantage gained
for these composites is that the largest flaw in the matrix
will not control the overall material strength. Since the
fibers are carrying the load near the failure stress, their
flaw distribution should be controlling.

Typical load-displacement curves for the three types of
single bundle samples are shown in figure 2. These plots are
taken directly from the strip chart recorder on the test
machine, and represent the load carried by the sample versus
the displacement of the machine's crosshead. Strain to failure
and modulus values cannot be accurately assessed from these
curves due to the high compliance in the system. However, the
curves do indicate relative differences between samples. All
specimens with strong interfaces exhibited a linearly elastic
response followed by brittle failure. Samples with carbon
interfaces and weak interfaces exhibited a slope change at the
matrix failure strain, without catastrophic failure. A "tail
section" was noticed in several curves indicating a graceful
fracture with possibly the occurrence of fiber pull-out.

A final observation on the load-displacement
characteristics is the variation in failure load between carbon
coated samples. Theoretically, no matter what the fiber volume
fraction is, the ultimate failure load of the specimens should
be the same, assuming the same number of fibers exist in all
samples. However, samples with increased carbon coating
thickness failed at lower loads. The experimental results show
that very little carbon is necessary for decoupling systems.
This could be very significant for the processing of these
types of materials, since control of the interfacial coating
thickness could be crucial to the materials performance.

Scanning Electron Microscopy was used to view the fracture
surfaces. The completely brittle failure of the strong
interfaced composites is confirmed by the flat fracture
surface. Samples with carbon at the fiber matrix interface had
fibrous fracture surfaces which confirms that matrix failure
did not destroy the reinforcement. The presence of pull-out can
also be used to explain the tail section which occurred in the
load-deflection curves.

Oruanometallic Precursors

Low fiber/matrix coupling has been shown to be capable of
drastically improving the mechanical performance of chemically
vapor deposited ceramic matrix composites. This same idea has
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been tested on ceramic matrix composites which were processed
utilizing an organometallic precursor called polyvinylsilane.
The carbon interfacial layers for this situation were deposited
via a carbon polymeric precursor. Depending on the type of
precursor used and the application procedure, a range of
composite performance can be expected. The mechanical behavior
of the composite is found to be dependent on tht structure of
the carbon interfacial layer. A previous article has reviewed
the general characteristics of such composites, therefore this
paper is going to focus on the stress/strain behavior of these
ceramic matrix composites.

Composites fabricated with no carbon interfacial layer
have a linear-elastic response curve up to the failure strain
of the matrix when tested in a three point bend apparatus.
Brittle failure occurs at the matrix failure strain. Cracks
originate in the low-strain-to-failure matrix and propagate
unimpeded through the entire cross section. The chemical and
mechanical bonding which develops between the Nicalon
reinforcement and matrix during processing provides a
non-obstructed path for the passage of such matrix cracks.
Table I list the failure strains for these composites as you
increase the number of densifications.

A variety of different coating solutions were used in
trying to develop a suitable crack stopping layer between the
fiber and reinforcement. Mesophase forming pitches produced
coatings which dramatically affected the performance of these
composites. Load deflection curves were linear-elastic up to
the failure strain of the composite for all specimens which
contained a carbon coating. In contrast to the uncoated
specimens, non-catastrophic failure occurred at this strain
resulting in a tougher composite. Table I list failure strains
for a variety of composites prepared with different pitches. No
indication of matrix cracking, such as a change in deflection
curve slope, occurs before the composite failure strain is
reached, therefore a potential rise in the matrix microcrack
yield strain results due the presence of the fiber coating.

The technique of multilayering the matrix with alternating
carbon and polysilane impregnations has been shown [31,[51 to
improve the strength and toughness of ceramic matrix
composites. Load-deflection curves for such composites are
linear elastic up to the matrix failure strain. This point can
coincide with the ultimate composite failure strain or it can
be substantially below that value(Table II). In selected
composites the matrix is found to fail at the same strain level
as uncoated composites. Composite failure does not occur at
this point. The composite can be loaded to still higher stress
levels, whereas in the previous two cases once the matrix
failure strain is achieved composite failure occurs. In some
instances matrix failure strain coincides with the ultimate
failure strain. These composites have an enhanced matrix
microcrack yield strain over all previous cases. Table III
outlines the failure strains for composites with increasing
number of carbon interlayers. No tremendous improvement in
performance is immediately obvious when the number oi
interlayers is increased above two.
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CONCLUSION

Decoupling of fibers from the matrix in SiC/SiC composites
results in substantial improvenents in material strength and
work of fracture. C.V.D. applied carbon is an effective
interfacial decoupling material. Thick C.V.D. carbon coatings
may degrade fiber properties, and hence, overall composite
performance. The effectiveness of a carbon coating applied via
a polymeric precursor is dependent on the type used and
processing parameters employed. Significant improvements in
matrix microcrack yield strain are gained for composites with
carbon coatings on reinforcing fibers and multilayered
matrixes.
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TABLE I

Failure Strain for Coated and Non-coated Nicalon
Reinforced(Eiaht Harness Satin Weave) Composites.

Number PVS
Impreanations 12 3 4

No Fiber Coating
Failure Strain .0017 .0015 .0012 .0011 .0010
Flexural
Strength(MPa) 52.3 56.7 61.2 63.2 59.7

Fiber Coating: A240 in Trichlorobenzene(Q.01gm/cm.'3)
Failure Strain - .0041 .0021 .0022 -

Flexural
Strength(MPa) - 73.1 91.7 112.4 -

Fiber Coating: Toluene Insolubles A240 in TCB(0.0075am/cm^3)
Failure Strain - .0046 .0035 .0040 .0029
Flexural
Strength(MPa) - 128.2 128.2 157.2 126.2

Fiber Coatina: CPTI in TCB(0.01gm/cm^3)
Failure Strain - .0041 .0028 .0022 .0021
Flexural
Strenath(MPa) - 95.8 93.1 93.1 104.8

TABLE II
Nicalon Reinforced(Eight Harness Satin Wea-e) Composites

Multilavered Matrix with Carbon Coated Reinforcement
Number Carbon
and PVS Impreg. 1 2 3 4 5

Fiber Coating:Toluene Insolubles A240 in TCB(0.0075gm/cmA3)
Carbon Impreanation:Toluene Insolubles A240 in TCB(0.Olam/cmA3)
EmatrLx * .0030 .0036 .0050 .0051 -

Ef.compoite ** .0043 .0068 .0059 .0058 -

Flexural
Strength(MPa) 98.6 186.2 213.7 234.4 -

Fiber Coating:CPTI in TCB(0.01gm/cm^ 3)
Carbon Impreanation:CPTI in TCB(0.05m/cmA3)

Em.trix - - .0045 .0016 .0041
Ee,copoit - - .0072 .0084 .0075
Flexural
Strength(MPa) - - 160.6 235.1 291.0

Fiber Coating:CPTI in TCB(0.01gm/cm^3)
Carbon Impreanation:CPTI in TCB(0.1m/cmA3)

E,,trix - - .0025 .0015 .0029
.composit, - .0051 .0040 .0040 .0051

Flexural
Strenath (MPa) - 106.9 122.7 144.8 199.3
* Indicates strain c.t which load-deflection curve deviates

from linearity.

•* Indicates strain at which there is a non-recoverable load
drop, resulting in composite failure.
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TABLE III

Results on Varying the Number of Carbon Impregnations in
Nicalon Reinforced(Eight Harness Satin Weave) Composites

Number of PVS
and Carbon 5 PVS/ 5 PVS/ 5 PVS/ 5 PVS/ 5 PVS/
Impregnations 1 Carb 2 Carb 3 Carb 4 Carb 5 Carb

Fiber Coating:CPTI in TCB(0.Olgm/cm^3)
Carbon ImDreanation:CPTI in TCB(o.05am/cm^3)

Ematrix - .0043 .0050 .0043 .0041
Efcoposite .0048 .0069 .0067 .0065 .0075
Flexural
Strength(MPa) 175.1 232.4 213.7 213.7 291.0

Fiber Coating:CPTI in TCB(0.01gm/cm^3)
Carbon Impreanation:CPTI in TCB(0.10am/cm^31

cmatrix .0015 .0024 .0024 .0015 .0024
Ef, composite .0041 .0051 .0051 .0051 .0051
Flexural
Strength(MPa) 174.4 215.1 207.5 203.4 199.3

Number of PVS
and Carbon 4 PVS/ 4 PVS/ 4 PVS/ 4 PVS/
Impregnations 1 Carbe 2 Carb 3 Carb 4 Carb

Fiber Coating:CPTI in TCB(0.Olgm/cmA3)
Qcbon Impreanation:CPTI in TCB(0.05am/cmA3)

Era trix .0040 .0055 .0042 .0017
Er,compo,,te .0064 .0071 .0070 .0084
Flexural
Strength(MPa) 177-9 207.5 204.8 235.1

Fiber Coating:CPTI in TCB(0.01gm/cmA3)
Carbon Impreanation:CPTI in TCB(0.lam/cmA3)

Ematrix .0019 .0012 .0022 .0015
Et.composit. .0033 .0037 .0039 .0040
Flexural
Strength(MPa) 137.2 152.4 141.3 144.8
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